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Chapter One

Introduction

1.1. The Fusion of Creation Myth and Salvation History

To envision the future of exiled Israel, the prophet turns to the past in
Isaiah 51:9–10 and in so doing brings together an intriguing
combination of mythological and historical elements of ancient Israelite
cultus.

Awake, awake, put on strength, O arm of the LORD! Awake, as in days of
old, the generations of long ago! Was it not you who cut Rahab in pieces,
who pierced the dragon? Was it not you who dried up the sea, the waters
of the great deep; who made the depths of the sea a way for the redeemed
to cross over?1

With its mention of the conquest of Rahab the Sea Dragon, the passage
alludes to the Chaoskampf of pre-Yahwistic West Semitic religion that
understood cosmogony as a result of the struggle between the creator
God and Sea. On the other hand, the drying of the sea to form an
avenue of escape just as clearly alludes to the Exodus event, where at a
defining moment in their history Moses led the Israelites from Egyptian
captivity. The prophet correlates cosmic myth and salvation history to
illuminate how God will yet act.

Frank Moore Cross studies this correlation in Canaanite Myth and
Hebrew Epic, seeking to explain how and why Hebrew Scriptures weave
together myth and history. A passage like Isa 51:9–10 shows how the
historical Exodus event can be given “cosmic or primordial meaning”
by an association with the creator God’s defeat of Rahab.2 From a
history-of-religions perspective, Cross argues one must account for how
religious tradition appropriated the mythical to explicate the historical.

1 Hebrew Bible translations, unless otherwise noted, are from the New Revised
Standard Version.

2 Frank Moore Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic: Essays in the History of
Religion of Israel (Cambridge, Mass. ; Harvard University Press, 1973), 87.



The movement from dominantly mythical to dominantly historical patterns
is not a natural or inevitable tendency, as is evidenced by the perennial
resurgence of mythic forms and language in biblical religion: in the royal
ideology, in apocalyptic, in Gnosticism, in Qabbalah. … The thrust of
historical events, recognized as crucially or ultimately meaningful, alone
had the power to displace the mythic pattern. Even then we should expect
the survival of some mythic forms, and the secondary mythologizing of
historical experiences to point to their cosmic or transcendent meaning.3

Cross here contends it is the “crucially or ultimately meaningful”
historical events that are able not only to shift aside deep-rooted
mythology but to pull mythic forms into the interpretive orbit of those
events. In this way, myth serves “to give a cosmic dimension and
transcendent meaning to the historical.”4

While both the mythical and historical elements are different, a
similar fusion of creation myth and salvation history takes place in four
New Testament passages: John 1:1–18; 1 Corinthians 8:6; Colossians
1:15–20; and Hebrews 1:1–4. These texts all refer to the same
“historical” event, i.e., Jesus’ death and resurrection, construing it as
having salvific significance (though they interpret this significance
differently). At the same time, and in a manner that distinguishes them
from the rest of the NT, these four passages tie this historical event to
Jesus’ role as divine agent of creation. In strikingly similar language, all
four passages claim that Jesus is the one “through whom” (di’ ox)5 the
world came to be and all but 1 Cor 8:6 (the shortest) claim that he is
responsible for its continuation.6 Furthermore, all four associate Jesus’
creative feat with his close relationship with God: he is God’s “image”
(Col 1:15), his “effulgence” and “representation” (Heb 1:3), who is not
only with God but is himself divine ( John 1:1), and whom all should
confess as the “one Lord” (1 Cor 8:6).

The relatively uniform manner with which these passages describe
Jesus’ divine nature and the cosmological activity it generates suggests a
common tradition. The likelihood of such a common tradition is

3 Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 87.
4 Ibid. , 90. The full sentence reads: “In Israel, myth and history always stood in

strong tension, myth serving to give a cosmic dimension and transcendent
meaning to the historical, rarely functioning to dissolve history.”

5 John 1:3, 10; 1 Cor 8:6; Col 1:16; Heb 1:2.
6 In Col 1:17, “all things hold together” in Jesus and in Heb 1:3, “he sustains all

things.” In John 1:4–5, he is the source of life and light that continues to shine
in the darkness. See the discussion of these passages in chapter four.
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increased when one considers that these four texts are the sole New
Testament evidence for early Christian claims about Jesus as divine
agent of creation.7 Even the contexts wherein we find these four
passages evince little of their cosmology. The remainder of the Gospel
of John, 1 Corinthians, Colossians and Hebrews have nothing to say
about Jesus as agent of creation.8 Contrast this with the fact that when all
four passages focus on the historical Christ event (as noted above), they
do so in a manner consistent with their respective literary contexts.9 In
other words, while John 1:1–18, 1 Cor 8:6, Col 1:15–20, and Heb
1:1–4 attest a common cosmological tradition (cosmic agency grounded
upon divine ontology), this tradition itself does not seem to have been a
prominent aspect of early Christianity. Given the staccato fashion in
which it appears and that it is in all four of its appearances associated
with the more prominent theme of Christ’s salvific role, this
cosmological tradition comes to us in much the same manner that the
pre-Yahwistic Chaoskampf myth came to the readers of Second Isaiah.
That is, it shows up as a surviving mythic form which gives “a cosmic
dimension and transcendent meaning” to the historical Christ event.
The question is: From where did this cosmological tradition, this
Hellenistic era creation myth, come?

7 While there are a number of texts that assert Jesus’ pre-existence (i.e., his
existing before taking human form; see 1 Tim 3:16 and Phil 2:6 for instance),
the four passages discussed here are the only four that describe him as having a
role in creation. Hebrews 1:10–12, which is a quotation of LXX Psalm
101:26–28, describes Christ as the one who “established the earth and the
heavens are the works of [his] hand.” As we discuss in chapter four, this
quotation (Christologically interpreted) parallels the cosmological claim made
about the Son in Heb 1:2 and should not be viewed as separate from that verse.

8 This is not to say that the cosmological language cannot occur elsewhere in
those writings, only that when it does recur it does not function cosmologically.
For instance, the claim the Son is the image (eQj¾m) of the invisible God in Col
1:15 has an echo in 3:10, but in a soteriological context (the Colossians “have
put on the new [%mhqypor] , which is being renewed in knowledge according
to the eQj¾m of its creator”). NT translations are my own unless otherwise
noted.

9 E.g., the Son making purification for sins in Heb 1:3 parallels his role as perfect
sacrifice in Heb 9–10, while the Son’s role in creating the world (1:2) finds no
such parallel.
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1.2. Identifying the Vorleben of the
Christological Creation Myth

1.2.1. A Liturgical Vorleben

It is commonplace to view 1 Cor 8:6, Col 1:15–20, Heb 1:1–4 and the
Johannine prologue as arising out of early Christian worship. This is
because, in addition to Christological content, these four passages may
be grouped together on the basis of their formal qualities.10 Their terse,
elevated language, which they convey via parallelism and other
rhetorical devices, has generated much discussion as to whether these
passages are liturgical texts (hymns, confessions, prayers, etc.) or
fragments of liturgical texts.11

10 For detailed consideration of the formal aspects of 1 Cor 8:6, Col 1:15–20, Heb
1:1–4 and the Johannine prologue, see chapter four.

11 Since the beginning of the last century, scholars have exerted considerable effort
in developing criteria for identifying and assessing early Christian liturgical
texts. For a review of scholarship on the study of liturgical texts (hymns about
God, hymns about Christ, prayers and confessions) prior to the mid-1960’s, see
Reinhard Deichgräber, Gotteshymnus und Christushymnus in der fr�hen Chris-
tenheit : Untersuchungen zu Form, Sprache und Stil der fr�hchristlichen Hymnen,
SUNT 5 (Göttingen: Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, 1967): 11–21.
In terms of research, the greatest emphasis has been on so-called “hymns”

that focus particularly on Christ: John 1:1–18; Phil 2:6–11; Eph 2:14–16; Col
1:15–20; Heb 1:2b–4; 1 Peter 2:14–16; and 3:18, 22. See Elizabeth Schüssler
Fiorenza, “Wisdom Mythology and the Christological Hymns of the New
Testament” in Aspects of Wisdom in Judaism and Early Christianity (Robert
Wilken, ed.; Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1975), 17–41 (the
list above comes from 19–20). Schüssler Fiorenza observed (30 years ago!) that
“A discussion of these hymns encounters a vast amount of scholarly research, an
enormous diversity of hypotheses, and a larger variety of methodological and
theological questions” (17). She then noted that between the mid-1960s and
mid-1970s, ten new monographs on Christological hymns appeared as well as,
in the same period of time, five reprints of seminal works on the subject from
earlier in the century, not to mention numerous articles on individual hymns
within the group (38). Of course such study has continued in the thirty years
since Schüssler Fiorenza wrote this and many more books and articles have been
published.
The seminal works on early Christological hymns remain Eduard Norden,

Agnostos Theos: Untersuchungen zur Formengeschichte religiçser Rede (Leipzig,
Berlin: B. G. Teubner, 1913), and Josef Kroll, Die christliche Hymnodik bis zu
Klemens von Alexandria, (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft 1968;
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Even if we accept these passages as to some degree liturgical (which
seems probable), it is unlikely that all four of them are of the same
literary Gattung.12 Colossians 1:15–20 and John 1:1–18, the most
elaborate of the four passages, come the closest to fully developed
“hymns.” 13 First Corinthians 8:6 appears to be a “confession” and as
such is similar to the Shema (Deut 6:4).14 While not a distinct liturgical
unit, Heb 1:1–4 is modeled on traditional material and in fact may
contain portions of different “hymn” fragments.15 We should also note
that each of these four passages serves to introduce the material that
follows them. In Col 1:15–20, Heb 1:1–4, and John 1:1–18, we have
three passages either at the beginning or near the beginning of the
document which introduce the themes with which those documents

reprint of Verzeichnis der Vorlesungen an der Akademie zu Braunsberg, Summer
1921: 3–46, and Winter 1921/22: 47–98).

12 As the previous note suggests, these four passages are not the only liturgical texts
in the NT. Clearly there are other appropriations of liturgical material (e.g.,
Rom 11:36; Eph 4:6; Heb 2:10). And in fact there are a number of texts that
are both liturgical in nature and have a Christological focus, most notably Phil
2:6–11 and 1 Tim 3:16. These latter two are often included alongside the texts
in Col 1, Heb 1 and John 1 in analyses of early Christian hymnody (1 Cor 8:6 is
considered a confession and not a hymn). This is because, in addition to their
liturgical nature and focus on Christ, Phil 2 and 1 Tim 3 are similar to our four
texts in that they refer to some kind of pre-existent aspect to Christ’s identity
and they rehearse events in Christ’s life (especially his suffering and vindication),
events associated with his salvific function. However, what differentiates the
passages in our study from Phil 2:6–11 and 1 Tim 3:16 are the cosmological
aspects which are in the former but not in the latter. The closest, Phil 2:6–11,
comes to cosmology is its claim that before Christ emptied himself and took the
form of a human being, he was in the form (loqv¶) of God (which may echo
eQj¾m heoO in LXX Gen 1:27). First Timothy 3:16 hints only at pre-existence
when it says Christ was revealed in flesh (1vameq¾hg 1m saqj¸). In the passages of
our study, Christ does not simply exist before his human manifestation but has
an important cosmological function, one (apparently) distinct from that human
existence.

13 For the Johannine prologue as hymn, see Gérard Rochais, “La formation du
prologue ( Jn 1,1–18) (1st part),” ScEs 37 (1985): 5–44. For Colossians, see
Eduard Lohse, Colossians and Philemon: A Commentary on the Epistles to the
Colossians and to Philemon, (trans. W. Poehlmann and R. Karris; Hermeneia;
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971), 41–46.

14 See Hans Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians: A Commentary on the First Epistle to the
Corinthians, (trans. James W. Leitch; Hermenia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1975):
144–145.

15 Harold Attridge, The Epistle to the Hebrews: A Commentary on the Epistle to the
Hebrews (Hermenia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1989): 41–48.
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deal. Though 1 Cor 8:6 does not introduce 1 Corinthians as a whole, it
does appear as part of the introduction to the discussion in 1 Cor 8–10
on eating meat dedicated to idols. These texts appear then to be
traditional material (or at least passages styled after traditional materials)
that, as such, provide a rhetorical entrée into more prosaic discourses.

The primary difficulty with designating our passages as liturgical
texts is how little is known about early Christian liturgy. In spite of the
consensus that exists among scholars that these (and other) passages are
liturgical in nature, there has yet to develop a consensus view
concerning the forms of early Christian hymns, prayers or confessions,
not to mention the nature of early Christian worship in general. The
lack of knowledge about how turn-of-the-era Jewish synagogues or
non-Jewish Hellenistic religions influenced early Christian worship only
exacerbates the situation. To claim these four Christological passages are
likely liturgical in nature and origin hints at the possibility they receive
their distinctive cosmological traditions from a suspected liturgical Sitz
im Leben. Unfortunately, by itself, this claim offers nothing more
definitive.

1.2.2. A Hebraic Sapiential Vorleben

What is definite is that we have before us four passages that are distinct
both for their cosmological content and their elevated literary form.
This combination of content and form has prompted many to find
parallels to these texts in Jewish wisdom literature (which speaks, in
poetical form, of personified Wisdom’s presence at creation), and it is
now a commonplace to see the biblical sapiential tradition as the source
of our passages’ common cosmological myth.16 By appropriating Jewish

16 J. T. Sanders (The New Testament Christological Hymns: Their Historical Religious
Background [Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1971]) argued that most
Christological liturgical texts draw from the same myth, a redeemer myth
which is mediated to early Christians through Jewish wisdom, itself influenced
by other religions. The same myth appears in later Gnostic writings. Schüssler
Fiorenza disputed this single myth notion, stating that instead what we have in
these NT texts is “reflective mythology.” That is, the NT texts borrow mythic
elements (“patterns, motifs, configurations”) from pre-existing mythological
materials (i.e., sapiential traditions) for their author’s own theological concerns.
Schüssler Fiorenza, “Wisdom Mythology,” 29: “Such a theology is not
interested in reproducing the myth itself or the mythic materials as they stand,
but rather in taking up and adapting the various mythical elements to its own
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wisdom concepts, it is thought that these NT passages sought to give
voice to the pre-eminent status which early Christians ascribed to
Christ.17 This is done primarily through the application to Jesus of the
pre-existence that sapiential traditions afford personified Wisdom (8B?;
in Hebrew, the Greek translation of which is sov¸a). Like personified
Wisdom (in Prov 8:22–36; Sir 1:1, 4–10; 24:9; Bar 3:29–4:4; cf. Job
28:23–28), the NT passages suggest that Jesus existed before creation
with God and/or was present at creation. They also present Jesus in
Sophia’s garb in other ways. In particular, Wisdom’s humanly
appearance, rejection by humans and exultation, as gleaned from
various wisdom texts, parallel the description of Jesus’ experience in a
number of NT Christological texts.18

In Jesus the Sage, Ben Witherington reaches a number of conclusions
about the relationship between Jewish wisdom and early Christological
“hymns” which we can take as reflecting the current consensus
communis.19 Witherington sees a preexistence-earthly visitation-exulta-
tion progression (he calls it the “V” pattern) as the basic framework of
the different Christological hymns and he claims this framework arises
out of biblical sapientialism.20 That he considers the “Christological

theological goal and theoretical concerns.” The NT Christological passages are
not unique in this, according to Schüssler Fiorenza; rather, they are a part of a
“trajectory” of reflective mythology, which includes Jewish wisdom and
Gnosticism (37).

17 While Sanders and Schüssler Fiorenza have differing perspectives on the role of
myth in early Christological hymnody (note 16), they both concur that the
function in the NT texts is the same. See Sanders, Christological Hymns, 143–44,
and Schüssler Fiorenza, “Wisdom Mythology,” 37–38.

18 For a list of characteristics (with citations) of the wisdom myth in Jewish
wisdom texts see Schüssler Fiorenza, “Wisdom Mythology,” 27, and Roland E.
Murphy, The Tree of Life : An Exploration of Biblical Wisdom Literature (ABRL;
New York: Doubleday, 1990): 145–46. We will discuss many of these
sapiential passages in chapter four, especially when discussing the Johannine
prologue.

19 Ben Witherington III, Jesus the Sage: The Pilgrimage of Wisdom (Minneapolis :
Augsburg Fortress 1994). I am not suggesting that all are in agreement with
every aspect of Witherington’s analysis of the subject. Rather, I highlight those
conclusions in Witherington (whose analysis is among the most recent) which
are representative of the consensus view

20 Ibid., 255. Witherington is influenced here by Ralph Martin (“Some
Reflections on New Testament Hymns,” in Christ the Lord: Studies in
Christology Presented to Donald Guthrie [ed. Harold H. Rowdon; Downers
Grove, Ill. : Inter-Varsity Press, 1982], 37–49). Scholars do not all agree on the
nature of this transference from wisdom to Christian venues. In addition to the
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hymns [to be] a further development, with some novel elements thrown
in,” of the sapiential tradition reflects Witherington’s conviction this
sapiential tradition forms a consistent trajectory that extends from the
Hebrew Bible (namely Proverbs 8) through the Diaspora Jewish
wisdom writings (Wisdom of Solomon, Sirach, and “to a lesser degree”
Philo) to the New Testament.21 The “novel elements” in the Christian
texts have to do with a greater emphasis on history: “in one way or
another there was a felt need to say more of an historical nature than had
been said in previous wisdom hymns, all the while still appropriating a
considerable amount of the form and content of those hymns.”22

However, Witherington considers this historical emphasis as actually
part of the trajectory, an “increasing particularization of wisdom” begun
already in the later Jewish wisdom texts.23

It does appear to be the case that there is a relationship between the
biblical sapiential tradition and 1 Cor 8:6, Col 1:15–20, Heb 1:1–4 and
the Johannine prologue. In fact, the combination of cosmology and
soteriology which the NT passages evince adds further substance to this
notion. In Proverbs 8:22–36, Wisdom (8B?;) claims that because she
was there from the beginning and witnessed God’s creative work, she is
able to benefit humanity.

issue of whether there is one underlying myth (Sanders) or a “reflective
mythology” (Schüssler Fiorenza), we might also consider the argument of
James Dunn. In Christology in the Making (2nd ed.; Philadelphia: Westminster,
1996), Dunn agrees that Jewish wisdom traditions influence the Christological
hymns. However, Dunn argues against the notion that Sophia (or the Philonic
Logos, discussed below) is an hypostasis. He prefers to see Sophia/Logos as a
personification of divine attributes, a metaphorical construct. Dunn raises an
interesting question about whether early Chistian hymn writers truly under-
stood Jesus as pre-existing creation or even his humanly form. However, Dunn
does not take seriously enough the Middle Platonic and more general
philosophical context of Wisdom of Solomon and Philo and too easily dismisses
Sophia and the Logos in these writings as metaphorical (Thomas Tobin
[“Prologue of John and Hellenistic Jewish speculation,” CBQ 52 (1990): 266]
shares this criticism of Dunn). But with respect to the Christological hymns, his
thesis, even if correct, is only secondary to the issue of whether and how there
is an influence by wisdom traditions.

21 Witherington, Jesus the Sage, 291.
22 Ibid., 289.
23 Witherington claims this “particularization” is especially seen in the equation of

Wisdom and Torah in Sirach 24 ( Jesus the Sage, 96).
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When he set the heavens in place, I was there,
when he fixed the horizon upon the deep.

When he made firm the vault of heaven above,
when he established the springs of the deep,

when he fixed the foundations of earth,
I was at his side, a sage.
I was daily taking delight,
rejoicing before him at all times,

rejoicing in his inhabited world;
I take delight in human beings.

And now, O children, listen to me … .
For whoever finds me finds life,

and wins favor from Yahweh.24

Similarly, Sirach bases personified Wisdom’s ability to benefit humanity
on her cosmic primogeniture.

Wisdom was created before all other things,
and prudent understanding from eternity.

The root of wisdom – to whom has it been revealed?
Her subtleties – who knows them?

There is but one who is wise, greatly to be feared,
seated upon his throne – the Lord.

It is he who created [Wisdom];
he saw her and took her measure;
he poured her out upon all his works,

upon all the living according to his gift ;
he lavished her upon those who love him.25

Like Jesus Christ, Wisdom’s close relationship with God (being with him
at the beginning of all things) and her witnessing his creative activity are
combined with (and connected to) her ability to illuminate humankind.

24 Proverbs 28:27–32, 35. Translation from Richard J. Clifford, Proverbs (OTL;
Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 1999), 92. See below for a discussion
of the term Clifford translates “sage” in Prov 8:30.

25 Sirach 1:4–10 (NRSV). Cf. Sir 24 which describes Wisdom’s heavenly origins
followed by her taking up residence (as Torah) on Zion. From there she calls :
”Come to me, you who desire me, and eat your fill of my fruits. For the
memory of me is sweeter than honey, and the possession of me sweeter than the
honeycomb. Those who eat of me will hunger for more, and those who drink
of me will thirst for more. Whoever obeys me will not be put to shame, and
those who work with me will not sin” (24:19–22).
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However, it is not altogether clear that even if there is a general
influence from one to the other that there is a consistent trajectory from
biblical Wisdom to our Christological passages. What Witherington
calls “a further development” of Jewish sapiential thinking with “some
novel elements thrown in”26 seems upon closer scrutiny to be more of a
substantive departure marked by radical particularization. For one thing,
in contrast to the NT passages which claim that everything came to be
“through” Christ (di’ aqtoO), the Hebrew Bible presents personified
Wisdom as not so much an agent of creation as simply a witness to it. In
Proverbs 8:27–31 (quoted above), Wisdom describes how she was
present when Yahweh created the world (“… he set … he fixed … he
made … he established … ,” etc.). Wisdom delighted in creation and
attended during it as a “sage” (C9B4), but she is not herself instrumental
in creation.27 The same can be said of Sirach’s presentation of
Wisdom.28

Furthermore, while both the biblical sapiential texts and the four
NT passages highlight the close relationship between Wisdom/Christ
and God, they describe that relationship quite differently. In Prov
8:22–25 Wisdom claims she was created (8DK ; LXX jt¸fy) by God,

26 See note 22.
27 The standard translation of C9B4 is “master worker” (NRSV) or “craftsman”

(NAB, NIV). Concerning this difficult word, Clifford writes: “The most
satisfactory interpretation is that ’ām�n in 8:30 is a loanword from Akkadian
ummānu, ‘scribe, sage; heavenly sage,’ and vocalized ’ommān in Hebrew. An
ummānu is a divine or semidivine bringer of culture and skill to the human
race…. Like the Akkadian ummānu, Wisdom lives with God and in her role as
sage brings to human beings the wisdom and culture they need to live rightly
and serve God. Proverbs combines traditions of the heavenly mediator of
wisdom with its own literary personification of Wisdom as foil to the forbidden
woman” (Proverbs, 101).

28 See Sir 1:1–20 and 24:1–7. There are a number of Hebrew Bible passages that
claim God created by means of wisdom (as well as knowledge, understanding,
and God’s word): Prov 3:19; Psalm 32:6; 104:24; 136:5; Jer 10:12; 51:15. In
Prov 3:19, for instance, we read that “Yahweh by wisdom (8B?;5) founded
the earth and by understanding (8D95N5) established the heavens.” The LXX
translates 8B?;5 as t0 sov¸ô and 8D95N5 as 1m vqom¶sei, using the dative of
means and the related 1m c. dative prepositional phrase (cf. Wis 9:1–2). While
these passages may have contributed to the development of the notion of
cosmological agency in Hellenistic Judaism and Christianity, they do not appear
to provide any concrete evidence of a personified (or hypostatic) cosmological
agent.
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being brought forth before all other things.29 Similarly Sirach says
Wisdom was created (1:4, LXX jt¸fy) before all other things.
However, the NT passages focus not on Christ’s origin but on his
ontological relationship with God. As we saw, he is the divine eQj¾m
(Col 1:15), God’s !pa¼casla and his waqajt¶q (Heb 1:3) who is
himself divine (heºr, John 1:1). He is even the one Lord (eXr j¼qior, 1
Cor 8:6). Nothing in the Hebraic sapiential tradition anticipates as grand
a nature as what these NT passages afford the Son.

Finally, Witherington sees a similarity between Wisdom who was
present at creation taking on the identity of Torah and dwelling in Zion
(cf. Sirach 24 and Baruch 3:29–4:4) and the Son through whom
everything came to be dying on the cross. It is unclear, however, how
Wisdom becoming Torah is “particularization,” especially anywhere
near the degree of the cosmically instrumental Son becoming a human
( John 1:14) or dying on the cross (Col 1:20). Unlike the human Jesus,
Wisdom qua Torah remains a universal force that is not bound by time
(let alone mortality). Even if the incarnation, death and resurrection (the
centerpiece of NT Christologies) were the culmination of a trajectory
of particularization, they must be understood as something far more
extreme than “some novel elements thrown in[to]” the sapiential mix.

While we willingly accept some relationship between the biblical
wisdom tradition and our four NT passages, that relationship does not
adequately account for the ontologically-based cosmological agency the
NT texts express. There is of course more to Jewish sapientialism then
the texts we have so far discussed. In particular, we have yet to consider
the affinities between the NT passages and Wisdom of Solomon and the
writings of Philo of Alexandria (see below). However, it is important to
note the ontological and cosmological disparity between the Hebraic
wisdom tradition (i.e. , those sapiential texts originally composed in
Hebrew and/or originating in Palestine) and the four NT passages in
our study.30 We need to be aware of this disparity if the NT texts have

29 For a discussion of this terminology, especially 8DK, which some (cf. NAB)
translate as “beget,” see Clifford, Proverbs, 96.

30 Obviously, Proverbs and Job are part of the Hebraic sapiential tradition. We
also include the deuterocanonical Sirach (see Alexander A. Di Lella, “Wisdom
of Ben Sira,” ABD 6:932, 35) as well as Baruch (Doron Mendels, “Baruch,
Book of,” ABD 1:619–20). The Qumran sapiential material should also be
included in this grouping (for an overview, see Daniel J. Harrington, Wisdom
Texts from Qumran [The Literature of the Dead Sea Scrolls ; New York:
Routledge, 1996]).
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greater affinity with the later, more Hellenistic representatives of the
sapiential tradition (which they do) because it would suggest this affinity
likely stems from someplace other than Witherington’s biblical wisdom
trajectory.

1.2.3. A Hellenistic Jewish Vorleben

1.2.3.1. Hellenistic Sapiential and Exegetical Traditions

The strongest arguments that 1 Cor 8:6, Col 1:15–20, Heb 1:1–4 and
the Johannine prologue are related to Jewish sapientialism rest on how
these texts describe the Son’s relationship to God and his cosmological
agency. Yet, while the biblical sapiential tradition seems to provide the
NT texts the general framework of combined cosmic pre-existence and
soteriology, the specific parallels of ontology and cosmology we find in
the NT occur only in a specific sub-set of that tradition, namely
Wisdom of Solomon and Philo’s writings. Both writings (apparently
unrelated to each other) date to around the turn of the era, were
composed in Greek, and in a diaspora setting (Alexandria for Philo and
probably for Wisdom as well).31

The pseudonymous author of Wisdom ascribes personified Sophia
(sov¸a, Greek equivalent to 8B?;) an explicit role in the creation of the
cosmos when he calls her “the fashioner of all things” (B p²mt½m
tewm ?tir, 7:22).32 Like Col 1:17 (“everthing holds together in him”) and
Heb 1:3 (“he bears all things”), Sophia’s cosmological role is ongoing:
“She reaches mightily from one end of the earth to the other, and she
orders (dioij´y) all things well.” And as the NT passages do, Wisdom
grounds Sophia’s cosmological roles in her essential connection to God.
Wisdom and the NT passages even share the same ontological
terminology, as Wis 7:25–26 shows:

For she is a breath of the power of God,
and a pure emanation of the glory of the almighty;
therefore nothing defiled gains entrance into her.

For she is a reflection (!pa¼casla) of eternal light,
a spotless mirror of the working of God,
and an image (eQj¾m) of his goodness.

31 See chapter three for details on Philo of Alexandria and Wisdom of Solomon.
32 My translation. Unless otherwise noted, translations from Wisdom of Solomon

are those of the NRSV.
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Furthermore, Wisdom of Solomon holds that Sophia functioned as a
competent guide for human beings precisely because of her divine
nature and cosmological experience. This is the basis for Pseudo-
Solomon’s desire to attain Sophia:

I loved her and sought her from my youth; I desired to take her for my
bride, and became enamored of her beauty. She glorifies her noble birth by
living with God, and the Lord of all loves her. For she is an initiate in the
knowledge of God, and an associate in his works. If riches are a desirable
possession in life, what is richer than wisdom, the active cause of all things
(B t± p²mta 1qcafol´mg)? And if understanding is effective, who more than
she is fashioner of what exists (t_m emtym tewm ?tir)? (Wis 8:2–4)

Sophia’s ability to make “holy souls” into “friends of God” (Wis 7:27) is
consistent with the ways of personified Wisdom in Proverbs or Sirach.
That this ability rests on her status as divine eQj¾m and !pa¼casla (7:26)
and her status as “the active cause of all things” (B t± p²mta 1qcafol´mg)
and “fashioner of existing things” (t_m emtym tewm ?tir) is not.

This conception of Sophia is not unique to Wisdom of Solomon.
Philo also describes her as the divine eQj¾m (Leg. 1.41) and says that di’ Hr
t± fka Gkhem eQr c´mesim (Fug. 109, using di² cum genitive to denote
instrumental agency, a phrase the NT passages use but not Wis). Philo,
however, transfers (or preserves a prior transference of) these descriptors
to the divine Word or Kºcor.33 We shall consider the significance of this
transference momentarily, but at present we should observe how Philo
applies to the Logos the same ontologically-based cosmological agency
Wis applies to Sophia and the NT passages apply to the Son.

While Philo’s writings are voluminous and the evidence of his
Logos doctrine diffused throughout, we can see in two passages key
examples of his thinking. In Leg. 3.96, an allegorical exegesis of the
figure of Bezalel in Exod 31:2–5, Philo speaks of the Logos as God’s
instrument (eqcamom) in creation as well as God’s image (eQj¾m).

…Bezalel means “in the shadow of God,” and the shadow (sj¸a) of God is
his kºcor, which he used as an instrument when he made the world (è
jah²peq aqc²m\ pqoswqgs²lemor 1joslopo¸ei). But this shadow, a
representation (!pe¸josla) as it were, is [itself] the archetype
(!qw´tupom) for other things. For just as God is the pattern (paq²deicla)
of the image (B eQj¾m) – what has been called “shadow” – thus the image (B
eQj¾m) becomes the pattern (paq²deicla) of other things. This he (Moses)
made clear when he starts his law by saying, “And God made the human

33 For concise yet authoritative introduction to the Logos concept, see Thomas
Tobin, “Logos,” ABD 4:348–56.
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being after the image of God” (ja· 1po¸gsem b he¹r t¹m %mhqyom jat( eQjºma
heoO ; LXX Gen 1:27); thus on the one hand that the image had been
modeled after God, while on the other that the human being was modeled
after the image when it undertook its paradigmatic function (¢r t/r l³m
eQjºmor jat± t¹m he¹m !peijomishe¸sgr, toO d³ !mhq¾pou jat± tµm eQjºma
kaboOsam d¼malim paqade¸clator).34

It is immediately clear that Philo writes in a manner completely different
than Wis or the NT passages. While Philo resonates with these other
writings, his use of eQj¾m and his discussion of the Logos’ role in creation
(both cosmological and anthropological) are considerably more detailed
and represent a more nuanced, intellectual approach. Another example
of his more nuanced approach is his use of the simple prepositional
phrase t¹ di’ ox, which we saw in all four of the NT passages denoting
Christ’s cosmological agency. While Philo himself frequently uses the
term to denote the Logos’ agency, he also provides a lengthy discourse
(Cher. 125–127) explaining the philosophy behind this phrase.

Still, in spite of his sophistication, Philo is trading in the same
fundamentals. In Sacr. 8 we find a relatively concise description (for
Philo) of the Logos’ ability to benefit humanity. Note how, once again,
this benefit is connected to cosmological agency.

There are those whom God leads still higher; causing them to exceed every
form and genus, he sets them next to himself. Such a one is Moses to whom
he says “you stand here with me” (Deut 5:31). Hence, when Moses was
about to die, he neither left nor was he added … there was no room in him
for adding or taking away. Rather, he was removed “through the word”
(di± Nglatºr ; Deut 34:5) of the (Supreme) Cause, that through which also
the whole world was created (di’ ox ja· b s¼lpar jºslor 1dgliouqce ?to).
Thus you might learn that God values the wise person as much as he does
the world since by the same word that he makes the universe he also leads
the perfect person from things earthly unto himself (t` aqt` kºc\ ja· t¹
p÷m 1qcafºlemor ja· t¹m t´keiom !p¹ t_m peqice¸ym !m²cym ¢r 2autºm).35

Here in Philo, as with Wisdom of Solomon and the NT writings, we
oberve not just recurring terminology but a recurring conceptual
pattern: a divine agent, essentially related to the Deity and functioning
in creation, who benefits humanity. In fact, Philo’s claim that “by the
same kºcor that [God] makes the universe he also leads the perfect from

34 My translation. We discuss both this passage (Leg. 3.96) and the following
passage (Sacr. 8) in greater detail in chapter three.

35 My translation.
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things earthly unto himself” provides succinct expression of the
phenomenon we are considering in this study.

The general framework of the sapiential tradition (Witherington’s
“V” pattern) persists even in Philo’s writings. However his focus on the
Logos instead of Sophia makes us aware that we are encountering
something that is not limited to the biblical wisdom tradition. First of
all, were it not for Philo, we might be inclined to consider the NT
passages as innovative in applying the sapiential myth to Christ. This is
clearly not the case as Philo describes both Sophia and the Logos, also a
masculine entity, in the same terms (cf. Leg. 1.41 with Conf. 146–147).
That Philo does this suggests a degree of fluidity in this kind of
speculation, fluidity that likely pre-existed his own efforts and certainly
those of the NT.

More significantly, Philo’s focus on the Logos invites us to consider
the possibility of other influences apart from Jewish wisdom tradition. In
particular, Philo’s presentation of the kºcor as instrument of creation
rests (at least in part) on Genesis 1, which describes how God brought
everything into existence by means of speech (k´cy). It seems quite likely
that a similar exegetical tradition informs the Johannine prologue,
especially vv. 1–5 which focus on the Logos and creation and which has
a number of verbal echoes of Gen 1:1–5 (e.g., 1m !qwµ, v_r, sjot¸a).36

Furthermore, as we saw in Leg. 3.96 (quoted above), Philo bases his
construal of the Logos as both cosmic and anthropological paradigm on
the phrase jat( eQjºma heoO in Gen 1:27.37 Philo’s movement from the
Genesis anthropogony to cosmogony via the term eQj¾m makes explicit
the type of exegesis that probably underlies the cosmological uses of
eQj¾m in Wis 7:26 and Col 1:15 (and perhaps waqajt¶q in Heb 1:3).38

All of this suggests that, in addition to biblical wisdom, exegetical
traditions dealing with the Genesis cosmogony are also a common

36 For more on Genesis interpretive traditions, see the brief discussion on
Aristobulus in the introduction to chapter three and the excursus on “Logos-
centric Interpretation of Genesis 1 in Philo of Alexandria and the Prologue to
John” in chapter four. See also Tobin, “The Prologue of John and Hellenistic
Jewish Speculation,” 252–268; and Gregory E. Sterling, “‘The Second God’:
The Exegetical Tradition of Genesis 1:1–5 in Philo and John,” (paper presented
at the annual meeting of the SBL, San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 20–23, 2004).

37 See the discussion of “The Paradigmatic Use of the Logos: The Logos as eQj¾m”
in chapter three (§ 3.2.5.3).

38 See the discussions of eQj¾m in chapter three (Wisdom) and chapter 4
(Colossians and waqajt¶q in Hebrews).
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influence on these writings (especially on Philo’s work and the
Johannine prologue). These interpretative traditions nonetheless appear
to cohere rather well with sapiential cosmology. For one thing, while
there is no mention in the Genesis text itself of a divine agent involved
in the creation, the exegesis appears to assume such an agent and
highlights the terminology in the text that best explains this assumption.
It is as if the concept of the Logos pre-existed the exegesis and the
interpreter sees in the divine speech act (Gen 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 20, 24,
26, 29) supporting evidence for it. A similar phenomenon must be at
play when Philo (or his source) considers the biblical claim that
humanity was created jat( eQjºma heoO as a warrant for perceiving a third
thing between God and humanity, namely the paradigmatic eQj¾m. We
have then an exegetical Tendenz that posits an intermediate reality
between God and creation, a reality that takes quasi-personal shape in
the Logos and that has a instrumental/formative role. While such an
intermediary is similar to personified Wisdom there remains the same,
distinctive ontologically-based cosmological agency that unites Philo,
Wisdom of Solomon and the four NT texts as at least a special sub-set
within the larger Sapiential tradition.

1.2.3.2. “Gnosticism”

In our effort to determine the Vorleben for 1 Cor 8:6, Col 1:15–20, Heb
1:1–4 and the Johannine prologue we have found that they share key
characteristics with Wisdom of Solomon and Philo’s writings. These
characteristics include a general debt to the biblical wisdom tradition,
especially that tradition’s focus on a pre-existing figure as well as its
combination of cosmology and soteriology. However, in contrast to the
biblical wisdom, these writings emphasize a figure that is divinely related
(God’s Word, Image, Son; i.e., not a creation) and that is instrumental
in bringing “all things” into existence.39 Furthermore, these writings
reflect (to varying degrees) the influence of speculative exegetical
traditions that find in the Genesis cosmogony biblical warrants
supporting this divinely related cosmological agent.

Most, if not all, of these characteristics find expression in two other
documents, both originating around the second century CE and both

39 Though the use of p÷r is ubiquitous in ancient Greek writings, it is worth
noting that all of the texts in our study use some form of this term (e.g, t¹ p÷m,
t± p²mta) when referring to the product(s) of creation.
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associated with the erstwhile rubric “Gnosticism.”40 One is Poimandres,
the first treatise in the Corpus Hermeticum, which is a set of religio-
philosophical texts united in part by their espousal of salvation through
knowledge (cm_sir).41 Poimandres relates a revelation from a divine
figure, the eponymic Poimandres, to an unidentified recipient (tradi-
tionally known as Hermes). The revelation recounts the creation of the
cosmos with particular focus on the divine origin of humankind. The
purpose of this revelation is to illuminate humankind about their true
nature and thereby prompt them to choose their divine source over the
physical world.

A close analysis of Poimandres’ revelation reveals that, while it is
neither Jewish nor Christian, it draws heavenly from the biblical
cosmogony and anthropogony found in Genesis 1.42 However, the
Hermetic version involves considerably more complexity and drama.
Most importantly, there are a number of intermediary super-sensible
forces bringing the material cosmos and humanity into being. Among
these are b Kºcor, who is uR¹r heoO (CH 1.6) and is responsible for
ordering the supersensible world (which is an “archetypal form, the
prior source to an unending beginning” (1.8)).43 The creation of the
physical world falls to (apparently) another intermediary, b Dgliouqcºr
(“the Craftsman”). Poimandres refers to this one, who also is born of
God, as “the god of fire and spirit” (1.9). Yet another intermediary is
responsible for the creation of material humanity, b -mhqypor. Also
born of God and bearing his image (eQj¾m), the -mhqypor has a

40 While its defining elements have of late become less tenable, “Gnosticism”
remains the easiest terminological entrée into discussing texts loosely affiliated
by their common emphasis on redemption through self-knowledge. Earlier in
the last century, many considered “Gnosticism” as a large factor in the Vorleben
of the NT and Wisdom passages already mentioned (see the discussions
concerning the origin of the different NT passages in chapter four). Our
approach here is to view the “Gnostic” texts we study as arising out of
Hellenistic Judaism. See the introduction to chapter five as well as the
discussion later in that chapter of the Sitz im Leben of the texts studied.

41 Scholars have usually situated the Corpus Hermeticum on the periphery of
“Gnosticism.” See Kurt Rudolph, Gnosis: The Nature and History of Gnosticism
(trans. ed. R. McL. Wilson; San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1987), 25–26. For
a more detailed discussion of the Corpus Hermeticum and Poimandres in particular
see chapter five.

42 Chapter five provides the details regarding Poimandres’ use of Genesis 1.
43 Translations of Corpus Hermeticum 1 (Poimandres) are my own, unless otherwise

noted.
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powerful effect on all who look upon him (1.12). It is when the
-mhqypor and creation (v¼sir) come together (in a lover’s embrace, no
less) that earthly humanity as we know it comes into existence.

Though obscured by the multiple intermediary figures, we find in
Poimandres the familiar motif of ontologically-based cosmological
agency. Furthermore, we see evidence of traditions reminiscent of
those preserved by Philo (eQj¾m referring to a third thing between God
and creation; the creation having a super-sensible “archetype”). That
there might be some relation (not necessarily Poimandres drawing from
Philo) seems all the more possible given the echoes of Gen 1 in the
Hermetic revelation. The missing component is Sapientialism (in
particular, there is no explicit reference to personified Wisdom in the
treatise). However, Poimandres shares with Sapientialism a similar
soteriological Tendenz in that the intermediate reality (however multi-
plied) provides the basis for human fulfillment. In particular, this
fulfillment comes from being aware that the -mhqypor is both akin to
the Deity and the source of human life. Hence, Poimandres says: “If
you learn that he (i.e. , b -mhqypor) is from life and light and that you
happen to be from them [as well] , then you will advance again into life”
(CH 1.21).

The other document is the Sethian treatise known as The Apocryphon
of John, a document purporting to contain a revelation to John the
Apostle by the Savior and in which the Savior details the divine origin
of humankind.44 The primary vehicle of these details and the heart of
Ap. John is a two-part reworking of the biblical creation story. The first
part takes place before Genesis 1:1 and relates how both the heavenly
universe and its earthly copy came into existence. The second part
retells the story of the first several chapters of Genesis not as a
cosmogony but as salvation history.

What makes this retelling germane to our discussion is the
Apocryphon’s positing of an elaborate intermediary sphere between a
hyper-transcendent deity (the Monad) and earthly reality. This sphere,

44 Unlike Poimandres, Ap. John (or parts of it) appears to have been foundational to
“Gnosticism.” As we discuss in chapter five, even among those who are most
skeptical about this rubric, Ap. John still receives pride of place in “Gnostic”
literature.
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which defies simple explanation, contains within it all the aspects of the
intermediary figure we discussed above though in kaleidoscopic form.45

Ontology: The ultimate expression of this intermediate reality is a female
figure known as the Barbēlō. She is a product of the Monad’s self-
contemplation and as such is “the perfect Providence (pqºmoia) of the All,
the light, the likeness of the light, the image (eQj¾m) of the invisible One,
the perfect power, Barbēlō, the perfect aeon of glory….”(Ap. John
11,4–12).46

Cosmological Agency: Ap. John 17,7–16, which relates some of the
inherent complexity of the text with its multiple and continuous
emanations, describes how the heavenly creation (“the All”) came into
existence: “And the Mind wanted to make something through the Word
(º|²¦Å ¬´j¼r = di± kºcou?) of the invisible Spirit. And his will became
actual and came forth with the Mind and the Light glorifying him. And the
Word followed the Will. For because of the Word, Christ, the divine Self-
Generated, created the All.”

Speculative Exegesis : While Ap. John is infamous for its inverse reading of
the Genesis text, it also preserves exegetical traditions of a somewhat more
conventional nature. In particular, similar to Philo’s view of the Logos qua
eQj¾m as cosmic archetype (cf. Leg. 3.96 above), Ap. John describes heavenly
reality as an (unwitting) archetype for the physical creation. “And
everything he (Yaldabaoth) organized according to the model of the first
aeons which had come into being so that he might create them in the
pattern of the indestructible ones. Not because he had seen the
indestructible ones, but the power in him which he had taken from his
Mother (i.e. , Sophia) produced in him the likeness of the cosmos” (Ap.
John 33,13–34,2).

Sapiential Soteriology: As in the biblical tradition, personified Wisdom
plays an important role in Ap. John. While some of this role is implicit (e.g.,
the Barbēlō is styled after pre-existent Wisdom), the Apocryphon explicitly
mentions a (lesser) heavenly being named “Sophia” who, as mother of the
malevolent Yaldabaoth, is responsible for the creation of the physical
world. Repenting of this, Sophia seeks to undo the damage, thereby
becoming an agent of salvation. “And our sister Sophia (sov¸a) (is) she who
came down in innocence in order to rectify her deficiency. Therefore she

45 The following presentation highlights similarities between Ap. John and the
earlier documents and does so with little discussion of the context of the
passages cited. Chapter five provides a full discussion of the Apocryphon as well
as a careful explanation of these and several other texts.

46 Translations of Ap. John are from The Apocryphon of John: Synopsis of Nag
Hammadi Codices II, 1; III, 1; and IV, 1 with BG 8502,2 (eds. M. Waldstein and
F. Wisse; Coptic Gnostic Library; Leiden: Brill, 1995). Citations are based
upon the pagination and lineation of that synopsis while the text provided is
usually NHC II, 1. In this case, the text is BG 8502, 2.
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was called ‘Life’ (fy¶), which is the ‘the Mother of the living,’ by the
Providence (pqºmoia) of the sovereignty (aqhemt¸a) of heaven. And
through her they have tasted perfect (t´keior) knowledge (cm_sir)” (Ap.
John 62,3–11).

All of this strongly suggests that Poimandres and the Apocryphon of John
are moving along the same conceptual currents as the Hellenistic
Sapiential and NT writings we have been discussing.47 However, it also
seems likely that, given their emphasis on salvation through self-
awareness, these writings may be of a different religious quality than
either Hellenistic Judaism or the NT. Furthermore, Poimandres and Ap.
John are different from these other writings in that they both provide a
much more congested and dramatic depiction of the cosmos’ origins,
giving the sense that their authors were convinced the world and/or
humanity came about in less than divinely ordered (or ordained)
fashion.48 This is perhaps why these two writings (especially Ap. John)
appear to be more suspicious of the Genesis story.

1.2.4. A Middle Platonic Vorleben

Nevertheless, these Gnostic writings share with their Jewish and
Christian counterparts the same basic approach to cosmology. All of
them posit that between God and the cosmos there is a third thing, an
intermediate entity that is ontologically related to God, that serves as
agent of cosmology, and that somehow provides ultimate benefit to
humankind. They use (though with varying degrees of sophistication) a
consistent set of terms (kºcor, eQj¾m, di± c. genitive), which shows their
reliance upon the same traditions. These traditions include biblical
sapientialism and Genesis exegesis. Sapientialism provided a model
intermediary in personified Wisdom as well as the general scope of her
activity. Genesis provided the context of a cosmological ur-myth as well
as code words for concisely invoking that myth. Still, neither

47 This realization is not new. As chapter five details, a number of other scholars
have recognized the Hellenistic Jewish aspects of both the Apocryphon of John
and Poimandres.

48 It is true, as we discuss in chapter three, that at times Philo’s cosmological views
are rather complex (e.g., Philo also can envision multiple cosmic intermedia-
ries). Yet the Alexandrian’s writings do not come near the complexity or the
drama of the cosmically enthralling presence of the -mhqypor in Poimandres or
the foolish malfeasance of Yaldabaoth in Ap. John.
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sapientialism nor Genesis is able to account sufficiently for the
cosmological specifics espoused by the writings we are discussing.

What does account for them is Middle Platonism, a philosophical
tradition that began in the early first century BCE and continued
through the second century CE (i.e., contemporaneous with the
composition of all the writings, from Wisdom of Solomon to Ap.
John).49 Having inherited from Plato a view of the universe as divided
between a transcendent, noetic reality and its sense-perceptible copy,
Middle Platonists sought to connect the two by positing an intermediary
entity. They conceived of this entity as combining the formative aspect
of Plato’s ideas with the imminent presence of the Stoic active principle
(the Kºcor). As such, the Middle Platonic intermediary was an
immaterial force responsible for shaping the material universe. A school
handbook, employing the technical style we should expect from
philosophers, provides a summary of this view.

If the world is not such as it is by accident, it has not only been generated
from something [5j timor], but also by something (or someone) [rpº timor],
and not only this, but also with reference to something [pqºr ti]. But what
could that with reference to which it is generated be other than form
(Qd´a)? So forms (aR Qd´ai) exist.50

With respect to the technical style, note especially the use of
prepositional phrases as metaphysical shorthand, a trait shared by Philo
and probably behind the prepositional phrases (especially di’ aqtoO) that
pepper the four NT passages.

Hence, Middle Platonism had its own divinely related cosmological
agent. What is more, in addition to technical treatments like the one
above, Middle Platonists could express this philosophical view in
religious terms as shown in the following quotation by the first century
BCE writer “Timaeus Locrus.”

49 The following summary finds its detailed articulation in chapter two. Some
kind of intermediary principle is a consistent attribute among Middle Platonists,
though the conception of that principle was by no means monolithic. See John
Dillon, The Middle Platonists: 80 B.C. to A.D. 220 (revised edition; New York:
Cornell University Press, 1996).

50 Alcinous, Ep. 9.3 (143.40–164.1). The translation is from Alcinous, The
Handbook on Platonism (trans. with commentary by John Dillon; Oxford:
Clarendon, 1993). We discuss the use of prepositions in this passage in chapter
two.
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Before the heaven … came into being, the idea and matter already existed,
as well as God, the maker of the better (daliouqc¹r t` bekt¸omor). Because
the elder (t¹ pqesb¼teqom) is better than the younger (t¹ me¾teqom) and the
ordered than the disordered, when God who is good (!cah¹r £m b heºr)
saw that matter received the idea and was changed in all kinds of ways but
not in an orderly fashion (!t²jtyr), he wanted to order it (1d¶keto eQr t²nim
aqt±m %cem) and to bring it from an indefinite to a defined pattern of
change, so that the differentiations of bodies might be proportional and
matter no longer changed arbitrarily.51

Certainly this religiosity was not unique to Middle Platonists as
philosophers. However, for Diaspora Jews seeking to preserve the
transcendence of their God and yet articulate his relevance to their
Hellenistic world, the Middle Platonic system would have been
considerably more amenable then the monism of the Stoics. The Jews
even had a ready-to-hand vehicle in personified Wisdom for co-opting
the Platonic intermediary doctrine.52

Furthermore, the quote by “Timaeus Locrus” also has the ring of
cosmological myth to it. We in fact find such mythical language to be
fairly common among Middle Platonists, a phenomenon owing in part
to Plato’s own cosmological myth, Timaeus (the similarity of names not
being accidental). But Middle Platonists, like the Stoics before them,
were also involved in philosophical interpretation of religious myths, as
Plutarch demonstrates with respect to the Isis and Osiris myth (Is. Os.
53–54) and the Eros myth (Amat. 764–65).53 This predilection toward
the mythical would likely find the Genesis cosmogony attractive and
Middle Platonic interpretation provides a reasonable explanation for
how the Logos as cosmological agent and the divine paradigm could be
found in Genesis.

Finally, we have seen that the Jewish, Christian and Gnostic writings
above all afford the intermediary figure a salvific role. While “salvation”
may be a misnomer with respect to Middle Platonism, that philosophy
too is concerned with humans achieving their telos. So the school
handbook mentioned above says: “Philosophy is a striving for wisdom,

51 On the Nature of the World and of the Soul 206.11–17. This is Thomas Tobin’s
translation (The Creation of Man: Philo and the History of Interpretation [CBQMS
14: Washington, D. C.: Catholic Biblical Association, 1983], 17). See chapter
two for further discussion of this passage.

52 This is how we read Wisdom of Solomon in chapter three.
53 See chapter two for more on Plutarch’s philosophical interpretations of these

myths.
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or the freeing and turning around of the soul from the body, when we
turn towards the intelligible (t± mogt²) and what truly is (t± jat(
!k¶heiam emta).”54 As this passage implies, the intermediary realm (here
a plurality, t± mogt²) may serve as the goal of humanity.55 The
intermediary may also serve as the guide who makes such philosophical
achievement possible, as Numenius says regarding the intermediate b

dgliouqci¹r heºr : “Through this one also is our journey” (di± to¼tou
ja· b stºkor Bl ?m 1sti).56

54 Alcinous, Epit. 1.1.
55 Cf. Epit. 9.1
56 Numenius, frg. 12. Di± to¼tou possibly has an instrumental sense here. See the

full passage and the discussion concerning it in chapter two.
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1.3. One Cosmology, Three Soteriologies:
A Study of the Appropriation of Middle Platonic Intermediary
Doctrine by Hellenistic Sapientialism, Early Christianity and

Gnosticism

1.3.1. The Question behind this Study

We began with a question: From where came the cosmological
tradition attested by 1 Cor 8:6, Col 1:15–20, Heb 1:1–4, and the
Johannine prologue? To answer this question we made a brief survey of
the Vorleben of these passages, beginning with the generally accepted
views and moving to less familiar possibilities. This survey allows us to
make three assertions. First, the NT writings were not alone in claiming
such an agent. The Hellenistic Jewish writings of Philo and Wisdom of
Solomon as well as the Gnostic writings of Poimandres and Apocryphon of
John conceive of their respective intermediaries in similar fashion and in
fact shed light on the language employed in the comparatively more
terse NT passages. Second, while biblical sapientialism provided all of
these writings a valuable paradigm in personified Wisdom and while
Genesis provided the warrant of a cosmogonical myth, neither can
adequately explain the phenomenon of a divinely related agent of
creation.

Our third assertion is that Middle Platonism provides a reasonable
explanation for this type of an agent. As we saw, Middle Platonism
espoused an intellectual system that would explain how a transcendent
supreme principle could relate to the material universe. The central
aspect of this system was an intermediary, modeled after the Stoic active
principle, which mediated the supreme principle’s influence to the
material world while preserving that principle’s transcendence. Fur-
thermore, Middle Platonism exhibits a religious sensitivity and a
compatibility with mythological constructs that would make its
conceptual system quite conducive to Hellenistic Jewish self-definition.

1.3.2. The Thesis of this Study

This last assertion is the foundation of the study that follows. In this
study we shall examine how, having similar concerns as Middle
Platonism, writings from three religious traditions from the turn of the
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era (Hellenistic Jewish sapientialism, early Christianity, and Gnosticism)
appropriated Middle Platonic intermediary doctrine as a means for
understanding their relationship to the Deity, to the cosmos, and to
themselves. Part of the purpose of this study is to improve the general
understanding of the relationship between Middle Platonism and those
biblically derived writings. This will be accomplished by focusing on the
ontological and cosmological motifs and terminology common to both.

However, there are substantial differences between Hellenistic
Judaism, early Christianity and Gnosticism and these writings reflect
those differences when it comes to the topic at hand. In particular, each
of these traditions varies in their adaptation of Middle Platonic doctrine
as a result of their distinctive understanding of creation and humanity’s
place therein. This study will show that Hellenistic Jewish sapientialism
(Philo of Alexandria and Wisdom of Solomon) espoused a holistic
ontology, combining a Platonic appreciation for noetic reality with an
ultimately positive view of creation and its place in human fulfillment.
The early Christians who speak in 1 Corinthians 8:6, Colossians
1:15–20, Hebrews 1:1–4, and the Johannine prologue, however,
provide an eschatological twist on this ontology when their interme-
diary figure finds its final expression in the death and resurrection of the
human Jesus Christ. Finally, the cm_sir-oriented Poimandres and the
Apocryphon of John draw from Platonism to describe how creation is
antithetical to human nature and its transcendent source.

1.3.3. Methods and Methodological Caveats

In the second chapter, we provide a foundation for the rest of the study
by carefully explaining Middle Platonic intermediary doctrine. Hence,
chapter two is a synchronic description of Middle Platonic Dreiprinzi-
pienlehre (doctrine of three principles), in which we canvass 250 years of
philosophical writings to consider how Middle Platonists envisioned the
intermediary’s relationship with the Supreme Principle, with the
material cosmos, and with humanity in particular.

Chapters three through five are basically a series of textual studies
whereby we will explicate the conceptual patterns and language the
different texts use to describe their divinely-related cosmological
agent(s). Chapter three focuses on Hellenistic sapientialism and
speculative biblical interpretation. Hence we introduce the chapter
with a brief discussion of Aristobulus followed by extensive treatments
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of Wisdom of Solomon and Philo. Chapter four focuses on the NT
texts. After introducing the chapter by means of a study of 1 Cor 8:6,
we proceed to analyze Col 1:15–20, Heb 1:1–4, and the Johannine
prologue. Chapter five begins with an introduction to (the problem of)
Gnosticism. Then we describe and analyze the salvation oriented
cosmogonies of Poimandres and Ap. John.

It is important to note that while the cosmological patterns and
terminology are relatively consistent in the material we are studying, the
texts themselves are formally diverse. We cannot approach the
voluminous and conceptually diffused writings of Philo in the same
fashion that we approach the brief and contextually isolated Christo-
logical passages. Poimandres and Ap. John are both revelatory narratives
that lend themselves to section-by-section analysis. On the other hand,
while Wisdom of Solomon confines its Sophialogy mostly to chs. 6–10,
it tends to move back and forth in these chapters between Sophia’s
cosmic and anthropological roles. Hence, we will ask the same questions
of each text: How is the intermediary related to the Deity? How does it
function in creation? How does it provide for human fulfillment?
However, we must answer these questions in a way that both highlights
the commonality of these writings while respecting the integrity of
each.57

Additionally, chapters three, four and five give the sense of being
diachronic in nature. While this ordering is not accidental, it should not
be taken as a fully developed argument for how Middle Platonic
influence was disseminated among these writings. Though we cannot
prove it in this current study, it seems feasible to propose that Middle
Platonism first came into contact with Hellenistic Judaism (probably in
Alexandria) in the first century BCE. The philosophical Judaism that
arose out of this contact finds early expression in the writings of
Wisdom and especially Philo (who trades in philosophical traditions as
much as he does exegetical ones). Chapters four and five would then
represent different trajectories for philosophical Jewish influence. In the
NT passages we are probably encountering philosophical Jewish
traditions as mediated through the Diaspora synagogue and its liturgy.
As far as the Gnostic texts, we do not claim that Poimandres and Ap. John

57 Philo’s writings, because they are so many and diffused, are the most difficult to
analyze. The study of Philo in chapter three attempts a systematic presentation
of Philo’s intermediary doctrine with the recognition that such is an
academically perilous endeavor.
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are necessarily “protest exegesis.” However, they do seem to represent
some kind of failure in the Jewish tradition, with the communities that
generated both texts falling back on philosophy (among other things) as
a means of dealing with that crisis. Perhaps by ordering our study
according to this hypothetical progression we can test it by how well it
helps to explain our texts.

The study will conclude with a synthesis of the cosmological and
soteriological approaches we have encountered in chapters three
through five. This synthesis will help us to understand and appreciate
the influence that Middle Platonism had on the formation of Jewish,
Christian and Gnostic views about creation and salvation. By placing
writings from these three religious groups against the same backdrop we
will also be able to understand better their similarities and differences.

1.4. Summary of Introduction

In short, this is a study of how three sets of writings share a common
cosmological tradition but appropriate that tradition in thee distinctive
ways. The method of this study is to explain the source tradition and
then describe its appropriation in the three sets of writings. The thesis of
this study is two-fold: first, Middle Platonic intermediary doctrine
persists as “a surviving mythic form” in Hellenistic Jewish sapientialism,
early Christology, and Gnostic creation myths; and second, its presence
provides “cosmic dimension and transcendent meaning” to their
differing salvific schemes.
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Chapter Two

Middle Platonic Intermediary Doctrine

Perhaps in Alexandria, a revival of Platonism began in the first century
BCE.1 This revival would continue for the next three hundred years,
laying the foundation for Neoplatonism – the more thoroughgoing
renovation of Platonic thought which began in the third century CE.2

The interim phase, suitably titled Middle Platonism, involved the
reassertion of important Platonic doctrines, especially in physics, which
had fallen out of favor with the end of the Old Academy, the school
established by Plato. Newer Academicians espoused Socratic skepticism
over against the more positivistic philosophy of Socrates’ most
distinguished student. Subsequently, Peripatetic and then Stoic philos-
ophies posited their own doctrine which came to hold sway in the
Hellenistic period. However, in this first century BCE revival, Plato’s
presence in philosophical debates again became increasingly palpable.3

1 For a description of the philosophical scene in Alexandria in the first century
BCE, see P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria (3 vols. ; Oxford: Clarendon, 1972),
1:485–494. For a discussion of the advent of Middle Platonism and its likely
roots in Alexandria see also John Dillon, Middle Platonists, 54–55, 61–62,
115–117.

2 The most comprehensive description of Middle Platonism is found in Dillon,
Middle Platonists. Several of the defining characteristics of Neoplatonism
actually began taking shape in the Middle Platonic period. For the Latin
tradition there is also volume 1 of Stephen Gersh, Middle Platonism and
Neoplatonism: The Latin Tradition (2 vols. ; Notre Dame, Ind.; University of
Notre Dame Press, 1986). See also John Whittaker, “Platonic Philosophy in the
Early Centuries of the Empire,” ANRW 36.1:81–123.

3 The revival appears to begin with a renewed concern for Platonic dogma by
Antiochus of Ascalon, a member of the New Academy. However, though
Antiochus may have thought himself as such, we cannot actually credit him
with being an “evangelist of true Platonism” (so dubbed by Fraser, Ptolemaic
Alexandria 487; cn. also W. Theiler, Die Vorbereitung Des Neuplonismus [Berlin:
Weidmann, 1934]). Antiochus’ efforts to rehabilitate Platonism came largely
through reinterpreting the Athenian’s doctrine from a Stoic stance (see Sextus



The foci of Hellenistic and early imperial philosophy are usually
classified as logic, ethics and physics. The revival of Platonism centered
on physics. While Middle Platonists used Platonic dialogues and termini
technici to describe their logic and ethics, their logical and ethical
concepts (if not purposes) often tended to be essentially either
Peripatetic or Stoic.4 It is with respect to physics, however, the Middle
Platonists most reflected their namesake.5 Plato himself had posited two
principles, the intelligible and the material. The Middle Platonic view,
though slightly more complex than Plato’s Zweiprinzipienlehre (two
principle doctrine), preserved this dichotomy, though they now averred
three principles: an incorporeal, transcendent first principle (“god”) on
one side and matter on the other, and in between an intermediate
reality, the ideas (or forms).

While the specifics change from Platonist to Platonist in this period,
the basic tripartite rubric of god-idea(s)-matter remains consistent.6 The

Empiricus, Pyr. 1.235). On Antiochus’ Stoic monism see Dillon, Middle
Platonists 105–106. We will discuss Antiochus further below.
The earliest evidence we have for uniquely Platonic doctrine comes from

Eudorus of Alexandria who likely was within the sphere of influence of
Antiochus but who represents a clear break with Stoic monism. On Eudorus
and his position as earliest known Middle Platonist, see H. Dörrie, “Der
Platoniker Eudoros von Alexandreia,” Hermes 79 (1944): 25–38, reprinted in
idem. , Platonica Minora (Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 1976), 297–309. Also see
Dillon, Middle Platonists 115–135.

4 Dillon, Middle Platonists, 113: “In ethics and logic there was much room for
diversity, and the Platonists oscillated between the poles of Stoicism and
Aristotelianism, but in their metaphysics they were quite distinctive.”

5 A substantial impetus in this emphasis on physics is Plato’s dialogue Timaeus.
Already in the second century we see signs of renewed interest in this
cosmopoetic discourse, namely by Stoics. Eudorus himself wrote a commentary
on the dialouge and it is serves as the foundational text for subsequent
generations of later Platonists. For a discussion of the Timaeus, see A. E. Taylor,
A Commentary on Plato’s Timaeus (New York: Garland, 1987); Richard D.
Mohr, The Platonic Cosmology (Leiden: Brill, 1985) and Plato’s Cosmology: The
Timaeus of Plato (translation and commentary by Frances MacDonald Cornford;
London: Routledge, 1937). For the history of interpretation of this text see
Gretchen J. Reydams-Schils, Demiurge and Providence: Stoic and Platonist Readings
of Plato’s Timaeus (Turnhout: Brepols, 1999); idem. , ed. Plato’s Timaeus as
Cultural Icon (Notre Dame, In.; University of Notre Dame Press, 2003); and
Matthias Baltes, Die Weltentstehung des Platonischen Timaios nach den antiken
Interpreten (2 vols. ; Leiden: Brill, 1976–1978).

6 Cf. H. Dörrie, “Ammonios, der Lehrer Plotins” in ibid., Platonica Minora, 342
(“Die Drei-Prinzipein-Lehre, wonach Gott, Idee und Materie dir Ursachen der
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intermediate reality is the most supple of the three in terms of how
different philosophers present it. It may be described as a single entity
(moOr or kºcor) or as multiple ideas (Qd´ai) or forms (eWda). It may be
more closely associated with the supreme principle (e.g., the ideas are
located in the mind of god) or the material principle (e.g., the
intermediate realm is often associated with the world soul of the
Timaeus).7 It may even be in some manner divided between the two.8

What is clear is that this intermediate entity is that by which the
transcendent first principle and the material principle are related.9

As we discussed in chapter two, we operate with the assumption that
Middle Platonism influenced Greek-speaking Judaism, 1st century
Christianity and “Gnosticism.” There are two questions that stem
from this assumption which we must answer here: first, what is it about
Middle Platonism that opened the possibility for it to influence Greek-
speaking Judaism and its religious antecedents? Second, what aspects of
Middle Platonism have the greatest significance for our current study?
Hence, in what follows we first discuss the transcendent principle of
Middle Platonism, which is likely the central feature that made Middle
Platonism attractive to Hellenistic Jews. For those Jews who wished to
recast themselves and their beliefs in Hellenistic terms, Middle
Platonism afforded a way of doing this that preserved key tenets of
their ancestral religion about the transcendence and sovereignty of God.
The Middle Platonists preserved the transcendence of the first principle
with respect to the cosmos by means of an intermediate entity (variously
understood). It is the various functions of this intermediate entity which
greatly inform divine intermediaries in Judaism, Christianity and
Gnosticism. After discussing the first principle, we spend the rest of
this chapter describing the intermediate entity and its functions, thereby
laying the foundation for the rest of this study.

Welt sind, ist der Kernsatz des Mitteplatonismus.”). See also Tobin, Creation of
Man, 15.

7 The world soul is the aspect of the created order which is living and itself gives
shape to matter (vkg), a passive entity which Plato calls a “receptacle” in
Timaeus 49a.

8 Cf. Plutarch, Is. Os. 373AB, discussed below.
9 We discuss the functionality of the intermediate realm, especially in relating the

supreme principle and the material principle, below.
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2.1. A Transcendent Supreme Principle10

After the demise of the Old Academy, we know of no other
philosophers in the Hellenistic period who espoused a transcendent
principle akin to Plato’s until Eudorus of Alexandria. Eudorus himself
contended “that the Pythagoreans postulated on the highest level the
One as a First Principle” who is “the principle (!qw¶) of everything.”
Below this “supreme God” (b rpeq²my heºr) there is “on a secondary
level two principles of existent things, the One and the nature opposed
to this”; that is, a second One (the “Monad”) and the Unlimited Dyad.11

It is unlikely that Eudorus is forthright in his appeal to the Pythagoreans
as the source for his philosophical teaching since we do not know of any
Pythagoreans before his time who held to a supreme principle that
resided above both a second Monad and Dyad. Whatever his influences,
Eudorus’ emphasis on a transcendent first principle provides us with a
watershed in the self-definition of Middle Platonism over against other
Hellenistic philosophies.12

10 Unless otherwise noted, translations of Middle Platonist texts come from
Dillon, Middle Platonists.

11 Eudorus explains that the Pythagoreans “call these two elements by many
names. One of them is called by them ordered, limited, knowable, male, odd,
right, and light; the one opposed to this called disordered, unlimited,
unknowable, female, left, even, and darkness. In this way the (supreme) One
is a principle, but the One [or Monad] and the Unlimited Dyad are also
elements, both ‘Ones’ being then principles. It is clear then that the One which
is the principle of everything is other than the One [the Monad] which is
opposed to the Dyad.” The quotation is from Simplicius, In Phys. I. 5 The
translation is from Tobin, Creation of Man, 14, part of which comes from
Dillon, Middle Platonists, 126–127. The whole text is preserved in Simplicii in
Aristotelis Physicorum libros quattuor priores commentaria (Commentaria in
Aristotelem graeca 9; Berlin: G. Reimeri, 1882), 181.7–30.

12 Simplicius, In Phys. , I.5, preserves certain quotations from Eudorus which
discuss the metaphysics of “the Pythagoreans.” The attribution of these ideas to
the Pythagoreans is questionable and it would appear that they are Eudorus’
own ideas that he is putting forward in a Pythagorean guise. See Dillon, Middle
Platonists, 127–128, and Tobin, Creation of Man, 14–15. While Eudorus’
supreme God is alien to what we know of Pythagoreanism, we may reasonably
assume a Pythagorean influence present in the contrast between the Monad
(Eudorus’ second One) and the Indefinite Dyad. (Whether this comes from a
tradition mediated by Plato himself or separate from him is difficult to say). See
also Dörrie, “Eudorous von Alexandria”, 304. With respect to this quotation in
Simplicius, Dörrie says “So ist der Gedankenaustausch zwischen Platonikern
und Pythagoreern wieder aufgelebt.” This is in fact pivotal for later Platonism,
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Plutarch is more like Plato or even the old Pythagoreans in that he
holds to two principles instead of three (like Eudorus). One of
Plutarch’s two principles is an eternal, indivisible divine principle that he
refers to as the One (De E 393BC) and the Good (Def. Or. 423D). In
other words, his first principle is the same as Eudorus’.13 Alcinous posits
again three principles, with the foremost being “the primary god” who
is “eternal, ineffable, ‘self-perfect’ (that is, deficient in no respect), ‘ever-
perfect’ (that is, always perfect), and ‘all-perfect’ (that is, perfect in all
respects) ; divinity, essentiality, truth, commensurability, <beauty>,
good” (Epitome doctrinae platonicae, 10.3, 164.32–35).14 Such a god is
“ineffable and graspable only by the intellect.”15 Indeed such a god is
intellect (or mind; Grk: moOr) itself.16

“daß sie durch den Austausch mit dem Pythagoreismus erwachten und
wurchen.”
With respect to the development of a transcendent supreme principle, Dillon

(ibid.) says: ”The postulation [by Eudorus] of a supreme, utterly transcendent
First Principle, which is also termed God, is a most fruitful development for
later Platonism. If we may take Philo into evidence, Eudorus saw his supreme
God as transcending all attributes whatever. Since the monad and the dyad were
respectively Limit and Limitlessness, the One necessarily transcends both.”

13 The substantive difference between Eudorus and Plutarch will lie in Plutarch’s
understanding of the other principle (discussed below) and how it relates to this
first principle. Atticus’ Prinzipienlehre is similar to Plutarch, With respect to
Atticus’ understanding of the supreme principle, Proclus (In Tim. I 305, 6ff.)
says, “Atticus made the Demiurge [of the Timaeus] his supreme God,
identifying him with The Good, and calling him also Intellect (nous)” (Dillon,
Middle Platonists, 254).

14 Translations of Alcinous’ Epitome doctrinae platonicae (or Didaskalikos) are from
Dillon, Alcinous. The most recent edition, upon which Dillon bases his
translation, is J. Whittaker, Alcinoos, Enseignement des doctrines de Platon (Paris:
Les Belles Lettres, 1990). In Epit. 10.3, Dillon supplies “beauty” between
“commensurability” and “good” on the basis that when Alcinous deals with
these characteristics separately in the section immediately following, he includes
“beauty.” See Alcinous, 105.

15 Epit. 10.4 (165.5). He is graspable only by intellect “since he is neither genus,
nor species, nor differentia, nor does he possess any attributes, neither bad (for it
is improper to utter such a thought), nor good (for he would be thus by
participation in something, to wit, goodness), nor indifferent (for neither is this
in accordance with the concept we have of him), nor yet qualified (for he is not
endowed with quality, nor is his peculiar perfection due to qualification) nor
unqualified (for he is not deprived of any quality which might accrue to him).
Further, he is not part of anything, nor is he in the position of being a whole
which has parts, nor is he the same as anything or different form anything; for
no attribute is proper to him, in virtue of which he could be distinguished from
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Moderatus of Gades claims that this first principle, “the first One,” is
“above Being and all essence.” What for him is the “second One”
(equivalent to the Forms) “is the ‘truly existent’ (emtyr em) and the
object of intellection (mogtºm).”17 We will discuss second (and third)
principles further in a moment, but we note that Moderatus calls the
second One emtyr em and mogtºm. Does this mean that his First Principle
is not only above being (as he says) but also supernoetic?18 If so,
Moderatus takes a step beyond his fellow Platonists and represents
already in the second century one of the defining characteristics of
Neoplatonism.19 Numenius, who comes after Moderatus, does not go
so far; his first principle, “the First God”, must be an intellect of sorts
since the second god attains intellect status through communing with it.
Still, this First God is clearly transcendent: “existing in his own place,
[he] is simple and, consorting as he does with himself alone, can never
be divisible” (frag. 11).20 He is One and the Good who is “inactive in
respect of all works, and is King” (frag. 12).

The development (or resurgence) of a transcendent principle appears
to have been a watershed not only for Middle Platonism but Greek-

other things. Also, he neither moves anything, nor is he himself moved” (ibid.,
165.6–17).
Apuleius is similar to Alcinous, with the primary of three principles being

incoporeal, “one, unmeasurable, blessed (beatus) and conferrer of blessedness
(beatificus), excellent, lacking nothing, conferring everything” (De Plat. 5; see
Dillon, Middle Platonists, 312).

16 Epit. 10.2 (165.19–28): “Since intellect (moOr) is superior to soul, and superior to
potential intellect there is actualized intellect, which cognizes everything
simultaneously and eternally (p²mta mo_m ja· ûla ja· !e¸), and finer than this
again is the cause of this and whatever it is that has an existence still prior to
these, this it is that would be the primal God (b pq_tor heºr), being the cause of
the eternal activity of the intellect of the whole heaven. It acts on this while
remaining itself unmoved as does the sun on vision, when this is directed
towards it, and as the object of desire moves desire, while remaining motionless
itself. In just this way will this intellect move the intellect of the whole heaven
(ovty ce dµ ja· oxtor b moOr jim¶sei t¹m moOm toO s¼lpamtor oqqamoO).”

17 Simplicius, In Phys. p. 230, 34 ff. Diels
18 See Dillon, Middle Platonists, 348.
19 Moderatus is part of the Neopythagorean group of Middle Platonists which also

included Nichomachus of Gerasa and Numenius of Apamea, both of whom
come after Moderatus. All three are discussed in Dillon, Middle Platonists,
341–383. Nichomachus designated his first principle the Monad and considered
him a Nous. See below for Numenius.

20 See Dillon, Middle Platonists, 366–372. Numeration of Numenius’ fragments is
based on Fragments (ed. by E. des Places; Paris : Budé, 1973).
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speaking Judaism, especially in Alexandria. While we have some
evidence that Hellenistic (Greek-speaking) Jews presented their religion
in philosophical terms before the advent of Middle Platonism, the
relationship must have been an uneasy one.21 Stoicism in particular
likely presented a problem to those Jews interested in presenting their
religion in Hellenistic terms. They could not fully appropriate Stoicism
without diminishing a defining aspect of their ancestral religion, their
transcendent God. While Stoicism reverenced a divine entity, it
identified its god with the physical order. Though of different
consistency, god and the world were of the same material. Therefore,
while aspects of Stoicism were appropriated,22 Stoic materialism made it
an ultimately unacceptable system for explaining Judaism.

The Middle Platonic understanding of the divine first principle as
transcendent appears to have resonated with at least a few Jews in
Alexandria. As we shall see, Philo of Alexandria and Wisdom of
Solomon (which was probably written in early imperial Alexandria)
both appeared to imbibe heavily from the Middle Platonic drought as
they described God and his relationship to the creation. The basic
contours of this relationship are preserved in early Christian texts and in
Gnostic writings as well, though they have different perspectives about
the principles then Philo and Pseudo-Solomon. However, the Jewish
God is not simply a transcendent deity removed and uninvolved in
creation. Yet, neither is the Middle Platonic supreme principle.

21 The self-presentation of certain Greek-speaking Jews in Hellenistic terms is a
phenomenon established by considerable evidence, much of it coming from
Alexandria itself. A much more daunting issue is why. Did such self-
presentations function ad extra or ad intra, to make the religion more inviting to
outsiders or to shore it up so as to keep adherents from abandoning it for
Hellenism? For any given text this is a difficult question, let alone for the
phenomena in general. See Victor Tcherikover, “Jewish Apologetic Literature
Reconsidered,” EOS 48 (1956): 169–193.

22 Aspects of Stoicism appropriated by the Jews include, for example, the anti-
anthropomorphic understanding of god in Aristobulus (discussed in the
introduction to chapter three) or the use of Allformeln in Synagogues (about
which see the discussion of 1 Cor 8:6 in the first part of chapter four).
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2.2. Demiurgic Activity and the Intermediate Principle

While Middle Platonists could describe their supreme principle as being
in repose and contemplating itself,23 they were also clear that this
principle was involved in bringing about the existence of the whole
cosmos. Hence, Eudorus says of his supreme god, that “the One was the
principle of everything, even of matter and of all existent things born of it
(t_m emtym p²mtym 1n aqtoO cecemgl´mym).”24 The phrase 1n aqtoO
cecemgl´mym is suggestive of two things: first, the Supreme One has a
qualitatively different relationship with t± emta p²mta than with matter
(vkg); and second, this distinctive relationship may be characterized as
essentially parental (the use of the perfect passive participle of c¸cmolai).

The different relationships are also presented by “Timaeus Locrus”
who provides a more expansive description of the One’s efforts vis-à-vis
the physical world. In On the Nature of the World and the Soul, section 7,
he writes:

Before the heaven … came into being, the idea and matter already existed,
as well as God, the maker of the better (daliouqc¹r t` bekt¸omor). Because
the elder (t¹ pqesb¼teqom) is better than the younger (t¹ me¾teqom) and the
ordered than the disordered, when God who is good (!cah¹r £m b heºr)
saw that matter received the idea and was changed in all kinds of ways but
not in an orderly fashion (!t²jtyr), he wanted to order it (1d¶keto eQr t²nim
aqt±m %cem) and to bring it from an indefinite to a defined pattern of
change, so that the differentiations of bodies might be proportional and
matter no longer changed arbitrarily (206.11–17).25

23 See Alcinous, Epit. 10.3 (164.29–31) (cf. Aristotle, Metaphysica 12.7, 1074b
33–34).

24 The whole line reads: !qwµm 5vasam eWmai t_m p²mtym t¹ 4m ¢r #m ja· t/r vkgr
ja· t_m emtym p²mtym 2n aqtoO cecemgl´mym (Simplicius, In Phys. 181.18–19
Diels). What “all existent things” refers to is obscure. Just previous to this
quote, Simplicius says: “ It must be said that the Pythagoreans postulated on the
highest level the One as a First Principle, and then on a secondary level two
principles of existent things, the One and the nature opposed to this. And there
are ranked below these all those things that are thought of as opposites, the good
under the One, the bad under the nature opposed to it” (In Phys. 181.10–14
Diels).

25 Tobin’s translation (Creation of Man, 17). The critical edition is Timaeus Locrus,
De natura mundi et animae (ed. W. Marg; Leiden: Brill, 1972).
On the Nature of the World and of the Soul is a Neopythagorean writing alleged

to come from the hand of the Timaeus who is the namesake of Plato’s dialogue
and the main expositor within that dialogue of its creation myth. Based on
several parallels between this pseudonymous document and Eudorus, it is
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This passage, which echoes the mythical style of the Timaeus, takes up
Eudorus’ notion that god is not as closely related to matter as to another,
older entity (t¹ pqesb¼teqom). This entity is clearly identified as the
“idea” (Qd´a), for which god is directly responsible; being its maker
(daliouqcºr). Matter, on the other hand, apparently has no origin.26 Out
of his beneficence God orders the chaotic mixture of idea and matter,
promoting a defined pattern and not an arbitrary one.

We see something similar to this in Alcinous’ handbook. He,
however, adds the element of paternity which Eudorus’ cecem¶lema
suggested. For Alcinous, the first principle

is Father (pat¶q) through being the cause of all things (t` aUtior eWmai
p²mtym) and bestowing order on the heavenly Intellect (b oqq²mior moOr)
and the soul of the world (B xuwµ toO jºslou) in accordance with himself
and his own thoughts (pq¹r 2aut¹m ja· pq¹r t±r 2autoO mo¶seir). By his
own will he has filled all things with himself (1lp´pkgje p²mta 2autoO),
rousing up the soul of the world and turning it towards himself (eQr 2aut¹m
1pistq´xar), as being the cause of its intellect (toO moO aqt/r aUtior
rp²qwym). It is this latter that, set in order by the Father, itself imposes
order on all of nature in this world (dr joslghe·r rp¹ toO patq¹r diajosle ?
s¼lpasam v¼sim 1m t`de t` jºsl\) (Epit. 10.3, 164.40–165.4).

There are a number of significant parallels between this passage and the
one from “Timaeus Locrus.” First, God/the Father acts intentionally to
order a disorderly cosmos.27 Second, God relates foremost to a noetic
entity which in turn has responsibility for ordering p²mta. In the case of
“Timaeus Locrus,” the Qd´a is the better in part due to its being

arguable it comes from the same late 1st century Alexandrian setting. See M.
Baltes, Timaios Lokros, �ber die Natur des Kosmos und der Seele (Leiden: Brill,
1972), 23.

26 With respect to the use of “older” and “younger”, Baltes (Timaios Lokros, 50)
says “t¹ pqesb¼teqom ist das ontologisch frühere, t¹ me¾teqom das ontologisch
spätere.”

27 Cf. “By his own will (jat± tµm 2aut¹m bo¼kgsi) he has filled all things” (Epit.
10.3) with “he wanted to order it (1d¶keto eQr t²nim aqt±m %cem) and to bring it
from an indefinite to a defined pattern of change” (“Timaeus Locrus,” 206.15).
Baltes (Timaios Lokros, 52) notes 1d¶keto dor. = 1bo¼keto. These two passages
reflect Plato, Timaeus, 30a: “The god wanted everything to be good and
nothing to be bad so far as that was possible, and so he took over all that was
visible – not at rest but in discordant and disorderly motion – and brought it
from a state of disorder to one of order.” (English translations of Plato are from
Plato: Complete Works [ed. John M. Cooper; Indianapolis : Hackett, 1997],
unless otherwise noted.)
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“ordered” (t¹ tetacl´mom) while matter is “disordered” (t¹ %tajtom).28

With Alcinous, the Father works with the oqq²mior moOr, which once
ordered by him itself orders (diajosl´y) the whole of nature. In both
“Timaeus Locrus” and Alcinous, the Qd´a/oqq²mior moOr is actually part
of the world soul29 and is quickened by the supreme One and thereby
makes the world soul effective in shaping the sensible world.

Can we say then that Middle Platonism postulated a creator god in
the fashion of Yahweh of the Hebrew Scriptures? As we have seen, the
answer is “yes” but with a significant caveat. For “Timaeus Locrus” and
Alcinous, God/the Father directly wills the ordering of the cosmos
while at the same time employing a noetic instrument in the imposition
of that order. The instrument, or noetic intermediary, is necessary for
the Middle Platonic system since it keeps in tact the transcendence of
God.30 Numenius, who classifies the first principles as gods, is most
emphatic when he says that the First God does not create, but should
instead be considered the father of the creator god (fr. 12, lines 1–3: ja·
c±q oute dgliouqce ?m 1sti wqe½m t¹m pq_tom ja· toO dgliouqcoOmtor d³
heoO wqµ eWmai mol¸feshai pat´qa t¹m pq_tom heºm).31

In other words, while the Supreme One is the ultimate cause of all
things, the locus of demirugic activity is actually beneath that One.32

The source of this activity is variously named; so far we have seen b

dgliouc_m heºr by Numenius, the Qd´a by “Timaeus Locrus,” b

oqq²mior moOr by Alcinous. Again, there is considerable fluidity with
respect to how Middle Platonists construe this intermediate reality, even
within their own systems.

What accounts for this demiurgic sphere of activity? If we accept
Eudorus’ testimony, its origin lies with the “Pythagoreans,” with their
conception of a Monad and the nature opposed to it, the unlimited

28 Baltes, Timaios Lokros, 50.
29 I take “Timaeus Locrus” to be speaking of the world soul, or something

phenomenally similar when he says “matter received the idea and was changed
in all kinds of ways but not in an orderly fashion.”

30 Cf. Tobin, Creation of Man, 15: “The emphasis on the transcendence of the
Supreme One creates the need for an intermediate realm in which one finds the
proximate principles or causes of existing things.”

31 See Dillon, Middle Platonists 368. We will discuss the creator God, who is for
Numenius the second-and-third god to the first God, the supreme One.

32 The title “Demiurge” is not exclusively reserved among Middle Platonists for
the intermediate principle. Atticus for instance refers to the First Principle as
Demiurge.
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Dyad. But this monad is a secondary One; the Pythagoreans, and the
Old Academy for that matter, did not conceive of both a transcendent
Monad and an immanent Monad. For them there was only a Monad
and a Dyad or, in Platonic terms, the intelligible and the sensible.
Eudorus culls from the Pythagoreans and the Old Academicians their
notion of a transcendent Monad but reduces their Monad-Dyad duo to
a secondary level, the level at which demiurgic activity takes place.

The origin may in fact pre-exist Eudorus and lie with Antiochus of
Ascalon. Antiochus started the Platonic revival in the early 1st century
BCE, about which we spoke at the beginning of this section. He did so
by affirming Platonic dogma precisely in this area of demiurgic activity.
Yet while his topic was Platonic physics, and one of his authorities was
the Timaeus, his interpretation of these was thoroughly Stoic. What in
the Timaeus are distinct entities, the Demiurge and the World Soul,
Antiochus has merged into one force, immanent in the world, a quality
(qualitas=t¹ poioOm) which permeates matter, vibrating back and forth.33

This force is equivalent to the active creative principle of the Stoics,
which they often referred to as b kºcor.34 Everything in the world is
held together by this kºcor,

…a sentient being, in which perfect Reason (ratio = kºcor) is immanent,
and which is immutable and eternal since nothing stronger exists to cause it
to perish; and this force they [the Platonists] say is the Soul of the World,
and is also perfect intelligence (mens perfecta=moOr t´keior), and wisdom,
which they entitled God…(Cicero, Acad. 1.28).35

It is less than clear whether Antiochus held this force was immaterial.36

What is important is that he considers the force immanent and not
transcendent. He bequeaths this immanent force to later Platonists, who
retain its functionality while making it an immaterial yet subordinate
principal to the transcendent supreme One.

33 Cf. the Stoic idea of tomijµ j¸mgsir. See the discussion in A. A. Long and D. N.
Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers (2 vols. ; Cambridge: University of Cam-
bridge Press, 1987), 1:286–289.

34 Dillon, Middle Platonists, 83. Cf. Diogenes Laertius 7.134. See also Gersh, Middle
Platonism and Neoplatonism, 1.101–119. For a survey of Stoic cosmology, see
Michael Lapidge, “Stoic Cosmology,” in The Stoics (ed. J. Rist ; Berkely:
University of California Press, 1978), 161–86.

35 Translation from Dillon, Middle Platonists, 82.
36 Dillon (Middle Platonists, 83–84) claims Antiochus considered this active

principle material ; Gersh (Middle Platonism and NeoPlatonism, 1.116–118) thinks
it possible Antiochus considered the principle immaterial.
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Plutarch preserves a Middle Platonic exegesis of the Osiris/Isis myth
that may date back to turn-of-the-era Alexandria.37 The passage, part of
a larger treatise dealing with the Egyptian divine couple, is pertinent to
the discussion of how Middle Platonists appropriated the active and
passive elements in Stoic cosmology and reworked them into a more
clearly Platonic (i.e., transcendent) perspective. We see this in Is. Os. 53
where Isis, having taken on the identity of the receptacle in the Timaeus
(which since the Stoics had been understood as vkg), 38 is said to be
transformed by reason (kºcor ; i.e., Osiris) and receives all forms and
ideas.39 This transformation is likened to procreation (c´mesir). “For
procreation in matter is an image of being, and what comes into being is
an imitation of what is” (eQj½m c²q 1stim oqs¸ar 1m vk, c´mesir ja·
l¸lgla toO emtor t¹ cicmºlemom). As with Stoicism, the kºcor is a
demiurgic force. However, the vocabulary used to describe this force
(eQj¾m, l¸lgla) suggests that we do not have one material agent working
on another agent. Rather the active agent is immaterial and its creative
force comes through forms and ideas which are reproduced in Isis/the
Receptacle as “an image of being” and a “copy” of what is.

Plutarch continues by noting how in the myth, Osiris’ soul is eternal
and indestructible while his body suffers recurring dismemberment and
dispersion by Typhon. Isis searches for the dispersed body parts and
upon finding them reforms the body. The philosophical interpretation
follows:

For what is and is spiritually intelligible (mogtºm) and is good prevails over
destruction and change; but the images (eQjºmar) which the perceptible and

37 See Plutarch, Is. Os. 53–54. See the discussion of this passage in Tobin, Creation
of Man 74–76 and the commentary in J. G. Griffiths, Plutarch’s De Iside et Osiride
(Cardiff : University of Wales Press, 1970), 41–48. See also Dillon, Middle
Platonists, 200, 204–206.

38 Tim. 51a: “In the same way, then, if the thing that is to receive repeatedly
throughout its whole self the likenesses of the intelligible objects, the things
which always are – if it is to do so successfully, then it ought to be devoid of any
inherent characteristics of its own. This, of course, is the reason why we
shouldn’t call the mother or receptacle of what has come to be, of what is
visible or perceivable in every other way, either earth or air, fire or water, or
any of their compounds or the constituents. But if we speak of it as an invisible
and characterless sort of thing, one that receives all things and shares in a most
perplexing way in what is intelligible, a thing extremely difficult to
comprehend, we shall not be misled.”

39 Is. Os. 53: She is the myriad-named di± t¹ p²sar rp¹ toO kºcou tqepol´mg
loqv±r d´weshai ja· Qd´ar.
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corporeal nature (t¹ aQshgt¹m ja· sylatijºm) fashions from it, and the
ideas, forms and likenesses which this nature assumes, are like figures
stamped on wax (1m jgq` svqac ?der) in that they do not endure forever.
They are seized by the element of disorder and confusion which is driven
here from the region above and fights against Horus, whom Isis brings forth
as an image (eQjºma) of what is spiritually intelligible (toO mogtoO), since he
is the perceptible world (jºslor aQshgtºr). This is why he is said to be
charged with illegitimacy by Typhon as one who is neither pure nor
genuine like his father, who is himself and in himself the unmixed and
dispassionate Reason (kºcor), but is made spurious by matter through the
corporeal element (!kk± memoheul´mor t0 vk, di± t¹ sylatijºm). He
(Horus) overcomes and wins the day since Hermes, that is, Reason (kºcor),
is a witness for him and points out that nature produces the world after
being remodeled in accordance with what is spiritually intelligible (t¹
mogtºm).40

Admittedly, this is not the clearest interpretation.41 Still, the philosoph-
ical characterization of these mythic characters is most important to us.
The soul of Osiris is here portrayed as the “unmixed and dispassionate”
kºcor, being em, mogtºm, and !cahºm. Isis, though not explicitly
mentioned, appears to be “the perceptible and corporeal nature” who
fashions images from it, ideas, forms and likenesses – all of which are
subject to change and decay. The interpretation refers to these images
collectively as Horus, the child of Isis and Osiris. In other words, the

40 Is. Os. 53–54 (translation from Tobin, Creation of Man, 73–74; cf. Griffiths, De
Iside et Osiride, 202–05). The passage continues: “For the procreation of Apollo
by Isis and Osiris, which occurred when the gods were still in the womb of
Rhea, suggests symbolically that before this world became manifest and was
completed by Reason, matter, being shown by its nature to be incapable of
itself, brought forth the first creation. For this reason they declare that god to
have been born maimed in the darkness and they call him the elder Horus; for
he was not the world, but only a picture and a vision of the world to come.”

41 See Antonie Wlosok, Laktanz und die philosophische Gnosis: Untersuchungen zu
Geschichte und Terminologie der gnostischen Erlçsungsvorstellung (Heidelberg: C.
Winter, 1960), 56, and Tobin, Creation of Man, 74. The “element of disorder
and confusion which is sent here from the region beyond” is obscure. Is it Isis
qua receptacle which is disorderly and confused? If so, this is comparable to
Timaeus Locrus, 207, where vkg is described as !t²jtyr. On the other hand, in
Is. Os. 53 Isis, though “a possible sphere material” for good or evil, shuns the
one and yearns for the other. Perhaps Typhon is this element from regions
above sent to accuse Horus, though his philosophical function isn’t clear. Also
unclear is the reference to Hermes, also designated kºcor, who testifies on
behalf of Horus.
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progeny of Osiris and Isis refers (so the exegesis goes) to the product of
the noetic and material spheres, namely the jºslor aQshgtºr.42

Hence, Plutarch’s De Iside et Osiride claims for Osiris/kºcor the
status of Demiurge. While much of the action is given Isis (which may
simply be the result of consistency with the myth that is being
interpreted), it may also be clearly stated that the world became manifest
and was completed by Reason (1jvam/ cem´shai tºmde t¹m jºslom ja·
sumtekesh/mai t` kºc\ tµm ukgm).43

In Is. Os. we also see that the forms and ideas are not independent of
but closely associated with the kºcor. Similarly, in Alcinous’ handbook
we find the Platonic forms (t± Qd´ai) presented collectively as the Form
(B Qd´a).44 The Form, he says, is “considered in relation to God, his
thinking; in relation to us, the primary object of thought; in relation to
Matter, measure; in relation to the sensible world, its paradigm; and in
relation to itself, essence” (Epit. 9.1). God’s thinking (mºgsir, or with
respect to the plural “forms,” his mo¶lata) is an immaterial, eternal,
unchanging force which gives to unmeasured matter its measure.
Atticus, a student of Plutarch, sees the same function for the Qd´ai. Yet
he avers the independent nature of these mo¶lata ; they are a product of
the divine intellect and yet “subsisting by themselves,” lying outside that
intellect.45

Numenius, writing two and a half centuries later than Antiochus,
presents his b dgliouc_m heºr in much the same fashion. While the First
God is at rest and is concerned with the intelligible realm (t± mogt²),
the demiurge is in motion (jimo¼lemor) and is concerned with both the
intelligible and sensible realms (t± mogt± ja· aQshgt²).46 As such the
Demiurge serves as an intermediary who relies on one to affect the
other. He is, says Numenius, a kind of helmsman (b jubeqmgt¶r) who,

…binding (sumdgs²lemor) matter fast by harmony, so that it may not break
loose or wander astray, himself takes his seat above it, as if above a ship

42 This is the same schema as “Timaeus Locrus,” On the Nature of the World and the
Soul. There, Qd´a and vkg have as their offspring aQshgtºm.

43 Is. Os. 54.
44 In Epit. 9.1, Alcinous identifies the three primary principals of Platonic physics.

“Matter constitutes one principle, but Plato postulates others also, to wit, the
paradigmatic, that is the forms, and that constituted by God the father and cause
of all things” (Dillon, Alcinous, 16). But in the discussion that follows Alcinous
alternates between the forms (pl.) and the Form (sg.).

45 Proclus, In Tim. I 394, 6.
46 Numenius, fragment 15.
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upon the sea, and he directs the harmony, steering it with the Forms (ta?r
Qd´air oQaj¸fym), and he looks, as upon the heavens, at the God above (b
%my heºr) who attracts his eyes, and takes his critical faculty from this
contemplation (kalb²mei t¹ jqitij¹m !p¹ t/r heyq¸ar), while he derives his
impulsive faculty from his desire (t¹ bqlgtij¹m !p¹ t/r 1v´seyr) (frg. 18).

As the last part of this passage suggests, the relationship between the
Demiurge and matter is not without its consequences. Indeed, we may
say that Numenius’ Demiurge is bifurcated, torn between its con-
templation of the First God and its desire for matter.

The Second and Third God is one (b he¹r b de¼teqor ja· tq¸tor 1stim eXr);
but in the process of coming into contact (sulveqºlemor) with Matter,
which is the Dyad, He gives unity to it, but is Himself divided (sj¸folai) by
it, since Matter has a character prone to desire and is in flux (frg. 11).47

Numenius expresses here a tainting aspect of matter with respect to the
Demiurge that may extend beyond orthodox Middle Platonism.48 At
the same time, he captures the importance of the Demiurge to Middle
Platonists. Related as it is to the noetic sphere, especially to its Father the
First God, the Demiurge serves to bring the intelligible (t± Qd´ai or t¹
mogtºm) to bear on the sensible (t¹ aQshgtºm). In the process however,
the Demiurge must interact with matter, which is in flux and which
necessitates that unlike the First God, the Demiurge cannot be self-
contemplating. Its bifurcation, its being the Second and Third God, is
the result of its having to have a dual orientation.49

We may summarize the demiurgic function in Middle Platonism
thusly. While Middle Platonists viewed the First Principle as tran-
scendent, they also admitted that this principle played an ultimate role in
the creation and continuation of the cosmos. In order to preserve the

47 Dillon, Middle Platonists 367–68. Fragment 11 continues: “So in virtue of not
being in contact with the Intelligible [t¹ mogtºm] (which would mean being
turned in upon Himself), by reason of looking towards Matter and taking
thought for it, He becomes unregarding of Himself. And He seizes upon the
sense realm (t¹ aQshgtºm) and ministers to it and yet draws it up (!m²cy) to His
own character, as a result of this yearning towards Matter (1poqen²lemor t/r
vkgr).”

48 Given that the Demiurge has desire for Matter and that desire gives the
Demiurge an impulsive faculty, we will be interested to compare Numenius
with Poimandres (CH 1) and Apocryphon of John that present (semi-) super-
sensible beings in a similar way.

49 The dual orientation of Numenius’ Demiurge, his Second-and-Third God, is a
logical result of the melding of the Demiurge and the World Soul that took
place already in Antiochus and his Stoic forebearers.
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transcendence, they claimed an intermediary principle. This principle,
largely adapted from the Stoic active principle and even designated a
second god by some, related both to the First Principle and to Matter.
The intermediary principle itself does not have consistent characteristics
among Middle Platonists. For some, the principle may be the thoughts
within God’s mind, for others forms that exist independent of the mind
of God, and for still others an independent singular entity that had
within itself these thoughts (or forms). What is clear is that, whether
explicitly or implicitly, the intermediary is cosmologically instrumental,
the active element that gives shape to the passive and/or chaotic
element.

2.3. Prepositional Metaphysics

Middle Platonists were not limited to perceiving only one cause for the
world. Already Aristotle (who was another major impetus for Middle
Platonic thought) had determined there were four distinct causes
(aUtia); the material cause, the formal cause, the efficient cause, and the
final cause.50 It appears that Middle Platonists appropriated this
framework in developing their three principles (!qwa¸): God (First
Principle) is the efficient cause; ideas/forms are the formal cause, and
matter is the material cause. In fact, it may very well be in response to
Aristotle’s criticism of Plato’s Zweiprinzipienlehre that the Athenian’s
later disciples introduced a Stoic inspired intermediate principle and thus
a Dreiprinzipienlehre.51 Varro (116–27 BCE), a Roman student of
Antiochus, thus interprets the divine triad of Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva
who represented sky, earth and the ideas respectively. “The sky is that
by which (a quo) something came to be, the earth that from which (de

50 See Aristotle, Phys. 2. 3–9 (194b–200b), especially 2.3 (194b–95a). The
standard illustration which ancients used to explain these causes was a bronze
statue: “the bronze is the material cause; the specific shape which the statue
takes is the formal cause; the artist is the efficient cause; and the purpose of
[creating the statue] is the final cause” (Gregory E. Sterling, “Prepositional
Metaphysics in Jewish Wisdom Speculation and Early Christian Liturgical
Texts,” SPhA 9 [1997]: 220–21).

51 See Dillon, Alcinous, 94. He thinks it possible the Middle Platonic “three-
principle system” was “only formulated in response to criticisms by Aristotle, in
such passages as Metaphysica 1.992a25–9 and De Generatione et Corruption
2.9.335a24ff. , to the effect that Plato [with his two-principle system] ignores
the efficient cause, and appears to think that the forms can do the job by
themselves.”
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qua) something came to be, and the pattern (exemplum) that according to
which (secundum quod) something came to be.”52

Antiochus’ student impresses us not only by mentioning a third
principle (contra Stoicism) which he refers to as “pattern” (= Qd´a) but
also by assigning prepositional phrases to the different principles: a quo
fiat, de qua fiat, secundum quod fiat. Varro is perhaps our earliest witness to
the use of prepositional phrases to describe different causes, though we
cannot be sure when the advent of so called prepositional metaphysics
occurred.53 While the Stoics had used prepositional formulations in
describing the divine (i.e. , active) principle in the cosmos, their monistic
perspective did not allow for multiple causes. Their cause was one, the
active principle which shaped the passive (i.e. , vkg) and thereby made
the cosmos.54

52 English translation of Varro, Antiquitates Rerum Divinarum, frg. 206 (from
Augustine, Civ. 7.28) from Sterling, “Prepositional Metaphysics” 226. A larger
portion of the passage reads in Latin: in simulacris aliud significare caeulum, aliud
terram, aliud exempla rerum, quas Plato appellat ideas; caelum Iovem, terram Iunonem,
ideas Minervam (vult intellegi) ; caelum a quo fiat aliquid, terram de qua fiat, exemplum
secundum quod fiat (CCSL 47, 210–211). Matthias Baltes, in H. Dörrie and M.
Baltes, eds., Die Philosophische Lehre des Platonismus (vol. 4 of Der Platonismus in
der Antike ; Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt : Frommann-Holzboog, 1996), provides the
Greek equivalents to Varro’s prepositional phrases: a quo fiat = rv( ox ; de qua
fiat = 1n ox ; and secundum quod fiat = jah( f (390).

53 Prepositions defined causes previous to Varro (who may have inherited his
teaching from Antiochus). For instance, Aristitole had described the material
cause as t¹ 1n ox and the final cause as t¹ ox 6meja in Phys. 2.3. However, the
use of prepositions for this purpose was not systematic until the post-Antiochus
(i.e. , Middle Platonic) period. Scholarly discussion of this phenomenon began
in earnest with W. Theiler, Vorbereitung des Neuplatonismus, 17–34. See also H.
Dörrie, ‘Präpositionen und Metaphysik,” Museum Helveticum 26 (1969) 217–28
(= idem, Platonica Minora, 124–126), Dillon, Middle Platonists, 137–139, and
Baltes, Philosophische Lehre des Platonismus, 110–201 (texts) and 377–538
(commentary). Most recently see Sterling, “Prepositional Metaphysics,”
219–38.

54 Seneca, Ep. 65.2: “The cause, however, that is reason (ratio), forms matter and
turns it wherever it wants, thus producing various products. … Therefore there
must be that from which (unde) something is made, then that by which (a quo)
something is made. The latter is causa, the former is the materia” (Sterling,
Prepositional Metaphysics 222).
Sterling discusses the Stoic use of prepositional formulations and provides a

number of examples (ibid., 222–24). We shall discuss these formulas in chapter
three when we examine 1 Cor 8:6 and other passages that employ prepositional
phrases to describe the functioning of God and his Son. At present, Sterling’s
conclusion provides the basis for the lack of discussion in this introduction of
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After Varro, we find a number of Middle Platonists who make use
of prepositional phrases to characterize the different principles/causes of
the cosmos. Indeed, the evidence suggests that such categorization of
prepositions becomes a topos in the scholastic formulations of Platonic
doctrine from the early imperial period to the mid-second century CE.
In Alcinous’ handbook, which itself in large measure derives from a 1st

century BCE work by Augustan’s court philosopher Arius Didymus,55

we find the following use of prepositional metaphysics to describe the
three causes. In the third in a series of arguments for the existence of
forms, Alcinous says:

If the world is not such as it is by accident, it has not only been generated
from something [5j timor], but also by something (or someone)[rpº timor],
and not only this, but also with reference to something [pqºr ti]. But what
could that with reference to which it is generated be other than form
(Qd´a)? So forms (aR Qd´ai) exist (Ep. 9.3 [163.40–164.1]).56

the Stoic formulations, however similar to and even in dialogue with the
Middle Platonic phenomenon of “prepositional metaphysics.” According to
Sterling, the Stoic use of prepositional phrases for the divine was ubiquitous,
but these different phrases refer only to a single cause, emphasizing the unity of
the cosmos.

55 Dillon, Alcinous, xxix, refers to the Didaskalikos as a “new, revised edition” of
Arius Didymus’ work, or at least an edition of Arius’ work some generations
removed. John Whittaker (Alcinoos, xvi–xvii) agrees that Alcinous work is not
original but is based ‘entirely on the work of his predecessors.”

56 Dillon, Alcinous, 16 (italics his). Dillon comments on this passage (p. 99): This
“argument, broadly an argument from design, introduces both the Aristotelian
distinction, found in Metaph. 7.7.1032a12 ff., between things generated
naturally (physei), artifically (technēi) and spontaneously [“accidentally”] (apo t’
automatou). Since the cosmos is not of the last type (and certainly not of the
second), it must fulfill the conditions which Aristotle identifies for the first,
which are that it must have something in accordance with which (kath’ ho) it is
generated, something from which (ex hou), and something by which (huph’ hou).
For Aristotle’s kath’ ho, [Alcinous] substitutes pros ho, and makes that form,
whereas Aristotle had identified the cause kath’ ho as nature, and the agent
(huph’ hou) as form.” Aristotle only mentions rv( ov and 1n ou explicitly in
Metaph. 7.7. For the four Aristotelian causes (material, efficient, formal, and
final), later Peripatetics developed corresponding prepositional formulae.
Simplicius, for example, writes: “The principle (!qw¶) is fourfold according
to Aristotle: there is the out of which (t¹ 1n ox) such as matter, the in which (t¹
jah( f) such as form (eQdor), the by which (t¹ rv( ox) such as the agent (t¹
poioOm), and the for which (t¹ di’ f) such as the purpose (t´kor)” (Metaph. 1.1
[Diels 10.35–11.2]; Sterling, Prepositional Metaphysics 224–225).
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This passage is similar to what we found in Varro above, though it also
attests to certain liquidity in the choice of prepositions, especially with
respect to the intermediate principle. Instead of Varro’s secundum quod
(= jah( f), Alcinous uses pq¹r f to describe the function of the Qd´a.57

Taking into consideration the evidence from the Stoic philosopher
Seneca, the variation in Middle Platonic prepositional metaphysics
extended to the number of causes. Where Varro and Alcinous mention
only three causes, Seneca says “Plato” had five causes (Ep. 65.8).58 These
are:

that from which (id ex quo = t¹ 1n ox), i.e. , matter ;
that by which (id a quo = t¹ rv( ox), i.e. , the maker;
that in which (id in quo = t¹ 1m è), i.e. , the immanent form;59

that towards which (id ad quod = t¹ pq¹r f), i.e. , the paradigm
(exemplar);60

and that for the sake of which (id propter quod = t¹ di’ f),
i.e. , final cause (bonitas).61

All but one of these causes Platonists shared in common with
Peripatetics. The one that stands out is “that towards which” (t¹ pq¹r
f).

Seneca speaks about this cause in Ep. 65.7 when he says:

57 Cf. the doxographer Aetius (Plac. 1.11.2 [Diels 309a14–17]): “Plato held there
were three causes (tqiw_r t¹ aUtiom). He says: ‘by which (rv( ox), out of which
(1n ox), to which (pq¹r f).’ He considers the by which (t¹ rv( ox) to be the most
important. This was that which creates, that is the mind (toOto d( Gm t¹ poioOm,
f 1sti moOr)” (quoted from Sterling, Prepositional Metaphysics 226). These three
causes match up with Aeitus’ three principles ("qwa¸): t¹m he¹m tµm vkgm tµm
Qd´am respectively (see Aetius, Plac. 1.3.21 [Diels 287a17–288a6]).

58 For the text of Seneca, Ep. 65, see Baltes, Philosophische Lehre des Platonismus,
136. For comments on this text and its significance to Middle Platonism, see
ibid., 414–21; Sterling, “Prepositional Metaphysics,” 225–231; Gersh, Middle
Platonism and NeoPlatonism, 1.188–194; Dillon, Middle Platonists, 137–139;
Theiler, Vorbereitung des Neuplatonismus, 15–34.

59 The immanent form = forma, i.e. , habitus et ordo mundi, quem videmus (Seneca,
Ep. 65).

60 For Seneca’s id ad quod, Sterling provides the Greek equivalent t¹ pqºr f

(“Prepositional Metaphysics” 229). Dillon prefers t¹ 1v( f (Middle Platonists
138).

61 For Seneca’s id propter quod, Sterling provides the Greek equivalent t¹ di’ f.
Dillon prefers t¹ ox 6meja.
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To these four, Plato adds as a fifth cause the model (exemplar), which he
himself calls the “Idea.” For it is to this that the artist looked when he
accomplished what he was planning. However, it makes no difference
whether he had this model outside himself, to which he might turn his
eyes, or within himself, having conceived and placed it there himself. God
has these models of all things (exemplaria rerum omnium) within himself, and
has embraced the numbers and measures of all things which are to be
accomplished in his mind. He is filled with those shapes which Plato calls
“Ideas” immortal, immutable, indefatigable. Therefore, although men may
perish, humanity itself according to which a man is moulded remains, and,
although men may be afflicted and die, it suffers no change.62

Seneca’s source for Platonic dogma views the Idea(s) as the thoughts of
God, numbers and/or shapes which are incorporeal and eternal yet
instrumental in the forming of all things (i.e. , the cosmos).63 So, even
though Seneca’s take on Platonism includes two more causes/
prepositional phrases than most Middle Platonists, the true point of
departure from Peripatetic views of causation is consistently Middle
Platonic. Seneca too emphasizes the intermediate cause, namely form(s),
as the incorporeal paradigm for corporeal reality.

2.3.1. Excursus #1: The Prepositional Phrase t¹ di’ ox

In our treatment of prepositional metaphysics, it will be noted that t¹ di’
ox (discussed in chapter one) is absent from the different phrases
mentioned. Philo of Alexandria is the first (that we know of) to use this
phrase systematically among Greek-speaking Jewish writers.64 The
phrase occurs in all four NT passages that combine the cosmological and
soteriological functions of the Son and appears as well in certain
“Gnostic” writings that discuss cosmological and anthropological
intermediacy. Evidence of its use among Platonists apart from Philo
(or his sources) is limited until the second century and beyond and is
more a phenomenon of Neoplaton-
ism.65

62 Translation from Gersh, Middle Platonism and Neoplatonism, 1.190.
63 See Dillon, Middle Platonists 138.
64 In Cher. 125–127 Philo provides an extemporaneous discussion of prepositional

metaphysics and includes the eqcamom through which (di’ ox) the world came to
be, namely the divine Logos. See chapter three.

65 The phrase di’ ox does not occur in many metaphysical schemata among Middle
Platonists. It does not appear in those of Aeitus or Alcinous. Varro’s secundum
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Still, there is reason to think that Philo’s use of t¹ di’ ox has its origin
in prepositional philosophy. Alcinous, a 2nd century CE cipher of early
Platonist sources, includes in his Didaskalikos an epistemological use of
prepositions that may reflect a stage in the development of Middle
Platonic prepositional metaphysics.66

Since there is something that judges (t¹ jq ?mom), and there is something that
is judged (t¹ jqimºlemom), there must also be something that results from
these and that may be termed judgement (B jq¸sir). In the strictest sense,
one might declare judgement to be the act of judgement (t¹ jqit¶qiom), but
more broadly that which judges (t¹ jq ?mom). This may be taken in two
senses: (1) that by which (t¹ rv( ox)67 what is judged is judged, and (2) that
through which (t¹ di’ ox) it is judged. Of these the former would be the
intellect in us (b 1m Bl ?m moOr), while that ‘through which’ is the physical
instrument (eqcamom vusijºm) which judges – primarily truth, but
consequently also falsehood; and this is none other than our reasoning
faculty working on the physical level (kºcor vusijºr).

To take a clearer view of the matter, the judging agent (jqit¶r) might be
said to be the philosopher, by whom (rv( ox) things are judged, but equally

qoud fiat most likely equals t¹ pq¹r f, as does Seneca’s id ad quod (see the
discussion above).

di’ ou does occur in the Prinzipienlehren of later Platonists, namely Galen (De
usu part. I [Helmreich 338.20–339.18]), Proclus, (In Plat. Tim. I [Diehl
357:12–23]) and Basil of Caesarea (De spiritu sancto 3.5 [PG 32,76]). See Baltes,
Philosophische Lehre des Platonismus 138–140, 112–114, 140–142, respectively.
Cf. also Simplicius (Metaph. 1.12 [Diels 3.16–19]; 1.2 [26.5–7]) and John
Philoponus (De aeternitate mundi 6.12 [Rabe 159.5–12]) who also discuss the
instrumental cause. Sterling suggests that such discussion in the Neoplatonic
tradition demonstrates “the recognition of the instrumental cause in the
Platonic tradition” which, given the evidence in Philo, must extend back to or
before his time (“Prepositional Metaphysics,” 228). (We shall discuss Philo’s use
of the phrase and its relation to Middle Platonic thought at greater length in
chapter three.)

66 On the development of prepositional formulae in philosophical discourse see
Sterling, “Prepositional Metaphysics,” 230–231. Sterling thinks the Stoics most
likely were the first to use such formulae systematically, though in the
discussion of epistemology. For an example of this epistemology of prepositions
among the Stoics, see Sextus Empiricus, Math. 7.35–37, who identified three
criteria for knowing: the rv( ox (i.e., the person); the di’ ox (i.e. , sense
perception); and the application (pqosbok¶, i.e., an impression or vamtas¸a).
The Stoics would not have much use for prepositional metaphysics per se since
they acknowledged only one cause. Middle Platonists may well have adopted
Stoic epistemological prepositions and then reworked them to highlight the
distinctives of their physics.

67 Dillon: “by the agency of which.”
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well it (i.e. , jqit¶r) could be taken to be the reason (kºcor), through which
(di’ ox) the truth is judged, and which was what we declared to be the
instrument (eqcamom) of judgement. Reason in turn takes two forms
(ditt¹r d( 1st·m b kºcor): the one is completely ungraspable (%kgptor) and
unerring (!tqej¶r), while the other is only free from error when it is
engaged in the cognition of reality (b d³ jat± tµm t_m pqacl²tym cm_sim
!di²xeustor). Of these the former is possible for God, but impossible for
men, while the second is possible also for men (Epit. 4.1–2).

Initially, what we should find interesting here is the relationship
between “the intellect in us” (b 1m Bl ?m moOr) and “natural reason”
(kºcor vusijºr) or, similarly, that between the philosopher (b
vikºsovor) and reason (b kºcor). The former in either relationship is
that “by which” (rv( ox) judgement occurs and the latter that “through
which” (di’ ox) judgment occurs. In both cases, t¹ di’ ox is referred to as
an instrument (eqcamom) which – at the human level – appears
bifurcated. Though its primary focus may be truth and knowledge of
what is real (B t_m pqacl²tym cm_sir), the kºcor vusijºr must also
deal with falsehood and error.

What would it look like if Alcinous’ epistemology of prepositions
were to have a metaphysical counterpart? God, or the supreme
principle, would be t¹ rv( ox reality comes to be. The intermediate
reality, elsewhere in Alcinous presented as t¹ pq¹r f, here would not be
the paradigm but the instrument, the eqcamom di’ ox reality comes to
be.68 Such a leap from prepositional epistemology to prepositional
metaphysics is not merely hypothetical. The turn of the era eclectic
philosopher Potamon of Alexandria appears to have made just this
transition.69 According to Diogenes Laertius, Potamon

takes as criteria (jqit¶qia) of truth (1) that by which (t¹ rv( ox) the
judgement is formed, namely the ruling principle (t¹ Bcelomijºm); (2) the
instrument used (t¹ di’ ox), for instance the most accurate perception (B

68 In Epit. 4.2, Alcinous says kºcor has two forms, basically that associated with
God and that which humans only may attain. That associated with God, which
he calls “ungraspable and unerring” reason may be comparable to Form in Epit.
9.2. In that section, the intermediate principle (B id´a or aR Qd´ai interchange-
ably) is referred to as the thinking of God (mºgsir heoO). If so, kºcor corresponds
to B Qd´a and t¹ di’ ox corresponds to t¹ pq¹r f.

69 Potamon describes himself as an “eclectic.” The Alexandrian, who flourished
during the reign of Augustus, appears to have blended Platonism, Stoicism and
Peripatetic doctrines to form his eclecticism. This would likely mean that if he
was different from Middle Platonists, he was so only in degree. See Dillon,
Middle Platonists, 138, 147, and idem, “Potamon” in OCD 1235.
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!jqibest²tg vamtas¸a). His universal principles are matter and the active
principle (t¹ poioOm), qualities and place; for that out of which (1n ox), and
that by which (rv( ox) a thing is made, as well as through which (di’ ox) and
the place in which (1m è) it is made, are principles. The end to which (1v( f)
he refers all actions is life made perfect in all virtue, natural advantages of
body and environment being indispensable to its attainment. 70

Potamon clearly draws from Stoic influences here.71 Still, his instru-
mental use of di’ ox in epistemological and metaphysical contexts
promotes the utility of the phrase for those who are interested in
intermediate principles – namely Platonists flourishing in an early
imperial Alexandrian milieu.72

Our discussion of prepositional metaphysics is important for two
reasons. It reiterates the nature of Middle Platonic Dreiprinzipienlehre.
This emphasis of an intermediate principle in addition to the active and
the passive principles both assumes and advances (or refutes) moves
made in Stoic and Peripatetic physics. The use of prepositional
formulae, the phenomena of which likely preexisted Middle Platonism,
comes to play in physics as Middle Platonists sought ways to articulate
their understanding of this intermediate cause and its role as an active
buffer between the transcendent first principle and the material cosmos.
This is a response to Aristotle’s arguments against Plato’s Zweiprinzi-
pienlehre and an appropriation of the Stoic logos/pneumatic concept.
Secondly, prepositional metaphysics appears to provide a shorthand
manner for referring to the different causes and their functions (active,
passive, and intermediate). To be sure, the evidence for the use of such
shorthand outside the philosophical topos of prepositional metaphysics is
limited. We shall see that Philo of Alexandria is practically our singular
example of one who employs both this topos and the resultant
prepositional “shorthand” (i.e. , the phrases and their antecedents) in
non-philosophical discourse. Significantly, Philo is our primary source

70 Diogenes Laertius 1.21 (Hicks, LCL).
71 See n. 57 above and the discussion of Sextus Empiricus, Math. 7.35–37.

Potamon and Sextus Empiricus’ Stoic material both denote vamtas¸a as t¹ di’
ox. See also Sextus Empiricus, Math. 7.10, where we see that like Potamon,
Stoics used t¹ 1m è to denote place.

72 Tobin, Creation of Man 70, explains the similarities (and the important Stoic vs.
Platonic differences) between the Potamon excerpt and Alcinous as arising from
the likelihood Alcinous’ Epitome doctrinae platonicae is a reworking of Arius
Didymus’ On the Doctirnes of Plato – Arius’ work being more or less
contemporary with Potamon’s.
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for identifying the explicit influence of Middle Platonism on Judaism
and its religious tributaries, Christianity and Gnosticism. In addition to
the works of Philo, we find prepositional formulae, especially those
which denote the role(s) of a cosmic intermediary, in Jewish, early
Christian and Gnostic writings.

2.4. The Anagogic Function of the Intermediate Principle

Alcinous’ discussion of epistemology is important for our discussion in
another way. We should recall from Epit. 4.1–2 that human reasoning
(i.e. , kºcor vusijºr) is distinguishable from the %kgptor and !tqejµr
kºcor of God in that the human kºcor is capable of focusing on error as
well as truth. Alcinous explains that human reasoning “has two aspects:
one concerned with the objects of intellection (b peq· t± mogt²), the
other with objects of sensation (b peq· t± aQshgt²).” The aspect of
human reasoning concerned with objects of intellection is “scientific
reasoning” (1pistglomij¹r kºcor) and due to its subject matter possesses
stability and permanence. The aspect concerned with objects of
sensation, namely “reason based on persuasion and opinion,” also may
be characterized by its subject matter; i.e., “it possesses a high degree of
(mere) likelihood.” (See Epit. 4.3.)

We may take as the philosophy’s goal the overcoming of this
bifurcation in human reasoning. Alcinous says at the outset of his
handbook, “Philosophy is a striving for wisdom, or the freeing and
turning around of the soul from the body, when we turn towards the
intelligible (t± mogt²) and what truly is (t± jat( !k¶heiam emta).”73 The
reasoning that has as its object sensation has a bodily orientation (and
limitation). Scientific reasoning has, on the other hand, a noetic
orientation. The philosopher may have to be concerned with pq÷nir,
which is pursued through the body, but the ultimate concern should be
scientific reasoning, or as Alcinous also calls it, contemplation (B
heyq¸a).74

Contemplation is the activity of the intellect when intelligizing the
intelligibles (B heyq¸a 1m´qceia toO moO mooOmtor t± mogt²). … The soul

73 Alcinous, Epit. 1.1: vikosov¸a 1st·m eqenir sov¸ar, C k¼sir ja· peqiacycµ xuw/r
!p¹ s¾lator, 1p· t± mogt± Bl_m tqepol´mym ja· t± jat( !k¶heiam emta.

74 In Epit. 4.4, Alcinous says science (1pist¶lg) relates to the objects of
intellection (t± mogt²). Cf. Epit. 4.6 (see below).
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engaged in contemplation of the divine (t¹ he ?om) and the thoughts of the
divine (t± mo¶seir toO he¸ou) is said to be in a good state, and this state of
the soul is called ‘wisdom’ (vqºmgsir), which may be asserted to be no other
than likeness to the divine (B pq¹r t¹ he ?om blo¸ysir). For this reason such a
state would be a priority, valuable, most desirable and most proper to us,
free of (external) hindrance, entirely within our power, and cause of the
end in life which is set before us (Epit. 2.2).

In other words, scientific reasoning is the manner by which one
achieves one’s t´kor, namely likeness to the divine.75

Underlying the epistemological and ethical issues in this reasoning is
the physical principle that enables it. In his discussion of Form, the
second of the three physical !qwa¸, we will remember that Alcinous laid
out the significance of B Qd´a for all that relate to it.

Form is considered in relation to God, his thinking; in relation to us, the
primary object of thought ; in relation to Matter, measure; in relation to the
sensible world, its paradigm; and in relation to itself, essence (Epit. 9.1).

Of these relationships, note the one which has to do with us (pq¹r
Bl÷r). Our primary object of thought (mogt¹m pq_tom) is Form. This
corresponds directly with his statement in Epit. 4.6 that “Intellection is
the activity of the intellect as it contemplates the primary objects of
intellection” (mºgsir d( 1st· moO 1m´qceia heyqoOmtor t± pq_ta mogt²).76

In other words, Form (or the Forms), the intermediate physical
principle, is the entity which makes possible philosophy, linking the
human mind with the ineffable divine mind.

In Alcinous’ construal of contemplation, Form (or t± mogt²) has a
rather static function – it is the object of human intellection. Plutarch
presents a different perspective, one where a noetic agent has a more
active role in philosophical contemplation. In the Dialogue on Love
(Amatorius), a work modeled after Plato’s Symposium, Plutarch discusses
the god Eros.77 Plutarch says we may compare Eros to the sun in that

75 For the ethical dimension of this claim see also Epit. 28.4. Physics and Ethics
combine as well in Plutarch, Sera 550D.

76 See n. 74.
77 It may be that the essential difference between Alcinous’ discussion and

Plutarch’s is the context. Alcinous is presenting his information in the form of a
scholastic handbook, one for the most part devoid of mythic dimensions.
Plutarch is reinterpreting the mythic character of Eros in the light of Platonic
notions. Perhaps the mythic nature of Plutarch’s approach breathes an activity
into the intelligible that he would disavow in a more scientific discourse. Still
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both bring illumination. However, this comparison breaks down
quickly since the sun illumines sense-perceptible objects (t± aQshgt²)
and Eros illumines the intelligible (t± mogt²; see Amat. 764D, E). Under
the influence of the sun

…the soul is persuaded that beauty and value exist nowhere but here
[sensible world], unless it secures divine, chaste Love (=qor) to be its
physician, its savior, its guide (Qatq¹r ja· sytµq ja· Bcel¾m). Love, who
has come to it through the medium of bodily forms, is its divine conductor
to the truth (!cyc¹r 1p· tµm !k¶heiam) from the realm of Hades here;
Love conducts it to the Plain of Truth where Beauty (j²kkor),
concentrated and pure and genuine, has her home. When we long to
embrace and have intercourse with her [i.e. , Beauty] after our separation, it
is Love who graciously appears to lift us upward, like a mystic guide
(lustacycºr) beside us at our initiation (Amat. 764F–65A).

As with Alcinous, one must take one’s mind off the physical (“Hades”)
and put it on things above (“the Plain of Truth where Beauty lives”).
However, beyond Alcinous’ object of intellection, Plutarch provides an
agent active (Qatq¹r ja· sytµq ja· Bcel¾m) as divine assistance for the
contemplative. This is Eros, though mediated through bodily forms (di±
syl²tym !vijºlemor), is a guide away from such things to truth
(!cyc¹r 1p· tµm !k¶heiam).78 Eros facilitates the relationship
(succ¸cmolai) between the soul and the beautiful, or by extension,
between human moOr and t± mogt², in the same manner a mystagogue
would guide an initiate into certain mysteries.79

Numenius directly ascribes this anagogic role is to his intermediate
principle, the Second or Demiurgic God. We will recall that in frg. 18,
Numenius presents this Second God (or Demiurge) as the helmsman for
the cosmos, holding the material world in harmony by contemplating
the First God as a helmsman steers his craft well by fixing upon the stars.
In frg. 12 Numenius again uses naval imagery as he discusses the
Demiurgic God who operates from a heavenly observation tower.80

there is the mediation that both basically own which is the focus of our survey
here.

78 Cf. Alcinous’ kºcor vusijºr which must be turned away from error to truth.
79 Dillon, Middle Platonists 200–201, discusses this passage from Amat. He suggests

that we consider Eros, in its comparison with the sun, to be both the Good of
the Resp. 6 and a guide to the intelligible. “Eros is thus the Middle Platonic
Logos in its anagogic aspect, presiding over the noetic cosmos, the realm of
Ideas, but also exerting its influence upon our souls to lead us up to that realm”
(ibid., 201).

80 The imagery appears to be inspired by Plato, Pol. 272E.
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…the First God (b pq_tor heºr) is inactive in respect of all works, and is
King, while the demiurgic God (b dgliouqci¹r heºr) ‘takes command in his
progress through heaven.’81 And it is through him that our journey takes
place also (di± to¼tou ja· b stºkor Bl ?m 1st¸), when moOr is sent down
through the spheres to all those who are ready to participate in it (p÷si to ?r
joimym/sai sumtetacl´moir). When the God looks and directs himself
towards each one of us (bk´pomtor ja· 1pestqall´mou pq¹r Bl_m 6jastom),
it then comes about that bodies live and flourish, since the God fosters
them with his rays; but when the God turns back into his observation
tower (peqiyp¶), these things are extinguished, and moOr lives in enjoyment
of a happy life (t¹m d³ moOm f/m b¸ou 1pauqºlemom eqda¸lomor).82

We cannot mistake here the involvement of the Demiurgic God in
individual human lives. He “sees and directs himself toward each one of
us’” causing our bodies to flourish like flowers receiving sunlight. But
the opaque use of moOr suggests we have here something more than
simple providential care by the Second God.83 The Second God fosters a
journey (di± to¼tou b stºkor Bl ?m 1st¸) for humans (“us”) by sending
moOr down to those ready and willing to participate in it. It would appear
that participation in moOr is of significant value since when the God is
finished caring for bodily things and returns to his observation tower,
they are extinguished (taOta !posb´mmushai). MoOr however (and those
who participate in it?) continues on afterwards “reaping the fruits of a
b¸or eqda¸lym.”

Alcinous, Plutarch and Numenius, the three of which we may take
as representative of Middle Platonists in general, make the case for a
noetic reality that is available to the human soul for its benefit. In
Plutarch and Numenius, this reality is an active agent that both
participates in the intelligible realm itself and guides the soul to that
place from the sense-perceptible sphere. All three philosophers suggest
that humans avail themselves of this reality through a contemplative
process. Furthermore, all three make room for the involvement of that
reality in shaping and benefiting (temporarily) physical bodies while
causing souls to flourish in a more lasting fashion.

81 Plato, Phaedr. 246e: “Now Zeus, the great commander in heaven, drives his
winged chariot first in the procession, looking after everything and putting all
things in order.”

82 Numenius, frg. 12, translated by Dillon, Middle Platonists, 370–71 (modified).
83 On the difficulty interpreting moOr see Dillon, Middle Platonists, 371.
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2.5. Summary of Chapter Two

In this chapter we have focused on how Middle Platonists rehabilitated
the physics of their Athenian master. Adhering to Plato’s postulation of
a transcendent principle but making adjustments in the light of his
subsequent critics, his followers formulated a second, intermediary
principle between the Monad and physical creation. While they
construed this intermediary principle differently (from the thoughts in
God’s mind to a separate, divine entity), the Middle Platonists were
consistent in affirming its two primary qualities: it shared in the
Monad’s transcendent, noetic character while mediating that character
to the material creation.

Furthermore, the Middle Platonists articulated these qualities in a
couple of noteworthy ways. One is the common motif of the
intermediate principle as a copy, a paradigm of the First Principle. In
this capacity, the intermediate principle served as divine eQj¾m or
exemplar for the material world, which was thus a copy of a copy.
Additionally, a number of Middle Platonists used prepositional phrases
as another way to denote the different roles of the three principles. This
metaphysics of prepositions functioned as philosophical shorthand to
reinforce the distinctiveness of Middle Platonic doctrine over against
Peripateticism and Stoicism. These ways of describing the intermediary
principle were very effective, as they became a major means by which
the doctrine spread into popular religious discourse.

Finally, as concerned as they were about protecting the tran-
scendence of the Supreme Principle, Middle Platonists were also
concerned about humanity achieving its t´kor. While the evidence is
less abundant, it appears once again the intermediate principle plays the
indispensable role. Whether it is as the object of contemplation or as an
active anagogue, the intermediary fosters the liberation of the rational
soul from the body and its return to its transcendent source.

In the chapters to come, we shall see how Jewish, Christian and
Gnostic writers appropriated this conceptual framework built by the
Middle Platonists in their own efforts to bridge the gap between
transcendent being and material universe.
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Chapter Three

Salvation as the Fulfillment of Creation: The Roles of
the Divine Intermediary in Hellenistic Judaism

Also in Alexandria, although a century before the Platonic revival, a
Jewish author named Aristobulus wrote about the significance of his
ancestral religion for the formation of Greek philosophy. According to
him, not only had Plato and Pythagoras read the Jewish Law, but Plato
had “followed it,” and Pythagoras, “having borrowed many of the
things in our traditions, found room for them in his own doctrinal
system.”1 Aside from his zeal, what is intriguing about Aristobulus’
claim is that he sees the Law and philosophy as compatible. One might
wonder, given this perspective, how Aristobulus himself read the Law.

What we find among the remnant of his writings, most notably
preserved by Eusebius in his Praeparatio evangelica, is that Aristobulus
reflects a philosopher’s sensitivity in his approach to Scripture. So, in
one fragment, Aristobulus explains that language that appears to describe
God in anthropomorphic terms actually has a more “natural” sense, that
is, a non-literal meaning that conforms to the standards of those with
“keen intellectual powers.”2 This sensitivity, however, allows Aristo-
bulus to do more than simply defend his religion from its more cultured
despisers. In a number of places, we see Aristobulus form bridges
between the biblical and philosophical worldviews, a feat particularly
evident in his reading of the Genesis cosmogony.

For it is necessary to understand the divine ‘voice’ (B he¸a vym¶) not in the
sense of spoken language but in the sense of creative acts (oq Ngt¹m kºcom,
!kk( 5qcym jatasjeu²r), just as Moses in our lawcode has said that the

1 Aristobulus, frg. 3 (Praep. ev. 13.12.1). Translations of Aristobulus are from Carl
R. Holladay, Fragments from Hellenistic Jewish Authors : Volume III Aristobulus
(SBLTT 19; Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1995). In addition to Holladay’s
translation, notes and analysis of secondary literature, see A. Yarbro Collins,
“Aristobulus: A New Translation and Introduction” in OTP 2: 831–42.

2 Aristobulus, frg. 2 (Praep. ev. 8.10.2–5).



entire beginning of the world was accomplished through God’s words
(jah½r ja· di± t/r molohes¸ar Bl ?m fkgm tµm c´mesim toO jºslou heoO
kºcour eUqgjem b Lys/r).3 For invariably he says in each instance, “and God
spoke, and it came to be” (ja· eWpem b he¹r, ja· 1c´meto).4 Now since
Pythagoras, Socrates, and Plato investigated everything thoroughly, they
seem to me to have followed him in saying that they hear God’s voice
(vymµ heoO) by reflecting on the cosmic order as something carefully
created by God and permanently held together by him (tµm jatasjeuµm
t_m fkym sumheyqoOmter !jqib_r rp¹ heoO cecomu ?am ja· sumewol´mgm
!diake¸ptyr).5

Aristoblus here understands the common refrain in Genesis (“And God
spoke, and it came to be”) as referring not to a literal speech act (note
the anti-anthropomorphism) but as the metaphysical framing principles
(5qcym jatasjeu²r, heoO kºcoi) that brought the world into being and
continue to hold it together.

Much can be said about Aristobulus’ approach to interpretation. We
should note for our purposes that while his reading does not suggest a
specific intermediary, it does hint at a potential for a third thing (things
really, i.e., heoO kºcoi) between God and earth that does the work of
cosmology. What is more, Aristobulus sees this cosmological force as
beneficial to human enlightenment.

For [the Mosaic Law] signifies that “in six days he made both the heaven,
the earth, and everything in them,” that he might show the times and
proclaim the order by which one thing precedes another. For, once he
arranged all things, he thus holds them together and presides over their
movements. Our law code has clearly shown us that the seventh day is an
inherent law of nature that serves as a symbol of the sevenfold principle
(6bdolor kºcor) established (jah¸stgli) all around us through which we
have knowledge of things both human and divine (1m è cm_sim 5wolem
!mhqyp¸mym ja· he¸ym pqacl²tym).6

Note how Aristobulus, in addition to interpreting the “seventh day” of
Genesis 2:2 as a symbol of the cosmic ordering principle (kºcor, in the
singular), designates that principle as the means for human knowledge
(cm_sir) of “things both human and divine.”7 Previously, he made a

3 See Holladay, Aristobulus, 218. Collins translates this line: “Just so Moses called
the whole genesis of the world words of God in our Law” (OTP, 840).

4 Cf. Genesis 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 20, 24, 26, 29.
5 Aristobulus, frg. 3 (Praep. ev. 13.12.3–4).
6 Aristobulus, frg. 5 (Praep. ev. 13.12.12).
7 See Holladay, Aristobulus, 230–31.
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similar claim, though here he understood the seventh day as referring to
wisdom (sov¸a).

Following on this is the fact that God, who made and furnished the whole
universe, also gave us as a day of rest – because of the toilsome life everyone
has – the seventh day, but which in a deeper sense, might also be called
first, that is, the beginning of light through which all things are seen
together. And the same thing could be applied metaphorically to wisdom
(sov¸a) as well, for all light issues from it. And some members of the
Peripatetic school have said that it occupies the position of a lamp; for by
following it continually, they will remain imperturbable their entire life.
But Solomon, one of our ancestors, said more clearly and more eloquently
that it was there before heaven and earth. And this is actually in harmony
with what was said above.8

Aristobulus’ use of kºcor and sov¸a (apparently in a somewhat
interchangeable fashion) anticipates figures that loom large in later
religious thought. While his conception of these entities is not as
elaborate as what will come, it provides evidence in second century
BCE Alexandria of the melding of Jewish and philosophical world-
views. The catalyst for this melding appears to have been philosophical
interpretation of Scripture, though it is not clear toward which if any
particular philosophy Aristobulus gravitated. He cites Plato, Pythagoras,
and the Peripatetics explicitly and his use of Stoic cosmological
principles is barely implicit.9 Perhaps we have in Aristoblus not just an
early representative of a philosophically minded Jewish exegete, but of a
faithful Jew in search of a suitable philosophy for his exegesis. We turn
now to Pseudo-Solomon and Philo of Alexandria, two writers who
seem to have benefited from Aristobulus’ efforts and who may have
found in Middle Platonism what he was looking for.

3.1. Wisdom of Solomon

3.1.1. Introduction

Pseudo-Solomon expressed the Hellenistic Geist well when he penned
“Wisdom of Solomon.” This treatise, written around the turn of the era
in a diaspora setting, is in many ways a faithful descendent of the biblical
wisdom tradition. But to carry the sapiential standard forward, Pseudo-

8 Aristobulus, frg. 5 (Praep. ev. 13.12.10–11a).
9 Holladay, Aristobulus, 74.
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Solomon turns to Hellenistic culture (not against it, like his Palestinian
counterpart Ben Sira).10 It is at present well understood that Pseudo-
Solomon heavily appropriates the philosophy, religion, and culture of
his Hellenistic milieu. But his is neither a pure eclecticism nor a
haphazard dressing up of Jewish traditions. Arguably, underlying the
author’s notion of sov¸a is a thought-out (though not erudite) Middle
Platonic framework.11 This is important because the author’s notion of
Sophia itself undergirds the whole of his treatise.

As we have seen, Israelite and Jewish sapiential traditions emphasize
personified Wisdom’s presence at Creation in order to explain her value
for humanity in the present. What makes Middle Platonism such an
interesting influence for Pseudo-Solomon is that it too does not limit
itself with cosmology. Middle Platonism shows a concern about the
progress of the soul from the sense-perceptible world to the intellectual
realm of the transcendent One, a process referred to as blo¸ysir he`. As
Tobin notes, such a process “places the philosophical thought of the
Middle Platonists in a highly religious context.”12 The process is
accomplished through philosophical reflection, an endeavor made
possible through an awareness of and involvement with the interme-
diary between the sense perceptible world and the One.

A Jewish author would likely resonate with this effort both to affirm
the transcendence of the deity and the effort to comprehend how
humanity relates to this deity. In addition, such an author would have an

10 Cf. James C. VanderKam, An Introduction to Early Judaism (Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Eerdmans, 2001), 117: “Ben Sira’s purpose seems to have been to
convince his audience, presumably Jewish, that true wisdom was not to be
sought in the books and teaching of the Greeks but in the writings and
instruction of the Jewish tradition.”

11 David Winston, Wisdom of Solomon (AB 43; Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1979), 3, 33–34, and John J. Collins, Jewish Wisdom in the Hellenistic Age (OTL;
Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1997), 200–201, are among those who
place Wisdom of Solomon in the milieu of Middle Platonism. In an early work
(“Cosmos and Salvation: Jewish wisdom and apocalyptic in the Hellenistic
age,” HR 17 (1977): 121–142) Collins argued for the “eclecticism” of Wisdom
of Solomon’s appropriation of Hellenistic Philosophy. The differences that he
marked between Stoicism and Wisdom, however, were in large measure the
differences between Middle Platonism (also at times accused of eclecticism) and
Stoicism. Without altering the details of his argument and his analysis (about
which see below), in his later analysis Collins presents Wisdom as a Middle
Platonic (inspired) author.

12 Tobin, Creation of Man, 19.
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intermediary ready to hand, namely personified Wisdom. Proverbs 8
even emphasizes that before anything else was created, God brought forth
8B?;, “wisdom.” And in Proverbs 3:19–20 (cf. Ps 104:23), Wisdom
appears to have a role in the creation of the cosmos. Like the Middle
Platonic intermediary principle, Wisdom’s cosmological status also affords
her an important role in the fostering of human relationship with God.
Pseudo-Solomon appears to do precisely this, to reconfigure the
longstanding sapiential traditon by means of Middle Platonic philosophy.

Although Sophia is important to the whole of Wisdom of Solomon,
Pseudo-Solomon deals with her explicitly and at length only in Wis
6:22–10:21.13 We will focus primarily on these chapters in our study as
they represent a complete unit within the treatise and are the center of
the work. Their immediate context is set up early in Wis 6, when
Pseudo-Solomon urges his audience (6:1: “kings”, “judges of the
earth”) to pursue Wisdom and thereby escape judgment:

To you then, O monarchs, my words are directed,
so that you may learn wisdom and not transgress.

For they will be made holy who observe holy things in
holiness,
and those who have been taught them will find a defense.

Therefore set your desire on my words;
long for them, and you will be instructed (6:9–11).

He tells them that Wisdom is easy to find for her radiance (v. 12), that
she makes herself available to those who desire her (v. 13–15), that she
in fact seeks out those worthy of her and “appears” in their “paths” and
even in their “thoughts” (v. 16). To enter into relationship with
Wisdom is to begin a process with the choicest of consequences:

For her beginning is the most sincere desire for instruction,
and concern for instruction is love of her,

and love of her is the keeping of her laws,

13 Outlining Wisdom of Solomon is somewhat difficult. I follow the majority
who see chapters 6:22–9:18 as a self-contained unit. I add to this ch. 10 since it
too considers Sophia’s role explicitly. After Wis 10, Sophia recedes to the
background (as in chs 1–5). Ch. 6:1–21 is transitional, setting up 6:22ff.
Wisdom of Solomon 6:22 makes an appropriate starting point because the
author tells us from this point on he is explaining what Wisdom is and how she
came to be.
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and giving heed to her laws is assurance of immortality,
and immortality brings one near to God;
so that desire for wisdom leads to a kingdom (17–20).14

So in his espousal of Wisdom, Pseudo-Solomon commences to explain
her character and activities. He tells his audience that he will trace
Wisdom’s course out from the beginning of her creation, boldly
communicating all her specifics. He has nothing to gain from keeping
such information to himself ; beyond the fact that to do so is untruthful
and a sign of “sickly envy”, he recognizes “the multitude of the wise is
the salvation of the world, and a sensible king is the stability of any
people” (v. 24). What follows in Wis 7–10 is at once an “autobio-
graphical” account of how Pseudo-Solomon received Wisdom as well
as an inspired description of her different attributes.

These chapters contain a number of distinct rhetorical moves.
However, there is no reason to question their integrity as a literary unit.
They were penned by the same author who will at times speak
“autobiographically,” in praise of Wisdom, in prayer, and even by
recounting Heilsgeschichte.

3.1.2. Sophia as Cosmological Agent in Wisdom of Solomon 6–10

To understand the cosmological perspective in Wis 6–10 we should first
attend to the cosmological view in chs. 1–5 and 11–19. We may point
out three important aspects of the Cosmos from these chapters. First, the
Cosmos is a creation of God: “For he (God) created all things that they
might exist (5jtisem c±q eQr t¹ eWmai t± p²mta)” (Wis 1:14a). His creative
activity can be assigned to a personification: “your all-powerful hand (B
pamtod¼malºr sou we¸q) … created the world (jºslor) out of formless
matter” (Wis 11:17).15

The second aspect is that creation is a positive event and that the
cosmos continues to exist as an orderly entity. This is evidenced in the
lines which immediately follow our quote above from Wis 1:14: “God

14 NRSV, modified.
15 The all-powerful (cf. Wis 7:23) hand by which God created all things also had

the power to raise up all sorts of beasts (similar to the kinds the Egyptians
worshipped) in order to attack them. But this is not in keeping with measured
force God is wont to use (Wis 11:20).
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created all things … the generative forces (aR cem´seir) of the world are
wholesome, and there is no destructive poison in them, and the
dominion of Hades is not on earth” (v. 14b–c). In fact, God has a high
regard for his creation. “For you love all things that exist, and detest
none of the things that you have made, for you would not have made
anything if you had hated it” (11:24). The creation even points to God,
though the Egyptians were unable to grasp this because of their
unrighteousness. “They were unable from the good things that are seen
to know the one who exists, nor did they recognize the artisan while
paying heed to his works” (13:1).

Third, from beginning to eschatological end, the cosmos operates
on behalf of God in his blessing the righteous and in his judgment of the
wicked. Pseudo-Solomon tells us (in 1:7–8): “Because the spirit of the
Lord has filled the world and that which holds all things together knows
what is said, therefore those who utter unrighteous things will not
escape notice and justice, when it punishes, will not pass them by.” Or
again: “The Lord will take his zeal as his whole armor, and will arm all
creation to repel his enemies … creation will join with him to fight
against his frenzied foes” (5:17, 20).16 While the Israelites were blessed
with provisions in the wilderness, the Egyptians,

refusing to know you,
were flogged by the strength of your arm,
pursued by unusual rains and hail and relentless storms,
and utterly consumed by fire.

For – most incredible of all – in water, which quenches all
things,
the fire had still greater effect,
for the universe (b jºslor) defends the righteous (16:16–17).

Creation (B jt¸sir), discerning the wicked from the righteous, “exerts
itself to punish” the former and “in kindness relaxes” on behalf of the
latter (v. 24).

16 Wis 5:21–23 clarify how creation participates in judgment: “Shafts of lightning
will fly with true aim, and will leap from the clouds to the target, as from a
well-drawn bow, and hailstones full of wrath will be hurled as from a catapult ;
and the water of the sea will rage against them, and rivers will relentlessly
overwhelm them; a mighty wind will rise against them, and like a tempest it
will winnow them away. Lawlessness will lay waste the whole earth, and
evildoing will overturn the thrones of rulers.”
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Sophia herself does not hold a prominent place in cosmological
activity outside of chapters 6–10. Her role in the cosmos is mentioned at
the beginning of the book in 1:6–7, which refers to her as “a kindly
spirit” (vik²mhqypom c±q pmeOla sov¸a). Although as such she does not
bring mercy to the guilty, but rather lays bare their blasphemy: “the
spirit of the Lord has filled the world, and that which holds all things (t±
p²mta) together knows what is said, … .”17 If we take the divine kºcor
mentioned in Wis 18 as synonymous with Sophia (cf. 9:1–2), we see
our intermediary carrying out judgment in a fashion similar to creation
in 16:17, 24:

For while gentle silence enveloped all things (t± p²mta),
and night in its swift course was now half gone,

your all-powerful word (b pamtod¼malºr sou kºcor)18 leaped
from heaven,
from the royal throne,
into the midst of the land that was doomed,

a stern warrior
carrying the sharp sword of your authentic command,

and stood and filled all things with death,
and touched heaven while standing on the earth (18:14–16).

The divine logos straddles heaven and earth and works judgment that
fills t± p²mta.

Were we to limit ourselves to all but Wis 6:22–10:21, Sophia would
be at best a minor player in the Wisdom of Solomon. But in these
central chapters, she has the prominent place. Examining the cosmo-
logical language in these chapters, we surmise three categories that will
help us better understand Sophia’s function.19 The first is Ontology, by
which we mean Pseudo-Solomon’s description of what Sophia is and of
her relationship to the deity and to the cosmos. The second is
Cosmogony, by which we mean the description of Sophia’s role in the

17 Wis 1:7 in Greek reads: pmeOla juq¸ou pepk¶qyjem tµm oQjoul´mgm, ja· t¹
sum´wom t± p²mta cm_sim 5wei vym/r.

18 Cf. 7:23 where Sophia is said to have in her a spirit that is pamtod¼malor and
11:17 where the term describes God’s hand.

19 By cosmological language, we mean descriptions of Sophia’s involvement in
creation or explanations for that involvement. Such descriptions may be in the
form of a word or phrase or may be complete sentences. See chapter two for the
rationale behind this systematic treatment of Wis.
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origination of the cosmos. The third is Administration (Grk: Dioikēsis),
the description of Sophia’s role in maintaining the cosmic order.

3.1.2.1. Sophia’s Ontology

Pseudo-Solomon reserves his best rhetorical flourishes for describing
Sophia’s ontology (t¸ 1stim sov¸a ja¸ p_r 1c´meto. - Wis 6:22). What
may very well be the structural and theological center of the whole
treatise, namely Wis 7:22b–8:1, gives evidence to this. The first part of
this section contains a list of 21 characteristics that describe the pmeOla
which is in Sophia. According to 7:22–23, that spirit is :

intelligent, holy, unique, manifold, subtle, mobile, clear, unpolluted,
distinct, invulnerable, loving the good, keen, irresistible, beneficent,
humane, steadfast, sure, free from anxiety, all-powerful, overseeing all, and
penetrating through all spirits that are intelligent, pure and altogether
subtle.20

The number of epithets (21=7X3) suggests Sophia’s “absolute
perfection.”21 There are a number of instances in antiquity where a
deity or similar cosmic figure is ascribed such a list, whether 21 or more.
Many of these terms can be found in descriptions of gods and goddesses,
including Isis, and especially in various philosophical writings (including
descriptions of the Logos, Nous, or other world-pervading entities).22 It is
not as necessary to focus on the individual terms as on the general
picture they present of Sophia (since it seems unlikely the author was
aiming for metaphysical accuracy as much as an artistic sketch of
Sophia’s spirit). The picture that comes through is that Sophia is both
completely uninfluenced by the physical world (e.g., intelligent, holy,
unique, clear, unpolluted, distinct, invulnerable, steadfast, sure) and yet
the world is completely at her disposal (manifold, mobile, keen,

20 In Greek, these characteristics are: moeqºm, ûciom, lomcem´r, pokuleq´r, keptºm,
eqj¸mgtom, tqamºm, !lºkumtom, sav´r, !p¶lamtom, vik²cahom, an¼, !j¾kutom,
eqeqcetijºm, vik²mhqypom, b´baiom, !svak´r, !l´qilmom, pamtod¼malom,
pamep¸sjopom, ja· di± p²mtym wyqoOm pmeul²tym moeq_m jahaq_m
keptot²tym.

21 A. Wright, “Wisdom,” NJBC (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, 1990),
516.

22 See Winston, Wisdom of Solomon, 178–182. For the philosophical language of
Wis 7:22–27 see also Hans Hübner, “Die Sapientia Salomonis und die antike
Philosophie,” in Die Weisheit Salomos Im Horizont Biblischer Theologie (H.
Hübner, ed.; Biblisch-Theologische Studien 22; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neu-
kirchener, 1993), 55–81.
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humane, all-powerful, overseeing all). Although herself unique, there is
nothing she does not permeate, including the most rarefied spirits.

In Wis 7:24, Pseudo-Solomon emphasizes a couple of these
attributes above the others, attributes which highlight Sophia’s
proximity to the cosmos: “For Wisdom is more mobile than any
motion; because of her pureness she pervades and penetrates all things.”
This theme reoccurs in v. 27: “although she is but one, she can do all
things, and while remaining in herself, she renews all things.” Sophia is
everywhere and is her own being at the same time. This is very similar
to Stoic thinking which assigned such capacities to the divine pmeOla or
kºcor.23

In the next two verses, the author explains how Sophia came by
these attributes. They are hers by virtue of her relationship to God.
Wisdom of Solomon 7:25–26 says of Sophia:

!tl·r c±q 1stim t/r toO heoO dum²leyr
ja· !pºqqoia t/r toO pamtojq²toqor dºngr eQkijqim¶r7
di± toOto oqd³m leliall´mom eQr aqtµm paqelp¸ptei.

!pa¼casla c²q 1stim vyt¹r !id¸ou
ja· 5soptqom !jgk¸dytom t/r toO heoO 1meqce¸ar
ja· eQj½m t/r !cahºtgtor aqtoO.

For she is a breath of the power of God,
and a pure emanation of the glory of the almighty;
therefore nothing defiled gains entrance into her.

For she is a reflection of eternal light,
a spotless mirror of the working of God,
and an image of his goodness.

With terms such as breath, emanation, reflection, mirror and image the
author defines Sophia’s relationship to God. These terms are more than
what we expect if we are looking for affirmation that Sophia is simply a
personification of a divine attribute. In this mixture of passive and active

23 See SVF 2.416; 2.1021; 2.1033; D.L. 7.139 and see Winston,Wisdom 182–183,
for further references related to Wis 7:24. See also Philo, Gig. 27 (referring to a
spirit not unlike the one Sophia is said to have here) and also Conf. 136–138
(referring to God).
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qualifiers, it is clear that Sophia does more than simply reflect God; she
is an effluence and an effulgence from him.24

The author at one and the same time uses bold language to
characterize the relationship between Sophia and the deity and yet
speaks of that deity through circumlocutions. Notice that it is not a
breath of God but the power of God, not an emanation of the Almighty
but the glory of the Almighty. Similarly, “eternal light,” “the working of
God” and “his goodness” are all indirect references to the Deity.25 It
may just be poetic embellishment or it may be an effort, in the midst of a
cosmically immanent Sophia, to preserve the transcendence of God.
Notice that in vv. 24 and 27, Sophia pervades, penetrates, renews t±
p²mta (i.e. , the physical world) while at the same time remaining
mobile, pure, one and within herself. In between these references to
Sophia/t± p²mta, in vv. 25–26, our author maintains that Sophia is an
emanation and reflection of the deity while at the same time protecting
the deity’s essence (at least rhetorically, through circumlocutions).
Pseudo-Solomon keeps the physical world at arm’s length from the
deity, with the figure of Sophia very much in the middle.26 Hence, we
are not dealing with a simple transference of language ascribed to the
Stoic pmeOla/kºcor/moOr. Stoicism, even the Middle Stoa that wanted
to emphasize God as distinct from creation, would not be as protective

24 Cf. Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 199: “the language of this passage vacillates between
dynamic (effluence, apporroia) and passive (mirror) images.” Cf. also C. Larcher,
Le livre de la sagesse, ou, La sagesse de Salomon (3 vols. ; Ebib 1, 3, 5; Paris : J.
Gabalda, 1983–85), 2:498, discussing only the term !tl¸r : “Quelle que soit
l’interprétation adoptee, l’auteur a voulu à la fois affirmer une dépendance très
étroite, ‘substantielle’, entre la Sagesse et la Puissance et évoquer une réalité
infiniment pure ou éthérée. Il ne nous semble pas mettre l’accent sur l’activité
terrestre de la Sagesse …ou avoir pensé à un effluve quelconque se détaachant
de sa substance pour mener une existence indépendante at agir à titre
d’intermédiaire sur le plan créé. La Sagesse demeure en relation immediate avec
la Puissance de Dieu envisagée dans sa source. Ajoutons, au sujet de la
traduction elle-même, que la fonction attributive de atmis légitime l’emploi de
l’article défini.”

25 See Hübner, “Sapientia Salomonis” 69–70. We will notice in chapter four how
Col 1:15–20 and Heb 1:2–3 also employ circumlocutions to reference God;
this is particularly interesting since these two NT passages are most evidently
indebted to Hellenistic Sapientialism of the kind in Wis.

26 With respect to the negative aspect of the physical world, consider the well
known statement in Wis 9:15: “a perishable body weighs down the soul, and
this earthly tent burdens the thoughtful mind.” See below.
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of the divine nature as this.27 In fact, the emphasis on the transcendence
of the deity and the presence of an intermediary is Middle Platonic in
shape.28

The descriptors of wisdom in Wis 7:25–26 appear weighted toward
luminescence (“l’irradiation” – Larcher) as the mode that best explains
Sophia’s relationship to the deity. Collins reminds us that “Plato used
the analogy of light and the sun to explain the relationship between the
good as present in the world and the Idea of the Good.”29 Plato’s
analogy may even be at play in Pseudo-Solomon’s praise of Wisdom in
vv. 29–30:

She is more beautiful than the sun,
and excels every constellation of the stars.

Compared with the light she is found to be superior,
for it is succeeded by the night,
but against wisdom evil does not prevail.30

In addition to illumination, our author presents the relationship
between God and Sophia in anthropomorphic terms. For instance, in
a couple of passages, he presents God as a master teacher and Sophia his
apt student. In Wis 7:15, Pseudo-Solomon asks God to grant him just
speech and worthy thoughts for “for he is the guide (bdgcºr) even of

27 See Winston, Wisdom 185, who cites E. R. Dodds, Proclus: The Elements of
Theology (Oxford: OUP, 1963). Winston says that “in describing Wisdom’s
unique capacity for a cosmic efficacy which is self-abiding,” Pseudo-Solomon
foreshadows Neoplatonism and its notion “that within the so-called process of
emanation, in giving rise to the effect, the cause remains undiminished and
unaltered.” Dodd suggests that this concept “seems to be a product of the
Middle Stoa, and to have originated in the attempt to give God a real place in
the Stoic system over against the cosmos.” (See Winston for citation of primary
sources.) Cf. Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 200–201; and consider in particular p.
200: In a “cosmic analogy, Wisdom is the mind or spirit of the universe. In
effect, Wisdom embodies the Stoic concept of the Pneuma or Logos, but
subordinates it to a transcendent God, who is affirmed as its source.”

28 See Tobin, Creation of Man, 15, and Collins, Jewish Wisdom 201. See Winston,
Wisdom, 185, for Philo’s concept of emanation (though Philo does not
explicitly use the language of emanation to describe the Logos’ relationship to
the Deity [ibid., 184]).

29 Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 200. See Plato, Resp. 508.
30 Philo holds the sun is only an image of Wisdom (Migr. 40), and Aristobulus,

speaking of sov¸a, says t¹ c±q p÷m v_r 1stim 1n aqt/r (“for all light comes from
her,”frg. 5 [Praep. ev. 13.12.10]).
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wisdom and the corrector of the wise.”31 In Wis 8:3–4, Pseudo-
Solomon tells us that:

She glorifies her noble birth (eqc´meia) by living with God,
and the Lord of all loves her.

For she is an initiate (l¼stir) in the knowledge of God,
and an associate (aRqet¸r) in his works .

These lines are similar to Proverbs 8:22–31, which may be an influence
here.32 In Prov 8:22 we read that Yahweh begot (8DK ; LXX: jt¸fy)
Wisdom before anything else and in v. 25 Wisdom says “I was brought
forth” (=N@@9; ; LXX: cemmø le). Then in v. 30 Wisdom tells us she was
an C9B4 (LXX: "qlºfousa),33 delightful to God and delighting in God’s
creatures (v. 31).34 Whether intentionally or not, Proverbs and Wisdom
of Solomon bring together wisdom’s daughter (like) status to God, their
mutual affection, and her subsequent involvement in his works.35 In
Wisdom, l¼stir and aRqet¸r take the place of C9B4/"qlºfousa in
describing Sophia’s role vis-à-vis God. To speak of wisdom as a l¼stir,
“initiate”, in the knowledge of God, expresses what we have already
witnessed in the biblical and Palestinian wisdom traditions, namely that

31 Contrast P. Oxy. 1380, 122, where it is said of Isis : 1p¸tqopom ja· bdgc¹m
hakas<s>¸ym ja· potal¸ym stol²tym juq¸am (“guardian and guide, lady of
the mouths of seas and rivers”; translation from The Oxyrhynchus Papyri [vol. 11;
B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, eds. and trans.; London: Oxford University
Press, 1915], 202). This citation (referenced by Winston, Wisdom, 173)
illustrates a difference between Sophia and Isis. It is out of place in the
invocation of many-named Isis to speak of her as having a guide; however,
Sophia’s utility for humanity is predicated on her dependence on God.

32 Clifford, Proverbs 98.
33 "qlºfousa may be translated “in harmony with, suitable to; arranger, joiner”

according to Clifford, Proverbs 99. See LSJ, 243.
34 Prov 8:30–31 (LXX): jah( Bl´qam d³ eqvqaimºlgm 1m pqos¾p\ aqtoO 1m pamt·

jaiq`, fte 1uvqa¸meto tµm oQjoul´mgm sumtek´sar ja· 1meuvqa¸meto 1m uRo ?r
!mhq¾pym.

35 Winston, Wisdom 194, discussing sulb¸ysir (NRSV: “living with”; Winston:
“intimacy”) provides a striking Hellenistic parallel from Aelius Aristides. “In his
second oration addressed to Athena (his name for personified Sophia), [he]
speaks of her as begotten of God the Father in the beginning, ‘the Only One of
the Only One,’ and as ‘always cleaving to his side and sharing his life.’”
(Winston takes his quote from E. Bevan, Later Greek Religion [London and
Toronto: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1927], 157.)
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wisdom was privy to God’s cosmogonical/cosmological workings.36 But
aRqet¸r goes further: Sophia is not just a spectator, she is one who
“chooses” God’s works (t_m 1qc_m aqtoO).37 Winston considers this a
substantial claim on Sophia’s behalf. “Our author is saying in effect that
Wisdom is essentially synonymous with the Divine Mind, and thus
represents the creative agent of the Deity.”38 We will consider 8:4
further when discuss Sophia as cosmogonic agent below, but suffice it to
say the author continues to find ways to communicate both Sophia’s
divine efficacy while showing her as subject to the transcendent heºr.

Finally, in Wis 9 Solomon asks God to send him the help necessary to
fulfill the tasks God has given him, namely to rule God’s people and to
build the earthly copy of the heavenly temple (vv. 7–8). He asks: “give me
sov¸awho sits by your throne” (v. 4, my translation). He elaborates on her
heavenly location and why it makes her desirable to him in vv. 9–12.

With you is sov¸a, she who knows your works
and was present when you made the world;

she understands what is pleasing in your sight
and what is right according to your commandments.

Send her forth from the holy heavens,
and from the throne of your glory send her,

that she may labor at my side,
and that I may learn what is pleasing to you.

36 The term l¼stir is rather rare (Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:523). That one
needs “initiation” into such knowledge, see Philo, Sacr. 60: “It is well that these
three measures should be as it were kneaded and blended in the soul, that she,
convinced that God who is above all exists – God who overtops His potencies
in that He is visible apart from them and yet is revealed in them – may receive
the impression of His sovereignty and beneficence. Thus too, being admitted
into the inmost mysteries (l¼stir cemol´mg), she will learn not to blab or babble
them thoughtlessly, but to store them up and guard them in secrecy and silence.
For it is written ‘make buried cakes,’ because the sacred story that unveils to us
the truth of the Uncreated and His potencies must be buried, since the
knowledge of divine rites is a trust which not every comer can guard aright”
(PLCL).

37 Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:519, translates Wis 8:4 thus: “c’est elle qui décide
de ses oeuvres.” He notes (p. 524): “C’est pourquoi elle a pu jouer un rôle
déterminant en ‘choisissant les oeuvres de Dieu’. … Son sens s’éclaire par les
mot hairet�s, haireteos, hairetist�s, où l’idée de ‘choix’ est fondamentale.”

38 Winston, Wisdom, 194. He adds “The similarity of this conception with Philo’s
Logos doctrine is unmistakable.” On “la participation active de la Sagesse à la
création et au gouvernement du monde” see Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 524.
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For she knows and understands all things,
and she will guide me wisely in my actions
and guard me with her glory.

This is a different approach to describing Sophia’s nature, more
mythological and discursive. The author does not tell what Wisdom is
or what her functions are per se (cn. 7:22–27). The description of
Wisdom as God’s “throne-companion” is the most anthropomorphic
picture Pseudo-Solomon uses for Sophia. In our “soteriological”/
anthropological section we will focus on how Wisdom’s relationship to
God is reciprocated in her relationship to Solomon. She was at God’s
side, now she is to be at his. God was her guide, she is Solomon’s. She
will initiate him into the knowledge into which she has been initiated.
Ontologically speaking, the prayer in chapter 9 mostly affirms what we
have already read: a) Sophia’s heavenly origin/status, b) her presence at
creation and (perhaps) involvement in it (9:1–2; see below), and c) that
she serves God and is not independent of him.39

3.1.2.2. Sophia’s Cosmogonic Function

The fact that Sophia is described as a witness to God’s creative actions in
Wis 9:9 recalls the images of 8B?; as attendant to Yahweh during his
creative work. From our discussion of Sophia’s nature above, it should be
clear that her position vis-à-vis the deity is more than a spectator, even a
l¼stir. In Pseudo-Solomon’s prayer in chapter 9 we may have in fact a
claim for Sophia’s instrumentality in creation. In Wis 9:1–2 we read:

O God of my ancestors and Lord of mercy,
who have made all things by your word,

and by your wisdom have formed humankind
to have dominion over the creatures you have made.

The key phrases here are in vv. 1b and 2a: b poi¶sar t± p²mta 1m kºc\
sou ja· t0 sov¸ô sou jatasjeu²sar %mhqypom. While v. 1b certainly

39 Wis 9 is curious because, in terms of its descriptions of Sophia, it is more
congruent with the biblical and Judeo-Palestine Wisdom traditions than with
chapters 6–8. The author may have chosen to be anachronistic here since he is
putting forward his own version of Solomon’s prayer in 1 Kgs 3:6–9, 2 Chr
1:8–10 (see Winston, Wisdom 200).
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draws from Genesis 1 and God’s creation by speech recorded there, the
equivalence in vv. 1b–2a of kºcor and sov¸a and the instrumental dative
applied to both is suggestive.40 We have already seen a number of
parallels between how Wis describes Sophia and how Stoics and Middle
Platonists describe the Logos and Pneuma, these also being cosmogonic
agents. Furthermore, Philo uses the instrumental dative to describe the
Logos’ cosmogonic function (e.g., in Sacr. 8; see below). But by
themselves, these two lines may be insufficient to prove Wisdom of
Solomon posits an actual cosmogonic intermediacy on the part of
Sophia.41

Fortunately, the author is quite explicit about such intermediacy
elsewhere. In fact, we already mentioned one of those instances when

40 kºcor also appears in Wis 18:15 (also cited above). With respect to the
instrumental dative see Sprachlicher Schl�ssel zur Sapientia Salomonis (Weisheit)
(Sprachlicher Schlüssel zu den Deuteronkanonischen Schriften [Apokryphen]
des Alten Testaments; P. Artz and M. Ernst, eds.; Salzburg: Institut für
Neutestamentaliche Bibelwissenschaft, 1995), 74; and for parallel references see
D. Georgi, Weisheit Salomos ( JSHRZ 3; Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus
Gerd Mohn, 1980), 434. For a grammatical discussion of the instrumental
dative (of means) see Smyth §§ 1503–1511.

41 Winston, Wisdom, 38, notes that these two lines are “ambiguous” since “it is by
no means clear that ‘word’ or ‘wisdom’ here refer to Logos-Sophia.” See
Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 565. Biblical passages similar to this are Psalm
104:24; Proverbs 3:19; Jeremiah 10:12 – passages where we should not take
wisdom as personified let alone as an independent agent. So it may be that in
Wis 9:1–2, “word” and “wisdom” only serve to describe God’s creative effort
and do not refer to any kind of personification or hypostasization (Cf. Larcher,
566).
There is some basis in taking sov¸a in Wis 9:2 as a reference to personified

Sophia and not just a divine attribute. M. Kolarcik (“Creation and Salvation in
the Book of Wisdom” in Creation in the Biblical Traditions [CBQMS 24; R.
Clifford and J. Collins, eds.; Washington, D.C.; CBA, 1992], 102–103) draws
attention to the fact that, structurally, sov¸a encloses the prayer of Solomon in
Wis 9 (vv. 1–2 and 18). In v. 18 as well as in v.10a (the structural center of the
prayer) the referent is personified Sophia. Kolarcik relies upon M. Gilbert, “La
Structure de la prière de Salomon (Sg 9),” Bib 51 (1970): 301–31. Kolarcik’s
analysis of 9:1–2 is worth repeating: “This opening verse of the prayer of
Solomon duplicates the double notion of creation in Genesis 1; that is, the
creation of the cosmos and of humanity. However, it would be incorrect to
separate the creation of the cosmos from the creation of humanity within the
author’s presentation. They are presented together as a continuum, just as the
Genesis 1 creation account exemplifies. There is no underlying idea present
here of a creation of the cosmos that is separate from the creation of humanity”
(102–103, n. 10).
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discussing Wis 8:4 above. There, Wis refers to Sophia as aRqet¸r, a term
that suggests she has an active role in the creation process. Here is the
verse and the two that follow it.

For she is an initiate in the knowledge of God,
and a chooser of his works.

If riches are a desirable possession in life,
what is richer than wisdom, the active cause of all things?

And if understanding is effective,
who more than she is fashioner of what exists? (8:4–6)42

The author enhances our understanding of Sophia as aRqet¸r t_m 1qc_m
aqtoO with the parallel phrases B t± p²mta 1qcafol´mg (“active cause of
all things”)43 and tewm ?tir t_m emtym (“the fashioner of all that is”).44

tewm ?tir appears again in Wis 7:22. There it comes at the end of a
catalogue of the instruction God has given Pseudo-Solomon, which
may be summed up as “unerring knowledge of what exists.”45 The
scope of the catalog is intended to be comprehensive; Solomon has
received a truly universal education. And while he ultimately attributes
what he learned to God (vv. 15–16), the mediator of that knowledge is
Sophia. He explains: “I learned both what is secret and what is manifest,
for sov¸a, the fashioner of all things (B p²mtym tewm ?tir), taught me.”46

These verses in the aggregate make a claim that is familiar to us from
Proverbs, Job, Sirach and Baruch. Wisdom is a very valuable presence in
one’s life because she has a commanding knowledge of everything that

42 NRSV, modified; I prefer Winston’s “chooser of his works” over the NRSV’s
“associate in his works” in v. 4b. See the discussion of aRqet¸r above.

43 Winston translates “maker of all things” (Wisdom 191); Larcher, Livre de la
Sagesse, 2:524: “elle qui opère tout.” For a similar use of 1qcafºlemor see Philo,
Sacr. 8.

44 For a defense of this translation of the tewm ?tir t_m emtym, which is “une sorte
de brachylogie,” see Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:526. The term tewm ?tir is the
feminine form of tewm¸tgr (LSJ: “artificer,” “craftsman”). Larcher (Livre de la
Sagesse, 2:466) translates the term “l’artisane” while Georgi (Weisheit Salomos,
427) translates it “Architektin” (“oder ‘Bildnerin’”).

45 Wis 7:17: t_m emtym cm_sim !xeud/. See vv. 15–21 for the catalog of
knowledge which includes information about the structure of the cosmos and
the workings of the elements, the beginning, middle, end of times,
astronomical occurrences, and the nature of animals, humans, and plant life.

46 What follows after this in Wisdom of Solomon is a description of Sophia’s
nature, which we addressed in the ontological section.
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exists.47 But Wisdom of Solomon differs from its sapiential forbearers in
its specifying Sophia as the cosmological artificer.48

This picture of Sophia is rather interesting. Just like in Wis
7:15–22a, where our writer does not perceive a conflict in claiming that
his knowledge comes from God and from Sophia alike, he does not
have a problem throughout chapters 6–9 claiming that both God and
Sophia are the creators of the cosmos. As we saw in Wis 9, God is b
poi¶sar t± p²mta (9:1; cf. v. 9; 8:4).49 The only thing that he does not
appear to “make” is sov¸a, though according to Wis 7:25–26 she clearly
comes from him. But sov¸a also is the fashioner, the chooser, the
“active cause” of everything. How can these two things hold at the same
time?

The best explanation is “God created the world by Wisdom.” David
Winston explains:

Although his statement that “God made all things by his ‘word’ (log ACHTUNGTRENNUNGō), and
through his ‘wisdom’ (sophia) formed man” (9:1–2) is in itself ambiguous,
since it is by no means clear that ‘word’ and ‘wisdom’ here refer to Logos-
Sophia, the matter is, I think settled by the descripion of Wisdom as
“chooser of God’s works” (8:4), which clearly implies that Wisdom is
identical with the Divine Mind through which the Deity acts. In the light
of this, the assertion that “with you is Wisdom who knows your works and
was present when you created the world” (9:9) must signify that Wisdom
contains the paradigmatic patterns of all things (cf. 9:8) and serves as the
instrument of their creation.50

Winston says this while trying to make a larger point, namely that
Sophia in Pseudo-Solomon’s writings functions the same as Philo of
Alexandria’s Logos. When we examine the Philonic evidence, we will
evaluate this claim. However, as Winston is aware, there lies behind

47 Notice that over against Sirach and Baruch, Wisdom of Solomon sides with
Proverbs and Job in holding that Sophia’s instruction is completely generic.
Pseudo-Solomon does not make a claim that Sophia has special insight about
Israelite religion or that she is a key to or equivalent with the Torah. Even
when she helps Solomon in the building of the temple (Wis 9), it is by virtue of
the fact that her residence is the throne of God in heaven; she knows the
universal original of which the particular earthen temple is only a copy.

48 Recall our judgment about C9B4 in Prov 8:30. Pseudo-Solomon may be
drawing from this verse, either directly or most likely through its LXX
translation (where C9B4 = "qlºfousa). Still, no other Jewish Wisdom writer we
have dealt with is as explicit in describing wisdom’s cosmogonical function.

49 Also recall the passages in Wis 1–5, 11–19 that affirm God as creator.
50 Winston, Wisdom, 38.
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both Philo and Wisdom of Solomon an intellectual framework that
permits both a transcendent cause and a more immediate cause, namely
Middle Platonism.51

3.1.2.3. Sophia’s Administration of the Cosmos

The final aspect of Sophia’s cosmological functionality is her admin-
istration of the cosmos. For this analysis we return to a number of the
texts we have already analyzed. First, Sophia’s status as B p²mtym
tewm ?tir in Wis 7:22a makes her an ideal teacher for Solomon. This is so
not just because she was instrumental in the creation, but as the
Architektin/artisane of all things, she understands how they function. So,
we are not surprised when Solomon tells us the knowledge he has
acquired emphasizes the machinations of the cosmos: the 1m´qceiam
stoiwe¸ym, the tqop_m !kkac±r ja· letabok±r jaiq_m, as well as the
1miautoO j¼jkour ja· %stqym h´seir (7:18–20). This includes the
microcosmic realm of animals, plants, and humans, too (v. 20). To be
able to teach Solomon about all these things, Sophia must have
understood their operation. She must have been able to grasp not only
what the cosmos has done, but what it is doing and what it will do as
well. The reason he can know “the beginning and end and middle of
times” (7:18) is because she does as well.

… she knows the things of old, and infers the things to come;
…

she has foreknowledge of signs and wonders
and of the outcome of seasons and times (Wis 8:8).

While being the artificer of all things means she understands (perhaps
even embodies) the schematics of the cosmos, we should recall also that,
like the Stoic Logos/Pneuma, she is universally present. “For wisdom is
more mobile than any motion, because of her pureness she pervades and
penetrates all things” (7:24). Hers is a firsthand knowledge of the
cosmos because she is present to every part of it.52 Furthermore, her

51 Regarding Middle Platonism, see our discussion in chapter two. See Winston,
Wisdom, 33–34 for his thesis about the Middle Platonic backdrop to Wisdom of
Solomon. For Philo, see our discussion of him below.

52 Sov¸a is present to even the most rarefied parts of the cosmos. Cf. 7:20
(“powers of spirits”) with 7:23de (“she penetrates through all spirits that are
intelligent, pure, and altogether subtle”).
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presence has an effect on that which she pervades and penetrates.
“Although she is but one, she can do everything, and while remaining
in herself, she renews all things” (7:27).53 The omnipotence of Sophia
has already been mentioned (v. 23). t± p²mta jaim¸fei expresses her
effect on the cosmos. In what way she “renews” everything is a bit
obscure, though we should probably take it in the sense of a generative
force keeping the cosmos progressing. Larcher explains it thus: “elle est
la cause des renouvellements et des changements qui se produisent sans
cesse dans l’univers et assurent la permanence de celui-ci.”54

Sophia’s ability to sustain the cosmos is more clearly expressed in
Wis 8:1: “she reaches mightily from one end of the earth to the other,
and she orders all things well.” There can be little doubt that our author
is drawing from Hellenistic philosophy to describe Sophia’s function-
ality. To say that Sophia diate¸mei eqq¾styr, “reaches mightily,” the
whole of creation55 is explicitly to equate her again (as in vv. 22–23, 24,
27) with the Stoic Pneuma. Specifically, this concept expressed here
draws from the Stoic doctrine of tomijµ j¸mgsir, namely that “there is a
continuous outward-inward pneumatic motion, either form the center
of the cosmos to its extreme boundaries.” The significance of this for
the cosmos is that “the pneuma must be everywhere continuously since
nothing can hold together without it.”56 The adverb eqq¾styr suggests
that Sophia performs this function ably.57 In Wis 8:1b (dioije ? t± p²mta
wqgst_r), we see that the cosmos depends not only upon Sophia’s
powerful presence but her intellect as well, since Pseudo-Solomon is

53 Wis 7:27 in Greek: l¸a d³ owsa p²mta d¼matai ja· l´mousa 1m aqt0 t± p²mta
jaim¸fei. For a review of possible parallels to this passage, see Larcher, Livre de la
Sagesse, 2:506–507. One should look more toward Greek philosophy (Plato,
Timaeus 42E; Aristotle, Physics 256b25) to explain these concepts than the OT
(Ps 102:25–27; Deut 6:4; Ps 104:30).

54 Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:506.
55 The NRSV translates !p¹ p´qator 1p· p´qar in 8:1 as “from one end of the

earth to the other”, supplying “earth.” (Cf. Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:506:
“du monde”). Winston (Wisdom 184) opts for the more general with “pole to
pole” as does Georgi (Weisheit Salomos, 429) “von einem Ende zum anderen.”
(Cf. Colson, PLCL 6.333 [Mos. 1.112] and PLCL 5.155 [Mut. 22].)

56 Winston, Wisdom, 190. See also Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:514 and Lapidge,
“Stoic Cosmology,” 170–174, esp. 174. See SVF 2.33, 450–453, 480, 551, 826,
1021 for the Stoic attestation as well as Philo, Conf.136; Plant. 9; Mig. 181;
Deus 35–36; Mut. 28; Det. 90. Cf. Plato, Tim. 34B.

57 LSJ, s.v. euqystor (“robust”, “strong”).
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here describing Sophia as the cosmic administrator.58 Cosmic gover-
nance is both a Platonic concept (Plato, Phaedr. 246C; Leg. 896D, 905E)
and a Stoic one (D.L. 7.133; SVF 1.87, 98; 2.528, 416, 912–913, 1063).
Philo uses dioij´y to refer to the Logos’ administration of the cosmos
when he writes in Mos. 2.133 of one who “holds together and
administers all things” (toO sum´womtor ja· dioijoOmtor t± s¼lpamta).
Furthermore, Philo’s use of the term for God’s cosmic governance in
Opif. 3 and Conf. 170 parallels Pseudo-Solomon’s use in Wis 12:18 and
15:1:

58 The verb dioij´y may refer to managing a house, governing or administration.
LSJ, s.v. dioij´y.
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Wisdom 12:18 – Although you are sovereign in strength, you judge with
mildness (1pie¸jeia),
and with great forbearance (pokkµ veid¾) you govern (dioij´y) us.

Wisdom 15:1 – But you, our God, are kind and true, patient, (wqgstºr,
!kgh¶r, lajqoh¼lor)
and ruling all things in mercy (1k´ei dioij_m t± p²mta).

The qualifiers the author uses in these passages, such as mildness,
forbearance, kindness, and mercy, suggest we translate the adverb
wqgst_r in 8:1b in a similar fashion.59 If so, Sophia’s powerful extension
form pole to pole is balanced with her “merciful” rule.60

3.1.3. Sophia, Salvation and Anthropological Fulfillment

3.1.3.1. “She makes them friends of God”

Wisdom 6:22–10:21 is an exhortation for Pseudo-Solomon’s audience
to “get” Sophia (6:22–25). The authority for this exhortation comes
from Pseudo-Solomon’s own experience, his own acquisition of
Sophia, which he details in two autobiographical sections (7:1–22a
and 8:2–21).61 The basic thesis of these two sections is that Sophia, the
source of human prosperity and flourishing, comes only from God. The
proverbial maxim “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom”
(Prov 9:10) finds expression in Wisdom of Solomon thus:

I perceived that I would not possess wisdom unless God gave
her to me –
and it was a mark of insight to know whose gift she was –

so I appealed to the Lord and implored him [to give me
wisdom] (Wis 8:21).

Pseudo-Solomon then proceeds to reenact the prayer with which he
solicited God for wisdom (ch. 9).

59 See LSJ, s.v. wqgstºr, where, in reference to the gods, the term relates qualities
such as “propitious, merciful, bestowing health or wealth.”

60 At play with these adjectives (“mightily,” “well”) in 8:1 is a continuation of the
thought from 7:29–30. The adjectives add to the picture of Sophia’s potency/
beauty, she against whom neither darkness nor evil can prevail.

61 Wisdom 7:22b–8:1 is a separate entity since it is not about Solomon but
describes Sophia’s essence as well as what she does.
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At the start of the first autobiographical section (7:1–6) as well as
toward the end of his prayer (9:13–17), Pseudo-Solomon describes the
human condition sans Sophia.62 The two passages present a clear picture
of human limitation, which is both physical (“mortal,” “molded in
flesh,” the frailty of infancy, “perishable body,” “earthly tent”) and
consequently intellectual (“we can hardly guess at what is on earth” let
alone “trace out what is in the heavens”). In this we find a theme similar
to that expressed by the ungodly in Wis 1:16–2:5.63 But unlike the
ungodly, who use their fatalism as a license for unrighteousness (e.g.,
2:6–9), Pseudo-Solomon sees human limitation as the basis for turning
to God, who will supply Sophia – the cure for this “mortal coil.”64

It is for this reason Pseudo-Solomon uses soteriological language to
characterize the manner in which Sophia assists humanity against its
limitations. In 6:24, he tells his audience that he is not reluctant to share
what he knows about Sophia since “The multitude of the wise is the
salvation (sytgq¸a) of the world, and a sensible king is the stability of
any people.” And he ends his prayer in ch. 9 by noting that when God
has given Sophia, “thus the paths of those on earth were set right, and
people were taught what pleases you, and were saved (s]fy) by
wisdom” (9:18).65 Wis 10 follows Solomon’s prayer with brief review

62 Wis 7:1–7 and 9:13–17 have similar themes and a very similar ending.
63 In Wis 1:16–2:5, the ungodly opine (2:1): “Short and sorrowful is our life, and

there is no remedy when a life comes to its end.” When their breath is
extinguished, “the body will turn to ashes and the spirit will dissolve like empty
air” (v. 3). Again: “For our allotted time is the passing of a shadow, and there is
no return from our death, because it is sealed up and no one turns back” (v. 5).

64 Pseudo-Solomon’s argument has weight because among mortals he had a most
advantageous entrance (Wis 8:19-20: “As a child I was naturally gifted, and a
good soul fell to my lot; or rather, being good, I entered an undefiled body.”).
It is worth noting that Pseudo-Solomon appears to espouse here the pre-

existence of the soul. So Winston, Wisdom, 26 (see his detailed discussion, pp.
25–32). C. Larcher disagrees (�tudes sur le Livre de la Sagesse [Paris: J. Gabalda,
1969], 270–279, and idem, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:556–557). He argues Pseudo-
Solomon only holds to the priority of the soul over the body and that any pre-
existence comes from the soul being created immediately before its being
joined to the (embryonic) body. However we take this, it is significant that the
author of Wis accepts as well a dualism where soul and physical body are
somehow at odds. Wis 9:15, echoing Plato (Phaedo 66B), says the “perishable
body weighs down the soul, the earthly tent burdens the mind.” This dualism is
not presented in moral terms (Pseudo-Solomon does not claim the body is evil).

65 S]fy appears here for the first time in Wisdom of Solomon. It occurs again
four times: 10:4; 14:4; 16:7; and 18:5. syt¶qior occurs in 1:14 and sytgq¸a in
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of salvation history. The author recasts episodes from the lives of Adam,
Noah, Abraham, Lot, Jacob, Joseph, and the people of Israel at the
Exodus so that Sophia now has a prominent role in the salvation of
each.66 We will discuss this passage further in a little while, but first we
must ask what “salvation” might mean for Solomon’s audience.

Sophia certainly affords humanity, at least Solomon, with the ability
to reason as well as with a storehouse of knowledge (7:15–21b; 8:8).
But she does more than impart reason and knowledge. She also provides
wealth and well-being:

All good things came to me along with her,
and in her hands uncounted wealth.

I rejoiced in them all, because wisdom leads them;
but I did not know that she was their mother (7:10–12).67

However, these benefits are ancillary to Sophia’s true value.68 The
“unfailing treasure” she provides via her instruction is “friendship with
God” (7:14). Along with cosmological administration, she also has this
as her continuing task. For “in every generation she passes into holy
souls and makes them friends of God, and prophets” since nothing is
more pleasing to God than “the person who lives with wisdom”
(7:27–28). “Friendship with God” is a commonplace in Judaism as well
as among Hellenistic philosophers.69 Part of being such a friend to God,

5:2, 6:24, 16:6. (Cf. dias¾fy in 14.5 and 16:11) The noun syt¶q occurs in
16:7. Only 6:24, 9:18 and 10:4 (and possibly 16:5) have to do with Sophia.

66 Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:605. In these events, Sophia “délivre, certes, des
dangers temporels jusqu’à préserver l’humanité d’une extermination radicale (v.
4), mais son influence s’exerce également sur un plan spiritual.” E.g. , she
delivers Adam from his transgression (10:1) and she preserves Abraham
“blameless before God” (v. 5). In fact, except Adam, all those she helps in Wis
10 are described as righteous.

67 Wis 7:12: eqvq²mhgm d³ 1p· p÷sim, fti aqt_m Bce ?tai sov¸a, Acmºoum d³ aqtµm
cem´tim eWmai to¼tym.

68 As Wis 7:7–12 makes clear, Solomon (for the passage refers to 1 Kings 3) only
desired wisdom. Even though he did not opt for material wealth and success,
these came in addition to (even because of) his choice for wisdom.

69 See Winston, Wisdom, 188–189, for copious references.
De Vita Moysis 1.156 is an interesting parallel in that Moses’ status as prophet/

friend of God is mentioned with respect to his mastery of the elements. In the
section just previous (155) we read that “God judged him worthy to appear as a
partner of His own possessions” and so “gave into his hands the whole world as
a portion well fitted for His heir.” Philo is explaining Moses’ ability to work
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especially in philosophical circles, no doubt entails living the virtuous
life. So, “if anyone loves righteousness, [Sophia’s] labors are virtues; for
she teaches self-control and prudence, justice and courage; nothing in
life is more profitable for mortals than these” (8:7).70

Sophia’s task of making friends with God is not just something she
does alongside of cosmic governance but the two appear to be
connected.71 Pseudo-Solomon speaks of this when he prays in Wis
9:9–10:

With you is wisdom, she who knows your works
and was present when you made the world;

she understands what is pleasing in your sight
and what is right according to your commandments.

Send her forth from the holy heavens,
and from the throne of your glory send her,

that she may labor at my side,
and that I may learn what is pleasing to you.

Michael Kolarcik is certainly right when he says that these verses show a
clear “lineage between creation and salvation.”72 He says that, “since
wisdom was present when the world was made, she knows the hidden
plans and ways of God in the world.” This is important because

salvation, for the author of Wisdom, is understood as God’s effort to bring
humanity to the point of realizing the original intentions at creation.
Therefore, it is through the gift of wisdom, who was present at creation,
that the unnamed Solomon will be guided wisely (9:11), whose works will
be acceptable and who will be able to judge justly (9:12). Solomon will be
able to put into practice the intention of the creator through the gift of
wisdom who was present at creation.73

miracles by saying that his status as God’s friend affords him control of cosmic
elements.

70 On the use of the cardinal virtues in Wis 8:7, see Winston, Wisdom 196, and
Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:527–530. Winston notes that, like Pseudo-
Solomon, Philo derives the cardinal virtues from the Wisdom or Logos of God
(see Philo, Leg. 1.63–65).

71 Wis 7:27 begins with “Although she is but one, she can do all things, and while
remaining in herself, she renews all things; in every generation she passes into
holy souls, etc.” That Sophia grants the cardinal virtues (Wis 8:7) is an example
of the order she brings (cf. 8:1) but at a micro-cosmic level (she imparts
“harmonie de l’âme” – Larcher, Livre de la Sagesse, 2:527; cf., Plato, Resp.
443D–E).

72 Kolarcik, “Creation and Salvation” 103.
73 Ibid.
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However, Kolarcik does not go far enough. Sophia’s salvific efficacy is
based on more than her having been a witness of creation. Wis 9:9–10
must be understood in the light of 7:22–8:1 where Sophia’s status as
tewm ?tir t± p²mta and her cosmic di¶jousa and dio¸jgsir (pervasion and
administration) are predicated on her ontological relationship with God
(vv. 25–26) and also characterize her relationship to humanity (7:27, and
perhaps 7:23 – if we take pme¼lata there as referring to human spirits).
She is the governor of all things cosmic and human; she knows well the
“beginning and middle and end” of things.

The relevance of this for our study is that it issues a caveat with
respect to the term “salvation.” When we study the NT documents in
chapter 3, we see that the divine Son, through his death, “saves”
humanity as well as the cosmos from their ruination. (This is most clear
in Colossians 1:15–20, but it’s a notion operating in all four
“intermediary” texts we examine there.) Is the salvation spoken of by
Pseudo-Solomon similar to this? Does Sophia put a stop to the cosmos’
descent down a destructive path? Does it make sense to say that she
rescues humankind by removing them from a cosmos that is run amok
because of sin or daemonic forces?

3.1.3.2. Sophia and the Unity of Creation and “Salvation”

The truth of the matter is that Wis suggests no antipathy between the
cosmos and of human salvation. Recall the third of the three
fundamental aspects of Pseudo-Solomon’s view of the cosmos, namely
that the cosmos operates on behalf of God in his blessing the righteous
and in his judgment of the wicked. That the cosmos participates in the
divine plan, whether for blessing or judgment, is key for our discussion
here. Wis 5:17, 20 says “The Lord will take his zeal as his whole armor,
and will arm all creation to repel his enemies; … and creation will join
with him to fight against his frenzied foes”74 and 16:17 says rp´qlawor
c±q b jºslor 1stim dija¸ym (“the world is a champion of the
righteous”). Furthermore, John Collins points out this is a different
kind of salvation by creation from that witnessed in such passages as Josh
10:12 or Judges 5:20 where creation appears to alter its normal
functions. In Wisdom of Solomon, “miracles conform to regular natural

74 Wis 5:21–22 depicts creation’s involvement in divine judgment with the
language of a thunderstom.
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laws.”75 Collins’s assessment of the significance of this view of creation
seems correct.

In all, then, the Wisdom of Solomon clearly goes beyond the earlier
wisdom books by attempting to give a consistent conceptual and even
scientific account of the world and of human destiny. The universe or
cosmos is the context of all human experience, so even religious experience
and hopes are expressed in terms which make cosmological sense.76

Collins also says the consistent and coherent theology of Wisdom of
Solomon is that “God is encountered through the cosmos.” He
explains:

History illustrates the structure of the universe, and eschatology is also built
in to that structure. The human way to salvation is by understanding the
structure of the universe and adapting to it in righteousness. Human destiny
is not predetermined by the structure of the universe but it is framed by the
fixed and limited options provided by that structure.77

This is why Sophia is so important. Her commanding knowledge of
creation and its machinations makes her the ideal, in fact the only guide
by which human kind can understand “the structure of the universe”
and “adapt to it in righteousness.” This is why Solomon asks what is
“richer”, more “effective”, teaches “virtues” better, and is more
experienced than she? (cf. Wis 8:5–8).

But the salvation she extends has to do with her cosmological
function as much as it does her cosmic awareness. Notice how Pseudo-
Solomon describes creation’s involvement in God’s salvific work. “For
creation (jt¸sir), serving you who made it, exerts (1pite¸my) itself to
punish the unrighteous, and in kindness relaxes (!m¸gli) on behalf of
those who trust in you” (Wis 16:24). The idea of the cosmos exerting
(“tightening”)78 itself and relaxing itself, here applied in the context of
punishing the Egyptians and providing for the Israelites,79 is a
philosophical one. Using categories we find in Plato and Stoicism, as

75 Collins, “Cosmos and Salvation,” 131. The emphasis on miracles working
within the rules of nature is made by Philo as well (cf. Mos. 1.212–213).

76 Collins, “Cosmos and Salvation,” 132.
77 Collins, “Cosmos and Salvation,” 128. On the issue of freedom and

determinism in Wisdom, see Winston’s detailed discussion (Wisdom, 47–58).
78 LSJ, s.v. 1pite¸my. Winston (Wisdom, 297) translates Wis 16:24: “For creation,

serving you its maker, tenses itself for punishment against the unrighteous, and
slackens into benevolence on behalf of those who trust in you.”

79 The Egyptians and the Israelites represent types of the unrighteous and
righteous respectively.
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well as in Philo, Pseudo-Solomon explains how the elements can adjust
to accommodate the purposes of God.80 Moreover, this is not the only
mention of the concept of cosmic 1p¸tasir and %mesir in Wisdom of
Solomon. Recall that Pseudo-Solomon ascribes similar activity to
Sophia, namely in Wis 8:1 where he says “she reaches (diate¸my)
mightily from one end of the earth to the other and orders all things
well.” One need not extrapolate much to see that creation’s
participation in divine judgment and providence is rooted in the
presence of Sophia as the one who administrates (perhaps even governs)
the cosmos.

3.1.3.2.1. Excursus #2: Sophia and “Salvation History” in
Wisdom of Solomon 10

Sophia’s role as savior is given further definition in the Beispielreihe in
Wis 10.81 As we have already noted, in this text Pseudo-Solomon
presents a list of people in Israelite history who receive salvation. The
primary character is Sophia who, in contrast to the ahistorical
presentation of her in chs. 6–9, now operates in history.82 Sophia
protects, delivers, steers, acknowledges, strengthens, guides on straight
paths, imparts knowledge, prospers, provides victory, accompanies,
causes to reign, honors, rewards, shelters, and causes to praise. These are
in keeping with how Pseudo-Solomon describes Sophia in chs. 6–9 and
so summarize his point. But we should also pay attention to those for
whom she does all these things. A reader familiar with Israelite history,
especially Genesis and the beginning of the Exodus narrative, will know
that she assists Adam, Noah, Abraham, Lot, Jacob, Joseph and the
Israelites in bondage in Egypt. But Pseudo-Solomon does not provide
their names. In fact, though he provides much information about these
figures, he manages to present them in the most generic sense possible
while still retaining familiarity. What unites all these people is not that
they share the same narrative or ancestry; what unites them is that they

80 See Winston, Wisdom, 300. Again, we see that Pseudo-Solomon is arguing
nature works within its own regulations in service to God, not “super-
naturally”.

81 On the Hellenistic convention of listing examples, see Collins, Jewish Wisdom,
213, and the study he draws from, A. Schmidt, “Struktur, Herkunft und
Bedeutung der Beispielreihe in Weish 10,” BZ (1977): 1–22.

82 This chapter actually serves as a bridge between the encomium of Sophia
(6:22–9:18) and a rehearsal of the Exodus (chs. 11–19).
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are all “righteous” (d¸jaior in vv. 4, 5, 6, 10, 13 and cf.
v. 15 – “holy and blameless people”). To solidify the notion that
Wisdom rescues the righteous, our author provides negative examples
(interlaced through the positive characters).83 Again, though one
familiar with Jewish Scripture would know them, he does not provide
their names. The only way he describes them is “unrighteous,” “passing
by wisdom,” “covetous,” “makers of false accusations,” and “ungodly.”

Wisdom of Solomon 10 is most interesting because, though it
appears to operate as a rehearsal of biblical history, it in fact substantially
changes that history, even removes its historicity. First, it changes it by
presenting Sophia as the primary agent of salvation. Indeed, she is not
just the one who saves but appears to be the touchstone for who will be
saved. The “ungodly” and “wicked”, the “unrighteous” are described as
those who lack virtue (v. 3; cn. 8:7), who are covetous (v. 11; cn. 6:23)
and who “pass wisdom by” (v. 8). Second, she only rescues the d¸jaioi.
Missing is any explicit reference to God’s covenant people. In fact,
though in an historical guise, the text actually presents an ahistorical
perspective. Those who are rescued are only a type, exemplars of the
righteous. In other words, Wis 10 does not reflect salvation-history per
se; rather, it relates a pattern of rescuing the righteous who accept
Sophia, as Pseudo-Solomon both claims to have done himself and
exhorts his readers to do as well.

3.1.3.2.2. Excursus #3: The Mystical and Philosophical Aspects
of “Friendship with God”

The list of Sophia’s saving roles given in Wis 10 suggest a plethora of
services. However, her saving role is more monolithic.84 The goal is not
simple provision in the midst of life, whether protection, prosperity or
honor, but rather a right relationship with God. Our author describes it
as “friendship with God” (7:27). In another place, he says seeking
Sophia leads to “assurance of immortality, and immortality brings one
near to God; so the desire for wisdom leads to a kingdom” (6:18–20).

83 Cain (v. 3) and his offspring (v. 4), those constructing the tower of Babylon (v.
5), Sodom and Gomorrah (v. 6–8), Jacob’s in-laws (v. 11), the Egyptians who
“accused” Joseph (v. 14), and the Egyptians who enslaved Israel (v. 15–20).

84 This holds true at the cosmic level as well. Wis 16:24 presents the cosmos as
tensing and slackening almost on an ad hoc basis while 8:1 suggests a much
more orderly, consistent activity. The difference is that of distinguishing the
trees (former) from the forest (latter).
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This passage is important both because it fills out the picture of Sophia’s
primary anthropological task, but also adds to it the dimension of human
involvement. One must desire wisdom, must pursue her. This process
ultimately starts with faithfully asking God for her.85

The quest to be “near to God” is a mystical one that has its
foundation, not surprisingly, in philosophy. Before we address the
mystical and philosophical issues about pursuing Sophia, a reasonable
question is: Why should one seek her when she is already dispersed
throughout the cosmos, including within those spirits that are
themselves “intelligent, pure, and altogether subtle” (Wis 7:23)?
Winston answers this question by pointing to Sophia’s status as both
transcendent and immanent, that she remains both in union with God
and pervades the universe. He points to a simile which the Stoic Seneca
uses to explain this.

When a soul rises superior to other souls … it is stirred by a force from
heaven. A thing like this cannot stand upright unless it be propped up by
the divine. Thereafter, a greater part of it abides in that place from whence
it came down to earth. Just as the rays of the sun do indeed touch the earth,
but still abide at the source from which they are sent; even so the great and
hallowed soul, which has come down in order that we may have a nearer
knowledge of divinity, does indeed associate with us, but still cleaves to its
origin; on that source it depends, thither it turns its gaze, and strives to go,
and it concerns itself with our doings only as a being superior to ourselves
(Ep. 41.5)

Winston explains: “From the human viewpoint, the Divine Wisdom
enters man and departs ; from the eternal perspective of God, however,
it is ever present to man, though its consummation in any particular case
is conditioned by the fitness of the recipient.”86 Hence, the pursuit of
Sophia is grounded in the notion that one can have “a nearer
knowledge of the divinity,” that one can in fact grow closer to God
through Sophia. The author of Wis makes this nearness parallel to
“immortality,” by which he means more than simply not dying. It is a
sublime quality of existence (cf. 8:16–17) since union with Sophia
results in union with the deity. Beyond this our author does not venture
much in describing the experience. He lacks the specificity when

85 Hence, “righteous” is not simply a moralistic term for Pseudo-Solomon, but
has to do with faithfulness. It is a mark of righteousness to recognize God and a
mark of unrighteousness to deny God’s presence, even when creation clearly
communicates it (Wis 13).

86 Winston, Wisdom, 41–42.
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describing the mystical union that we find in Philo or Plotinus. Rather,
it is as if the author’s mystical thinking remains inchoate, what Winston
calls “an incipient movement along the road to mysticism.”87

There is another way to characterize “nearness to God,” namely
from within a philosophical context. This is not necessarily to be
dissociated with mysticism. But it is a concept that stands on its own and
provides a distinct lens by which to appreciate Pseudo-Solomon’s
understanding of immortality/friendship with God. 88 In his dialogue
Theatetus (176b), Plato speaks of blo¸ysir he`, “assimilation or likeness
to God.”89 This concept was appropriated by Middle Platonists to
characterize a more spiritual understanding (contra the Stoics) of the
human t´kor.90 A fragment from Eudorus of Alexandria is the earliest
known expression of this.

Socrates and Plato agree with Pythagoras that the t´kor is assimilation to
God (blo¸ysir he`). Plato defined this more clearly by adding: ‘according
as is possible’ (jat± t¹ d¼matom), and it is only possible by wisdom
(vqºmgsir), that is to say, as a result of virtue.91

Eudorus’ quote is strikingly similar to the idea expressed in Wisdom of
Solomon, though for Solomon it is not vqºmgsir or Virtue, but Sophia
who makes it possible. Alcinous, in Epit. 28, subscribes to the Platonic
concept of blo¸ysir he_ in much the same fashion as Eudorus. But he
adds an interesting twist: “By ‘God’ is obviously meant the God in the
heavens (1pouq²mior), not, by Zeus, the God above the heavens
(rpouq²mior), who does not possess virtue, but is superior to it.” Dillon
suggests that

This has the appearance of a reservation entered by [Alcinous] himself to
what he must have regarded as an insufficiently exact traditional
formulation. The God in the heavens is necessarily the Demiurge or
Mind of the World, Alcinous’ second God. To bring the supreme God, as
discussed in [Epit.] 10, into a relationship of “likeness” with Man would be
to compromise his transcendence.92

87 Ibid., 42.
88 Philo’s mysticism is at least in part grounded in his Middle Platonism. See David

Winston, “Philo’s Mysticism,” SPhA 8 (1996): 74–82.
89 See Tobin, Creation of Man, 18.
90 Dillon, Middle Platonists, 44, 122.
91 Stobaeus, Ecl. 2.49, 8–12. Translated by Dillon, Middle Platonists, 122. Cf.

Tobin, Creation of Man, 18.
92 Dillon, Middle Platonists, 299–300.
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Though Alcinous’ second God is not an exact parallel to Sophia, it is at
least significant that both he and Pseudo-Solomon hold to an
intermediary who provides a buffer for the transcendence of the
supreme God, who has the responsibilities of cosmic demiurge, and
with whom humanity seeks union.

3.1.4. Conclusion to “Wisdom of Solomon”

Drawing from the heady currents of contemporary religious and
philosophical trends and combining these with an authoritative
sapiential tradition, Wisdom of Solomon renders an engaging portrait
of Sophia, she who is both God’s throne companion and humanity’s
boon. Sophia’s status as throne companion we find to be much more
involved than earlier renditions of personified Wisdom. For one thing,
Sophia is not one of God’s creations but an entity closely related to him;
she is his breath, his emanation, his image. For another, she does not just
witness creation but has a preeminent role in the event; she fashioned all
things and, while essentially distinct from them, she continues to
pervade and order all things. Furthermore, while Wisdom of Solomon
may call Sophia “savior,” we saw it was precisely this cosmic artisanship
and ubiquitous presence that makes her companionship desirable for
achieving fulfillment. Hence, when “Solomon” sets the wise example in
entreating God for Sophia, we find that she will come not just to guide
the soul back to its divine source but to bring the cosmos to its intended
t´kor as well.

3.2. Philo of Alexandria

3.2.1. Introduction

Philo’s philosophical program, especially in the allegorical commentary,
as well as the exposition of the Law, is pragmatic.93 That is, it centers on
issues related to the advancement of the soul, or psychagogy.94 On

93 Philo presents his cosmology in its most straightforward fashion in De Opificio
Mundi. However, while not subservient to psychagogy, cosmology finds
expression in that work only in the process of a philosophical exegesis of
Genesis 1, an exegesis itself under the influence of Plato’s Timaeus.
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occasion, he provides glimpses of the ontological and/or cosmological
framework upon which his psychagogy rests. Such glimpses are not as
frequent or as detailed as we might hope and Philo allows them only as
they help illustrate his views on psychagogy. Hence, to inquire about
Philo’s views on a divine intermediary’s role in cosmology and
anthropological fulfillment95 is to inquire of material that is infrequent
in occurrence, illustrative in purpose, partial in extent, and unsystematic
in presentation. Fortunately, given the volume of Philo’s writing, such
qualifiers are relative and we may still ascertain enough data to provide a
useful if inherently inchoate sketch of the cosmological and anthro-
pological system(s) underlying Philo’s work.

Ascertaining whose system(s) these are – Philo’s or his “teachers”, be
they actual educators or textual encheiridia – is more difficult.
Scholarship has moved beyond Wolfson’s view that Philo was a
philosophical savant or the opposing thesis that his writings represent a
disorganized treasure trove of testimonia that say of Philo himself only
that he was a philosophical eclectic.96 Truly, the key to understanding

94 David Winston, Logos and Mystical Theology in Philo of Alexandria (Cincinatti :
Hebrew Union College Press and Hoboken, N. J. : KTAV House, 1985), 36:
“The central thrust and fundamental aim of Philo’s biblical commentary is to
trace the return of the human soul to its native homeland by means of the
allegorical method of interpretation.” (Discussed below, § 3.2.6.2).

95 The phrase “anthropological fulfillment” functions in the place of “salvation.”
Soteriological language is problematic in that Philo and the Middle Platonists do
not view the world as “damaged” (à la early Christians – see the conclusion to
ch. 4) or “hostile” (as the “Gnostics” purportedly held). Fulfillment has a more
holistic sense and coheres with the conviction of this chapter that Middle
Platonically inspired Judaism viewed human teleology as a natural process that
occurs not in spite of or against nature. As we saw earlier (§ 3.1.3), while
Wisdom of Solomon uses soteriological language with respect to sov¸a, it still
views sov¸a’s role in terms of this holistic/natural view of fulfillment.

96 See Harry Wolfson, Philo: Foundations of Religious Philosophy in Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam (2 vols. ; revised edition; Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1948). Those who view Philo as an eclectic include E. R. Dodds, “The
Parmenides of Plato and the Origin of the Neoplatonic ‘One,’” CQ 22(1928):
132; A. J. Festugière, La revelation d’Herm�s Trism�giste (4 vols. ; Ebib ; Paris :
Gabalda, 1949–54), 2.534; and Henry Chadwick, “Philo and the Beginnings of
Christian Thought,” in The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval
Philosophy (A. H. Armstrong, ed.; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1967), 141, 155. More recently, Richard Goulet, in La philosophie de Mo�se: essai
de reconstruction d’un commentaire philosophique pr�philonien du Pentateuque (Histoire
des doctrines de l’Antiquité classique 11; Paris : Vrin, 1987), argued that Philo’s
writings preserve a pre-existing commentary, the central presuppositions of
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the Alexandrian is accepting his place somewhere in between. Since
Philo’s primary concern is psychagogical exegesis, this is where he is
most likely to be (if ever) innovative.97 Thomas Tobin argues
persuasively that Philo preserves in his own works multiple layers of
exegetical and philosophical traditions, traditions he works and reworks

which Philo works (less than successfully) to overturn. See the review of
Goulet’s La philosophie de Mo�se by David Runia in JTS 40 (1989) 588–602.

97 In this study we focus on Philo’s commentaries, which may be divided into
three main groups: the exposition of the law (which loosely includes De vita
Moysis), Quaestiones et solutiones in Genesim and Quaestiones et solutiones in
Exodum, and the Allegorical Commentary. Given its relatively basic tone, the
Exposition must have a more general audience in mind – whether Gentile or
Jew; the Questions and Answers, being more practical and less aesthetic in their
presentation, deal with more nuanced issues and so suggest the school room in
some fashion; the allegorical commentary speaks to similar concerns as the
Questions and Answers but with greater artistry and restraint. I see the three
works as representing concentric circles of awareness about the Law that Philo
intends to move his readers through, the heart being the Allegorical
Commentary. See also Gregory E. Sterling’s “The Philo of Alexandria
Commentary Series: General Introduction” in David T. Runia, Philo of
Alexandria On the Creation of the Cosmos according to Moses: Indroduction,
Translation, and Commentary (Philo of Alexandria Commentary Series 1;
Leiden: Brill, 2001), xi–xii.
For a detailed introduction to the study of Philo see Peder Borgen, “Philo of

Alexandria: a critical and synthetical survey of research since World War II,”
ANRW 21.1:98–154; and David Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of
Plato (2nd ed.; Leiden: Brill, 1986), 7–27. For a general introduction, see
Kenneth Schenck, A Brief Guide to Philo (Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John
Knox, 2005); Samuel Sandmel, Philo of Alexandria: an introduction (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1979); and Henry Chadwick, “Philo and the
Beginnings of Christian Thought,” 135–57. Earlier studies include Erwin R.
Goodenough, An Introduction to Philo Judaeus (2nd ed.; New York: Barnes &
Noble, 1963); J. Daniélou, Philon d’Alexandrie (Paris: Fayard, 1958); Emile
Bréhier, Les id�es philosophique et religieuses de Philon d’Alexandrie (3rd ed.; Etudes
de philosohie médiévale 8; Paris : Vrin, 1950); Wolfson, Philo ; W. Völker,
Fortschritt und Vollendung bei Philo von Alexandrien: eine Studie zur Geschichte der
Frçmmigkeit (TUGAL 49.1; Leipzig: J. C. Hinrich, 1938). For a comprehensive
bibliography, see H. L. Goodhart and E. R. Goodenough, “A general
bibliography of Philo Judaeus,” in E. R. Goodenough, The Politics of Philo
Judaeus: Practice and Theory (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1938),
125–321 (up to 1937); Roberto Radice and David T. Runia, Philo of
Alexandria: An Annotated Bibliography, 1937–1986 (Supplements to VC 8;
Leiden: Brill, 1988); and idem, Philo of Alexandria: An Annotated Bibliography,
1987–1996, with Addenda for 1937–1986 (Supplements to VC 57; Leiden:
Brill, 2000).
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into his psychagogy.98 Differentiating those traditions from Philo’s own
thought is not easily done, though Tobin has provided a valuable
reconstruction in terms of what Philo says about the creation of
humanity. While our enterprise is distinct from Tobin, his work shapes
how we approach Philo’s writings in the following ways. First, this
study presumes that Philo’s psychagogy rests most immediately on a
Middle Platonic foundation. We will not try to prove this, though it
will be evident as we treat Philonic passages that they share much with
Middle Platonism.99 Second, this study presumes that Philo honors
previous exegetical traditions by preserving them even if he has moved
beyond them. This is how we account for Philo’s presentation of Sophia
vis-à-vis the Logos. Philo will describe Sophia and the Logos in
strikingly similar language at times and thus raises the question of their
relationship. The answer is that Philo is aware of and preserves traditions
that view Sophia as occupying the same place as the Logos, i.e., that of
divine intermediary (such traditions were likely responsible for Wisdom
of Solomon). The Logos surpasses Sophia in Philo in much the same
way as (according to Tobin) the double creation of man surpasses the
single creation; Philo preserves the one even while he moves beyond it.
Such preservation is in keeping with Philo’s exegetical efforts ; it is
probably less a demonstration of the evolution of the thoughts he now
owns as it is an expression of the viable traditions present to him and
from which he fashions his own approach.

98 T. Tobin, The Creation of Man. For a more extreme view on Philo’s use of
traditions, see Goulet, La philosophie de Mo�se. For an alternative perspective, see
the indepth study of Philo’s interpretive method by V. Nikiprowetzky (Le
commntaire de l’�criture chez Philo d’Alexandriee : son caract�re et sa port�e;
observations philologiues [ALGHJ 11; Leiden: Brill, 1977]).

99 See chapter two for our discussion of Middle Platonism. For Philo’s
relationship with Middle Platonism, see the Studia Philonica Annual 5 (1993)
which contains a special section on Philo and Middle Platonism. The section
includes articles by Gregory E. Sterling (“Platonizing Moses: Philo and Middle
Platonism,” 96–111), David T. Runia (“Was Philo a Middle Platonist? A
Difficult Question Revisited,” 112–40), with responses to Sterling and Runia
by David Winston (141–46), Thomas H. Tobin (147–50) and John Dillon
(151–55). See Sterling, “Platonizing Moses,” 97–98 for a detailed review of
literature on Philo’s relationship with Middle Platonism and philosophy in
general.
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3.2.2. The Questions of Intermediary Activity as they are Raised by
Philo – Sacr. 8

One passage that demonstrates how Philo’s cosmological and anthro-
pological views are subservient to his concerns about psychagogy is De
sacrificiis Abelis et Caini 8. This passage comes at the end of a section
(Sacr. 1–10) where Philo is interpreting the lemma ja· pqos´hgje teje ?m
t¹m !dekv¹m aqtoO t¹m -bek (LXX Gen 4:2) so as to show how one
perspective, dºnam %topom (represented by Cain), is replaced by another,
jak¹m dºcla (Abel), within the soul. To illustrate this advancement,
Philo connects pqost¸hgli in Gen 4:2 with the descriptions of the
deaths of Abraham, Jacob and Isaac. We learn from the Scriptural
accounts of Abraham and Jacob that upon death they were added
(pqost¸hgli) to the people of God (Gen 25:8, 49:33 LXX). Philo
claims in Sacr. 6–7 they thereby represent those “who learn by hearing
and instruction,” those angelic souls whom God “calls a people.” For
Isaac, “to whom was granted the higher gift of self-learned knowledge,”
God goes one further and adds him not to a people but to “the genus of
the imperishable and fully perfect” (Sacr. 7; cf. Gen 35:29: pqoset´hg
pqºr t¹ c³mor aqtoO). Philo interprets the similarity in these accounts
(the use of pqost¸hgli) as demonstrating the advancement of the soul;
he interprets the dissimilarity (the difference between b kaºr and t¹
c´mor) as denoting a gradation of advancement where certain few souls
advance further still through heightened rational ability.

The apex of this gradation finds its exemplar in Moses. Philo
explains:

There are those whom God leads still higher; causing them to exceed every
form and genus, he sets them next to himself. Such a one is Moses to whom
he says “you stand here with me” (Deut 5:31). Hence, when Moses was
about to die, he neither left nor was he added like the others - there was no
room in him for adding or taking away. Rather, he was removed “through
the word” (di± Nglatºr ; Deut 34:5) of the (Supreme) Cause, that through
which also the whole world was created (di’ ox ja· b s¼lpar jºslor
1dgliouqce ?to). Thus you might learn that God values the wise person as
much as he does the world since by the same word that he makes the
universe he also leads the perfect from things earthly unto himself (t` aqt`
kºc\ ja· t¹ p÷m 1qcafºlemor ja· t¹m t´keiom !p¹ t_m peqice¸ym !m²cym
¢r 2autºm).100

100 My translation. The Editio maior for Philo’s extent Greek writings is Philonis
Alexandrini opera quae supersunt (L. Cohn, P. Wendland, and S. Reiter, eds.; 6
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The primary function of this passage is to describe the fate of the highest
quality of soul. Where Abraham, Jacob and Isaac represent those who
leave things earthly and are added to either a people or a genus (so eUdg
ja· c´mg p²mta), there is a type, the sºvor, who is intended for the
highest position, namely to stand alongside of God.101 This is Moses to
whom God said s» d³ aqtoO st/hi let( 1loO (Deut 5:31). Since he is
perfect (t´keior) and as such is not capable of addition or being taken
away, his transition to that highest status must come by means of an
altogether different method.102 Hence, when Moses died he is not said
to be added to anything or taken away from anything; rather, Deut 34:5
reads ja· 1teke¼tgsem Lyus/r… di± N¶lator juq¸ou. Philo interprets the
fact that Moses’ transition (letam¸stgli) is by means of the divine word
(di± N¶lator toO aQt¸ou) as a claim about Moses’ superior status. After
all, the divine word has no mean résumé given its role in the creation
(dgliouqc´y) of the whole world (b s¼lpar jºslor).103

vols. ; Berlin: George Reimer, 1896–1915; repr. Berlin: De Gruyter, 1962).
For a Greek index, see Peder Borgen et al. , The Philo Index: A Complete Greek
Word Index to the Writings of Philo (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2000). The
standard translations are Philo in Ten Volumes (and Two Supplemntary Volumes)
(F. H. Colson, G. H. Whitaker, and R. Marcus; LCL; Cambridge, Mass. :
Harvard University Press, 1929–1962) (=PLCL below); Les œuvres de Philon
d’Alexandrie (R. Arnaldez, J. Pouilloux, and C. Mondésert, eds; Paris : Éditions
du CERF, 1961ff.) ; and Philo von Alexandria: die Werke in deutscher �berstzung
(L. Cohn, I. Heinemann, and W. Theiler, trans. ; 7 vols. ; Breslau: Marcus
Verlag, 1909–38 and Berlin: De Gruyter, 1964 [vol.7]). See also F. Siegert,
“The Philonian Fragment De Deo : First English Translation,” SPhA 10 (1998):
1–10.
When not using my own translation, I will employ PLCL (occasionally with

minor modifications) and the more recent Philonic anthology by David
Winston, Philo of Alexandria: The Contemplative, the Giants and Selections (CWS;
New York: Paulist, 1981). For translations of De opificio mundi that are not my
own, I rely on the Runia, On the Creation of the Cosmos, from the new Philo of
Alexandria Commentary Series (see n. 97).

101 See my discussion of this passage while dealing with the soteriology of the
Johannine prologue (§ 4.4.3.4.3).

102 In Sacr. 9, the characteristic of not being susceptible to addition or being taken
away from is attributed to the Deity. That Moses could share this characteristic,
Philo claims, is implied in the statement “I give you as a god to Pharaoh.”

103 Clearly, Philo has in mind Gen 1 which describes the creation of the world as a
result of divine speech. On the interpretation of Gen 1 see below and in chapter
four (“Excursus #5: Logos-centric Interpretation of Genesis 1 in Philo of
Alexandria and the Prologue to John”, § 4.4.2.4). Regarding N/la, cf. Heb 1:3
and 11:3 (discussed below on § 4.3.2.2).
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For Philo this line of reasoning results in the following moral (so Vma
l²h,r): God regards the wise person as highly as he does the jºslor. For
clarity, Philo restates the basis for this conclusion. He writes t` aqt`
kºc\ ja· t¹ p÷m 1qcafºlemor ja· t¹m t´keiom !p¹ t_m peqice¸ym
!m²cym ¢r 2autºm. Notice that Philo makes an interesting alteration; it
is no longer di± N¶lator but t` kºc\. Otherwise, the ideas are the
same. This alteration, which seems unnecessary, suggests that what
underlies Philo’s interpretation is an understanding of the function of
the divine Logos. For Philo, this mentioning of the Logos is a passing
reference that serves only to clarify how the biblical lemma (Deut 34:5)
sets Moses off at his death from the patriarchs. More germane to his
discussion is the moral, God’s high value of a wise person, which moves
his overarching thesis about the value of the Abel perspective (jak¹m
dºcla) over the Cain perspective (dºnam %topom).

For our study, this passing reference is of considerable interest. It
raises precisely the questions we would like answered. How does Philo
relate the creation of the cosmos with the final fulfillment of humanity?
What does the use of the preposition di² or the dative case imply about
the role of the word (N/la or kºcor) in these two areas (creation and
fulfillment)? When Philo substitutes kºcor for N/la, may we take the
Logos as more than a figurative alternative but an intellectual reality to
which N/la refers? Depending on how we answer these questions, we
go a long way in showing the similarities between Philo’s thinking and
the Middle Platonists. Even though Sacr. 8 does not answer these
questions, it does show us that the questions are not inappropriate.

With the questions inspired by Sacr. 8, as well as the caveats it
confirms (Philo’s ontological system is incomplete, unsystematic and
subservient to his psychagogy), we may turn to Philo’s writings as a
whole. In the explication of Sacr. 8 above, we were careful to note the
context as fully as possible so as to illustrate concerns about mining
Philo’s works for our particular purpose, i.e., the caveats listed above. In
what comes below, the approach will be substantially different. The
concern will be systematizing data rather than explicating passages. The
information about the Logos and its roles in creation and anthropo-
logical fulfillment are usually ancillary to Philo’s exegetical campaign;
Sacr. 8 represents the norm in Philo’s writings with respect to this
matter. The questions we will ask are the following: what is the
ontological relationship between the Logos and God? What is the
cosmological (cosmogonical and sustaining) function of the Logos?
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What function does the Logos have in Anthropology, especially in terms
of humanity reaching its telos? How are the two functions interrelated?

3.2.3. God?

In chapter one, we noted that NT writers tie the Son’s role as
instrument of creation with his role as savior of humanity.104 We saw in
chapter two that Middle Platonists also posited a divine intermediary, a
second principle responsible for creation as well as having anagogical
significance for humanity. We wish to see from Philo’s writings
whether and how the same may be said of him: is there an intermediary
serving both as instrument of creation and as human anagogue? If so,
how? Sacr. 8 provides a positive answer to the first question: the divine
Kºcor, by which God created all things, is also that by which God raises
the wise to himself. What remains is for us to show that Sacr. 8 is not an
anomaly – it is in fact representative of persistent (if often ancillary)
themes in Philo. We must also accentuate in the Philonic evidence what
may be said about the principal characters (God, the Logos, creation,
and the wise) and their roles.

Philo has at the same time very much and very little to say about the
Deity.105 There is little that can be said since the Deity (who for Philo is
the Jewish God) is completely transcendent and hence ultimately
unknowable: he is the unnamable, unutterable, and inconceivable-by-
any-means God (b !jatomºlastor ja· %qqgtor ja· jat± p²sar Qd´ar
!jat²kgptor heºr, Somn. 1.67). And this is not only an epistemological
phenomenon, it is also an ontological reality. Indeed, he alone truly is (b
lºmor, b 5stim !xeud_r),106 not subject to any change whatsoever (b
!jkimµr ja· %teqptor heºr).107 Indeed, he simply is (b ¥m or t¹ em).108

104 For the detailed discussion of the NT on this matter, see chapter four.
105 For a discussion of the transcendence of God in Philo, see David Winston,

“Was Philo a Mystic?” in The Ancestral Philosophy: Hellenistic Philosophy in
Second Temple Judaism, Essays of David Winston (Gregory E. Sterling, ed.; BJS
331; SPhilo Monograph 4; Providence: Brown Judaic Studies, 2001), 151–154.

106 Fug. 101.
107 Conf. 96.
108 Both epitaphs occur frequently throughout Philo’s writings, especially the latter

(t¹ em). For Philo’s caveat that even b ¥m says too much, see De Deo, ch. 4
(Siegert, “The Philonian Fragment,” 5, 12).
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Philo consistently chides idolaters (which includes anyone who has an
inadequate view of God by his standards) for limiting the Deity.

But those who have concluded a treaty and a truce with the body are
unable to doff the garment of the flesh and see a nature uniquely simple and
self-sufficient in itself, without admixture and composition. They therefore
conceive of the universal Cause precisely as they do of themselves, not
taking into account that while a being that comes into existence through
the union of several faculties needs several parts to serve the needs of each,
God being uncreated and bringing all the others into being had no need of
anything belonging to things generated.109

This passage from Quod Deus Immutabilis Sit alludes to what Philo
will say positively about the Deity, namely while he is !c´mgtor he
brings everything else into existence (t± %kka !cyc½m eQr c´mesim). He
is the source of all things, b fkym pat¶q (Conf. 63), or most simply
stated, he is b aUtior.110 Philo treats this information as if it were a
commonplace; so in Fug. 12 he says c´com´ te c±q b jºslor ja· p²mtyr
rp( aQt¸ou t¸mor c´comem (“For the world came to be, and certainly it
came to be by some cause”). Furthermore, the Deity continues to be
involved in creation and is quite present to it. Explaining the passage
“Here I stand there before you” (Exod 17:6), Philo says that God

shows that his subsistence is before all created being, and that he who is
here is also there and elsewhere and everywhere, since he has filled
everything through and through and has left nothing empty of himself. For
he does not say, “I will stand here and there,” but even now, when I am
present here, I stand at the same time also there. My motion is not one
involving change of place, so as to occupy one place while leaving another,
but it is a tensional motion (!kk± tomij0 wq¾lemor t0 jim¶sei).111

Philo preserves the notions of the Deity’s transcendence and role in
creation, at times in the same sentence. For instance, in Somn. 1.63 God
may be understood as a place (tºpor) since he contains all and is
contained by nothing at all (t` peqi´weim l³m t± fka peqi´weshai d³ pqºr
lgd´mor !pk_r).

For not even the whole world would be a place fit for God to make His
abode, since God is His own place, and He is filled by Himself, and
sufficient for Himself, filling and containing all other things in their

109 Deus 56. Trans. : Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 139.
110 See above Sacr. 8.
111 Sacr. 68. Trans. : Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 132.
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destitution and barrenness and emptiness but Himself contained by nothing
else, seeing that He is Himself One and the Whole.112

Yet this combination creates a paradox. How can a God who fills all
things (pepkgqyj½r t± p²mta, Deus 56) be truly transcendent?

3.2.4. Between God and Creation: An Intermediary Nexus

3.2.4.1. The Many Names of the Intermediary

Though at times Philo appears to assert that God is present to creation in
unmediated proximity, his tendency is to posit an intermediate reality
between the Deity and the physical world. In Quod Deus sit immutabilis
51–69 Philo addresses the issue of anthropomorphic descriptions of God
in Scripture. In Deus 57 he explains how it is the God who lacks any
physicality whatsoever can be involved with creation.

For what are we to think? If he makes use of bodily organs, he has feet to
go forward. But whither will he go, since he fills everything? To whom
will he go, when none is his equal? And to what purpose? For it cannot be
out of concern for his health as with us. Hands too he must have both to
receive and to give, yet he receives nothing from anyone, for aside from his
lack of need, all possessions are his, and he gives by employing as minister
of his gifts the Logos through which also he created the world (d¸dysi d³
kºc\ wq¾lemor rpgq´t, dyqe_m, ` ja· t¹m jºslom eQqc²fetai).113

In juxtaposition of the impious notion that God has hands, Philo
contends that God does need hands for himself since he lacks nothing
and all are his possessions, again striking the note of God’s transcendent
self-sufficiency.114 And when it comes to what God gives, the other use
of hands, God does not need them for he has his Kºcor, whom he
employs (wq²olai) as minister of his gifts and by whom (è) he also made
(1qc²folai) the world.115 This passage captures the essence of Philo’s
views about the intermediate reality between the Deity and the jºslor ;
it serves the transcendent Deity by providing the active link between it
and everything else.116 It is both God’s instrument in his worldly

112 Leg. 1.44. Trans. : Colson, PLCL 1.175.
113 Trans. : Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 139.
114 Cf. Aristobus, frg. 2 (in Eusebius, Praep. ev. 8.9.38–8.10.17).
115 Cf. Sacr. 8 (t` kºc\ t¹ p÷m 1qcafºlemor).
116 Notice that in Deus 57 the Logos continues to dispense God’s gifts, functioning

in the same capacity as it did at creation. Philo does not clarify what these gifts
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dealings and at the same time a buffer from the inherent limitations of
the world.

Before we explore and substantiate these two functions we must
consider more carefully the nature of Philo’s intermediate reality. Some
of the difficulty of this topic should already be apparent. Philo assigns to
the Supreme God actions he at other times assigns to the intermediate
reality. Above we saw that in Sacr. 68 Philo describes the Deity as
existing everywhere at once by means of his “tensile motion” (tomijµ B

j¸mgsir). In Plant. 9 he describes the Logos as having a similar cosmic
ubiquity and purpose.

The Logos, extending himself from the center to its furthest bounds and
from its extremities to the center again, runs nature’s unvanquished course
joining and binding fast all its parts. For the Father who begat him
constituted him an unbreakable bond of the universe.117

One must ask when comparing Sacr. 68 with Plant. 9 how Philo
reconciles the two. Is it that they represent two distinct traditions and
Philo preserves them both? Or is it that Plant. 9 (the Logos as bond)
somehow explains the mechanics of Sacr. 68 (God as having tensile
motion), providing additional information meant to preserve the notion
of the Deity’s transcendence? Or is it that the Logos is merely a
metaphorical attribute of the Deity, a way among many of describing
God’s presence to creation?

The conundrum only becomes more complicated as we consider
that Philo does not limit the intermediate reality to the Logos alone.
Consider Cher. 27–28 where Philo interprets the two cherubim and the
flaming sword standing sentry at the garden in Gen. 3 thus.

…with the One God who truly is (b 6ma emtyr emta heºr) are two all-high
and primary powers (d¼o t±r !myt²ty eWmai ja· pq¾tar dum²leir),
Goodness (!cahºtgr) and Sovereignty (1nous¸a). Through his goodness
(!cahºtgti) he engendered all that is, through his Sovereignty (1nous¸ô) he
rules what he has engendered, but a third uniting both is intermediating
Logos, for it is through Logos that God is both ruler and good (kºc\ c±q
ja· %qwomta ja· !cah¹m eWmai t¹m heºm). Of these two powers, Sovereignty
and Goodness, the cherubim are symbols, but of Logos, the flaming sword
is the symbol. For exceedingly swift and of glowing heat is Logos, and
especially so the Logos of the primal Cause, for this it was that preceded

are, though we reasonably may take them as running the gamut from the
administration of creation to the dispensing of human enlightenment.

117 Trans. : Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 93.
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and outstripped all things, conceived before them all, and before all
manifest.118

In addition to the Logos, Philo also includes as intermediaries the
Deity’s goodness (!cahºtgr, denoted for Philo by the divine name b

Heºr) and his authority (1nous¸a, denoted by b J¼qior). Of the two, the
former (which Philo also considered to be ontologically prior) is the
Deity’s creative power while the latter is the Deity’s ruling power.119

Both are subordinate to and subsumed under the Logos. What Cher.
27–28 (and similar passages) shows is that even while pride of place must
certainly be given to the Logos, the intermediate realm is in fact a
complex nexus of entities or powers. In many ways, the Philonic
intermediate realm is akin to Russian matryoshka (nested) dolls in that
the powers appear at times to be nestled together, one within another.120

We should also include in this catalog of principle intermediaries
Sov¸a.121 While it is inadequate simply to equate Sov¸a and the Logos
(they do after all occur together as distinct entities in some passages),
there is considerable overlap in terms of their nature and roles in Philo’s
writings. Philo uses the same language to describe the two.122 In another

118 Trans. : Winston, Philo of Alexandria 89.
119 Cf. QE 2.62. These powers recall Timaeus 41a–d where the demiurge has the

lesser gods create mortal beings so as to safeguard his deity. Philo’s powers, as
part of the intermediate reality between God and the sensible world, serve a
similar purpose. However, in Fug. 68–72 (discussed below, § 3.2.6.1) Philo
describes how God relies on his lesser powers for the construction of all but the
rational aspect of humanity. “God formed the rational in us, thinking it fit that
the ruler should make the ruling faculty in the soul, while the subject faculty
should be made by his subjects (i.e. , his powers)” (Fug. 69).

120 See Fug. 94–99, where Philo interprets the six cities of refuge as a gradation of
six intermediate entities between the Deity and humanity. Winston says the
different entities represent the same being (the Logos) seen from the perspective
of six different levels of cognition (Philo of Alexandria, 24). See also Alan F.
Segal, Two Powers in Heaven: Early Rabbinic Reports About Christianity and
Gnosticism (SJLA 25; Leiden: Brill, 1977), 159–181.

121 For a detailed account of Sophia in Philo’s writings, see Burton L. Mack, Logos
und Sophia: Untersuchungen zur Weisheitstheologie im hellenistischen Judentum
(SUNT 10; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1973), 108–95.

122 Cf. Leg. 1:41 (“the lofty and heavenly wisdom is many-named; for he calls it
‘beginning’ and ‘image’ and ‘vision of God’” [Trans. : Winston, Philo of
Alexandria, 92]) with Conf. 146–147 (“Many names are [the Logos’], for he is
called , ‘the Beginning,’ and the Name of God, and His Word, and the Man
after His Image, and ‘he that Sees,’ that is Israel. … The Word is the eldest born
image of God.” [Trans.: PLCL]). For a discussion of these titles, see below.
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place Philo calls Sophia the mother of the Logos.123 In yet another place
he claims the Logos dispenses Sophia.124 This semi-conflation is
instructive if not overly satisfying to systematizing minds. There does
not appear to have been a generally accepted view about this realm and
its inhabitants. In other words, given the lack of clarity in Philo’s
descriptions of this intermediate realm, it seems the concept was in flux.
We have seen this to be the case in Middle Platonism; Plato’s revivalists
were committed to the presence of an intermediate reality, a second
principal, though they do not ever seem to have come to a consensus
about the form or nature of that reality. It is interesting that despite a
strong religious heritage and its textual traditions, neither Philo nor
Hellenistic Judaism in general could shake this deficiency of Middle
Platonism.125

3.2.4.2. The Ways of Being of the Philonic Intermediary

Beyond the many ways of describing this nexus, or denoting its sundry
parts, we must inquire as to what it is. We shall focus from this point on
the Logos since for Philo, the Logos exists as the most prominent
intermediary entity, the one that subsumes in itself all other interme-
diaries.126 In fact, this subsumption is helpful to understanding the nature

123 Fug. 109.
124 Fug. 137–138.
125 Wisdom of Solomon, as we saw, is consistent (far more so than Philo) in its

discussion of Sophia as the divine intermediary. However, that may be due to
the genre of the document as much as to any dogmatic view about the issue.

126 The title b Kºcor has a storied philosophical past dating to Heraclitus and was
especially prevalent among the Stoics as a name for the active principle of the
cosmos (Diogenes Laertius 7.134 ; Cicero, Nat. d. 1.36). We discussed at the
beginning of this chapter its use in Aristobulus. Though for the most part Philo
assumes the association, the Logos was rooted in the Biblical tradition by the
fact that it was the speech act by which God brought creation into being (see,
e.g., Genesis 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 20, 24, 26, 29; Psalm 33:6; cf. Sirach 39:17, 31;
43:10, 26; Aristobulus, frg. 4 [Eusebius, Praep. ev. 13.13.3). The creative speech
act comes to the foreground in Fug. 95 where Philo refers to the Deity as b
kºcym (“the one who speaks”; see also Somn. 1.75, as well as the notes by
Colson on both texts, PCLC 5.60 and 337). For an introduction to the concept
of the Logos, see Thomas Tobin, “Logos,” ABD 4.348–56. For a detailed
discussion of the Logos in Philo, see David Winston, Logos and Mystical
Theology, and Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato, 446–451. For
a discussion the Logos’ role in Hellenistic Jewish cosmology, see H. F. Weiss,
Untersuchungen zur Kosmologie des hellenistischen und pal�stinischen Judentums (TU
97; Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1966), 216–282.
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of the Logos. In Philo’s exposition of Gen 1, he discusses the role of the
Logos in the creation of the intelligible world.

The conception we have concerning God must be similar to this, namely
that when he had decided to found the great cosmic city, he first conceived
(1mmo´y) its outlines (oR t¼poi). Out of these he composed the intelligible
cosmos (jºslor mogtºr), which served him as a model (paqade¸clati
wq¾lemor 1je¸m\) when he completed the sense-perceptible cosmos (b
aQshgtºr) as well. Just as the city that was marked out beforehand in the
architect (B 1m t` !qwitejtomij` pqodiatupyhe ?sa pºkir) had no location
outside, but had been engraved (1msvqac¸fy) in the soul of the craftsman,
in the same way the cosmos composed of the ideas (b 1j t_m Qde_m jºslor)
would have no other place (b tºpor) than the divine Logos (b he ?or Kºcor)
who gives these (ideas) their ordered disposition. After all, what other place
(tºpor) would there be for his powers (aqtoO oR dum²leir), sufficient to
receive and contain, I do not speak about all of them, but just any single
one in its unmixed state?127

The comparison between God and the architect who mentally
prefigures his city makes the divine Logos out to be the mind of
God. As such, the Logos becomes the locus, b tºpor, where reside the
preconceived forms (t¼poi) or ideas (Qd´ai) that in the collective
constitute the jºslor mogtºr, the noetic world.128 We will discuss later
how God puts this noetic world to use. Here, however, notice that
when Philo’s analogy between the architect’s thinking and God’s slips
into an encomium of the Logos, Philo switches from the t¼poi/Qd¸ai of
the noetic world to the divine dum²leir.129 Philo will say more about
these powers in the following sections of the treatise; at the least, they
suggest that there is a potency associated with the ideas/forms within the
divine Logos. Here, however, he does not clarify the exact nature of the
relationship between the powers and the Logos.

Though the details change some, this description of the Logos vis-à-
vis the Deity and the individual ideas or powers is true to Philo’s

127 Opif. 19–20. Trans.: Runia, On the Creation, 50–51.
128 Cf. Opif. 24: oqd³m #m 6teqom eUpoi t¹m mogt¹m jºslom eUmai C heoO kºcom Edg

joslopoioOmtor. See the discussion of De opificio 15b–35 in Runia, On the
Creation of the Cosmos, 132–173; and his discussion of jºslor mogtºr in idem,
Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato, 159–165 (and in n. 181 below).

129 Philo explains the “powers” of Opif. 20 in the sections 21–23 of the treatise.
See Runia, On the Creation of the Cosmos, 145. See also Wolfson, Philo, 226,
who claims the terms “ideas” and “powers” express “two aspects of the Platonic
ideas – one their aspect as mere patterns of things and the other their aspect as
causes of things.”
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understanding presented elsewhere. The Logos is itself a noetic entity (it
is !s¾lator).130 However, it stands apart from all other mo¶tai due to its
being the first conception of the Deity (pq¹ p²mtym moo¼lemom).131 This
primacy is complete in every way. Hence, the Logos is the beginning (B
!qw¶), the first born (b pqytºcomor), the eldest (b pqesb¼tator), terms
that refer to logical priority as opposed to temporal priority.132 As Philo
says in Fug. 100, with respect to the other powers, the divine Logos is
far above them (b rpeq²my to¼tym kºcor he ?or) being “the eldest one of
all intellectual beings (t_m mogt_m ûpan "p²mtym b pqesb¼tator), the
one established nearest the Alone truly existent one (b lºmor, b 5stim
!xeud_r = God), no distance whatsoever lying between them. ”133

Ontologically speaking, Philo holds the Logos to be the closest thing
to God that is not God himself. Within the Logos are all the creative
potencies of the Deity, which when considered in the aggregate make
up the noetic cosmos. In this position, not God yet most proximate to
God, the Logos serves the function as divine intermediary between God
and the sense perceptible world. Philo describes the significance of the
Logos’ position in Her. 205–206.

To his chief messenger and most venerable Logos, the Father who
engendered the universe has granted the singular gift, to stand between and
separate the creature from the Creator (Vma lehºqior st±r t¹ cemºlemom
diajq¸m, toO pepoigjºtor). This same Logos is both suppliant (b Rj´tgr) of
ever anxiety-ridden mortality before the immortal and the ambassador
(pqesbeut¶r) of the ruler to the subject. He glories in this gift and proudly
describes it in these words, “And I stood between the Lord and you” (Deut
5:5), neither unbegotten (!c´mgtor) as God, nor begotten (c´mgtor) as you,
but midway between the two extremes (!kk± l´sor t_m %qjym), serving as
a pledge for both; to the Creator as assurance that the creature should never
completely shake off the reins and rebel, choosing disorder rather than
order (!josl¸am !mt· jºslou 2kºlemom); to the creature warranting his
hopefulness that the gracious God will never disregard his own work.134

This passage depicts the functions of the Logos quite generally. What
appears here to be the least of its functions is to serve as a buffer between
the !c´mgtor and the c´mgtor, though it does do that. This is not a point

130 Conf. 62.
131 Cher. 28.
132 Philo uses all three of these terms of the Logos in Conf. 146. See also Conf. 63.
133 Though Fug. 100 makes the Logos out to be spatially most proximate to the

Deity, see Somn. 1.67 which describes the place of the Logos as possibly quite
far from the first cause.

134 Her. 205–206. Trans.: Winston, Philo of Alexandria 94.
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Philo belabors much elsewhere, which suggests that his doctrine of the
intermediary nexus had a more positive purpose. More importantly
then, in the language of Deus 57, the Logos serves as minister of God’s
gifts, preserving cosmic order (jºslor) as well as being a suppliant
(Rj´tgr) on behalf of the creature (t¹ cemºlemom). In the next section we
will explore the function of the Logos in preserving order in the
creation, in particular in terms of cosmology (cosmogony and dio¸jgsir).
In the following section, we will explore the function of the Logos as
representing (being a pqesbeut¶r for) God to humanity, particularly in
terms of the Logos as anagogical agent.

3.2.4.3. The Functions of the Intermediate Nexus:
The Logos of Cosmology

As we have seen, Philo considers the Deity (t¹ em) the originating cause
(aUtior) of all reality. He brings everything else into existence (t± %kka
!cyc½m eQr c´mesim) and is thereby the father of all (b fkym pat¶q).
Without diminishing the magnitude of this claim, Philo also holds that
the father of all created everything by means of an intermediary reality.
Philo identifies all of the members of the nexus we discussed above as
the specific creative force, including the benevolent d¼malir (!c²hotgr
or b Heºr, responsible for cosmogony), the soverign d¼malir (1nous¸a or
b j¼qior, responsible for dio¸jgsir), Sophia, the forms (Udeai) in general,
and the Logos. Most frequently it is the Logos who functions
cosmologically in Philo’s writings, and in keeping with our matryoshka
analogy, what is said about the other members of the nexus in their
cosmological function is said of the Logos.

Describing the cosmological function of Philo’s intermediary nexus,
represented chiefly by the Logos, is a complicated task. While Philo sees
the Logos as involved in all of aspects of cosmology (the originating,
ordering, governing and preserving of things not God, i.e., the cosmos)
,135 he appears to separate his involvement into distinct functions. As
with the functions of the two powers (benevolence bringing about
creation and sovereignty governing creation), Philo keeps the differing
functions of the Logos, cosmogony and administration, separate.

135 Of course, the cosmos itself is not monolithic in Philo, as Opif. 19–20
demonstrated. The cosmos entails both a noetic aspect (mogtºr, which is
supersensible) and a material aspect (aQshgtºr, sense-perceptible). The differ-
ence between the two jºsloi (mogtºr and aQshgtºr) and their interrelationship
has relevance to our study, which we discuss below.
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Speaking of the powers, we should also recall that Philo could create a
gradation of intermediacy among those powers, a gradation that
extended from most transcendent to most immanent.136 In what follows
we will consider the cosmogonical function of the Logos first, paying
attention to Philo’s different modes of description. Then we will
consider the Logos’ administrative function, asking how the Logos
influences the continuing existence of the jºslor. Finally, we will segue
to a discussion of the anagogical function of the Logos by sketching the
differences between the transcendent and immanent Logos.

3.2.5. The Logos as Agent of Creation

True to form, Philo does not use an overarching scheme to discuss the
Logos’ role in cosmogony. Rather, he makes use of at least three basic
metaphors: the Logos as image (eQj¾m), as instrument (eqcamom), and as
divider (tole¼r).137 The first two (instrument and image) are prevalent
throughout Philo’s corpus, especially in the Allegorical Commentary,
occurring by themselves as well as together. The last metaphor (divider)
stands by itself and is found mostly in Quis rerum divinarum heres
(130ff).138 We will consider it briefly as a distinct form of instrumen-
tality.

A good foray into Philo’s understanding of cosmogony is Leg. 3.96,
a passage where the Logos is described as both instrument and image.
The passage not only introduces us to the two metaphors, it also uses
some of the terminology distinctive to each. At the outset of this passage

136 Fug. 94–101. Even when Philo conflates the multiple powers into the Logos,
we cannot ignore the two poles of this gradation, what Wolfson termed the
“transcendent Logos” and “immanent Logos” (see Philo, 1.327).

137 Translating tole¼r is awkward. “Divider” comes from LSJ, 1803. “Cutter” also
is a possibility. Winston makes the noun an adjective, modifying the Logos
(“all-incising Logos” in Her. 140, see Philo of Alexandria, 97). In Her. 130 he
refers to it as “the severer” while in 140 he too opts for the adjectival “all-
cutting Word” (PLCL 4.347, 353). The problem with such terms is they
capture the function but do not serve well as names for a tool. While I use the
traditional “divider,” perhaps the term “scissor” (not in the plural) would work
best in capturing the sense of a tool used to cut in twain; this term preserves the
since that we have here a tool for a specific function (not simply the function).

138 Tole¼r occurs elsewhere in Philo only at Det. 110 where it is associated with
kºcor and serves as a tool for excising vice (kºc\ tole? t` jat( 1pist¶lgm
t´lmetai).
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the Alexandrian interprets the name of the chief artisan of the sanctuary
(see Exod 31:2–5).

…Bezalel means “in the shadow of God,” and the shadow (sj¸a) of God is
his kºcor, which he used as an instrument when he made the world (è
jah²peq aqc²m\ pqoswqgs²lemor 1joslopo¸ei). But this shadow, a
representation (!pe¸josla) as it were, is [itself] the archetype
(!qw´tupom) for other things. For just as God is the pattern (paq²deicla)
of the image (B eQj¾m) – what has been called “shadow” – thus the image (B
eQj¾m) becomes the pattern (paq²deicla) of other things. This he (Moses)
made clear when he starts his law by saying, “And God made the human
being after the image of God” (ja· 1po¸gsem b he¹r t¹m %mhqyom jat( eQjºma
heoO ; LXX Gen 1:27); thus on the one hand that the image had been
modeled after God, while on the other that the human being was modeled
after the image when it undertook its paradigmatic function (¢r t/r l³m
eQjºmor jat± t¹m he¹m !peijomishe¸sgr, toO d³ !mhq¾pou jat± tµm eQjºma
kaboOsam d¼malim paqade¸clator).

Philo starts off this passage by referring to the Logos as an instrument
(eqcamom) that God uses in the act of creation (joslopoi´y). He then
moves to discuss the Logos as eQj¾m or paq²deicla. The connection
between the two (instrument and image) is not necessarily obvious in
this passage, though there is no reason to see them as disjointed. If there
is a distinction, it is that the function of the Logos as instrument is a
more generic topic while its function as image has greater specificity.
We will first consider the Logos as instrument.

3.2.5.1. The Instrumental Use of the Logos:
The Logos as eqcamom di’ ox t¹ p÷m 1joslopoie ?

In terms of cosmogony, Philo starts off Leg. 3.96 with the statement: è
(kºc\) jah²peq aqc²m\ pqoswqgs²lemor 1joslopoie ?. Joslopoi´y is
one of several verbs the Alexandrian uses for the creative (cosmogonic)
action; others include 1qc²folai, dgliouqc´y, cemm²y, and poi´y.139

These verbs function generically and do not suggest any particular
method of creation. Philo most often uses them with the Deity as
subject.140 The other terms in Leg. 3.96, eqcamom (“instrument”) and
pqoswq²olai (“to use”) along with the dative case of the relative

139 Philo often uses the verb c¸cmolai to refer to the process from the perspective
of the creation. See Cher. 125. The cognate noun B c´mesir can refer to the
creation event (an echo of Gen 1:1 LXX) or to created things (often aR cem´seir,
see Migr. 6).

140 On occasion, Philo has the Logos as subject of the creative verbs.
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pronoun (è, “by which” ), are more telling. Such language affords the
Logos a specific role in cosmogony, namely as an instrument which the
Deity employs in his crafting of the creation.

Philo refers to the Logos qua instrument a number of times.
Consider the following examples.

Sacr. 8: …since by the same word that he makes the universe he also
leads the perfect from things earthly unto himself (t` aqt` kºc\ ja· t¹
p÷m 1qcafºlemor ja· t¹m t´keiom !p¹ t_m peqice¸ym !m²cym ¢r 2autºm

Deus 57: …He employs as minister of his gifts the Logos by which also he
made the whole world ([b he¹r] d¸dysi d³ kºc\ wq¾lemor rpgq´t, dyqe_m,
è ja· t¹m j¹slom eQqc²feto.)141

Migr. 6: [Interpreting “house of God” in LXX Gen 28:17] Who, then, can
this house of God be, save the Word who is antecedent to all that has come
into existence (b Kºcor b pqesb¼teqor t_m c¸mesim)? The Word which the
Helmsman of the Universe grasps as a rudder to guide all things on their
course (ox jah²peq oUajor 1meikgll´mor t_m fkym jubeqm¶tgr pgdakiouwe ?
t± s¼lpamta)? Even as when he was fashioning the world (joslopk²ssy),
He employed it as His instrument (wqgs²lemor aqc²m\), that the fabric of
His handiwork might be without reproach.142

Note that these three passages not only use the metaphor of the Logos as
instrument that we find in Leg. 3.96, they also use a number of the same
terms to denote that instrumentality. It is in fact possible to isolate an
“instrumentality vocabulary cluster,” a group of terms Philo consistently
draws upon to refer to the Logos. The tabel below provides the different
items found in this cluster along with where they appear in Philo’s
writings.

141 Trans. : PCLC 3.39.
142 Trans. : PCLC 4.134.
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Instrumentality Terminology in Philo’s Writings

Term Philonic Passage(s)

eqcamom Migr. 6, Leg. 3.96, Cher. 125–127

1qcake ?om Cher. 125

wq²y Deus 57, Migr. 6

pqoswq²olai Leg. 3.96

instrumental dative
(è)

Leg. 3.95, Sacr. 8, Deus 57, Fug. 12, 95, Somn. 2. 45,
cf. Cher. 27–28 (dumale ?r)

instrumental use of di²
c. gen. (di’ ox)

Sacr. 8, Spec. 1.81, Cher. 125–127, Somn. 2.45;
cf. Fug. 108 (sov¸a)

The idea of the Logos as instrument in creation has a limited
exegetical foundation for it. As I have said, the use of the term kºcor
appears to have its warrant in the cosmogonic speech acts of Gen 1,
though the exact term is not used there. Psalm 33 (LXX 32):6 is also
suggestive: t` kºc\ toO juq¸ou oR oqqamo· 1steqe¾hgsam ja· t`
pme¼lati toO stºlator aqtoO p÷sa B d¼malir aqt_m (“by the word of
the Lord the heavens were secured and all their host by the breath of his
mouth”). Similar language is used in the LXX for Sov¸a’s involvement
in creation, which we discussed earlier when discussing Wisdom of
Solomon. Though these texts may support the “Logos as instrument”
metaphor, none of them however provides enough support to suggest
any strong biblical impetus for Philo’s language. Such an impetus must lie
elsewhere.

Fortunately, Philo assists us in determining a probable Vorleben for
this idea of the Logos as instrument of creation. As I have said, most of
the passages that we rely upon to reconstruct the cosmological roles of
the Logos address the issue only secondarily and briefly. However, in
Cher. 125–128 we have what appears to be an instance of philosophical
self-indulgence when Philo spends a number of paragraphs discussing
the technical function of prepositions. The reason for this digression is
precisely the question of the Deity’s relationship to instrumentality.
Philo takes issue with the claim of Adam (allegorically, moOr) in Gen 4:1
that he has gotten himself a human di± toO heoO.143 The Alexandrian

143 Gen 4:1 LXX: Adal d³ 5cmy Euam tµm cuma?ja aqtoO ja· sukkaboOsa 5tejem
t¹m Jaim ja· eWpem 1jtgs²lgm %mhqypom di± toO heoO (“Adam knew Eve, his
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contends such language with respect to the Deity is inappropriate. “For
God is a cause, not an instrument; what comes to be does so through an
instrument but by a cause (fti b he¹r aUtiom, oqj eqcamom, t¹ d³
cimºlemom di’ aqc²mou l³m rp¹ d³ aQt¸ou p²mtyr c¸metai).”144

Philo interprets Adam’s use of di² c. gen. as implying instrumen-
tality. Philo apparently felt this gross misstatement (dialaqt²my) needed
further explanation since he embarks on a prepositional excursus in
Cher. 125–127 to show how the origin of a thing is the result of
manifold causality, as signified by the phrases t¹ rv( ox, t¹ 1n ox, t¹ di’
ox, t¹ di’ f.145 Philo explains curtly the different causes to which each of
these prepositional phrases refers. Respectively, “The ‘by which’ is the
cause (t¹ aUtiom), the ‘from which’ is matter (B vkg), the ‘through
which’ is the instrument (t¹ 1qcake ?om), the ‘on account of which’ is the
motive (B aQt¸a)” (Cher. 125). He illustrates the relevance of these
causes by providing their cosmic application in Cher. 127. With respect
to the cosmos,

you will find its cause to be God, by whom it came to be, its substance the
four elements (aR t´ssaqai stoiwe ?ai) from which it was mixed
(sucjeq²mmuli), its instrument (eqcamom) the Logos of God through whom
it was constructed (jatasjeu²fy), and the motive of its construction the
goodness of the maker (b dgliouqcºr).

Clearly, this cosmological application is ancillary to Philo’s agenda in
De cherubim since he immediately transitions to something more akin to
prepositional epistemology.146Yet that Philo can provide this nuanced

wife and, becoming pregnant, she bore Cain and (Adam) said: ‘I have gained a
human through God”).

144 Cher. 125.
145 Thomas Tobin (Creation of Man, 67) and before him, W. Theiler (Vorbereitung,

29–31) claim rightly that the excursus in Cher. 125–127 is only loosely related
to Philo’s topic. It would appear that there is an umbrella topic having to do
with prepositions and causality and that beneath that topic you have different
spheres wherein such causality plays out. Philo’s immediate concern is
epistemology, in keeping with his noetic allegorical reading of the Adam
narrative. The excursus, as we shall see, also involves metaphysics.

146 Epistemology is the subject at hand when Mind/Adam thinks he is the cause of
what he has acquired by union with Sense-Perception/Eve and that God is only
the instrument (as Philo interprets LXX Gen 4:1 di± toO heoO). The
prepositions (qua termini technici) denote causality (Cher. 125: pq¹r t¶m
timor c´mesim), in its diverse forms, a causality that can be applied to
epistemology or to metaphysics. After a digression wherein Philo establishes
the technical function of these prepositions by way of an artistic illustration
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metaphysical sketch even as an aside is informative. In fact, the
complexity of this excursus and its resemblance to similar discourses in
Hellenistic philosophy make it quite likely Philo is drawing from an
established philosophical topos, if not lifting his material directly out of
an encheiridion.147 We saw in chapter two that this philosophical use of
prepositional phrases has its origins in Aristotle’s positing four distinct
causes (the material cause, the formal cause, the efficient cause, and the
final cause). It appears to have been at the advent of Middle Platonism
that prepositional phrases were formally associated with these different
causes. Philo’s treatment of prepositions in De cherubim, written a
generation or so removed from this advent, resembles well that
association and the distinctively Middle Platonic Tendenz that underlies
it. This Tendenz is the three-principle doctrine (Dreiprinzipienlehre)
where God (the first principle) is the efficient cause (the rv( ox), matter
is the material cause (the 1n ox), and an intermediary principle bridges
the gap as the formal cause (the jah( f or pq¹r f).148

(itself a standard trope) and a cosmic illustration (our primary concern here, the
prepositional metaphysics), the Alexandrian returns to epistemology. Hence in
Cher. 127–128 he writes: “It is thus [a proper understanding of prepositions]
that truth-lovers distinguish, who desire true and sound knowledge. But those
who say that they possess something through God, suppose the cause, that is the
Maker, to be the instrument, and the instrument, that is the human mind, they
suppose to be the cause (oR d³ v²sjomter di± toO heoO ti jejt/shai t¹ l³m aUtiom
eqcamom t¹m dgliouqcºm, t¹ d( eqcamom aUtiom t¹m !mhq¾pimom moOm
rpokalb²mousim). Right reason too would not hold Joseph free from blame,
when he said that through God would the true meaning of dreams be found
(Gen 40:8). He should have said that by Him as a cause the unfolding and right
interpretation of things hidden would fitly come to pass. For we are the
instruments, wielded in varying degrees of force, through which each particular
form of action is produced; the Craftsman it is who brings to bear on the
material the impact of our forces, whether of soul or body, even He by whom
all things are moved” (PLCL).
On prepositional epistemology, see our discussion of Alcinous and Potamon

in chapter two (§ 2.3.1).
147 We discuss the topos of prepositional metaphysics and provide examples in

chapter two (§ 2.3). In addition to Tobin (see previous note), see also the other
secondary literature discussed there. For a discussion of Philo’s use of this topos
in particular, see Sterling, “Prepositional Metaphysics,” 227; Dillon, The Middle
Platonists, 138–139, Tobin, Creation of Man, 67; and Runia, Philo of Alexandria
and The Timaeus of Plato, 171–174. (On pg. 172 Runia erroneously attributes
the Gen 4:1 quote to Cain [twice] instead of Adam.)

148 On the fluctuation of prepositional possibilities for the intermediate principle
see chapter two (§ 2.3) as well as below.
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In Philo’s presentation in Cher. 127, particular notice should be
given to his description of the kºcor heoO through whom creation is
constructed. The Logos comes not unexpectedly as the intermediary
principle between the efficient cause (b heºr/dgliouqcºr) and the formal
cause (vkg/aR t´ssaqai stoiwe ?ai). In fact, the hypothesis that Philo is
drawing from traditional material for this passage is quite helpful in
explaining the presence of the Logos, since this is the singular reference
to the Logos qua divine intermediary in this section of the treatise (Cher.
124–130).149 At the same time, the presentation of the Logos here is
typically Philonic: it serves as cosmopoetic instrument (note eqcamom c.
jatesjeu²shgm) with the distinctive prepositional descriptor, t¹ di’ ox.
We saw in chapter two already that Philo’s positing the Logos as
metaphysical instrument and specifically his use of di² c. genitive is not
attested in Middle Platonism before him.150

The question that comes from all of this is how we assess the status
of the Logos as divine instrument in creation in Philo’s writings. Is the
Logos as eqcamom heoO part of received philosophical tradition that Philo
appropriates wholly or is it an innovation infused into that tradition? If
it is an innovation, is it Philo’s or does it lie further back in the Jewish/
exegetical traditions he appears to rest upon? The place of the Logos in
Jewish philosophical speculation (and/or exegesis) clearly precedes
Philo, as Aristobulus makes clear. Yet, the “Logos as instrument”
development seems closer to Philo if not original to him. It seems likely
that Philo, and in a less sophisticated way, the Wisdom of Solomon, are
in the right place at the right time. The rise of Middle Platonism in
turn-of-the-era Alexandrian and its emphasis on transcendence of the
first principle and immanence of the second principle created an
opportunity for Greek-speaking Judaism to articulate itself philosoph-
ically without compromising its key tenet, the absolute transcendence of
God.

Philo, like Wisdom of Solomon, shows how Middle Platonism and
Judaism can coalesce by means of a previously established intellectual
apparatus, the relatively ancient Wisdom tradition. Philo is clearly aware
that Sophia plays the intermediary role not only in a philosophical
reading of Prov 8 but also in more recent speculation. No doubt for a

149 The divine Logos is last mentioned prior to Cher. 127 in sections 35–36.
150 See the discussion “The Prepositional Phrase t¹ di’ ox” (§ 2.3.1) in chapter two.

There we considered evidence from Alcinous and Potamon whether Philo’s use
of this phrase is not sui generis.
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number of reasons, Philo adopts a scheme that emphasizes the Logos
over Sophia; yet, he still retains not a little a bit of the Wisdom tradition
in his description of the Logos.

It is interesting to consider De providentia 1.23 from this perspective.
It is one of the two other places where Philo ventures into prepositional
metaphysics while discussing the causes of the cosmos.

By whom: God. Out of which: matter. Through whom: the instrument.
The instrument is the Logos of God. And towards what was it made: the
model (…nempe Deum, A quo: materiam, Ex quo; instrumentum, Per quod.
Instrumentum autem Dei est Verbum. Ad quid denique? Ut sit paq²deicla).151

There are two aspects of these prepositions of metaphysics that stand
out. First, instead of the final cause, the motive, Philo provides the id ad
quod, the that towards which, in reference to the paradigm. This is
consistent with prepositional schemas preserved in Seneca and Alcinous
and suggests that we may supply the Greek phrase t¹ pq¹r f to this
cause.152 However, the exemplar/paq²deicla of which Seneca and
Alcinous speak is their intermediate principle. Philo either perceives a
different intermediate principle in the instrumentum which is the Verbum
Dei, or he bifurcates that principle into transcendent (ad quid) and an
immanent (per quod) aspect. In either case, the Logos must carry out its
instrumental function in creation through relying on a model.

Where Cher. 125–127 provide for only one intermediary principle,
Prov. 1.23 provides two and seems to suggest (at least to the later
interpreter of Philo) a dichotomy between them. I am not sure the
dichotomy is real or at least substantive. A comparison of these two
passages with each other and with the numerous instances in Philo

151 Translation of Prov. 1.23 from Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of
Plato, 173. The Latin translation of the Armenian is from J. B. Aucher, though I
have provided Runia’s emendation of paq²deicla for Aucher’s argumentum.
According to Runia, the word Aucher “translates as ‘argumentum’ is also the
Armenian equivalent for paq²deicla” (ibid., 172).
Philo explicitly discusses prepositional metaphysics three times in his oeuvre,

Cher. 125–127, QG 1.58 and Prov. 1.23. The Greek text of the latter two are
lost to us; we have them preserved only in Armenian translation. These three
passages do not appear to differ very much. In QG 1.58 he is providing an
exegesis of Gen 4:1 and does not catalog the different causes and their
respective prepositions. See the discussion of these other two passages and their
relationship to Cher. 125–127 in Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of
Plato, 172–173

152 See § 2.3.
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where the Logos has instrumental and paradigmatic functions (not to
mention the instrumental function of Sophia) suggests that the manner
of describing the intermediate principle was in considerable flux when
Philo was writing. Furthermore, we saw above in Leg. 3.96 that Philo
brings the instrumental and the paradigmatic functions together. There
the Logos serves both functions, though again their interrelationship is
not clear. Yet if we take Leg. 3.96 as representative, the language of
instrumentality is straightforward and introductory; the “image”
terminology that dominates the remainder of the passage is rich, varied
and substantive.

In summary, I understand the instrumental function of the Logos, its
role as eqcamom through whom (di’ ox) the cosmos is created, to be a
generic way of describing the Logos’s cosmic function, a form of
philosophical shorthand about which Philo does not provide much
elaboration. The origin of this shorthand lies with the development of
the Middle Platonic intermediate principle. Yet while it seems likely
Philo received his terminology of instrumentality from this philosoph-
ical milieu, the evidence is sparse. Perhaps Philo has an exegetical or
religious reason or making use of language that itself will not be
common among Middle Platonists until the second century CE. But
Philo’s frequent use of this terminology should not detract from the fact
that Philo’s greater valuation of the Logos lies with its paradigmatic
function, and it is for that function that he reserves the greatest variety
and complexity of language when dealing with the Logos. What is
more, in his emphasis on the Logos as model, he is in unquestionable
harmony with the Middle Platonism of his day.

3.2.5.2. The Logos as Divider: The Logos as b tole»r t_m sulp²mtym

The passage in De cherubim treats causality in terms primarily of
epistemology and secondarily (illustratively) of metaphysics. The
mention of the Logos belongs to the latter, the illustrative. This of
course does not mean that the divine Logos is not connected with
Philo’s epistemology; the Logos is after all the essence of rationality.
Furthermore, Philo does not ultimately separate the two (epistemology
and metaphysics) ; they share the same causality because they are part of
the same universe, originating with the same one God, who is consistent
across his actions. This is clear already in Cher. 127 where Philo’s
criticism of Adam/MoOr is not just that he confuses God as instrument
but sees himself as the cause. This reverses the matter.
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Those who affirm they acquire something through God (di± toO heoO)
suppose that the cause, the maker, to be the instrument (t¹ l³m aUtiom
eqcamom t¹m dglioqcºm) while the instrument, the human mind, they
suppose to be the cause (t¹ d( eqcamom aUtiom t¹m !mhq¾timom moOm).153

Though Philo does not state it explicitly in Cher. 124–130, his
juxtaposition of prepositional metaphysics and epistemology demon-
strates a correspondence between the Divine Logos and the human
mind; both are the eqcamom di’ ox something occurs (creation or
thought). This correspondence remains even if the language of
instrumentality shifts.

In Quis rerum divinarum heres sit, Philo employs a unique metaphor to
describe the Divine Logos, a tole¼r or divider.154 The Alexandrian
devotes the middle part of the treatise (129–236) to interpreting one
verse from Genesis 15, a chapter that describes the covenantal ceremony
between Abraham and God. In that ceremony God tells Abraham to
take “for me a three year old heifer, a three year old goat, a three year
old ram, a turtledove, and a pigeon. He took for him all of these and he
divided them in the middle and he placed each half facing one another;
but the birds he did not divide” (vv. 9–10).155 Philo understands the
subject of “he divided” (die ?kem from diaiq´y) in verse 10 to be God, not
Abraham. He sees in this division an allegorical key to understanding
reality in all its dimensions, as he explicates exhaustively in Her.
129–236. The principle of division helps to explain everything from the

153 This is given further explanation in Cher. 128 when Philo says: “For we are the
instruments, wielded in varying degrees of force, through which each particular
form of action is produced; the Craftsman it is who brings to bear on the
material the impact of our forces, whether of soul or body, even He by whom
all things are moved.” (eqcama côq Ble ?r, di’ ¨m aR jat± l´qor 1m´qceiai,
1pitemºlema ja· !mi´lema, tewm¸tgr d³ b tµm pk/nim 1qcafºemor t_m s¾latºr te
ja· xuw/r dum²leym, rv( ox p²mta jime?tai) (PLCL 2.85).

154 For a discussion of the Logos as tole¼r in Philo see David M. Hay, “Philo’s
Treatise on the Logos-Cutter,” SPhilo 2 (1973): 9–22. See also U. Früchtel, Die
kosmologischen Vorstellungen bei Philo von Alexandrien : ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der
Genesisexegese (ALGHJ 2; Leiden: Brill, 1968), 51–52. See also the introduction
to Quis rerum divinarum heres sit: Introduction, Traduction et Notes (Marguerite
Harl, trans.; vol. 15 in Les œuvres de Philon d’Alexandrie ; ed. by R. Arnaldez et
al. : Paris : CERF, 1966), 71–88.

155 LXX Gen 15:9–10: eWpem d³ aqt` kab´ loi d²lakim tqiet¸fousam ja· aWca
tqiet¸fousam ja· jqi¹m tqiet¸fomta ja· tqucºma ja· peqisteq±m 5kabem d³ aqt`
p²mta taOta ja· die?kem aqt± l´sa ja· 5hgjem aqt± !mtipqºsypa !kk¶koir t±
d³ eqmea oq die ?kem.
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intricacies of the cosmos to the workings of the soul, from metaphysics
to epistemology.156

At the center of God’s activity in both fields, again serving an
instrumental function, is the Logos. Philo’s cosmological reading of Gen
15:10 shows itself in Her. 133–140, which he summarizes thus:

Thus did God sharpen his Logos, the divider of all things, and divide the
formless and qualityless universal being, and the four elements of the world
that had been separated off from it, and the animals and plants constituted
from these.157

While this passage does not employ prepositional metaphysics, it evinces
the same basic cosmology that lay behind Cher. 127. God is the efficient
cause, matter (B %loqvor ja· %poior t_m fkym oqs¸a = vkg) is the
formal cause, and the instrumental cause is again the Logos (tole¼r =
eqcamom/1qcake ?om). However, where eqcamom is a generic term (“tool”
or “organ”), tole¼r relates in itself something of the process being
described (a “divider” used in the process of division).158 This process of
division is not limited to cosmology but, as I said, is the means whereby
all reality is delineated – whether in its inception and by the creator (b
tewm¸tgr) or in its conception by the human mind. Similarly, the kºcor
itself is not limited as a divider operating metaphysically; it also has a
corresponding epistemological role.

In much the same way that De cherubim provides two eqcama, one
“through which” the world is constructed (the divine Logos) and one
through which intellection takes place (the human mind), so Quis rerum
divinarum heres sit provides two tole ?r.159 Philo brings this correspond-

156 Consider Hay’s conclusion (“Logos-Cutter,” 19): “Philo’s concept of the
Logos-Cutter as an agent of creation as well as redemption seems to be original
with him. He probably developed it in conscious dependence on a Jewish
tradition regarding the divine Word as a sword to preserve the faithful and
punish the godless. In extending that soteriological image, he was presenting a
Jewish solution to a problem often discussed in Greek philosophy, the existence
of endless differences and sources of conflict within the universe.”

157 Her. 140. Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 97.
158 The cognate verb t´lmy occurs 17 times (with God as subject of the verb) in

Quis rerum divinarum heres sit, all of them in the section of the treatise where
Philo is explicating Gen 15:10 (secs. 130–236).

159 Philo does not explicitly use tole¼r for human reason; but as wes hall see
presently, human reason serves as such a tool. See also Her. 225; in this passage
Philo provides the following interpretation of the seven-branched lampstand in
the tabernacle: “We have shown, too, its resemblance to the soul. For the soul
is tripartite [see Her. 132], and each of its parts, as has been shown is divided
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ence to the fore by interpreting why the two birds were not divided in
Abraham’s covenant ceremony (see Gen 15:10, quoted above). In Her.
230 he says Moses “gives the name of birds to the d¼o kºcour, both of
which are winged and of a soaring nature. One is the archetypal reason
above us, the other the copy of it which we possess (6ma l³m !qw´tupom
<t¹m> rp³q Bl÷r, 6teqom d³ l¸lgla t¹m jah( Bla)r rp²qwomta).”

Philo explains the differences and similarities of these two kºcoi by
referring to the two birds set out by Abraham, the pigeon and the
turtledove.

Our mind (b Bl´teqor moOr) is likened to a pigeon, since the pigeon is a
tame and domesticated creature, while the turtledove stands as the figure of
the mind which is the pattern (paq²deicla) of ours. For the heoO kºcor is a
lover of the wild and solitary, never mixing with the medley of things that
have come into being only to perish, but its wonted resort is ever above
and its study is to wait on One and One only. So then the two natures (aR
d¼o v¼seir), the reasoning power within us (B 1m Bl ?m toO kocisloO) and the
divine Logos above us (B rp³q Bl÷r toO he¸ou kºcou), are themselves
indivisible yet they divide other things without number (%tlgtoi d³ owsai
luq¸a %kka t´lmousim). The divine Word separated (diaiq´y) and
apportioned (diam´ly) all that is in nature. Our mind deals with all the
things material and immaterial which the mental process brings within its
grasp, divides them into an infinity of infinities and never ceases to cleave
them.160 This is the result of its likeness to the Father and Maker of all (di±
tµm pq¹r t¹m poigtµm ja· pat´qa t_m fkym 1lv´qeiam). For the Deity is
without mixture or infusion or parts and yet has become to the whole
world the cause (aUtior) of mixture, infusion, division and multiplicity of
parts. And thus it will be natural that these two which are similar (¦ste
eQjºtyr ja· t± bloiyh´mta), the mind within us and the mind above us
(moOr te b 1m Bl ?m ja· b rp³q Bl÷r), should subsist without parts (!leqe ?r) or
severance (%tlgtoi) and yet be strong and potent to divide (diaiq´y) and
distinguish (diajq¸my) everything that is.161

Philo presents two minds in this passage, a macrocosmic mind in service
to God, and a microcosmic mind within us. The minds are different in
scale but similar in nature and function. They are invisible entities by

into two, making six parts in all, to which the Req¹r ja· he ?or kºcor, the tole»r
"p²mtym, makes a fitting seventh” (PLCL 4.395).

160 Compare Her. 235, where Philo speaks of human rationality (f te Bl´teqor moOr,
ûtt( %m paqak²b, mogt_r pq²clat² te ja· s¾lata, eQr !peiq²jir %peiqa
diaiqe ? l´qg ja· t´lmym oqd´pote k¶cei) with sec. 130 where he speaks of the
divine Logos (Uma t¹m %deijtom 1mmo0r he¹m t´lmomta t±r t_m syl²tym ja· t±r
t_m pqacl²tym … t` tole? t_m sulp²mtym 2autoO kºc\, dr eQr tµm anut²tgm
!jomghe¸r !jlµm diaiq_m oqd´pote k¶cei).

161 PLCL (modified).
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which all other things are divided. The division wrought by the
heavenly mind is cosmogonic as the b he ?or kºcor distinguishes and
distributes everything (t± 1m t0 v¼sei p²mta). The division worked at
the microcosmic level is one of intellectual apprehension
(paqakalb²meim mogt_r), whereby the human mind (b Bl´teqor moOr)
perceives the created order in the very multiplicity that the divine mind
conceived it.162 The process of understanding things is hereby directly
connected to the process of creating things, epistemology to meta-
physics, because the instrument necessary to the former is of like kind
(the allegorical eqmir) with the instrument necessary to the latter. Still,
there is the obvious substantive difference between these two; the
human mind is a pigeon, a domesticated creature which operates from
within the created order, while the mind above, the divine Logos, is a
wild and soaring turtledove that exists free from the created order and is
constrained only by service to the Supreme One.

This supreme One, b he ?or, establishes by his nature the natures of
the d¼o kºcour. Philo specifically claims this for the microcosmic mind
in Her. 236 when he says it has its function as a result (sulba¸my) of its
likeness (1lv´qeia) to the poigtµr ja· patµq t_m fkym. The association
between the macrocosmic mind and the Deity is less explicit in the
passage above, though clearly they are related: the mind above us is b
kºcor heoO and b he ?or kºcor and it serves as an attendant (apadºr) to
the eXr lºmor. Philo is clear that the mind within us and the mind above
us function as they do because the simple and singular Deity is the cause
(aUtior) of the complex and diverse universe.

Cosmologically, we again find, lying just beneath the surface of Her.
234–235, a tripartite causality pointing to a supreme cause (the cause of
all), an intermediate instrumental principle (the divine Logos who
determines reality via division) and a passive object which comes to be
t± 1m t0 v¼sei, b jºslor. Anthropologically, we again find a tripartite
epistemological causality that mirrors the cosmological, with the only
change being that the instrumental principle is the mind who discerns
reality via division. In the passages we have so far treated, the basis for
this interrelationship of cosmology and anthropology in terms of an
intermediate principle is clear though unsubstantiated. What we now

162 See n. 158. Note how Her. 130 describes the divine Logos as never ceasing to
divide (diaiq_m oqd´pote k¶cei) cosmologically and Her. 235 describes the
human mind as never ceasing to separate (t´lmym oqd´pote k¶cei) in terms of
intellection.
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must observe is the basis for this interrelationship, the basis for the
correspondence between the mind within us and the mind above us,
between cosmology and anthropology.

3.2.5.3. The Paradigmatic Use of the Logos: The Logos as eQj¾m

What we have seen thus far is that Philo reproduces the Middle Platonic
Dreiprinzipienlehre when presenting his cosmology. In Philo, the three
principles are the efficient cause, the instrumental cause, and the
material cause. In the evidence we have considered, Philo’s writings
demonstrate a modification of earlier Middle Platonic tradition in
focusing on the intermediate principle as instrumental as opposed to
formal cause. The comparison of the Logos as tole¼r and as eqcamom
demonstrates that while the metaphor might change, the basic function
of the intermediary remains. Furthermore, this comparison has shown
that Philo’s cosmological speculation is closely aligned with and exists in
support of his anthropological/epistemological speculation.

The metaphor of the divider expresses the common function shared
by the mind above us and the mind within us, the d¼o kºcour, in Her.
230–236 and as such suggests an ontological relationship between the
two. However, when Philo wishes to substantiate this suggestion, to
define the relationship between the heavenly and earthly minds, he does
not rely on tole¼r language. Instead, he bases the relationship between
the heavenly and earthly minds on something else. Notice in the
quotation of Her. 230–31 above that Philo sees the relationship between
the two as one of !qw´tupor and l¸lgla, a model and its copy.163 Philo
explains the basis of this terminology further in Her. 231, again speaking
of the d¼o kºcour.

163 The relationship of archetype and copy is introduced originally in Quis rerum
divenarum heres sit in 126–127 where Philo is explaining the significance of the
pigeon and turtledove sacrifices (cf. Gen 15:9): “And further take for me a
turtledove and a pigeon, that is divine and human wisdom (B he¸a ja· B

!mhqyp¸mg sov¸a), both of them winged creatures, skilled by practice to speed
upwards, yet differing from each other, as the genus differs from the species or
the copy from the archetype (Ø diav´qei c´mor eUdour C l¸lgla !qwet¼pou). For
divine wisdom is a lover of solitudes, since loneliness is dear to her because of
the solitary God whose possession she is, and thus in parable (sulbokij_r) she is
called the turtledove. The other is gentle and tame and sociable, frequenting the
cities of men and pleased to dwell with mortals. They liken her to a pigeon.”
(PLCL 4.347 modified).
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One is the archetypal reason above us, the other the copy of it which we
possess. Moses calls the first the “image of God” (eQj½m heoO), the second
the cast of that image (t/r eQjºmor 1jlace ?om). For God, he says, made man
not “the image of God” but “after the image” (“1po¸gse” c²q vgsim “b
he¹r t¹m %mhqypom” oqw· eQjºma heoO !kk± “jat( eQjºma”; cf. Gen 1.27
LXX). And thus (¥ste) the mind we each possess, which in the true and
full sense is the “%mhqypor,” is an expression at third hand (tq¸tor t¼por)
from the Maker, while the mind in between is a model (paq²deicla) for
our own while being itself a representation (!peijaslºr) of God.164

In its context in Quis rerum divinarum heres sit, this turn to Gen 1:27 and
the paradigmatic understanding of the two kºcoi which Philo develops
from it provides the exegetical warrant that underlies the presentation of
the two minds that we discussed in the last section.165 They may be
understood as having similar functions, as indivisible tole ?r, because the
one is a copy of the other. Furthermore, the qualitative differences
between the two, the turtledove and the pigeon, rests with the fact that
one is once removed, the other twice removed from the Deity. Hence,
divine reason creates reality while human reason perceives it; divine
reason exists above reality while human reason exists within reality, i.e.,
within us.

This association between an instrumental metaphor and a para-
digmatic metaphor to discuss the relationship between the intermediary
principle and the physical (i.e. , anthropological) realm is noteworthy in
that we have seen it before, namely in Leg. 3.96. Recall that it is this
passage which follows the description of the Logos as eqcamom, the
instrument di’ ox the world came to be, with another image, the Logos
as paq²deicla and eQj¾m. And as with Her. 231, this imagery is
specifically tied to Gen 1:27. In other words, Leg. 3.96 and Her. 231
both present the instrumentality of the Logos as resting on its iconic
status.

The Logos as eQj¾m is, one may argue, the most resilient and the
fullest of Philo’s multiple modes of discourse about the intermediary
principle.166 The origin of this metaphor is difficult to state definitively,

164 Her. 231.
165 Philo’s chief concern in Her. 129–236 is the allegorical explication of diaiq´y as

it is used in Gen 15:10. When he addresses the two birds that are not divided,
the text affords him the basis for speaking of two indivisible things that stand in
contrast to the divisible. But from the outset (see Her. 126) the paradigmatic
construal of the divine kºcor/human kºcor is operating.

166 The classic studies on eQj¾m are Friedrich-Wilhelm Eltester, Eikon im Neuen
Testament (BZNW 23; Berlin: Töpelmann, 1958); and Jacob Jervell, Imago Dei:
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though it seems to have as its two foci Middle Platonic interpretations of
Plato’s Timaeus and Moses’ account of the creation of %mhqypor in Gen
1:27. We will first consider how Philo employs this biblical passage to
explain the cosmological role of the Logos. We then consider how the
framework of that explanation coheres with Middle Platonism.

3.2.5.3.1. “This teaching is Moses’, not mine.”

In Her. 231, the Logos is the intellectual paradigm for human reason. In
other words, it serves as an intermediary of rationality. Philo interprets
Gen 1:27 in this manner elsewhere, including Plant. 20, Spec. 1.171, and
3.83.167 In passages such as these we have our three Middle Platonic
principles as they relate to rationality. While the human mind is rational
and not material (and hence not the material principle), these passages
make clear the locus of human rationality is within the context of the

Gen 1,26f. im Sp�tjudentum, in der Gnosis und in den paulinischen Briefen
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1960).

167 Plant. 18–20: “… the great Moses … claimed [the kocijµ xuw¶] to be a
genuine coin of that divine and invisible Spirit, signed and impressed by the seal
of God, the stamp ( b waqajt¶q) of which is the !¸dior kºcor ; for he said “God
inbreathed into him a breath of Life” (1m´pmeuse b heºr eQr t¹ pqºsypom aqtoO
pmoµm fy/r, Gen 2:7); thus it must be that the one who receives is modeled
after the one who sends. This is why it also says that the human being has been
made after the Image of God (jat( eQjºma heoO t¹m %mhqypom cecem/shai, cf.
Gen 1:27), though surely not after the image of anything created (oq lµm jat(
eQjºma tim¹r t_m cecomºtym). It followed then, as a natural consequence of
man’s soul having been made after the image of the Archetype, the Word of the
Cause, that his body also was made erect, and could lift up its eyes to heaven,
the purest portion of our universe, that by means of that which he could see
man might clearly apprehend that which he could not see” (my translation of
Plant. 18–19; PLCL translation of 20).
Spec. 1.171: “Incense offerings serve as thanksgivings for our dominant part,

the rational spirit-force within us which was shaped according to the archetypal
form of the divine image (¢r eWmai t± l³m 5maila eqwaqist¸am rp³q Bl_m t_m
1ma¸lym, t± d³ huli²lata rp³q toO BcelomijoO, toO 1m Bl ?m kocijoO pme¼lator,
fpeq 1loqv¾hg pq¹r !qw´tupom Qd´am eQjºmor he¸ar).”
Spec. 3.83: “…of all the treasures the universe has in its store there is none

more sacred and godlike than man, the glorious cast of a glorious image, shaped
according to the pattern of the archetypal form of the Word (diºti t_m 1m
jºsl\ jtgl²tym ja· jeilgk¸ym oqd³m oute Reqopqep´steqom oute heoeid´steqºm
1stim !mhq¾pou7 pacj²kgr eQjºmor p²cjakom 1jlace ?om !qwet¼pou kocij/r
Qd´ar paqade¸clati tupyh´m).”
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sense perceptible and that its role is the most passive or derivative.168

Again, like the material principle, the human mind is an entity twice
removed from the Deity, a copy of a copy.

We can understand Gen 1:27 playing a role in Philo’s discussion of
humanity and in particular humanity’s relatedness to the Deity (where
%mhqypor is made jat( eQjºma heoO). Yet, Philo’s Dreiprinzipienlehre
extends beyond principles of rationality and interests us for how he
relates it to cosmology. Still, this does not make Gen 1:27 and its focus
on the origin of humanity irrelevant beyond anthropology. What we
find is that Genesis 1:27, or more precisely the phrase jat( eQjºma heoO,
serves as a kind of warrant for Philo for finding the Platonic three
principles in Moses’ teaching on cosmology as well. Gen 1:27 serves as
nexus between Philo’s philosophical anthropology and cosmology.

The nexus of Gen 1:27, anthropology and cosmology may be seen
in Spec. 1.81 where Philo writes concerning the perfection of the soul
(using the purity of the priest’s body as an analogy).

For if the priest’s body (s_la), which is mortal by nature (t¹ v¼sei
hmgtºm), must be scrutinized to see that it is not afflicted by any serious
misfortune, much more is that scrutiny needed for the immortal soul (xuwµ
B !h²mator), which we are told was molded according to the image of the
Self-existent (Fm vasi tupyh/mai jat± tµm eQjºma toO emtor). And the
image of God is the Word through whom the whole universe was framed
(kºcor d( 1st·m eQj½m heoO, di’ ox s¼lpar b jºslor 1dgliouqce ?to).169

This passage provides a more subtle reference to Gen 1:27 than Her.
231. Yet we notice that the passage promotes the same anthropological
view found in Quis rerum divinarum heres sit: the soul is analogous to the
human kºcor or moOr in its relationship to the eQj¾m heoO in as much as
1jlace ?om in Her. and tupoOlai in Spec. are semantically the same.170 We
notice also that Philo again highlights the authoritative nature of Gen
1:27 in our passage’s conclusion. As in Her. 231 where it is Moses who
calls the archetypal reason the eQj½m heoO, so here in Spec. 1.81 Philo’s

168 Philo allows for various kinds of rational beings that exist at third hand from the
creator; some are embodied souls with hopes for ascension, some are
unembodied souls which never have been held down, and still others are
embodied souls which will never ascend. See De plantatione and De gigantibus.
We discuss ascension later when treating Philo’s anagogy.

169 PLCL 7.147, modified.
170 See Spec. 3.83 where 1jlace?om and tupºy are used together and in relationship

to Gen 1:27.
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use of the verb vgl¸ calls attention to how the information is not
original to him.

Philo finishes the passage by identifying the eQj¾m that forms the soul
as the Logos, the demiurgical instrument (di’ ox) of creation. This
identification, with its cosmological bent, is unanticipated. 171 The
question arises: what exactly does Philo intend his readers to deduce
from the claim that the human soul is shaped by the very entity through
which the world is created? Is the Logos’ relationship to the soul (that of
image to its copy) similar or dissimilar to the Logos’ relationship with
the cosmos? Or is it that the soul has a noble quality to it since it has an
affinity with the very instrument of creation? Both are possible. The
latter scenario, the shared qualities of the earthly and heavenly kºcoi, is
the subject of Her. 231 as we discussed above. The former scenario, that
both the individual soul and the world are copies of the Logos, is Philo’s
point in De opificio 24–25.

Opif. 24–25 is the culmination of a section (15–25) wherein Philo
discusses the creation of the intelligible cosmos, which he sees as the
necessary precursor to the creation of the sense-perceptible world. Philo
introduces in section 16 the language of model and copy (paq²deicla
and l¸lgla) to explain the necessity of an intelligible cosmos preceding a
material one. The physical cosmos is a copy of the intelligible cosmos,
which God uses as “an incorporeal and most god-like paradigm to
produce the corporeal cosmos.”172 Philo explains this relationship
further by means of an analogy in Opif. 17–20: God’s use of an
intelligible cosmos upon which to model the physical cosmos is akin to
the development of the plans for a city in an architect’s mind prior to its
actual construction. For God, the plan in all its detail is located in the
divine Logos. Philo summarizes these views in sections 24–25 as well as
provides the scriptural basis for them.

If one desires to use more revealing language, he might say that the mogt¹r
jºslor is nothing other than the kºcor of God as he is actually engaged in
creation of the world (Edg joslopoi_m). For B mogtµ pºkir is nothing
other than the reasoning of the architect (!qwit´jtomor kocislºr) actually
engaged in planning (diamo´y) to found the city. This teaching is Moses’,
not mine (t¹ d³ dºcla toOto Lyus´yr 1st¸m, oqj 1lºm). When describing

171 The cosmological information provided at the end of the passage appears
somewhat gratuitous. Later in Spec. (84–94), Philo will interpret the priestly
garments in such a way that cosmology will come to the fore; in section 81,
however, it serves to emphasize the Logos concisely.

172 Translation from Runia, On the Creation of the Cosmos, 50.
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the creation of the human being later on, he will expressly state that the
human being was molded after the image of God (jat( eQjºma dietup¾hg ;
Gen 1:27). And if the part (t¹ l´qor) is an image of an image (eQj½m eQjºmor),
it is evident that the whole is as well ; and if this whole sense-perceptible
world (s¼lpar b aQshgt¹r jºslor), which is greater than the human image,
is a copy of the divine image (l¸lgla he¸ar eQjºmor), it is also evident that the
archetypal seal (!qw´tupor svqac¸r), what we claim to be the intelligible
world (mogt¹r jºslor), is the model (paq²deicla) and archetypal idea of
ideas (!qw´tupor Qd´a t_m Qde_m), the Logos of God (b HeoO kºcor).173

Noteworthy is how Philo substantiates his understanding of the mogt¹r
jºslor as model for the aQshgt¹r jºslor. While in his exegesis he has
yet to treat Gen 1:1 (see section 25), Philo moves all the way to Gen
1:27 and claims that in that passage Moses establishes the doctrine which
the Alexandrian is now expounding. By saying that the human being is
molded (diatupºy) jat( eQjºma heoO, Moses reveals the divine modus
operandi when it comes to creation in general. After all, if it can be said
that the part (tº l´qor) of creation is formed this way, the same must be
claimed for the whole (s¼lpar).

Philo’s move is not as obvious as we might wish. First, does Gen
1:27 really have in view the kind of three-principle causality common
to Middle Platonism? Is it from the text that Philo deduces the eQj¾m as
an intermediate entity that gives shape to cosmos and human alike? Or –
as it seems more likely – does the presence of the phrase jat( eQjºma in
Gen 1:27 recall for Philo (or an exegetical predecessor) its use
elsewhere, perhaps in a philosophical context? Second, Philo often
understands %mhqypor in Gen 1:27 as referring not to corporeal man as
much as to the intelligible aspect of humanity, the human mind, soul or
reason. This is the case in Her. 231, Plant. 19–20, Spec. 1.171, and 3.83.
Yet for his logic to work in Opif. 25, he would have to be speaking of
corporeal humanity as the copy of the divine image, since he sees it as
parallel to b aQshgt¹r jºslor. Here we might recall the differences
between Leg. 3.96 to Spec. 1.81. In the former, the world and human
beings are both corporeal representations of the Logos; in the latter, the
incorporeal human soul and the corporeal s¼lpar b jºslor both rely on
the Logos for their origination. Third, Philo takes it as commonplace to
conclude that the eQj¾m is the Logos, even though there appears to be no
explicit textual reason for this conclusion in Opif. 25 (or in Spec. 1.81, or
Leg. 3.96). The identification of the Logos with the eQj¾m is also made in

173 Opif. 24–25.
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Fug. 101 and Conf. 147. At the least, Philo’s persistent allusion to Gen
1:27 and the tri-partite interpretation that verse represents functions as a
“proof-text,” an authority external to himself, associated with Moses,
and which appears to need no support of its own.

3.2.5.3.2. The eQj¾m and the Form of Reason

Regardless whether Philo believed Moses to have been the originator of
this doctrine, he places considerable weight on the tri-partite schema he
finds in Gen 1:27. As we have seen, Philo employs the schema in several
expositions of anthropology and/or cosmology. Many of these involve
other images, such as the intelligible cosmos/city of De opificio mundi,
the tole¼r in Quis rerum divinarum heres sit, the cosmic plant of De
plantatione, or the Req¹m heoO described in De specialibus legibus I and De
vita Mosis II.174 However, Philo’s understanding of Gen 1:27, given its
ubiquity and his appeals to it as the dogma of Moses, encapsulates the
essence of his understanding about the intermediate principle and so it
remains our focus.

The use of eQj¾m in Gen 1:27 refers to both the intermediate agent,
the Logos, and to the mode of agency, the way the eQj¾m shapes humans
and the cosmos. eQj¾m evokes the process of imitation where one thing
serves as a paradigm for another, producing in the second its copy.
There appears to be a distinctive cluster of vocabulary associated with
this paradigm/copy relationship.175 Recall in Her. 230 where the human
mind is a l¸lgla of a heavenly !qw´tupor. Philo explains that “Moses
calls the first the eQj½m heoO, the second the cast of that image (t/r
eQjºmor 1jlace ?om).” What is more, the heavenly mind serves a
paq²deicla for the earthly only because it itself is an !peijaslºr, a
representation, of God. The same relationship is also discussed in Leg.
3.96: “For just as God is the pattern (paq²deicla) of the image (B eQj¾m)
… thus the image (B eQj¾m) becomes the pattern (paq²deicla) of other
things.” In Plant. 18–20, Philo describes the human soul as coin,
“impressed (tupºy) by the seal (svqac¸r) of God, the stamp (b
waqajt¶q) of which is the !ýdior kºcor.”

174 For a detailed presentation on these different cosmological metaphors, see
Früchtel, Die kosmologischen Vorstellungen ; for a concise survey, see Tobin,
Creation of Man, 60–61.

175 On Plato’s Timaeus the origin of this terminological cluster, see Tobin, Creation
of Man, 56–101, esp. 58–62, and Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of
Plato, 158–74.
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The following table summarizes the different elements of this
paradigm/copy terminology cluster with the Philonic references where
they occur. Note that the cosmological texts are set in bold.
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Paradigm/Copy Terminology in Philo’s Writings.(Cosmological Texts
in Bold)

Term Philonic Passage

eQj¾m Opif. 25 ; Leg. 3.96 ; Det.86; Her. 230; Mut.223;
Spec. 1.81, 3.83

!peijºmisla Leg.3.96 ; Plant.20; Her. 231

!qw´tupor Opif. 25 ; Leg. 3.96 ; Det. 86; Plant. 20; Her. 230;
Spec. 1:171, 3.83

paq²deicla Opif. 25 ; Leg. 3:96 ; Her.231

l¸lgla Opif. 25 ; Her.230

1jlace ?om Opif. 146; Her. 231; Mut. 223; Spec.3.83

svqac¸r Opif. 25 ; Det. 86.

tupºy/diatupºy Opif. 25 ; Plant. 18; Spec. 1.81

Philo turns to Gen 1:27 in several places, whether explicitly or by
echo, to convey what he calls the philosophy of Moses.176 This
philosophy posits three principles (heºr, eQj½m heºr, eQj½m eQjºmor) and
Philo applies it to anthropology as well as to cosmology. In anthro-
pology, there are two further trajectories. Most often, the rational aspect
of the human being (whether this asomatic entity is called the soul, the
mind or the reason) is a copy of the eQj¾m heoO, which itself is a copy of
the original rational archetype, God.177 Less frequently (Opif. 25, Leg.
3.96, Spec. 1.81) it is not human rationality but the human being itself, a
sense-perceptible entity, to which Gen 1:27 is referring. The cosmo-
logical implication of Gen 1:27, as Philo reads it, is associated with this
second trajectory, where one may deduce that if the part (t¹ l´qor = the
human being) is a copy of the eQj½m heoO, how much more is the whole
(b s¼lpar = the sense-perceptible world).

176 Regarding the philosophy of Moses, cf. Mut. 223: “Now ‘reasoning’ as a name
is but a little word, but as a fact it is something most perfect and most divine, a
piece torn off from the soul of the universe, or, as it might be put more
reverently following the philosophy of Moses (to ?r jat± Lyus/m
vikosovoOsim), a faithful impress of the divine image (eQjºmor he¸ar 1jlace?om
1lveq´r).”

177 Cf. Her. 230 where Philo says that “the mind we each possess” is, in the “true
and full sense,” that to which the term %mhqypor in Gen 1:27 refers.
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The two anthropological trajectories are rather different. The
rational trajectory stresses the common function between the divine
Logos and the human mind. The human being trajectory stresses the
paradigmatic relationship between the Logos and the human, where the
human is a corporeal copy of an incorporeal archetype. These do not sit
easily along side each other: is the eQj½m heoO a paradigm of human
reason or of the whole human, body and all? While it is both in Philo, it
is not clear if he ever accounts for the difference. What is clear is that
Philo wishes to stress the pardigmatic nature of the eQj¾m, whether in
terms of rationality or more general reality, and that it is the
intermediate reality that mediates divine influence in corporeal (-
bound) reality.178

3.2.5.3.3. Philo’s Cosmological Ideas

It should be manifest by now that Moses’ philosophy is also that of the
Middle Platonists. Like the cosmological interpretation of Gen 1:27, the
Middle Platonists posited three pinciples: a transcendent first principle
ultimately responsible for creation, but only by means of an interme-
diary second principle. Like Philo’s Logos qua eQj¾m, Middle Platonists
held that this intermediary mediated divine formation of the physical
world. The third principle is passive matter, receiving the impression of
the divine Word upon itself and so taking shape.179 Hence, Alcinous
says, “Matter constitutes one principle, but Plato postulates others also,
to wit, the paradigmatic, that is the forms, and that constituted by God
the father and cause of all things.”180 Compare this with Philo in Somn.
2.45:

when the substance of everything (B t_m p²mtym oqs¸a) was without shape
(!swgl²tistor) God shaped it (swlat¸fy); it was without figure

178 It is interesting to note how in at least a couple of occasions, Philo provides the
eQj¾m as rational archetype to adjust an interpretation that human minds or souls
are of a piece with the divine mind (Plant. 18–19, Det. 86).

179 As Runia shows (Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato, 158–165), there is
no concise way of presenting the ways Middle Platonists construed the
intermediary as model for the material world. Runia concurs with what we
observed in chapter two, that “The heart of the Middle Platonic system is the
doctrine of the three principles – heºr, Qd´a, vkg – in which the world of ideas is
subsumed into fulfilling the function of perfect pattern for the creation of the
cosmos, ….”

180 Epit. 9.1 (Trans. : Dillon, Alcinous, 19). Alcinous alternates between Qd´a and
Qd´ai in his treatise. See § 2.2.
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(!t¼pytor) and he gave it figure (tupºy), and it was undefined (!poiºr)
and he gave it form (loqvºy); and perfecting it, he stamped the whole
world with his image and form, even his own Logos (tekei¾sar t¹m fkom
1svq²cise jºslom kºc\).

This association is sealed by De opificio mundi 24–25, which provides the
most elaborate development, conceptually speaking, of Philo’s cosmo-
logical application of Gen 1:27. The eQj½m heoO represents the mogt¹r
jºslor, which itself is – as Philo makes clear earlier in the treatise – an
amalgam of the mogt± c´mg, or Qd´ai.181 Philo’s system even attests to the
characteristic fluidity of Middle Platonism in dealing with the
intermediate principle. It is both a plurality (Qd´ai) and a singularity (b
mogt¹r jºslor) and in either case exists within a noetic mind. Though
this mind is less closely associated with God; it is a distinct entity, the
Logos.182

181 Runia sees Philo as sharing the Platonist notion of the jºslor mogtºr
(equivalent to the “entire structured world of the ideas”), where “the whole
process of creation [is] regarded as taking place when the creator looks to or
employs a noetic design” (Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato162–63).
See also Opif. 20: “Just as the city that was marked out before hand in the
architect had no location outside, but had been engraved in the soul of the
craftsman, in the same way the cosmos composed of the ideas would have no
other place than the divine Logos who gives these (ideas) their ordered
disposition.” Also, Opif. 16: “Therefore, when he had decided to construct this
visible cosmos, he first marked out the intelligible cosmos, so that he could use
it as a incorporeal and most god-like paradigm and so produce the corporeal
cosmos, a younger likeness of an older model, which would contain as many
sense-perceptible kinds as there were intelligible kinds in that other one.”
(Translations are from Runia, On the Creation of the Cosmos, 50–51). Runia
provides a parallel passage from Aet. 15 where Philo is speaking of Plato:
“throughout the entire treatise he describes that moulder of divinity
(heopk²stgr) as the father and maker and demiurge, and this cosmos as his
product and offspring, a visible imitation of the archetypal and intelligible
model, containing in itself all the objects of sense-perception which the model
contains as objects of intelligence, a wholly perfect imprint for sense-perception
of a wholly perfect model for mind” (ibid., 139)

182 In Opif. 16–20, 24–25, Philo appears to see the Logos of God as parallel to the
mind of the architect wherein the noetic plans for the city reside. Still the
Alexandrian views the Logos as an entity more distinct from God than the mind
from the architect.
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3.2.5.4. The Stoic Aspect: The Logos and Cosmic dio¸jgsir

The previous section has shown how the Philonic Logos is the divine
agent of creation. Philo understands the Logos as an instrument that
God uses and/or as a God-shaped paradigm which informs the created
world. In ontological terms, the Logos qua agent shares the intelligible
(mogtºr) nature of the Deity and yet is directly involved with the
formation of the sense perceptible (aQshgtºr) realm. This is only part of
the story of the Logos. We shall see below that, both functionally and
ontologically, the Logos’ relationship to the aQshgt¹r jºslor is not
limited to creation in the cosmogonical sense. Rather, Philo also
attributes the sustaining of the cosmos, its administration or dio¸jgsir, to
the Logos.

We may understand the Logos’ role in cosmic dio¸jgsir Platonically.
In Fug. 12, for instance, Philo again uses paradigmatic language and
makes reference to the intelligible and material realms, Platonic
standards that he used in Opif. 16–25 to describe the creation of the
world. Now, however, they also explain the world’s continued
existence.

For the world has come to be (c¸cmolai) and indeed it has done so by some
cause (aUtior tir); and the Logos of the maker is himself the seal, that by
which each thing that exists has received its shape. This is why (paqº) from
the beginning perfect form (t´keiom t¹ eWdor) attends closely these things
which come to exist (paqajokouh´y to ?r cimol´moir), seeing that it is an
impression and image of the perfect Word (ûte 1jlace ?om ja· eQj½m teke¸ou
kºcou).

In this passage there appear to be four components to creation: the
“maker” (b poi_m) who is first referred to by the circumlocution aUtior
tir ; the Logos of that maker who functions as a svqac¸r, providing
every created thing its shape (loqvºy) ; an immanent representation of
the Logos which Philo terms t´keiom t¹ eWdor, synonymous with the
shape or impression (1jlace ?om) that the Logos deposits; and the things
that have come to be (oR cimºlemoi), recipients of the Logos’ shaping and
hence bearers of his eQj¾m.

What concerns us from among these four is the immanent eWdor
which remains with (paqajakouh´y and l´my) existing things from the
beginning on. We are familiar with the three principles, God-
intermediate Logos-matter; the immanent eWdor appears to be a fourth
principle. That it is perfect (t´keior) suggests it is intelligible and not
material. Philo stresses the difference when, following the above
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excerpt, he contrasts the quantity (pºsom) and quality (poiºm, poiºtgr)
of an existent being (t¹ cemºlemom f`om). Where the quantity of such a
being is imperfect (!tek¶r), subject to flux (i.e. , growth with age), its
quality is perfect (t´keiom). Philo says “the same quality remains since it is
an impress of the abiding and unchanging divine Logos” (l´mei c±q B

aqtµ poiºtgr ûte !p¹ l´momtor 1jlace ?sa ja· lgdal0 tqepol´mou he¸ou
kºcou) (Fug. 13).

In De fuga et inventione 12–13, Philo provides an alternative to the
one who “fashions material forces as divine and believes there is nothing
apart from them that can be efficacious” (Fug. 11). In other words, Philo
provides an alternative to Stoic cosmology, which posited a divine force
(often called b kºcor) that provided form to reality; a force however that
was itself ultimately material.183 Philo’s alternative, rather than providing
a strong Platonic contrast, represents well the rapprochement of
Stoicism and the old Athenian school that is Middle Platonism.184

After all, the Stoic Logos yielded the same result as Philo’s immanent
eWdor : the provision of abiding quality to existing things.185 The

183 Cf. Long and Sedley, Hellenistic Philosophers, 1.270: “The Stoics … propose to
explain all the formal or identifying characteristics of objects by reference to the
presence, within their matter, of a divine principle that activates and shapes
them.” They provide this summation from Diognes Laertius (7.134; Hellenistic
Philosophers, 1.268): “They [the Stoics] think that there are two principles in the
universe, that which acts and that which is acted upon. That which is acted
upon is unqualified substance, i.e. , matter; that which acts is the reason [kºcor]
in it, i.e. , god. For this, since it is everlasting, constructs every single thing
throughout all matter … They say there is a difference between principles and
elements: the former are ungenerated and indestructible, whereas the elements
pass away at the conflagration. The principles are also bodies [‘incorporeal’, in
the parallel text of the Suda] and without form, but the elements are endowed
with form.”

184 In a real sense, the Middle Platonists are bringing the issue full circle. The Stoics
must have been inspired by Plato’s World Soul (described in the Timaeus and
other dialogues) in their development of their active, material principle. What
the Middle Platonists did was reclaim that World Soul as an intelligible entity.
They also perceived a transcendent first principle above the World Soul,
equivalent to Plato’s demiurge in the Timaeus. For the most part, Philo does not
use the language of the World Soul; though his Logos (a Stoic name) is all that
in function. See Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato, 204–208,
448–449; and Wolfson, Philo, 325–28, 360–61.

185 Cf. Fug. 13 with Simplicius, In Ar. De an. 217,36–218,2 (SVF 2.395): “if in the
case of compound entities there exists individual form (eWdor) – with reference
to which the Stoics speak of something peculiarly qualified (poiºm [or poiºr]),
which both is gained, and lost again, all together, and remains the same
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mechanics of course are quite different and Stoic universals are by no
means equivalent to Platonic forms.186 Furthermore, Philo insists there
is, apart from this immanent eWdor, “some cause,” namely the tran-
scendent “maker” (b poi_m) of the cosmos. Indeed, Fug. 12–13 presents
the Logos itself as relatively transcendent. Still, “form in perfection” as
the Logos’ byproduct that “attends” existing things allows Philo to draw
a connection between the intelligible and material realms.

In analyzing Fug. 12–13, we must be careful, recalling the earlier
observation that Philo’s intermediate reality has the characteristics of
Russian matryoshka dolls. Hence, we should not be surprised that the
distinction made in Fug. 12 between kºcor and eWdor is blurred in Fug.
110–112. In this passage Philo interprets the High Priest as the Divine
Logos. Where the priest puts on special clothing according to Leviticus,
“the most ancient b toO emtor kºcor puts on the world as clothing; for
he enwraps himself in earth and water and air and fire and the things
that come from these” (Fug. 110). The metaphor of clothing applied to
the world in both its elemental and complex state stresses the
immanence of the Logos. In this position, the Logos serves an
important service as “the bond of everything (d´slor t_m "p²mtym); it
binds and keeps every part together, preventing them from disbanding
or separating (sum´wei t± l´qg p²mta ja· sv¸ccei jyk¼ym aqt±
diak¼eshai ja· diaqt÷shai)” (Fug. 112).

We find similar imagery in De plantatione 8 and 9. Philo again takes a
swipe at the Stoics (“nothing material is so strong as to be able to bear
the burden of the world”) but then concedes that something immanent
is necessary. That thing is “the everlasting Logos of the eternal God”
who is “the most secure and steadfast prop of the whole.” Though such
language belies a static nature, Philo adds that the Logos is “that one
who, extending (te¸my) from the middle to the ends and from the
outermost edges back to the middle, traverses the length of nature’s
unconquerable course and gathers (sum²cy) and holds together
(sv¸ccy) all its parts” (Plant. 9). This extension (te¸my) is identical
with the tºmor the Stoics afforded their active principle. As Nemesius
relates it, the Stoics say “there exists in bodies a kind of tensile

throughout the compound entity’s life even though its constituent parts come
to be and are destroyed at different times” (Trans. : Long and Sedley, Hellenistic
Philosophers, 1.169; Greek text, 2.173).

186 See the discussion of Stoic Universals in Long and Sedley, Hellenistic
Philosophers, 1.181–183.
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movement (tomijµm j¸mgsim) which moves simultaneously inwards and
outwards, the outward movement producing quantities and qualities
and the inward one unity and substance.”187 For the Stoics, the provider
of this tºmor is material and to be associated with the active side of the
four elements. “They say that earth and water sustain neither themselves
nor other things, but preserve their unity by participation in a breathy
and fiery power (pmuelatij/r d³ letow0 ja· puq¾dour dum²leyr); but air
and fire because of their tensility (eqtom¸a) can sustain themselves, and
by blending with the other two provide them with tension (tomºr) and
also stability and substantiality.”188

3.2.6. The Anthropological Role of the Logos

3.2.6.1. A Page from Stoic Anthropology

Earlier, we saw that Philo makes Moses’ statement in Gen 1:27
(1po¸gsem b he¹r t¹m %mhqypom jat( eQjºma heoO) programmatic for both
his understanding of anthropology and cosmology. The eQj¾m of God
works as paradigm that informs both the creation (i.e., the relationship
of the jºslor mogtºr to the aQshgtºr jºslor) and, more specifically,
human rationality (i.e. , the relationship between the “mind above us”
and the “mind within us” in Her. 230–31). Anthropology and
cosmogony are interrelated inasmuch as they both depend on the
same eQj¾m, the Logos. More immediately, we have been observing how
Philo presents the Logos (or its “extension,” eWdor) as an immanent
power responsible for the dio¸jgsir of the world. As in cosmogony so in
dio¸jgsir, the paradigmatic function of the Logos plays a part. We also
saw that there is an immanent aspect of the Logos which functions
cosmologically. This aspect, what Wolfson called a “stage of existence of
the Logos,”189 may be a product of the paradigm (the eWdor of the Logos)
attending closely to material things. It also may be the Logos itself,
clothed in the material world. Philo presents both and both conceptions
can exist together for Philo given his fluid understanding of the Logos.

Finally we saw that, while clearly not adopting Stoic theology, Philo
appropriates Stoic conceptions of an immanent force that inhabits, forms

187 Nemesius 70,6–71, 4 (Trans. : Long and Sedley, Hellenistic Philosophers, 1.283).
188 Plutarch, Comm. not. 1085 c–d (SVF 2.444); (Trans. : Long and Sedley,

Hellenistic Philosophers, 1.282).
189 Wolfson, Philo, 327.
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and preserves the material world.190 Though God remains in his noetic
heaven, untouched by things corporeal, he still has ultimate responsi-
bility for the world. His governance however is indirect, taking place
through an intermediary. God may be the steersman of the universe, but
he steers by means of a tiller, namely his Logos.191 Hence, along with
Middle Platonism, Philo sees that it is the responsibility of the
intermediate principle to be involved with the physical world, both in
terms of cosmogony and cosmic dio¸jgsir.

We have seen that Philo draws a parallel between the Logos and the
human mind. For him, Genesis 1:27 is a statement both about the
origins of the universe and the origins of human rationality. When Philo
reads Gen 1:27 anthropologically, it points to the common nature of the
“mind above us” and “the mind within us.” This is the argument of
Her. 230–31. Having seen that the Logos has a cosmological nature that
is (or engenders things that are) immanent and yet still intelligible, we
might ask whether Philo’s anthropology corresponds to this.192

It does. For instance, Philo speaks of mind (moOr) as “sowing into
each of the body’s members abilities from itself and distributing to them
their actions, taking charge of and responsibility for them all” (Migr.
3).193 Indeed, what Philo considers to be truly human is one’s rational

190 Alexander of Aphrodisias, De mixtione 225, 1–2 (SVF 2.310): It is the Stoics
who “say that god is mixed with matter, pervading all of it and so shaping it,
structuring it, and making it into the world” (Trans: Long and Sedley,
Hellenistic Philosophers, 1.173).

191 In Migr. 6 (see § 3.2.5.1 above), Philo speaks of b kºcor b pqesb¼teqor t_m
c¸mesim when he says it is he ox jah²peq oUajor 1meikgll´mor b t_m fkym
jubeqm¶tgr pgdakiouwe? t± s¼lpamta. Cf. Numenius, frg. 18, who likens his
second god to a helmsman (b jubeqmgt¶r) who guides and governs the cosmos
(see § 2.2).

192 The Stoics linked human rationality to the same cosmic principle which
brought about and preserved reality. See Diogenes Laertius 7.128–9.

193 Migr. 3: b moOr spe¸qym eQr 6jastom t_m leq_m t±r !v( 2autoO dum²leir ja·
diam´lym eQr aqt± t±r 1meqce¸ar 1pil´kei²m te ja· 1pitqopµm !mgll´mor "p²mtym.
In its context, the human mind corresponds not with the Logos but with God,
b t_m fkym moOm (Migr. 4).
This coheres with the Stoic view of such things. “That the world is ensouled

is evident, they say, from our own soul’s being an offshoot of it” (Diogenes
Laertius 7.143 [Trans: Long and Sedley, Hellenistic Philosophers, 1.319]. The
Stoics claim “that the xuw¶ has two meanings, that which sustains the whole
compound, and in particular, the commanding faculty (t¹ Bcelomijºm). For
when we say that man is a compound of soul and body (1j xuw/r ja· s¾lator),
or that death is separation of soul and body, we are referring particularly to the
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faculty (Her. 231: b jah( 6jastom Bl_m moOm, fr dµ juq¸yr ja· pq¹r
!k¶heiam %mhqypºr 1sti). He speaks of Gen 1:27 in Opif. 69 when he
says “image” refers not to the body but to the mind, “the ruling part of
the soul, for with one mind, even that mind of the whole universe as an
archetype, the mind in each individual human being was impressed.”194

This faculty alone is directly related to God, whereas all other aspects of
human nature are of inferior origin. In Fug. 68–72, Philo explains God’s
call to “let us make a human” (poi¶sylem %mhqypom) in LXX Gen 1:26
as referring to his reliance on his (lesser) powers in the construction of all
parts of humanity save one, human rationality. God “formed the
rational in us, thinking it fit that the ruler should make the ruling faculty
in the soul, while the subject faculty should be made by his subjects (i.e. ,
his powers).”195 A little later, Philo repeats this: “for the true human,
who is purest mind, one, God alone, is maker; but for what is usually
called human and is blended with the sense-perceptible, the multitude
(powers) are the maker” (Fug. 71).196

Given all of this, we can consider the Philonic view of humanity as a
microcosm, the nature and activity of which mirrors the nature and
activity of the Divine Logos in the jºslor. The activity of the human
mind imitates the Logos in two ways. The first is ontological : the mind
governs the body as the Logos governs the universe. This ontological
function is what we have just seen described inMigr. 3 above, where the
human mind takes charge of and responsibility for the human body. The
second is epistemological : the mind discerns things in the same fashion
as the Logos “discerned” things. Though in the Logos’ case, its
discernment of things is identical with their genesis. This epistemo-
logical patterning is what Philo discusses in Quis rerum divinarum heres sit,
when he refers to the Logos and the human mind as tole ?r.

commanding-faculty (t¹ Bcelomijºm)” (Sextus Empiricus, Adversus Mathematicos
[Trans: Long and Sedley, Hellenistic Philosophers, 1.315]). Philo preserves
interpretations of Gen 2:7 that argue the soul is an offshoot of the divine.
Sometimes he provides a Platonic correction to this.

194 A little later in Opif. 69, Philo says: “For it would seem that the same position
that the Great director holds in the entire cosmos is held by the human intellect
in the human being” (Trans. : Runia, On the Creation of the Cosmos, 64).

195 Fug. 69: t¹ kocij¹m 1m Bl?m 1lºqvou, dijai_m rp¹ l³m Bcelºmor t¹ BcelomeOom 1m
xuw0, t¹ d( rp¶joom pq¹r rpgjºym dgliouqce?shai.

196 Remembering that Philo does not invite systematization, we should note a
difficulty here: the rational mind is not just a god to the body, but to the
irrational soul as well. See Leg. 1.39–41.
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Indivisible are the two natures, the reasoning ability (kocislºr) within us
and the divine Logos (he ?or kºcor) above us, though being indivisible they
divide myriads of other things. The Divine Word divides and distributes
(diaq´y and diam´ly) all things, while our mind, whatever things material
or immaterial it ascertains intellectually (paqak²b, mogt_r), it divides
(diaq´y) them into parts well beyond numbering and never ceases to
separate (t´lmy) them.197

3.2.6.2. The Logos and Psychic Anagogy

The Kºcor speaks not just to the origin, nature and function of the
human mind (our true self), it also speaks to its end. We keep in view
here the purpose of Philo’s writings, especially his allegorical commen-
taries. “The central thrust and fundamental aim of Philo’s biblical
commentary is to trace the return of the human soul to its native
homeland by means of the allegorical method of interpretation” says
David Winston. He adds, “The greater part of his allegory is devoted to
the psychic ascent of the soul.”198

The process of ascent is one of disengagement from an inferior
environment (sense-perceptible reality, especially the body) by means of
intellection. The ascendant soul rises according to the level of
intellection it achieves, the stronger or purer intellection being that
most free of sense-perceptible or irrational influences. Because not all
souls are equally gifted or of equal stamina, Philo posits a graded ascent;
there are different levels a soul can aspire to, with the highest being
reserved for the most uncommon of souls. First we will consider the
passages that provide the backdrop for this description of Philo’s ascent
of the soul. Then we will consider how the Logos is both the means and
the goal of the ascent, corroborating Philo’s statement in Sacr. 8. “Thus
you might learn that God values the wise person as much as he does the
world since by the same word that he makes the universe he also leads
the perfect from things earthly unto himself (t` aqt` kºc\ ja· t¹ p÷m
1qcafºlemor ja· t¹m t´keiom !p¹ t_m peqice¸ym !m²cym ¢r 1autºm).”

197 Her. 235. See nn. 161 and 163.
198 David Winston, Logos and Mystical Theology, 36. For more on Philo’s use of

allegory, see Jean Pépin, “Remarques sur la théorie de l’exégèse allégorique
chez Philon,” in Philon d’Alexandrie. Lyon, 11–15 septembre 1966 (Colloques
nationaux du Centre national de la recherche scientifique; Paris : Éditions du
Centre national de la recherche scientifique, 1967): 131–67; Tobin, Creation of
Man, 135–154; and David Dawson, Allegorical Readers and Cultural Revision
(Berkeley, Calif. : University of California Press, 1992).
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In his treatise De Gigantibuş Philo teaches that souls (also known as
da¸lomer and %ccekoi), originating from the same purely rational origins,
may be placed in three classifications.199 Some souls descend into bodies,
while others never do. The latter are what we tend to refer to as angels
proper and exist as servants and assistants to God. The former,
“descending into the body as though into a stream, have sometimes
been caught up in the violent rush of its raging waters and swallowed
up; at other times, able to withstand the rapids, they have initially
emerged at the surface and then soared back up to the place whence
they had set out.”200 The buoyancy of a soul is determined by its
relationship to bodily (i.e., irrational) things. If a soul cannot wield its
innate intellect over such things, it remains perpetually bemired in
them.201 However, those souls that can – axtai eQsi xuwa· t_m !mºhyr
vikosovgs²mtym – do so, even though it means they consistently
“practice dying to the life in the body.”202 What they obtain by this is a
“portion of incorporeal and immortal life in the presence of the
Uncreated and Immortal.”203

What this tells us is, for Philo, the human soul’s hegemony over the
physical body is not simply descriptive, it is prescriptive. Philo espouses
the philosophical life, which eschews “the reasoning that voluntarily
abides in the prison of the body” in favor of that which “loosed from its
bonds and liberated has come forth outside the walls, and if we may say
so, abandoned its own self” (Her. 68).204 This type of life involves a

199 In the universe of De Gigantibus, souls start out as stars. See Winston, Logos and
Mystical Theology, 33–34.

200 Gig. 13 (Trans. : Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 12).
201 The physically bemired soul experiences a kind of death which is not a

separation of body and soul but “an encounter of the two, in which the worse,
the body, gains mastery, and the better, the soul, is overmastered.” This is death
qua penalty, the soul dying to virtuous life and alive only to wickedness. (Leg.
1.106–107; Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 121).

202 Cf. Leg. 1.108: “When we are living, the soul is dead and is entombed in the
body as in a sepulcher; but should we die, the soul lives its proper life, released
from the pernicious corpse to which it was bound, the body” (Winston, Philo of
Alexandria, 121–22). See our discussion of Wis 9:15 above.

203 Gig. 14 (Ibid.).
204 Trans. : Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 169. Philo continues: “If then, my soul, a

yearning comes upon you to inherit the divine goods, abandon not only your
land, that is, the body; your kinsfolk, that is, the senses; your father’s house, that
is, speech, but escape also your own self and stand aside from yourself, like
persons possessed and corybants seized by Bacchic frenzy and carried away by
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conscious repudiation of the desires and ways of the body, an asceticism
that extends beyond the relationship between the Logos and the world.
While the Logos does have to enforce order in the cosmos, even
aggressively (Opif. 33), generally the Logos preserves and even fosters
the creation.205 The relationship between body and soul leans more
toward the negative; preservation is a necessary hindrance, but
ultimately the body is a thing kept in check until it becomes
unnecessary. At death, the philosophical souls ascend, free and pure
and ready for immortality. Souls that are not philosophical remain so
much flotsam and jetsam in the sense-perceptible currents.

What does it take for a soul to be genuinely philosophical? As we
have already seen, it is the negation of the body and things sense-
perceptible; i.e., asceticism.206 This negation is necessary because of the
inherit irrationality of the body; the mind, to be most rational, must
subdue and ultimately sever its irrational accoutrement. The process of
negation yields a positive result for the soul. The human soul abandons
things irrational so as to be filled with the divine. “Let everyone indeed
on whom God’s loving goodness has fallen as rain pray that he may
obtain the All-ruler as his occupant who shall exalt this paltry edifice,
the mind, high above the earth and join it to the ends of heaven” (Sobr.
64).207 This is accomplished by making the soul a suitable receptacle for

some kind of prophetic inspiration. For it is the mind that is filed with the Deity
and no longer in itself, but is agitated and maddened by a heavenly passion,
drawn by the truly Existent and attracted upward to it, preceded by truth,
which removes all obstacles in its path s that it may advance on a level
highway….”(Her. 69–70). Cf. Migr. 1–4.

205 See the excursus on “Logos-centric Interpretation of Genesis 1 in Philo of
Alexandria and the Prologue to John” (§ 4.4.2.4). See also Winston, Logos and
Mystical Theology, 31.

206 Here I am condensing all things that might entangle the soul into the phrase
“the body and things sense-perceptible.” As Her. 68–70 and Migr. 1–4 suggest,
Philo presents a more complex view of what obstacles the mind (or rational
soul) must overcome (especially note his focus on the three-tiered advancement
from body-senses-speech in these passages).
On Philo’s asceticism, see Winston, “Was Philo a Mystic?”, 162–65, esp.

162–63: “In Philo’s view, the body is by no means to be neglected, nor is its
well-being deliberately to be compromised in any way. … Better to indulge in
the various pursuits after external goods, but to do so with skillful moderation
and self-control … [so long as the body is not] allowed to become the central
focus of human concern or to usurp the higher dignity reserved for the rational
element.”

207 Trans. : Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 165.
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the Deity, that is, by shoring up its inherent rationality through the
purification process of bodily negation.

Now, among souls capable of migration from the body back toward
their original nature (their “homeland”), there is yet another gradation.
In De Fuga et Inventione (discussed above), Philo discerns in the six cities
of refuge to which a homicide may flee (Numbers 35) six different levels
of ascent. These cities are, in descending order, the sovereign Logos (b
Bcelºmor kºcor), the creative power (B poigtijµ d¼malir), the ruling
power (B basikijµ d¼malir), the gracious power (B Vkeyr d¼malir), the
legislative power (B pqostajtijµ t_m poigt´ym), and the prohibitive
power (B !pacoqeutijµ t_m lµ poigt´ym). The city reached, i.e., the
level achieved, depends on the “swift-footedness” of the ascendant.
Such swift-footedness is determined by the degree to which a soul is
free from error (or “sinfulness”).

He, then, that has shown himself free from even unintentional offence –
intentional is not to be thought of – having God Himself as his portion, will
have his abode in Him alone; while those who have fallen, not of set
purpose but against their will, will have the refuges which have been
mentioned, so freely and richly provided.208

Of these cities, the latter three are closer to and more easily attainable to
humankind. The other three are “on the other side” of the river, which
is to say they are well removed from our kind (aT lajq±m Bl_m toO
c´mour !vest÷si).209

Recall from the beginning of our discussion of Philo that De
sacrificiis Abelis et Caini 6–10 also evinces a gradation in the psychic
ascent, seeing in the varying descriptions of the deaths of the patriarchs
and Moses the different levels achieved by differently abled souls. Those
for whom it is said “he was added to the people of God” (pqoset´hg
pq¹r t¹m ka¹m aqtoO – Abraham, Gen. 25:8; Jacob, Gen. 49:33), we
should understand as the ones who “inherited incorruption and have
became equal to the angels.” Angels here are “unbodied and blessed
souls” that are “the host of God.”

208 Fug. 102, PLCL 5.65.
209 See Fug. 103–104. Recalling the earlier example of the matryoshka (nested)

doll, the process described in De fuga is like working with such dolls in reverse.
Unlike in real life, one begins with the innermost and smallest first and move to
the next largest, and so on, according to one’s abilities.
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Isaac’s fate is differently apprehended, for he was added not to “his
people” but to a c´mor (Gen 35:29: pqoset´hg pq¹r t¹ c³mor aqtoO).
Philo explains:

For genus is one, that which is above all, but “people” is a name for many.
Those who have advanced to perfection as pupils under a teacher have their
place among many others; for those who learn by hearing and instruction
are no small number, and these he calls a people. But those who have
dispensed with the instruction of men and have become apt pupils of God
receive the free unlabored knowledge and are translated into the genus of
the imperishable and fully perfect. Theirs is a happier lot than the lot of the
people, and in this sacred band Isaac stands confessed as a chorister.210

Where Abraham and Jacob represent those who achieve worthy heights
by means of discursive reasoning, Isaac represents those who achieve
even worthier heights by eschewing such reasoning for a more innate
knowledge.

There remains yet a higher rung, represented by Moses, whose
death – if such it were – is shrouded in mystery.

There are those whom God leads still higher; causing them to exceed every
form and genus, he sets them next to himself. Such a one is Moses to whom
he says “you stand here with me” (Deut 5:31). Hence, when Moses was
about to die, he neither left nor was he added like the others – there was no
room in him for adding or taking away. Rather, he was removed “through
the word” (di± Nglatºr ; Deut 34:5) of the (Supreme) Cause, that through
which also the whole world was created (di’ ox ja· b s¼lpar jºslor
1dgliouqce ?to).

Moses represents the apex of intellectual achievement, a lot reserved for
the very few in Philo’s system of thought.

It is worth comparing this summit achieved by Moses in Sacr. 8 with
the best of the cities of refuge in Fug. 94–105 since both are associated
with the kºcor of God. In De Fuga, the kºcor is the pinnacle because of
its proximity to God and its sovereignty over the other powers.211 Philo
says the Divine Word “is himself the image of God, chiefest of all beings
intellectually perceived, placed nearest, with no intervening distance, to
the Alone truly existent One” and is “the charioteer of the Powers” to

210 Sacr. 7. Trans.: PLCL 2.99.
211 See Fug. 101 where Philo says the Divine Word “is himself the image of God,

chiefest of all beings intellectually perceived, placed nearest, with no
intervening distance, to the Alone truly existent One” and is “the charioteer
of the Powers” to whom God gives directions “for the right wielding of the
reins of the Universe” (Trans. : PLCL 5.65).
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whom God gives directions “for the right wielding of the reins of the
Universe.” The one who comes to this topmost divine Word (b
!myt²ty kºcor he ?or) comes to “the fountain of Wisdom” and,
drawing from that stream, is released from death and gains eternal life
(97). In De sacrificiis, the kºcor is not the goal but the means of
perfection. Philo explains that when Moses is translated by means of the
word (di± Nglatºr) we “learn that God values the wise person as much
as he does the world since by the same word that he makes the universe
he also leads the perfect from things earthly unto himself (t` aqt`
kºc\ ja· t¹ p÷m 1qcafºlemor ja· t¹m t´keiom !p¹ t_m peqice¸ym
!m²cym ¢r 2autºm).”

The Logos, which functions in the creation and guidance of the
universe, is in both these passages shown to be integral to the successful
ascent of the soul. The Logos provides the psychic ascent its ultimate
destination, for in its proximity to the Deity it gives the soul the best of
vantage points to see God.212 The Logos also provides the ascent its
means, namely rationality. The soul ascends only by its intellect,
especially in its purest and innate form. This intellectual capacity it
receives from the Logos, whether we say that it is because the human
mind is a fragment of the Logos or because it is a copy molded after the
Logos qua eQj¾m. As we have seen, Philo claims both. This combination
of goal and means is well presented by Philo in Somn.2.249.

And into the happy soul, which holds out the truly holy chalice, its own
reason, who is it that pours the sacred measures of true gladness but the
Logos, the Cupbearer of God and Toastmaster of the feast, who differs not
form the draught he pours, but is himself the undiluted drink, the gaiety,
the seasoning, the effusion, the cheer, and to make poetic expression our
own, the ambrosian drug of joy and gladness?213

3.2.7. Conclusion to “Philo of Alexandria”

Hence, we come full circle – both in Philo’s anthropology and in our
description of his Logos doctrine. In terms of Philo’s doctrine, we began
by discussing Sacr. 8, a Philonic passage that combines the Logos’
cosmological and anthropological roles. What we sought to do was to

212 See Conf. 95–97. See also the analysis by Winston, “Was Philo a Mystic?”,
165–170.

213 Trans. : Winston, Philo of Alexandria, 95.
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canvass Philo’s Logos doctrine to see whether this passage was
anomalous or whether we could take it as representative of Philo’s
views generally. Philo’s treatment of the Logos is both diffuse and
complex; he says many things in many places, and sometimes they do
not cohere as well as we would like. Hence, we had to cast our net
strategically, understanding that the limitations of this chapter would not
allow us to unpack fully Philo’s teachings about the Logos.

From this condensation, we see that the Logos is an entity between
God and matter, an intermediary which brings the divine image to bear
on matter and thereby produces and sustains the sense-perceptible
world. The Logos has both a transcendent and an immanent status; it is
both very close to the Supreme One, God, and very close to the jºslor.
It is both purely rational and asomatic as well as filling all things and
providing for their dio¸jgsir. We noticed that Philo’s descriptions of the
Logos’ cosmological roles often make recourse to its anthropological
roles as well. Indeed, the scriptural passage which serves as the
foundation for so much of Philo’s cosmological doctrine is actually
anthropological in scope, i.e., Gen 1:27. For Philo, this passage
encapsulates the modus operandi of the kºcor he ?or in the descriptive
phrase jat( eQjºma heoO. This close association of cosmology and
anthropology is essential to understanding what Philo means in Sacr. 8,
when he says that God employs the same word by which he created the
universe to deliver the wise and perfect person from things earthly to the
presence of the divine. So we have spent the latter part of this section
spelling out the ways that the Logos brings the human mind into
existence, providing that mind with its own intellectual nature and its
role and status vis-à-vis the body, giving it its proper orientation, and
guiding it back unto himself. Again, just as when Philo describes the
cosmological function of the Logos he could not help but refer to the
human mind, so when he describes the anthropological nature and
specifically the form and future of the soul/rational mind, Philo cannot
help but refer to the Logos. Anthropology and Cosmology are of a piece
in Philo of Alexandria and that piece is the all-encompassing Logos.
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3.3. Summary of Chapter Three

Middle Platonism, with its positing of an intermediary between the
Supreme Principle and the physical cosmos, accounts well for Wisdom
of Solomon’s Sophia and the Logos of Philo of Alexandria. Despite the
numerous qualitative differences between Wis and Philo’s writings, we
find they both use of Middle Platonic terms and concepts to present an
intermediary that is ontologically related to God, that is responsible for
creating and governing the cosmos by God’s power, and that fosters
humanity finding its ultimate fulfillment in God. Furthermore, we
observed that in both writings, the intermediary’s roles in creation and
human fulfillment were “of a piece.” That is to say, physical creation,
even though obviously and woefully inferior to noetic/divine reality,
has a positive place (if only as a starting place) for the soul’s ascent to
God.
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Chapter Four

Salvation as the Reparation of Creation:
The Roles of the Divine Intermediary in

New Testament Christology

4.1. Ontology and Eschatology in Conflict
1 Corinthians 8:6 – An Introductory Case Study

4.1.1. The Origin and Nature of 1 Cor 8:6

4.1.1.1. Function of Text

First Corinthians 8:6 is in the middle of a conversation. The letter of 1
Corinthians as a whole represents Paul’s response to issues raised by the
Christians at Corinth.1 Chapters 8–10 in particular are a discussion about
eating meat sacrificed to idols (eQdykºhutom), an issue about which the
Corinthians were divided.2 Some Corinthians appear to have adopted
the bold stance of eating such food without concern for its idolatrous
connections. Their stance is in contrast to and disregard for other
Corinthians who are more sensitive to idolatry. Paul feels obliged to
address the boldness of the former group both in terms of its theological
validity and its effects on the Christian community in Corinth.

The Corinthians’ confidence in their eating liberties appear to stem
from their monotheistic awareness. First Corinthians 8:4 provides two
slogans which epitomize this confidence: “We know that ‘there is no
idol in the world’ and that ‘there is no God but one’” (oUdalem fti oqd³m

1 It is now a commonplace to acknowledge Paul writes what he does in 1
Corinthians as responses either to reports he has heard about the Corinthians’
actions (see 1:11; 5:1) or from a letter he has received from the Corinthians
wherein they themselves raise issues which invite (intentionally or not) Paul’s
response (cf. 7:1).

2 Presumably, eQdykºhutom refers to meat that people ate in the temple. See 1 Cor
8:10 and consider 10:25–29 where Paul endorses eating meat in someone’s
home as long as its origin is not questioned.



eUdykom 1m jºsl\ ja· fti oqde·r he¹r eQ lµ eXr).3 Paul certainly has no
qualms with monotheism, so how could he take issue with “there is no
God but one”?4 The stance that “an idol is nothing in the world” is the
basis for the Corinthians’ boldness in claiming that food will not separate
them from God. It appears they consider such boldness a mark of piety,
of spiritual strength. To ingest meat in the temple of an idol is to make
clear that sound knowledge and not superstitious weakness motivates
one’s faith in God.

The next verses, 1 Cor 8:5–6, provide Paul’s gloss on the
Corinthian’s position, a gloss that allows Paul to agree with the
Corinthians and yet show what is missing in their reasoning.5

For even if there are so-called gods (kecºlemoi heo¸), whether in heaven or
on earth – as in fact there are many gods and many lords (¦speq eQs·m heo·
pokko· ja· j¼qioi pokko¸) – yet for us there is one God, the Father, from
whom are all things and we are unto him, and one Lord, Jesus Christ,
through whom are all things and we are through him.6

The kecºlemoi heo¸ of v. 5 functions pejoratively, expressing the falsity
of Greco-Roman conceptions of Deity. But immediately following this
concession is a parenthetical caveat (¦speq eQs·m heo· pokko· ja· j¼qioi
pokko¸) which suggests Paul sees idolatry as something not completely
vacuous: there are many gods and many lords. This comment seems
directly opposed to the statement “there is no god but One” in v. 4.
Paul will show that, subjectively, for some idolatry is still an issue (v. 7ff)

3 “There is no idol in the world” and “there is no God but one” are possibly
slogans the Corinthians use to substantiate their consumption of eQdykºhutom.
On Paul’s use of the Corinthians’ own quotations and slogans, see Birger
Pearson, The Pneumatikos-Psychikos Terminology in 1 Corinthians: A Study in the
Theology of the Corinthian Opponents of Paul and its Relation to Gnosticism (SBLDS
12: Missoula, Mont.; SBL, 1973; reprint, Scholars Press, 1976); Gregory
Sterling, “’Wisdom Among the Perfect:’ Creation Traditions in Alexandrian
Judaism and Corinthian Christianity,” NovT 37 (1995): 355–384.

4 For Paul’s own expressions of monotheism see Gal 3:20; Rom 3:29–30; cf. also
1 Tim 2:5.

5 Against Wendell Willis, Idol Meat in Corinth: The Pauline argument in 1
Corinthians 8 and 10 (SBLDS 68; Chico, Calif. : Scholars Press, 1985), 83–84, I
cannot take 1 Cor 8:5–6 as a continuation of the Corinthian citation begun in
v. 4, with or without the parenthetical comment of 5b (“as in fact there are
many gods and lords”). Without v. 5b, anacoluthon still exists between 5a and
6. Additionally, the contrast between “many gods and many lords” is needed to
set up v. 6’s “one God … one Lord.”

6 The Greek for verse 6 is provided below.
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and also that there is a spiritual aspect of idolatry which must not be
ignored (10:12–22). Here he only hints at these upcoming discrepancies
as he moves quickly to the confession in verse 6.

In Greek, verse 6 reads:

!kk’ Bl ?m
eXr he¹r b patµq
1n ox t± p²mta ja· Ble ?r eQr aqtºm
ja· eXr j¼qior YgsoOr Wqist¹r
di’ ox t± p²mta ja· Ble ?r di’ aqtoO

In an abrupt and anacoluthic transition, !kk’ Bl ?m in verse 6 sets up a
contrast between the non-Christian perspective (v. 5) and the Christian
(v. 6). Paul states positively what 1 Cor 8:4 had stated negatively,
namely that there is no god but the One God the Father. He moves
beyond this by including the “one Lord, Jesus Christ,” forming a
complete counterbalance to the “many gods (heo· pokko¸) and many
lords (j¼qioi pokko¸)” mentioned in v. 5b.

Two issues immediately face us about Paul’s statement in verse 6.
First, what kind of statement is this? Is it an ad hoc comment “penned”
by Paul as he composed the letter? Or is it an established, independent
confession which Paul selected (or appropriated from the Corinthians)
for his argument? Second, how does this statement address the
Corinthians’ convictions? Does it simply reiterate their cm_sir or
does it augment, even reorient their theology?

4.1.1.2. Origin of the Text

It is highly unlikely Paul created 1 Cor 8:6 ad hoc as he formed his
argument in chapters 8–10.7 The evidence for this is primarily
grammatical and cumulative. First, there is an undeniable syntactical
break (anacoluthon) between verses 5 and 6. Second, in contrast to all
other sentences in chaps. 8–10, 1 Cor 8:6 is marked by ellipsis of the
verb. Furthermore, this ellipsis highlights the rhythmic quality and
parallelism of verse 6, qualities which stand out in the midst of the prose

7 Contra Gordon Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Eerdmans, 1987), 374, and André Feuillet, Le Christ Sagesse de Dieu
(Paris: J. Gabalda et Cie, 1966), 79.
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of vv. 1–5 and vv. 7–13.8 Similar to the slogan “there is no God but
one” in 1 Cor 8:4, verse 6 (after !kk’ Bl ?m) stands on its own. Finally, 1
Cor 8:6 introduces new information to the discussion, most of it
unanticipated and nonrecurring (e.g., “the Father,” the prepositional
phrases) in Paul’s current arugment.9

If 1 Cor 8:6 was not written for this occasion, can we say that Paul
wrote it in the first place? While the evidence can never be conclusive,
some of the language is anomalous with respect to Paul’s undisputed
writings.10 This makes it unlikely, as Thüsing suggests, that it represents

8 The parallelism of 1 Cor 8:6 shows itself in the syntax of the verse’s phrases.

eXr he¹r b patµq A (“one” + generic noun +
personal noun)

1n ox t± p²mta ja· Ble ?r eQr aqtºm B (prep. phrase + noun / pro-
noun + prep. phrase)

ja· eXr j¼qior YgsoOr Wqist¹r A’ (“one”+ generic noun +
personal noun)

di’ ox t± p²mta ja· Ble ?r di’
aqtoO

B’ (prep. phrase + noun / pro-
noun + prep. phrase)

Note also that both B and B’ form the same, fairly complex chiasmus:
1n ox t± p²mta di’ ox t± p²mta

ja· ja·
Ble ?r eQr aqtºm Ble ?r di’ aqtoO
a (preposition + relative pronoun [ox]) then b (a pronominal
adjective [t± p²mta])

-conjunction-
b’ (personal pronoun [Ble ?r]) then a’ (preposition + personal
pronoun [aqtºm/aqtoO]).

9 See Jürgen Habermann, Pr�existenzaussagen im Neuen Testament (European
University Studies, series XXIII, Theology; vol. 362; Frankfurt am Main: P.
Lang, 1990), 159, who catalogs the stylistic distinctive characteristics of 1 Cor
8:6 vis-à-vis its literary context. See also Jerome Murphy-O’Connor, “1 Cor
8:6, Cosmology or Soteriology,” RB 85 (1978): 254.

10 Murphy-O’Connor, “Cosmology or Soteriology,” 254–255. Nowhere in his
writings does the apostle use the phrase eXr he¹r b pat¶q. While Paul uses the
di² c. genitive prepositional phrases in reference to Christ, such Pauline phrases
are more elaborate than the simple di’ aqtoO here. Paul’s use of di² in reference
to the mediation of Christ in his undisputed writings appears in more developed
phrases: di± toO juq¸ou Bl_m YgsoO WqistoO (1 Thes 5:9; Rom 5:1, 11; 15:30;
1 Cor 15:57) or di± YgsoO WqistoO toO juq¸ou Bl_m (Rom 5:21; cf. 7:25).
Finally, in the undisputed Pauline writings, Christ’s relationship with t± p²mta
is mentioned only in 1 Cor 15:25–28 and Phil 3:21. In both cases, Paul does
not say through Christ everything exists (di’ ox t± p²mta) but rather that Christ
subjects “all things” to himself.
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a self-sufficient distillation of the apostle’s missionary preaching.11 More
germane to the context of 1 Cor 8, some have perceived in our passage
affinities with Deut 6:4 and suggested it is Paul’s Christianized rendition
of the Shema. 12 The passage does stand by itself, and its heightened
language and rhythmic quality give the impression of a kind of
confession or acclamation.13 As such, a better parallel than the Shema
would be Paul’s doxology to God in Rom 11:36: “From him and
through him and to him are all things” (1n aqtoO ja· di’ aqtoO ja· eQr
aqt¹m t± p²mta). Romans 11:36, along with Eph 4:6 and Heb 2:10,
share with 1 Cor 8:6 the use of terse prepositional phrases describing the
relationship between (at least) the Deity and “all things” (t± p²mta).14

Eduard Norden, who noticed similar traits in Greek philosophical
writings, especially those with a religious bent as in the case of certain
Stoic authors, posited that NT passages such as these ultimately derive

For those writings of Paul whose authenticity is questioned, see below and
my discussion of Col 1:15–20 in the next section.

11 See Wilhelm Thüsing, Gott und Christus in der paulinischen Soteriologie, vol. 1: Per
Christum in Deum (3d ed.; NTAbh; Münster: Aschendorff, 1986), 225, where
he compares 1 Cor 8:6 with 1 Thes 1:9–10.

12 N. T. Wright, The Climax of the Covenant: Christ and the law in Pauline Theology
(Minneapolis : Fortress, 1992), 129–130; cf. Witherington, Jesus the Sage, 314;
and Dunn, Christology in the Making, 180. Compare the Greek of Deut 6:4
(LXX) and 1 Cor 8:6:

Deut 6:4 1 Cor 8:6

%joue Ysqagk !kk’ Bl ?m
j¼qior b he¹r Bl_m eXr he¹r b pat¶q 1n ox t± p²mta
j¼qior eXr 1stim ja· Ble ?r eQr aqtºm, ja· eXr j¼qior YgsoOr

Wqistºr di’ ox t± p²mta ja· Ble ?r di’ aqtoO.

13 While some have debated whether 1 Cor 8:6 is a confession (Hans Lietzmann,
Symbole der alten kirche [4th ed.; KlT; Berlin: De Gruyter, 1935]; Conzelmann,
1st Corinthians) or an acclamation (Klaus Wengst, “Der Apostel und die
Tradition : zur theologischen Bedeutung urchristlicher Formeln bei Paulus,”
ZTK 69 (1972): 145–162; Rainer Kerst, “1 Kor 8:6: ein vorpaulinisches
Taufbekenntnis,” ZNW 66 (1975):130–139; Murphy O’Connor), the truth is
we have too little information about early Jewish and/or Christian liturgies to
say conclusively which – if either – our passage is.

14 Eph 4:6 “one God and Father of all, the one who is over all things and through
all things and in all things” (eXr he¹r ja· patµq p²mtym, b 1p· p²mtym ja· di±
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from Stoic doxologies or Allmachtsformeln (omnipotence formulas).15

Unfortunately, as Norden himself recognized, 1 Cor 8:6 breaks with the
monism expressed in Stoic Allmachtsformeln by focusing on two active
principles – the primary principle “from whom” and a secondary
principle “through whom.”16

To account for the difference between 1 Cor 8:6 and Stoic
Allmachtsformeln it is important to remember from our previous chapters
that the type of prepositional predications found in Paul’s statement are
not limited to Stoicism. They also appear “in another group of texts
which are less doxological and more speculative in form and function,
largely the products of Platonic (school) philosophy.”17 These philo-
sophical texts are involved in metaphysical speculation about the causes
(!qwa¸) of the universe and assign different prepositions to different
causes.18 In the case of 1 Cor 8:6, the application of 1n ox to God the
Father but di’ ox to the Lord Jesus Christ would then arise from different
metaphysical functions: for instance, where God is the originating or
efficient cause of t± p²mta, Christ is the instrumental cause (the Middle
Platonic eqcamom) through which everything came into be being.19

p²mtym ja· 1m p÷sim); Heb 2:10 “on account of whom all things are and
through whom all things are” (di’ dm t± p²mta ja· di’ ox t± p²mta).

15 Norden, Agnostos Theos, 243. For an example, cf. Marcus Aurelius, Meditations
4.23: § v¼sir7 1j soO p²mta, 1m so· p²mta, eQr s³ p²mta.

16 Given the lack of concrete parallels, Norden (Agnostos Theos, 243) sees 1 Cor
8:6 as a “paraphrase” of a Stoic formula. See Murphy 0’Connor (“Cosmology
and Soteriology,” 261) for a criticism of this conclusion. Rom 11:36, Eph 4:6
and Heb 2:10 all refer solely to God and in Meditations 4.23 Marcus Aurelius
refers solely to v¼sir.

17 Richard Horsley, “Background of the Confessional Formula in 1 Kor 8:6,”
ZNW 69 (1978): 132.

18 See chapter two and our discussion of Middle Platonism, especially
prepositional metaphysics. See as well Horsely, “Confessional Formula”
130–135, and Sterling, “Prepositional Metaphysics,” 219–238 for discussions
of these texts with respect to 1 Corinthians.

19 In contrast to 1 Cor 8:6, 1n ox among Middle Platonists represents the material
cause, i.e., matter. To designate efficient cause, Middle Platonists used rv( ox.
The Stoics could use both 1n ou and rv( ou for the efficient cause.
Gregory Sterling (“Prepositional Metaphysics,” 235–236) points out that the

first half of the 1 Cor 8:6 statement, which uses the prepositional phrase for
material cause (1n ox) with reference to God, is more akin to a Stoic
formulation. On the other hand, the use of di² in reference to Christ in the
second half suggests a distinction (i.e. , between 1n ox and di’ ox) that is – as we
just discussed – Platonic. Sterling attempts to explain this combination by
suggesting “an early Christian – whether it was Paul or the author of a
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There is yet another deviation from Stoic Allmachtsformeln. While
the cosmological use of prepositional metaphysics in 1 Cor 8:6 (1n ox
and di’ ox t± p²mta) is consistent with such formulae, the soteriologcial
use (eQr aqtºm and di’ aqtoO) is not. The use of eQr aqtºm in application to
God is not uncommon in Stoic formulae and may suggest some form of
cosmological apokatastasis when combined with t± p²mta.20 But in 1
Cor 8:6 it is combined with the 1st person plural pronoun (Ble ?r), as is
di’ aqtoO in the second part of the statement. This combination (as we
will see in the next section) suggests a much more overt soteriological
theme and therefore distances the statement further from a typical Stoic
doxology. On the other hand, inasmuch as certain Greek-speaking
Jewish writers appropriated Middle Platonic Prinzipienlehren in their
discussion of religious anthropology, in particular ascribing to the
cosmological intermediaries Sophia and the Logos soteriological
significance, it is at least possible 1 Cor 8:6 represents a Christian
permutation of this phenomenon.

How did these philosophical constructions find their way into Paul’s
first letter to the Corinthians? Since we have evidence from Wisdom
and especially from Philo of similar uses (where God is the efficient
cause and Sophia and/or the Logos is the instrumental cause), it is

confession he was citing – used the Stoic formula for God and then balanced it
with the Platonic formula for Christ.” If Sterling is correct, we would have
with “One God the Father from whom are all things and we to him” a Stoic
doxology (an “omnipotence formula”); and affixed to it an agency formula,
“one Lord Jesus Christ, through whom are all things and we through him.”
Sterling claims “The presence of a mixed orientation is not surprising. We [see]
it in Hebrews [1:2 and 2:10]. Similarly, Philo can use Stoic as well as Middle
Platonic formulations. The only thing that is surprising here is the close
proximity of the two” (236).
It is also possible that we have in 1 Cor 8:6 the product (maybe somewhat

removed) of philosophical eclecticism. Recall our discussion of Potamon of
Alexandria in chapter two who in a discussion of both epistemology and
metaphysics employs prepositional phrases that appear to have been culled from
Stoicism and Platonism.
Finally, compare also Werner Kramer, Christ, Lord, Son of God (trans. B.

Hardy; Naperville, Ill. : A. R. Allenson, 1966), 95–96, who also sees the
statement as a combination of Jewish (first two lines) and Christian (second two
lines) statements.

20 Cf. Romans 11:36 and Marcus Aurelius, Meditations 4.23 (both cited above).
With respect to Middle Platonism, eQr aqtºm may perhaps parallel the phrase for
the final cause – di’ fm. See our discussion of prepositional metaphysics in
chapter two.
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plausible that it is a form of Greek-speaking Judaism which mediates this
phenomena to early Christianity.21 In particular, Christians must have
had such speculation ready-to-hand in the Jewish synagogues of the
Diaspora and specifically their liturgies.22 Yet was it Paul who
appropriated this language first or was it the Corinthians?

4.1.2. Whose Soteriology? Corinthian vs. Pauline Soteriology
in 1 Cor 8:6

4.1.2.1. The Difficulty with Crediting Paul for Creating 1 Cor 8:6

As terse as they are, the prepositional phrases represent the most
distinctive aspect of 1 Cor 8:6. As we have noted, different prepositions
refer to different entities: 1j and eQr for God, di² for Christ. 9n ox t±
p²mta ja· Ble ?r eQr aqtºm is unified in motion – all things are from God
and we to him. “From whom are all things” must be cosmological (even
cosmogonic) in reference, emphasizing that whatever there is on heaven
or earth (cf. v. 5) ultimately originates with the Father.23 The
cosmological focus falters – as just discussed – with the second half of
the line. Where we expect “from whom are all things and all things are
to him” (the recurring t± p²mta common in Norden’s Allformeln), we
have instead “we are to him” (Ble ?r eQr aqtºm). This phrase, which along
with the corresponding Ble ?r di’ aqtoO is without parallel within or
outside the NT,24 personalizes the statement in a way the Corinthians’
slogans in 1 Cor 8:4 had not.25 It surpasses the claim that we know

21 See § 3.2.5.1 for the discussion of prepositional metaphysics in Philo’s writing.
22 Stoic doxologies likely found their way into Jewish worship long before the

first century. With the Platonic revival (discussed in chapter two) that
emphasized a transcendent first principle and made the Stoic active cause an
intermediate, immanent force, philosophically astute Jews likely appropriated
these friendly developments into their own thinking and into their worship (for
evidence, see chapter three).

23 Cf. 1 Cor 11:12: “But all things come from God (t± d³ p²mta 1j toO heoO).”
See the discussion of this verse below.

24 Searching the Thesauraus Lingua Graecae (Irvine, Calif. : University of California,
TLG Project 2001–), neither Ble ?r eQr aqtºm or Ble ?r di’ aqtoO turn up in any
literature from the 4th century BCE to 1st CE. From the 2nd century CE on,
either phrase only occurs in materials citing or indebted to 1 Cor 8:6.

25 Cf. Fee, First Corinthians 375: “The emphasis is on the ‘we,’ which is the
unique feature of this present expression of the creed. The preposition here has
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(oUdalem, cf. !kk’ Bl ?m) idols are nothing and there is no God but one by
emphasizing we somehow exist unto that One God. In other words,
where 1n ox t± p²mta is cosmological, Ble ?r eQr aqtºm is soteriological
(i.e. , personally teleological).26

With respect to Christ, two prepositional phrases with di² (plus the
genitive) occur: first, with the third person singular relative pronoun
and t± p²mta ; and second, with the third person singular personal
pronoun and Ble ?r. Unfortunately, there is not much within the Pauline
corpus, let alone 1 Corinthians, to explain what Paul might mean by
these occurrences of di² in reference to Christ.27 Since the previous use
of t± p²mta makes the most sense as cosmological in reference (i.e. ,
God is the source of all things), it is appropriate to suggest that “all
things are through Christ” is also cosmological. However, Paul does not
explicitly refer to Christ’s role in creation anywhere else in his
undisputed letters.28

The only other place we have the use of di² in a cosmological sense
in Paul’s writings is in 1 Cor 11:12: ¦speq c±q B cumµ 1j toO !mdqºr,
ovtyr ja· b !mµq di± t/r cumaijºr7 t± d³ p²mta 1j toO heoO. This is an
interesting passage, since both di² and 1j appear together (as in 1 Cor
8:6). The woman is from the man and all things are from God; but the

a kind of built-in ambiguity to it. Ordinarily in such a creedal formula it is an
eschatological term, expressing the fact that God stands at the beginning and
end of all things. But precisely because the creed has been personalized, that
goal has a very strongly telic (purpose) force to it. God is not only the one to
whom we are ultimately heading, along with the whole created order, but our
very existence is for this purpose. Thus Paul’s concern is not with philosophical
theology, but with its practical implications for the matter at hand. Although he
does not directly refer to it again, this is the ground of the entire argument that
follows. By this phrase he places all of them – the Corinthians, both ‘gnostic’
and ‘weak,’ as well as himself – under God’s ultimate purposes, which will be
spelled out more precisely in the next clause and especially in v. 11.”

26 Cn. Murphy-O’Connor, “Cosmology or Soteriology?” 264–65.
27 Since Paul uses prepositions in a formulaic sense in reference to God in Rom

11:36, we have a framework for understanding the first part of the statement.
Paul does not use them in a formulaic way in reference to Christ (assuming
Colossians 1:15–20 is non-Pauline in origin).

28 The one exception could be Col 1:15–20, but even if Colossians is genuine the
apostle did not likely compose Col 1:15–20 (see below and in the next part).
Paul does discuss Christ in relation to t± p²mta (with t± p²mta referring to

the universe) in 1 Cor 15:27–28 and Philippians 3:21. In both cases, “all
things” are placed in subjection to Christ not mediated “through” him (again,
see below).
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man comes through the woman.29 While consigned to an unfortunately
obtuse pericope, we must note that Paul’s use of prepositions clearly
suggests a difference between 1j and di². When one compares 1 Cor
11:12 with v. 8 (oq c²q 1stim !mµq 1j cumaij¹r !kk± cumµ 1n !mdqºr),
there appears to be a prepositional hierarchy at work. Both the !m¶q and
God are the source from which (1j ox) something (cum¶, t± p²mta
respectively) comes. The woman’s role, indispensable though it is (v.
11), is distinct in that she is not the source but the medium (“through”).
The distinction also lies in the fact that the man has primacy, since the
woman came from him before he came through her. This hierarchy
casts some light on 1 Cor 8:6, both in terms of the functions expressed
via prepositions and in terms of how the passage relates to monotheism
(God’s role has primacy; Christ’s role is secondary).30

Beyond this, we do not have anything else from Paul to explain the
prepositional phrases in reference to Christ. In the previous section, we
established that 1 Cor 8:6 is formally similar to Greek-speaking Jewish
writings, which use similar language in reference to both God as well as
other entities, namely Sophia and the Logos. But if the Jewish writings
are truly parallel (even ancestral) to 1 Cor 8:6, then our passage must be
ascribing a function to Christ on a par with Wisdom’s Sophia or Philo’s
Logos. Where Sophia is the tewm ?tir of all things (Wis 7:21) or the Logos
is that through which the whole world came to be (di’ ox s¼lpar b

jºslor 1dgliouqce ?to, Spec. 1.81), 1 Cor 8:6 appears now to call Christ
the agent of creation (di’ ox t± p²mta). The fundamental difficulty here
is that Paul himself does not have an overly speculative Tendenz. Why
would he even broach an issue such as Christ as agent of creation, when
that role has no explicit relevance to his Christological thinking
elsewhere?31

29 In 1 Cor 11:12 Paul says “just as the woman is from the man so the man is
through the woman” to make the point that there is an interdependence
between the two and to mitigate possible abuse of an earlier statement (in vv.
8–9).

30 The primacy is ontological rather than chronological with respect to both the
man and God, though in the former it has a chronological aspect to it as well.

31 Cf. Horsley, “Confessional Formula” 132. Perhaps the closest we come to such
a speculative Tendenz (excluding, as we said, Col 1:15–20) is Phil 2:6 (where
Christ is said to be in the form of God [1m loqv0 heoO]). Even if we set aside the
possibility the hymnic text in vv. 6–11 does not originate with Paul, no role is
associated with Christ’s exalted status. It is the fact that he humbled himself
from this status which concerns Paul as he calls on the Philippians to follow suit.
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4.1.2.2. The More Suitable Context: How 1 Cor 8:6 fits with the
Corinthians’ Thought

If it is so peculiar to Paul, to where shall we turn to explain this curious
confession? In particular, how can we account for a view of Christ that
would explain, let alone allow for the claim di’ WqistoO t± p²mta ja·
Ble ?r di’ WqistoO? The source of this statement would have to be
familiar with and open to influence by Greek-speaking Jewish
speculation of the same order. Furthermore, unlike Paul, that source
would have to have a speculative Tendenz in which Christ or a similar
entity figured prominently. In other words, to explain 1 Cor 8:6 we
should look toward an individual or group similar to the Christians with
whom Paul converses in 1 Corinthians.32

Especially from chapter 8:1–4, 7–11 we can ascertain the Corin-
thians’ position. They believe they possess certain knowledge (cm_sir,
vv. 1 [bis] , 7, 10, 11) which affords them the liberty (1nous¸a, v. 9) to eat
temple meat. The content of that knowledge is summed up in the
following slogans: “there is no God but one,” “idols are nothing in the
world” (v. 4) and “Food will not bring us close to God” (v. 8).33 These
slogans point to the fact that it is the possession of knowledge that
appears to matter to the Corinthians (rather the content of that
knowledge). This comes out in Paul’s response to them (vv. 7, 9–11)
where he calls attention to those who lack such knowledge, referring to
them as “weak” (!sheme ?r).

This spiritual stratification of believers is also the issue the Apostle
addresses in 1 Cor 1–4. From what we can ascertain from Paul’s
polemic, it appears that some of the Corinthians believed they had
achieved a spiritual enlightenment, which magnified their self-appre-
ciation. They referred to themselves as the spiritual ones (pmeulatijo¸, 1
Cor 2:13,15; 3:1), as well as the mature (t´keioi, 2:6) and the strong
(Qswuqo¸, 1:27; 4:10) and differentiated themselves from those who
were, spiritually speaking, infantile (m¶pioi, 3:1) and weak (!sheme ?r,

See the thorough discussion of this passage by Gordon Fee, Paul’s Letter to the
Philippians (NICNT; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1995).

32 For a reconstruction of the Corinthian community which ties them to the
speculative Greek-speaking Judaism similar to Wisdom of Solomon or Philo,
see B. Pearson, Pneumatikos-Psychikos Terminology.

33 We may assert vv. 4 and 8 to be Corinthian slogans since immediately following
these statements (in vv. 5, 9) Paul counters them. Similarly, v. 1a (oUdalem fti
p²mter cm_sim 5wolem) is countered by vv. 1b–3.
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4:10).34 They developed this enlightenment through a relationship with
wisdom (di± t/r sov¸ar, cf. 1:21), a relationship that apparently yielded
esoteric knowledge of God (t± b²hg toO heoO, 2:10).35

Richard Horsley has referred to what the Corinthians experienced
as an “exaltation Sophialogy.”36 Sapiential traditions from Greek-
speaking Judaism help to make concrete what this “Sophialogy” might
entail. Pseudo-Solomon sings of the scope of insight Sophia provides
and the benefaction she delivers to those who associate with her. “She
passes into holy souls and makes them friends of God (v¸koi heoO), and
prophets; for God loves nothing so much as the person who lives with
wisdom (b sov¸a sumoij_m)” (Wis 7:27–28). The rewards of such
friendship involve heavenly insight that far surpasses what mere mortals
know.

We can hardly guess at what is on earth, and what is at hand we find with
labor; but who has traced out what is in the heavens (oqqamo¸)? Who has
learned your counsel, unless you have given wisdom (sov¸a) and sent your
holy spirit (t¹ ûciom sou pmeOla) from on high? And thus the paths of those

34 Paul frequently responds to the Corinthians by “using the opponents’
terminology and turning it back against them.” (Pearson, Pneumatikos-Psychikos
Terminology, 27). In 1 Corinthians 1–2 Paul appropriates the term “Sophia,”
likely an important notion to the Corinthians, and applies it to Christ (vv. 24,
30) and subsequently presents his “own version of the wisdom of God”: “the
salvatory crucifixion of Christ as the center of God’s salvific plan.” (Pearson,
Pneumatikos-Psychikos Terminology, 31). Or again in chapter 15:44–49, Paul
adopts the exegesis of Genesis 2:7 favored by his opponents and alters it to
express his differing view. As Sterling suggests, “Paul co-opted [the
Corinthian’s exegesis] , but shaped it by his temporal eschatological perspective”
(Sterling, “Wisdom Among the Perfect” 361). Both of these cases involve
passages which use a number of terms and concepts that are not found
elsewhere in the Pauline corpus and are hard to square with Paul’s views
elsewhere presented. This appears to be the result of Paul’s pattern of adopting
his opponents’ language and altering it to prove his case over against theirs.

35 See Sterling, “Wisdom Among the Perfect” 371. We need to set aside the
important issue of “wisdom in speech”. For a treatment of both wisdom as a
means of knowing God and persuasive speech in 1 Cor 1–4, see Richard
Horsely, “Wisdom of Word and Words of Wisdom in Corinth,” CBQ 39
(1977) 224–239.

36 Richard Horsley, “Gnosis in Corinth: 1 Corinthians 8:1–6,” NTS 27 (1980):
46. Horsley himself is inspired by H. Koester (review of Ulrich Wilckens,
Weisheit und Torheit, Gnomen 33 (1961): 590–95) who argues that the
Corinthians focused on Sophia and that Paul replaced Sophia with Christ as
part of his polemic (see 1 Cor 1:21, 24, 30, 2:6, 7).
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on earth were set right, and people were taught what pleases you, and were
saved by wisdom (t0 sov¸ô 1s¾hgsam) (Wis 9:16–18).

The sage tells us in this prayer to God that that true enlightenment, even
unto salvation, depends on the acquisition of Sophia for she grants
knowledge of celestial things.37

Philo of Alexandria expresses a similar sentiment in Migr. 39–40.
Making an allegorical interpretation of the transforming vision which
Jacob had of God in Gen 32:25–31, Philo writes:

For the current coin of learning and teaching from which Jacob took his
title is reminted into the seeing Israel. Hereby comes to pass even the seeing
of the Divine light (v_r t¹ he ?om), identical with knowledge (1pist¶lg),
which opens wide the soul’s eye (t¹ xuw/r dio¸cmusim ella), and leads it to
apprehensions distinct and brilliant beyond those gained by the ears. For as
the application of the principles of music is apprehended through the
science of music (di± lusij/r), and the practice of each science through that
science (di± t´wmgr), even so only through wisdom comes discernment of
what is wise (di± sov¸ar t¹ sov¹m heyqe ?tai). But wisdom is not only, after
the manner of light, an instrument of sight (eqcamom toO bq÷m), but is able
to see its own self besides (!kk± ja· artµm bqø). Wisdom is God’s
archetypal luminary (avtg heoO t¹ !qw´tupom v´ccor) and the sun is a copy
and image of it.38

In this passage the divine light, or knowledge (1pist¶lg), is both
content and guide in that its possession yields greater illumination. Philo
explains how this is so by pointing to sov¸a (being synonymous in this
passage with v_r and 1pist¶lg), through which (di± sov¸ar) one
discerns (heyq´y) whatever is wise (t¹ sovºm) as well wisdom itself
(since artµm bqø).

In chapter three we discussed how Wisdom anchors the illuminative
(or anagogical) capacity of Sophia in her cosmological function. Pseudo-
Solomon tells us he desired Sophia as a companion because “she is an
initiate in the knowledge of God (t/r toO heoO 1pist¶lgr), and an
associate in his works” (Wis 8:4) and it was in her capacity as B p²mtym
tewm ?tir that Sophia instructed him (7:21). Philo preserves traditions that

37 That sov¸a is synonymous with t¹ ûciom pmeOla in Wis 9:17 recalls Paul’s
discussion of sov¸a heoO (1 Cor 2:6–16). In that discussion, Paul speaks of the
mysteries of God (cf. 1 Cor 2:7, 9) and how God has revealed such things to us
“through the Spirit ; for the Spirit searches everything, even the depths of God”
(v. 10).

38 PLCL. Cf. Wis 7:28–30.
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assign similar cosmological functions to Sophia. For instance, in Det. 54,
Philo says:

If you accord a father’s honor to Him who created the world (b cemm¶sar
t¹m jºslom), and a mother’s honor to Wisdom (Sov¸a), through whom the
universe was brought to completion (di’ Hr !petek´shg t¹ p÷m), you
yourself will be the gainer. For neither God, Who is full, nor supreme and
consummate knowledge (B %jqa ja· pamtekµr 1pist¶lg), need anything.39

Philo is not explicit about any anagogical function for Sophia here,
though his substitution of 1pist¶lg for sov¸a is suggestive.

In Sacr. 8, the Alexandrian is more explicit in tying the Logos’
cosmological and anagogical functions together. In the prior sections
(Sacr. 5–7) Philo interprets the biblical descriptions of the deaths of the
patriarchs (Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob) as representing the types of
ultimate ascent possible for differently endowed intellects. He culmi-
nates with Moses, a breed of intellect all his own, who ascended to the
height of companionship with God. Philo says that the lawgiver was
translated to such heights “through the word of the (Supreme) cause,
that through which also the whole world was created” (di± N¶lator toO
aQt¸ou letam¸statai, di’ ox ja· b s¼lpar jºslor 1dgliouqce ?to) (Sacr. 8).
From this we are to learn “that God values the wise person (b sovºr) as
much as he does the world, since by the same Word (t` aqt` kºc\)
that he makes the universe (t¹ p÷m 1qcafºlemor) he also leads the perfect
from things earthly unto himself (t¹m t´keiom !p¹ t_m peqice¸ym
!m²cym _r 2autºm)” (ibid.). Moses’ ascent is of the purest kind because
it comes by divine command – the same power which spoke creation
into existence speaks to Moses and says “stand with me” (cf. Deut 5:31).
Significantly, Philo interprets “the word” (t¹ N/la), itself an allusion to
Moses’ death in Deut 34:5 LXX, as the Kºcor, the divine intermediary
who functions in this text as both cosmological and anagogical agent.40

De sacrificiis Abelis et Caini 8 is an important passage for our
discussion of 1 Cor 8:6. First, it reminds us that for Philo language that
traditionally applied to Sophia is transitory. We saw in chapter three that
Philo describes the Logos in terms he at other times uses to describe
Sophia. Here, Philo can write of the Kºcor di’ ox b s¼lpar jºslor

39 PLCL. In Det. 54, Philo most likely gives expression to a tradition he has
inherited rather than something original to him. Sov¸a is nowhere discussed in
the surrounding context of this passage. Furthermore, in the same passage, Philo
appears to substitute 1pist¶lg for Sov¸a.

40 See our discussion of this passage in chapter three (§ 3.2.2).
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1dgliouqce ?to or t¹ p÷m 1qcafºlemor, when at Det. 54 he wrote the
same about Sophia (di’ Hr !petek´shg t¹ p÷m). In 1 Corinthians, we see
a similar transition: in 1:21, the question is whether God could be
known di± sov¸ar ; while in 8:6 (in the middle of a discussion about
knowledge [cm_sir]) we read Ble ?r di’ WqistoO.

Second, Philo’s use of the prepositional phrase di’ ox to refer to both
the cosmological and anagogical agency of the Kºcor qua N/la is similar
to di’ ox t± p²mta ja· Ble ?r di’ aqtoO in 1 Cor 8:6. Furthermore, the
transition from cosmology to anagogy in Sacr. 8 is similar to the
transition in 1 Cor 8:6: while in both cosmology affects everything (b
s¼lpar jºslor and t¹ p÷m = t± p²mta), the soteriological/angaogical
mediation appears limited to particular persons (b sºvor = Ble ?r). We
should also note that in Sacr. 8 di’ ox corresponds to the instrumental
dative t` kºc\. This reminds us that even though Wisdom’s Sov¸a is
not described as one di’ Hr things happen, she is still a suitable parallel for
discussion.41

Finally, it is important to note how Philo describes the beneficiary
of the Logos in Sacr. 8. That person, the sovºr/t´keior, is drawn by God
“from things earthly to Himself,” i.e., in Philo’s Platonic Weltan-
schauung, from the sense perceptible to the noetic sphere. In 1
Corinthians, there also appears to be a devaluation of the physical
reality in favor of intellectual enlightenment. Whether we speak of
sexual issues (chs. 6–7), worship issues (chs. 11–14), the question of a
physical resurrection (ch. 15), or eating temple meat (chs. 8–10), the
implications of this devaluation of the physical oscillated at Corinth
between asceticism and physical liberty. The Corinthians who possessed
this understanding, this cm_sir, about physical vs. spiritual reality
claimed the high ground for themselves. This resulted, as we have
already seen, in their improved self-understanding. By virtue of having
sov¸a and the resultant cm_sir, they considered themselves the spiritual
ones (pmeulatijo¸) and the mature (or perfect) ones (t´keioi).42 They
may have even referred to themselves as sovo¸ (cf. 1 Cor 1:26, 3:18).

If we change Kºcor to Sov¸a in Sacr. 8, it seems likely the
Corinthians would have been comfortable with the transition as the

41 Recall Wis 9:1, which uses the instrumental dative for both sov¸a and the
kºcor in a cosmological context (b poi¶sar t± p²mta 1m kºc\ sou ja· t0 sov¸ô
sou jatasjeu²sar %mhqypom).

42 For a discussion of the Corinthians’ different categories for humanity, see
Sterling, “Wisdom Among the Perfect” 368–371.
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sentiment in Philo’s passage well expresses their own perspective.
Interestingly, the same holds true for the statement in 1 Cor 8:6: if
Sov¸a replaces Wqistºr, if we could say there is One God 1n ox t± p²mta
ja· Ble ?r eQr aqtºm and One Sov¸a di’ Hr t± p²mta ja· Ble ?r di’ aqt/r,
this may well have been an appropriate summary of the Corinthian
perspective.43

4.1.2.3. Seeking a Solution to the Question:
From Whence Comes 1 Cor 8:6?

Richard Horsley has suggested just this: what originally lay behind 1
Cor 8:6 is a statement which confessed the unique status of God and
Sophia and credited her, not Jesus, with the mediation of creation and
salvation. He explains the current form of the statement as stemming
from Paul’s revision of the Corinthians’ theology to reflect the apostle’s
own Christ oriented perspective.44

Circumstantial evidence lends itself to Horsley’s claim. We have just
seen that 1 Cor 8:6 thus altered would reflect well our reconstruction of
the Corinthian “exultation Sophialogy.” It is linguistically and
phenomenologically similar to Wisdom and Philonic presentations of
Sophia and/or the Logos, and the speculative theology which Wisdom
and Philo exemplify illumine several other aspects of the Corinthian
situation. While we cannot prove the Alexandrian Apollos introduced
this speculative influence to the Corinthians, we can be relatively
confident that the currents that would have carried him to Asia Minor
and Greece carried others who did espouse this enlightened (or
philosophical) Jewish thought.45

43 Cf. Philo’s statement in Det. 54 where honor (til²y) is reserved for the one
Father, God, and the one Mother, Sov¸a.

44 Horsley, “Gnosis in Corinth” 47: “What we find in 1 Cor 8:6 is Paul’s
christological transformation of this Hellenistic Jewish formula concerning God
and Sophia/Logos. As in 1 Cor 1:24, Paul has replaced the Corinthians’ Sophia
with Christ. We can thus discern directly behind Paul’s formulation in 1 Cor
8:6 another of the ‘strong’ Corinthians’ principles of gnosis, another very
fundamental theological statement concerning the one god as Creator and final
Cause and his consort Sophia as the agent (efficient cause) of creation and
salvation.”

45 Apollos is mentioned by Paul as one having considerable influence among the
Corinthians in 1 Cor 1:12; 3:4, 5, 6, 22; 4:6; 16:12. Apparently the same
person is introduced by the author of Acts as being from Alexandria, an expert
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Furthermore, Paul’s response to the Corinthians about their cm_sir
in chapter 8 is similar to how he responded to their views elsewhere in
the letter. Throughout, Paul appears quite interested with how the
Corinthians articulate their beliefs. As we already noted, Paul quotes
their slogans and their terminology frequently. Often He will cite a
quote and then immediately correct it (as in 1 Cor 8:1–3).46 Often,
however, his method is more subtle. He will co-opt the Corinthians’
language for his own purposes. He does this in chapter 1, where he
identifies Christ with sov¸a in 1:30.

But God chose what is foolish in the world to shame the wise (to»r
sovo¼r); God chose what is weak (t± !shem/) in the world to shame the
strong (t± Qswuq²); God chose what is low and despised in the world,
things that are not, to reduce to nothing things that are, so that no one
might boast in the presence of God. You are of him in Christ Jesus (1n
aqtoO rle ?r 1ste 1m Wqist`YgsoO), who became for us wisdom from God
(dr 1cem¶hg sov¸a Bl ?m !p¹ heoO), and righteousness and sanctification and
redemption, in order that, as it is written, ”Let the one who boasts, boast in
the Lord.” (1 Cor 1:27–31, NRSV)47

The emphasis here is that over against the haughty wisdom of the world,
the lowly, crucified Christ represents the true wisdom from God, that
which truly brings salvation.

Paul’s tone in 1 Cor 8 is similar; there he says the Corinthians were
“puffed up” (vusiºy) because of their cm_sir with respect to temple
meat.48 Paul’s response is similar to his construal of God in 1:27–31 in
that, like God, the apostle sides against the knowledgeable (read “the
wise” or “the strong”) and with the weak (oR !shgme ?r), namely those
still accumstomed to idolatry (see 8:7).49 Paul argues his stance better
conforms to the love (!cap¶) of God (vv. 1–3), the love best expressed
in the sacrificial manner of Christ.

For if anyone sees you, who has knowledge (t¹m 5womta cm_sim), eating in
the temple of an idol, might he not, since his conscience is weak, be

in the Scriptures and a persuasive speaker (Acts 18:24–28). Acts says Apollos
went to Corinth (19:1) after preaching in Ephesus.

46 Cf. also 1 Cor 8:1 (oUdalem fti p²mter cm_sim 5wolem) with v. 7 ()kk’ oqj 1m
p÷sim B cm_sir).

47 Cf. 1 Cor 1:24
48 vusiºy appears in 1 Cor 4:6, 18, 19; 5:2; 8:1; 13:4 and in all these cases

denotes spiritual pridefulness. Cf. the only other NT occurrence of the word in
Col 2:18.

49 oR !shgme ?r = B sume¸dgsir aqt_m !shemµr owsa (cf. 1 Cor 8:7 and 9).
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encouraged to the point of eating food sacrificed to idols? For by your
knowledge the weak person is destroyed, the brother for whom Christ died
(!pºkkutai c±q b !shem_m 1m t0 s0 cm¾sei, b !dekv¹r di’ dm Wqist¹r
!p´hamem). But when you thus sin against your brothers, and wound their
conscience when it is weak, you sin against Christ. Therefore, if food
causes my brother to fall, I will never eat meat, so that I may not cause my
brother to fall. (1 Cor 8:10–13)

Paul counters the Corinthians’ confidence in their spiritual enlighten-
ment by emphasizing how the death of Christ causes one to forego his
or her liberties for the sake of another, weaker person.

In this context of refutation and reorientation, it makes sense that
Paul would wish to replace Sov¸a, the powerful matron through whom
the Corinthians gained knowledge of God, with Christ, the crucified
Lord through whom all believers gained dijaios¼mgm te ja· "ciasl¹m ja·
!pok¼tqysim (1 Cor 1:30). And if 1 Cor 8:6 was a Corinthian
statement about God and his Sov¸a, we can imagine that while Paul
would agree with the claim about God (1n aqtoO t± p²mta ja· Ble ?r eQr
aqtºm), he would be constrained to shift the focus from Sov¸a to the real
(i.e. , the eXr) j¼qior YgsoOr Wqistºr. Such a redirection would account
for di’ ox t± p²mta, a cosmological claim anomalous in genuine Pauline
writings but relatively common in religious literature similar to his
Corinthian opposition. Paul may have believed Christ held such a role
(though we cannot be sure).50 Just as likely, if he did take the 1 Cor 8:6
statement and apply it to Christ, he may have simply accepted its
cosmological aspect uncritically so as to focus on what he clearly
considered the more important issue. Namely, the way “we” (Ble ?r)
come to God (eQr aqtºm) is not di’ aqt/r, i.e., Sophia, or knowledge or
any related intellectual feat. Rather, it is di’ aqtoO, through Christ and in
particular his death which secures our place with God.

50 The role of Christ in cosmology is distinct from the question of Christ’s pre-
existence. If we take Phil 2:6 as in fact referring to Christ’s pre-existent divine
status (there are strong arguments for and against this interpretation), it still does
not state any positive role Christ had in the formation and preservation of the
cosmos.
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4.1.3. Eschatological vs. Ontological Anthropology

Unfortunately, as was mentioned at the outset of this section, the
evidence is only circumstantial. We lack the hard data necessary to
identify the source of 1 Cor 8:6 definitively. However, though we
cannot prove Paul appropriated a Sophialogical statement for his
Christological purposes, the suggestion points to important factors for
evaluating 1 Cor 8:6. First, Paul does not elsewhere posit Christ’s role as
cosmological agent, let alone connect it to his role as savior. Second, the
association between the cosmological and anagogical (i.e. , soteriolog-
ical) functions of divine intermediaries (namely Sophia and the Logos) is
a move made by Greek-speaking Jewish sapiential writers, who
themselves appear to have been influenced to some extent by Middle
Platonism. The prepositional phrases and the ideas they express in 1 Cor
8:6, were they applied to God and Sophia or God and the Logos, can
easily be construed as coming from these writers.

Third, believing it unlikely this language is original to Paul since he
uses it only here, we must account for how he came to use it in
application to Christ. We suggested above that it came from the
Corinthians since it appears these Christians embraced intellectual
positions similar to, if not in fact related to the aforementioned Jewish
sapientialists. Whether 1 Cor 8:6 came from the Corinthians or not, a
transition must have taken place at some point where Christ was
credited with functions previously ascribed to Sophia and/or the Logos.
Be it from Paul, the Corinthians, or some other Christian group, this
representation of Christ, so succinctly articulated, becomes quite
suggestive for later Christology.

Fourth, Paul’s use of 1 Cor 8:6 to reorient the Corinthians toward a
Christ-centered ethic (such is what 8:7–13 articulates, and v. 6
introduces Christ into the conversation) makes clear that this is not a
simple extension of Jewish Wisdom speculation. Horsley, Sterling,
Pearson and others have all argued (persuasively) that the Corinthians
were influenced by a Jewish theology similar to what we read in
Wisdom of Solomon and Philo of Alexandria. Even if this is not the
case and the Corinthians were not so influenced, the argument would
still hold merit for evaluating any possible relationship between Paul and
this type of Jewish thought. Where Philo and Pseudo-Solomon
espoused human illumination via a divine agent who had received his/
her bona fides from his/her cosmic involvement (to put it simply), Paul
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espoused a human transformation via a divine agent who had received
his bona fides from his ignoble death.

There are in fact fundamentally different anthropologies at play
here, as Sterling has already articulated.51 Philo and the author of
Wisdom, as well as the Corinthians, represent an ontologically-based
anthropology. They view the human-divine relationship as a matter of
radical circumscription of the physical world and an intellectually based
ascent to intelligible/divine reality, an ascent facilitated by an angagoge
(Sophia or the Logos). Though assisted by an intermediary, this feat is
ultimately only achievable by oR sovo¸, those who are the t´keioi or
pmeulatijo¸.

Opposite of this view is Paul, who represents a wholly different
anthropology, an anthropology that is historically conditioned by the
Christ event. Those who are t´keioi and pmeulatijo¸, Paul argues, are
such not by virtue of their own wisdom but by virtue of the Spirit of
God.52 The Spirit itself comes to a person as an eschatological gift, a gift
made possible by the eschatological catalyst of Christ’s death.
Consequently, the hallmark of those who are truly pmeulatijo¸ is the
mind of Christ (moOr WqistoO, 1 Cor 2:16), a mind that is not puffed up
with cm_sir but is built up by !cap¶ heoO (1 Cor 8:1–3).53 The mind
of Christ manifests itself in believers not in liberty that comes from
knowledge but self-sacrifice in accordance with Christ’s sacrifice
(8:7–13).

First Corinthians 8:6 is at the heart of this conflict of anthropologies
with the claim Ble ?r di’ aqtoO being the center of the soteriological
maelstrom. Paul’s use of the statement points to the incomplete nature
of the Corinthians’ cm_sir (articulated in 1 Cor 8:4) since they did not
factor in the Lord Jesus Christ in their claims of liberated monotheism.
The claim that “we are through Christ” cuts at the notion that their
knowledge, most likely gained through some type of sophialogy,
sufficiently determined their spiritual status. The reality Paul reorients

51 Sterling, “Wisdom Among the Perfect,” 372.
52 This is Paul’s argument in 1 Cor 2:6–16. Cf. Sterling, “Wisdom Among the

Perfect,” 372: “In nuce, for Paul there is a chasm between human existence and
pneumatic existence which can only be crossed by the eschatological gift of the
Spirit ; for the Corinthians there is no gulf, only a bridge to cross as their own
pneumatic existence is illuminated until they experience the divine.”

53 The notion of the love of God (objective genitive) is a more than passing part
of Paul’s refutation of the Corinthian position (cf. 1 Cor 8:1–3 with 2:9 and
13:1–13).
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the Corinthians toward is that they stand along side the weak as being
equally indebted to Christ and his death for their status before God and
with each other. To say Ble ?r di’ WqistoO alters how they must
understand themselves and how they treat one another. The claim di’ ox
t± p²mta, lost in the fray of this conflict, hints at a common starting
point – if not theologically, at least traditionally – from which the two
anthropologies and their adherents’ have now diverged.

4.1.4. Conclusion to “1 Corinthians 8:6”

We established that 1 Cor 8:6 is best understood as representing the
intersection of two religious milieus, both arising out of Judaism. One
focuses on human enlightenment and is thus ontologically oriented,
favoring a divine agent whose instrumental functions in cosmology and
soteriology are of a piece. The other focuses on the Christ event and is
thus eschatologically oriented, favoring a divine agent whose instru-
mental function in soteriology is of greater significance than any possible
cosmological function. As we proceed, we shall see that this intersection
is common to the other NT passages which bring together Christ as
creator and savior. Our analysis of these texts (Col 1:15–20; Heb 1:2–3,
John 1:1–18) will show they stand at greater distance from their literary
contexts than 1 Cor 8:6, though they are more robust in their
terminology and ideology. Hence, we have spent more time with the
literary context of 1 Cor 8:6 than we will with the other three passages.
Not only has our study of the context helped explain the terse statement
in Paul’s letter, it is also quite helpful for establishing a paradigm of
converging worldviews that will help us in the remainder of this
chapter.

4.2. Colossians 1:15–20

A move from 1 Corinthians to Colossians is not as abrupt as it may
seem. We saw that 1 Cor 8–10 and the concern about eating temple
meat are part of the larger issue of inflated egos and myopic spiritual
bravado stemming from “Sophialogical exultation.” The letter to the
Colossians also addresses a somewhat similar environment where human
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wisdom results in “inflated” spiritual standing in the community.54

However, instead of Corinthian liberty, some Colossians appear to have
espoused a biblically contrived asceticism (“Do not handle. Do not taste.
Do not touch.” Col 2:21; cf. 2:16–17), an asceticism that appeased
supernatural elements (t± stoiwe ?a toO jºslou, 2:8, 20) and elevated
individuals to angelic visions (2:18).55 As with 1 Cor 8:6 so with Col
1:15–20, we find a passage – marked by elevated speech and
(apparently) poetic construction – that functions to further an argument
by coalescing significant phrases and concepts from differing perspec-
tives. The result is a text that begins with a sapiential perspective on the

54 The “Colossian problem,” the attempt to reconstruct the Sitz im Leben of the
letter, is notorious among NT scholars. With more than 45 such reconstruc-
tions out there, it is fair to say one may construe Colossians as fitting just about
any context (including that of 1 Corinthians). However, it is worth noting that
after 1 Corinthians, Colossians has the most occurrences of the term sov¸a in
the NT (6x to 1 Cor’s 15x: Col 1:9, 28; 2:3, 23; 3:16; 4:5) and is the only
other NT text where the term vusiºy appears (2:18; cf. 6x in 1 Cor, in 4:6, 18,
19, 5:2, 8:1, 13:4). In both letters sov¸a and vusiºy appear connected (the
latter arises from some abuse of the former). Compare also Colossians’ concern
about believers being deceived by pihamokoc¸a (2:4, also known as vikosov¸a
ja· jemµ !p²tg in 2:8) with issues of persuasive speech in 1 Cor 2 (v. 2,
rpeqswµ kºcou E sov¸ar). In both 1 Cor and Col, such speech is refuted by
testimony about the crucified (and risen) Jesus (cf. 1 Cor 2:1–5 with Col
2:8–15). For two studies which argue that the Colossian situation is akin to that
attested by 1 Corinthians, i.e., both demonstrate the influence of Hellenistic
Jewish sapiential speculation, see Gregory Sterling, “A Philosophy According to
the Elements of the Cosmos: Colossian Christianity and Philo of Alexandria”
in Philon d’Alexandrie et le langage de la philosophie (ed. Carlos Lévy; Turnhout,
Belgium: Brepols, 1998), 349–373; and P. Turner, “Wisdom and Law in
Colossians” (Ph.D. diss. , Murdoch University, 1999). As we discuss below such
sapiential speculation best accounts for the Col 1:15–20; however, since this
passage is likely an independent unit within Colossians, it is not necessary to
contend here for any reconstruction of the setting of the letter as a whole. For a
thorough treatment of the “Colossian problem” see J. D. G. Dunn, Colossians,
23–35.

55 For how this Colossian asceticism may be explained in the light of
philosophically-oriented Hellenistic Judaism, see Sterling, “A Philosophy
According to the Elements.” Notice also that where the “knowing”
Corinthians disparaged the existence of other gods and lords (cf. 1 Cor
8:4–5), the Colossians had a heightened concern about such beings (consider
Col 1:16 and 2:15).
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cosmos and its origination but shifts midway to a distinctly Christian
understanding of cosmic reconciliation and pacification.56

4.2.1. Structure and Origin of Colossians 1:15–20

4.2.1.1. Structure

Colossians 1:15–20, part of the introductory thanksgiving (vv. 12–23) of
the letter, lauds the Son of God as one57

15a58 who is the image of the invisible God,
15b firstborn over all creation,
16a since in him were created all things
16b in the heavens or upon the earth,
16c the visible things and the invisible things,
16d whether thrones or dominions,
16e whether rulers or authorities,
16f all things have been created through him and to him.

17a And he is before all things
17b and all things hold together in him
18a and he is the head of the body, the church;

18b who is the beginning,
18c firstborn from the dead,
18d so that he might become in all things preeminent,
19 since in him all the fullness was pleased to dwell
20a and through him to reconcile all things to him,

56 There is still considerable debate about whether Colossians is pseudonymous.
Given the evidence, it seems unlikely Paul is the author. However, it does not
alter our thesis if Paul did in fact write Colossians, since we saw the same basic
polemic “against” Wisdom speculation in Colossians already existed in the
undisputed Pauline letter of 1 Corinthians (see § 4.1).

57 The subject of 1:15–20 is first introduced in v. 13: b uR¹r t/r !c²pgr aqtoO
[i.e. , patqºr, see v. 12].

58 I lay out Col 1:15–20 according to the lineation found in NA27 (though I have
placed additional spaces between lines 16f and 17a and lines 18a and 18b to
highlight structural and thematic breaks that are discussed below). When
discussing individual lines I will refer to the number (=verse) and letter (=line)
to the left of the text.
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20b making peace through the blood of his cross,
20c through him59 whether things upon the earth
20d or things in the heavens

Verses 15–20 are set off from what comes before and what comes after
by a change in person: where vv. 12–14 are written in the second
person and 21–23 in the first and second person, vv. 15–20 are only in
the third person. The structure of 1:15–20 is also offset from its
immediate context in having the following formal characteristics :
parallelism (see below), chiasm (e.g., cf. vv. 16a with f and 16b with
20dc), and increased repetition of terms (e.g., p÷r appears 8 times,
pqytºtojor twice, the prepositions 1m, di², eQr, 1p¸ at least twice).60

Perhaps most illuminating for how this passage stands apart from its
context is the way the author refers to, even cites portions of 1:15–20
throughout the remainder of the letter.61 All of this suggests that the
author of Colossians did not write 1:15–20 when he penned the letter.
Rather, he appears to be quoting a text, probably a hymn, which must
have been familiar to, and even favorably regarded by the letter’s
audience.62

59 NA27 includes brackets around “through him” (di’ aqtoO). The textual
evidence (see the apparatus in NA27) points to syntactical dissonance in Col 1:20
which copyists tried to account for by either adding or (more likely) deleting
this phrase. See below for discussion of v. 20b. See also Lohse, Colossians and
Philemon, 43.

60 The Greek text is provided below.
61 For example, cf. the terms (or cognates) integral to Col 1:15–20 that appear

elsewhere in the letter: eQj¾m (Col 3:10), jt¸sir (1:23), jevak¶ (2:10, 19), s_la
(1:22, 24; 2:11, 17, 19, 23; 3:15), pk¶qyla (2.9), !pojatakk²ssy (1:22),
stauqºr (2:14), and p÷r (22x in Col apart from vv. 15–20).

62 For a recent review of the scholarship on the question of the form and function
of this passage and an argument that Col 1:15–20 is a pre-existing prose-hymn
wherein both Jewish and Greco-Roman conventions for praising an exalted
figure are represented, see Matthew E. Gordley, “A Prose Hymn of Christ :
The Language, Form, and Content of Colossians 1:15–20 in its Greco-Roman
and Jewish Contexts and in the Context of the Epistle to the Colossians”
(Dissertation, University of Notre Dame, 2006). Recall also the chapter one of
this study where we briefly discussed the liturgical nature of Col 1:15–20, 1
Cor 8:6, Heb 1:2–3, and John 1:1–18.
E. Lohse’s argument (Colossians, 41–46) for Col 1:15–20 as an independent

text that pre-existed the letter remains the most astute and appropriately
conservative to this day. P. T. O’Brien makes a case for taking the passage in its
whole as originating with the letter itself (Colossians and Philemon [WBC 44;
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Taking Colossians 1:15–20 as an independent unit itself, it is
possible to discern a number of structural aspects in the text. The
following highlights only those few structural aspects that are germane
to the relationship between soteriology and cosmology in the passage.63

Taking into consideration both content and formal matters, we perceive
two separate sections, or strophes, in the passage: vv. 15a–18b and
18b–20d. In addition, the first strophe also has two sub-sections: vv.
15a–16f and 17a–18a.64 We lay out below the Greek text of Col
1:15–20 according to these sections and sub-sections. To demonstrate
structural affinity between the different parts, the parallels between the
two strophes are set in bold and the parallels between the first strophe’s
two sub-sections are underlined.

Waco, TX: Word, 1982], 40–42). Both provide bibliography and analysis of
previous arguments about the origin of the text.

63 The following is not intended to be an exhaustive analysis of the structure of
Col 1:15–20. For a more indepth study of structure, see Gordley, “A Prose-
Hymn of Christ,” 7–22, 236–242, 252–261.

64 Cf. Lohse, Colossians, 43–44. Eduard Schweizer (The Letter to the Colossians: A
Commentary [Minneapolis : Augsburg, 1982], 56–57) has been influential in
suggesting Col 1:15–20 is comprised of not two strophes but three (vv. 17–18a
is the middle strophe that bridges vv. 15–16 and 18b–20).
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Strophe 1 (vv. 15a–16f, 17a–18a) Strophe 2 (vv. 18b–20d)

fr 1stim eQj½m toO heoO toO
!oq²tou,

pqytºtojor p²sgr jt¸seyr,

fr 1stim !qw¶,
pqytºtojor 1j t_m mejq_m,
Vma c´mgtai 1m p÷sim aqt¹r

pqyte¼ym,

fti 1m aqt` 1jt¸shg t± p²mta
1m to ?r oqqamo ?r ja· 11p· t/r c/r,
t± bqat± ja· t± !ºqata,
eUte hqºmoi eeUte juqiºtgter
eUte !qwa· eUte 1nous¸ai
t± p²mta di’ aqtoO ja· eQr aqt¹m

5jtistai

fti 1m aqt` eqdºjgsem pp÷m t¹
pk¶qyla jatoij/sai

ja· di’ aqtoO !pojatakk²nai tt±
p²mta eQr aqtºm,

eQqgmopoi¶sar di± toO aVlator
toO stauqoO aqtoO,

[di’ aqtoO] eUte t± 1p· t/r c/r
eUte t± 1m to ?r oqqamo ?r.

ja· aqtºr 1stim pq¹ p²mtym
ja· t± p²mta 1m aqt` sum´stgjem,
ja· aqtºr 1stim B jevakµ toO

s¾lator t/r 1jjkgs¸ar

In terms of content, the repetition of jt¸sir and its cognate jt¸fy in
vv. 15 and 16 suggest these two verses deal with cosmogony. Verses
17–18a, with their repetition of the conjunction ja¸ (3x), mark a formal
shift (see below). However, it appears these lines preserve the basic focus
on cosmology (except for the curious t/r 1jjkgs¸ar, which is most likely
an authorial gloss).65 The change from jt¸fy to the verb sum¸stgli

65 The mention of “the church” in Col 1:18a is perplexing, since the parallelism
between vv. 15a and 18b is so defined. One would expect a reference to the
church to come after mentioning the resurrection and/or death of Christ (i.e. ,
in the second strophe). On the other hand, the author stresses the equivalence
between s_la and B 1jjkgs¸a in Col 1:24: “I complete what is lacking in
Christ’s afflictions in my flesh for the sake of the body, which is the church”
(rp³q toO s¾lator aqtoO, f 1stim B 1jjkgs¸a). Furthermore, in Col 2, the
author uses jevak¶ twice, in ways that appear to contradict each other. In 2:10,
the Son is the “head” of every ruler and authority (cf. 1:16e) while in 2:19 he is
the head of the “whole body” (by which the author means the church). The
rulers and authorities and the church cannot be two subsets within the same
body, since the author’s point is that those who are part of the Son’s body are
elevated above and protected from these “rulers and authorities” (2:10–15). It is
quite possible the Colossians understood s_la as the cosmos (a commonplace
in Hellenistic thought; see Eduard Schweizer, “s_la jtk. ,” TDNT 7:1037–38)
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suggests the concern in v. 17 is now the continuance of the creation
(i.e. , t± p²mta). On the other hand, verses 18b–20 represent a dramatic
shift from these cosmological concerns. There is greater specificity
about the hymn’s subject, especially his temporally-located experience;
note especially the reference to resurrection (pqytºtojor 1j t_m mejq_m,
v. 18c), to dwelling (jatoij´y, v. 19) and to death (t¹ aXla toO stauqoO
aqtoO, v. 20).66 While the cosmic concern continues into the second
strophe (note the continued use of p÷r), the focus is now the reparation
of all things (note the important verbs in v. 20, !pojatakk²ssy and
eQqgmopoi´y). Hence, it appears that the first strophe has a cosmological
focus (itself divided between cosmogony and cosmic continuation); the
second strophe has a soteriological focus. We will discuss the content of
the strophes in detail when we discuss the cosmology and soteriology of
the passage below.

With respect to the formal structure of the two strophes, we note
considerable parallelism (see especially bold sections above). Both
strophes begin by clarifying the identity of the Son (cf. vv. 15 and 18bc:
“He is the image … firstborn over all creation” // “He is the beginning
… firstborn from the dead”). After the subject is properly identified, the
basis for the identification is provided (note the causal fti in vv. 16a and
19). The basis for the Son’s identity is established by the use of
prepositions: first generally, by the use of 1m aqt` (cf. 16a, 17b and 19:
“in him all things were created” // “in him all things hold together” //
“in him all the fullness was pleased to dwell”); and then more specifically
with di’ aqtoO and eQr aqtºm (cf. 16d and 20a: “all things were created

which they shared with capricious heavenly forces. The author, wishing to
bolster their faith in Christ, reinterprets s_la (in Pauline fashion) to refer to the
Son’s body, i.e., the church, a group set apart from and beyond the influence of
such forces. It makes sense to read 1:18a as originally implying s_la = jt¸sir
(cf. 2:10); the author, preparing for his emphasis later in the letter, adds “the
church” (so that now s_la = B 1jjkgs¸a).

66 Lohse, Colossians, 43, mentions only t/r 1jjkgs¸ar in v. 18a and t¹ aXla toO
stauqoO aqtoO in v. 20 as historically grounding the hymn (he sees both as
authorial insertions). However, the phrases pqytºtojor 1j t_m mejq_m and 1m
aqt` eqdºjgsem p÷m t¹ pk¶qyla jatoij/sai in vv. 18c and 19 respectively are
no less temporally oriented, even referring to historical occurrences. Such
orientation we may also infer in v. 18d (“so that he might become [c´mgtai]
preeminent in all things”). We discuss all of these further in the soteriological
analysis below.
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through him and to him” // “through him to reconcile all things to him”).67

Finally, a chiasm demonstrates that the scope of the Son’s activity is
comprehensive with respect to both cosmology and soteriology (cf. 16b
and 20cd: “in the heavens and upon the earth” // “whether on the
earth or in the heavens”). Hence, where we saw that the concepts shift
abruptly between the first and second strophe, the form and much of
the terminology remains consistent between the two.

We differentiate the two sub-sections of the first strophe (vv. 15–16
and vv. 17–18a) by the presence of ja¸ at the beginning of each
statement in vv. 17–18a. This is distinct from vv. 15–16, where ja¸
simply conjoins opposites (earthly/heavenly, visible/invisible). At the
same time, as the underlined sections above denote, vv. 15b–16a appears
parallel to v. 17ab (“the firstborn over all creation, since in him all things
were created” // “and he is before all things, and all things hold together
in him”). Furthermore, v. 15a and v. 18a are parallel in that they have
matching grammatical structures.68

The above comparison highlights a few lapses in the parallelism that
are worthy of mention. First, v. 18d (Uma c´mgtai 1m p÷sim aqt¹r
pqyte¼ym) does not have a formal parallel in the first strophe. In fact, in
terms of content, v. 18d appears to contradict the absolute sense of vv.
15b (pqytºtojor) and 17a (aqt¹r 1stim pq¹ p²mtym).69 Second, v. 20b
(eQqgmopoi¶sar di± toO aVlator toO stauqoO aqtoO) also has no parallel
in the first strophe. This line appears to disrupt the flow from t± p²mta
in v. 20a to t± 1p· t/r c/r and t± 1m to ?r oqqamo ?r in v. 20cd. Given
how the author stresses the physical death of Christ later in the letter
(see 1:22 and 2:14) and the resumptive di’ aqtoO at the beginning of
20c, verse 20b is likely a gloss by the author.70 We will discuss how this

67 Note that except for v. 20a, all these prepositional phrases are linked to passive
verbs. The verb in v. 20a is an aorist active infinitive.

68 The grammatical structure of vv. 15a and 18a matches word for word (except
for the initial ja¸ in v. 18a): subject (fr, aqtºr), verb (1stim, 1stim) predicate
nominative (eQj¾m, jevak¶), possessive genitive (toO heoO, toO s¾lator) , and a
2nd genitive (toO !oq²tou, t/r 1jjkgs¸ar). Note that the grammatical purpose of
these last two genitives is different; the first (“invisible) describes the noun
“image” while the second (“the church”) specifies “body” (not – as we might
expect – “head”). (See n. 65.)

69 We discuss whether vv. 15b and 17a refer to temporal or ontological primacy
below. Either way, v. 18d is problematic.

70 See n. 59. Lohse (Colossians, 43) argues di’ aqtoO is original to the hymn and
that it immediately followed eQqgmopoi¶sar in v. 20c (that which comes
between the two, i.e. , di± toO aVlator toO stauqoO, being an authorial gloss).
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gloss might function when we analyze the soteriology of Col 1:15–20
below.71

4.2.1.2. Origin

As we observed, Col 1:15–20 has several characteristics that lend to it an
air of being an independent text, whether a hymn or similar kind of
traditional material. The analysis of soteriology and cosmology below
will raise some questions about the possible integrity of this text, though
the formal parallelism above has shown it would be hard to separate any
substantial part of the passage from another.72 Part of the reason for
asserting the independence of Col 1:15–20 is how phrases and concepts
from the “hymn” appear later in the letter. It is indisputable that Col
1:15–20 informs at some level the rest of the letter, and yet curiously the
letter author ignores cosmological issues mentioned in the first strophe
(vv. 15–18a).73 Even when he makes use of terminology from the first
strophe, his concern is not cosmology but soteriology (e.g., compare the
uses of eQj¾m in 3:11 or aR !qwa¸ ja· aR 1nous¸ai in 2:15 with 1:15a, 16e
respectively). In terms of soteriology, the letter and the hymn are in
greater alignment.74 However, even this alignment has its incongruities.
For example, the term !pojatak²ssy (“reconcile”) occurs in
Colossians only in 1:20 and 1:22,75 and in both verses this reconciliation
is graphically associated with the death of Christ. However, the

We should see eQqgmopoi´y as part of the gloss and di’ aqtoO is the author’s (less
than successful) attempt to preserve the flow of the hymn.

71 The words bqat², !ºqata, hqºmoi, juqiºtgter, !qwa¸, and 1nous¸ai in v. 16c–e
are without parallel in the second strophe (though note the multiple
occurrences of t² and eUte in both strophes). Some have argued that v. 16c–e
is a gloss since it disrupts the “balance” of the hymn. We do not know enough
about liturgical texts of the period to know whether balance was characteristic
among them. What is clear is these lines function the same whether they are a
gloss or not: they specify what t± p²mta entails.

72 t/r 1jjkgs¸ar (Col 1:18a) and eQqgmopoi¶sar di± toO aVlator toO stauqoO
aqtoO, di’ aqtoO (v. 20b), if they are glosses, are relatively minor and their
absence would not call into question the integrity of Col 1:15–20 as a whole.

73 On the relationship between Col 1:15–20 and the letter see n. 61 above.
74 On the affinity between Col 1:18b–20 and the rest of the letter, compare 1:18c

(pqytºtojor 1j t_m mejq_m) with 2:12 (1m è ja· sumgc´qhgte di± t/r p¸steyr
t/r 1meqce¸ar toO heoO toO 1ce¸qamtor aqt¹m 1j mejq_m7). Compare 1:19 (fti 1m
aqt` eqdºjgsem p÷m t¹ pk¶qyla jatoij/sai) with 2:9 (fti 1m aqt` jatoije?
p÷m t¹ pk¶qyla t/r heºtgtor sylatij_r).

75 !pojatak²ssy occurs in the NT only in 1:20, 22 in Colossians and Eph 2:16
(a passage shaped by Col 1:22). It is not found in any Greek text before these.
See BDAG 112.
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universal focus of v. 20 (denoted by t± p²mta) shifts to an ecclesial focus
in v. 22 (denoted by rle ?r), in the space of only two verses.76 If Col
1:15–20 originated with the rest of the Colossian letter, one would
expect more coherence between the two.

We may address the origin of Col 1:15–20 from another angle, one
that applies whether we take the passage as written with the letter or
pre-existing the letter. A survey of the terminology in Col 1:15–20
reveals considerable affinity with Hellenistic Jewish literature and in
particular Wisdom speculation.77 The table below highlights many of
the important terms and phrases in the Colossian hymn that have

76 The shift in focus from cosmic to churchly reconciliation in 1:20, 21 is best
grasped by reading 1:20–22 as a whole. Recall that all of Col 1:15–20 is in the
third person while vv. 21–22 are in the second person. “… and through him
God was pleased to reconcile to himself all things, whether on earth or in
heaven, by making peace through the blood of his cross. And you who were
once estranged and hostile in mind, doing evil deeds, he has now reconciled in
his fleshly body through death, so as to present you holy and blameless and
irreproachable before him . . .” (Col 1:20–22, NRSV). Verses 21–22 are an
application of v. 20 to the lives of the Colossians.

77 A consensus now exists which takes Col 1:15–20 as most closely related to
Hellenistic Jewish Wisdom texts, though how this relationship is understood
varies from scholar to scholar. There are two other major attempts at
reconstructing the origin of Col 1:15–20. C. F. Burney argued that Col
1:15–20 represents Paul’s reflection on the first words of the Bible (N=1M4L5).
Burney’s reconstruction presumes the use of the Hebrew version of Genesis as
the primary impetus for the Col passage, a notion that seems unlikely in light of
the passage’s allusion to Greek-speaking Jewish texts (see below) as well as non-
Jewish Hellenistic parallels. See Lohse, Colossians, 46–47. For a recent attempt
at rehabilitating Burney’s thesis, see N. T. Wright, “Poetry and Theology in
Colossians 1:15–20,” NTS 36 (1990): 444–468. (A slightly modified version of
this article appears in idem, The Climax of the Covenant, 99–119.)
Ernst Käsemann (“A Primitive Christian Baptismal Liturgy” in Essays on New

Testament Themes (SBT 41; Naperville, Ill : Allenson, 149–168) argued that Col
1:15–20 was originally a pre-Christian gnostic text which spoke of the Gnostic
Redeemer. The difficulty with his contention is (a) v. 18 speaks of “the
firstborn of the dead”, which is not usually a “Gnostic” topos; and (b) the text
presents the creation as having a positive relationship with “Christ” from the
beginning (in the first strophe, esp. vv. 15b and 17–18a) and as ultimately
reconciled to him (in the second strophe, v. 20ab). (Note especially the use of
the preposition eQr in vv. 16 and 20. See more about this preposition in our
discussions of both cosmological agency and soteriological agency below.) See
Lohse’s critique of Käsemann in Colossians, 45. For a discussion of “gnosti-
cism,” see chapter five of this study.
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parallels in LXX wisdom literature, especially Wisdom of Solomon, and
in the writings of Philo of Alexandria.78

Terminology Common to Colossians, Wisdom and Philonic Writings

Col 1:15–20 LXX Wisdom
of

Solomon

Philo

eQj¾m Wis 7:26 Leg. 1.43; 3.96; Conf. 97, 146–147;
Fug. 12, 101; Somn. 2.45; Spec.

1.81.

pqytºtojor
p²sgr jt¸teyr

cf. Prov
8:22, Sir
24:9

Wis 6:22 Agr. 51; Conf. 146

1m aqt` cf. Wis
9:1–2, 18

di’ aqtoO Cher. 125–127; Sacr. 8; Somn. 1.81

t± p²mta 1m
aqt`

sum´stgjem

cf. Sir
43:26

Wis 8:1 Her. 23; Fug. 108–112

!qw¶ Prov. 8:22,
cf. Sir 24:9

Leg. 1.43; Conf. 146

There have also been recent studies of Colossians that identify
broader thematic and literary parallels between the letter (not just the

78 Using the same criteria of common terms and phrases, we should also note the
similarity between our passage and Romans 8:18–39. Especially noteworthy is
Romans 8:28–30 (“For those whom he foreknew he also predestined to be
conformed to the image [eQj¾m] of his Son, in order that he might be the
firstborn [pqytºtojor] among many brothers. And those whom he predestined
he also called; and those whom he called he also justified; and those whom he
justified he also glorified.”). With respect to the powers canvassed in Col 1:16,
Rom 8:38–39 stands out: “For I am convinced that neither death, nor life, nor
angels, nor rulers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor
height, nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us
from the love of God in Christ Jesus.” It is possible that some or all of the
Colossian hymn is influenced by this Pauline discussion of the suffering of
creation and salvation by Christ in Rom 8, or perhaps both passages are
influenced by a common tradition.
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hymn) and this speculative milieu.79 The analysis of cosmology and
soteriology below will help further establish and clarify the possible
relationship between Col 1:15–20 and Hellenistic Jewish Sapiential
writings. We shall see that our passage makes sense as an independent
statement of the Son’s efficacy that arises out of and at the same time
reacts against this particular religious environment.

4.2.2. Cosmological Agency in Col 1:15–20

Three moves comprise the first strophe. First, v. 15 identifies the subject
of the text: he “is the image of the invisible God, first-born of all
creation.” Second, v. 16 provides the basis (fti, “since”) for this
identification: “in him everything was created in the heavens or on the
earth … everything has been created through him and for him.” Third,
vv. 17–18a explain the continuing significance of this identification:
“he is before everything and everything holds together in him and he is
the head of the body the church.”80

4.2.2.1. The Son’s Ontological Status in Col 1:15

Our text begins with the relative pronoun fr, which in its present
context refers back to God’s “beloved son” (b uR¹r t/r !c²pgr aqtoO, v.
13).81 It is the Son who is the eQj½m toO heoO toO !oq²tou, “the image
of the invisible God.” With respect to God, it is important to observe
that this is the only explicit mention of him in 1:15–20; after this, the
activity or presence of God is only inferable through passive verbs (v.
16, see below) or circumlocution (v. 19, p÷m t¹ pk¶qyla). Even in this
one explicit reference to God, he receives the appellation !ºqator
(“invisible”).82 Placing God in the background in this way brings to the

79 See the references to Sterling and Turner in n. 54 above.
80 Our analysis of these three moves will include numerous comparisons to

Wisdom of Solomon and Philo. For the reasons that I focus principally on
Wisdom and Philo, see chapter one where we saw that these alone of the
Jewish sapiential literature speak to the issue of divine intermediaries with
cosmogonic and cosmological agency.

81 fr also appears in v. 13 but there refers to b pat¶q (v 12).
82 )ºqator qualifies God in 1 Tim 1:17 and Heb 11:27. Cf. Rom 1:20: “From

the creation of the world, his invisible attributes [t± !ºqata] – his eternal
power and divinity – have been clearly understood and perceived in what he
has made.” See also Dunn, Colossians, 87.
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fore the intermediary role of the Son. It also has the effect of
demonstrating how, through the Son, God is ultimately responsible for
creation while completely distinct from it.

The Son is the divine image, or eQj¾m. As such, the Son is no mere
copy (impossible, given an invisible original) but a “living image,”
“embodiment,” or “manifestation” of God.83 Of NT texts, it is only
here in Col 1:15 and in 2 Corinthians 4:4 (fr 1stim eQj½m toO heoO) that
eQj¾m expresses Jesus’ relationship to God.84 In the latter instance, Paul is
speaking of Christ’s revelatory function conveyed by the gospel.85 Any
revelatory significance of eQj¾m in Colossians must be inferred from the
context, which might suggest that the Son reveals God cosmologically
(vv. 16–17) and then by the Son’s death and resurrection (vv. 18b–20).86

It is more likely, however, that eQj¾m is an established technical term
for denoting the relationship of the Son vis-à-vis God, a term the
Colossians passage received from its Hellenistic Jewish Vorleben. Recall
that Wisdom of Solomon includes eQj¾m among the list of metaphors
with which it describes Sophia’s relationship to God in 7:25–26.87

When Wis refers to Sophia as an “image of his goodness” (eQj½m t/r
!cahºtgtor aqtoO, v. 26) it is part of an effort to highlight her strong
ontological link with the Deity. Similar to the Colossians passage,
Wisdom then presents her as acting from that ontological position in her
role as “fashioner of all things” (B p²mtym tewm ?tir).

Though Philo also knows of Sophia as God’s eQj¾m (Leg. 1.43), his
understanding of the Logos as such is much more significant for our

83 See “eQj¾m,” BDAG 282 and H. Kleinknecht, “eQj¾m,” TDNT 2.388–89.
84 Other NT passages refer to the Son/Jesus as eQj¾m in the sense that he is the

paradigm to which believers will (or should) conform. In Rom 8:29, 1 Cor
15:49, 2 Cor 3:18, Col 3:10, the eQj¾m of Christ is the paradigm for his
followers. In other occurrences in the NT eQj¾m refers to an engraving on a coin
(Matt 22:20//Mark 12:16//Luke 20:24) or to a statue (i.e., idol; Rom 1:23;
Rev 13:14, 15; 14:9, etc.). In 1 Cor 11:7 eQj¾m is part of an allusion to Gen
1:27 (LXX), where it is said the male is an eQj¾m of God.

85 2 Cor 4:4: “… the god of this world has blinded the minds of the unbelievers,
to keep them from seeing the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is
the image of God (fr 1stim eQj½m toO heoO)” (NRSV).

86 It is possible that vv. 18b–20 represent a completely new claim about the son
that parallels v. 15a (since the fr 1stim aMw¶ in v. 18b is formally parallel to fr
1stim eQj¾m in v. 15a). In which case, his revelatory function is limited to the
first strophe.

87 See discussion of this passage and of the ontology of sov¸a in chapter three (§
3.1.2.1).
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study. In chapter three, we discussed how Philo drew from Gen 1:27
(jat( eQjºma heoO 1po¸gsem t¹m %mhqypom) to develop the Logos’ role as
paradigm for both humanity and creation as a whole.88 The Logos qua
eQj¾m serves as the intermediary that mediates divine influence over
corporeal reality. 89 The capacity to do so arises from the Logos’
ontological proximity to the Deity, a proximity that makes it pre-
eminent above all other things. Philo expresses this quality in Conf.
146–47, a passage that resonates considerably with Colossians.

… if there be any as yet unfit to be called a Son of God, let him press to
take his place under God’s First-born (pqytºcomor), the Word (kºcor),
who holds the eldership (pqesb¼tator) among the angels, their ruler as it
were. And many names are his, for he is called, “the Beginning” (!qw¶),
and the Name of God (emola heoO), and His Word (kºcor), and the Man
after His image (b jat( eQjºma %mhqypor), and “he that sees” (b bq_m), that
is Israel. … For if we have not yet become fit (Rjamo¸) to be thought sons of
God yet we may be sons of His invisible image (t/r !eidoOr eQjºmor), the
most holy Word. For the Word is the eldest-born image of God (heoO c±q
eQj½m kºcor b pqesb¼tator).90

While Colossians 1:15 evinces little of Philo’s sophistication, the
terminology and concepts in Conf. 146–47, all centered around the
Logos as eQj¾m, are quite familiar.91 De confusione linguarum emphasizes
the superiority of the Logos over reality (pqytºcomor, pqesb¼tator,
and !qw¶), basing such on the Logos’ essential proximity to God (heoO
c±q eQj½m kºcor b pqesb¼tator). It is the Logos’ quality as eQj¾m that
drives Philo’s call in this passage (“let him press to take his place
under…the Word”), for it is as the divine eQj¾m that the Logos mediates
the divine nature, making the transcendent immanent to humanity.92

88 Cf. Opif. 24–25.
89 See the discussion of the eQj¾m in Philo in chapter three (§ 3.2.5.3).
90 Translation from PLCL.
91 With respect to the common motifs in Conf. 146–47 and Colossians, note the

terms pqytºcomor, pqesb¼tator, !qw¶ have conceptual (and in the last case,
literal) parallels in the Colossian “hymn”. Also, Col 1:12–13 point to God’s
beloved son (cf. “son of God,” “first-born,” “eldest-born” in the Philo passage)
as the subject of the “hymn”. Also, compare the use of the verb Rjamºy in Col
1:12 and the noun Rjamo¸ in Conf. 147. The mention of %ccekoi and b bq_m
recall Col 2:18 as well as possibly the invisible powers alluded to in 1:16 and
2:10, 15. Taken individually, most of these verbal parallels are insignificant; but
the constellation of terms centered around a character who is the “image of
God” is suggestive.

92 See the discussion of this passage later in the chapter when we address the
soteriology of the Johannine prologue (§ 4.4.3.4.3).
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In the same way Philo understands the Logos, as eQj¾m, to be
pqytºcomor among the angels, Col 1:15b views the Son to be
pqytºtojor p²sgr jt¸seyr.93 Like pqytºcomor, pqytºtojor literally
means “first born” and often refers to something or someone that is first
in a sequence (as in Col 1:18b, where the Son is the !qw¶, pqytºtojor
1j t_m mejq_m).94 A less common use of pqytºtojor is to refer to
someone’s uniqueness and superiority. In Heb 1:6, “firstborn” refers to
Jesus’ Messianic status:“When [God] leads the firstborn into the world
(eQsac²c, t¹m pqytºtojom eQr tµm oQjoul´mgm), he says, ‘Let all God’s
angels worship him.’” 95 Notice here both the suggestion of pre-
existence and that pqytºtojor more likely represents Jesus’ superior
status over the angels as opposed to his temporal priority.96 Of the two
uses of pqytºtojor, the latter (“unique and superior”) best fits ; the
ontological difference between the eQj¾m and creation is manifest in the
next verse where the eQj¾m is instrumental in the formation of the latter
(v. 16).

4.2.2.2. Cosmogonic Functions of the Son in Col 1:16

Immediately following the ontological claim (v. 15) is the conjunction
fti, “because”, making clear that what follows explains how the Son is
the pqytºtojor p²sgr jt¸seyr. He is such because 1m aqt` 1jt¸shg t±
p²mta … t± p²mta di’ aqtoO ja· eQr aqt¹m 5jtistai (Col 1:16a,f).97

These two lines ground the identification of God’s beloved Son as
image and firstborn in his cosmogonic functions.

Jt¸fy, passive in both v. 16a (aorist) and v. 16f (perfect), refers to
the creative effort of God the father (v. 12).98 The use of the passive

93 Where Conf. 146–47 the Logos is “first born” and “eldest among the angels,”
the range of p÷sa jt¸sir in Col 1:15 includes both earthly (corporeal) and
heavenly (incorporeal) reality (v. 16bc), which apparently includes angels (cf.
v.16de).

94 See “pqytºtojor,”BDAG 894. See also LSJ under both pqytºcojor and
pqytºtojor.

95 Heb 1:5 quotes Ps 2:7, where God says of Israel’s king “he will be a son to me”.
96 Cf. LXX Ps 88:28: “And I will make him firstborn (pqytºtojor), exalted

before the kings of the earth.”
97 Col 1:16b–e (1m to?r oqqamo ?r ja· 1p· t/r c/r, t± bqat± ja· t± !ºqata, eUte

hqºmoi eUte juqiºtgter eUte !qwa· eUte 1nous¸ai) qualify t± p²mta, showing “all
things” to be exhaustive in reference.

98 “To create” translates jt¸fy in the NT (see BDAG 572). The term itself is a
staple among creation terms in the LXX (65X [23 in Sirach, 5 in Wis]) and the
OT Pseudepigrapha (35X). It does not frequently have this usage in other
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moves the emphasis away from the creator to his Son, “in”, “through”
and “for” whom all things are created. These prepositions express
cosmogonic function since they explain how it is “all things” were
created. The use of t± p²mta with 1m, di², and eQr resemble the
terminology we find in Stoic Doxologies (Marucus Aurelius, Meditations
4.23) and related NT Allformeln (cf. Rom 11:36, Heb 2:10, Eph 4:6).99

But even more than 1 Cor 8:6, which at least mentions explicitly God b

pat¶q, Col 1:16 is distinct from such doxologies because of its sole
emphasis on God’s agent.100 Thus, the use of prepositions in v. 16 (as in
later verses of the hymn) are important because they provide the basis
(recall fti) for the claims made about the Son.

Unfortunately, explaining the use of prepositions in Col 1:15–20 is
difficult since their use here to describe Christ’s cosmological function is
almost without parallel (only di² plus the genitive appears elsewhere in
the NT for this purpose).101 The sense of 1m aqt` may be locative,
instrumental or relational (“with respect to”).102 The locative is least

Hellenistic writings (see “jt¸fy” in LSJ 1002–03), including Philo’s works.
(Philo uses the term 14 times: 4 times he uses it for “to create” [the world]; the
other 10 times, he uses the verb for “to found” a city. See Borgen et al. , The
Philo Index, 201.)

99 See the discussion of such formulas in the previous section on 1 Cor 8:6. Also
see Norden, Agnostos Theos, 250–54.

100 God himself is only mentioned explicitly in Col 1:15a.
101 As noted above, di± WqistoO has similar usage only in John 1:3, 10; 1 Cor 8:6;

and Heb 1:2. “In Christ” occurs often in the NT, but without the cosmological
context it has here (but see our discussion on John 1:4 later in this chapter [§
4.4.2.3], where we will take 1m aqt` fyµ Gm as having specifically
anthropological significance). About the peculiar use of the phrase eQr aqtºm,
which does not refer anywhere else to Christ’s cosmological role, see below.

102 See A. J. M. Wedderburn, “Some Observations on Paul’s Use of ‘In Christ’ and
‘With Christ,’” JSNT 25 (1985): 83–97, esp 84–86, for a review of how
different grammars categorize the senses of 1m.
The prepositional phrase 1m aqt` occurs twice more in the hymn (vv. 17b,

19), but these ultimately cannot help us determine the sense in v 16b. In verse
17b, the sense is also ambiguous. Does t± p²mta hold together (sum¸stgli) in
(the sphere of) the Son or by the Son’s agency? With respect to Col 1:19, the
sense of 1m may be locative: p÷m t¹ pk¶qyla dwells (jatoij´y) in the Son (see
below). As we discussed in the introduction to this section, v. 19 parallels 16a
structurally (as does v. 17b). Hence, if the second strophe is consistent with the
first, 1m should function the same in both cases. However, on the chance that
the second strophe might be a later addition, or the author of the hymn may
have been less than precise with his use of prepositions, we cannot rely on the
two later occurrences of 1m to illuminate the first.
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plausible; since everything would have to exist within the Son
physically, this would imply a kind of filial panentheism that seems
unreasonable in this context.103 We may take 1m aqt` as instrumental,
though as we shall see, the use of di’ aqtoO in v. 16f also portrays the
Son as the instrument “through which” God creates t± p²mta.104 While
such redundancy is not impossible (it is, in fact, rather Philonic), the
place of 1m aqt` at the beginning of the cosmogonic section (v. 16a)

103 EQj¾m recalls the paradigmatic role of the Philonic Logos (discussed in greater
detail in chapter three and below). In Somn. 2.45, Philo says God “stamped the
entire universe with His image and an ideal form (t¹m fkom 1svq²cise jºslom
eQjºmi ja· Qd´ô), even His own Word (t` 2autoO kºc\)”; and in Leg. 3:96 he
says “just as God is the Pattern of the Image (paq²deicla t/r eQjºmor), … , even
so the Image (B eQj¾m) becomes the pattern (paq²deicla) of other beings.” In
such a context, Philo uses 1m in a locative sense: “Now that the incorporeal
cosmos (b !s¾lator jºslor) had been completed and established in the divine
Logos (1m t` he¸\ kºc\), the sense-perceptible cosmos began to be formed as a
perfect offspring, with the incorporeal serving as model (b aQshgt¹r pq¹r
paq²deicla to¼tou 1tekeiocome?to)” (Opif. 36; trans.: Runia, On the Creation,
54). It seems unlikely, however, that Philo would find room “in the divine
kºcor” for anything besides the incorporeal or intelligible. If 1m is taken as
locative in Col 1:16, both incorporeal entities (t± !ºqata, if this can be taken as
such) and corporeal (t± bqat², t± 1p· t/r c/r) would come to exist in the Son.
This goes well beyond 1m aqt` referring to the Son (i.e., “image”) as a location
for the paradigms of creation. See the discussion of eQj¾m in Philo in chapter
three (§ 3.2.5.3).

104 Jewish sapiential literature does make use of both 1m aqt`/aqt0 and the dative
(è/Ø) to denote instrumentality. For references and discussion of this by one
who takes 1m aqt` in Col 1:16 as instrumental, see Lohse, Colossians, 50–51.
Wisdom of Solomon inherits from the Hebraic sapiential tradition (mediated

through Greek translation) the conviction that Wisdom (Heb., 8B?; ; Grk.,
Sov¸a) was present and active when God created the world (Prov 3:19;
8:22–31; Job 28; Sirach 1:4; 24:3–6). But as we saw in chapter three, Wis
reconfigures Sophia’s cosmological role along Hellenistic philosophical and
religious lines, especially those prevalent in Middle Platonism. Uses of the
instrumental dative, including the phrase 1m aqt0, make most sense coming out
of that milieu (as opposed to the Hebraic). See § 3.1.2.2.
Similarly, Philo also describes the cosmological function of the Logos by

means of the instrumental dative (Leg. 3.95, Sacr. 8, Deus 57, Fug. 12, 95, Somn.
2. 45). In Somn. 2.45, for instance, Philo uses the instrumental dative to describe
the Logos’ cosmogonic function as eQj¾m : When “the substance of the universe
was without shape and figure God gave it these; when it had no definite
character God molded it into definiteness, and when He had perfected it,
stamped the entire universe with His image and an ideal form (t¹m fkom
1svq²cise jºslom eQjºmi ja· Qd´ô), even His own Word (t` 1autoO kºc\)”
(PLCL). See § 3.2.5.1.
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suggests it has a broader focus than the more nuanced di’ aqtoO in v.
16f. Hence, it is perhaps best to take 1m aqt` as functioning relationally;
i.e., creation takes place “in relation to the Son.” This, after all, appears
to be the point of the entire strophe.105

If we take 1m aqt` 1jt¸shg t± p²mta (“the creation of all things
depends upon him”) as a general claim about the Son, verse 16f (“all
things through him and toward him have been created”) provides
specificity to that claim.106 The phrase di’ aqtoO in v. 16f suggests the
Son is the instrument “by which” or “through which” (di’ aqtoO receives
both translations) everything has been created. Recall that for Philo, this
phrase functioned as technical shorthand for the Logos’ instrumental
role in creation and that its origin lay in Middle Platonic prepositional
metaphysics.107 Such metaphysics underlie De cherubim 125, where Philo
writes “For God is a cause, not an instrument (eqcamom); what comes to
be does so through (di²) an instrument but by (rpº) a cause.” As with
eQj¾m, the Colossian passage (and the other NT passages in this study)
applies this technical phrase to Christ to denote his role as cosmogonic
agent, appropriating for its own purposes language that had been part of
a sophisticated attempt at explaining the divine origin of creation while
preserving the Deity’s transcendence.108

105 O’Brien, Colossians 45, suggests that while 1m includes the instrumental sense, it
suggests much more: “…the preposition ‘in’ (1m) points to Christ as the ‘sphere’
(cf. ‘in him’ of v. 19) within which the work of creation takes place.”
Furthermore, “the phrase ‘in him’ has the same force as in Ephesians 1:4; God’s
creation, like his election, takes place ‘in Christ’ and not apart from him. On
Christ depended … the act of creation so that it was not done independently of
him … .” O’Brien appears to conflate the relational and locative senses of the
preposition. Verse 19 does not make as easy a parallel as O’Brien suggests.
While the verb jatoij´y naturally assumes the locative (“sphere” as place),
jt¸fy with 1m aqt` in v. 16 causes some dissonance (is it the Son as place of
creation or creation within the Son’s “sphere of influence”?).

106 Cf. Schweizer, Colossians, 70. While in Col 1:16, lines b–e illuminate t± p²mta
in v. 16a, line f illuminates 1m aqt`.

107 See § 3.2.5.1. While Wis does not use this phrase per se, we know from Philo
that di’ aqt/r functioned similarly for sov¸a (see Fug. 108).

108 The phrases 1m aqt` and eQr aqt¹m allow for the possibility that only the idea (or
notion) of the Son existed at the point of creation. See Dunn, Colossians, 91,
where he argues that the language of the Colossian hymn is only metaphorical,
that Christ (or Sophia or the Logos, for that matter) is not to be understood as
an actual hypostasis active at creation. However, we saw that the Middle
Platonists posited an intermediary principle that was certainly more than a
metaphor (unless we wish to reduce the Stoic active principle to such as well).
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The more difficult problem that arises from verse 16f. is how eQr
aqtºm can refer to the Son. Even if we take verse 20b (!pojatakk²nai
t± p²mta eQr aqtºm) as an organic extension of v. 16, our task would not
be eased. EQr aqtºm, whether in vv. 16f or 20b, appears to refer to the
Son as the eschatological goal of creation, something for which there is
no parallel outside of this passage.109 The force of eQr aqtºm suggests that

While Philo and Wis may have appropriated this figure for metaphorical
reasons (which does not seem likely), we must still take seriously the conviction
concerning the reality of the intermediary by those who were its ultimate
intellectual source (i.e. , the Middle Platonists). Philo’s use of di² c. gen to
denote cosmic instrumentality clearly comes from this milieu (see our discussion
of Cher. 125–127 in § 3.2.5.1). In terms of the Colossian passage, while a
metaphorical understanding of t± p²mta di’ aqtoO 5jtistai is possible, there is
no explicit reason in the passage to suggest it says anything other than that the
Son existed at and was actually active in the creation of all things.

109 Cf. Lohse, Colossians, 52 and O’Brien, Colossians, 47. Jewish sapiential traditions
do not apply this phrase to Sophia, nor does Philo apply it to the Logos. Sophia
is instrumental in leading humans to God; she is not herself the goal. Philo does
hold the Logos up as the goal for human beings (i.e. , in an anthropological sense
only; see § 3.2.6.1). The phrase eQr aqtºm occurs in Stoic formulas (cf. Marcus
Aurelius, Meditations 4.23; cf. Philo, Spec. 1.208) and even in the NT (Rom
11:36), but its referent is the Deity. First Corinthians 8:6 makes the statement
“we are eQr aqtºm” in reference to God the Father, while “we are di’ aqtoO”
refers to Christ. What is interesting about these Stoic, Philonic and NT passages
is that in all of them 1j serves as a counterpart to eQr. In the Col hymn, 1j is
absent, a fact we explain in the same way we explain the use of the passive
forms of jt¸fy : the hymn de-emphasizes the Father’s cosmological (and
soteriological, cf. v. 19) role to emphasize the Son’s. (Note also that Middle
Platonists did not use 1j for the transcendent principle, but for the material
principle.)
Many have sought to explain eQr aqtºm in v. 16f by its use in v. 20 (which we

should read as “to him” [i.e. , the Son] and not “to himself” [i.e., God b

pat¶q]). For instance, J. D. G. Dunn, (Colossians, 92) writes: “If the
prepositional sequence was simply adapted from the wider philosophic usage
[eQr] need not be indicative of eschatological purpose … . Even as christianized,
the two strophes seem to be structured on a protology/eschatology, old
cosmos/new cosmos distinction, with the future eschatological emphasis
limited to the second. Nevertheless, because of the hymn’s present context, the
redemptive work also accomplished ‘in Christ’ (1:14) is presented as the key
that unlocks the mystery of the divine purpose. ‘In Christ’ creation and
redemption are one. In the cross, both past and future find the clue to their
ultimate significance.” In other words, even though Dunn perceives the clear
difference in emphasis (and even origin) between the first strophe and the
second, he interprets the eQr of v. 16f in the light of v. 20. Not only does this
not solve the problem, but eQr aqtºm occurs nowhere in the NT to
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in the same way as the Son is instrumental to the creation of t± p²mta,
so he also plays a pivotal role in the consummation of t± p²mta.110 I
take this proleptic quality (however understood) to be the reason for the
use of the perfect of jt¸fy in v. 16f. Creation was always to have its goal
in the Son.111This is rather more optimistic than verse 20, where God
needs to reconcile all things to the Son, making peace through the Son’s
death.

To review, the cosmogony of Col 1:16 is as follows. We can say the
Son is the image of the invisible God, firstborn of all creation, because
God has made him the basis for the creation of all things (1m aqt`
1jt¸shg t± p²mta). In particular, this means he is the “beginning and
end of the creation process,” the instrument through which all things
have come to be and the goal to which all things are directed (t± p²mta
di’ aqtoO ja· eQr aqt¹m 5jtistai).

4.2.2.3. The Son as Continually Sustaining the Cosmos

Colossians 1:17a, aqtºr 1stim pq¹ p²mtym, can either imply that the Son
precedes all things temporally or is preeminent over all things
ontologically. The former is redundant in light of vv. 15–16. This,
combined with the use of the present tense of eQl¸, promotes the latter
reading: the Son has greater status than the created order. Verse 17b (t±
p²mta 1m aqt` sum´stgjem) also has two possible readings: either the

communicate the sense that the Son is the (eschatologcial) goal of Creation
(although, see Rev 1:8, where Jesus is the “alpha and the omega”). The Son is
clearly the dominant, or sole, mediator of Salvation, but his task is to surrender
all to God (cf. 1 Cor 15:24–28).

110 That we cannot discern further nuance for eQr aqtºm in Col 1:16 may have more
to do with the limited understanding of prepositions on the part of the author
of Col 1:15–20. We have no reason to expect that the author knew as well as
Philo or Seneca the details of prepositional metaphysics. He could even be
conflating liturgical traditions he learned from the liturgy of a Diaspora
synagogue. Or we might have a less successful attempt at uniting two types of
formulas than what we found in 1 Cor 8:6.

111 While we cannot say what the exact sense of eQr aqtºm is in the Colossian hymn,
it is interesting to note that Col 3:1–4 attests to the close proximity of God and
the Son (Wqistºr) in the heavenly realm (i.e., t± %my): EQ oqm sumgc´qhgte t`
Wqist`, t± %my fgte?te, ox b Wqistºr 1stim 1m deniø toO heoO jah¶lemor7 t± %my
vqome?te, lµ t± 1p· t/r c/r. )peh²mete c²q ja· B fyµ rl_m j´jquptai s»m t`
Wqist` 1m t` he`7 ftam b Wqist¹r vameqyh0, B fyµ rl_m, tºte ja· rle ?r s»m
aqt` vameqyh¶seshe 1m dºn,. This may account for eQr aqtºm in Col 1:20, if not
for its occurrence in the first strophe.
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created order holds together within the place of the Son (the locative
sense of 1m aqt`) or the created order’s holding together depends upon
the Son (the relational/instrumental sense of the phrase). We best solve
this dilemma by consulting the next line (v 18a): aqtºr 1stim B jevakµ
toO s¾lator.112 Assuming s_la refers to the cosmos, jevak¶ (“head”)
brings together both the notion of Son’s superior status in v. 17a and the
continued dependence of all things on him in v. 17b. This is especially
so since, while the notion of “head” may depend on its antecedent, I
find its use precludes the locative sense of 1m aqt`.113 For it to be the
otherwise, the body would have to inhabit the head.

The thrust of this part of the Colossian hymn is to show that the
cosmological activity of the Son is not limited to the beginning of
creation, but that he is continually active in the cosmos. Similarly,
Sophia also has a continuing presence in the cosmos. In the description
of her cosmic attributes (Wis 7:22b–8:1), Pseudo-Solomon tell us that
“because of her pureness she pervades and penetrates all things” (7:24)
and “although she is but one, she can do all things, and while remaining
in herself she renews (jaim¸fy) all things” (27). The result of this activity
is that of all things, Sophia is the most valuable; she is what Solomon
desires most and prays God will give him.

If riches are a desirable possession in life, what is richer than wisdom, the
active cause of all things (t/r t± p²mta 1qcafol´mgr)? And if understanding
is effective, who more than she is fashioner of what exists (aqt/r t_m emtym
l÷kkºm 1stim tewm ?tir) (Wis 8:5–6).

Hence, like the Colossian Son, it may be said of Sophia, aqtµ 1stim pq¹
p²mtym.114

We may say the same about the Logos, in that it is “considered to
hold the cosmos together and to prevent its dissolution” and as such is
“the instrument of God’s never ceasing creative activity and main-
tenance of the cosmos.”115 As Philo himself says, “the Father …
constituted his Kºcor such a bond (deslºr) of the Universe as nothing
can break” (Plant. 8, PLCL). The Alexandrian develops this idea further
in Fug. 112: “for the Word of Him that IS is, as has been stated, the

112 We are taking t/r 1jjkgs¸ar as a gloss and so do not include it here. See n. 65.
113 See 1 Cor 11:3 which says Christ is the head of every man; man the head of

woman; and God the head of Christ. See also Col 2:19 which says Christ is the
head of the body, the church.

114 See § 3.1.2.2.
115 Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato, 364.
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bond of all existence (desl¹r £m t_m "p²mtym), and holds and knits
together all the parts, preventing them from being dissolved and
separated.”116 The ontological primacy of the Logos is implicit in these
passages given the essential function the Logos carries out.117

4.2.2.4. Summary of the Cosmology of the Colossian Hymn

Colossians shares with Wisdom of Solomon and Philo’s writings the
desire to extol each author’s respective intermediary. Although Wisdom
does so over several chapters instead of only a few verses, with Philo’s
treatment of the Logos being even more diverse, appearing as it does in
several distinct portions of his corpus, the three have in common the
same basic modus operandi for doing so. They each identify the
ontological primacy, cosmogonic agency and current cosmological
mediation of the intermediary. Their language, their method, and their
purpose overlap when it comes to the cosmological context of their
subjects. However, the Colossian hymn sets off on a different path with
the second strophe, a strophe that focuses on historical events, events
that comprise the Son’s soteriological role.

4.2.3. Soteriological Agency in Col 1:15–20

The second strophe of the Colossian hymn begins, like the first, with an
ontological declaration about the Son (18a,b): he is the !qw¶, who is
once again the pqytºtojor but this time from the dead. There follows a
Vma clause, of which the first strophe lacks a counterpart. The final
section, mirroring 1:16, begins with the conjunction fti, and proceeds

116 Cf. Her. 187–188: “The drachma is a unit, and a unit admits neither of addition
nor subtraction, being the image of God who is alone in His unity and yet has
fullness. Other things are in themselves without coherence, and if they be
condensed, it is because they are held tight by the divine Word, which is a glue
(jºkka) and bond (deslºr), filling up all things with His being (p²mta t/r
oqs¸ar 1jpepkgqyj¾r).” Also see QE 2.89, 90 and consider 2.118: The divine
Logos is a “mediator”, “the strongest and most stable bond of all things, in order
that it might bind and weave together the parts of the universe and their
contraries, and by the use of force bring into unity and communion and loving
embrace those things which have many irreconcilable differences by their
natures.” This passage is also interesting in light of the verbs “to reconcile” and
“to make peace” in Col 1:20. PLCL translations.

117 See § 3.2.5.4.
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to ground the Son’s identity in his functions as soteriological agent. There
are two sub-sections for this last part: a) the “indwelling” of the p÷m t¹
pk¶qyla in the Son and b) the reconciling of all things to “him”
through “him” by making peace through the “blood of his cross”. We
will now explicate these three main sections.

4.2.3.1. The Son’s New Ontological Status

We are not surprised to read here that the Son is the !qw¶. We have
already seen above with respect to Sophia and the Logos, who both
receive this title, that such a descriptor is transitory.118 Since like his
Hellenistic Jewish counterparts, the Son (in the first strophe) is also the
eQj¾m through whom God creates and/or sustains the cosmos, we should
expect now a continuation of the Son’s cosmological status in the
second strophe.119 After all, !qw¶ has this cosmological sense in the
Philonic and Wisdom passages.120 But instead of being pqytºtojor of all
creation, we read that the Son is firstborn 1j t_m mejq_m. This is
arguably the first explicitly Christian acclamation in the Colossian
hymn.121 We should read “beginning” here as both an allusion to the
Jewish sapiential tradition from which eQj¾m originated (thus preserving
an apparent continuity) as well as an effort to redirect the focus of the
hymn toward soteriology. We should also consider !qw¶, which appears
to dangle without sufficient qualification in its present place (cn. the
fuller v. 15a), as somehow connected to t/r 1jjkgs¸ar in v. 18a. It
appears to be an assumption of the second strophe that the Son is the
beginning of the church by virtue of his resurrection of the dead.122

118 Cf. Leg. 1.43 with Conf. 146, discussed above.
119 The relative pronoun (fr) and the parallelism between v. 18b and v. 15a show

this to be the beginning of the second strophe.
120 This likely arises out of early Jewish Wisdom traditions; see, e.g., Prov 8:23. Of

course, the cosmological sense of the term is not limited to these traditions. Cf.
Rev 3:14, where Christ is described as b )l¶m, b l²qtur b pist¹r ja· !kghimºr,
B !qwµ t/r jt¸seyr toO heoO.

121 See Acts 26:23, 1 Cor 15:23, and Rev 1:5. The phrase in Col 1:18b recalls in
particular Rom 8:29; there Paul says God predestined those whom he
foreknew “to be conformed (s¼lloqvor) to the eQj¾m of his Son, in order that
he might be the pqytºtojor among many brothers.” It is possible that the term
s¼lloqvor and eQj¾m function together to give the sense that, like the Logos, the
Son is the seal or paradigm which shapes the children of God.

122 Could t/r 1jjkgs¸ar originally (or previously) have sat at the end of v. 18b, so
that it would read: fr 1stim !qwµ t/r 1jjkgs¸ar? Cf. the 4* variant of Rev 3:14:
Christ is the !qwµ t/r 1jjkgs¸ar toO heoO. See nn. 65, 112.
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Implicit in Col 1:18bc, especially when we contrast these lines with
v. 15ab, is the sense of the Son having an ontological status founded on
an experience he underwent: he is the “beginning” because he was first
to rise “from the dead.”123 In the light of this, we may identify two
important developments in the second strophe over against the first.
First, there can no longer be any substantial question regarding to whom
the relative pronoun fr refers. Unlike the first strophe, the language of
which we saw is transitory and is applicable to the Logos or Sophia as
easily as the Colossian “Son,” the second strophe uses language
applicable only to Jesus Christ. This one is an historical person who
experiences, according to Christian kerygmata, resurrection from the
dead. The second development is the question begged by the event of
the resurrection, namely what does the event signify. We should expect
the impetus for the resurrection event to have something to do with
creation, at least if we are to preserve the connection between the first
and second strophes of the Colossian hymn.124

4.2.3.2. The Purpose (Clause) of the Second Strophe

The impetus is made explicit in v. 18d: Vma c´mgtai 1m p÷sim aqt¹r
pqyte¼ym. Here we have a purpose clause (Vma) that is unmatched in the
first strophe, and even appears contradictory to it.125 We saw that the
Son held preeminence over creation both because he had to be
temporally prior for all things to be created in, through and unto him (v
16) and because his existence preserved the continuing state of all things
(hence, he is pq¹ p²mtym in v. 17a and the sustainer and head of the
cosmos in v. 17b–18a). Verse 18d tells us however that the Son rose
from the dead in order that he might come to have first place in all things.
Where the first strophe presumes the Son’s ontological and temporal
preeminence, the second strophe accounts for it with a reference to an
historical event, the Son’s resurrection.

123 We cannot read v. 15 similarly. To say the Son is the image of the invisible God
because he is the “first born” of all creation does not make sense.

124 There should not be any doubt that the second strophe, if its origination is
distinct from the first, was at least informed by that earlier passage and was
meant to supplement it. This is seen in v. 18bcd in the parallelism between lines
bc with v. 15ab and the use of the neuter (not masculine) 1m p÷sim (cf. t±
p²mta in the first strophe) in line d.

125 See the chart in the introduction to this section as well as the explanation for the
formal differences between the first and second strophes of Col 1:15–20.
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The Vma clause explains the significance of “firstborn from the dead,”
suggesting that the Son’s resurrection was an act of gaining primacy over
“all things.” Such an affirmation suggests a time when the Son was not
pre-eminent over “all things,” or at least a period before such
preeminence became complete. We read in the following lines of the
hymn about the reconciliation between the Son and the cosmos
through the pacification of all things by blood. This language brings to
the fore the significance of pqytºtojor 1j t_m mejq_m, and the
“beginning” this inaugurates; we are no longer dealing so much with
cosmology as with soteriology. And this is why the isolated Vma clause of
the second strophe is so important. It assigns a purpose not just to the
second strophe but to the first as well. In the first strophe, only the eQr
aqtºm, with the preposition denoting final cause, gave any suggestion
(albeit opaque) of a cosmic telos.126 Verse 18d, though it may be
drawing from this eQr at some level, appears actually to be playing off the
language of primacy in the first strophe (cf. pqyte¼y with pqytºtojor
in v. 15b, pqº in v. 17a). This primacy finds completion only in the
Son’s resurrection from the dead. Again, however, such a move creates
dissonance for there is nothing in the first strophe, including the
mention of the Son as final cause, to suggest any lack in the Son’s
primacy.

4.2.3.3. The Son’s Reparation of the Cosmos

The fti of v. 19 tells us that, as verses 16–17 provided the bases for the
claim(s) made in v. 15 in the first strophe, so vv. 19–20 will provide the
bases for the claims made in v. 18bcd. Verses 19–20 also mirror vv.
16–17 in the use of prepositions, the use of p÷r, and the qualification of
t± p²mta as having exhaustive cosmological reference (v. 20cd, t± 1p·
t/r c/r, t± 1m to ?r oqqamo ?r). The stylistic and content differences are,
however, substantial.

In verse 19 we find the enigmatic statement: 1m aqt` eqdºjgsem p÷m
t¹ pk¶qyla jatoij/sai. The enigma of this line is at least tri-faceted: a)
to what does pk¶qyla refer?; b) who is the subject of the verb
eqdoj´y?; and c) what is the sense of the preposition 1m (locative,

126 It is possible that eQr aqtºm in Col 1:16f is an insertion that came with the later
addition (if such were the case) of the second/soteriological strophe. This
would address the irregular aspect of the phrase appearing along side Hellenistic
Jewish/philosophical cosmologic terminology (see the discussion of 1:16f
above). This seems unlikely given the parallelism between vv. 16f and 20a; it
would be more likely that the two strophes were written at the same time.
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relational, instrumental)? Perhaps the earliest extent commentary on
Col 1:19 is Col 2:9: fti 1m aqt` jatoije ? p÷m t¹ pk¶qyla t/r heºtgtor
sylatij_r.127 The problem is we do not know whether the Col
author’s commentary fairly represents his source. One has to accept, at
the least, that either “all the fullness” or its referent (“the fullness of x”)
is the subject of eqdoj´y. Because this verb is active (contrast 1jt¸shgm in
v. 16a) and its use points toward a conscious decision on the part of the
subject (“he/she/it was pleased”), it is likely that pk¶qyla is either a
circumlocution for God or that we are to assume God as subject.128 Such
subtlety in referring to the Deity is in keeping with the first’s strophe
solitary emphasis on the Son (again note the use of the passives for
jt¸fy). While we might take the sense of “in him” as locative (i.e. , the
fullness was pleased to dwell in the Son’s body/person), at the least the
preposition functions relationally: the Son’s earthly existence facilitates
the temporal/spatial habitation of the divine fullness.129

In verse 20, the infinitive of !pojatakk²ssy points to another
action besides “dwelling” which occurs at the pleasure of the divine
pleroma, namely the reconciliation of all things.130 The choice of the

127 The Col author appears to have understood a) “fullness” as an euphemism for
the divine presence (“all the fullness of Deity”); b) it is that Deity whom we
would assume was the one “pleased” to dwell; and c) the 1m functions
relationally (“in the existence of the Son God dwelled bodily [on earth or
among us]”), since the adverb sylatij_r would make the locative redundant.

128 In other words, “all the fullness” cannot refer to the cosmos, especially since the
dwelling of the pk¶qyla contributes to the reconciliation of all things.

129 Cf. 2 Cor 5:18–19: t± d³ p²mta 1j toO heoO toO jatakk²namtor Bl÷r 2aut` di±
WqistoO ja· dºmtor Bl ?m tµm diajom¸am t/r jatakkac/r, ¢r fti he¹r Gm 1m
Wqist` jºslom jatakk²ssym 2aut`, lµ kocifºlemor aqto ?r t± paqapt¾lata
aqt_m ja· h´lemor 1m Bl?m t¹m kºcom t/r jatakkac/r. See also John 1:14, 16: b
kºcor s±qn 1c´meto ja· 1sj¶mysem 1m Bl?m, … fti 1j toO pkgq¾lator aqtoO
Ble ?r p²mter 1k²bolem. At best, to say “all the fullness was pleased to dwell in
him” is to speak generally of the incarnation of the Son. It is doubtful whether
we can speak specifically of his birth, his baptism or any other particular event as
being the referent of the “dwelling.” Furthermore, the dwelling should not be
associated with the resurrection; verse 19 appears to support the claim of verse
18, as we have said, which would suggest that the Son’s resurrection rests in the
dwelling of the pleroma, not the other way around.

130 It is not clear whether v. 20 represents a continuation of the thought that begins
in verse 19 or a new step in the soteriological process (i.e. , is the
“reconciliation” and the “dwelling” the same action, or is it a sequence of
actions, one after the other?). The addition of eQqgmopoi¶sar di± toO aVlator
jtk in v. 20b suggests a distinction between the dwelling and the reconciliation
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term “reconcile” confirms the intuition drawn from verse 18 that
something is amiss or inadequate in the cosmos such that the Son’s
preeminence needs to be reestablished.131 That this reconciliation is
incongruent with the first strophe is clear in the use of the phrase t±

in that the former occurs so as to result in the latter. However, if v. 20b is an
addition to the hymn by the Col author (see below), then the dwelling may in
fact be the very reconciling event itself (Cf. John 1:14, 16). It is also important
to note that whether we speak of a reconciliation by means of the dwelling of
the pleroma “in” the Son or a reconciliation which culminates in the
crucifixion of the Son, neither notion is a necessary or even an expected
continuation of the actions described in the first strophe.
Though James Dunn perceives the incongruity between the two strophes, he

also points out that the motif of God’s reconciling the world to himself is
common in Jewish literature (Colossians, 103). He identifies a number texts
from a broad swath of Jewish literature, including Isa 11:6–9; 65:17, 25; Jubilees
1:29; 23:26–29; 1 Enoch 91:16–17; Philo, Spec. 2:192; Plant. 10; and Her. 206.
The Philonic passages are most interesting given the cosmological parallels we
named above, especially the Plant. and Her. passages which suggest that the
Logos himself plays a reconciling role between God and the cosmos. These
might suggest that reconciliation is an expected extension of the first strophe
and thus vitiate the dissonance that exists between the two strophes. First, it is
important to note that we ought not think that the Judaism influenced by
Middle Platonism (namely Philo and Wisdom of Solomon) is devoid of
soteriological aspects. (See, in addition to the Philonic passages just mentioned,
Wis 7:27–28; Wis 10; plus the analysis of anthropological fulfillment in Wis
and Philo in ch. 3). Yet, the process of reconciliation is as (if not more)
important for our study than the language. For instance, Philo (and/or those
traditions he appropriates) melds together Jewish religious motifs and Hellen-
istic philosophy. Hence, we are not surprised to find mention of the Day of
Atonement in Philo’s works just as we are not surprised to find Middle Platonic
descriptions of the ascent of the soul or Stoic ethics. Furthermore, even if the
second strophe is a continuation of the first conceptually, we must acknowledge
that the first does not prepare us for the second. We must also accept that the
second strophe employs decidedly Christian terminology (as opposed to the
absence of such in the first). And finally, the notion of God as ”peacemaker”
(Spec. 2.197) and that in Col of making peace through the blood of the Son’s
cross represent entirely different views about the type of peace needed and the
manner it is achieved.

131 )pojatakk²ssy appears only three times in the NT: here and in Col 1:22
(which is most likely citing 1:20) and Eph 2:16 (which arguably is relying on or
responding to Colossians). The less intensive jatakk²ssy occurs five times in
the NT: Rom 5:10, 1 Cor 7:11, and 3x’s in a passage that has several affinities
with the second strophe of our hymn, 2 Cor 5:18–20. Still, since the hymn is
probably pre-Colossians as well as non-Pauline, it is difficult to know whether 2
Cor 5 is the impetus for its presence here. They may independently draw from
the same tradition(s).
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p²mta ; we have here a cosmic (not just a human, i.e., the mejqo¸)
reconciliation.132 This incongruity makes striking the parallelism in the
use of prepositions (cf. v. 16d with v. 20a). Once again, the prepositions
provide the parameters for divine action: the action takes place di’ aqtoO
and eQr aqtºm. In the first phrase, aqtºr clearly refers to the Son (cf. the
use of 3rd person masc. pronoun in vv. 18, 19). In contrast to his
cosmogonic agency in v. 16, speaking of reconciliation occurring
“through” or “by” the Son is a touchstone of early Christian thought.133

The second phrase, eQr aqtºm, presents greater difficulty to the
expositor. Does the pronoun refer to the Son (“to him”) or to the
Father (“to himself”)?134 The difficulty with making the pronoun
reflexive (“to himself”) is twofold: first, we would have to supply
“God” or the “Father” which is not explicitly mentioned in verse 19
(see above). Second, all other occurrences of aqtºr in both strophes
refer unambiguously to the Son. To say that eQr aqtºm now refers to the
Father, when in v. 16f the same phrase refers to the Son and in v. 20 the
pronoun already occurs with the same filial referent, is to suggest a
radical shift in emphasis. If we could say authoritatively that the second
strophe came from a later hand than the first, such a shift might seem
plausible; there would be less expectation for conformity under that

132 Note again, like in verse 16, t± p²mta entails everything on earth and in heaven
(see v. 20cd).

133 For instance, Paul often uses the di² c. gen. construction in reference to Christ’s
soteriological agency. In Romans 5:2 he says it is Christ di’ ox tµm pqosacycµm
1sw¶jalem eQr tµm w²qim ta¼tgm 1m Ø 2st¶jalem. In verse 9 he says syhgsºleha
di’ aqtoO !p¹ t/r aqc/r. Cf. also 1 Thess 4:14 (eQ c±q piste¼olem fti YgsoOr
!p´hamem ja· !m´stg, ovtyr ja· b he¹r to»r joilgh´mtar di± toO YgsoO %nei s»m
aqt`) and 5:9 (fti oqj 5heto Bl÷r b he¹r eQr aqcµm !kk± eQr peqipo¸gsim
sytgq¸ar di± toO juq¸ou Bl_m YgsoO WqistoO). In 1 Cor 15:21, Paul contrasts
Christ with the first human Adam: 1peidµ c±q di’ !mhq¾pou h²mator, ja· di’
!mhq¾pou !m²stasir mejq_m. God has given us the victory di± toO juq¸ou Bl_m
YgsoO WqistoO (v. 57). In addition to Christ’s own person, Paul may isolate a
specific aspect of the Christ event which mediates salvation, e.g., Christ’s death
(Rom 5:9) or his body (7:4). Salvation may also come through faith “in” the
event (Rom 3:22; Gal 2:16, Phil 3:9). The communication of Christ (or the
Christ event) may also mediate salvation, “since faith comes from what is heard,
and what is heard comes di± N¶lator WqistoO” (Rom 10:17; see also 1 Cor
15:2).

134 The NRSV, TNIV and NASB translate eQr aqtºm in 1:20 as reflexive, “to
himself,” the antecedent of which is God the Father (which all three translations
supply in v. 19). There is no textual evidence to suggest the passage originally
read eQr 2autºm. See Dunn, Colossians, 83.
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circumstance. However, even if the strophe is a later development, the
use of the circumlocution p÷m t¹ pk¶qyla to refer to the Deity in v. 19
suggests that the one which might have added the second strophe to the
first wished to preserve the sole emphasis of the hymn on the Son.
Though unparalleled in early Christian literature, we must assume our
verse asserts the Son is the one to whom the Deity reconciles creation.135

To understand both these prepositions in these ways shows that v.
20a mirrors v. 16f. However, it also underscores the incongruity in that
the reconciling through the Son to the Son hints at a limitation to the
creation process which also took place through the Son to the Son.
Why, if all things were created toward the Son (i.e. , he is their final
cause), do all things need to be reconciled to the Son? Our text leaves
this question unanswered.136

However, when it comes to the manner by which reconciliation
occurs, our text is unusually precise and in fact quite graphic.
Reconciliation is the result of eQqgmopoi¶sar di± aVlator toO stauqoO
aqtoO.137 EQqgmopoi´y is a hapax legomenon in the NT, though the two
terms which combine in it suggest its obvious sense: to make peace.138

The phrase “blood of the cross” is also sui generis in the NT, though it
echoes an established Pauline motif.139 There are reasons to think that v.
20b is an addition to the passage by the Col author. First, the line has no
parallel in the first strophe. Second, the line separates t± p²mta in v. 20a
from its qualifiers in v. 20cd (which may explain the awkward di’ aqtoO
at the beginning of v. 20c, the author inserting the phrase to reconnect
v. 20cd with 20a). Third, the notion of reconciling all things is not
picked up again in the letter (v. 22, only humans are reconciled) while
in 2:14–15, t±r !qw±r ja· t±r 1nous¸ar are not reconciled but
vanquished and made spectacle of (i.e. , pacified) precisely by means

135 Cf. the words of Jesus in Rev 22:13: 1c½ t¹ -kva ja· t¹ ¯, b pq_tor ja· b
5swator, B !qwµ ja· t¹ t´kor.

136 The Col author understands !pojatakk²ssy as reconciliation between
humans and God, as we see immediately following the hymn (v. 20–21). As
far as other cosmic entities, namely the “rulers and authorities” (see Col 1:16de,
2:10, 15), the author speaks not of reconciling these but of pacifying them
(2:13–15).

137 Again, note the use of the 3rd person pronoun in reference to the Son and
which follows eQr aqtºm.

138 The verb appears elsewhere only in LXX Prov 10:10. The cognate adjective
appears in Matt 5:9 and Philo, Spec. 2.192. Note that Col 1:20b again begs the
question: why and wherefrom the absence of peace in the first place?

139 Cf. Lohse, Colossians, 60.
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of the cross (so we should take 1m aqt` in 2:15). The purpose of the
addition (if such it is) is to make clear the historical point at which
reconciliation takes place. The author reiterates this clarification in Col
1:22 with different language that makes the same claim: mum· d³ [ql÷r]
!pojat¶kkanem 1m t` s¾lati t/r saqj¹r aqtoO di± toO ham²tou.

4.2.3.4. Summary of the Soteriology of the Colossian Hymn

To summarize the soteriological section of the passage (i.e. , the second
strophe) we should again point out that over against the transitory
language of the first strophe, the language of the second can only take as
its referent Jesus Christ. Indeed, the elements of the second strophe as it
has come to us represent the central elements of the early Christian (or
at least Pauline) kerygma with its emphasis on the death and resurrection
of God’s Son. Should we accept v. 20b (“making peace through the
blood of the cross”) as an insertion by the letter author, we still have in
vv. 18b–20acd both a clear Christian focus (“firstborn from the dead”)
as well as a clear soteriological focus (!pojatakk²ssy). The insertion of
v. 20b specifies the historical point and manner of reconciliation and
thereby makes explicit what must have been implicit already in the
strophe. This is so since it makes no sense to call the Son “firstborn of
the dead” without at least an implicit recognition of the Son’s death.
The second strophe identifies the Son specifically as Jesus Christ and
points to his salvific function vis-à-vis the cosmos. The letter author’s
appropriation and emendation of the hymn only serves to intensify this
focus in the second strophe.140

Furthermore, we should not dissociate the second strophe from the
first. Whether we say that the same hand that penned the first penned
the second or (as seems likely) a later (Christian) hand added the second
strophe to a pre-existing ( Jewish) hymn, the second clearly relies on and
assumes the first. We see this in the obvious parallelism between verses
18b–20 (apart from vv. 18d and 20b) with the first strophe (or at least
vv. 15–16). We also see the reliance in the unparalleled v. 18c (Vma
c´mgtai 1m p÷sim aqt¹r pqyte¼ym) which makes sense only in its
function of explaining the purpose of the second strophe over against the
first. In fact, this line is determinative for understanding the Christian-
ization of the first strophe as well as the appropriation of the complete

140 Again, note that it is soteriological, not cosmological, concerns that bracket the
passage in Col 1:12–14, 20–23.
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hymn by the letter author. It alerts us to the inadequacy of the
cosmological picture in the vv. 15–18a by denoting that more was
necessary for the Son’s maintaining preeminence, namely a cosmic
reconciliation that involved the advent of the divine fullness with the
Son, a reconciliation finalized in the Son’s resurrection. The author of
the letter makes use of the hymn both for its clear presentation of the
Son’s ontological primacy and for its demonstration that such primacy
comes (finally) by virtue of the historical Christ event (which he clarifies
in his own way with the addition of v. 20b). It is, as such, a suitable
instrument for refuting those who advocate austere religiosity as a means
of appeasing malevolent supernatural forces and attaining a vision of the
divine.

4.2.4. Interrelationship of Cosmology and Soteriology in Col 1:15–20

Cosmology and soteriology comprise the respective foci of the
Colossian hymn’s two strophes.141 We observed above that the
cosmological language of the first strophe (and perhaps the first strophe
itself) originates in Hellenistic Jewish Wisdom traditions, especially
those influenced by Middle Platonism. The purpose of such language is
to identify and laud the cosmological agent for its temporal and
ontological primacy. Such language is transitory, easily affixed to
different entities, and the current recipient is “God’s beloved Son” (Col
1:13). We noted a substantially different origin for the language of the
second strophe, namely early Christian proclamation about the person
of Jesus Christ, his death and resurrection. The purpose of the second
strophe, and its inclusion of Christian proclamation, is to amend the
praise of the Son in the first strophe (v. 18c) so that his preeminence is
founded not only on his cosmological agency but on his soteriological
agency as well. Formally, the reliance of the second strophe on the first
in terms of structure and terminology substantiate this intended
relationship.

141 The compartmentalization of cosmology to the first strophe and soteriology to
the second is nearly complete. The only caveats are: in the first strophe, the use
of eQr aqtºm to denote final cause in v. 16f (which may be perhaps soteriological)
and the mention of 1jjkgs¸a in v. 18a (which is likely a gloss); in the second
strophe, the use of the term !qw¶, which may ultimately derive from Jewish
language about the creation of the cosmos, but which now refers to the
beginning of the church or at least of the salvation the Son brings.
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The problem is that the relationship between the two strophes,
though clear in the language and structure of the second, is not clear
from the perspective of the first. The second strophe speaks, as we have
discussed, of a need for reconciliation and pacification to which the first
strophe does not allude. In fact, it is arguable that the first strophe is in
itself a unity and that it established preeminence for its subject entirely
on cosmological grounds. The notion of a final cause expressed in v.
16f’s eQr aqtºm need not imply a soteriological focus, only that creation is
a process with a fixed beginning and a fixed ending (a notion acceptable
to Stoicism, for instance). True, we are at a loss to explain how this
phrase comes to describe a cosmological agent as opposed to the Deity
(or an equivalent, like Nature) as it most often does in Hellenistic
religio-philosophical doxologies.

However, even if we claim eQr aqtºm points to soteriological
function of the cosmological agent (an equally unprecedented move),
we still receive no explanation for how discord came to exist. The first
strophe tells us simply that the Son is pq¹ p²mtym and the “head” of the
(cosmological) body; no exceptions are made. The second strophe tells
us – as simply – that in order to become preeminent in the cosmos, the
Son had to mediate reconciliation through his death (at least implied)
and his resurrection. We might understand that between the two some
type of fall is implied, involving rebellion by supernatural forces or
human beings (or both). This is a standard motif in Jewish apocalyptic
literature but is less common in Jewish wisdom and even less so in the
philosophically inspired Jewish texts most akin linguistically and
conceptually to the first strophe.

Alternatively, it may be that we have in the first strophe a
preexisting hymn like those we would presumably find in Diaspora
synagogues or within their orbit, hymns which praised the Deity by
focusing on the preeminence of his agent(s).142 The second strophe
represents a stage in the Christianization of such Diaspora language, to
facilitate worship by Jewish Christians or for similar “apologetic”
purposes (whether ad extra or ad intra). If so, it is significant that the first
strophe was not simply appropriated as is, but was augmented (see v.

142 It seems to me probable that God’s agents (Logos or Sophia) were acclaimed as a
manner of competing with similar entities from the non-Jewish Hellenistic
world, Isis or the Middle Platonic Logos (or its equivalents), for instance. The
audience at stake was likely Hellenized Jews being drawn away from Judaism to
Hellenism.
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18c) to make room, as it were, for the historically rooted Christ event.
The Paulinist’s insertion of v. 20b only intensifies this move.143 The end
result is the relatively uncritical combination of two different religious
traditions, one stemming from philosophically oriented Greek-speaking
Judaism, the other coming from an eschatologically oriented early
Christian milieu.

This “uncritical combination” may account for the less than precise
use of prepositions as well as some of the other textual oddities of the
passage. More importantly, this combination shows that the marriage of
cosmological and soteriological motifs found in Col 1:15–20 is not as
intentional as is usually suggested. The cosmological picture is complete
in itself, and this includes whatever soteriology we might expect from a
philosophically oriented Jewish sapientialism. The soteriological picture,
stemming from Christian ideas about the reconciling and pacifying
nature of Christ’s earthly existence, dying and rising, assumes a different
cosmology, one in which the cosmos is in need of reparation and that is
hence either incomplete or broken. We may speak of a Wisdom
Christology in the first strophe then, understanding that the language of
Jewish Wisdom has a tradition of being transitory. But we cannot call
the second strophe evidence of the same. It must either be Wisdom
Christology reoriented or Wisdom language used in support of non-
Wisdom, but eschatological Christology.

4.3. Hebrews 1:1–4

4.3.1. Origin and Nature of Hebrews 1:1–4

It is clear the Hebrews author, while not aware of Philo of Alexandria
directly, appears to have many affinities with the Alexandrian and with
other Jewish religious writers of that region, especially the author of
Wisdom of Solomon. While we cannot place the Hebrews author in
any particular geographical location, it is likely given his use of the Old
Testament, Hellenistic popular philosophy, rhetorical strategies that
belie both solid Hellenistic education and homiletical training, he

143 Again, v. 18–20a,cd could be associated with a Christian perspective similar to
John 1:14,16, one that does not push forward the death of Christ per se. The
insertion of Col 1:20b pushes the crucifixion into the foreground, a Pauline (at
the least) motif to be sure.
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belongs among the more intellectually and culturally established Jews of
the Diaspora.144

Hebrews 1:1–4 represents this well. Though brief, this four-verse
exordium prepares the reader not only for the theme and tenor to be
encountered thereafter but for the complexity of the letter’s argument as
well.145 The exordium is meant to bring to light the difference between
lesser functionaries in the divine economy (oR pat´qer, oR %ccekoi) and
the Son. Most interesting for our purposes is the six-line presentation of
the Son’s unique characteristics in vv. 2b–3. The extent to which the
author employs traditional materials in the exordium continues to be a
matter of debate, with v. 3 in particular receiving considerable scrutiny
as a possible fragment of a Christological hymn.146 Our analysis will

144 For an orientation to the literary Sitz im Leben of Hebrews, with bibliography,
see Attridge, Hebrews, 28–31. For an assessment of the author’s possible
relationship with Philo of Alexandria, see Ronald Williamson, Philo and the
Epistle to the Hebrews (ALGHJ 4; Leiden: Brill, 1970), who decides against such
a relationship. Kenneth L. Schenck (“Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews:
Ronald Williamson’s Study after Thirty Years,” SPhA 14 [2002]: 112–135)
contends that Williamson “overstate[s] his case in many instances.” Schenck
affirms “a number of things with confidence. First of all, the author of Hebrews
and Philo had much in common. Both were Greek speaking Jews of the
Diaspora who had enjoyed the privilege of the 1cj¼jkior paide¸a. Both were
reliant on the LXX and used similar textual traditions, perhaps even some
particular to the synagogues of Alexandria. Both were heirs of various elements
from the philosophical traditions we usually associate with Alexandrian
Judaism.” Schenck also avers “the author of Hebrews knew of the Wisdom
of Solomon” (134). Our analysis below reveals a similar stance to Schenck’s
(though perhaps not as confident in the particulars as he) and especially with his
conclusion: “Yet the author is thoroughly and fundamentally Christian;
whatever pre-Christian views he might have had, the matrix of an
eschatologically oriented Christianity has transformed them” (ibid.). See also
idem, “Keeping His Appointment: Creation and Enthronement in Hebrews,”
JSNT 66 (1997): 91–117.

145 For a bibliography on the Hebrews exordium see Erich Grässer, An die Hebr�er
(vol. 1; EKKNT; Zürich: Benziger/Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag,
1990), 46–47. For an analysis of the structure of Hebrews, and the role of Heb
1:1–4 as an exordium, see A. Vanhoye, Structure and Message of the Epistle to the
Hebrews (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1989), 23.

146 Those who argue for a traditional hymn, or hymn fragment, somewhere in Heb
1:1–4 include E. Norden, Agnostos Theos, 386; G. Bornkamm, “Das Bekenntnis
im Hebräerbrief,” TBl 21 (1942): 56–66; U. Luck, “Himmlisches und irdisches
Geschehen im Hebräerbrief,” NT 6 (1963): 200; O. Michel, Der Brief an die
Hebr�er (6th ed.; KEK 13; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1966), 94;
Deichgräber, Gotteshymnus und Christushymnus, 137–40; Sanders, New Testa-
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focus on these filial characteristics with an eye to how they interrelate.
That analysis will afford us something to say about the question of
traditional material at play in Heb 1:1–4. More germane to our task, we
shall see that the roles of cosmological and soteriological agent again
intersect in reference to Jesus.

4.3.1.1. Structure

The Hebrews exordium is notorious for its well-developed rhetorical
style and its structural complexity. The following reconstruction ought
not be viewed as definitive but as one viable approach (among others) to
analyzing the exordium. The exordium structurally, may be broken up
into three sections. The first section contains a period with two
balanced clauses followed by two relative clauses. The balanced clauses
read:
verse 1 verse 2a

pokuleq_r ja· pokutqºpyr p²kai
b he¹r kak¶sar to ?r patq²sim
1m to ?r pqov¶tair

1p( 1sw²tou t_m Bleq_m to¼tym
1k²kgsem Bl ?m
1m uR`

The parallelism between the two presents a contrast in bold relief: the
“many and various ways of old” contrast with “in these last days” (with
the notion of one absolute occurrence implied here); God spoke to the
fathers but now he speaks to “us” (i.e. , directly); and finally, while in

ment Christological Hymns, 19; K. Wengst, Christologische Formeln und Lieder des
Urchristentums (SNT 7; Gerd Mohn: Gutersloher Verlaghaus, 1972), 166–167;
O. Hofius, Der Christushymnus Philipper 2,6–11: Untersuchungen zu Gestalt und
Aussage eines �rchristlichen Psalms (WUNT 17; Tübingen: Mohr [Siebeck],
1976), 80–87; G. Hughes, Hebrews and Hermeneutics : The Epistle to the Hebrews as
a New Testament Example of Biblical Interpretation (SNTSMS 36; Cambridge:
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1,5–14,” Bib 66 (1985): 528; and D. Ebert, “The Chiastic Structure of the
Prologue to Hebrews,” TJ 13 (1992), 176.
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the past he spoke by means of (many) prophets (1m to ?r pqov¶tair), now
he speaks by means of one Son (1m uR`).

The last word, uRºr, provides the subject matter for the two relative
clauses that finish out the first section and introduce the next. Note how
the two relative clauses parallel each other: v. 2b – dm 5hgjem jkgqomºlom
p²mtym // v. 2c - di’ ox ja· 1po¸gsem to»r aQ_mar. Their parallelism
includes the anaphoric use of the relative (with the uRºr as referent), God
as the grammatical subject, and use of complementary terms referring to
the created order (p²mta, oR aQ_mer).

The second section is a period with four clauses, all of which find
their grammatical subject in v. 3’s initial relative, fr, which along with
the relatives in v. 2bc refers back to uRºr in v. 2a.

fr ¥m !upa¼casla t/r dºngr ja· waqajt¶q t/r rpost²seyr aqtoO
v´qym te t± p²mta t` N¶lati t/r dum²leyr aqtoO
jahaqisl¹m t_m "laqti_m poigs²lemor
1j²hisem 1m deniø t/r lecakys¼mgr 1m rxgko ?r

The first two of these four lines form a pair, indicated by their
parallelism; i.e., the anaphoric present participles and the antistrophic
aqtoO.147 The enclitic particle te in v. 3b also appears to function
consequentially.148 We shall see below that in spite of assertions by
others that v. 3a has to do with the Son’s eternal relationship to God, the
sense of this line finds its fulfillment in line b, and that together they
express the Son’s continuous activity in (or on behalf of) the cosmos.149

The third and fourth lines of v. 3 also appear to form a distinct pair.
Syntactically, the aorist middle participle in line c modifies the aorist
active indicative in line d, poigs²lemor jahaqislºm denoting the event
which resulted in the Son’s ascension to the divine throne (1j²hisem 1m
den¸ô jtk).

When we combine the two clausal pairings in verse 3 with the two
preceding relative clauses in v. 2bc, a chiasm surfaces which binds the six
lines together. We can outline the chiasm thus:

147 We should also note that the antistrophe extends as well to the grammatical case
endings of the penultimate terms: t/r rpost²seyr aqtoO//t/r dum²leyr aqtoO.

148 See Smyth, Greek Grammar, § 2967.
149 If !pa¼casla and waqajt¶q are passive in sense, we may wish to speak not of

the Son’s “activity” on behalf of the cosmos as much as the effect of his
presence. See below.
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A. the Son is appointed heir of all things by God (v. 2b, one line)
B. the Son is that by which God creates the worlds (v. 2c, one line)
B’. the Son, closely related to God, sustains creation (v. 3ab, two lines)
A’. the Son, making purification for sins, sits at God’s right hand

(v. 3 cd, two lines)

Notice in the following table that A’ and B’ rephrase and add to A and
B, a progressive aspect seen structurally in the fact that while A and B are
one line, their prime counterparts are two lines. In terms of A/A’, the
divine appointment as heir (v. 2b) is mirrored by the Son’s sitting at the
Deity’s right hand (v. 3d); both lines refer to the attainment of the
(pen)ultimate cosmic position.150 Where v. 3d appears only to rephrase
v. 2b, v. 3c (jahaqislºm t_m "laqti_m poigs²lemor) provides new
information about the Son’s appointment/enthronement – it is the
direct result of the historical event wherein he expiated sins. If we are
correct that v. 3d parallels v. 2b, then v. 3c qualifies both.

A (v. 2b)

dm 1hgjem jkgqomºlom p²mtym

A’ (v. 3cd)

jahaqisl¹m t_m "laqti_m poigs²lemor
1j²hisem 1m deniø t/r lecakys¼mgr

1m rxgko ?r

B (v. 2c)

di’ ox ja· 1po¸gsem toOr aQ_mar

B’ (v. 3ab)

dr £m !pa¼casla t/r dºngr ja·
waqajtµq t/r rpost²seyr aqtoO
v´qym te t± p²mta t` N¶lati t/r

dum²leyr aqtoO

With respect to B/B’, the Son’s role as medium by which God creates
to¼r aQ_mar (v. 2c) finds a parallel in v. 3b’s v´qym te t± p²mta jtk. The
use of v´qy here is ambiguous; it may refer either to the Son’s role in
creating the universe (t± p²mta//oR aQ_mer) or his involvement in
sustaining that universe.The former simply would rephrase v. 2c (though
now the Son is the grammatical subject), while the latter would
augment v. 2c to include the ongoing status of the Son vis-à-vis
creation.151 Whichever it is, we are afforded insight into how the Son

150 Verse 4, which we discuss below, supports our perception of a link between v.
2b and v. 3d.

151 On the use of v´qy here see n. 184 below.
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can have such a prominence in the origin/continuation of the cosmos in
v. 3a: the Son is both the !pa¼casla of God’s glory and the waqajt¶q
of his substance (the pronoun at the end of line a applies both to dºna
and rpºstasir). Again, whether v. 3b rephrases or augments v. 2c, v. 3a
qualifies both.

The result of this chiasm is that vv. 2b–3d express two themes: the
Son’s exaltation, hinging on his sacrifice for sins; and the Son’s
cosmological activity, hinging on his ontological proximity to God. The
exact relationship between the two is not immediately clear and is an
issue we will address in the subsequent sections on the cosmology and
soteriology of this passage. For the purpose of Hebrews as a whole, and
for the exordium in particular, the more important of the two themes
would appear to be the exaltation of the Son. This is so at least when we
consider verse 4, the third and final section of the exordium.

Verse 4 contains two lines:

toso¼t\ jqe¸ttym cemºlemor t_m !cc´kym
fs\ diavoq¾teqom paa aqtoOr jejkgqomºlgjem emola

The aorist participle of c¸cmolai continues the progression which had
begun in v. 3cd: after having made purification for sins and then sitting
down at God’s right hand, the Son has become as much better than the
angels as the name he has inherited is more excellent than theirs.152 But
conceptually it is difficult to explain v. 4 as simply a continuation of the
thought process begun in the previous section, since while the mention

152 The terms set in italics represent the aorist forms of poi´y, jah¸fy, and
c¸cmolai, respectively. John Meier, “Structure and Theology in Heb 1,1–4,”
Bib 66 (1985): 168–89 and idem, “Symmetry and Theology in Heb 1, 5–14,”
504–33, argues in these two articles that Heb 1:2b–4 form a ring of seven points
that correspond with the seven biblical citations in Heb 1:5–14. The ring,
according to Meier, begins with the Son’s exaltation (v2b, which takes place at
the last days) and moves back to creation (v. 2c), then further back to the Son’s
eternal status vis-à-vis God (v. 3a), then forward to the Son’s involvement in
the continuation of creation (v. 3b), then to the Son’s death (v. 3c), then to his
enthronement (v. 3d), and finally back to exaltation, this time above the angels
(v. 4). The conclusion of the ring is marked by jkgqomol´y (v. 4b), a cognate of
jkgqomºlor in v. 2b. Meier is correct that v. 4 creates the seventh point and that
these correspond with the citations in the catena of vv. 5–14; however this ring
does not exhausts explanations of either the structure of the exordium (esp., vv.
2b–4) or of the functions of verse 4 within that structure.
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of angels is new, their inferiority to the Son is already implied in the
Son’s appointment as jkgqomºlom p²mtym of v. 2b and the Son’s place
(1m deniø) next to God. Rather than taking the verse as an advancement
of the thought process within the exordium, it is perhaps better to
understand the verse as recapitulating the previous verses while
providing a transition to the first phase of the argument of Hebrews.

Verse 4 completes the whole exordium in at least three ways. First,
it forms an inclusio with v. 2b. The cognate terms jkgqomºlor (v. 2b) and
jkgqomol´y (v. 4b) provide the inclusio’s structural markers. Verses 2b–4
focus on characteristics of the uRºr mentioned in v. 2a, beginning and
ending with the Son’s status as heir. Given that five of the eight lines in
vv. 2b–4 have to do with either exaltation of the Son (vv. 2b, 3d, 4ab)
or the action that results in that exaltation (v. 3c), this would appear to
be the primary point the author wishes to communicate about the Son
here. Second, v. 4 also forms an inclusio with vv. 1–2a. Note that vv.
2b–3 do not mention the Son explicitly. While “Son” does not appear
in verse four, the term emola (“name”) likely refers to that title. Verse 5
will make this explicit when it begins the next section with a citation
from Ps 2:7: “For to which of the angels did he (God) ever say: £Rºr
lou eW s¼.” Third, v. 4 shares with verses 1–2b another motif not found
in vv. 2b–3, namely a contrast between the Son and other prominent
entities. In the first two verses, the Son surpasses (such is the
implication) the pqov/tai, while in v. 4 he surpasses the %ccekoi.
The use of the contrasting motif and the introduction of the “angels”
are also the manner by which verse 4 provides the transition from the
exordium to the argument proper of Hebrews. The contrast with the
angels is the ostensible subject of Heb 1:5–2:18153 while the use of
contrast, i.e., a fortiori argumentation, is a leitmotif of the work as a
whole.

4.3.1.2. Source(s)?

Thus far, we have analyzed the structure and content of Heb 1:1–4
without addressing whether the author employed traditional material in
the composition of this exordium. As noted above, many have
suggested that in fact some kind of hymn underlies all or part of the
exordium.154 Given that the analysis of the structure of the exordium

153 For a discussion of both the “superficial” subject matter and actual purpose of
Heb 1:5–2:18 see Attridge, Hebrews, 50–51.

154 See note 146.
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shows it to be a complex but cohesive unit, one which its author must
have spent considerable time in crafting, it is in fact very difficult to
prove the existence of a hymn in Hebrews 1:1–4. Unless we say the
author borrows the whole of vv. 1–4, which is unlikely if for no other
reason than v. 4 presents a clear bridge to the next section, we must look
for a relatively small hymn or hymnic fragment(s) imbedded in the
exordium. This proves rather difficult when we consider that any
traditional material the author may have used likely underwent
substantial reworking. The author of Hebrews shows himself both in
the first four verses as well as in the kºcor t/r paqajk¶seyr as a whole
to be a skilled writer and we should expect him capable of writing in a
lyrical, even hymnic style, especially at the outset of a major literary
undertaking.

While we must excuse Heb 1:1–2a and 4 from the discussion, vv.
2b–3 afford significant data to warrant raising the question of traditional
material.155 In fact, it is precisely a product of the exordium’s close
relationship to Hebrews as a whole that helps to surface some of these
data. For when the author spends such considerable time crafting a
prologue to a major literary work, we should expect that all the
characteristics of that prologue point to and prepare the audience for
what they will hear next. Any material, even if it is structurally
connected to the exordium, that appears anomalous in terms of the
larger writing should raise flags for us.

155 In the exordium, we have already pointed out that verses 1–2a contrast God’s
speaking by the prophets with his speaking by a Son. This is a very suitable
beginning to the work since the author will return again and again to the motif
of oral exhortation. Indeed, these opening lines creates a nice balance with the
summation of the author’s exhortation: “See that you do not refuse the one
who is speaking (kak´y); for if they did not escape when they refused the one
who warned them on earth [Moses, a “prophet”], how much less will we
escape if we reject the one who warns from heaven [via a Son]!” (Heb 12:25).
This verse mirrors the a fortiori argument with which the author began his
work in Heb 1:1–2a. So both the action of God (speaking) and the contrast in
the medium (prophets vs Son, earth vs heaven) frame and define the manner in
which Hebrews operates rhetorically. The first two lines of the exordium are
part of the whole.
While some contend verse 4 draws from traditional material, it is more likely

a construct of the author’s. This is seen in its use of a fortiori argumentation and
in particular its contrasting the Son with angels, since that will be the concern of
Heb 1:5–2:18.
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While the two relative clauses in Heb 1:2bc complete the first
period of the exordium, it is best (since they do not involve a contrast)
to group them with verse 3 in terms of the question of traditional
material. Recall that we perceived a chiastic structure in vv. 2b–3 and
delineated A/A’ as vv. 2b, 3cd and B/B’ as vv. 2c, 3ad. Let us address
the potential traditional nature of each of these pairings separately.

Verse 2b speaks of God’s appointing the Son as heir of all things. By
itself this line has no strong affinities with the larger Hebrews text,156

though as we observed above, the link between v. 2b and v. 4 is clear.
The chiastic complement to v. 2b, lines c and d of v. 3, have a more
integral connection with the rest of Hebrews. In fact, these lines appear
to express the essence of the Son’s distinctiveness in the work as a
whole.157 We should associate the Son’s action of jahaqisl¹m t_m
"laqti_m poigs²lemor with the author’s description of him as high
priest.158 Note also that this action of the heavenly High Priest precedes
his exaltation in Heb 10:11–13:

And every priest stands day after day at his service, repeatedly offering the
same sacrifices, which can never take a way sins. But when this one [ Jesus

156 The author uses t¸hgli with respect to God’s actions on behalf of the Son twice
more, Heb 1:13 and 10:13. The first of these is a citation of LXX Ps 109:1:
j²hou 1j deni_m lou, 6yr #m h_ to»r 1who¼r sou rpodºdiom t_m pod_m sou. The
second (10:13) is a reference to that Psalm: … 5yr teh_sim oR 1whqo· aqtoO
rpopºdiom t_m pod_m aqtoO. (Cf. LXX Psalm 8:7 [vv. 5–7 of the psalm are
cited in Heb 2:6–8]: p²mta rp´tanar rpoj²ty t_m pod_m aqtoO. Note that
p²mta encompasses angels, both in the Psalm and in Heb 2:8–9. Also, compare
1 Cor 15:25–27, which brings together the 1whqo¸ of LXX Ps 109 and the
p²mta of Ps 8.) However, the Son is not the direct object of the verse in ether
Heb 1:13 or 10:13, as he is in 1:2b.

Jkgqomºlor also occurs twice more in Hebrews (6:17 and 11:7) but in
reference to persons other than the Son. The cognate jkgqomol´y occurs four
times; it refers to the Son in 1:4 but to others in the remaining instances (1:14,
6:12; 12:17).

157 Consider Heb 8:1–2 (NRSV): “Now the main point in what we are saying is
this: we have such a high priest, one who is seated at the right hand of the
throne of the Majesty in the heavens, a minister in the sanctuary and the true
tent that the Lord, and not any mortal, has set up.”

158 On how Jesus deals with sin as High Priest see Heb 2:17; 4:15 (cf. 5:1–5); 7:27;
9:26; 10:12. We might explain the significance of poi´y having the middle
voice in v. 3c by the fact that Jesus offers himself as the sacrifice for sin, a point
dealt with at length in Heb 9. The high priests of old are the ones who offered
sacrifices for sin, but now the Son has offered himself as a sacrifice (see also Heb
13:12).
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Christ] had offered a single sacrifice for sins for all time, “he sat down at the
right hand of God,” and since then he has been waiting “until his enemies
would be made a footstool for his feet.”

As in this passage, v. 3c, the Son’s making purification, leads to his
sitting at the right hand of God (v. 3d, 1j²hisem 1m deniø jtk).159 At one
level, Heb 10:12 actually constrains us to detect traditional material at
work in Heb 1:3: the phrase 1m deniø in line d must originate with LXX
Psalm 109:1.160 But whether the echo of the psalm appears here because
it was a part of a hymnic Vorlage or whether the author himself places it
here, we cannot be sure.161 It seems, since LXX Psalm 109 has such a
prominent place in the Hebrews argument, we must be more skeptical
of the former possibility. Regardless, Heb 1:2b and 3cd correlate with
Hebrews in general and are not anomalous.

The B/B’ part of the chiasm, vv. 2c–3b, is different. Verse 2c, di’ ox
1po¸gsem to»r aQ_mar, at first glance foreshadows the cosmological
function of the Son mentioned in Heb 1:10–12 as well as the use of the
di² c. genitive construction to denote cosmological agency in 2:10. But
in the first case, while the Psalm cited (LXX 101:26–28) is applied to
the Son, its language is standard biblical discourse for describing
Yahweh’s creative activity.162 Applied to the Son, the Psalm citation
appears to claim that the Son is the primary force behind creation. Verse
2c presents a different image, one where God works di’ uRoO, i.e., the

159 Cf. Heb 12:2: “… fixing our eyes upon Jesus the pioneer and perfector of faith,
who for the sake of the joy that was set before him endured the cross, despising
its shame, and has taken his seat at the right hand of the throne of God.”

160 The Psalm may have an even greater influence on v. 3 since the mention of a
high priest in the order of Melchizedek (i.e., a non-Levitical priest) in LXX Ps
109:4 provides a likely impetus for the purification language in line c of the
exordium verse.

161 LXX Psalm 109:1 has a prominent role in early reflection on Christ, as the
number of allusions to it in the NT suggest: Mark 14:62 (and pars.) ; Acts 2:25,
33, 34; 5:31; 7:55–56; Rom 8:34; Eph 1:20; Col 3:1; 1 Pet 3:22, not to
mention its use in Hebrews itself.

162 In Greek, LXX Psalm 101:26–28 reads: S» jat( !qw²r, j¼qie, tµm c/m
1helek¸ysar, ja· 5qca t_m weiq_m so¼ eQsim oR oqqamo¸7 aqto· !pokoOmtai, s» d³
dial´meir, ja· p²mter ¢r Rl²tiom pakaiyh¶somtai, ja· ¢se· peqibºkaiom 2k¸neir
aqto¼r, ¢r Rl²tiom ja· !kkac¶somtai7 s» d³ b aqt¹r eW ja· t± 5tg sou oqj
1jke¸xousim. The NRSV (Heb 1:10–12) translates: “In the beginning, Lord,
you founded the earth, and the heavens are the work of your hands; they will
perish, but you remain; they will all wear out like clothing; like a cloak you will
roll them up, and like clothing they will be changed. But you are the same, and
your years will never end. ”
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Son is the instrument by which God creates. This is a construction more
suited to Hellenistic philosophy and Greek-Speaking Jewish wisdom
speculation. Also suitable to these milieux is Heb 2:10 (di’ dm t± p²mta
ja· di’ ow t± p²mta) which is indeed quite similar to Heb 1:2c.
However, the relative pronouns in Heb 2:10 refer not to the Son but to
God.163

The only other cosmological language (i.e. , cosmogonic language)
in post-exordium Hebrews is Heb 11:3:

By faith we understand that the worlds were prepared by the word of God
(jatgqt¸shai to»r aQ_mar N¶lati heoO), so that what is seen is made from
things that are not visible.

This verse brings together two phrases which are connected in the
exordium, to»r aQ_mar in Heb 1:2c and N¶lati aqtoO in 3b. This is a
curious parallel since, though the language is so similar, the pronoun in
Heb 1:3b almost certainly refers to the Son and not to God.164 The two
passages agree that God is the final creator (contra, at least ostensibly, Heb
1:10–12), but where the exordium mentions the Son as his agent, Heb
11:3 is silent on the presence of an agent.165 Finally, it should be said that
while the Son’s making purification for sins and his exaltation are key
themes recurring throughout and indeed shaping the message of
Hebrews, the Son’s cosmological functions are limited to only the

163 Curiously, while the relative pronouns of Heb 2:10 refer to God and not the
Son, a similar combination of cosmology and soteriology operates there as in
the exordium. “It was fitting that God for and through whom all things exist, in
bringing many children to glory, should make the pioneer of their salvation
perfect through sufferings.” Notice also that like Heb 1:2bc (where it first says
the Son is appointed heir of all things and then says God makes the ages through
him), 2:10 says that all things exist for God first and, second, through him. Notice
also that following this “for/through him” verse is a comment on the sacrifice
of the pioneer Son (tekeiºy denotes at least this and perhaps even the Son’s
exaltation), comparable to 1:3cd following vv. 2b–3b.

164 Identifying the antecedent of the pronoun in Heb 1:3b is somewhat
complicated by the fact that v. 3a ends with the same pronoun, but with
God as its clear referent. See Attridge, Hebrews, 45, n. 126.

165 Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, 315. The use of N/la in Heb 11:3 may refer to Gen 1
(the basis for the role of the kºcor) and so may not be completely distinct from
Heb 1:3b (which is quite similar to Philo’s writings). On Philo and Hebrews,
see below. On the interpretation of Gen 1, see the next section on the prologue
to John.
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exordium, and the citation of Ps 101 (LXX) in 1:10–13.166 It is not a
major theme of the kºcor t/r paqajk¶seyr in general.

While we cannot prove the presence of, let alone the original
content of a hymnic Vorlage to Heb 1:1–4, we can at least make the case
that Heb 1:2c, 3ab are substantially distinct and appear to play less than
even a cursory role in the argument of the letter as a whole. The
coupling with vv. 2b, 3cd is clear and so we should not analyze vv. 2c,
3ab apart from these lines. Whether they were originally a part of the
same hymn (or, more generically, traditional material) we cannot know;
however, the author of the exordium intends the two to be mutually
illuminating. Hence within these verses (and not in vv. 1–2a and 4) we
have the same conjoining of cosmology and eschatology as we saw in 1
Cor 8:6 and Col 1:15–20.

4.3.2. Cosmology in Heb 1:2c and 3ab: The Son in relation to God and
the Cosmos

The cosmology of Hebrews as a whole is at one level quite complex.
Should we speak of the Platonic contrast between the shadowy world of
the senses verses the real world of the intelligible; or should we speak of
contrasting aQ¾mer, one an earthly age associated with the past, the other
a heavenly age associated with the eschaton?167 But when we speak in

166 There is one other possible reference to the Son’s cosmogonic role, namely
Heb 3:3. This text is less clear than the two in Heb 1, however. Heb 3:3–4
read: “Yet Jesus is worthy of more glory than Moses, just as the builder of a
house has more honor than the house itself. (For every house is built by
someone, but the builder of all things is God)”. While v. 3 seems to suggest that
Jesus is toO oUjou b jatasjeu²sar, v. 4 clarifies that b p²mta jatasjeu²sar heºr.
While it may appear that this passage identifies Jesus and God, verse 6 makes
clear that there is a distinction between God and the Son. I think here the most
that can be said is that Jesus’ status as Son identifies him more with the builder
than the building. See Attridge, Hebrews, 109–110.

167 It is a continuing debate whether Hebrews expresses an ontological or temporal
understanding of the cosmos (i.e. , realized eschatology vs. apocalyptic). For a
review of these views see G. W. MacRae, “Heavenly Temple and Eschatology
in the Letter to the Hebrews,” Semeia 12 (1978): 179–199; reprinted in idem,
Studies in the New Testament and Gnosticism (GNS 26; Wilmington, Del. :
Michael Glazier, Inc., 1987), 80–97. See most recently Gregory E. Sterling,
“Ontology Versus Eschatology: Tensions between Author and Community,”
SphA 13 (2001): 190–211. We will discuss this debate further in the final part of
this section when we discuss the interrelationship of cosmology and soteriology.
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terms of cosmogony, there is more clarity. After Hebrews 1, the clear
artificer of all things is God (understood as the proper name of the
Deity, synonymous with “God the father”). We see this in Heb 2:10,
3:4, and 11:3. Chapter one of Hebrews presents a different picture of
the source of the cosmos. The citation of Psalm 101:26–28 (LXX),
which originally addressed Yahweh’s creative function, now in Heb
1:9–12 describes the Son’s cosmogonic function:

In the beginning, Lord, you founded the earth, and the heavens are the
works of your hands; they will perish, but you remain; they will wear out
like clothing; like a cloak you will roll them up and like clothing they will
be changed. But you are the same, and your years will never end.

This citation likely is that portion of Heb 1:5–13 the author intends to
be a counterpart to the very first cosmongonic lines of the work, those
found in the exordium.168

4.3.2.1. Heb 1:2c: “through whom he made the ages”

The analysis of the structure and origin of Hebrews 1:1–4 suggests we
confine the cosmology of the exordium to the three consecutive lines in
vv. 2c, 3ab.169 They read:

di’ ox ja· 1po¸gsem to»r aQ_mar
dr ¥m !pa¼casla t/r dºngr ja· waqajtµq t/r rpost²seyr aqtoO
v´qym te t± p²mta t` N¶lati t/r dum²leyr aqtoO

The grammatical subject of of the first of these three lines is heºr, whom
the author explicitly names in the exordium only at Heb 1:1. So, if we
confine ourselves to the second half of the phrase, “he made the worlds”
the cosmogony is congruent with the rest of Hebrews (apart from
1:10–12): God is clearly the primary cause of creation.170 Of course, this

168 See Meier, “Symmetry and Theology in Heb 1,5–14,” 517–518.
169 Based upon our structural analysis, we will discuss the first line (v. 2c)

independently from the second two (v. 3ab), which we will study as a pair.
However, given that we found these lines to form the B/B’ part of a chiasm, we
will need to be aware that the second and third lines in effect rephrase and/or
enhance the first. Along the way, we will consider passages from Wisdom of
Solomon and Philo which ascribe the same function we find in Heb 1:2c, 3ab
to Sophia and/or the Logos.

170 The use of poi´y to describe the action of a Deity creating the cosmos or part of
it (e.g., human beings) is common. It occurs frequently in the LXX (often
translating the Hebrew 4L5) and other Greek speaking Jewish writings, the
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stance is also commonplace within Jewish and Christian scriptures and
related religious texts.

However the first two words, which combine to make the
prepositional phrase di’ ox (“through whom”), provide a substantial
twist when prefixed to this axiom of Jewish monotheism. The
antecedent of the relative pronoun is the uRºr mentioned in Heb 1:2a:
“God spoke to us by a Son … through whom also he made the ages.”
The phrase does not deny God’s status as creator; rather it establishes a
medium, an intermediary, through whom God created. As in 1 Cor 8:6
and Col 1:16, as well as in Philo’s writings, the di² c. gen. construction
functions here as shorthand for describing the Son’s instrumental role in
the Deity’s cosmogonic action.171 Conceptually, this creates an
interesting parallel to the Son’s status as agent of revelation (the 1m uR`
of v. 2a).172 The Son is, in both types of agency (revelation and
cosmogony), the instrument of God. This clarifies the qualitative

NT, and non-Jewish Hellenistic literature. (See “poi´y,” BDAG for refer-
ences.)
The term aQ¾m, here in the plural, is ambiguous, but appears to refer to the

entirety of things created, as is the case in Heb 11:3. It may refer to eternity,
periods of time (“ages”), or to spatial dimension (“worlds”). The fact that to»r
aQ_mar creates an antistrophic link with t± p²mta in the prior relative phrase (v.
2b), and the fact that t± p²mta again appears in v. 3b may suggest at the least
spatial dimension. In the context of the exordium, the contrast between p²kai
in v. 1 and 1p( 1sw²tou t_m Bleq_m in v. 2a could mean the author wants us to
think in chronological terms as well. Whether ages or worlds, the creation of
the aQ_mer has already taken place (cf. the aorist tense in Heb 1:2c and the
perfect tense in 11:3). The notion of “eternity”, a prevalent use of aQ¾m in the
LXX and elsewhere (cf. Heb 1:8), is unlikely given the t± p²mta parallels. Even
more unlikely is that aQ¾m here has a personal referent, namely the Aeon(s) so
prevalent in Gnostic writings. See Attridge, Hebrews, 41 and our discussion of
the Sethian treatise Apocryphon of John in chapter five.

171 For the discussion of the di² c. gen. construction as shorthand for cosmogonical
intermediacy see § 2.3.1 and § 3.2.5.1.

172 In Heb 11:3, we read jatgqt¸shai to»r aQ_mar N¶lati heoO, pointing to God’s
word as instrumental when he created the world. This is an established motif in
Judaism, originating with Gen 1:3. That verse (ja· eWpem b he¹r cemgh¶ty v_r
ja· 1c´meto v_r) does not however appear to point to an actual agent of creation
as much as mode (speech) by which creation took place. Of course, such mode
may be the object of personification; this is a likely impetus for the Logos
traditions. See our description of Aristobulus’ teachings at the beginning of
chapter three as well as the discussion of Genesis 1 interpretive traditions in our
discussions of Philo (chapter three) and on the Prologue of John later in this
chapter.
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distinction between the Son and the “prophets of the past”; to address
humanity in the last days God speaks by the very same entity through
which he created the world. But whether revelation or cosmogony, the
Son may be the instrument but the primary actor is God.

4.3.2.2. Heb 1:3ab: “he who is the effulgence of his glory and
impression of his nature bears all things by his powerful word”

This primacy shifts, at least grammatically, when we come to the next
two lines (v. 3ab) of the exordium.

dr £m !pa¼casla t/r dºngr ja· waqajtµq t/r rpost²seyr aqtoO
v´qym te t± p²mta t` N¶lati t/r dum²leyr aqtoO

This is loaded and robust imagery – especially in a context that demands
concision. The first line (v. 3a) says that the Son “is” (the present active
participle, ¥m, denotes ontological status) both the radiance of his glory
and the imprint of his essence. The antecedent of the pronoun is heºr,173

suggesting that while the first line has shifted the focus to the Son’s
ontology, the de facto primacy is still God’s. The phrases are parallel in
that they both join descriptors (!pa¼casla, waqajt¶q) of the Son with
circumlocutions (dºna, rpºstasir) for the Deity, and we should read
both phrases as expressing the same sentiment.174 Arguably, the singular
effect of this line is the illumination of the Son’s eternal status by
accentuating his closeness to God.

However, the author describes the Son’s intimate connection with
God with two distinct, even antithetical, metaphors (light and
impression). While we cannot know with what precision the author
writes, it is noteworthy that he employs intellectually freighted
terminology.175)pa¼casla t/r dºngr ja· waqajtµq t/r rpos²seyr
aqtoO seems to echo Wis 7:26, which says of Sophia, !pa¼casla 1stim

173 Though the pronoun (aqtoO) occurs only after the second phrase, it qualifies
both dºna and rpºstasir.

174 Cf. Wilckens, TDNT, “waqajt¶q,” 9.421: “The two members of the first
statement (v. 3a) are in parallelism. They thus intentionally say the same thing.
As dºna and rpºstasir are synonymous to the degree that God’s glory is His
nature, so the same function of the Son is expressed by !pa¼casla and
waqajt¶q.” While structurally this is right, there is some conceptual tension
between the Son as radiance and as impress. See below.

175 The terms !pa¼casla and waqajt¶q are hapax legomena both in Hebrews and
the NT. See the excursus below on these terms in Philo’s writings.
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vyt¹r !zd¸ou ja· 5soptqom !jgk¸dytom t/r toO heoO 1meqce¸ar ja· eQj½m
t/r !cahºtgtor aqtoO.176 Both texts use multiple descriptors that
characterize their respective intermediary (the Son, Sophia) as a divine
emanation while indirectly referencing the Deity.177 While in doing so
they reflect their biblical influences (dºna is a common designation for
the Deity in Jewish scripture and related writings), 178 Wisdom and
Hebrews also likely reflect a Middle Platonic Vorleben. Waqajt¶q and
eQj¾m in particular call to mind the paradigmatic motif Platonists used to
describe their intermediate principle.179 Alcinous’ and Philo’s use of
rpºstasir to denote intelligible reality (though not necessarily the
supreme principle itself) strengthens the case.180

Philo also provides an interesting parallel with respect to the
bringing together of the apparently mismatched metaphors. Recall from
chapter three that Philo combines light and impression metaphors in
Somn. 1.75.

God is light, for it is sung in the Psalms, ‘the Lord is my illumination
(vytislºr) and my Saviour (Ps. 26:1).’ And he is not only light, but also
the archetype of every other light, rather is anterior and superior to every
archetype, having the relationship of a model <of a model>. For the
model (paq²deicla) is his Logos in its plenitude, light (v_r) in fact, for as
he (Moses) says, ‘God said: let light come into existence,’ whereas he
himself is similar to none of the things that have come into existence.181

In addition to casting the Logos as both the divine model and light (both
of which he grounds in the Genesis 1:4 speech act), notice that Philo
also speaks of the Deity with a care reminiscent of the circumlocutions
which Heb and Wis employ. God “is similar to none of the things that
have come into existence” and is “anterior and superior to every

176 Attridge (Hebrews, 42) suggests Wis 7:26 (“a reflection of eternal light, a spotless
mirror of God’s power, and an image of his goodness”) is “ultimately … the
specific source” for Heb 1:3a.

177 In Hebrews, it is not the reflection or impress of God, but the reflection of
God’s glory and essence. In Wis, also, it is not “of God” but “of God’s power,
glory, light, working and goodness.” See our discussion of 7:25–26 in chapter
three (§ 3.1.2.1).

178 Cf. LSJ, s.v. “dºna.”
179 See our discussion of the Middle Platonic intermediary as paradigm in chapter

two (§ 2.3).
180 See Alcinous, Epit. 25.1, and Philo, Somn. 1.188. Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, 44.
181 Trans. : Runia, On the Creation of the Cosmos, 168; see his analysis of this passage

while discussing Opif. 31, where the intelligible light is called the eQj¾m of
creation.
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archetype.” That the transcendent God is able to be our illumination (Ps
26:1) only by means of the divine Logos expresses in effect what
Hebrews 1:3 and Wis 7:25–26 express.

Which is to say that to limit the significance of Heb 1:3a to a focus
only on the Son’s ontology is to discount its relationship to its
context.182 Structurally, we discussed above how verse 3a connects to
verse 3b by means of parallelism (both in anaphoric and antistrophic
terms) and the use of the conjunctive te.183 The question is not so much
whether line a of verse 3 reports the Son’s eternal status vis-à-vis the
Deity (it does) but how that status informs the Son’s cosmological
function. In particular, the Son’s status as divine reflection and
representation has direct bearing on his ability to hold all things by
his powerful word.

Unfortunately, the sense of the second line in verse 3 is ambiguous.
First, the use of v´qy is nebulous: it could refer to sustaining all things
(cf. Col 1:17: t± p²mta 1m aqt` sum´stgjem) or to creating all things
(reiterating the claim of Heb 1:2c, though now with the Son as actor),
or perhaps a combination of both.184 As we saw, a phrase similar to t`

182 This is what is concerning about John Meier’s analysis of this line. In his
“Structure and Theology in Heb 1,1–14” (see esp. 179–182) he argues that the
author steps backward from creation (v. 2c) to the Son’s place in eternity (v. 3a)
and then forward to the Son’s continuing role in sustaining the cosmos (v. 3b),
before moving to the Son’s incarnation/death (v. 3c) and exaltation (v. 3d). (Cf.
E. Grässer, An die Hebr�er, 60–62). While Meier is correct that v. 2b and v. 4
form an inclusio, we perceive the structure of vv. 2b–3 differently than he does
(see above for details). Specifically, the notion that v. 3a represents a step
“backward” into “eternity” discounts the structural connections v. 3a has with
v. 3b. It especially should not be discounted that while the present active
participle ¥m likely does refer to the Son’s eternal status (cf. Meier, “Structure
and Theology in Heb 1,1–4” 180), it has a counterpart in the present active
participle v´qym, which is an activity of immanence (see below).

183 The counterparts to lines a and b of verse 3, namely lines c and d, have a clearer
relationship – the Son makes purification for sins and then sits down at the right
of the majesty on high. Still, that lines c and d are so well connected suggests a
similar connectedness between lines a and b.

184 For v´qy in a cosmogonic sense see Philo, Her. 36, Mut. 192 and 256. For the
sense of sustaining or administrating all things, see e.g.,Mos. 2.133: “Thus is the
high priest arrayed when he sets forth to his holy duties, in order that when he
enters to offer the ancestral prayers and sacrifices there may enter with him the
whole universe, as signified in the types of it which he brings upon his person,
… the twelve stones on the breast in four rows of threes of the zodiac, the
reason-seat of that Reason which holds together and administers all things (toO
sum´womtor ja· dioijoOmtor t± s¼lpamta t¹ koce ?om).”
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N¶lati t/r dum²leyr aqtoO in v. 3b occurs in Heb 11:3, where the
worlds are said to be prepared by the word of God (jatgqt¸shai to»r
aQ_mar N¶lati heoO).185 But in verse 3b, it is the Son’s word (not God’s)
that has cosmic effect.186

But if we set these ambiguities aside, we at least must acknowledge
that the author claims here for the Son a determining role in the
existence of the cosmos, a role not unlike God’s in terms of power.
Furthermore, if we take seriously v. 3a as the logical precursor to v. 3b,
than the Son’s role is grounded in his relationship with God; it is
because the Son is the !pa¼casla of God’s glory and the waqajt¶q of
his essence that he does in fact v´qym t± p²mta. The Son wields divine
power because of his proximity to divinity. Indeed, this proximity sheds
light on how it is the Son can be God’s instrument in creation. That is,
vv. 2c–3b appear to claim God creates and sustains the cosmos (“the
ages” // “all things”) through the one (di’ ox) who is God’s radiance and
the image of God’s essence.

This is similar to Wisdom of Solomon, where the description of
Sophia as an emanation of God has a broader cosmological context.187 In
Wisdom 7:24 ( just preceding the fivefold list of metaphors for Sophia),
the pseudonymous author tells us that because of her pureness, Sophia
“pervades and penetrates all things well” (di¶jei ja· wyqe ? di± p²mtym).
And immediately following the metaphors, the author tells us in verse
27 Sophia can do all things (p²mta d¼matai) and that she renews all
things (t± p²mta jaim¸fei).188 There should not be any doubt, especially
given the three substantival uses of p÷r, that Sophia plays a prominent
role in the cosmos. But is there a connection between the bookends
(Wis 7:24, 27) and what comes between them – namely the metaphors
of emanation?

It may be best to concede that it is impossible to decide for one (sustaining)
or the other (creating) and allow for the possibility of both. Attridge, Hebrews,
45; J. Moffatt, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews
(Edinburgh: Clark, 1952), 7–8.

185 See n. 166.
186 It is possible that the antecedent of the pronoun in t` N¶lati t/r dum²leyr

aqtoO is God. This does not help much as the subject of v´qym remains the Son.
How does the Son bear all things by a word (his or God’s)?

187 See the discussion of Sophia’s ontology and cosmology in chapter three (§
3.1.2.1).

188 This same sentiment finds expression again just a few verses later (8:1): Sophia
“reaches mightily from one end of the earth to the other, and she orders all
things (t± p²mta) well.”
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Recall Wis 7:25 where we read that since Sophia is both breath of
God’s power and effluence of the Almighty’s glory “therefore nothing
defiled gains entrance into her” (di± toOto oqd³m leliall´mom eQr aqtµm
paqelp¸ptei). Verse 26 continues to espouse the reasons for this claim
with metaphors of representation (reflection, mirror, image). In other
words, the emanationist language of both verses pivot around this
notion that Sophia lacks defilement, an ontological claim that also finds
expression in verse 24: “for Sophia is more mobile than any movement;
she pervades and penetrates all things because of her pureness (di± tµm
jahaqºtgta).” Hence, verses 25–26 are an explanation of how it is
possible for Sophia to be cosmically efficacious and yet pure: it is by her
relationship to God, more specifically to attributes of his potency.

4.3.2.3. Excursus #4: !pa¼casla and waqajt¶q
in Philo and in Hebrews

Given the brevity of Hebrews 1:3a, it is difficult to asses how the
ontological description of the Son as !pa¼casla t/r dºngr ja·
waqajtµq t/r rpost²seyr aqtoO coheres with Philo’s understanding
of the ontological status of the Logos. However, a study of the key
terms !pa¼casla and waqajt¶q as they appear in Philo (!pa¼casla
occurs 3 times; waqajt¶q occurs 53 times) yield some illuminative
results.189 In the three occurrences of !pa¼casla in Philo’s writings,
none of them refer to the Logos or Sophia (at least not in their present
condition). However, they are still worth our attention. The passages
where the term occurs are Opif 146:

Every man, in respect of his mind, is allied to the divine Reason (kºcor),
having come into being as a copy (1jlace ?om) or fragment (!pºspasla) or
ray (!pa¼casla) of that blessed nature, but in the structure of his body he
is allied to all the world, for he is compounded of the same things, earth,
water, air, and fire, each of the elements having contributed the share that
falls to each, to complete a material absolutely sufficient in itself for the
Creator to take in order to fashion this visible image.

Spec. 4. 123:

For the essence or substance of that other soul is divine spirit, a truth,
vouched for by Moses especially, who in his story of the creation says that

189 For a study of these terms and other terminology and characteristics in common
between Hebrews and Philo, see Williamson, Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews,
esp. 36–41 (!pa¼casla) and 74–80 (waqajt¶q).
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God breathed a breath of life upon the first man, the founder of our race,
into the lordliest part of his body, the face, where the sense are stationed
like bodyguards to the great king, the mind. And clearly what was then thus
breathed was ethereal spirit, or something if such there be better than
ethereal spirit, even an effulgence of the blessed, thrice blessed nature of the
Godhead (ûte t/r lajaq¸ar ja· tqislajaq¸ar v¼seyr !pa¼casla).

And Plant. 50:

And mark how well the epithets that follow harmonize with that which
was put first. The world, we read, is God’s house in the realm of sense-
perception, prepared and ready for Him. It is a thing wrought, not, as some
have fancied, uncreated. It is a “sanctuary” ("c¸asla), a reflection of sanctity
(oXom "c¸ym !pa¼casla), so to speak, a copy of the original (l¸lgla
!qwet¼pou); since the objects that are beautiful to the eye of sense are
images of those in which the understanding recognizes beauty. Lastly, it has
been prepared by the “hands” of God, his world-creating powers.190

Note that the general context of these three passages is the same: the
process of creation. Philo makes the same point in both Opif. 146 and
Spec. 4.123 regarding the creation of human beings. Humans are really
the combinations of two types of being. On the one hand, they are
earthly (denoted by the elements in Opif. 146) or animalistic (see the
significance of “blood” in Spec. 4.122); on the other hand, they are of
divine origin (“a copy or fragment or ray of that blessed nature [t/r
lajaq¸ar v¼seyr]” or again, “what was then thus breathed [cf. Gen 2:7]
was … an effulgence of the blessed, thrice blessed nature [t/r lajaq¸ar
ja· tqislajaq¸ar v¼seyr] of the Godhead.”) )pa¼casla (‘ray’ or
‘effulgence’) expresses the sense in these two passages that the human
moOr originates in the Deity.191

190 Translations of Philo in this excursus are from the PLCL, unless otherwise
noted. I have modified Colson’s translation in two of these three passages. He
translates !pa¼casla as “ray” (an active sense) in Opif. 146 and Plant. 50, but
“effulgence” in Spec. 4.123. However, the sense is passive and hence
“reflection,” which concurs with the parallel phrase (l¸lgla !qwet¼pou). (Cf.
“effulgence” in Runia’s translation of Opif. 146 in On the Creation of the Cosmos
and his discussion on p. 345).

191 The notion that the human mind is part of the same substance as the divine or
world mind is Stoic and is likely what lies behind the term !pºspasla
(“fragment”). If so, !pa¼casla may appear in Opif. 146 as a mitigation of this
notion. This is corroborated by the downplaying of the elements as earthly in
contrast to mind and the Divine Logos. This distinction also appears in Spec.
4.123, where the human spirit or moOr is ethereal being or “something if such
there be even greater than ethereal spirit (ja· eQ d¶ ti aQheq¸ou pm´lator
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The last of these three passages, Plant. 50, also has a cosmological
context. However, where !pa¼casla expressed the quality of human
origination from the divine in the first two passages, the third passage
uses the term to express the world’s relationship to the divinity. The
sense of the term is as we have translated it, “reflection,” i.e., the
created world is a reproduction of an ideal form. What we have in
created things, which are beautiful to the eyes, are copies of intelligible
objects beautiful to the understanding (t± aQsh¶sei jak± t_m mo¶sei
jak_m eQjºmer). This is not, as Colson’s translation suggests, an active
participation in the intelligible realm (a “ray”), but a passive
participation.192

For Philo, !pa¼casla only refers to created entities, whether
humans or the cosmos. To be sure, it refers to that aspect of the created
object which derives from or is shaped by the intelligible realm (whether
we speak of the generic “blessed nature” or the divine Logos with
respect to the human mind or t_m mo¶sei jak_m with respect to the
world). The contribution of this analysis is to note that in Philo’s three
uses of this term, the context is cosmological and that the term often
occurs along side terms in the same semantic field as waqajt¶q, i.e.,
image (eQj¾m), copy (l¸lgla), impression (1jlace ?om).193

This second of our two terms, waqajt¶q, does not always have a
cosmological context in Philo.194 However, when it does have such a
context, the parallels with Hebrews 1:3a are instructive. First, in Det.
82–83 waqajt¶q is part of the same contrast between the animal and
intelligible aspects of humanity as !pa¼casla in Opif. 146 and Spec.
4.123.

Each one of us, according to the primary analysis, is two in number, an
animal and a man. To either of these has been allotted an inner power akin
to the qualities of their respective life-principles, to one the power of
vitality, in virtue of which we are alive, to the other the power of
reasoning, in virtue of which we are reasoning beings. Of the power of

jqe ?ssom), even an !pa¼casla jtk.” See Tobin, Creation of Man, 85; for an
opposing view, see Runia, On the Creation of the Cosmos, 345.

192 On whether !pa¼casla has an active or passive sense in Hebrews, see
Williamson, Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews, 37–38.

193 About these terms as a semantic cluster see below as well as our discussion of the
Logos as eQj¾m in Philo in chapter three.

194 Of the 53 occurrences of waqajt¶q in Philo’s writings, the term most
frequently refers to impressions made upon the soul by virtue or other divine
qualities (see e.g., Opif. 151; Sacr. 60; and Conf. 102).
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vitality the irrational creatures partake with us; of the power of reasoning
God is, not indeed partaker, but originator, being the Fountain of eldest
reason (B toO pqesbut²tou kºcou pgc¶). To the faculty which we have in
common with the irrational creatures blood has been given as its essence;
but of the faculty which streams forth from the fountain of reason (kºcor)
breath (pmeOla) has been assigned; not moving air, but, as it were, an
impression and stamp of the divine power (!kk± t¼pom tim± ja· waqajt/qa
he¸ar dum²leyr), to which Moses gives the appropriate title of “image” (Cm
amºlati juq¸\ Lyus/r eQjºma jake ?), thus indicating that God is the
Archetype of rational existence, while man is a copy (l¸lgla) and likeness
(!peijºmisla).195

As with !pa¼casla, Philo uses waqajt¶q in his description of how
human rationality originates with the Deity (he¸ar d¼malir). Philo makes
use of the same scriptural context as well, namely Gen 2:7, now
combining it with Gen 1:27. 196 While in De specialibus legibus
!pa¼casla interprets (or, really, redefines) aQh´qiom pmeOla, in Quod
deterius potiori insidiari solet waqajt¶q (along with t¼por, in a hendiadys)
interprets pmeOla. The source of the impression, the he ?a d¼malir, Philo
understands as the very same eQj¾m of which Moses speaks (in Gen 1:27,
understood). How it is exactly that God is the archetype to the human
copy is unclear, though we shouldn’t ignore the earlier ascription of the
Logos as source for the pmeOla and God as B toO pqesbut²tou kºcou
pgc¶. However, the Logos is that which makes the impression (the
eQj¾m or divine power) and not the impression itself (not the t¼por or,
especially for our purposes, the waqajt¶q).197

Another interpretation of Gen 2:7 which uses waqajt¶q occurs in
Plant. 18–19. Here, however the role of the Logos as intermediary is
clearer.

Now while others, by asserting that our human mind is a particle of the
ethereal substance (t/r aQheq¸ou v¼seyr), have claimed for man a kinship

195 This modification of Colson’s translation (PLCL 2.259) comes from Tobin,
Creation of Man, 88.

196 On the use of Gen 2:7, compare Spec. 4.123 (Moses, “in his story of the
creation says that God breathed a breath of life upon the first man … what was
then thus breathed was ethereal spirit (aQh´qior pmeOla), or something if such
there be better than ethereal spirit, even an effulgence of the blessed”) with Det.
83 (“to the faculty which streams froth from the fountain of reason breath (t¹
pmeOla) has been assigned; not moving air, but, as it were, an impression
stamped by the divine power”). Note how “effulgence” (!pa¼casla) and
“impression” (waqajt¶q) both qualify or even surpass the term pmeOla.

197 On the ambiguity of the term kºcor in Det. 83 see Tobin, Creation of Man, 88.
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with the upper air; our great Moses likened the fashion of the reasonable
soul to no created thing, but averred it to be a genuine coinage of that
dread Spirit, the Divine and Invisible One, signed and impressed by the seal
of God (sgleiyh³m ja· tupyh³m svqac ?di heoO), the stamp of which is the
Eternal Word (Hr b waqajt¶q 1stim b !ýdior kºcor). His words are “God in-
breathed into his face a breath of life” (Gen 2:7); so that it cannot but be
that he that receives is made in the likeness (!peijom¸fy) of Him Who
sends forth the breath.

Philo contrasts a Stoic anthropology (oR %kkoi t/r aQheq¸ou v¼seyr t¹m
Bl´teqom moOm lo ?qam eQpºmter) with the one espoused by the “great
Moses.” In Moses’ account, says Philo, the Logos acts as a stamp which
impresses on human beings the “seal of God,” namely rationality. As
with our previous discussion of eQj¾m (see the discussion in chapter three
and above on Col 1:15), here we have a three tiered relationship: the
Logos is to human beings as God is to the Logos.198 We saw already with
respect to Det. 83 that the evidence points to a similar tri-level
relationship, but that it was not explicit enough to be sure.

In Leg. 3.95–96 the use of waqajt¶q, the use of eQj¾m, and the God-
Logos-human relationship all converge again, and in a manner more
explicit than the previous two passages. Philo says that in this reference
to Bezalel from Exodus 31 we have a sw/la which God has stamped
(1mtupºy) on the soul.

Therefore, we will know what the impression is (t¸r owm 1stim b waqajt¶q)
if we first carefully inquire about the interpretation of the name. Bezalel
means “in the shadow of God,” and the shadow (sj¸a) of God is his kºcor,
which he used as an instrument when he made the world (è jah²peq
aqc²m\ pqoswqgs²lemor 1joslopo¸ei). But this shadow, a representation
(!pe¸josla) as it were, is [itself] the archetype (!qw´tupom) for other things.
For just as God is the pattern (paq²deicla) of the image (B eQj¾m) – what
has been called “shadow” – thus the image (B eQj¾m) becomes the pattern
(paq²deicla) of other things. This he (Moses) made clear when he starts his
law by saying, “And God made the human being after the image of God”
(ja· 1po¸gsem b he¹r t¹m %mhqyom jat( eQjºma heoO ; LXX Gen 1:27); thus
on the one hand that the image had been modeled after God, while on the
other that the human being was modeled after the image when it
undertook its paradigmatic function (¢r t/r l³m eQjºmor jat± t¹m he¹m
!peijomishe¸sgr, toO d³ !mhq¾pou jat± tµm eQjºma kaboOsam d¼malim
paqade¸clator).199

198 On this tri-level relationship (God:Logos:humanity/creation), see our dis-
cussion of Her. 230–231 in § 3.2.5.3 and Tobin’s discussion of that passage
(Creation of Man, 96–97).

199 My translation. See the discussion of this passage in § 3.2.5.
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To discern the waqajt¶q of this sw/la it is necessary to interpret the
name Bezalel allegorically. According to Philo’s etymology the name
means in the shadow of God, which Philo claims is God’s kºcor. This
appears to be based on the shadow’s status as representation
(!peijºmisla) of something, which is the Logos’ status vis-à-vis God.
The remainder of the passage describes this status and its inherent
functioning by means of the tri-level relationship: paradigm (God)-
eQj¾m (Logos/Shadow)//paradigm (Logos/Shadow)-eQj¾m (2t´qym/
%kkym). The warrant for this rests with Gen 1:27: ¢r t/r l³m eQjºmor
jat± t¹m he¹m !peijomishe¸sgr, toO d³ !mhq¾pou jat± tµm eQjºma
kaboOsam d¼malim paqade¸clator.

For our purposes, there are two attributes of Philo’s analysis in
Legum allegoriae 3 worthy of note. First, waqajt¶q expresses the function
of the Logos as a stamp on the human soul. It does not simply capture
the ontological status of the Logos with respect to God, but the effect of
that status with respect to a part of the created order. Philo clarifies this
effect by transitioning from the waqajt¶q/sw/la relationship to the
paq²deicla/eQj¾m relationship.200 Second, though Philo’s primary
concern is the quality of the soul given its divine stamp,201 the
underlying context is cosmological. This is not just because of the
mention of Gen 1:27, but also because of the description, provided
almost in passing, of the Logos, è jah²peq aqc²m\ pqoswqgs²lemor

200 For an instance where Philo equates eQj¾m and waqajt¶q see Ebr. 133: “For
since the Creator made both the pattern and the copy in all that He made,
virtue was not excepted: He wrought its archetypal seal, and He also stamped
with this an impression (waqajt¶q) which was its close counterpart. The
archetypal seal is an incorporeal idea, but the copy (eQj¾m) which is made by the
impression (waq²ssy) is something else - a material something, naturally
perceptible by the senses, yet not actually coming into relation with them; just
as we might say that a piece of wood buried in the deepest part of the Atlantic
ocean has a natural capacity for being burnt, though actually it will never be
consumed by fire because the sea is around and above it.”

201 The summary of the discussion began in Leg. 3.95 is Leg. 3.104: “Seeing then
that we have found two natures created, undergoing molding, and chiseled into
full relief by God’s hands, the one essentially hurtful, blameworthy, and
accursed, the other beneficial and praiseworthy, the one stamped with a
counterfeit, the other with a genuine impression (dºjilom waqajt/qa), let us
offer a noble and suitable prayer, which Moses offered before us, ‘that God may
open to us His own treasury’ (Deut 28:12) and that sublime reason pregnant
with divine illumination, to which He has given the title of ‘heaven’; and that
He may close up the treasuries of evil things.”
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1joslopo¸ei.202 Thus, it appears in this passage that a connection exists
between the Logos as eqcamom of divine creation and as
waqajt¶q/!peijºmisla/paq²deicla of God.

Our analysis of Philo has found that !pa¼casla and waqajt¶q are
both terms Philo uses to express the relationship between the (rational)
soul and God. Indeed, the two terms occur in passages with several
other recurring words (eQj¾m, l¸lgla, !qw´tupor, !peijºmisla,
!peijom¸fy, svqac¸r, t¼por, emtupºy, paq²deicla) that together form
a thematic cluster. Philo draws from this cluster when he wishes to
describe the origin of the sensible realm based on the intelligible realm,
whether at a microcosmic level (the human soul) or the macrocosmic
level (the creation as a whole).203 The function of the Logos, at either
level, is to provide the impression it itself received from God. The
ontological status of the Logos determines the functionality of the
Logos.

While !pa¼casla and waqajt¶q do not appear together in Philo’s
writings, and even while !pa¼casla never refers in Philo to the Logos,
the Philonic use of these terms still may inform our understanding of
Heb 1:2c–3b. As with the use of !pa¼casla in Wis 7:26, we find again
that the terms have cosmological import. The terms play a key role in
Philo’s reconfiguring the creation of humanity (in particular) away from
a Stoic interpretation toward a Platonic interpretation (!pºspasla or
pmeOla become !pa¼casla or waqajt¶q, respectively). Now, while
Philo never says that the Logos is the !pa¼casla of God (cn. Heb 1:3
or Wis 7:26), he does say humanity (or rather the human moOr) is an
!pa¼casla of the Logos. He uses waqajt¶q in a similar fashion (the
human mind is/receives an impression from the divine stamp, the
Logos). He can however say that the Logos is a waqajt¶q which itself
makes an impression. In this sense, eQj¾m also can do double duty, being
at one time both stamp and the stamped impression. Since !pa¼casla
and waqajt¶q function the same way in Philo (Platonizing the creation
of humanity), which reflects a broader cosmological construct, and since
!pa¼casla can be used of an intermediary figure (Sophia, whom Wis
7:26 also refers to as an eQj¾m), we should not be surprised to read in

202 Tobin (Creation of Man, 97–98) claims that the interpretation of Gen 1:27
where the Logos is the eQj¾m according to which (jat²) humanity was created
arises from a broader Platonic interpretation of the biblical account of the
creation of the world. See also our discussion of eQj¾m in § 3.2.5.3.

203 See the discussion in § 3.2.5.3.
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Heb 1:3a where the two words a) refer to an intermediary figure (uRºr)
in his relationship vis-à-vis God (effulgence t/r dºngr, impression t/r
rpost²seyr) ; and b) are part of a string of cosmological descriptors
(1:2c, 3b).

There is, however, a problem. How do the terms actually function
cosmologically in Heb 1:3a. In Philo’s writings, we can determine the
theoretical construct within which !pa¼casla and waqajt¶q function.
They are part of the Alexandrian’s Middle Platonic interpretation of
Mosaic cosmology, especially seen in their use to counter Stoic
interpretations of the same as well as their implementation alongside the
“sensible as model of the intelligible” terminological cluster. In
Wisdom, !pa¼casla serves a similar purpose. The cosmological
language of Wis 7:24, 27, 8:1 is Stoic in origin– as is the imagery in
7:22b–23; however, vv. 25–26 function so as to show how Sophia has
divine efficaciousness but is herself not equivalent to the Deity.204

Furthermore, that !pa¼casla is one of several metaphors of emanation
the Wisdom author uses to address the divine origin of Sophia’s
cosmological efficaciousness is a phenomenon similar to Philo’s
thematic clustering of terms (but in a more concise, homogenous
fashion).

Of course, Heb 1:1–4 is a brief text that posits cosmological
information in both an elevated and staccato fashion, either due to its
alleged liturgical origin or (and) its function as exordium. Attridge may
be correct that the author of Heb 1:3 has before him the Wisdom of
Solomon.205 What he does then in the exordium is craft an epitome
based on the cosmological functionality Wis 7 expresses. However, we
cannot prove this. What we can do is to look to both Wis 7 and the
passages from Philo, especially Leg. 3.95–96, since they share many
similar characteristics. The evidence gleaned from this comparison at
least suggests that there is a relationship, that Son is the one di’ ox the
world was made and the one v´qym t± p²mta because he is the
!pa¼casla t/r dºngr ja· waqajtµq t/r rpost²seyr aqtoO. Further, it
is also possible that the underlying theoretical framework is the same,
namely a Judaized Middle Platonic cosmology (or a Platonized Jewish

204 Admittedly, Wis 7:25–26 is a positive presentation of Sophia’s relationship to
the Deity and does not openly espouse an apologetic stance (like Philo’s
opposition to Stoic panentheism). Still, the language clearly prohibits an
identification of Sophia with the Deity. See our discussion in § 3.1.2.1.

205 Attridge, Hebrews, 42.
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cosmology). Such would entail an active intermediary agent who
functions as the tool by which the Deity creates the cosmos and thereby
remains free from direct involvement in that sensible realm.

4.3.3. Soteriology

The soteriology of the Hebrews exordium finds expression in the
following three lines (vv. 2b, 3cd):

dm 5hgjem jkgqomºlom p²mtym
jahaqisl¹m t_m "laqti_m pois²lemor
1j²hisem 1m deniø t/r lecays¼mgr 1m rxgko ?r

We showed above that these lines represented the opening and closing
portions of a chiasm (v. 2b=A and v. 3cd=A’). The B/B’ counterpart is
the cosmological content we just discussed. Again, we begin with one
line (v. 2b) that is then strengthened and/or enhanced by two lines (v.
3cd).

4.3.3.1. Heb 1:2b: “whom he appointed heir of all things”

This statement is the first of a string of qualifiers for the uRºr mentioned
in v. 2a. Before this we know only that God has spoken in these last days
by a Son; beginning with v. 2b, we find out about that Son. It is not
immediately obvious why we should classify dm 5hgjem jkgqomºlom
p²mtym as soteriology; at the most, it is eschatological. To say the Son is
heir of all things picks up on the theme already suggested with 1p(
1sw²tou t_m Bleq_m to¼tym. God’s decisive revelation/revealer also
obtains prominence over all things.206 More than this, all things find
their end with him. The origin of this claim may be messianic
expectation.207 In Heb 1:4, the cognate jkgqomol´y denotes the Son’s
preeminence over the angels. In the remainder of the letter, both
jkgqomºlor and jkgqomol´y refer not to the Son but to the reward of

206 That “whom he appointed heir of all things” follows “in these last days” both
contextually and grammatically suggests that v. 2c refers to the actual
eschatological event (Meier, “Structure and Theology in Heb 1,1–4,”
176–177) and not just its preordination.

207 Since Psalm 2 has a prominent role in Hebrews, both in the exordium (v. 3d)
and as a structural pillar for the document as a whole (1:5, 5:5), it may be that Ps
2:8 is the impetus for v. 2b: aUtgsai paa 1loO ja· d¾sy soi 5hmg tµm
jkgqomol¸am sou ja· tµm jat²swes¸m sou t± p´qata t/r c/r.
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those who faithfully persevere.208 The notion of inheritance as such has a
soteriological angle elsewhere in Hebrews and in Jewish and Christian
literature in general.209 To determine whether there is such an angel in
Heb 1:2b, we must look at this line’s chiasmic counterpart.

4.3.3.2. Heb 1:3cd:“when he made purification for sins, he sat down at
the right hand of the majesty on high”

In Heb 1:3cd we have a two-step process: the first step expressed by an
aorist participle (poigs²lemor), the second by an aorist finite verb
(1j²hisem). The soteriological weight appears to rest with the first –
making purification for sins. However, the emphasis of the two lines is
with the second, the culmination that is the Son’s enthronement “at the
right hand of the majesty on high.”

Structurally, this move is similar to Philippians 2:6–11, where Christ
empties himself, taking the form of a human, and dies on the cross. God
then exalts him (di¹ ja· b he¹r aqt¹m rpeq¼xysem ja· 1waq¸sato aqt`
t¹ emola t¹ rp³q p÷m emola) so that all entities (whether 1pouqam¸oi ja·
1pice¸oi ja· jatawhom¸oi) bow before him and confess his lordship.210

Curiously, the two texts differ not in terms of exaltation but in what
precedes that exaltation. In Philippians, the manner of death (h²mator
stauqoO) is clear, but its soteriological significance is not. In Hebrews,
the soteriological significance is clear (jahaqisl¹m t_m "laqti_m
poigs²lemor), but the manner by which this took place is not.

From the comparison with the Philippians hymn, we may be
inclined to see traditional Christian kerygma, if not hymnology, behind
these two lines of the Hebrews exordium. The comparison also allows
us to see how the notion of inheritance fits with exaltation. The key
here is the use of emola both in Phil 2:9 and Heb 1:4. In Phil 2:9, we
read that God bestowed on Jesus the name above all names. Similarly, in
Heb 1:4, the Son has “become as much better than the angels as the
name he has inherited is better than [theirs].” We saw above that the use

208 The noun occurs in Heb 6:17 and 11:7; the verb in 1:14, 6:12, and 12:17.
209 See Attridge, Hebrews, 39–40.
210 Note the resonance between rpequxºy in Phil 2:9 and rxgkºr in Heb 1:3.

Also, the claim that God “gave to him the name that is above every name” in
Phil 2:9 is similar to Heb 1:4: “having become as much better than the angels as
the name (emola) he has inherited is better than they (i.e., theirs).” If we take
the sense of receiving the name in Phil 2:9 and inheriting a name in Heb 1:4 as
parallel, it is interesting that both are connected to exaltation “on high.”
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of jkgqomolºy in v. 4 links back to jkgqomºlor in v. 2b. The Son’s
status as heir of all things (v. 2b) is specifically applied to his status with
respect to the angels (v. 4). How he attains the status of heir, whether in
v. 4 or, by means of extrapolation, v. 2b, is explained in v. 3cd.

However, we should not be too quick to see in Heb 1:3cd simply a
Christian (liturgical?) tradition which has been placed in the exordium.
As we discussed above when considering the origin of the exordium,
these two lines have great affinity with the rest of the Epistle itself. The
most telling of the passages we discussed is Heb 10:12–13:

… when he [the Son] had offered for all time a single sacrifice for sins, “he
sat down at the right hand of God,” and since then has been waiting “until
his enemies would be made a footstool for his feet.”

This passage provides a valuable lens for interpreting Heb 1:3cd. It
points to how the Son made purification for sins: by means of the
sacrifice of his own self.211 It also stresses here an emphasis on the
singularity, or finality if you will, of the sacrificial act: l¸am hus¸am eQr t¹
digmej´r. This coheres with the use of the aorist participle poigs²lemor in
Heb 1:3c (and contrasts with the present active participles in v. 3ab [¥m,
v´qym]). It fills out the literary reference of 1m deniø in Heb 1:3 (i.e. ,
Psalm 110:1) and thereby adds to the temporal dimension of the event
that verse describes. That the Son 1j²hisem 1m deniø toO heoO shows the
exaltation/enthronement of the Son followed immediately after the
sacrifice (death) and is hence both a past event and a continuing
circumstance. However, the author continues with Ps 110:1b, writing
t¹ koip¹m 1jdewºlemor 6yr teh_sim oR 1whqo· aqtoO rpopºdiom t_m
pod_m aqtoO. That the Son waits (1jd´wolai) for this subjugation to be
fulfilled points both to the eschatological efficacy of his sacrifice/
enthronement and to the fact that there remains still a period before the
end.212

211 See Heb 10:10: “And it is by God’s will that we have been sanctified through
the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all.”

212 Cf. also Heb 9:26–28: The Son “has appeared once (ûpan) for all at the end of
the age (1p· sumteke¸a t_m aQ¾mym) to remove sin by the sacrifice of himself.
And just as it is appointed for mortals to die once, and after that the judgement,
so Christ, having been offered once (ûpan) to bear the sins of many, will appear
a second time, not to deal with sin, but to save those who are eagerly waiting
(!pejd´wolai) for him.” On the hortatory purpose of defining this gap between
the sacrifice and the end consider the homily on Ps 95 in Heb 3–4.
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Whether we see Heb 1:3cd as traditional material appropriated by
the author or as material that is part of the same whole cloth out of
which he forms the remainder of his kºcor t/r paqajk¶seyr (indeed it
may even be a bit of both), our analysis reveals two important things.
First, the dominant theme of vv. 2b, 3cd is not – explicitly –
soteriology, but exaltation. The soteriological step (making purification
for sins) is the means by which the Son attains the end of enthrone-
ment/inheritance. We should not be surprised with this, for it is
congruent with the remainder of Hebrews. The argument of the whole
text is that the Son has attained – by his sacrifice –the position to which
the “Hebrews” aspire, namely access to the inner sanctuary (variously
understood as either the heavenly temple or the intelligible world).213 In
other words, the author appears to shore up the (eschatological) hope of
his audience by pointing to the fact that the Son already has achieved the
goal. As he says, “we have this hope, a sure and steadfast anchor of the
soul, a hope that enters the inner shrine behind the curtain, where Jesus,
a forerunner on our behalf, has entered” (Heb 6: 19–20). Or again,
“therefore, brothers and sisters, since we have confidence to enter the
sanctuary by the blood of Jesus, by the new and living way that he
opened for us through the curtain (that is, through his flesh), and since
we have a great priest over the house of God, let us approach …”
(10:19–22). The focus of the exhortation is the current location of the
Son, namely enthroned at the right hand of God in the heavenly
sanctuary.

This is not dissimilar to Wisdom of Solomon which places Sophia
also alongside God on the throne. The author, in the guise of Solomon,
prays:

You have chosen me to be king of your people and to be judge over your
Sons and daughters. You have given command to build a temple on your
holy mountain, and an altar in the city of your habitation, a copy of the
holy tent that you prepared from the beginning. With you is sov¸a, she
who knows your works and was present when you made the world; she
understands what is pleasing in your sight and what is right according to
your commandments. Send her forth from the holy heavens ("c¸ym
oqqam_m), and from the throne of your glory (hqºmou don¶r sou) send her,
that she may labor at my side, and that I may learn what is pleasing to you.
For she knows and understands all things, and she will guide me wisely in
my actions and guard me with her glory (Wis 9:7–11).

213 See below for the different ways of construing the inner sanctuary.
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The ability of Sophia to benefit “Solomon” is her residence on the
hqºmor don¶r in the ûcioi oqqamo¸. But notice that it is her proximity to
God by which she learns all things and thereby is so capable a tutor for
the king. Sophia’s place at the throne is a given and her efficacy lies with
her being “sent” down to “guide” and “guard” the king. This is really
the reverse of Hebrews, where the process begins with the Son’s salvific
act (his own sacrifice) which is the catalyst for his ascent to the divine
throne. Once there he then benefits humanity.

There is another way Hebrews is different from this perspective in
Wisdom, one that underlies the above difference. The soteriological
emphasis in Hebrews is chronological; that is, the focus is on the “one-
time” sacrificial event followed immediately by enthronement of the
Son. In Wisdom, Sophia might be said to enter time so as to assist both
the king and others (Wis 10 is a catalogue of Sophia’s saving actions)214 ;
but really her status both as divine aide-de-camp and human guide is
continuous:

Although she is but one, she can do all things, and while remaining in
herself, she renews all things; in every generation she passes into holy souls
and makes them friends of God and prophets; for God loves nothing so
much as the person who lives with sov¸a (Wis 7:27–28).

The emphasis in Hebrews is the timeliness of the sacrificial event and
the Son’s subsequent enthronement. The emphasis in Wisdom is the
timelessness of Sophia’s cosmological agency and psychagogy.215

4.3.4. Interrelationship of Cosmology and Soteriology

We must be careful, however, with this contrast. Both on the broader
scale of Hebrews and within the exordium, time is not as it appears. In
“Heavenly Temple and Eschatology in the Letter to the Hebrews,”
George MacRae addressed a divisive issue in the recent history of
Hebrews interpretation. In Hebrews 8–9, the author makes a sustained
argument concerning the superiority of Jesus’ sacrifice over that offered
by the Israelites in the sanctuary. Jesus’ sacrifice is better in that it takes
place once for all in a heavenly sanctuary and not the earthly copy (9:4).
Hebrews 8:5 expresses the difference between the two:

214 On the ahistorical presentation of biblical history in Wis 10, see § 3.1.3.2.1.
215 On soteriology in Wisdom of Solomon, see § 3.1.3.
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They worship in a shadowy copy (rpode¸clati ja· sjiø) of what is in
heaven; for when Moses was about to erect the tent (sjgm¶), he was
warned: ”Take care that you make everything according to the pattern
(t¼por) that was revealed to you on the mountain.”

The question raised by this argument is: Is the understanding of the
heavenly temple put forward by the Hebrews author one that comes out
of an apocalyptic worldview or out of the worldview of a realized
eschatology?216 In particular, is the sanctuary that the Son enters located
in heaven in the fashion described by apocalyptic texts such as 1 Enoch
14, 90:18–29; T. Levi 5:1, or the Sib. Or. 1:423–27?217 Or is the temple
a symbol of the cosmos with the sanctuary being an allegorical
representation of the intelligible world as in Philo, QE 2.91–96?218 In
other words, whether we speak of the exordium or a central argument
in the body of Hebrews, we are at odds to explain evidence of two
contrasting worldviews. As Sterling states:

The major issue for those who attempt to make sense of the intellectual
background of Hebrews is the relationship between Platonic ontology with
its vertical/spatial orientation and Christian eschatology with its linear/
temporal orientation.219

The solution to this issue is not an “either/or” choice. With regards
Hebrews 8–9, both an apocalyptic view and a “cosmic temple” view

216 MacRae, “Heavenly Temple and Eschatology in the Letter to the Hebrews” (in
Studies ; see n. 172); see also idem, “A Kingdom that Cannot be Shaken: The
Heavenly Jerusalem in the Letter to the Hebrews,” Tantur Yearbook
(1979–1980): 27–40; reprinted in idem, Studies, 98–112. Also see Sterling,
“Ontology versus Eschatology”; and Schenck, “Philo and the Epistle to the
Hebrews.”

217 Cf. also Wis 9:8. C. K. Barrett (in “The Eschatology of the Epistle to the
Hebrews” in The Background of the New Testament and its Eschatology [W. D.
Davies and D. Daube, eds.; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954]:
363–93) argues for an apocalyptic background for Hebrews’ temple imagery.

218 H. Montefiore, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews (HNTC; New York:
Harper, 1964) argues that Hebrews expresses the Philonic view that
heaven=the sanctuary of the cosmic temple. On Hebrews as having a Platonic
worldview, see C. Spicq, L’ep�tre aux Hebreux (2 vols. ; Paris : J. Gabalda,
1952–53); L. K. K. Dey, The Intermediary World and Patterns of Perfection in
Hebrews (SBLDS 25; Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1975); and Thompson,
Beginnings of Christian Philosophy. For an analysis of the sanctuary in Philo, see
Sterling, “Ontology versus Eschatology,” 199–204.

219 Sterling, “Ontology versus Eschatology,” 192.
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inform this NT author’s concept of the sanctuary.220 MacRae, accepting
the imagery of the sanctuary in Hebrews as Platonic, notes that there is
also an added dimension of time.

In this perspective, the two parts of the tabernacle can represent not only
the created world and the uncreated heaven, but also the present time and
the eschatological future. Heb 9:8–9 provides an explicit example of this
mingling of spatial and temporal imagery. After describing the Old
Testament tabernacle and the uses of its two parts, the author continues:

By this the Holy Spirit indicates that the way into the sanctuary is not yet
opened as long as the outer tabernacle (B pq¾tg sjgm¶) is still standing
(which [Ftir, i.e. , B pq¾tg sjgm¶] is symbolic [paqabok¶] for the present
age).

What is striking here, and possibly quite original with the author to the
Hebrews, is the fact that he has combined an apocalyptic time scheme with
the Hellenistic mode of heavenly temple symbolism.221

MacRae contends that the reason for this melding of these different
temporal and spatial perspectives is that the author is addressing an
audience that operates from the apocalyptic framework. The author
himself however operates from the realized eschatological framework
we associate with Alexandria and especially Philo. In the homily that is
Hebrews, the author is using his realized eschatological (i.e., a
Platonized) understanding of the Christ event to shore up the
apocalyptic hope of his audience.222

Sterling accounts for the combination of Platonic and eschatological
perspectives with the opposite assertion. He contends that the audience
was already familiar with a Platonized interpretation of the Sanctuary in
as much as the author argues from not toward this interpretation.223 The
eschatological dimension was a product of the author.

220 The apocalyptic notion is expressed in Heb 4: 14, 8:1–5; 9:11–12, 23. One
finds the cosmic temple structure, however, in Heb 9:24 and 10:19–20. See
MacRae, Studies, 85–88 and Sterling, “Ontology versus Eschatology,”
193–199, for discussion of these texts.

221 MacRae, Studies, 88–89.
222 A significant aspect of MacRae’s thesis is how he understands the function of

p¸stir (as opposed to 1kp¸r, an apocalyptic construct) in the Epistle to the
Hebrews. According to MacRae, “faith provides the assurance gained from
insight into the realm of true reality in heaven where Christ has already
entered” (Studies, 93; for his whole argument, see 91–94).

223 See Sterling’s argument in “Ontology versus Eschatology,” 209.
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The thrust of the argumentation in Hebrews is the imposition of an
eschatological perspective on Platonizing exegetical traditions. The
eschatology was probably driven by a Christian perspective. The
introduction of Jesus Christ radically changed the static worldview
presumed in these exegetical traditions by imposing an eschatological
understanding of history. People who had thought in terms of the greater
worth of a heavenly over an earthly reality, now had to come to grips with
a temporal dimension in which the old is not better than the new. The
author tried to give them this by showing that the new is the heavenly and
the old is the earthly.224

From our analysis of Heb 1:2b–3, it should be clear that the
exordium combines Platonic ontology with Christian eschatology.
While we could contrast Heb 1:2b, 3cd (the exaltation/soteriological
lines of the exordium) with the perspective of Wisdom, we saw above
that the cosmological lines (vv. 2c, 3ab) ascribe to the Son an
ontologically-based functionality very much a part of Wisdom and
Philo’s milieu. The contrast is more complex than this but the use of
present tense in lines 3a and b versus the aorist tense in lines 3c and d
points to the essence of the matter. The Son’s cosmological function,
though it may be described with the past tense (v. 2b – di’ ox 1po¸gsem
to»r aQ_mar), is a result of his ontological relationship to God (£m
!pa¼casla t/r dºngr ja· waqajtµq t/r rpost²seyr aqtoO), a
relationship that has continuing cosmological effect (v´qym t± p²mta
t` N¶lati t/r dum²leyr aqtoO). The Son’s exaltation as Son/heir is
predicated on a point in time when he made (poigs²lemor) purification
for sins (by his death understood) and then sat down (1j²hisa) at the
right hand of God. We saw that whether we analyze v. 3cd through the
lens of non-Hebrews Christian tradition (Phil 2:6–11) or as a construct
of the Hebrews author himself, that these lines express a view at home
in Christian eschatological understanding of the death of Christ.

In terms of explaining this combination, Sterling’s account of an
author arguing from Platonized traditions to an eschatological view
appears to better explain Hebrews 1:2b–3 than MacRae’s view of an
author shoring up a weak eschatology with Platonism. This is because
the ontological-based cosmology of the Hebrews exordium plays little if
any role in the author’s argument while the exordium’s eschatological
elements reflect the key tenets of that argument (see the introduction to
this section). Still, as with the sanctuary interpretation, the author is not
replacing one tradition with another, but combining them. From this

224 Ibid., 209–210.
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view, the purpose of the exordium’s cosmological lines is to establish the
identity and efficaciousness of the Son who makes purification through
his death and receives the cosmos as an inheritance. This overture to the
audience’s accepted tradition demonstrates that the Son is no stranger to
exaltation but one ontologically prone to it. Now, when the author
depicts the Son as having entered into the heavenly sanctuary, his
residence there is not a violation of the intelligible world by a sense-
perceptible entity, but the restoration of a natural fixture in that sphere.
Still, as we have seen already in 1 Corinthians and Colossians, while
Hebrews does not repudiate Platonized biblical traditions (both
exegetical and sapiential), it reorients those atemporal ontological
traditions to focus on the historical/eschatological Christ event.

4.4. The Johannine Prologue

4.4.1. Origin and Nature of the John Prologue

John 1:1–18 serves as a prologue to the fourth Gospel. About this, there
is unanimous agreement. Beyond this, there is near unanimous dissent.
While some consider the Johannine prologue the original work of the
evangelist, who penned all eighteen verses himself, most scholars
consider the text to have come about in a more complicated fashion.
Much of what we say beyond this depends on how we reconstruct the
redaction process that produced the prologue as we have it. Unfortu-
nately, such reconstruction is no simple task. In his study on
Pr�existenzaussagen in the New Testament, Jürgen Habermann lists 69
attempts between 1856–1987 to account for how the Johannine
prologue developed.225 This list is not exhaustive for that period and
further attempts continue.

Among those put forward, the reconstruction of the prologue’s
development put forward by Gérard Rochais is most plausible.226

225 J. Habermann, Pr�existenzaussagen im Neuen Testament (Frankfurt; Bern; New
York; Paris : Peter Lang, 1990), 406–414. On these pages, Habermann provides
a table that shows the verses each of the 69 reconstructions uses. For another
helpful listing, see Rochais, “La formation du prologue (1st part),” 7–9.

226 See Gérard Rochais “La formation du prologue (1st part),” 5–44 and “La
formation du prologue ( Jn 1,1–18)(2nd part),” ScEs 37 (1985): 161–187. See
Rochais’ articles for bibliography and for the argument in detail. His
reconstruction of the final form of the hymn is similar to R. Brown’s (in his
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Rochais argues that the prologue to John has four developmental stages.
The first stage, represented by John 1:1, 3–5, 11, preserves “un fragment
d’hymne judéo-hellénistique.” We can assert the Jewish provenance of
the hymn fragment because of the many conceptual and linguistic
parallels between the prologue and Jewish sapiential literature. The
Logos of the Prologue shares with the sapiential figures of 8B?;/Sov¸a
the following: temporal and ontological primacy ( John 1:1//Prov
8:22–23), proximity to God ( John 1:1//Prov 8:29–30, Wis 9:9),
cosmogonic agency ( John 1:3//Wis 7:22), the provision of life ( John
1:3–4//Prov 8:35, Wis 8:13) and light ( John 1:4//Wis 6:12, 7:29–30),
a historical presence ( John 1:10–11//Prov 8:30–31, Sir 1:15, 24:10),
rejection by humans ( John 1:10–11//Prov 1:20–30; Bar 3:3),227

anagogical assistance ( John 1:12//Wis 7:27), and earthly cohabitation
with mortals ( John 1:14//Wis 1:14).228

While these texts are very similar, they address personified Lady
Wisdom while the prologue addresses the masculine Logos. This
difference actually lends support to a Hellenistic Jewish milieu for the
prologue. As we discussed in chapter three, Philo (writing three quarters
of a century before John’s gospel was finished) attests to the recasting of
Wisdom descriptors to the Logos. In fact, the parallels listed above exist
between John’s prologue and Philo and are even more substantive.229

The similarities between Philo and the Johannine prologue include the
following: both understand the logos as a reality which existed with God
before creation ( John 1:1–2//Opif. 17, 24); both use the anarthrous
heºr (God) to refer to the logos ( John 1:1//Somn. 1.228–30); both
connect the Logos with the “beginning” (!qw¶) ( John 1:1// Conf.
146); both think of the Logos as the instrument through which (di’ ox)
the universe was created ( John 1:3//Cher. 127); both associate the
Logos with light ( John 1:4//Somn. 1.75; Opif. 33; Conf. 60–63); and
both connect the Logos with becoming sons or children of God ( John
1:12//Conf. 145–46). Although John’s prologue is not as philosoph-
ically oriented and informed as the works of Philo and there is no reason

The Gospel According to John [AB 29; Garden City, New York: Doubleday,
1966], 22), though Rochais omits v. 2 which Brown does not.

227 Cf. also 1 Enoch 42:2.
228 See also Rochais, “La formation du prologue (2nd part)” 175–80. See also T.

Tobin, “Logos,” 353–354. The last two examples ( John 1:12 and vv. 14, 16)
are from later adaptations of the hymn in Rochais’ reconstruction. See below.

229 See Rochais, “La formation du prologue (2nd part),” 175–80 and Tobin,
“Logos,” 354.
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to think the Alexandrian influenced its composition, the prologue’s
description of the Logos in John 1:1, 3–5, 11 is best understood as part
of the same religious/intellectual milieu.230

The second stage Rochais posits occurred when the evangelist took
this fragment and placed it at the beginning of his gospel. The
fragment’s description of the Logos as originally existing in heaven (v. 1,
pq¹r t¹m heºm), bringing life and light, and meeting rejection by people
(v. 11b, oR Udioi aqt¹m oq paq´kabom) express in non-Johannine
terminology231 the gospel’s understanding of Jesus. The evangelist did
modify the fragment to express the mystery of salvation realized in Jesus
Christ, an adaptation most likely represented by vv. 10, 12ab.232 Note
however that this modification, though replete with Johannine
terminology, does not represent a substantial break with Hellenistic
Jewish sapiential thought.233

John 1:1, 3–5, 10–12ab formed the original prologue of the Gospel.
A later polemical situation likely brought about the third stage, in which
an anonymous member of the Johannine community added vv. 14, 16
to clarify that the salvific event was tied to Jesus Christ, “Verbe de Dieu
incarn�.” This stage is important for our study in that it enhances the

230 Other possible literary/religious contexts that may explain the prologue include
Jewish targums and midrashim on the one hand and “Gnosticism” on the other.
For the former, see M. McNamara, “Logos of the Fourth Gospel and the
Memra of the Palestinian Targum (Ex 12:42)” ExpTim 79 (1968): 115–117,
and Peder Borgen, “Observations on the Targumic Character of the Prologue
of John,” NTS 16 (1970): 288–95. For the latter, see R. Bultmann, “Der
religionsgeschichtliche Hintergrund des Prologs zum Johannesevangelium,” in
E£WAQISTGQIOM : Studien zur religion und literature des Alten und Neuen
Testaments. Hermann Gunkel zum 60. geburtstage, dem 23. mai 1922 dargebracht
von seinen sch�lern und freuden, und in ihrem namen (H. Schmidt, II, ed.; 2 vols. ;
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1923), 1–26; and C. Evans, “On the
Prologue of John and the Trimporphic Protennoia,” NTS 27 (1980): 395–401.
There are a number of problems with either suggestion, a major one for both
being that they rely on literary evidence which most likely came after the
prologue was written.

231 For example, the oR Udioi of 1:11b has a different referent than the oR Udioi of
John 13:1.

232 Rochais, “La formation du prologue (2nd part),” 183–184, argues John 1:10,
12ab reflect terminology found in the gospel proper. See also Brown, John, 1.29
and C. K. Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John (2nd ed.; London: SPCK,
1978), 161–63, for discussions of this terminology.

233 Recall the lists above that showed the parallels between John 1:10, 12ab with
Jewish Wisdom and Philonic texts.
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Christian reworking of the original fragment. It does this by using a
conception which (unlike vv. 10, 12ab) has no parallel in Jewish
Wisdom speculation, namely b kºcor s±qn 1c´meto (v. 14a). With this
claim, the Logos has not only a historical presence (à la Sophia or the
Logos assisting humanity), but is himself an historical (i.e. , sense-
perceptible) entity. The fourth and final stage came when a redactor
(also from the Johannine community) added vv. 2, 6–9, 12c–13, 15,
17–18 to the prologue in order to correlate the Christologies of the
gospel and prologue.234

For this study, we are most concerned with what the prologue
looked like after Rochais’ first three stages of development, for these
capture the originally Jewish presentation of the Logos and a two-tier
Christian appropriation of that presentation.235 The text that existed
after the third stage may be broken up into three strophes: the first
strophe (vv. 1–5) describes the Logos’ relationship to God and to
creation; the second strophe (vv. 10–12b) describes the relationship
between the Logos and humanity; and the third strophe (vv. 14, 16)
describes the relationship between the Logos and the community (note
the use the of the first person plural).236 The prologue thus
reconstructed reads:

234 Rochais, “La formation du prologue (2nd part),” 187. Most of “La formation du
prologue (part 1)” (esp. pp. 9–41) provide Rochais’ argument for what
constitutes the latest redaction (his stage four) of the prologue. He says in his
summary of part 1 (p. 40): “Le rédacteur johannique aurait ajouté les versets 2.
6–9. 12c–13. 15. 17–18. Les raisons de ces ajouts sont de divers ordres, mais la
rasion essentielle quie explique l’addition de tous ces versets, sauf 12c–13, est le
changement de destination de l’hymne, sa transformation de chant cultuel en
introduction à l’évangile.” Regarding vv. 12c–13, “l’auteur veut simplement
prévenir une fausse compréhension de l’expression ‘Il leur a donn� pouvoir de
devenir enfants de Dieu’,” possibly a “Gnostic” understanding in particular (22).

235 The fourth stage does not add anything substantive to the way the Logos is
presented in vv. 1, 3–5, 10–12ab, 14, 16.

236 Rochais delineates the same three strophes (“La formation du prologue [2nd

part] ,” 161): “L’hymne, que nous pouvons maintenant reconstituer, est
composée de trois strophes. La première (vv. 1, 3–5) expose, sous forme
symbolique en partie, le dessein éternal et salvifique de Dieu réalisé en son Fils.
la seconde (vv. 10–12b) décrit l’accomplissement de ce dessein dan l’histoire. La
troisieme (vv. 14, 16) fait écho à l’acclamation de foi et d’action de grâce de la
communauté devant l’épiphanie du Verbe dans la chair et les bienfaits reçus.”
Cf. R. Schnackenburg, The Gospel According to John (3 vols. ; trans. K. Smyth;
New York: Crossroad, 1987), 1.227, who says there are three sections of the
prologue: “vv. 1–5, the pre-existent being of the Logos; vv. 6–13, the coming
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1 In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God.

3 All things came to be through the Word,
and without him not one thing came to be.

4 What has come to be237 in him was life,
and the life was the light of humanity;

5 and the light shines in the darkness,
and the darkness did not overcome it.

10 He was in the world,
and the world came to be through him,
and the world did not know him.

11 Unto his own (things) he came
but his own (people) did not receive him.

12 As many as received him,
to them he gave power to become children of God.

14 And the Word became flesh
and dwelt among us,
and we saw his glory,
glory as of the unique one from the father,
full of grace and truth.

16 For from his fullness
all of us received,
and grace upon grace.

If Rochais’ reconstruction is correct, these stages produce the type of
phenomena we have found in 1 Cor 8:6, Col 1:15–20, Heb 1:2–3: an
initial Hellenistic Jewish acclamation about a divine intermediary with
cosmic functions which is then applied to Christ and augmented to
reflect his salvific role.238 The progression from heavenly/eternal to

of the Logos to the world of men, the Incarnation being already hinted at, and
his incomprehensible rejection; vv. 14–16 or 18, the event of the Incarnation
and its meaning for the salvation of believers.”

237 There is considerable debate whether “what has come to be” (d c´comem) should
be connected to what comes before (v. 3b) or what comes after (v. 4a, as we
have it). See below and also Brown, John 1.6.

238 Even if we are mistaken about this, we may be confident we can use this
reconstruction as the basis for our discussion on the prologue’s cosmology and
soteriology. The lines excised did not contain any cosmological language and
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increasingly specific historical circumstances is also significant. The third
strophe (vv. 14, 16, Rochais’ third stage) represents a culmination of this
progression by intensifying the claim about Christ. It asserts that his
salvific role is inextricably tied to the historical event of his incarnation
(and, perhaps, even more specifically to his resurrection).239

4.4.2. The Prologue’s Cosmology: John 1:1–5

We divide our analysis of cosmology in the prologue to John into three
foci: a) ontology, or the Logos’ divine status ( John 1:1); b) cosmogony,
or the Logos as agent of creation ( John 1:3, 10b); and c) cosmic
sustenance, or the Logos as locus of life and light in opposition to
darkness ( John 1:4–5).240 Apart from v.10b, the prologue’s cosmology
finds expression only in the first strophe.

Strophe 1

John 1: 1a 9m !qw0 Gm b kºcor,
1b ja· b kºcor Gm pq¹r t¹m heºm,
1c ja· he¹r Gm b kºcor.
3a p²mta di’ aqtoO 1c´meto,
3b ja· wyq·r aqtoO 1c´meto oqd³ 6m.
4a d c´comem 1m aqt` fyµ Gm,
4b ja· B fyµ Gm t¹ v_r t_m !mhq¾pym7
5a ja· t¹ v_r 1m t0 sjot¸ô va¸mei,
5b ja· B sjot¸a aqt¹ oq jat´kabem.

There are three moves within this first strophe, v.1, v.3, and vv.4–5.
Each one begins with a proposition (vv. 1a, 3a, 4a) which is followed by
qualifying lines (respectively, 1bc, 3b, 4b–5). The qualifying lines are set
apart by the use of the conjunction ja¸ at the beginning of each.

only emphasized the soteriological perspective of the lines kept. Furthermore,
the majority of attempts at reconstruction accept some or all of the
cosmological lines (especially vv. 3 and 10) as part of the original source.
The thesis that this is a text which marries a Hellenistic Jewish sapiential
(Middle Platonist) cosmology with early Christian (eschatological) soteriology
should still stand even if the specific reconstruction we adopt is not accepted.

239 See the discussion of John 1:14, 16 below.
240 Notice that we analyzed the cosmology of the Colossian hymn with the same

three foci.
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4.4.2.1. Ontology: the Divine Status of the Logos ( John 1:1)

In the beginning was the Logos,
and the Logos was with God,
and the Logos was God.

The first movement (v. 1abc) introduces us to the hymn’s subject, “the
word” or b kºcor. Although we shall come to see that the kºcor is
another name for the Son of God (cf. John 1:14 and 18), we have no
hint of this in vv. 1–5. Furthermore, the evangelist uses this particular
title for the Son only in the prologue and b kºcor refers to Jesus
elsewhere in the NT only twice. (1 John 1:1 and Rev 19:1, texts from
the Johannine corpus and which likely postdate the gospel). Kºcor, the
use of which is ubiquitous in Greek literature, must be associated here
with two spheres of reference. First, the phrase 1m !qw0 Gm b kºcor
appears to be an allusion to Gen 1:1 (1m !qw0 1po¸gsem b he¹r t¹m
oqqam¹m ja· tµm c/m, about which see below), in which case the
mention of a kºcor at the beginning of creation would correlate with
the speech act by which God creates everything.241 Second, Hellenistic
philosophies such as Stoicism and Middle Platonism used kºcor (among
other terms) to refer to a principle which ordered the cosmos and which
had divine status.242 Hence, we are alerted to the possibility that John
1:1 represents a context similar to Philo’s where Septuagintal and
philosophical traditions coalesce.

John 1:1abc employs a cascading structure as it establishes the Logos’
ontological pre-eminence in three areas, i.e., temporal, relational and
substantial.243 As just noted, 1m !qw0 echoes Gen 1:1 and posits that the
Logos existed from the very beginning. The prologue does not account
for how the Logos came into existence, only that it existed before all

241 Note Gen 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 20, 24, 26, 29, where God speaks the creation into
existence. See our discussion of the Philonic kºcor in chapter three.

242 Because v. 1bc note a differentiation between b heºr and b kºcor, the use in
John 1 is closer to Middle Platonism (b kºcor=the demiurgic second principle)
than Stoicism (b kºcor=the panentheistic Deity). See our discussions of Middle
Platonism in chapter two and Philo of Alexandria’s use of kºcor in chapter
three.

243 Below is a diagram of the cascading structure. Notice 1b and 1c form a chiasm.

9m !qwH Gm b kºcor A
ja· b kºcor Gm pq¹r t¹m heºm A B
ja· he¹r Gm b kºcor. B (A)
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things.244 This apparently eternal existence is clarified by two assertions
in v. 1bc: b kºcor Gm pq¹r t¹m he¹m ja· he¹r Gm b kºcor. The use of the
preposition pqºr in v.1b denotes the proximity of the Logos to b heºr ;
the Logos shares the same sphere of existence as the Deity and does so
from the beginning (note the repetition of Gm in v. 1a and 1b).245 At the
same time, verse 1b “implicitly distinguishes” the two.246 Beyond this,
however, v. 1b does not provide enough information to characterize the
relationship between Logos and God.247

As we might expect, given the cascading structure of John 1:1, v. 1c
adds definition to the claims made in v. 1a and 1b while at the same time
providing its own climactic revelation: he¹r Gm b kºcor, “the Word was

244 See Brown, John, 1.4, where he says the use of eQl¸ in v. 1a refers to existence.
Compare 1:3 (“everything [else] came to be through him,” p²mta di’ aqtoO
1c´meto); Col 1:15b (pqytºtojor p²sgr jt¸seyr) and 1:17a (ja· aqtºr 1stim
pq¹ p²mtym, if this refers to temporal primacy).

245 For the use of pqºr here see BDAG 875, BDF § 239.1, and Brown, John, 1.4–5.
This also gives expression to an implicit characteristic of the evangelist’s
Christology. Cf. 1:1b with the use of !post´kky, “I send”, in the gospel
proper, where God sends the Son into the world. For example, 3:17 says “God
did not send the Son into the world to condemn the world, but in order that the
world might be saved through him.” See also 5:36, 7:29, 8:42, 10:36, 11:42,
17:3–25, 20:21. These all assume the Son existed with the Father before
coming into the world. John 13:3 (!p¹ heoO 1n/khem ja· pq¹r t¹m he¹m rp²cei)
highlights a difference between John 1:1b and the rest of the gospel in that in
1:1 pqºr refers to “nearness” (i.e., “in company with”) someone while in 13:3
and John 1:19–21:25 as a whole pqºr refers to action toward something (either
someone says something to another or someone goes to another). A few
exceptions, such as 18:16, 20:11, and 20:12, have to do with being near
something (a gate, the tomb, or the “head” and “feet” of where Jesus body once
laid).

246 Brown, John, 1.5.
247 Schnackenburg, John, 1.233–234, shows how the line is interpreted later in

John as well as in 1 John. With respect to the verse itself, Schnackenburg is too
emphatic about there being a clear difference between the prologue’s Logos and
biblical Wisdom. He says (1.234): “Wisdom (Sophia, hokmah) is pictured as
God’s companion and partner in the creation of all things, but the Logos is
really there before creation, in personal fellowship with God.” He cites LXX
Prov 8:27, 30. John 1:1, as terse as it is, does say more about the “pre-creation”
relationship between God and the Logos than Prov says about Wisdom and
God, but only minimally so. (How does “companion” differ from “personal
fellowship”?) Further, Wisdom of Solomon 7:24–27 demonstrates an inter-
pretation of Prov 8 that shows how Sophia may be related more directly to the
Deity in “pre-creation” context.
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God.”248 The anarthrous heºr, the predicate of b kºcor, explains the
latter’s existence before creation and companionship with the Deity in
terms of the Logos’ innate divinity. Verse 1c suggests not so much
identification between God and the Logos as a joint participation by the
two in the same nature.249 The reservation of the definite article for God
(b heºr, later identified as b pat¶q in v. 14) points to the Logos’
subordinate position. From this position the Logos is poised to serve as
instrument of creation and light for humanity.

4.4.2.2. Cosmogony: the Creative Agency of the Logos ( John 1:3, 10b)

Everything through him came to be,
and without him came to be not one thing, …
and the world through him came to be.250

Structurally, the two lines of the second section form a chiasm with the
verb c¸cmolai as a pivot.

p²mta di’ aqtoO 1c´meto A B
wyq·r aqtoO 1c´meto oqd³ 4m Not B Not A

The lines in v. 3 follow immediately on the claim of the Logos’ eternal
existence and relatedness to the Deity. The use of the pronoun (aqtºr)
in v. 3 has the Logos of verse 1 as its antecedent, suggesting that the
ontological claims of the first verse are the logical precedent for the
claim of v. 3. While the concision of the passage prevents us from
proving this, it is at least the case that the predications of the Logos made

248 Schnackenburg ( John, 1.234) calls v. 1c the “climax.”
249 Schnackenburg, John, 1.234: “The Logos is God as truly as he with whom he

exists in the closest union of being and life. Hence heºr is not a genus, but
signifies the nature proper to God and the Logos in common.”

250 Verse 3a has the first of six occurrences of c¸cmolai in the hymn (9, if we
include the excised vv. 6, 15, 17). All of the hymnic uses (vv. 3 [3x], 10, 12, 14)
refer to something coming into being (or becoming). Verse 6 uses c¸cmolai in a
LXX construction (see Judg 13:2; 19:1; 1 Sam 1:1; cf. Rochais, “La formation
du prologue (1st part),” 16). Brown suggests c¸cmolai qualifies John as a
creature, apparently in contrast to the Logos ( John, 1.8); this does not take into
account that the Logos himself becomes (c¸cmolai) flesh. The use of the term in
verse 15 (b ap¸sy lou 1qwºlemor 5lpqosh´m lou c´comem) does not correspond
with ‘becoming’, but rather functions as eQl¸ in v. 1. In v. 17, “grace and peace
come to be (c¸cmolai) through Jesus Christ.”
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in v. 1 are conjoined with the predication of the same entity made in v.
3. What is this new predication?

Verse 3 claims that everything came to be through him. P²mta
introduces a new set of realities into the discussion. In v. 1 there had
only been God and the Logos; now we have “everything” else. As the
second line of the verse emphasizes, the inclusiveness of p²mta is
exhaustive (1c´meto oqd³ 6m).251 The use of the verb c¸cmolai in v. 3
contrasts with the use of Gm in v. 1. In verse 1, the Logos did not come
to be at the beginning but already “was”; in verse 3, everything else
“came to be”. If we take seriously the background of Gen 1 which 1m
!qw0 suggests, we should not be surprised to see an emphasis on
cosmogony. In LXX Gen 1:1, we read 1m !qw0 1po¸gsem b he¹r t¹m
oqqam¹m ja· tµm c/m. Note that this opening line to Genesis includes the
same emphases we have already delineated in John 1:3: that everything
(p²mta, oqd³ 6m = t¹m oqqam¹m ja· tµm c/m) came to be (c¸cmolai =
poi´y).

The other feature of Gen 1:1 is the activity of God in the creation:
it is b heºr who makes the heaven and earth. In John 1:3, the creative
activity of God receives no such direct mention. Rather, what we read
is that everything came to be di’ aqtoO, i.e., through the Logos. This
prepositional phrase does not replace the 1po¸gsem b heºr of Gen 1:1 as
much as recasts it. In John 1:1, the Logos’ close relationship to b heºr is
clearly established. Hence, to speak of the Logos (himself heºr) as
involved in the creation of all things is not far afield of Gen 1:1’s claim.
As we saw above, we may attribute to Genesis the impetus for
appropriating the Logos concept into a Jewish cosmological framework
since the divine speech act is a significant part of the Genesis creation
account. But di’ toO kºcou involves more than a simple rephrasing of
“and God said.” The first strophe establishes the distinctiveness of the
Logos from b heºr as much it does his close relationship with him.252

251 The emphatic quality of v. 3b is interesting in the light of Col 1:16, which
states positively what v. 3b states negatively; t± p²mta which was created in/
through/for the Son also has exhaustive reference (everything “in heaven and
on earth, whether visible or invisible, thrones, dominions, rulers and author-
ities”).

252 As Tobin points out, “the use of the preposition di²” ought not be viewed as
“simply an insignificant variant of the instrumental dative (kºc\) which is
found in descriptions of the creation of the world by God’s word (kºc\) in
Jewish wisdom literature” (“Prologue of John,” 254). For such uses of the
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The use of c¸cmolai with p²mta as its subject coupled with the di’
aqtoO phrase appears to emphasize the instrumentality of the heºr-but-
not-b heºr Logos. Though this does not deny the involvement of b heºr
in creation, it does keep b heºr a step removed from the event.

The only other cosmogonic line in the prologue is v.10 b: ja· b
jºslor di’ aqtoO 1c´meto. In its context between v. 10a and c which deal
with the Logos’ relationship with b jºslor, it functions almost as a
parenthetical reminder to the reader of the first strophe’s cosmogonic
claims.253 We might read the lines thus: “The Logos was in the world
(the world which came to be through him) and that world did not
know him.” Given the “world’s” ability to “know” (cicm¾sjy), jºslor
must not be equivalent to p²mta (in v. 3); rather it refers to that portion
of the “all” which is capable of knowing, perhaps specifically the world
of human beings.254 The presence of line b in v. 10 emphasizes the
paradox inherent in the notion of the Logos being in the world and
even that world’s failure to “know” him, since he is the one di’ ox that
world came to be.

instrumental dative kºc\ see Ps 33:6; Sir 39:17, 31; 43:10, 26 in the LXX as
well as Sib. Or. 3.20.

253 I deal with v. 10 in C. Soteriology below (along with vv. 11–12b).
254 Compare the way the evangelist uses the term jºslor in John 3:16–21 and

16:7–11. Cf. John Ashton, “The Transformation of Wisdom: A Study of the
Prologue of John,” NTS 32 (1986): 173–74.
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4.4.2.3. Anthropological Sustenance: the Logos as Locus of Life and
Light ( John 1:3c–5 )

What has come to be in him was life,
and the life was the light of human beings,
and the light shines in the darkness,
and the darkness did not overcome it.

The third section of the first strophe has a cascading structure, as
illustrated in the following.

d c´comem 1m aqt\ / fyµ Gm A B
ja· B fyµ Gm t¹ v_r t_m !mhq¾pym B C
ja· t¹ v_r 1m t0 sjot¸ô va¸mei C D
ja· B sjot¸a aqt¹ oq jat´kabem D (A?)255

The section begins with the proposition f c´comem 1m aqt` fyµ Gm. The
tense of c¸cmolai shifts from aorist (in v3a and b) to perfect (what has
come to be) and marks a shift in topic from cosmogony to the continuing
efficaciousness of the Logos (the antecedent of aqt`).256 The first stage
dealt with the ontology of the Logos, the second his agency in creation;
this third stage now deals with the Logos’ ongoing role. Furthermore,
there appears to be a “narrowing down” in scope, as we are not
concerned with the origination of p²mta but fy¶. The following lines
will qualify further the notion of this “life,” though note that fy¶ does
not come about di’ aqtoO but 1m aqt`. The two prepositional phrases
may refer to two different functions of the Logos, one having to do with
cosmogony while the other is less clear. To clarify, we must determine
what fy¶ signifies; i.e. , is it natural life or spiritual (eternal) life?257

255 The antecedent of aqtº in v. 5b is t¹ v_r in v. 5a. However, what prevented
the author from repeating t¹ v_r? Instead, he chooses the neuter pronoun
which possibly links back to the neuter relative f at the beginning of v. 4a (end
of 3b in NA27, see n. 241). If so, this would form an inclusio between the first
and last lines of the section.

256 See Brown, John, 1.6 on the temporal significance of the perfect of c¸cmolai.
There Brown also presents the various options for translating the phrase d

c´comem (whether as a part of v. 3ab or a part of v. 4a). With him, it makes the
most sense to locate the phrase with v. 4a. See Schnackenburg, John, 1.239–240,
for an argument against this.

257 Fy¶ in John’s Gospel usually refers to eternal life which God gives (see Brown,
John, 1.505–508).
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In v. 4b, the fy¶ is explained thus: B fyµ Gm t¹ v_r t_m
!mhq¾pym. The reduction of scale is made clearer: we are not dealing
with how the Logos relates to everything but how it relates specifically
to humankind (oR %mhqypoi). What has come to be in the Logos was
life, and that life was the light of humanity. The next lines (v. 5ab) tell us
that the light shines in the darkness, but that the darkness did not
overtake it. Curiously, va¸my in v. 5a is present tense (the only present
tense verb in the hymn) while jatakalb²my in v. 5b is aorist. The
contrast between light and darkness may suggest some sort of conflict. If
so, it is one that is already decided (oq jat´kabom).258

There are two important points that set the context for John 1:3c–5.
First, we have already discussed how Genesis 1 provides the likely
backdrop for vv. 1 and 3. We may say the same for these four lines here
with their invocation of the relationship between light and darkness, a
relationship dealt with in Gen 1:2–5. Second, there appears to be a
narrowing of scope from p²mta to the specific arena of oR %mhqypoi.
These two points are at odds since Gen 1:2–5 does not deal with
humans specifically. We will address these points in reverse order.

First, does the narrowing of scope suggested by the reference to “the
light of human beings” actually begin in v. 4a’s “what has come to be in
him was life”? Brown suggests that the clause d c´comem 1m aqt` fyµ Gm
“represents a narrowing down of creation; vs. 4 is not going to talk
about the whole creation but a special creation in the Word.”259 The
writer of the prologue calls this “special creation” life (fy¶) and claims
its existence depends upon the Logos (though it is unclear whether 1m
aqt` is instrumental or locative).260 Although we cannot verify that this

258 Cf. Wis 7:29–30.
259 Brown, John, 1.7. Given this narrowing of scope, we cannot say that the

continuing efficaciousness of the Logos is like what we find in Col 1:17b or in
Heb 1:3b where both claim the Son sustains all things (t± p²mta). The other
way of reading d c´comem 1m aqt` fyµ Gm is “what has come to be was life in
him.” “What (or that which) has come to be” is then equivalent to p²mta, and
that is “life” in the Logos.

260 See the discussion of 1m aqt` above in our treatment of Col 1:16. Could there
be a relationship between the status of the Logos as heºr (see John 1:1c) and the
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fy¶ is the “eternal life” about which the gospel proper speaks,261 the fact
that it functions in v. 4 as a light specifically for human beings suggests
that fy¶ is not equivalent to p²mta. Rather, it is some kind of principle
which stems from the Logos and is determinative for human beings.

If Gen 1:1 influences John 1:1, 3, this discussion of fy¶ appears to
be a departure from that influence. But immediately following the
introduction of fy¶ in the first strophe is the discussion of light and
darkness, which is also discussed in Gen 1:2–5. While the evidence is
not substantial, it is at least noteworthy that in John 1:1, 3 we have a
discussion of an apparently non-Genesis concept, the Logos, which is
followed by an explicitly Genesis concept, the creation of the world
(p²mta 1c´meto). Again in vv. 3c–5, we have discussion first of an
apparently non-Genesis concept (fy¶) followed by the explicitly
Genesis concepts of light and darkness. It may be that v. 1 and v. 4
present kºcor and fy¶ as the interpretive keys by which Gen 1 is to be
interpreted (in v. 3 and v. 5 respectively).

Actually, the key for interpreting the light/darkness relationship in
Gen 1:2–5 is the whole v. 4b line: “and the life was the light of
humanity.” We should read v. 4 as a claim to the special nature of the
Logos on behalf of humanity. The claim, that the Logos contains/
promotes life and as such is a light for humans, is supported both by
what comes before and what comes after the verse. What comes before
v. 4 is the claim that everything came to be through the Logos (without
any exception). This feat itself stems from the Logos’ relationship to the
Deity. Hence, vv. 1 and 3 make possible the claim that the Logos is the
source of life: “what came to be in him was life,” vv. 3c–4a.

The function of the fy¶ as t¹ v_r t_m !mhq¾pym appears to be a
claim that the Logos somehow has illuminative value for humanity. The
nature of this illumination is obscure, though vv. 10–12b may help us
with it (see below). By rooting the illumination in fy¶, the writer
shows that it stems from the creative (i.e., divine) power of the Logos
(vv 1, 3). In v. 5, the writer then shows the enduring quality of this

fact that in him fyµ Gm? Note the fact that both are anarthrous (and that in v. 1b
and v. 4b, the same terms have definite articles).

ja· b kºcor Gm pq¹r tt¹m heºm
ja· he¹r Gm b kºcor …
d c´comem 1m aqt` fyµ Gm
ja· BB fyµ Gm t¹ v_r t_m !mhq¾pym
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illumination. Ja· t¹ v_r 1m t0 sjot¸ô va¸mei, ja· B sjot¸a aqt¹ oq
jat´kabom. There are three things to point out about these lines. First, as
we have said, Gen 1:2–5 appears to be the instigation of the light/
darkness relationship here.

The earth was !ºqator and !jatasje¼astor and darkness (sjot¸a) was
over the deep and a wind of God (pmeOla heoO) was borne above the
waters. Then God said, ”Let there be light”; and there was light (cemgh¶ty
v_r ja· 1c´meto v_r). And God saw that the light was good; and God
separated (diawyq¸fy) the light from the darkness. God called the light
Day, and the darkness he called Night (LXX Gen 1:2–5, my trans.).

But note that there is no significant antipathy between light and the
darkness in this passage while in John 1:5 there is opposition between
the two. The light shines in the darkness in John 1:5a, whereas in Gen
1:4, God separates the two. Furthermore, in John 1:5b the opposition
becomes explicit with the term jatakalb²my. At some point, the light
had tried to “overtake” the darkness.262 The temporal framework for
verse 5 is peculiar when compared to the previous verses in that va¸my is
present and suggests continuing action into the present.263 The third
point then is that the light continues to shine in the darkness and
without opposition from the darkness. Which is to say, since the v_r is
the fy¶, and fy¶ is in (1m) the Logos, the Logos continues to have a
presence in the world of human beings.

If we take seriously the narrowing of scope in John 1:1–5 from
eternity (v. 1) to the creation in general (v. 3) to the sphere of humanity
(v. 4–5), it appears that this passage functions to identify the Logos vis-à-
vis humanity. It does this by establishing the efficacy of the Logos on
behalf of humanity by asserting three claims: 1) the Logos’ close
relationship to the Deity, 2) the Logos’ cosmogonic efficacy, and 3) the
Logos’ abiding presence. The backdrop for this progression is an

261 See n. 257.
262 Jatakalb²my as “overtake” is how the Evangelist understands the term (see

John 12:35).
263 Verse 1 uses the imperfect of eQl¸ which suggested to us ontological status. Verse

3ab uses the aorist of c¸cmolai which points to the creation event (cf. the aorist
of poi´y in Gen 1:1). Verses 3c– 4 have two tenses. The perfect of c¸cmolai in
v. 3c suggests that what began with the creation event abides continuously,
namely life, because of its origin in/by the Logos. The imperfect of eQl¸ in v. 4
may contribute to this sense of the abiding status of life. In verse 5, the light
“shines” (present of va¸my) in the darkness. Yet, the darkness did not overtake
(aorist of jatakalb²my) it.
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interpretation of Gen 1:1–5. John 1:1–5 takes seriously that passage’s
cosmogonic setting while at the same time moves beyond that setting by
applying the concepts of light and darkness not to the taming of cosmic
chaos but to the human predicament in particular. In addition, John
1:1–5 moves b heºr into the background, explicitly placing the onus of
cosmic and anthropological industry on b kºcor. In all these ways, the
section sets up the claim about the Logos in v. 10: 1m t` jºsl\ Gm. The
question is: to what affect?

We are by now familiar with several of the cosmological motifs
which appear here in the Johannine prologue. Structurally, we
perceived a tripartite approach to cosmology which has parallels in
the three other NT texts we discussed above: the ontological status of
the intermediary (the Son in Col and Heb, the Logos in John 1); the
intermediary’s cosmogonic function (in particular, the use of the di’
aqtoO phrase to denote instrumentality appears in 1 Cor 8:6b, Col 1:16,
Heb 1:2 and John 1); and the continuing function of the intermediary
in the world (the Son sustains all things in Col 1:17; the Son bears all
things by his powerful word in Heb 1:3; and the light’s shining in the
darkness in John 1:5). We have also examined parallels with all three
parts of this structure as they exist in Jewish sapiential traditions.
Noticeable is the use of di’ aqtoO (or di’ ox) for instrumentality which all
four NT passages share with the writings of Philo of Alexandria. Most
significantly, the notion of cosmogonic instrumentality rooted onto-
logically in the relationship of the intermediary with the Deity looms
large in both Wisdom of Solomon and Philo’s writings. Finally, driving
much of this is a developed appreciation of the intermediary’s status as
link between the material cosmos (t± p²mta) and the transcendent
Deity (b heºr) consistent with Middle Platonism (note especially the
recasting of Genesis 1 traditions to focus on kºcor and not God).

4.4.2.4. Excursus #5: Logos-centric Interpretation of Genesis 1
in Philo of Alexandria and the Prologue to John

It is this use of Genesis 1 that most distinguishes the cosmological
section of the John prologue from the other NT texts we have
analyzed.264 We have seen that the use of 1m !qw0 in v. 1, the coming to

264 Heb 1:3a may echo Wis 7:25–26 and 1:3d certainly echoes LXX Ps 109:1, but
the Hebrews exordium itself does not appear to be founded on any particular
text. Col 1:15 may allude to Gen 1:27 with its use of eQj¾m and has a number of
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be of all things in v. 3, and the distinctions between light (v_r) and
darkness (sjot¸a) in vv. 4–5 mirror Genesis 1:1–5. This is born out by
comparing Philo of Alexandria’s interpretation of the day one of
creation in his De opificio mundi (sections 7–35).265 While Philo’s
interpretation of Genesis 1 is much more elaborate, there are a number
of common motifs between De opificio mundi and John’s Prologue,
motifs which suggest the two share a common interpretive tradition.

Philo calls attention in De opificio mundi to how Moses describes day
one of creation with the cardinal number (Bl´qa l¸a, Gen 1:5), while
the second through seventh days he describes with ordinal numbers (see
Gen 1:8, 13, 19, 23, 29; 2:2).

To each of the days he assigned some of the parts of the universe, making
an exception for the first, which he himself does not actually call first
(pq_tor), in case it be counted together with the others. Instead he gives it
the accurate name one (l¸a), because he perceived the nature and the
appellation of the unit (lom²r) in it, and so gave it that title.

We must now state as many as we can of the things that are contained in it,
since it is impossible to state them all. It contains as pre-eminent item the
intelligible cosmos, as the account concerning it (day one) reveals. For
God, because he is God, understood in advance that a beautiful copy
(l¸lgla) would not come into existence (c¸cmolai) apart from a beautiful
model (paq²deicla), and that none of the objects of sense-perception
would be without fault, unless it was modeled on the archetypal and
intelligible idea. Therefore, when he had decided to construct this visible
cosmos, he first marked out (pqoejtupºy) the intelligible cosmos, so that
he could use it as an incorporeal and most god-like paradigm and so
produce the corporeal cosmos, a younger likeness of an older model, which
would contain as many sense-perceptible kinds as there were intelligible
kinds in that other one.266

Philo argues from the difference between the cardinal l¸a and the
following ordinal numbers that the first day of creation was the
formation of the intelligible world, while the second through sixth days
involve the creation of the sense perceptible world. The sense-
perceptible world is dependent on the noetic world inasmuch as “a

verbal parallels with sapiential literature (see the table in § 4.2.1.2), but on the
whole it is not founded on any particular text.

265 For similar arguments, see Tobin, “The Prologue of John and Hellenistic
Jewish Speculation,” 252–268, and Sterling, “The Second God.” For a detailed
analysis of Philo’s interpretation of De opifiico mundi, see Runia, On the Creation
of the Cosmos.

266 Opif. 15–16. Translation: Runia, On the Creation of the Cosmos.
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beautiful copy (l¸lgla) would not come into existence (c¸cmolai) apart
from a beautiful model (paq²deicla).” In other words, before the
creation of the sense perceptible world, God formed the mogt¹r jºslor
to serve as “an incorporeal and most god-like paradigm” to “produce
the corporeal cosmos.”

The temporal difference between the first and remaining days of
creation appears similar to the temporal differences between John 1:1
and 3. Recall that John 1:1 refers to a state before creation where the
Logos existed in relationship with God. John 1:3 marks the beginning of
creation proper when it says “all things come to be through the him
(i.e., the Logos).” That Philo associates the pattern (paq²deicla)
formed on day one with the Logos makes the apparent similarity even
weightier.

To develop this association of b kºcor as paq²deicla, Philo draws
off the analogy of an architect who before he builds a city “first designs
within himself a plan of virtually all the parts of the city that is to be
completed” (Opif. 17). Philo then extrapolates from this.

The conception we have concerning God must be similar to this, namely
that when he had decided to found the great cosmic city, he first conceived
its outlines (oR t¼poi). Out of these he composed the intelligible cosmos
(jºslor mogtºr), which served him as a model (paqade¸clati wq¾lemor
1je¸m\) when he completed the sense-perceptible cosmos (b aQshgtºr) as
well. Just as the city that was marked out beforehand in the architect had no
location outside, but had been engraved in the soul of the craftsman, in the
same way the cosmos composed of the ideas (b 1j t_m Qde_m jºslor) would
have no other place than the divine Logos who gives these (ideas) their
ordered disposition (t¹m he ?om kºcom t¹m taOta diajosl¶samta).267

With this passage, Philo establishes the significance of “day one” of
creation. It is not just that it is the noetic staging ground for the creation
of the sense-perceptible world. Rather, as such, its location is in the
Divine Reason in the same way that the plans for the city are “engraved
in the soul of the craftsman.” We have here not just an affirmation of
the intelligible origin of sense-perceptible reality but an affirmation of its
divine origin in particular.

267 Opif. 19–20. Cf. Opif. 24: “… the intelligible cosmos is nothing else than the
Logos of God (heoO kºcor) as he is actually engaged in making the cosmos
(joslopoi´y). For the intelligible city too is nothing else than the reasoning of
the architect as he is actually engaged in the planning of the foundation of the
city” (Runia, On the Creation of the Cosmos).
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This is similar to the first two moves we detailed above in John 1:1,
3. John 1:1 describes the relationship between the Logos and God while
1:3 describes the relationship between the Logos and the created world.
In the progression from the first to the third verses (again, considering
John 1:2 a gloss), the hymn makes clear that the Logos serves as the link
between God and p²mta. In fact, John 1:3 is emphatic about the integral
function which the Logos serves: “everything came to be through him
and without him not one thing came to be.” Such emphasis clearly
functions to extol the Logos. However, it also has the implicit affect of
buffering God from the created world.

While in De opificio mundi, Philo is less concerned about removing
God from physical matter, he expresses this concern elsewhere in his
writings.268 In Spec. 1.329, he says

when out of that confused matter God produced all things, He did not do
so with His own handiwork (1n 1je¸mgr c±q p²mt( 1c´mmgsem b heºr, oqj
1vaptºlemor aqtºr), since His nature, happy and blessed as it was, forbade
that He should touch the limitless chaotic matter (!pe¸qou ja· pevuql´mgr
vkgr). Instead he made full use (jatawq²olai) of the incorporeal potencies
(ta·r !syl²toir dum²lesim) well denoted by their name of Forms (aQ Qd´ai)
to enable each kind to take its appropriate shape.269

AR Qd´ai, in the aggregate, are equivalent to the paq²deicla mentioned
in Opif. 19, which God made use (wq²olai) of to form the sensible
world (b aQshgt¹r jºslor). This paq²deicla, Philo further clarifies, is
“the intelligible cosmos” which “is nothing else than the Logos of God
(heoO kºcor) as he is actually engaged in making the cosmos
(joslopoi´y)” (Opif. 24; cf. Opif. 20).

It should not hinder our comparison between the hymn and Philo
that De opificio mundi construes the Logos as a paq²deicla for the
physical world while John 1:3 presents the Logos as the instrument in
the world’s coming to be (p²mta di’ aqtoO 1c´meto). Philo brings these
two ideas together.270 First, note that in Opif. 25, Philo extrapolates
from the creation of the first human in Gen 1:27 an explanation for the
creation of the whole world. The first man, he says,

was molded after the image of God (¢r %qa jat( eQjºma heoO dietup¾hg).
Now if the part is an image of an image (eQj½m eQjºmor), it is manifest that

268 See Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato, 440 for a description
and explanation of Philo’s presentation of God as creator in De opificio mundi.

269 Translation: PLCL.
270 See our discussion of Philo in § 3.2.5.
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the whole is so too, and if the whole creation, this entire sense-perceptible
world … is a copy of the Divine image (b s¼lpar aQshgt¹r ortos· jºslor
… l¸lgla he¸ar eQjºmor), it is manifest that the archetypal seal (B !qw´tupor
svqac¸r) also, which we claim to be the noetic world (mogt¹r jºslor),
would be the model, the archetypal idea of ideas who is the Word of God
(aqt¹r eUg t¹ paq²deicla, !qw´tupor Qd´a t_m Qde_m b heoO kºcor).

This passage employs the technici termini of Middle Platonism when it
describes the Logos as a seal (svqac¸r) or an image (eQj¾m) that serves as
an archetypal pattern (paq²deicla) which God uses to form the sensible
world (jºslor aQshgtºr).271 Philo consistently uses this metaphorical
language in his writings to describe the Logos, finding biblical warrant
in the phrase jat( eQjºma of Gen 1:27.272

There are instances, however, where Philo augments this descrip-
tion by means of another metaphor, namely instrumentality.273 In Spec.
1.81, for instance, Philo considers the stringent requirements Moses sets
up for the priests to represent the perfection of the soul:

If the priest’s body, which is mortal by nature, must be scrutinized to see
that it is not afflicted by any serious misfortune, much more is that scrutiny
needed for the immortal soul, which we are told was fashioned after the
image of the Self-existent (tupyh/mai jat± tµm eQjºma toO emtor). And the
image of God is the Word through whom the whole universe was framed
(kºcor d( 1stim eQj½m heoO, di’ ox s¼lpar b jºslor 1dgliouqce ?to).274

Philo assigns value to the soul in this passage in terms of its relation to its
paradigm, the Logos. The use of tupºy and the phrase jat± tµm eQjºma
bring to mind both Gen 1:27 and its interpretation in Opif. 25, a passage
which prepared us for the apparent leap in Spec. 1.81 from psychogony
to cosmogony (the framing of s¼lpar b jºslor ). What is important for
our discussion of John’s prologue is the linking of the kºcor as eQj½m

271 For a discussion of the this Middle Platonic language see chapter three, where
we discuss Philo’s use of it in his depiction of the Logos. See also Runia, Philo of
Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato, 159–64, and idem, On the Creation of the
Cosmos, 132–155, and Tobin, Creation of Man 57–66. Note that in Opif. 25, the
verb diatupºy (to form) carries over by extension to the relationship between
the kºcor qua eQj¾m and the sense-perceptible world qua l¸lgla he¸ar eQjºmor.

272 See our discussion of eQj¾m in Philo in § 3.2.5.3.
273 This is an independent and substantive mode of describing the Logos in its own

right. See § 2.3.1, § 3.2.5.1, and the discussions of the phrases di’ ox and di’
aqtoO in 1 Cor 8:6, Col 1:16, Heb 1:2 in chapter four.

274 Translation: PLCL. The phrase jat± tµm eQjºma toO emtor clearly alludes to Gen
1:27. Cf. Leg. 3.96 which makes a similar connection between Gen 1:27 (citing
it explicitly) and the Logos’ instrumentality.
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heoO and the his status as that through which (di’ ox) the world was
made (dgliouqc´y).275 In other words, though Philo’s explicit inter-
pretation of Gen 1:1–5 in De opificio mundi lacks the instrumental
language of John 1:3, the Alexandrian elsewhere describes the Logos as
the one “through whom” the world is created. What is more, he
associates the Logos’ instrumental function with its paradigmatic
function, the latter consistently being tied back to Gen 1:27, the textual
impetus for the paradigmatic construal of the Logos in Opif. 25. This
suggests that the Philonic and Johannine understanding of the Logos’
cosmogonic function, though they appear different with respect to the
interpretation of Gen 1:1 (i.e. , paq²deicla vs. di’ ox), are grounded in
similar interpretations of that passage.276

In John 1:4–5 we see the second of the prologue’s two phases in
interpreting Gen 1, namely the discussion of light and darkness. Recall
from above, where the key to interpreting the creation of the world
(Gen 1:1) is the kºcor ( John 1:1, 3ab), the key to interpreting the
differentiation of light and darkness (Gen 1:2–5) is the fy¶ ( John
1:3c–5). Thomas Tobin argues persuasively that the prologue’s
approach to light and darkness in terms of life makes the most sense
in the context of the Hellenistic Jewish speculative tradition witnessed
to by Philo, especially (again) in De opifico mundi.277

Like John 1:3c–4, Philo also introduces fy¶ into his interpretation
of the biblical Day One,. In Opif. 24 Philo identifies the jºslor mogtºr
with b kºcor and in Opif. 29–31 he relies on Gen 1:1–5 to isolate seven
different aspects of the noetic world.278 Of these incorporeal things
created on that day, two stand out: pmeOla and v_r.

275 As we discussed in § 2.3 and § 3.2.5.1, paradigmatic and instrumental language
with respect to the intermediate principle are topoi of Middle Platonism which
Philo appropriates. However, the combination of the two, expressed in this
passage from Spec. 1.81, is uncommon among Middle Platonists and likely
represents a development by Philo. See § 3.2.5.3.

276 We should not think that John is drawing directly from Philo, but that they
share “the same Hellenistic Jewish tradition of interpretation and speculation”
(Tobin, “The Prologue to John” 262).

277 See Tobin, “The Prologue to John” 262–65.
278 According to Opif. 29, the seven incorporeal things fashioned (poi´y, cf. Gen

1:1) on the first day were: heaven, earth, air, void, spirit, water, breath (pmeOla)
and light. See Wolfson, Philo, 306–07. In Opif. 36, Philo reiterates that the
completed b !s¾lator jºslor was situated 1m t` he¸\ kºc\ (cf. 1m aqt\ in
John 1:4)
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Both spirit (pmeOla) and light (v_r) were considered deserving of a special
privilege. The former he named of God, because spirit is highly important
for life (fytij¾tatom t¹ pmeOla) and God is the cause of life (fy/r he¹r
aUtior). Light he describes as exceedingly beautiful (rpeqbakkºmtyr jakºm,
cf. Gen 1:4), for the intelligible surpasses the visible in brilliance and
brightness just as much, I believe, as sun surpasses darkness, day surpasses
night, and intellect, which gives leadership to the entire soul, surpasses its
sensible sources of information, the eyes of the body. That invisible and
intelligible light has come into being as image of the divine Logos which
communicated its genesis (t¹ d³ !ºqatom ja· mogt¹m v_r 1je¸mo he¸ou kºcou
c´comem eQj½m toO dieqlgme¼samtor tµm c´mesim aqtoO). It is a star that
transcends the heavenly realm, source of the visible stars, and you would
not be off the mark to call it “all-brightness” (Opif. 30–31).279

First, considering life, notice that Philo ascribes to pmeOla (in Gen 1:2) a
life-giving capacity (fytij¾tatom), explaining that God is the source of
fy¶. This fy¶-giving pmeOla is to be associated with the kºcor in as
much as it a part of the jºslor mogtºr. Furthermore, this supersensible
fy¶-breath benefits human beings since, as Leg. 1:31–35 explains
(interpreting Gen 2:7), it is the means by which they are ensouled with
a rational/supersensible soul.280

Immediately associated with life in Opif. 31 is light, as is the case in
John 1:4. Unlike the prologue, the association between fy¶ and v_r is
not linear in Philo. The life is not the light; rather, they relate to each
other in that they both are parts (the choicest parts, in fact) of the noetic
cosmos. Furthermore, the Philonic light has an explicit association with
the Logos which communicated its genesis (Opif. 31: t¹ d³ !ºqatom ja·
mogt¹m v_r 1je¸mo he¸ou kºcou c´comem eQj½m toO dieqlgme¼samtor tµm
c´mesim aqtoO). The Logos communicating (dieqlgme¼y) light in this
passage recalls for us John 1:4 where the Logos is the source of the light
of humanity.281 Both pmeOla and v_r exist as noetic concepts which

279 Translation: Runia, On the Creation of the World (emphasis, his).
280 Leg. 1.31–32: “The earthly man is a molded work of the Artificer, but not His

offspring. We must account the man made out of the earth to be mind mingling
with, but not yet blended with, the body. But the earthlike mind is in reality
also corruptible, were not God to breathe into it a power of real life (eQ lµ b he¹r
1lpme¼seiem aqt` d¼malim !kghim/r fy/r) ; when He does so, it does not any
more undergo molding, but becomes a soul … endowed with mind and
actually alive; for he says, “man became a living soul” (PLCL)

281 On the difficulty of Opif. 31, see Runia, On the Creation of the World, 168. He
cites Somn. 1.75 as a possible parallel : “God is light, for it is sung in the Psalms,
‘the Lord is my illumination (vytislºr) and my Saviour (Ps. 26:1).’ And he is
not only light, but also the archetype of every other light, rather is anterior and
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benefit humanity by providing access to noetic reality, existence and
activity that takes place under the umbrella of the Logos.

Philo follows the description of light with a discussion of its
relationship with darkness in Opif. 33–34, expounding upon the
references to darkness in Gen 1:2 and the separation of the light and
darkness in Gen 1:4.

As soon as the intelligible light, which existed before the sun, was ignited,
its rival darkness proceeded to withdraw (rpew¾qei t¹ !mt¸pakom sjºtor).
God built a wall between them and kept them separate, for he well knew
their oppositions (t±r 1mtatiºtgtar) and the conflict resulting from their
natures (tµm 1j v¼seyr aqt_m dial²wgm). Therefore, in order to ensure that
they would not continually interact and be in strife with each other, and
that war would not gain the upper hand over peace and bring about
disorder in the cosmos (tµm !josl¸am 1m jºsl\ tihe¸r), he not only
separated light and darkness, but also placed boundaries in the extended
space between them, by means of which he kept the two extremes apart.
For if they were neighbors, they would produce confusion in the struggle
for dominance and would strip in readiness for a great and unceasing
rivalry, unless boundaries were fixed in between them to restrain and
resolve their confrontation. These (boundaries) are evening andmorning,
… .”

Like John 1:5, Philo’s interpretation introduces an antipathy between
light and darkness that does not exist in Gen 1:2–5. Philo does explain
how darkness is light’s !mt¸pakom by claiming it is a natural enemy (tµm
1j v¼seyr aqt_m dial²wgm). In order to preserve the order of the
creation, it is necessary for God to keep the two separated; otherwise B

!josl¸a would arise. Although God does prevent conflict by erecting
the barriers of evening and dawn, we may still perceive a losing side. It is
darkness that must recede (rpowyq´y), must move out of the way and
retire (rpen´wy and !mawyq´y in Opif. 35). Which is to say that Philo
articulates at length what John 1:5 claims succinctly: “the light shines in
the darkness and the darkness did not overpower it.”282

superior to every archetype, having the relationship of a model <of a model>.
For the model is his Logos in its plenitude, light in fact, for as he (Moses) says,
‘God said: let light come into existence,’ whereas he himself is similar to none
of the things that have come into existence” (Runia’s translation). See our
discussion earlier in this chapter on Heb 1:3.

282 Tobin, “The Prologue to John” 263–64, claims that perspectives of the
prologue and Philo are at odds with respect to the conflict between light and
darkness. “In the passage from Philo [Opif. 33–34], the separation seems to have
been motivated by God’s desire to avoid any actual conflict between light and
darkness. In other words, the separation is to prevent potential conflict from
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There are differences between John 1:4–5 and Philo’s De opificio
mundi. Philo understands life and light as noetic entities, part of the
!s¾lator jºslor ; the prologue gives no such indication. Philo’s
concern is primarily with creation at large while John 1:4 narrows the
scope of discourse to the human world (oR %mhqypoi). These differences
perhaps have more to do with the different purposes of the two texts, a
case of writers applying in distinct contexts a common interpretive
tradition, a product of Hellenistic Jewish speculation on the kºcor.

4.4.3. Soteriology

There are two soteriological sections in the Johannine prologue,
1:10–12a and 1:14, 16. We refer to these sections as “soteriological”
because they deal specifically with the benefits that come through
accepting (kalb²my in vv. 12, 16) the Kºcor. However, though they
share the same concern, they are different and their relationship one to
the other is difficult to explain. The insertion of 1:6–9 highlights the
complexity of this relationship since it promotes the understanding of
vv. 10–12 (13) as referring to the historical Jesus.

There was a man sent from God, whose name was John. He came as a
witness to testify to the light, so that all might believe through him. He
himself was not the light, but he came to testify to the light. The true light,
which enlightens everyone, was coming into the world. He was in the
world, and the world came into being through him; yet the world did not
know him. He came to what was his own, and his own people did not
accept him. But to all who received him, he gave to them power to
become children of God, to those who believed in his name; these were
born, not of blood or of the will of the flesh or of the will of man, but of
God ( John 1:6–13 NRSV modified).

becoming actual conflict. In John 1:5 (“and the darkness did not overcome it”),
the conflict seems to have been not only potential but also, in some unspecified
way, actual.” However, the verbs Philo uses to describe the recession of
darkness (rpowyq´y, rpen´wy and !mawyq´y) suggest that darkness is being
displaced by God to make room for light. In other words, as in John 1:5b there
is in De opificio mundi an “unspecified” yet “actual” loss on the part of darkness.
Cf. Plant. 9–10 (PLCL): “For the Father Who begat Him constituted His Word
such a Bond of the Universe as nothing can break. Good reason, then, have we
to be sure that all the earth shall not be dissolved by all the water which has
gathered within its hollows; nor fire be quenched by air; nor, on the other
hand, air be ignited by fire. The Divine Word stations himself to keep these
elements apart….”
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If we take the progression here as anticipating 1:19–51 (which tells the
story of John the Baptist as predecessor to Jesus), the true light of verse 9
refers to the Logos/the Son. His “coming into the world” must refer to
the Son’s incarnation or at least the beginning of his earthly ministry.
However, 1:14 also introduces the incarnation. This line mentions the
name of the prologue’s subject (b kºcor) for only the second time,
which emphasizes the rhetorical moment in the claim that the divine
Logos became flesh. In the prologue’s final stage, vv. 10–12ab and vv.
14, 16 work in tandem; the first is a third person description of the
Son’s incarnation and its effects while the second is a first person
confession of the same. However, in terms of the tradition history that
lies behind the prologue, we must distinguish these two strophes from
each other. This is especially the case when comparing vv. 10–12ab and
vv. 14, 16 with Hellenistic Jewish Wisdom traditions. The former (vv.
10–12ab) makes claims about the Logos’ earthly presence that are
consistent with certain Second Temple Wisdom traditions, namely those
which articulate an historical presence for Sophia/Hokma herself. The
latter (vv. 14, 16), though indebted to such traditions, represents a radical
departure from them in its claim that b kºcor s±qn 1c´meto. It is this
historical aspect of the Logos, doubly presented, which is the catalyst for
its salvific affect; whether in a general historical presence or a radically
acute one, the Logos benefits those who accept (kalb²my) him.

4.4.3.1. Soteriology in Strophe 2

John 1: 10a 1m t` jºsl\ Gm,
10b ja· b jºslor di’ aqtoO 1c´meto,
10c ja· b jºslor aqt¹m oqj 5cmy.
11a eQr t± Udia Gkhem,
11b ja· oR Udioi aqt¹m oq paq´kabom.
12a fsoi d³ 5kabom aqtºm,
12b 5dyjem aqto ?r 1nous¸am t´jma heoO cem´shai.

The structure of the second strophe may be broken up into three
sections (v. 10, v. 11, and v. 12ab). Verses 10 and 11 each begin with a
spatial claim about the Logos and are followed by subordinate lines (v.
10bc follows v. 10a; v. 11b follows v. 11a).283 The subordinate lines do
not qualify their primary counterpart as much as explain the results of

283 As in the first strophe, note the presence of the conjunction ja¸ at the beginning
of the subordinate lines vv. 10bc, 11b.
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the Logos being in or coming to certain locations (1m jºsl\, eQr t± Udia).
The third section is structurally dissimilar to the first two, being more
prosaic in form.284 The vocabulary of vv. 10, 12ab is Johannine; that of
v. 11 is not (see below).

In terms of content, one may detect a progression from one verse to
the next that suggests a kind of narrative. Verse 10 describes a situation
(the Logos unknown) which intensifies in verse 11 (the Logos not
accepted) and finds resolution in verse 12 (some accept the Logos and
are transformed). Note that what drives this progression is movement
from a more general to a more specific frame of reference, a narrowing
of scope from verse to verse to verse (b jºslor/oR Udioi/fsoi). Whether
we consider verses 10–12ab as originally composed together or as
representing the melding of distinct traditions, they form in their current
state a functional unity.285

4.4.3.1.1. The Logos in the World ( John 1:10)

He was in the world
and the world came to be through him
and the world did not know him.

The subject of the verb eQl¸ in v. 10a is the kºcor (who receives explicit
mention only in v. 1 and v. 14 of the prologue).286 The term jºslor
refers not to creation in general but to that part of the creation that is
capable of cognition (cicm¾sjy), namely humanity.287 The thrust of the
verse comes from the tension between its first two lines (v. 10ab) and its
third line (v. 10c). Although the Logos was in the human world and
although that world came to exist through his agency, still it does not

284 Cf. Brown, John, 1.10.
285 Recall from the discussion on the origin of the prologue in the first part of this

section that vv. 10, 12ab come from the evangelist while v. 11 pre-existed the
prologue.

286 The grammatical subject of v. 10a must be the Logos. It cannot be t¹ v_r
which is mentioned in v. 9 since that term is neuter and the pronouns in v. 10
are masculine (line c would read b jºslor aqt¹ oqj 5cmy). In vv. 8–9, t¹ v_r
refers to Jesus (the one about whom John testifies). In vv. 4–5, t¹ v_r is the
predicate of B fyµ which is “in” the Logos but is not the Logos himself. Rather
than account for a transfer from neuter to masculine at v. 10 when the subject
does not change, it seems better to say that the focus returns to the Logos (after
being on the light in v. 5).

287 See the remarks on v. 10b above.
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know him. Verse 10b repeats the cosmogonical claim made earlier (v. 3)
but specifying jºslor rather than p²mta serves to heighten the irony of
the world’s incognizance.288

This verse invites two questions: first, how did the Logos come to
be in the world? Verse 10a simply posits that the Logos was (already) in
the world. Second, why did the world not know him? If we take v. 10
as originally following verse 5 (or verse 9), we would answer both these
questions by referring to t¹ v_r t_m !mhq¾pym (v. 4/v. 9 would
parallel v. 10a) and its attempted rejection by B sjot¸a (v. 5 would
parallel v. 10c). However, the subject of v. 10 is – as we saw – the Logos
(a masculine noun), not the Light (a neuter noun). Verse 10 in fact
makes the most sense as anticipation of the Gospel narrative, even using
similar vocabulary (jºslor, c¸cmysjy).289 Following Rochais’ sugges-
tion that v. 10 is an insertion by the evangelist at the time he affixed the
prologue to the Gospel, it appears the evangelist thereby shifted the
focus of the hymn away from the Hellenistic Jewish context to a
Christian context. This is not to say that v. 10 sits uneasily in the
prologue. Rather, it sets up a narrowing of scope: v. 10 refers to the
world of humanity in general, v. 11 refers – perhaps – to a specific
subset (oR Udioi), namely Israel (cf. the narrowing of scope from v. 3 to v.
4)

4.4.3.1.2. The Logos Among its Own ( John 1:11)

He came to what was his own
and his own people did not receive him.

The Logos (again, note the masculine pronoun in v. 11b) came unto his
own environs (neuter plural t± Udia). The people who inhabit these

288 Note the possible symploce in these lines: ja· b jºslor di’ aqtoO 1c´meto, ja· b
jºslor aqt¹m oqj 5cmy. The first three words are identical in each and the last
two words share assonance; there is also the use of the masculine singular
pronoun in the middle of each line.
R. Schnackenburg, John 1.256, argues that v. 10b is an addition by the

evangelist to v. 10. If it were an addition, its function would appear to be as a
reminder that we are speaking of the Logos spoken of in vv. 1, 3–5. An editor’s
insertion of this reminder might be necessary if s/he felt vv. 6–9 somehow
disrupted the flow of the prologue by taking away the focus on the Logos.

289 See n. 232 above. See also Rudolph Bultmann, The Gospel of John (trans. G. R.
Beasley-Murray et al.; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1971), 55.
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environs (oR Udioi), however, did not accept (paqakalb²my) him. At first
glance, vv. 10 and 11 appear redundant: both describe the Logos as
existing in a particular setting and subject to a sort of rejection while in
that setting. Furthermore, both make subtle allusion to the irony in this
rejection: it is the world made through the Logos which does not know
him in v. 10; it is “his own people” who do not accept the Logos in
v. 11.290

Yet there are important differences, all of which confirm there is a
narrowing of scope from verse 10 to verse 11 (assuming for the moment
they belong together). First, the terminology is different. T± Udia and/or
oR Udioi represent at best a sub-set of b jºslor in verse 10, although the
sense of the former two terms is somewhat ambiguous (see below).
Second, where v. 10 simply posited the Logos’ place 1m jºsl\, v. 11
claims an actual entrance. The combination of eQr and 5qwolai in eQr t±
Udia Gkhem is dynamic. Third, where the jºslor was guilty of
incognizance (which at best implies tacit rejection), the Logos’ own
people “do not accept him” (oq paq´kabom). Paqakalb²my in the
negative is more active than simply “not knowing.” Not to accept
implies a conscious rejection.291 Such negative response parallels the first
use of a compound verb with the root kalb²my in the prologue, i.e. ,
jatakalb²my in v. 5.

Hence, verse 11 appears to heighten the dramatic sense of the Logos
in the world by focusing on the Logos’ rejection by his own people.
From the standpoint of the gospel narrative, this would have to refer to
Jesus’ coming to Galilee and Judea (t± Udia) and being rejected by the
Jewish establishment (oR Udioi). However, the evangelist does not use the
terminology of Udia/Udioi to refer to Jesus’ relationship with the land/the
Jewish people.292

4.4.3.1.3. The Children of the Logos ( John 1:12ab)

But as many as received him,
he gave to them authority to be come children of God.

290 On the phrases t± Udia and oR Udioi, see Udior in BDAG.
291 See BDAG, s.v. “paqakalb²my.” The Johannine use of cicm¾sjy is complex

and it is possible that the b jºslor aqt¹m oqj 5cmy refers to a more conscious
rejection (see BDAG, s.v. “c¸mysjy”). It is certainly a pejorative comment
with respect to the world.

292 Contrast John 1:11b with 13:1: “having loved his own who were in the world”
(!cap¶sar to»r Qd¸our to»r 1m t` jºsl\).
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Verses 10 and 11 set up the Logos as unknown and unaccepted by the
world and especially by – one would assume – Israel. While structurally
dissimilar from vv.10–11, v.12ab still affords a suitable ending for the
narrative developed by the two previous verses. This is so because it
resolves the tension created by the claims that the Logos was unknown
in the world and unaccepted by his own. Verse 12a tells us that this is
not a necessary condition, suggesting there are some (“whoever,” fsoi)
who can receive (kalb²my) him. When any of these (unidentified ones)
do, they are afforded the privilege and ability (5dyjem aqto ?r 1nous¸am) to
become (c¸cmolai) children of God. Note that the use of kalb²my
resolves both the oq jatakalb²my of v.5 and the oq paqakalb²my of
v.11. Note also that c¸cmolai reaffirms the generative capacity of the
Logos mentioned in vv. 3 and 10.

Like verse 10 (but not v. 11), v. 12ab reflects Johannine terminology
and style. The verse exhibits the casus pendens construction which occurs
frequently in John’s gospel (27x, 21x in the Synoptics).293 The evangelist
uses kalb²my to speak of accepting Jesus in, for example, John 5:43–44,
13:20, and 14:17. Finally, the phrase t´jma heoO in v. 12 may also reflect
Johannine thought. For the evangelist uRo· heoO would not be an option
as he reserves the title of uRºr for Jesus.294

4.4.3.2. Soteriology in Strophe 3

John 1: 14a ja· b kºcor s²qn 1c´meto
14b ja· 1sj¶mysem 1m Bl ?m,
14c ja· 1heas²leha tµm dºnam aqtoO,
14d dºnam ¢r lomocemoOr paq± patqºr,
14e pk¶qgr w²qitor ja· !kghe¸ar.
16a fti 1j toO pkgq¾lator aqtoO Ble ?r

p²mter 1k²bolem
16b ja· w²qim !mt· w²qitor

This strophe is structurally distinct from the previous two. Recall that in
strophes 1 and 2 the pattern was to make a claim (v. 1a, v. 3a, v. 4a, v.
10a, v.11a) and follow that claim with one or more qualifiers (v. 1bc, v.
3b, v. 4b–5b, v. 10bc, v. 11b). The qualifying lines each began with ja¸,
while the primary lines did not. In the first two strophes there is also the
use of chiasmus, cascading structure, and/or parallelism. The only

293 See Brown, John, 1.10.
294 Barrett, John, 163.
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exception is v. 12ab, the prosaic, quasi-paraenetic conclusion to the two
strophes.

While not prosaic (the lines, or clauses, progress in relatively staccato
fashion), there is no chiasmus, no cascading structure and no parallelism
in strophe 3. The primary line of the third structure, the first line (v.
14a), begins with a ja¸. The next two lines (b and c) are less qualifiers
than continuations of the event which began in v. 14a; these lines also
begin with ja¸. Lines 14d and e qualify only line 14c, in particular tµm
dºnam aqtoO ; neither begins with a ja¸ or has a controlling verb. What
structural linkage there is in verse 14 is due to the threefold ja¸ in the
first three lines and the use of the same word (dºna) which links the
third and fourth lines of the verse.

Verse 16 begins with fti, a subordinate conjunction which suggests
we are about to receive an explanation for something in the previous
lines.295 That verse 16 continues from verse 14 is suggested by the use of
pk¶qyla, an echo of v. 14e’s pk¶qgr as well as by the use of first
personal plural (compare v. 16b with v. 14bc). The presence of the first
person plural in the third strophe also sets it off from the first two
strophes.

The presence of the 1st person plural is formally suggestive. The
elements that cause many to regard the first two strophes as poetic or
hymnic in structure and origin are missing in the third strophe. But
when we consider grammatical number, another literary classification
asserts itself. Note that v. 14ab make a claim about the enfleshment
(s²qn 1c´meto) of the Logos and his dwelling (sjgmºy) among “us.”
Verse 14c–d then provide the community’s testimony to this event,
stating that “we” have seen this glory, “glory as of the unique son from
the father.”296 Verse 14e makes an additional claim that this glory was
“full of grace and truth,” a claim again grounded in the community’s
experience in v. 16: “for from his fullness we all have received, and
grace upon grace”. In terms of designating a literary form, we may speak

295 Many MSS have ja¸ instead of fti ; however, the latter remains better attested
and is preferable as the lectio difficilior. Schnackenburg, John, 1:275, suggests,
while the original hymn may have had ja¸, the “evangelist probably put [fti] in
on the same principle as in v. 17, intending to illustrate the glory of the Logos
from the fullness of the gifts given by him.”

296 The Bl?m in v. 14b and Ble ?r in v. 14c both refer to the community of believers
in general. Contra Brown, John, 1.13, who says the “us” of v. 14b refers to
humanity in general while the “we” of v. 14c refers to the “apostles” (cf. 1 John
1:1–3).
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of v. 14a–b and 14e (both in third person singular) as proclamations and
vv. 14c–d and v. 16 (both in 1st person plural) as attestations.297

4.4.3.3. From Cosmology to Radical Historicization

Although there are elements of narrative related to the first strophe, its
function of interpreting Gen 1:1–5 limits the scope of that narrative.
The Logos existed at the beginning in close relationship with b heºr, was
the instrument through which p²mta came to be, was the source of fy¶
and v_r for humanity, and it continues to be so despite opposition
(already completed, jat´kabom) from B sjot¸a. We have explained this
as three tier progression, changing in function and narrowing in scope as
it progresses: first, ontology (essence is described and not function) at
the divine (or heavenly) level (heºr); second, cosmogony at the level of
creation (p²mta) ; and third, sustenance at the human level (%mhqypoi).
While liberties are taken with the Genesis passage (the Logos is
introduced, “life” and light are applied to the human level), the basic
concern with the origins of cosmic order over against any historical
activity of the Logos is consistent with Genesis.

The second strophe (vv. 10–12ab) parallels this narrowing of scope,
though now the question is initially not the activity of the Logos but the
response to the Logos at different levels. First, in v. 10 the whole jºslor
does not know (cicm¾sjy) him; second, in v. 11 the subset of the
cosmos identified by t± Udia/oR Udioi does not receive (paqakalb²my)
him; and third, there are those (few?) who do receive (kalb²my) him. It
is primarily on behalf of those who do receive him that the Logos
functions, granting them to become t´jma heoO. At the same time, verses

297 Rochais articulates the basis for a designation of a “proclamation-attestation”
literary form here in vv. 14, 16 (“La formation du prologue (2nd part),” 162–165).
He appeals to Acts 5:31–32; 1 John 1:2; Col 2:9–10; and especially Acts
2:32–33. This last reference has a double proclamation-attestation form like John
1:14, 16 (proclamations in vv. 32a and 33a–c; attestations in vv. 32b and 33e).

Proclamation
(Acts 2:32a):

This Jesus God raised up,

Attestation (v. 32b) and of that all of us are witnesses.
Proclamation (v. 33ac) Being therefore exalted at the right hand of God,

and having received from the Father
the promise of the Holy Spirit,

Attestation (v. 33d) he has poured out this that you both see and
hear.
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10–12ab present something that the vv. 1, 3–5 do not: the Logos has a
historical presence – he is 1m jºsl\, he comes eQr t± Udia.298 This is why
we should designate this strophe as soteriological as opposed to
cosmological : the Logos comes near and is received.

At first glance, the third strophe (vv. 14, 16) appears to lack the
progressive nature of the first two; it does not narrow in scope over its
seven lines. Rather, it begins with a most radical delimitation: ja· b
kºcor s±qn 1c´meto ja· 1sj¶mysem 1m Bl ?m (v. 14ab). After this, it only
explains the effect this incarnation and dwelling have for “us” (Ble ?r)
(vv. 14c–e and 16).

However, if we understand the strophes themselves as representing a
narrowing of scope, we can appreciate the significance of vv. 14, 16 vis-
à-vis what comes before them. Strophe 1 is cosmological and
anthropological at a general level. Strophe 2 is historical and
soteriological, but with the emphasis on the spheres of influence of
the Logos (from jºslor to “his own” to “as many as”). Strophe 3, which
begins with the first mention of the Logos since verse 1, is also
soteriological and historical, but the emphasis is on the Logos (made
flesh) and what emanates from him (grace and truth).

4.4.3.4. Excursus #6: The Extent of Historicization of Hellenistic
Sophialogical Intermediaries

4.4.3.4.1. Evidence from Proverbs, Sirach, 1 Enoch, Matthew,
Gospel of Thomas

Biblical Wisdom (8B?;) has a relationship with humanity in the
Hebrew Scriptures that is similar to the Logos’ relationship with
humanity. For instance, Proverbs 1:20–33 describe 8B?; roaming
earthly streets, pursuing humans, calling to them, and being rejected by
them. “I have called and you refused, have stretched out my hand and
no one heeded” (v. 24). Because of her presence and (possibly) her role
in creation (Prov 8:22–31), Wisdom says she is particularly valuable to
humanity: “whoever finds me finds life and obtains favor from the
LORD” (v. 35). There is nothing in Proverbs however that suggests
Wisdom actually has an historical presence; rather, she is part of the

298 In verses 3–5, there is if anything a buffering between the Logos and the world
of humanity: what was in the Logos was life and the life was the light of
humanity and the light continues to shine in the darkness.
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fabric of creation, discernible to those sagacious enough to detect her
and thereby learn from her. Indeed, in terms of Lady Wisdom, Prov 1–8
is in substance metaphorical and atemporal.

In Second Temple Judaism, Wisdom receives a more concrete
presence among humanity, in particular Israel. Sirach 24 appropriates
several aspects of Wisdom in Prov. 1–8, in particular her presence at and
knowledge of creation as well as her pursuit of humanity. However,
Ben Sira goes well beyond Proverbs by situating Wisdom in a specific
historical location.

From the mouth of the Most High I came forth, and mistlike covered the
earth. In the highest heavens did I dwell, my throne on a pillar of cloud.
The vault of heaven I compassed alone, through the deep abyss I wandered.
Over waves of the sea, over all the land, over every people and nation I
held sway. Among all these I sought a resting place; in whose inheritance
should I abide? ”Then the Creator of all gave me his command, and he
who formed me chose the spot for my tent (sjgm¶), Saying, ’In Jacob make
your dwelling (jatasjgmºy), in Israel your inheritance.’ Before all ages, in
the beginning, he created me, and through all ages I shall not cease to be. In
the holy tent I ministered before him, and in Zion I fixed my abode. Thus
in the chosen city he has given me rest, in Jerusalem is my domain (B
1nous¸a lou) (Sir 24:3–11, NRSV).299

Notice that like the Johannine prologue, there is a narrowing of scope
with respect to Wisdom’s wanderings, beginning with the great expanse
of creation and ending with (by God’s decree) “Jacob”/”Israel.” By
having Wisdom pitch her tent (Grk: sjgm¶, jatasjgmºy) among the
Israelites and in particular in Zion, Ben Sira recasts the Proverbial 8B?;
as essentially related to, even identifiable with, 8L9N (cf. Sir 24:23).
Hence, we may speak of a historicizing of Wisdom in Sirach, but it is an
historicization by association.300

299 Sirach 24, like the work as a whole, was originally composed in Hebrew.
Chapter 24 is part of the 32% of Sirach for which an original Hebrew text
remains lost. The Greek translation dates to early 2nd century BCE and would
likely have been available to the evangelist and his community. See Patrick W.
Skehan and Alexander A. Di Lella, The Wisdom of Ben Sira (AB 39; New York:
Doubleday, 1987).

300 Baruch 4:1 appears to make the same equivalence (Wisdom/Knowledge =
Law).
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Perhaps we may include in the same vein 1 Enoch 42, though its
context is considerably more ambiguous. The Ethiopic apocalypse
presents this mini-narrative of Wisdom almost in passing:

(1) Wisdom could not find a place in which she could dwell ; but a place
was found (for her) in the heavens. (2) Then Wisdom went out to dwell
with the children of the people, but she found no dwelling place. (So)
Wisdom returned to her place and she settled permanently among the
angels (1 En. 42:1–2).301

There is no link with the Law in this passage, which also does not share
Ben Sira’s optimistic perspective. Unlike Sirach 24:10, 11 which claim
Wisdom made her abode (stgq¸fy) and found her rest (jatapa¼y) in
Zion, 1 Enoch claims Wisdom could find no earthly dwelling place and
“settled permanently” in the heavens among the angels.302

While the subject of the Johannine prologue is b kºcor and not B
sov¸a, it is not difficult to draw comparisons between it and Proverbs,
Sirach and 1 Enoch. All tell a similar narrative of a divine intermediary
who seeks to take up residence among mortals. The intermediary’s
effort meets with mixed results, depending on which account you
follow. The Johannine prologue’s appropriation of this tradition (if such
it is) is not distinct with early Christian literature. The Gospel of
Matthew presents Jesus as Sophia, especially in Sirach’s terms. In
Matthew 11:28–30, Jesus calls people to follow him in a way similar to
Wisdom’s entreaties in Sir 24:18–22 and 51:23–30.303 Matthew 11:29,
where Jesus speaks of his “yoke”, likely echoes Sir 51:26 (“Submit your
neck to her [Wisdom’s] yoke, that your mind may accept her
teaching.”). In so doing, the Matthean evangelist (or perhaps Q) may
have conscripted a link between Wisdom and Torah and redirected the
link to Jesus.304

Another possible case of Christian appropriation of this tradition,
and one that is quite similar (and possibly related) to John’s Prologue is
Gospel of Thomas 28. There we read that Jesus said:

I took my place in the midst of the world (jºslor), and I appeared (¥vhgm,
ª´¼¦º) to them in flesh (1m saqje¸). I found all of them intoxicated; I

301 OTP 1:33.
302 See the note on “permanently” in OTP 1:33 (fn. 42 a).
303 Sir 51:23–30 is a discussion of Wisdom’s benefits in the 3rd person; whereas Sir

24:18–22 is part of a Wisdom monologue.
304 Rabbis often referred to the “yoke of Torah.” See B. Viviano, “Matthew,”

NJBC, 53.
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found none of them thirsty. And my soul became afflicted for the sons of
men, because they are blind (tuvko¸, l¢¢rr´r) in their hearts and do not
have sight ([oq] bk´p[ousim], °r¦j´ rlª¢ j¦); for empty (´ª´r|²) they
came into the world (~ª°¤ª°), and empty (´ª´r|²) too they seek to
leave the world (~ª°¤ª°). But for the moment they are intoxicated.
When they shake off their wine, they will repent (¤r²j¦ªr|).305

The domain of Jesus’ activity is the jºslor (cf. John 1:10), the mode of
appearance is s²qn (cf. John 1:14), and the manner of apprehension (or
lack there of) is sight (bk´py, ¦j´; cf. he²olai in John 1:14). Though
not explicit, there is also the sense that Jesus has a heavenly origin, one
that he aspires to see humanity attain – perhaps even with fullness (the
opposite of ´ª´r|²). Notice, however, the inability to see (not
necessarily Jesus) comes from intoxication, a temporary ailment that will
wear off and the “sons of men” will then repent. Unlike John 1:14, 16
where the Logos is the source of glory and his dwelling as flesh a catalyst
for fulfillment, Gos. Thom. 28 affords Jesus a less essential role in human
enlightenment.

4.4.3.4.2. The Advent of Sophia in Wisdom of Solomon

The Wisdom of Solomon portrays Sophia in terms consistent with this
narrative, which is not surprising given the explicit ties between this
turn of the era document and the biblical wisdom tradition. However,
Wis is more like Proverbs and less like its sapiential siblings in one
important way: the narrative it tells about divine Wisdom and her
relations with humans is not historically oriented. Pseudo-Solomon does
not identify Sophia with Torah in the fashion of Sirach or Baruch, nor
does he claim she dwells in an historical locale (like Zion or Israel).306

Furthermore, as we shall see, Sophia would not take her place “in the
midst of the world” in the fashion of Jesus, since an appearance 1m saqj¸
(as in the Gos. Thom. and John 1:14) would be antithetical to her nature.

The claim that Wisdom of Solomon does not present Sophia as an
historical character appears to contradict the evidence. Especially worth
noting is the litany of Sophia’s salvific endeavors on the part of Israel’s

305 NHC II.2 38.22–30 (Coptic and English, CGL 2:64–65; Greek, CGL
2:118–119).

306 In Wis 9:8, Pseudo-Solomon mentions the temple and its mountain. He does
not mention that this is where Sophia is to dwell per se. He in fact says that the
Jerusalem temple is but a copy (l¸lgla) of the heavenly tent.
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“heroes of the faith” in Wis 10.307 It is in this chapter, after all, where
the sage claims Sophia assisted Adam, Noah, Abraham, Lot, Jacob,
Joseph, and Moses. However, Pseudo-Solomon is clearly reworking the
biblical narrative to showcase Sophia’s value to every human, not just
these few. In other words, Wis 10 is an extended example (or set of
examples) which illustrates the claim made earlier in 7:27–30:

Although she is but one, she can do all things, and while remaining in
herself, she renews all things; in every generation she passes into holy souls
and makes them friends of God, and prophets (jat± ceme±r eQr xuw±r bs¸ar
letaba¸mousa v¸kour heoO ja· pqov¶tar jatasjeu²fei); for God loves
nothing so much as the person who lives with wisdom (b sov¸ô sumoij_m).
She is more beautiful than the sun, and excels every constellation of the
stars. Compared with the light she is found to be superior, for it is
succeeded by the night, but against wisdom evil does not prevail.

What this passage implies about Wisdom 10 is that Sophia’s activities on
behalf of the patriarchs is not unique or reserved for a few. Rather, her
activity is for any who may be designated xuwa· fsiai. Notice that in
Wis 10 historical names are not used. In fact apart from Adam
(pqytºpkastor pat¶q, v. 1) and Moses (heq²pym juq¸ou, v. 16), the
same title is used for the rest of the patriarchs; each is a d¸jaior, a “just”
person.308 The people whom Sophia leads in the Exodus (in Wis
10:15–21) are not called the Israelites but, more generically, the ka¹r
fsior (vv. 15, 17). The justness and holiness of each person is
determined by their relationship to Sophia, as Wis 10:9 makes clear:
sov¸a to»r heqape¼omtar aqtµm 1j pºmym 1qq¼sato.309 These acts of
deliverance are Sophia’s consistent mode of operation with human
beings. The effect of such acts is that Sophia has an ubiquitous historical
presence, so ubiquitous that it is best to refer to it as super-historical or
even non-historical. Her activity is part of the framework of creation
and so one can not describe it as having any real particularity. Pseudo-
Solomon thus understands the story of Israel as representative (perhaps
allegorical) for the human condition in general.

For these reasons, we cannot view Sophia’s salvific role in Wisdom
of Solomon as historically oriented. Still, her role is important to our
understanding of John’s prologue. Recall that Wis 7:27–30, quoted

307 Recall our discussion of this passage in § 3.1.3.2.1.
308 Wis 10:4, 5, 6, 10, 13.
309 OR heqape¼omter aqt¶m in Wis 10:9 compares to b sov¸ô sumoij_m in 7:28.
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above, follows a discussion of Sophia’s role in creation (7:24–26).310 In
this, John 1:10–12ab is similar to Wis 7:27–28, as it follows a
cosmological discussion and makes a claim for the presence of the Logos
1m jºsl\ (which refers to the human world; cf. cemea¸ in Wis 7:27).
Where in Wisdom of Solomon a relationship with Sophia (b sov¸ô
sumoij_m) makes one a v¸kor heoO, accepting the Logos makes one a
t´jmom heoO in John 1:12ab. These are strong affinities that suggest John
1:10–12ab and Wisdom of Solomon are appealing to the same religious
tradition.

However, this affinity ends with the start of the third strophe and
the claim that the Logos became flesh. To appreciate the difference
between Wisdom of Solomon and John 1:14, consider Pseudo-
Solomon’s prayer for Sophia in Wis 9. In this prayer, the sage calls
upon God to send Sophia from his side to assist in his kingly duties.
Because she was present at creation, Sophia knows God’s works as well
as what God finds pleasing and upright (see vv. 9–11). Her presence is
essential since “even one who is perfect among human beings will be
regarded as nothing without the Wisdom that comes from you” (9:6).
Pseudo-Solomon elaborates on the limitations of human beings who
lack Sophia in 9:13–16:

For who can learn the counsel of God? Or who can discern what the Lord
wills? For the reasoning of mortals (hmgt²) is worthless, and our designs are
likely to fail ; for a perishable body weighs down the soul (vhaqt¹m c±q
s_la baq¼mei xuw¶m), and this earthy tent burdens the thoughtful mind
(bq¸hei t¹ ce_der sj/mor moOm pokuvqºmtida). We can hardly guess at what
is on earth, and what is at hand we find with labor; but who has traced out
what is in the heavens?311

This passage links the limitations of human effort and understanding to
the physical nature of human existence. It is the “perishable body”
(vhaqt¹m s_la) which prevents the human soul from “tracing out what
is in the heavens.” This passage makes it impossible to conceive of
Sophia along the lines of the Johannine Logos who became s²qn and
dwelt (sjgmºy) among us. After all, it is from the “earthly tent” (t¹
ce_der sj/mor), which holds the human mind down, that Pseudo-
Solomon seeks to be “saved” (cf. s\fy in 9:18). He prays Sophia will

310 See our discussion of Wisdom of Solomon in § 3.1.2.1 for in-depth analysis of
this passage.

311 NRSV.
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assist him in overcoming the very limitation which the Logos in John
1:14 assumes.

4.4.3.4.3. Can the Philonic Logos Come Unto His Own?

Either Wisdom of Solomon is aware of the traditions about Sophia’s
historical activity and it dehistoricizes these traditions or Wisdom of
Solomon makes use of Sophia directly to dehistoricize the biblical
narrative. Either way, the purpose appears to be to demonstrate how
Heilsgeschichte, reinterpreted to focus on Sophia, is in fact the story of
everyone who lives with her (b sov¸ô sumoij_m). This interpretive
scheme is quite similar to, though not nearly as sophisticated as Philo of
Alexandria’s.

The most noticeable difference, of course, between Philo and
Wisdom of Solomon is the focus by the former on the Logos and not
Sophia. We discussed in chapter three how Philo’s Logos represents a
highly developed marriage between Jewish Wisdom and Hellenistic
philosophical traditions, a marriage that was long established before
Philo.312 This pre-Philonic marriage is most likely responsible for the
presentation of the Logos in John’s prologue as well. In both Philo’s
writing and the prologue, the Logos clearly assumes Wisdom’s role. In
both writings, however, the Sophialogical dimension is only one aspect
of the Logos. We have already seen that Philo and the prologue share an
interpretive tradition with respect to Genesis, a tradition which also
involves an assumption (or interpolation) of roles by the Logos. In other
words, the Johannine Logos functions very much along the lines of the
Philonic Logos, if in a less sophisticated fashion. Again, however, John
1:14ab represent the decisive break between the Johannine (Christian)
Logos and the Philonic (Sophialogical) Logos.

In De confusione linguarurm, Philo discusses the status of certain “sons
of one man” (uRo· 2m¹r !mhq¾pou, LXX Gen 42:11).313 He interprets
%mhqypor here as referring to the Logos when he says of these “sons”
that they “have enrolled yourselves as children of one and the same
Father (6ma ja· t¹m aqt¹m 1picecqall´moi pat´qa), who is not mortal
but immortal – God’s Man (%mhqypor heoO), who being the Word of
the Eternal (toO aQd¸ou kºcor) must needs himself be imperishable

312 See the introduction to chapter three.
313 In Gen 42:11, those who say they are “sons of one man” are Joseph’s brothers,

Jacob’s sons, who respond to the Egyptian Vice Regent’s accusation that they
are spies.
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(%vhaqtor)” (Conf. 41).314 This passage is interesting in comparison with
John’s prologue because of the emphasis Conf. 41 places upon the
selection (“enroll”, 1picq²vy)315 of the %mhqypor heoO (i.e. , b kºcor) as
pat¶q. Recall that in John 1:12, the Logos grants authority to become
children of God to those who accept him.

Philo elaborates on this selection later in his treatise when he writes:

But if there by any as yet unfit to be called a Son of God (uR¹r heoO), let him
press to take his place under God’s First-born, the Word (pqytºcomor
aqtoO kºcor), who holds the eldership among the angels, their ruler as it
were. And many names are his, for he is called “the Beginning” (!qw¶),
and the Name of God (emola heoO), and His Word (kºcor), and the Man
after His image (b jat( eQjºma), and “he that sees” (b bq_m), that is Israel.

And therefore I was moved a few pages above to praise the virtues of
those who say that “We are all sons of one man” (Gen 42:11). For if we
have not yet become fit to be thought sons of God yet we may be sons of
His incorporeal image, the most holy Word (ja· c±q eQ l¶py Rjamo· heoO
pa ?der mol¸feshai cecºmalem, !kk² toi t/r !eidoOr eQjºmor aqtoO, kºcou
toO Reqyt²tou). For the Word is the eldest born image (eQj½m b
pqesb¼tator) of God (Conf. 146–47).316

We discussed this passage previously (see the section on Colossians).
Recall that Philo’s claim that the Logos has many names points to the
fluidity within Hellenistic Judaism in terms of describing the divine
intermediary; hence, titles such !qw¶ can be applied to the Logos or
Sophia or Christ. In our current discussion, however, we should pay
attention to the primary point Philo is making here.317 First, like John
1:12b, Philo acknowledges that there is the potential for attaining the
status of divine sonship, though for Philo this apparently is an

314 Trans: PLCL. For a discussion of Philo’s understanding of the %mhqypor heoO
and his relationship to the Logos in De confusione linguarum, see Tobin, Creation
of Man 140–142.

315 9picq²vy may have a legal connotation here (see “1picq²vy,” III in LSJ 628).
If so, it may correlate with 1nous¸a in John 1:12b. For a similar usage of this
term, see Leg. 31. Discussing two views about the divine mind, Philo describes
the view that accepts this mind thus: that “one turns its back on the particular
being, created and mortal mind, and whole-heartedly puts itself under the
patronage (1picq²volai) of the universal Mind, uncreated and immortal
(PLCL).”

316 PLCL 4.90, modified (Colson translates !eid¶r as “invisible.” I translate it here
as “incorporeal.”)

317 Note that in Conf. 146–47, Philo’s comments about the “many-named” Logos
is a digression, as can be seen by his redundancy before and after the digression.
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exceptionally lofty goal.318 What is more accessible, what takes less
fitness as it were, is becoming “sons of the incorporeal image,” i.e., the
Logos. This is no meager “consolation prize,” since the Logos is the
highest of all entities next to God. Philo clarifies this exaltedness with
respect to the angels (the Logos is their !qw²ccekor) and, more germane
to our study here, with respect to God. The Logos is the “eldest” (b
pqesb¼tator) on account of being God’s First-born (b pqytºcomor
aqtoO kºcor). This superiority is not simply (if at all) chronological but
ontological ; the kºcor is the eQj¾m of God. Thus, drawing close to the
Logos is quite literally the next best thing to drawing close to God.

Elsewhere Philo does claim that there are those of a superior
character who may attain more directly to God’s presence. In De
sacrificiis Abelis et Caini, Philo says that in contrast to lesser but still noble
characters symbolized by Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, there is Moses,
whom God invited to “stand with me” (LXX Deut 5:31).319 Philo finds
in Moses’ ascension to God’s side a paradigm for anyone who, in the
language of Conf. 146, is “fit” to be a uR¹r heoO.

Thus you may know that God prizes the wise man as the world, for that
same Word, by which He made the universe, is that by which He draws
the perfect man from things earthly to Himself (fti t¹m sov¹m Qsºtilom
jºsl\ b he¹r Bce ?tai t` aqt` kºc\ ja· t¹ p÷m 1qcafºlemor ja· t¹m t´keiom
!p¹ t_m peqice·ym !m²cym ¢r 2autºm, Sacr. 8).

These passages show that Philo’s construal of the Logos as an anagogue
compares favorably with the prologue’s description of the Logos in the
following ways. First, the Logos’ efficacy on behalf of humanity relates
to his ontological relationship with God and his preeminence over and
involvement in creation.320 In particular, the Logos in both Philo and
the prologue has a filial role: in Philo, he is pqytºcomor and in the
prologue, he is lomocem¶r. Second, one’s acceptance of the Logos means
one receives a filial status all his or her own. We should not overstate the
contrast between Philo’s uRo¸ !mhq¾pou/ pa ?der eQjºmor with the
prologue’s t´jma heoO. In both cases, the status of childhood is an
artificial construct that has to do with spiritual (or noetic) illumination.

318 John 1:12b uses the phrase t´jma heoO ; as I said above, this is most likely because
the Johannine literature prefers to use uRºr for Jesus.

319 See the discussion of Sacr. 8 in § 3.2.2 as well as in § 3.2.6.2.
320 Sacr. 8 is clear about the Logos’ cosmological instrumentality; Conf. 146–47

may allude to this with the term eQj¾m.
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The Logos facilitates this illumination in Philo’s writings and the
prologue.

As to the differences between Philo’s presentation of the Logos as
anagogue and the prologue’s, we find most interesting the lack of
narrative in the former. Above, we saw that many sapiential writers
present Wisdom as having an historical presence. Even Wisdom of
Solomon, which prefers to highlight Sophia’s consistent presence on the
part of humanity, construes her soteriological activity as a (recurring)
narrative. The Philonic presentation of the Logos is much more static
then any of his Jewish counterparts. Certainly there is the story of those
who are uRo· %mhqypoi, i.e., children of the Logos. But Philo generally
does not describe the Logos as descending into the realm of mortals in
order to assist them in ascending to the noetic/divine realm. Rather, the
activity rests with the human mind which strives to apprehend the
Logos and thereby is transported to the supersensible sphere.321

The absence of soteriological narrative about the Logos in Philo
does not of course diminish the strong similarities with the prologue.
Furthermore, it is important to note the narrative presented in John
1:10–12ab does not have to be understood only in the context of Jewish
Wisdom traditions. C. K. Barrett acknowledged this about v. 11a (eQr t±
Udia Ekhem) in particular, when he commented:

He came to his own property (cf. Thucydides 1.141), his home. The aorist
points to a unique coming, the incarnation, and the ‘home’ to which Jesus
came was Israel. But it must be observed that it would be possible to speak
of a coming of the Logos in the Platonic sense to the created world, which
was his natural counterpart, or in the Stoic sense to rational men, who were
peculiarly kocijo¸.322

As we discussed in chapter two, Middle Platonists understood the
intermediate reality (the form(s), the Second God, the Demiurge, etc.)
between the First Principle and humanity as one which in some manner
effected the physical realm and the human condition in particular. It did
so in such a way that it facilitated the ascent of the human soul or mind
(i.e. , the noetic aspect of humanity) to the supersensible realm.

321 See Philo, Conf. 95 and Ebr. 152, both of which place the onus on the human
soul in the effort to apprehend the divine Logos. In Sacr. 8, it is the sovºr who
is t´keior whom God leads by the Logos (!m²cym t` kºc\) to himself ; in other
words, the perfect one is rewarded for efforts already expended.

322 Barrett, St. John, 163.
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In particular, we focused on Plutarch and Numenius as examples of
Middle Platonists who described this intermediary as an active agent
which served to facilitate the relationship between the human moOr and
t± mogt². In Amat. 764D–765A, Plutarch does this by recasting the Eros
myth so that it tells the story of an intelligible entity (“Love”) which is
mediated to the human mind by means of bodily forms (di± syl²tym
!vijºlemor). It thereby becomes for humans a guide (!cycºr) to lead
them to the “plain of truth” (i.e. , t± mogt²) where Beauty (j²kkor)
resides. Numenius speaks (in Frg.12, des Places) of b dgliouqci¹r heºr as
the one “through whom our journey takes place also (di± to¼tou ja· b
stºkor Bl ?m 1sti), when moOr is sent down through the spheres to all
those who are ready to participate in it (p÷si to ?r joimym/sai
sumtetacl´moir).” The end result of this visitation is that while the
physical aspect of human reality eventually dissipates, the Demiurgic
God causes the noetic aspect to flourish in perpetual happiness (t¹m d³
moOm f/m b¸ou 1pauqºlemom eqda¸lomor).

The link between human and supersensible reality is the moOr in
both these writings (Plutarch’s Amat. , Numenius’ fragments). The
intermediate agent relates to the human moOr because they are of a piece,
they are both noetic. In this way, we might possibly speak of the Eros or
the Demirugic God coming eQr t± Udia (cf. John 1:11a), understanding
their “own” as things noetic.323 Though neither text claims the
intermediate makes a person a “child of God” (as in John 1:12b), it is
clear that humans (or rather the intellectual aspect of humans, the moOr)
are much better off because of that entity.

The parallels between John 1 and these Middle Platonist authors,
who admittedly postdate the prologue, helps us appreciate the fluidity of
the interpretative traditions which Philo and the prologue share. Philo’s
presentation of the Logos is more theoretical and discursive, along the
lines of Alcinous (see ch. 2). Still, whether by using the narrative
approach or the discursive approach, all of these writers attest to the
essential Middle Platonic claim that the intermediate principle links the
divine/noetic and human/sense-perceptible spheres and does so in a
way that benefits the human soul.

323 OR Udioi in John 1: 11b tends to obfuscate any parallels between John 1:11 and
this Middle Platonic narrative.
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4.4.3.4.4. The Problem of the S²qn

Philo affords Sophia a role in the ascent of the soul. However, Sophia is
not a guide but the way, the path, upon which the soul makes its ascent.
“For wisdom is a straight, high road, and it is when the mind’s course is
guided along that road that it reaches the goal (t´qla) which is the
recognition (cm_sir) and knowledge (1pist¶lg) of God” (Deus 143).324

In spite of Sophia’s passive function here, the notion of a “way” for the
mind to travel until it reaches its goal is relevant to our study. The
destination should sound somewhat similar. Recall that the prologue
envisions those who do not know the Logos in v. 10c (b jºslor aqt¹m
oqj 5cmy). In 1:12ab, the antithesis of this unknowing world is those
few who receive (kalb²my) the Logos; such “reception” appears to be a
synonym for “knowing.” Furthermore, in John 1:14 the Logos discloses
the divine glory to those who have accepted him (1heas²leha tµm dºnam
aqtoO, dºnam ¢r lomocemoOr paq± patqºr). In other words, the
Johannine Logos is a means to knowledge of the divine in a fashion
similar to the Philonic Sophia.

However, Philo’s description of Sophia in Quod Deus as the way is
more telling for how it differentiates the Alexandrian’s Weltanschauung
from the prologue’s. Just prior to the passage quoted above, Philo
discuses Gen 6:12. That verse says (in the LXX): “It [the earth] was
corrupted (jatavhe¸qy) because all flesh (p÷sa s²qn) corrupted his way
(tµm bd¹m aqtoO) upon the earth.” Philo comments:

Some will think that we have a here mistake in diction and that the correct
phrase in grammatical sequence is as follows, “all flesh destroyed its way”
(fti jat´vheiqe p÷sa s±qn tµm bd¹m art/r). For a masculine form like “his”
(aqtoO) cannot be properly used with reference to the feminine noun
“flesh” (s²qn). But perhaps the writer is not speaking merely of the flesh
which corrupts (vhe¸qy) its own way, thus giving reasonable grounds for
the idea of a grammatical error, but of two things, the flesh which is being
corrupted, and Another (2t´qou), whose way that flesh seeks to mar
(kula¸molai) and corrupt (vhe¸qy). And so the passage must be explained
thus, “all flesh destroyed the perfect way of the Eternal and Indestructible,
the way which leads to God (jat´vheiqe p÷sa s±qn tµm toO aQym¸ou ja·
!vh²qtou teke¸am bd¹m tµm pq¹r he¹m %cousam).” This way, you must
know, is wisdom (sov¸a). (Deus 140–143, PLCL)

Philo describes here an antipathy between s²qn and sov¸a, the way that
leads to God. This antipathy lies in the corruptive (jatavhe¸qy, vhe¸qy)

324 On Sophia as the Way in Philo, see Mack, Logos und Sophia, 133–35.
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nature of the former and the association of the latter with b aQ¾mior ja·
%vhaqtor heºr.325

This antipathy is a consistent theme in Philo’s writings.326 For
instance, speaking of the different types of souls in De gigantibus, Philo
again discusses the negative influence of s²qn on sov¸a.

Nothing, however, so thwarts [wisdom’s] growth as our fleshly nature (B
saqj_m v¼sir). For this is the primary and main underlying foundation of
ignorance and the diseased condition of an unknowing mind, … For souls
unfleshed and disembodied (xuwa· %saqjoi ja· !s¾latoi) pass their days in
the theater of the universe and enjoy unhindered sights and sounds divine,
possessed by an insatiate love for them. But those who bear the load of the
flesh (s²qn) are unable, thus weighed down and oppressed (baqumºlemai ja·
piefºlemai), to gaze (bk´py) upward at the revolving heavens, but with
necks wrenched downward are forcibly rooted to the ground (B c/) like
four-footed beasts (Gig. 30–31, PLCL).

In this passage, we find two types of souls. On the one hand, there are
those “unfleshed and disembodied” souls who exist in an ethereal state,
enjoying “sights and sounds divine.” On the other, there are those souls
who can not see or hear such things because they are “weighed down”
by s²qn, reduced thereby to a bestial nature. Later in De gigantibus, Philo
discusses these two types of souls (the heaven-born and the earth-born)

325 In Deus 143–151, he describes this antipathy in terms of Israel, “the race
endowed with vision” and who travel along the “king’s highway,” and Edom,
representing what is earthly. Edom confronts Israel on its journey to the
promised land, saying that Israel may not pass through Edom on threat of war
(see Numbers 20:17–20). For Philo this conflict illustrates how what is earthly
undermines the soul’s ascent; the successful soul will pass by the earthly and
move onto the divine. “Ventures such as these betoken a celestial and heavenly
soul, which has left the region of the earth, has been drawn upwards (!m´kjy),
and dwells with divine natures. For when it takes its fill of the vision of good
incorruptible and genuine, it bids farewell to the good which is transient and
spurious” (Deus 151, PLCL). This passage illuminates the Platonic perspective
that undergirds Philo’s thinking. In particular, the earthly he views as
“transient”, “spurious.” S²qn is part of this realm and hence it is both subject
to ruin and ruinous (vheiqol´ma and vhe¸qousa, cf. Deus 142). The “celestial and
heavenly soul” is the one that is able to move beyond the lesser good which is
this corporeal region to the true and lasting good of the noetic/divine region.
See Mack, Logos und Sophia, 133–140.

326 In addition to the passages dealt with here, see Ebr. 69; Migr. 14; Her. 56–57;
Abr. 164; and QG 2.22. See Winston, “Was Philo a Mystic?”, 163–64, and our
discussion of the Philonic Logos’ anagogy in § 3.2.6.2
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and adds a third, the God-born.327 The God-born souls are those who
have “transcended the sensible sphere and have migrated to the
intelligible world and dwell there enrolled as citizens of the Common-
wealth of Ideas, which are imperishable and incorporeal” (Gig. 61).

Philo’s allegory of the soul illustrates again how this is a journey
away from the flesh. In the allegory, the human mind must overcome
pleasure mediated to it by sense-perception in order to attain virtue and
wisdom.328

“For this cause shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave
unto his wife, and the twain shall be one flesh” (Gen 2.24). For the sake of
sense-perception (B aUshgsir) the mind (b moOr), when it has become her
slave, abandons both God the Father of the universe, and God’s excellence
and wisdom, the Mother of all things, and cleaves to and becomes one with
sense-perception and is resolved into sense-perception so that the two
become one flesh (s²qn) and one experience (p²hor). Observe that it is not
the woman that cleaves to the man, but conversely the man to the woman,
Mind to sense-perception. For when that which is superior, namely mind,
becomes one with that which is inferior, namely sense-perception, it
resolves itself into the order of flesh (t¹ saqj¹r c´mor) which is inferior, into
sense-perception, the moving cause of the passions. But if Sense the
inferior follows Mind the superior, there will be flesh no more (oqj´ti 5stai
s²qn), but both of them will be Mind (Leg. 2.49–50, PLCL).

Again, as in Deus 140–143 and Gig. 30–31, we find here in Leg. 2 the
tainting nature of the flesh, how it hinders noetic illumination and
naturally thwarts the ascent of the soul. In other words, rather than
aligning with the Johannine prologue which affords s²qn some type of
revelatory significance ( John 1:14), Philo’s views align with Pseudo-
Solomon who says: “For a perishable body (vhaqt¹m s¾la) weighs
(baq¼my) down the soul and this earthly tent (t¹ ce_der sj/mor) burdens
the thoughtful mind” (Wis 9:15).

Absent from all these texts is explicit mention of the Logos.
However, we can safely infer from Philo’s writings that the Logos is
even less conducive to fleshly association than sov¸a. We discussed in
chapter two and early in this chapter how the Logos is the catalyst by
which the soul is drawn up. This catalysis stems from the noetic aspect

327 Philo refers to these three as oR oqqamoO, oR c/r, and oR heoO. Gig. 60–61 spells
out the three classes of souls.

328 In terms of Gen 2–3, Philo interprets Adam as the mind, the serpent as pleasure,
and Eve as sense-perception. Philo’s “Allegory of the Soul” is described
concisely and compared with similar Hellenistic allegoresis in Tobin, Creation of
Man, 145–54.
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inherent to humanity. Humans have both a rational component and an
irrational component.329 Philo ontologically associates the rational
component, the moOr, with the Logos. David Winston writes that
“The Logos is God immanent, holding together and administering the
entire chain of creation (Mos. 2.134; Her. 188), and the human mind is
but a tiny fragment of this all-pervading Logos” (see Det. 90; Gig. 27;
Leg. 1.37).330 This appears to be to some degree consistent with John
1:1–5 where the Logos is associated with God, then the cosmos and
finally with human illumination. We have seen that the Logos does
facilitate enlightenment and that as many as receive this enlightenment
“transcend” and become “heavenly citizens” (cf. Deus 140–43 and Gig.
60–61 with John1:10–12ab). However, it appears truly antithetical to
Philo’s views about the nature of the human mind, its manner of
illumination and the source of illumination (the Logos), to claim that
any of these three have a positive relationship with B s²qn. In other
words, its not possible from Philo’s perspective to say b kºcor s²qn
1c´meto ( John 1:14).

4.4.4. Interrelationship of Soteriology and Cosmology
in the Johannine Prologue

Perhaps what distinguishes the Johannine prologue most from Col
1:15–20 and Hebrews 1:2–3 is the seamless integration of its cosmology
and soteriology. This quality is the more remarkable if we accept the
likely possibility that the prologue developed in stages. The passages in
Colossians and Hebrews were notable because they held the Son’s
cosmological and soteriological functions together without accounting
for how the cosmos or humanity in particular came in need of salvation.
Col 1:15–20 assumes all things need reconciliation and pacification;
Heb 1:2–3 assumes that sins exist which necessitate purification.

In John there is a fuller (if still incomplete) narrative that develops
over three stages. The first of these stages itself contains three foci: the
Logos’ ontological relationship with God (v. 1); the Logos’ instrumental

329 See Det. 84. For a detailed discussion of Philo’s view of human psychology, see
Runia, Philo of Alexandria and the Timaeus of Plato, 467–75.

330 Winston, “Was Philo a Mystic?”, 157. The mind as “fragment” of the Logos is
just one manner of description Philo uses in presenting the relationship between
the human moOr and the Divine moOr/kºcor. See § 3.2.6.1 above.
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role in creation (v. 3ab); and the Logos’ illuminative role with respect to
humanity (vv. 3c–5). An interpretation of Genesis 1:1–5 (or based
thereon), these verses depict the Logos in primordial relations that are of
ongoing relevance. Where John 1:4–5 describe how the Logos
influences humanity by means of the life and light which he generates,
John 1:10–12ab, the second stage, represents the Logos himself directly
entering into the human sphere. We saw above that this stage marks the
first of two soteriological sections of the prologue since the concern of
these sections is human reception of the Logos and its benefits. We also
observed how the second stage parallels the first by narrowing its scope
as it precedes (b jºslor : t± Udia/oR Udioi : fsoi), emphasizing again the
efficacy of the Logos for humanity (cf. v. 4) and especially that segment
of humanity which receives him.

The prologue after the second stage (the stage where it was affixed
to the Gospel, according to G. Rochais), is similar enough to Jewish
sapiential narratives about Sophia as well as to the basic framework of
Philo’s Logos speculation to claim that it is within the same general
religious traditions as these. As illustrated above, it is a loose affiliation
rather than a tight one. For one thing, Philo’s depiction of the Logos
lacks the narrative nature of Wisdom of Solomon and the other
sapiential texts. Furthermore, the sapiential texts associated with Semitic
origins (Sirach, 1 Enoch, Baruch) lack the philosophical complexity of
Philo’s Logos.331 Wisdom of Solomon lays somewhere in between the
two poles, vacillating between them at times. We should place the
Johnnine prologue in a similar position; it shows just enough affinities
with Middle Platonism in particular that we cannot exclude a more
direct, but still secondary (through Judaism) influence.

The third stage in the prologue, represented by John 1:14,16, is
both a fitting climax to the previous two stages and a substantive
departure from their ostensible milieu of Jewish sapientialism. It is a
fitting climax in that it finalizes the move to particularity that began in
the first section and preceded into the second; the Logos does not just
give humanity its light and life or even dwell alongside humanity, but
assumes the human condition – b kºcor s²qn 1c´meto. The first-person
reaction to this “incarnation” testifies to how the enfleshed Logos
elevates human being: “we have seen his glory, glory of the Father’s

331 This is not to say that the Semitic sapiential texts are not influenced by
Hellenistic philosophy, only that in comparison to Philo’s writings, that
influence is relatively simplistic.
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only one, full of grace and truth … for from his fullness we have all
received and grace upon grace.” We might construe this as simply
restating in personal terms what was expressed in third person in v.
12ab: “to as many as received him, he gave to them authority to
become children of God.”

However, as the comparisons between John 1:10–12ab and other
sapiential texts suggested, it could have been sufficient for the prologue
to end at 1:12ab. The Logos becoming flesh, whether a later
development or an original summation, does not carry a sapiential
trajectory through to its expected outcome. Rather, in the light of the
texts that are the strongest parallels with the prologue (Philo’s work and
Wisdom of Solomon), we must accept that the Johannine prologue
shatters that trajectory. For these Jewish authors, the flesh weighs down
and stifles the soul; for the Christian author, the flesh is a vehicle which
communicates divine glory.

In his analysis of John 1:14, 16, Rochais sees specifically a testimony
about the resurrected Lord. If this is the case, the flesh is the transformed
flesh of the resurrected Lord and the divine glory is to be associated with
the overcoming of death. Even so, flesh remains flesh, even if
rehabilitated.

There is another way to appreciate the complex relationship
between the second stage of the prologue ( John 1: 10–12ab) and the
third stage (1:14, 16). John 1:10–12ab by itself appears to follow the
sapiential and Philonic tendency of placing the soteriological onus on
human apprehension. The Prologue’s Logos, like Wisdom’s Sophia or
Philo’s way of wisdom, is readily available to humanity in its own
historical context; the question is, will humanity overcome that
context? Will “they” (fsoi) break with the unknown jºslor and the
unreceptive oR Udioi to receive the Logos and from it 1nous¸a? This same
question arises, as we saw above, in Wisdom and Philo.

In John 1:14, 16, we are clearly speaking of a group about which
reception of the Logos is a fait accompli. Still, the catalyst is different. It is
not the human mind coming to know the ethereal Logos as in Philo or
receiving Sophia as its bride-guide in Wisdom. The divine agent of the
prologue, the Logos who is God’s lomocem¶r, brings about this
transformation through his own incarnation and dwelling with human-
ity. In other words, the actor is not the human receptor (as in Philo or
Wisdom or even John 1:10–12ab) but the human Word, the Logos who
is Jesus Christ. Human transformation comes not by a conquest of the
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flesh and an ascent to a realm apart but by an acceptance of a specifically
“enfleshed” entity.

Hence, while there is no mention of sin or the need for pacification,
we find that the soteriological emphasis – like in 1 Cor 8:6, Col
1:15–20, and Heb 1:2–3 – remains on the action of God’s agent.
Without his becoming flesh, human transformation would not take
place. The Logos’s becoming flesh, his becoming an historical entity, is
as much a catalyst for that transformation as the Son’s death in
Colossians and Hebrews is a source for reconciliation and purification.
In a sapiential context, the Johannine Logos is fulfilling its illuminative
purpose; but to do so finally, the prologue goes well beyond its
sapiential context.

4.3. Summary of Chapter Four

The 1 Corinthian confession, the Colossian hymn, the Hebrews
exordium and the Johannine prologue each attest to the fusion of
Platonized Jewish traditions and Christian eschatological conviction.
The former ( Jewish traditions) contributes the uniform cosmological
perspective and terminology that permeates all four passages wherein we
see a divinely related intermediary (eQj¾m, !pa¼casla, waqajt¶q,
kºcor, heºr) responsible for creating (di’ aqtoO) and sustaining
(sum¸stgli, v´qy) the existence of all things (t± p²mta). The latter
(eschatological conviction) underlies four distinct views about the
significance of Jesus Christ. Whether he is the j¼qior whose sacrifice
redefines human perfection (1 Cor) or the uRºr who pacifies and
reconciles rebellious creation (Col); whether he is the exalted heir who
has made purification for sins (Heb) or the kºcor who has become flesh
( John), Christ in an historical moment altered reality. The combination
of the two underscores the fulfillment of creation through an unlooked
for, unimaginable expression of divine presence.
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Chapter Five

Salvation as the Undoing of Creation:
The Roles of the Divine Intermediary

in “Gnosticism”

And the Mind wanted to make something through the Word of the
invisible Spirit. And his will became actual and came forth with the Mind
and the Light glorifying him. And the Word followed the Will. For
because of the Word, Christ, the divine Self-Generated, created the All
(Ap. John 17,7–16).

And everything he (Yaldabaoth) organized according to the model of the
first aeons which had come into being so that he might create them in the
pattern of the indestructible ones. Not because he had seen the
indestructible ones, but the power in him which he had taken from his
Mother (i.e. , Sophia) produced in him the likeness of the cosmos (Ap. John
33,13–34,2).

And our sister Sophia (sov¸a) (is) she who came down in innocence in
order to rectify her deficiency. Therefore she was called ‘Life’ (fy¶), which
is the ‘the Mother of the living,’ by the Providence (pqºmoia) of the
sovereignty (aqhemt¸a) of heaven. And through her they have tasted perfect
(t´keior) knowledge (cm_sir) (Ap. John 62,3–11).

The three passages above come from the same treatise, The Apocryphon of
John, a second-century CE work originally written in Greek but
preserved now only in four Coptic manuscripts (about this treatise, see
below).1 The first passage makes use of language which should be
familiar by now, namely that “he created everything through the
Word.” But as immediately as we note the familiarity, we observe
differences. There are at least three additional entities besides the word:
the invisible Spirit (!ºqatom pmeOla, the Apocryphon’s Supreme

1 What follows in this introduction is explained at greater length in the second
section of this chapter where we discuss the Apocryphon of John as a product of
Sethian Gnosticism.



Principle), Mind, and Light. The Light is also referred to as the anointed
or Christ (Wqistºr), the Self-Generated (aqtocem¶r). While we are
prepared to see multiple intermediate entities (as in Philo), this is not the
Matryoshka (Nested Doll) effect we have previously observed.2 Mind is
a co-worker of the Light/Christ, and together the two make use of the
Word in creation.3 It must also be noted that what is meant by
“everything” here does not refer to the material world (as in Philo,
Wisdom of Solomon or the NT). Rather, it refers to supersensible
reality. The creation of the material universe has a less respectable
origination. Yaldabaoth, mentioned in the second passage above, is
responsible for this creation, and as NHC II, 12,33–13,5 makes clear, he
does so ignorantly and without the involvement of any other noetic (or
spiritual) beings. Again, we have an “intermediary” (of sorts) responsible
for creation. However, his intermediacy appears to be almost accidental,
the power working through him toward creation as if he cannot help it
(“the power in him which he had taken from his Mother produced in
him the likeness of the cosmos”).

Yaldabaoth’s existence itself is the result of the misdeed of his
mother, Sophia, who acted independently of her own coworker and of
the rest of the heavenly realm when she gave birth to him. In the third
passage, however, we see her as one having repented her giving birth to
that ignorant imitator. Now she is “Life” and “Mother of the Living,”
rectifying “her deficiency” when, on behalf of the heavenly authority
(i.e. , not on her own initiative), she provides perfect (or complete)
knowledge to humanity (namely, Adam and Eve).

These passages are but snippets in the larger drama of the Apocryphon
of John, a myth about the origins and destiny of humanity within the
wider framework of the heavenly and material cosmos. It is apparent
that the traditions which contribute to this myth, traditions evinced in
these brief passages, belong in some manner to the religious and
philosophical phenomena we have investigated heretofore. It is also
apparent that these traditions “march to the beat of a different
drummer” from any we have heretofore discussed.4

2 See § 3.2.4.1.
3 Again, one might recall Philo’s presentation of the two powers in De cherubim,

goodness and sovereignty. However, these are responsible for different activities
(creating and ordering, respectively) and the Word resides over and apparently
employs them (not vice versa, as in the Ap. John). See § 3.2.4.1.

4 Bentley Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures (ABRL; New York; Doubleday 1987),
xviii, refers to Gnostic scripture as “bizarre.”
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“Cacophonous” is the term which best describes an initial
encounter with the literature classically labeled “Gnostic.” Not only is
one introduced to new names and nuances about both supersensible and
material realities at the turn of every page, but these names and nuances
frequently seem to shift. Certainly, at least, in comparison with the
writings we have assayed thus far from Hellenistic Judaism and first
century Christianity, one must strain to find consistency within, let
alone among different works of “Gnostic” literature. The reasons for
this are numerous. Primary reasons must include the fact that the
remains of the literature are sparse and fragmented.5 Also, as the saying
goes, “history belongs to the victor,” in that what came to be
“orthodox” Christianity successfully eclipsed the ultimately failed
movements which sired this literature.6 This second reason is of course
not unrelated to the first. Third, the esoteric nature of the literature
itself creates formidable obstacles to systematization or even anything
but the most general of categorizations.

In spite of such difficulties, there has been considerable scholarly
effort in explicating the Gnostic writings, especially since the discovery

5 Before 1945 most of what was known about “Gnosticism” was through the
teachings of Patristic writers. Especially noteworthy are the Heresiologists :
Irenaeus of Lyons (Adversus haereses, Bk. I; c. 180 CE), Hippolytus (Refutatio
omnium haeresium, Bks. 5–9; early 3rd cent. CE), Pseudo-Tertullian (Adversus
omnes haereses ; mid 3rd cent. CE), and Epiphanius (Panarion ; c. 370s CE). There
is also Clement of Alexandria (c. 130–c. 215 CE) and Origin of Alexandria (c.
185–c. 254 CE), as well as the pagan Neoplatonist Porphyry of Tyre
(233–c.305 CE). There were also a few manuscripts that had been uncovered
prior to 1945, though these amounted to only 14 works on 5 codices (see
Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures, xxvi). In December 1945, 13 codices containing
about 51 Coptic works were discovered at Nag Hammadi in southern Egypt,
works dating from just before 350 CE. Layton notes “The variety of
handwritings, codex sizes, writing materials, and even dialects in the codices
suggests that they had come from several places along the Nile Valley and had
been collected (at no small cost) by an interested person or group” (xxvii).
These codices contain Coptic translations of Greek documents, documents
obviously composed sometime earlier than the mid-fourth century CE.
Though the Nag Hammadi codices, commonly referred to as the Coptic
Gnostic Library, are in relatively fine quality, they still are not in perfect
condition; there are a number of lacunae in the texts as a result of the
fragmentation that comes from being ancient documents.

6 See Karen L. King, What is Gnosticism? (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 2003) and
Pheme Perkins, The Gnostic Dialogue: The Early Church and the Crisis of
Gnosticism (New York: Paulist Press, 1980).
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of the Nag Hammadi library in 1945. A conference in Messina, Italy, in
1966 sought to establish some generally accepted common ground.
From Messina came a formulation of the central myth of Gnosticism:

the idea of the presence in man of a divine “spark”…, which has proceeded
from the divine world and has fallen into this world of destiny, birth and
death, and which must be reawakened through its own divine counterpart
in order to be finally restored. This idea … is ontologically based on the
conception of a downward development of the divine whose periphery
(often called Sophia or Ennoia) has fatally fallen victim to a crisis and must –
even if only indirectly – produce this world, in which it then cannot be
disinterested, in that it must once again recover the divine “spark” (often
designated as pneuma, “spirit”).7

The significance of this myth is that it contains knowledge of an
“otherworldly” origin, knowledge that has a powerful function in the
process of redemption.8

The content of this knowledge or understanding is primarily religious, in so
far as it is circles around the background of man, the world and God, but
also because it rests not upon one’s own investigation but on heavenly
mediation. It is a knowledge given by revelation, which has been made
available only to the elect who are capable of receiving it, and therefore has
an esoteric character. This knowledge freely bestowed can extend from the
basic insight into the divine nature of man, his origin and his destiny, up to
a complete system. All Gnostic teachings are in some form a part of the
redeeming knowledge which gathers together the object of knowledge (the
divine nature), the means of knowledge (the redeeming gnosis) and the
knower himself.9

7 Quoted in Rudolph, Gnosis, 57. For the conference papers, see Ugo Bianchi,
ed. Le Origini Dello Gnosticismo: Colloquio di Messina, 13–18 Aprile 1966 (Studies
in the History of Religions; Supplements to Numen ; Leiden: Brill, 1970); the
quotation above is located on p.12.

8 See Rudolph, Gnosis, 55–56.
9 Rudolph, Gnosis, 55. Cf. the Messina working definition of Gnosis: “The type

of gnosis involved in Gnosticism is conditioned by the ontological, theological,
and anthropological foundations [of the Gnostic myth]. Not every gnosis is
Gnosticism, but only that which involves in this perspective the idea of the
divine consubstantiality of the spark that is in need of being awakened and
reintegrated. This gnosis of Gnosticism involves the divine identity of the knower
(the Gnostic), the known (the divine substance of one’s transcendent self), and
the means by which one knows (gnosis as an implicit divine faculty is to be
awakened and actualized. This gnosis is a revelation-tradition of a different type
from the biblical and Islamic revelation tradition)” (Bianchi, Colloquio di
Messina, 12, quoted in Michael Allen Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism”: An
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Any cursory review of the secondary literature will demonstrate that,
save for these rather general statements, scholarly understandings about
the origins, contexts and beliefs of “Gnosticism” remain in flux.10

Recently, Michael Allen Williams has stepped into the fray with his
study Rethinking “Gnosticism.” Williams contends that what consensus
there is about “Gnosticism” is misguided and that this term carries with
it too much “baggage” to be serviceable.11 In its place, Williams posits a
new category to encompass most (though perhaps not all) of what is
currently considered “Gnostic” literature. Biblical demiurgical myth, as he
calls the category, “would include all sources that made a distinction
between the creator(s) and controllers of the material world and the
most transcendent divine being, and that in so doing made use of Jewish
or Christian scriptural traditions.”12 Though it remains to be seen the
degree to which Williams’s criticisms of “Gnosticism” as a scholarly
construct and his alternative proposal will have an impact on the study
of what heretofore has been called “Gnostic” literature, his biblical
demiurgy provides what many will accept as a basic (perhaps the basic)
common denominator of most such literature.13

Argument for Dismantling a Dubious Category [Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 1996], 28).

10 In addition to Rudolph, Gnosis, King, What is Gnosticism?, Williams, Rethinking
Gnosticism, and Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, see Giovanni Filoramo, A History of
Gnosticism (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990); Bentley Layton, ed., The
Rediscovery of Gnosticism: Proceedings of the International Conference on Gnosticism
at Yale, New Haven, Connecticut, March 28–31, 1978 ; volume 1: The School of
Valentinus (vol. 1; SHR 41; Leiden: Brill, 1980); and volume 2: Sethian
Gnosticism (vol. 2; SHR 41; Leiden: Brill, 1981); and Hans Jonas, The Gnostic
Religion: The Message of the Alien God and the Beginnings of Christianity (3rd ed.;
Boston: Beacon, 2001). For a comprehensive bibliography see David M.
Scholer, Nag Hammadi Bibliography 1949–1969 (NHS 1; Leiden: Brill, 1971);
idem, Nag Hammadi Bibliography 1970–1994 (NHS 32; Leiden: Brill, 1997); as
well as recurring supplements to these bibliographies in Novum Testamentum
(esp. 1995 and on).

11 Williams, Rethinking Gnosticism. Much of Williams’ book is the working
through of the generally accepted characteristics of “Gnosticism,” such as
“inverse” or “protest” exegesis, anti-cosmic dualism, rejection of the body
(either through asceticism or libertinism), and deterministic understandings of
salvation. He argues that these characteristics are “at best misleading caricatures
and at worst completely unjustified as characterizations of the actual texts
normally placed in the ‘gnostic’ category” (52).

12 Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism,” 265.
13 Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism,” ibid.
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So what use is William’s definition? In part, his assertion that these
myths make use of biblical traditions is significant in itself because it
places Williams among those scholars who perceive some sort of
continuity between the “Gnostic” writings and the biblical traditions.
Even though the existence of such traditions interspersed among the
“Gnostic” writings is manifest, their place there is differently under-
stood. However, at first glance, Williams’s definition of biblical
demiurgical myth might be too broad, since it could be construed as
incorporating the writings of Philo, Wisdom of Solomon and the New
Testament. These all – as we have discussed – posit a distinctive
intermediate agent responsible for creating and controlling the material
world.14 What is more, demiurgy itself is not tied to the Judeo-Christian
biblical tradition alone. Our study in fact began with a review of the
presentation of the intermediate principle and its cosmological functions
in Middle Platonism. We shall see – in our treatments of the individual
treatises below - that this philosophical “system” contributes as much as
it does to the “Gnostic” writings as it does to Philo’s and Pseudo-
Solomon’s works, and certainly more than it does to the NT.15

The value of Williams’s categorization rests, finally, on how much
emphasis one places on the word “distinction.” The “Gnostic” writings
and any underlying phenomena to which they point gain our attention
as distinguishable from other demiurgical traditions, be they religious or
philosophical, inasmuch as the “Gnostics” draw a more dramatic line
between the creative/controlling forces of the material world and the
transcendent divine being and its supersensible domain. It is the
starkness of this line, which results in a “radical dualism,” that prevents

14 For example, consider the following affinities Philo has with “Gnosticism”: “(1)
emphasis in both on the complete transcendence of the supreme God, (2)
interposition of a series of intermediaries between the supreme God and our
world, (3) a general disparagement of the sense-perceptible world.” These are
listed in Birger Pearson, “Philo, Gnosis, and the New Testament” in idem,
Gnosticism, Judaism, and Egyptian Christianity (Studies in Antiquity and
Christianity; Minneapolis ; Fortress, 1990), 172. Cf. R. M. Wilson, “Philo of
Alexandria and Gnosticism,” Kairos 14 (1972): 213–19.

15 On the relationship between Platonism and “Gnosticism,” see John Turner,
Sethian Gnosticism and the Platonic Tradition (Bibliothèque copte de Nag
Hammadi: Section “Études” 6; Québec: Les Presses de l’Unversité Laval,
2001), 1–54; J. Dillon, Middle Platonists, 384–392; and Pearson, “Gnosticism as
Platonism” in Gnosticism, 148–164.
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one from considering Philo as Gnostic.16 It is the starkness of this line
that causes one to relegate the “Gnostic” writings (at least those with
manifest Platonic tendencies) to “the ‘Platonic’ Underworld.”17 In both
cases, the starkness comes across in how the Gnostic writings contrast in
their use of authoritative traditions. The Gnostic myth, as a rule,
reworks the Jewish scriptures in a “revolutionary” or “parasitic”
fashion.18 It represents a “paraody” of Plato’s Timaeus.19

Williams makes a strong case in Rethinking “Gnosticism” for
eschewing the generally accepted stereotypes of Gnosticism and he is
perhaps correct that, consequently, the terms “Gnosticism” and
“Gnosis” should be jettisoned. His alternative category of “biblical
demiurgical myth” is useful for our study though we should put more
stress than he does on the nature of the distinction between the creative
agents and the transcendent being. The use of the biblical tradition in
the exposition of the demiurgical myth (or vice versa) in a fashion that is
both contiguous with and divergent from Hellenistic Judaism and
Christianity makes such writings a logical object for our study.

We begin this study with a treatise that, under the old rubric, was
“only partially … claimed for Gnosis,” namely Corpus Hermeticum 1,
Poimandres.20 Bentley Layton lays out the significant affinities between
Poimandres and “the classic Gnostic myth,” which include mythic plot/
structure, use of the biblical cosmogony, stress upon self-knowledge or
gnosis, and dualism. However, Layton finally rejects the treatise as
“Gnostic” since it does not espouse an explicitly ignorant or malicious
creative agent, is not revisionist in its use of Genesis, and is not
sufficiently sectarian.21 Yet we shall see that Poimandres fits comfortably
within Williams’s broader categorization of a demiurgical myth that
employs Jewish scriptural traditions and that makes a distinction

16 Pearson, “Philo, Gnosis and the New Testament,” 172. Cf. Wilson, “Philo of
Alexandria and Gnosticism,” 219.

17 See Dillon, Middle Platonists, 384–389. Dillon uses the title “The ‘Platonic’
Underworld” to mark the section in his “Some Loose Ends” chapter (ch. 8)
which deals with Valentinian Gnosticism, “Poimandres” (CH 1) and the
Chaldean Oracles. Dillon does not give a precise reason for labeling these
documents thus other than the fact that they represent a “murky area” of
research (384; his view is unchanged in the afterword of the second edition
[Middle Platonists, 450–451]).

18 Pearson, Gnosticism, 8–9.
19 Dillon, Middle Platonists, 388.
20 Rudolph, Gnosis, 26.
21 Gnostic Scriptures, 449.
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between the creative agents and the transcendent Deity. Furthermore,
while our analysis will concur with Layton that Poimandres is not as
extreme as other “Gnostic” writings (including Ap. John, which we
study next) in its appropriation of Scripture or its exclusivist soteriology,
it does present a more negative view of the cosmos and a more complex
understanding of the resulting human predicament than what we have
so far encountered.
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5.1. Corpus Hermeticum 1: “Poimandres”

5.1.1. Introduction

The world that produced Poimandres is a familiar one. This is so at least if
we claim familiarity with the world(s) that produced Philo and Middle
Platonism. The first treatise of the Corpus Hermeticum, which appears to
be chronologically among the earliest within that corpus, may have
originated in first century CE Alexandria, only a generation or so
removed from the Platonic revival that occurred there.22 But even if its
place of origin is not Alexandria, its circumstances of origin, along with
the rest of the corpus, is very similar to the intellectual and religious
amalgamation that took place there. Just as the Stoic Posidonius and the
Pythagaorizing Platonist (or Platonising Pythagorean) Eudorus before
them, “the Hermetists followed these figures in using philosophical
language to express fundamentally religious teachings.”23

The Hermetica comprise documents ascribed to (or similarly
associated with) “Hermes Trismegistus,” a mystagogical figure who
represents a blending of the Egytpian god Thoth (the “thrice-blessed”)
with the Greek god Hermes. Thoth was a significant figure in Egyptian

22 On the origins of Middle Platonism, see chapter two. On the Sitz im Leben of
CH 1 (Poimandres) see below. On the Sitz im Leben and nature of the Corpus
Hermeticum in general, see Brian Copenhaver, Hermetica: The Greek Corpus
Hermeticum and the Latin Asclepius in a new English translation, with notes and
introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Pres, 1992). In addition to a
translation of CH and Asclepius, Copenhaver provides a concise treatment of the
Hermetica, their interpretation, and the modern scholarship they have
engendered (along with bibliography). See also G. Fowden, The Egyptian
Hermes: A Historical Approach to the Late Pagan Mind (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1986); and J. A. Trumbower, “Hermes Trismegistos” in ABD
III, 156–157. The classic treatment of CH is A.-J. Festugière, La R�v�lation
d’Herm�s Trism�gistes. The critical edition of the CH, Asclepius and the Stobaeus
fragments is Herm�s Trism�giste: Corpus Hermeticum (A. D. Nock and A.-J.
Festugière, eds. and trans.; 4 vols. ; 2nd ed.; Paris : Belles Lettres, 1972–73). The
edition by W. Scott (Hermetica: The Ancient Greek and Latin Writings Which
Contain Religious or Philosophic Teachings Ascribed to Hermes Trismegistus [vols.
1–4; London: Dawsons, 1924–36; reprinted by Oxford University Press,
1985]) provides suggestive commentary in its latter two volumes as well as
testimonia. A more recent translation is The Way of Hermes (trans. Clement
Salaman et al. ; London: Gerald Duckworth & Co., 1999). I use my translation
in what follows, unless otherwise noted.

23 Salaman et al. , “Introduction” to The Way of Hermes, 10.
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religious thought, associated with among other things the creation of
the world and the guidance of souls.24 He shares with Hermes a
subservient status to other gods, functioning as their messenger. This, in
Hermes’ case, “prepared him as well for his characteristic function in the
Hellenistic period, as the logos or ‘word’, the interpreter of the divine
will to mankind.”25 Garth Fowden suggests that it may have been
Egyptian influence (in particular, Thoth’s cosmogonical role) that
prompted the Stoics to assign Hermes a central role in their theology,
“magnifying his function from the merely expressive to the creative, and
regarding him as both logos and demiurge.”26 The affinities, accidental or
otherwise, between Hermes Trismegistus and the Middle Platonic
intermediate principle should be evident.

The Hermetic body of writings consists of 17 intact Greek
documents in the Corpus Hermeticum (CH), the Latin Asclepius, fragments
preserved by the 5th century Stobaeus, as well as a few texts from Nag
Hammadi.27 These texts, along with evidence culled from testimonia
from the Church Fathers, suggests that Hermetic writings divide along
two lines, religious and philosophical (or technical and theoretical),
though both divisions share the same early to mid-imperial Greco-
Egyptian cultural milieu.28 The center of the theoretical/philosophical
type writings is “a theory of salvation through knowledge or gnōsis.”29

The CH themselves are of the philosophical/theoretical type, though
what other impetus there was to their being bundled together is
uncertain.

24 Fowden, Egyptian Hermes, 23.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid., 24.
27 Trumbower, “Hermes Trismegistos” in ABD III, 156–157.
28 Copenhaver, Hermetica, xxxii. It is important to note that the culture that

produced CH did not make a “clear, rigid distinction between religion [i.e. ,
theory] as the province of such lofty concerns as the fate of the soul and magic as
a merely instrumental device of humbler intent” (ibid., xxxvii). Copenhaver
cites Fowden, Egyptian Hermes, xvi, 76–79. He also provides here passages from
CH that are more magic-oriented, including CH 1.9, 11, 13, 25, 27.

29 Copenhaver, Hermetica, xxxvii. He adds: “Salvation in the largest sense – the
resolution of man’s [sic] fate wherever it finds him – was a common concern of
theoretical and technical Hermetica alike, though the latter texts generally
advertised a quotidian deliverance from banal misfortunes of disease, poverty
and social strife, while the former offered a grander view of salvation through
knowledge of God, the other and the self” (ibid.).
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5.1.1.1. The Content of Corpus Hermeticum 1

The first treatise of the CH bears the heading:QLO£ TQISLECISTO£
POILAMDQGS (“Of Hermes Trismegistus: Poimandres”). “Poiman-
dres” is the name of the revealer in the text (CH 1.2) and the name has
come to function as the title for this treatise (the CH are typically
untitled).30 The standard edition of the Greek text divides the treatise
into 32 chapters, of which the following is a summary.31

* Chapters 1–3 set the stage, a revelation by Poimandres to an
unidentified human (who, given the heading and its placement among
the other CH, is presumably Hermes).32

* Chapters 4–7 are a vision (h´am !ºqistom) of the beginning of the
cosmos, with chapter 6 being an interlude where Poimandres interprets
the vision anthropologically.
* Chapter 8 is a transition from the vision (which terrified the seer) to
an account of creation by Poimandres. This transition is important
because Poiamandres claims that the seer’s vision is not of creation itself
but “of the archetypal form, the prior source to an unending
beginning.”33 Poimandres claims the natural elements (stoiwe ?a t/r
v¼seyr) arise from the divine will (1j bouk/r heoO), “which having taken
in the Word and having seen the beautiful cosmos, imitated it (Ftir
kaboOsa t¹m Kºcom ja· QdoOsa t¹m jak¹m jºslom 1lil¶sato).” This
apparently refers to the creation of the physical world patterned after the
formal one.
* Chapters 9–15 are Poimandres’ more detailed explanation of the
formation of the sense-perceptible world, as modeled after the paradigm

30 The name “Poimandres” occurs twelve times in CH 1, but only twice
elsewhere in the Corpus, namely CH 13.15. The meaning of the name is
obscure: if derived from Greek, it may be a combination of poil¶m (shepherd)
and !m¶q (man). If derived from Egyptian it may mean “the knowledge of Re”
or “the reason of sovereignty” (Copenhaver, Hermetica, 95).

31 For a simpler outline, see B. Pearson, “Jewish Elements in Corpus Hermeticum
I” in Gnosticism, 136–137.

32 Whether the reader of CH 1 was originally supposed to understand the narrator
as Hermes cannot be determined from the text itself. The humanity of the
narrator seems evident from CH 1.24 where Poimandres assumes it of his
interlocutor. Such humanity does not preclude Hermes as the narrator’s implied
identity; there appears to have been, on the Hellenistic side, some association of
Hermes Trismegistus with divinized humans. (See Fowden, Egyptian Hermes,
27–28.)

33 The sentence reads: EWder 1m t` m` t¹ !qw´tupom eWdor, t¹ pqo²qwom t/r !qw/r
t/r !peq²mtou.
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seen in the seer’s vision; the formation begins with the seven
“governors” (dioijgt²r, probably referring to the planets) and culmi-
nating with an anthropogony that accounts for the dual nature (hmgt¹r
ja· !h²mator) of human kind.
* Chapters 16–19, which begin with a statement of wonder by the seer,
are again transitional (see ch. 8), taking the reader from the cosmological
section to an exhortative section, whereby the dual nature of humanity
(body and mind) becomes by extension the two possible fates of
humankind.34

* Chapters 20–21 speaks to how those who love the body deserve death
(t¸ %nio¸ eQsi toO ham²tou oR 1m t` ham²t\ emter) and how those who
know themselves advance toward God (t¸ b mo¶sar 2aut¹m eQr aqt¹m
wyqe ?). One’s fate depends on whether one aligns oneself with “the
hateful darkness” from which one’s body came to be or one aligns
oneself with “life and light” which are “God and father, from whom the
man (b -mhqypor) came to be.”
* Chapters 21b–23 describe Poimandres qua MoOr as being a boon to the
blessed though absent to the thoughtless wicked.35

* Chapters 24–26b map out the way up (B %mador) to the heavenly
realm(s) from the current physical realm, a trek taken by the worthy
presumably at or after death.
* Chapters 26c–29 – Poimandres commissions the seer, based upon
what the seer has learned, to become a guide “so that the human race

34 The means of the transition from cosmogony to exhortation lies in Poimandres’
explanation of how an originally androgynous and exalted humanity was
divided, that is, “when the bond of all things was sundered by the counsel of
God.” This set in motion, via providence working through eRlaql´mg ja·
!qlom¸a, intercourse and births and the subsequent multiplication of kinds. It
also apparently established two ways, the way of physical desire (b !cap¶sar t¹
1j pk²mgr 5qytor s_la) and the way of self-recognition (b !macmyq¸sar
2autºm). Cf. CH 1.19:“The one who recognized himself attained the chosen
good, but the one who loved the body that came from the error of desire goes
on in darkness, errant, suffering sensibly the effects of death” (Copenhaver’s
translation).

35 The thoughtless wicked are turned over to an “avenging demon” (b tilyq¹r
da¸lym) that appears to be responsible for turning the wicked over to their ever
insatiable desires. For the blessed, those who are good, pure, merciful and
reverent, they spend their remaining time in the sense-perceptible world by
praising god. Furthermore, they are protected from the effects of the body by
Poimandres/MoOr.
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might be saved through you by God” (fpyr t¹ c´mor t/r
!mhqypºtgtor di± soO rp¹ heoO syh0).
* Chapters 30–32 – The seer reflects on his own happy transformation
due to his being “receptive of mind – of Poimandres, that is the word of
sovereignty.”36 Then he hymns the father (ch. 31) and, in a closing
prayer, entreats him for the power to carry out his commission (ch. 32).

In sum, CH 1 relates the revelation by a divine figure to an apparently
human figure (or apotheosized one). Cosmology and anthropology are
the substance of the revelation and the purpose of the revelation is to
promote human self-understanding, to the end that those who become
self-aware will “undo” (or fulfill the purpose of) the primordial human
descent.

5.1.1.2. The Religious and Intellectual Provenance of
Corpus Hermeticum 1

Before we discuss the multiple intermediary agents in this revelatory
treatise and their functions, this cursory outline brings forth a number of
interesting characteristics. First, phenomenologically and literarily, there
is much in this treatise that is similar to what we have already seen in
Philo’s writings, Wisdom of Solomon, and, to a lesser degree, the NT.
Like Philo, CH 1 attests to a formal world upon which the material
world is modeled (ch. 8). It also attests to a two-tiered origination of the
-mhqypor, the first as eQj¾m of God (ch. 12),37 the second as material
human (ch. 14). This compares with Philo’s understanding of Gen 1:27
and 2:8 as two different %mhqypoi, one formal and one material.38

Indeed, the cosmogony of CH 1 appears itself to have some sort of
literary relationship with the biblical cosmogony in Genesis. Not only
does the -mhqypor have God’s image, but as in Gen 1:28 God provides
the human being with something like dominion (paq´dyje t± 2autoO

36 Copenhaver’s translation.
37 CH 1.12: “Mind, the father of all, being life and light, gave birth to a human

like himself, one whom he loved passionately as his own child. For he was very
beautiful, having the father’s image. For truly, god loved passionately his own
form and (so) gave (to the human being) all his craftworks” (b p²mtym patµq b

MoOr, £m fyµ ja· v_r, !pej¼qgsem -mhqypom aqt` Usom, ox Aq²shg ¢r Qd¸ou
tºjou7 peqijakkµr c²q, tµm toO patq¹r eQjºma 5wym7 emtyr c±q ja· b he¹r
Aq²shg t/r Qd¸ar loqv/r, paq´dyje t± 2autoO p²mta dglioqc¶lata).

38 Cf. Philo, Opif. 134–35. See the discussion in Tobin, Creation of Man, 108–112.
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p²mta dglioqc¶lata) and instructs the creation to multiply (though this
does not appear to be as much of a blessing as in the Bible).39

Sophia’s affinity with the Stoic active principle in Wisdom of
Solomon compares with the dgliouqcºr in CH 1.9, who is referred to as
a secondary mind and as he¹r toO puq¹r ja· pme¼lator ¥m and is
responsible for Creation. Furthermore, Sophia’s role in making people
friends of God (Wis 7:27) is akin to Hermes’ role as preacher, calling
those who hear to repent and to come to (self) knowledge. With respect
to the NT, the trajectory of the %mhqypor seems similar to the path of
the pre-existent Christ who comes to earth and returns to heaven,
somewhat in evidence in all four of the passages treated in ch. 4. There
are especially interesting parallels between John 1:1–18 and Poimandres,
including the use of Genesis traditions and the role of the Logos as one
among mortals empowering those who receive him to become children
of God ( John 1:12–13).40 Finally, the exhortative aspect of the treatise,
the division of humanity into two groups progressing along two ways
and the call for repentance (see the use of letamo´y in ch. 28) also
resonate with Jewish literature of the same period.41

These and similar characteristics, long acknowledged, have caused a
number of scholars to posit Jewish influences at work in CH 1.42

39 CH 1.19: “And God immediately spoke a holy speech: ‘Increase in increasing
and multiply in multitude, every creature and craftwork, and let the mindful
one recognize that he himself is immortal, that desire is the cause of death, and
(let him recognize) all things that exist’” (b d³ he¹r eqh»r eWpem "c¸\ kºc\,
Aqn²meshe 1m aqn¶sei ja· pkgh¼meshe 1m pk¶hei p²mta t± jt¸slata ja·
dgliouqc¶lata, ja· !macmyqis²ty ‹b› 5mmour 2aut¹m emta !h²matom, ja· t¹m
aUtiom toO ham²tou 5qyta, ja· p²mta t± emta.). On whether it is a blessing or
curse, see Ernst Haenchen, “Aufbau und Theologie des ‘Poimandres,’” ZTK 53
(1956): 177; and Hans Dieter Betz, “The Delphic Maxim CMYHI SA£TOM in
Hermetic Interpretation,” HTR 63 (1970): 467–68.

40 Note the interrelationship between light, life, and darkness in John 1:4–5 and
CH 1; cf. Philo’s De opificio mundi. See the excursus on Genesis traditions in
Philo and John in § 4.4.2.4.

41 On the Jewish nature of letamo´y, see Pearson, “Jewish Elements,” 140 (he
references E. Norden, Agnostos Theos, 134–139, as further support) and
Copenhaver, Hermetica, 120. Copenhaver translates letamo´y as “think again,”
which is how most Greek speakers would have typically used the term.
However, he mentions “to repent” as an alternative; see his discussion and
references there.

42 See C. H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks (London: Hodder & Stoughton,
1935); and H. L. Jansen, “Die Frage nach Tendenz und Verfasserschaft im
Poimandres,” in G. Widengren, ed., Proceedings of the International Colloquium on
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Recently, Birger Pearson, focusing on chapters 27–32, has cataloged a
number of other substantive parallels with Jewish literature, parallels
having to do with both moral transformation and with Jewish liturgical
language.43 Pearson considers the text to be, formally, of the same kind
as a Jewish apocalypse (a thesis he bases on interesting parallels between
CH 1 and 2 [Slavonic] Enoch).44

At the same time, one cannot finally consider CH 1 to be Jewish.
After all, the treatise exists within (not to mention at the front of) a
collection of Hermetic writings. While it has its distinctions from the
rest of the Hermetica, the Jewish characteristics included, it still shares
their central tenet: the Hermetic call to self-knowledge.

For all the obvious Jewish elements in the Poimandres, it is, in fact, a
Hermetic document, …. And when all is said and done, the Hermetic
“creed” differs radically from the Jewish. This “creed” is best summarized
in those places in the text in which are found examples of a Hellenistic,
gnosticizing reinterpretation of the ancient Delphic maxim, cm_hi sautºm ;
“Let the man who has mind (moOr) recognize himself as immortal” (chap.
18); “He who recognizes himself departs into him (God)” (chap. 21); “Let
the man who has mind recognize himself” (chap. 21). The whole burden of
the Poimandres, from beginning to end, is that knowledge of God is really
knowledge of one’s inner divine self.45

Pearson is surely correct here that the adherent of Poimandres, no matter
how indebted to Judaism, is not a disciple of Moses but of Hermes.
While this is not the place to speculate regarding the Sitz im Leben of the
treatise, the reader of CH 1 cannot help but notice an interesting
phenomenon: the use of Jewish traditions to advance an apparently
non-Jewish religious perspective, one centered on self-knowledge.46

Gonsticism, Stockholm August 20–25, 1973 (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell,
1977) 157–63.

43 Pearson, “Jewish Elements,” 140–45.
44 Ibid., 138–139.
45 Ibid., 146.
46 On Sitz im Leben, see Pearson, “Jewish Elements,” 147, who posits the

composition of CH 1 as taking place after the Jewish revolt in Egypt (115–118
CE), when Judaism was clearly on the wane. A more “Egyptian” religious
philosophy – such as Hermeticism – not only would arise to fill the void but
could appropriate disabused Jewish traditions. “In the case of Poimandres, as
once the lore of the god Hermes-Thoth had served the cause of the religion of
Moses (Artapanus is an obvious case in point!), so now Mosaic religion is
utilized to serve the cause of ‘Thrice Greatest Hermes’” (ibid.).
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This use of Jewish biblical traditions to advance self-knowledge is
akin to what we find in “Gnosticism.” Indeed, treatises in the Corpus
Hermeticum, and especially Poimandres, have long been held as having a
relationship of some sort to the more generally accepted “Gnostic”
writings.47 After all, they share the likelihood of an Egyptian
provenance, an influence by Jewish traditions,48 an emphasis on gnosis,
a complex cosmology, and some kind of debt to Greco-Roman
philosophy (see below).

On the other hand, Poimandres and the rest of the CH are distinct
from “Gnosticism” due to the centrality they afford Hermes Trisme-
gistus.49 Perhaps the best way to understand the relationship is to refer
again to the wide umbrella of “demiurgical myths” and to count
Hermetism among the systems beneath that umbrella, along with Sethian,
Valentinian and Thomas traditions. Certainly there is influence among
these (hence, the presence of Hermetic treatises at Nag Hammadi); their
distinctiveness, however, prevents easy assimilation.

Finally, as we have already alluded to and as will become more
evident in the forthcoming analysis, Poimandres shares with other
“Gnostic” texts, and with the aforementioned Jewish writings as well, a
reliance upon Greco-Roman philosophical terminology. Quantifying
the relationship between Poimandres and philosophy is, however,
somewhat difficult. The terminology itself is eclectic, showing
influences by Stoicism (an active principle associated with fire and
air), Peripateticism (the structure of the heavenly sphere(s)) and
Platonism (creation having an archetypal eWdor). Still, a closer look
indicates that if CH 1 tilts in any direction it is toward Platonism,
specifically the Dreiprinzipienlehre of Middle Platonism. The analysis
below suggests there is evidence of a transcendent first principle not
directly involved in and to some degree antagonistic with physical
creation; there are intermediate entities, at least two, which are related
to (“birthed by”) the first principle and which are directly responsible

47 Consider the discussion of CH in Rudolph, Gnosis, 25–26.
48 The use of the Old Testament is more akin to the deconstructive tendencies of

“Gnostic” interpretation (again note how in CH 1.19 [cf. n. 39 above] the
“blessing” of humanity by the Deity is ambiguous and not overtly positive, not
to mention the rather negative depiction of the material and cosmic spheres).

49 See Fowden’s discussion of the relationship between Hermetism and “Gnosti-
cism” in Egyptian Hermes, 113–115 (though he understands “Gnosticism” as
“primarily a Christian phenomenon” and he focuses primarily on Valentinian
Gnosticism and does not speak to Sethianism).
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for cosmogony and anthropogony; and there is a material principle
(v¼sir) that is disparaged. Furthermore, similar to what we have seen
with respect to Philo and the Johannine prologue, Poimandres connects
these Platonist concepts to biblical interpretive traditions.50

In our analysis, we are less concerned with the distinctiveness of
Poimandres than we are with its affinities with these other writings. The
confluence of philosophy and Jewish biblical interpretive traditions,
even if CH 1 is not finally a part to either, are of interest. They,
together, frame and color its discussion of cosmology and anthropology.
And it is to how CH 1 employs these traditions to familiar ends (yet
with some important twists) that we now turn.

5.1.2. Theology, Cosmology and Anthropology in the
Corpus Hermeticum 1

5.1.2.1. Who is the First Principle in Poimandres?

The revelation that is the content of CH 1 is brought to Hermes (the
assumed identity of the seer) by Poimandres, who appears to be
intricately associated with, if not identical to, a preeminent principle in
the treatise. He introduces himself as “the mind of authority” (b t/r
aqhemt¸ar moOr) who knows the seer and is with him everywhere (CH
1.2).51 However, it is difficult to assess whether aqhemt¸a resides with
Poimandres (i.e, he is the sovereign mind) or he serves it as its moOr (“the
nous of the Highest Power”).52 In favor of the former is Poimandres’

50 There is an important caveat here. Poimandres (like the NT writings and
Wisdom and unlike Philo) lacks philosophical rigor. This lack of rigor prompts
Bentley Layton to refer to the Hermetica as a whole as “pseudo-philosophical.”
He says they “are of course not real philosophy, any more than astrology is the
same as astronomy,” for the Hermetica “claim to be based not on observation
and reason but on revelation” (Gnostic Scriptures, 447). On the relationship
between CH and philosophy, also see Fowden, Egyptian Hermes, 112–113.

51 In CH 1.30, Hermes calls Poimandres “the word of authority” (b t/r aqhemt¸ar
kºcor).

52 “The nous of the Highest Power” is Garth Fowden’s translaton of b t/r
aqhemt¸ar moOr (Egyptian Hermes, 105). In CH 1.9, “the mind who is god” gives
birth to “a second mind”; see below on the intermediate principle. For a
discussion of aqhemt¸a see J. Holzhausen, Der “Mythos vom Menschen” im
hellenistischen �gypten: Eine Studie zum “Poimandres” (=CH I), zu Valentin und
dem gnostischen Mythos (Bodenheim: Athenaüm, 1994), 19.
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explanation of Hermes’ vision in CH 1.6. There he claims about himself
that he is the primordial v_r, moOr b s¹r heºr that existed before the
material world (b pq¹ v¼seyr rcq÷r t/r 1j sjºtour vame¸sgr). After this,
however, Poimandres speaks of the transcendent principle in the third
person and not self-referentially. When Poimandres is finished with his
revelation in 1.27, the seer claims he (Poimandres) “mingles with the
powers” (1l¸cg ta?r dum²lesim). It is not clear if Poimandres should be
numbered among those powers, or if he ranks above them as the heºr
whom they hymn.53

Not only is Poimandres’ relationship to the transcendent God
confusing, the language he uses is perhaps equally so. As has already
been noted, the transcendent principle is both MoOr (e.g., 1.6, 9, 12) and
heºr (e.g., 1.6, 21, 31). That these refer to a preeminent Deity seems
likely, especially since they occur often alongside the titles b pat¶q or b
p²mtym pat¶q (1.6, 12, 21, 31). The father God has his preeminence by
virtue of his being responsible for generating the Dgliouqcºr, the
-mhqypor, and probably the Kºcor (all of which are discussed below).
The introduction of these beings however does not bring clarity about
the preeminent principle since CH 1 also uses both heºr and moOr to
refer to the demiurge (see 1.9, 11).54 This creates confusion when b heºr
speaks in 1.18, saying “Increase in increasing and multiply in multitude,
all you creatures and craftworks, and let him <who> is mindful
recognize that he is immortal, that desire is the cause of death, and let
him recognize all that exists.”55 Is this the God who is the father of all or
“the second mind …the god of fire and spirit” (1.11), i.e., the
demiurge?

Perhaps what we have here is a worldview that provides less than
rigorous lines between the preeminent principle and lesser entities.
There is considerable liquidity at the spiritual heights. After all, when
disembodied persons pass to (through) the eighth level they have the
potential to become not only powers but to enter into God (1m he`
c¸momtai ; 1.26).

53 In CH 1.26 the dum²leir exist both at the eighth level (B acdoatijµ v¼sir) and
beyond. At the higher level, Poimandres claims they “enter into god” (1m he`).

54 Regarding confusion concerning titles, consider that in 1.6 there appears to be a
distinction between moOr and kºcor, yet Poimandres can be referred to both as b
t/r aqhemt¸ar moOr (1.2) and b t/r aqhemt¸ar kºcor (1.30).

55 Translation from Copenhaver, Hermetica.
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Still, there are some distinctive qualities we can discern from CH 1
about the Supreme Being, the heºr who is b p²mtym pat¶q. First, he is
an intellectual being. Indeed, he is the intellectual being par excellence,
the MoOr to which every other moOr is indebted (or perhaps connected).
Second, “he” is androgynous (!qqemºhgkur), though apart from the
corresponding original androgyny of the primordial -mhqypor this
characteristic is not elaborated upon.56 Furthermore, the Deity is light
and life (v_r ja· fy¶; 1.9, 12, 17, 21, 31).57 This couplet is associated
with the generative power of the supreme principle in birthing
(!poju´y) the Dgliouqcºr (1.9) and especially the -mhqypor (1.12, 17,
21). The latter has eschatological (or soteriological) merit for human
beings since any who learn that they are from light and life (1j fy/r ja·
vyt¹r emta) advance (back) to these (eQr fyµm ja· v_r wyq_; cf. 1.21
and 31). This couplet is also significant because it puts the supreme
Deity in juxtaposition to the material realm (v¼sir), which is described
as arising from darkness (sjºtor) and resulting in death (h²mator).
Again, this is not just about cosmology, it is also about the human
condition. Poimandres says in 1.20 that “what gives rise to each person’s
body is the hateful darkness, from which comes the watery nature [see
1.4], from which the body was constituted in the sensible cosmos [see
1.14], from which death drinks” [see 1.17].

V_r, furthermore, has to do with another aspect of the supreme
Deity, namely its being the source of the archetypal form. In his vision,
Hermes sees a light – clear and joyful – and he comes to love (1q²y) it
(1.4). Poimandres explains that he himself is that light and he instructs
Hermes to understand (mo´y) the light and recognize (cmyq¸fy) it
(1.6).58 By looking upon Poimandres, Hermes regains his vision; this
time though “I saw in my mind (heyq_ 1m t` moý) the light of powers
beyond number and a boundless cosmos that had come to be” (1.7).
The clear and joyful light has become the manifold radiance of infinite
powers and unlimited universe. But these are not physical entities

56 See 1.15: The -mhqypor is “androgynous because he comes from an
androgynous father” and 1.16 where the first seven men are androgynous
(apparently like the seven governors).

57 “Light and life” may reflect the influence of Genesis as it does in the Johannine
prologue and in Philo, De opificio mundi. See the discussion in the excursus on
“Logos-centric Interpretation of Genesis 1 in Philo of Alexandria and the
Prologue to John” in § 4.4.2.4.

58 Cf. the BG manuscript of the Ap. John 6,7, which speaks thus of the true “god,
the father of all”: ª´ª|̈ ¬r (“He is light”).
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Hermes sees, as Poimandres explains (in 1.8): “in your mind you have
seen (eWder 1m t` m`) the archetypal form (t¹ !qw´tupom eWdor), the prior
source (t¹ pqo²qwom) to an unending beginning.” In other words the
light is, or contains within it, the intellectual archetype of the universe.

As we shall see momentarily, this eWdor of the universe will serve as
the pattern for the creation of the material universe. That there exists an
eternal paradigm that is a noetic reality and that is associated with (in
some way) the supreme God is obviously similar to, and – the language
used suggests – indebted to Platonism. It seems appropriate to cast the
supreme being of CH 1 along the lines of the Middle Platonic first
principle (especially as we consider the intermediate principles in the
next section). The transcendence of this principle must be inferred from
its lack of direct involvement with the material universe, even its
antipathy to the created order (light and life vs. darkness and death).
However, we must come short of asserting that Poimandres’ b p²mtym
pat¶q is a purely Platonic idea. If the supreme Deity is identical to
Poimandres, then he apparently has personality. What is more, he is
capable of desire (1q²y, 1.12). Since 5qyr is the cause of death (1.18: t¹m
aUtiom toO ham²tou 5qyta), this only returns us to our initial confusion.

5.1.2.2. Cosmogony in CH 1 and the Committee of Intermediaries

Confusion follows confusion as we turn to Poimandres’ presentation of
the intermediary reality between the supreme Deity and physical
creation. Again, we find that Poimandres uses the standard philosophical
appellations to denote this reality (especially note kºcor and dgliouqcºr)
and does so through a biblical lens (a heavenly/ideal %mhqypor similar to
the interpretation of Genesis in Philo). The confusion lies with the fact
that instead of one figure, these appellations represent two, three, or
maybe more figures assigned to the intent, form, non-human and
human aspects of creation.

5.1.2.2.1. The Will of God and Forethought

As we saw in the outline above, CH 1.8 is a transition from Hermes’
vision to the Poimandres’ description of the “actual” creation of the
cosmos. In this chapter, Hermes asks from where the elements of nature
(t± stoiwe ?a t/r v¼seyr) arose, by which he means the physical
universe. Poimandres responds: “From the will of God, which received
the Word (kaboOsa t¹m Kºcom) and seeing the beautiful world (b jak¹r
jºslor) imitated it.” The process of imitation (lil´y) is familiar to us
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from Philo, especially if we take the jak¹r jºslor as equivalent to the
Alexandrian’s jºslor mogtºr.59 The formal paradigm serves as a stamp by
which the material universe receives its shape. This process takes place at
the initiative of the boukµ heoO, the will or plan of God. The fact that
the boukµ heoO acts (it receives and it sees) suggests that it is an entity
distinct from the supreme Deity, i.e. , a “hypostasis.”60 Clearly it
functions, one way or the other, as a buffer between that Deity and the
v¼sir.

Bouk¶ occurs thrice more in CH 1, but only in 1.18 does it appear
to have this distinctive sense.61 In that chapter, the Will of God is
responsible for undoing the bond of all things, i.e., dividing previously
androgynous creatures (including humans) into two genders. In the next
chapter (19) we find the introduction of intercourse and childbirth by
“providence” (or “forethought,” pqºmoia), which may be the bouk¶ in
another guise.62 In either case (1.18 and 1.19), these actions do not
appear to be positive, at least with respect to the natural world. Given
the negative view of the physical world, the sundering of the
androgynes and the introduction of intercourse and child birth help
only by clearly marking physical existence as limited.

5.1.2.2.2. The Kºcor and the Creation of the Formal Universe

The Will of God does not act alone in its physical imitation of the
archetypal world. It brings about the physical copy only after it “receives
the Logos” (kaboOsa t¹m Kºcom, CH 1.8).63 To understand this opaque
idea we must first move back to Hermes’ vision where the Logos was
first mentioned. In this vision (1.4–5) we behold first the light and then,
as if in antithesis, the darkness. From the darkness, initially fearful,
gloomy and snakelike, arises a watery nature. The watery nature is

59 See C. H. Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks, 127.
60 See Copenhaver, Hermetica, 102–103 for a discussion of this phrase and his

suggestion that “God’s Counsel (boulē) may be understood as hypostasized.” Cf.
Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 453, who translates boukµ heoO as “god’s purpose”
and provides a note: “I.e. forethought (cf. 19), here treated as a distinct
personage.”

61 Bouk¶ seems to refer to simple inclination or will in 1.14 (of -mhqypor) and
1.31 (of god).

62 Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 453, thinks so (see note 38 above).
63 The capitalized lambda in Kºcom is in the Nock and Festugière text. Layton,

Gnostic Scriptures, 453, translates kaboOsa t¹m Kºcom as ‘receives reason.’ Is it
possible for the bouk¶ heoO to be devoid of reason?
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agitated and smoking and produces a “wailing roar” and an “inarticulate
cry like the voice of fire.” Something comes from the light (the text has
a lacuna in 1.5 after 1j d³ vyt¹r) and then “a holy logos comes to
nature” (kºcor ûcior 1p´bg t0 v¼sei). There appears to be a qualitative
difference between what happens in the darkness before the advent of
the Logos and after it. If we may take Genesis 1 as the interpretive key,
there is chaos before and there is order after the divine word.64 Once the
Logos arrives, we have the two active elements (fire and air) separated
from the passive elements (water and earth, which, incidentally, remain
mixed). The water and earth are somehow subsequently kept in their
place by the pmeulatij¹r kºcor, the spiritual Logos.65

According to Poimandres’ interpretation in 1.6, Hermes is meant to
focus on two entities in his vision, the light (which is MoOr and heºr) and
the shining Logos which comes from the MoOr (b 1j Mo¹r vyteim¹r
kºcor) and which is its son (uR¹r heoO). These are particularly relevant to
Hermes as they have anthropological dimensions. “Know this,” says
Poimandres to Hermes, “that which sees and hears in you is the kºcor
juq¸ou ; while (your) mind is patµq heºr. But they are not divided from
one another; rather, their union is life.”66 What we discern from CH 1.6
is that the Logos has a close and apparently ontological relationship to
God/Mind; it is vyteimºr to the divine v_r and it is itself a divine

64 Though, as Dodd notes in The Bible and the Greeks, 113–114, CH 1 clarifies (or
fixes) Gen 1 by introducing the light before the darkness and chaos.

65 The last sentence of CH 1.5 is difficult to translate. The Greek is jimo¼lema (c/
ja· vdyq) d³ Gm di± t¹m 1piveqºlemom pmeulatij¹m kºcom eQr !jo¶m. Copenhaver
(Hermetica, 1) translates this sentence “And they were stirred to hear by the
spiritual word that moved upon them.” Layton (Gnostic Scriptures, 453)
translates “And they were in motion because of the spiritual reason that
‘moved’ in obedience” followed by the note “I.e. in obedience to god’s
directive activity in the creation of the world as recorded in Gen 1:1f.” Clearly
Gen 1:2 (LXX: pmeOla heoO 1pev´qeto 1p²my toO vdator) is influential here.

The use of pmuelatijºr to describe the Logos is also interesting. PmeOla
appears earlier in the CH 1:5, though at that time it seems to be synonymous
with pOq (fire). It would appear that we have a complex conflation taking place
where fire and spirit are viewed as the same (or very similar) active elements (a
Stoic idea) and where the Logos is viewed as pneumatic (again, similar to Stoic
thought). There may even be a connection between the fire/air elements and
the Logos (the Logos appears after the “fire-like cry” in 1.4). Without question
and regardless of how strained, there is clearly a (quasi) philosophical
interpretation of Genesis 1 underlying CH 1:4–5.

66 CH 1.6: Ovty cm_hi7 t¹ 1m so· bk´pom ja· !joOom, kºcor juq¸ou, a de moOr
patµq heºr. oq c±q di¸stamtai !p( !kk¶kym7 6mysir c±q to¼tym 1st·m B fy¶.
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offspring. Furthermore, in its anthropological guise, the Logos (“the
word of the Lord” must refer to the divine speech act in Gen 1) has the
ostensibly active role (it is the seeing and hearing) while the (its?) father
has the ostensibly removed role of MoOr. However, they are a unity
(6mysir) which cannot be separated and which produces fy¶.67

5.1.2.2.3. The Dgliouqcºr and the Creation of the
Material Universe

The above clarifies for us what CH 1.8 is referring to when it speaks of
the Logos that is appropriated (kalb²my) by the Will of God at the
physical creation. A possible explanation of the appropriation itself
comes in the next section (1.9–11) and the introduction of a new
intermediate entity, the Demiurge. Chapter 8 provides a terse
introduction to what follows in 1.9–11, namely the creation of the
physical universe. Where 1.8 uses the motif of archetypal form and
imitation, the subsequent account of creation has a different perspective,
one that is more pedestrian due to its mythical (the demiurge) and
technical nature (the planetary governors).68

In Corpus Hermeticum 1.9, Poimandres begins to walk us through the
process by which the physical creation took place. The first step
involves the introduction of a crafting agent.

Now the Divine Mind (b MoOr b heºr), being androgynous, existing as life
and light, gave birth rationally (!pej¼gse kºc\) to another mind as
craftsman (6teqor moOr dgliouqcºr). He, being the god of fire and spirit,
crafted seven governors. In circles these encompass the sense-perceptible
world (b aQshgt¹r jºslor), and their government is called destiny.

With the introduction of a crafting agent, Hermes’ vision is made
corporeal ; the !qw´tupom eWdor yields its l¸lgla.69 Given our earlier

67 Note that in CH 1.6 we have a foreshadowing of the v_r ja· fy¶ couplet
(discussed above).

68 The use of two cosmogonical images right next to each other should be familiar
to us; Philo uses both paradigmatic and instrumental imagery in, for instance,
Leg. 3.95–96.

69 While this presentation may give an impression throughout that CH 1 adheres
to a literally temporal creation, Holzhausen is probably correct when, speaking
of what he calls the vorkosmische Phase in CH 1.4–7, he says: “Die Kosmogonie
ist lediglich ein Mittel der Darstellung einer Kosmologie. Die geistige Prägung
der Materie durch den Logos ist kein Ereignis der Vorzeit, sondern untrennbar
mit der Existenz des Kosmos, der keinen Anfang im zeitlichen Sinne hat,
gegeben” (Der “Mythos vom Menschen,” 14).
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discussions of Middle Platonism (see ch. 2), we find here a fairly familiar
approach to cosmogony. For the first time in the treatise we have an
explicit account of a first principle (an intellectual entity – b MoOr)
drawing upon an intermediate principle (also an intellectual entity,
though of a derivative nature – 6teqor moOr) to fashion the physical
principle (now quite clearly material, i.e,. aQshgtºr). That Poimandres
identifies the intermediate principle as the dgliouqcºr, that he refers to
him as (another or second) heºr, and that he associates him with the
(Stoic) active element(s) pOq ja· pmeOla also resonate with Middle
Platonism.70

The relationship between the supreme Deity and the demiurge is
one of kind; both are minds. However, it is not immediately evident
what Poimandres means when he says that b MoOr b heºr gave birth to
the moOr dgliouqcºr by means of reason.71 This is probably not a
reference to the kºcor ûcior. Rather, the use of the dative (kºc\) points
to the means by which the birthing process takes place, emphasizing the
intellectual quality of the Demiurge’s origination.72 This reading makes
sense given that in 1.12, when the supreme Deity engenders the
-mhqypor, the affective aspect of his birth is emphasized (see below).

The divine Logos makes a clearer entry in CH 1.10: “Immediately,
b toO heoO Kºcor leaped from the sunken elements to the pure creation
of nature (t¹ jahaq¹m t/r v¼seyr dglio¼qcgla) and was united with the

70 See chapter two for the discussion of the intermediate principle in Middle
Platonism. With regards to the intermediate principle as demiurge and god,
there are interesting parallels between CH 1 and Numenius of Apamea. Cf. the
Numenius fragments collected in Dillon, Middle Platonists, 366–372.

71 -poju´y (“to bear young, to bring forth.” So LSJ, see “!poju´y”) occurs also
in CH 1.12 where the supreme mind gives birth to b -mhqypor (see below).
Dodd, The Bible and the Greeks, 138, thinks that the mention of the supreme
mind’s androgyny in 1.9 is to subvert the idea that !poju´y implies sexual
generation.

72 The appearance of kºc\ in CH 1.9 has been problematic since Reitzenstein.
According to Dodd (The Bible and the Greeks, 133; approvingly) Reitzenstein
omitted the term. Copenhaver, Hermetica, translates it as “by speaking.” My
translation follows Layton, Gnostic Scritpures.
Regarding kºc\ probably referring to the intellectual process by which the

first mind sired the second mind and not to the divine Logos in 1.4–6, 8,
10–11, see Holzhausen, Der “Mythos vom Menschen”, 17: “Der kºcor ist das
Mittel, durch das sich göttliche MoOr der zu gestaltenden Materie zuwendet,
wobei kºcor hier sicherlich nicht als Hypostase aufzufassen ist, weil sich Gottes
kºcor hier als MoOr dgliouqcºr hypostasiert.” We address whether the Logos =
the MoOr Dgliouqcºr below.
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Demiurgic Mind - for they were bloo¼sior.”73 We find that as in 1.6, in
1.10 there is a union of kºcor and moOr (1.6 uses 6mysir ; 1.10 uses
Bm¾hg). The parenthetical statement bloo¼sior c±q Gm serves to
emphasize this unity. In spite of this emphasis, it is still important to note
that the Logos arises from the sunken elements (t± jatyveq/ stoiwe ?a//
“the downward tending darkness” in 1.4) and joins to the Demiurgic
Mind, resulting in (as 1.10 goes on to say) the reduction of the stoiwe ?a
to “mere irrational matter” (%koca and vkg lºmg). This seems to suggest
that before the birth of the second mind, the Kºcor already existed and
functioned as a rational agent.

Where the unity of moOr and kºcor in CH 1.6 meant life (apparently
in an anthropological and rational sense), the union of the two divine
hypostases (b dgliouqc¹r MoOr s»m t` Kºc\) result in f`a %koca.
These arise from the irrational elements through the efforts of the
Demiurgic Mind and the Logos in moving the planetary governors
(dioijgta¸) along their orbits. The language of 1.11 suggests strong
parallels with Gen 1 and the calling forth of the different type of
creatures, from air, water and land. That they were %koca precludes the
creation of humankind. The arrival of humanity comes by means of yet
another intermediate figure.

5.1.2.2.4. j -mhqypor and Anthropogony

As in Genesis 1, the arrival of humanity follows the creation of land
creatures in CH 1.74 However, unlike Genesis 1 which presents God as
the direct creator of both animal life (and the rest of the physical
universe) and humanity, CH 1 at this point draws a contrast between the
origin of the %koca f_a and humanity. Poimandres turns from the
creative activity of the Demiurgic Mind and the Logos and returns his
focus to the supreme Deity. In CH 1.12 God acts alone and he does not
create (poi´y ; cn. Gen 1:27) but rather gives birth (!poju´y) to b

%mhqypor. Poimandres says b p²mtym patµq b MoOr, £m fyµ ja· v_r,
!pej¼gsem -mhqypom aqt` Usom (“The Father of All, the Mind, being
life and light, gave birth to a human being equal to himself.”). This line

73 This is an apparent enactment of Hermes’ vision of the advent of the Kºcor in
1.5. Alhough there the Logos does not ascend upward, he does appear to propel
the fire and air (or pmeOla) upwards.

74 Cf. Gen 1:25, 26 with the description of the animals created in CH 1.11: ja· ‹B
c/› 1n¶mecjem !p( aqt/r $ eWwe f`a tetq²poda ‹ja·› 2qpet², hgq¸a %cqia ja·
Fleqa.
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is similar to the description of the birth of the Demiurgic Mind above
and in fact we find out later that the two are “siblings” (!dekvo¸).75 The
primary significance of this is to note that the -mhqypor is not a
physical entity at its inception but an intellectual one.

A number of things develop in quick succession after this as CH 1
rehearses Genesis 1, though rewriting it along the way so as to have the
biblical narrative conform to CH’s anthropological understandings. The
heart of this rewriting appears to be the formal beauty of the -mhqypor
and how everything, from the Supreme Being down to v¼sir, seems to
be enthralled by him. It is beyond the scope of our present study to
consider every step of this descent (for it is just that, a descent from a
purely intellectual to a physically enmeshed entity that takes place in
1.13–14). In what follows we will focus on the following: the reactions
of the -mhqypor and the supreme being to each other and the result of
the mixing of the -mhqypor with cosmic framework and v¼sir.

The supreme being’s response to the generation of the -mhqypor
paints an interesting picture. Upon giving birth to one “equal to
himself”, Poimandres tells us that the Father of All “loved him as his
own child” (ox Aq²shg ¢r Qd¸ou tºjou). The affection of the supreme
being for his offspring is somewhat surprising (since in CH 1.17, 5qyr
results in death) and requires some explanation. This Poimandres
provides by telling us the son was “very beautiful, having the image of
the father” (peqijakkµr c²q, tµm toO patq¹r eQjºma ; 1.12). It seems
likely all of this is based upon Gen 1:27 (ja· 1po¸gsem b he¹r t¹m
%mhqypom jat( eQjºma heoO), though it must be said that the -mhqypor’
in CH 1 seems surprisingly more beguiling than in Moses’ version.
Indeed, he is so beguiling that the Father of All hands over (paqad¸dyli)
to him all of his creation as well as the ability to create (dgliouqce ?m).76

Poimandres further explains: what God really loved was his own form
(emtyr b he¹r Aq²shg t/r Qd¸ar loqv/r).

75 Recall CH 1.9 discussed above: b MoOr b he¹r, !qqemºhgkur ¥m, fyµ ja· v_r
rp²qwym, !pej¼gse kºc\ 5teqom MoOm dgliouqcºm jtk.

76 CH 1.12 (paq´dyje t± 2autoO p²mta dgliouqc¶lata) and 1.13 (jatamo¶sar
tµm toO DgliouqcoO jt¸sim…, Abouk¶hg ja· aqt¹r dgliouqce?m, ja·
sumewyq¶hg !p¹ toO patqºr) provide the foundation for the authority
(1nous¸a) that the -mhqypor has as he makes his descent. All of this parallels the
dominion granted humanity in LXX Gen 1:26 and 28 (!qw´tysam). The use of
2autoO in CH 1.12 alludes to the notion that while the Demiurgic Mind (with
the Logos) was actively involved in forming the dgliouqc¶lata, these still owe
their ultimate origination to b p²mtym pat¶q.
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The possession of the divine form is essential for understanding what
happens to the -mhqypor as he makes his descent. As he passes down
among and through the seven dioijgta¸ in 1.13, they too are beguiled
by him (oR Aq²shgsam aqtoO) and each shared with (letad¸dyli) him
some of their own power (lit. “rank” or “order”, t²nir ; 1m´qceia in
1.14). Thus endowed, the -mhqypor breaks through to the lowest level
and in so doing reveals to the sunken nature the beautiful form of God
(5deine t0 jatyveqe ? v¼sei tµm jakµm toO heoO loqv¶m, 1:14). The result
is rapturous. V¼sir, seeing the glory of the -mhqypor, smiles upon him
with desire (1leid¸asem 5qyti). The -mhqypor, seeing the reflection of
his form upon the water (and apparently not understanding reflections)
“loves it and wishes to inhabit it” (1v¸kgse ja· Abouk¶hg aqtoO oQje ?m).
Acting immediately upon his wish he inhabits the unreasoning form
(åjgse tµm %kocom loqv¶m). In response, “nature took hold of her
beloved, hugged him all about and embraced him, for they were
lovers.”77

What remains in Poimandres’ account of the anthropogony is
outside of the control of -mhqypor. Nature, mixing with him, gives
birth (!poju´y) to seven androgynous %mhqypoi (after the seven
dioijgta¸), forming them by means of the four natural elements as well
as from fyµ ja· v_r (apparently the contribution from the original
-mhqypor). Because of the later, the corporeal humans were endowed
with xuw¶ (from life) and moOr (from light) (1.16–17). This remains the
state of things for a time (peq¸odor) and then the boukµ heoO sunders all
things (ending androgyny) and the pqºmoia (working through fate and
the cosmic framework) introduces intercourse and childbirth (1.18–19).

Though these developments may explain the way things are to this
day, the initial mixture of -mhqypor and V¼sir appears to have been
what originally doomed humanity. As Poimandres explains in 1.15:

And because of this and in contrast to all other living things upon the earth,
humankind is twofold; on account of the body it is mortal but immortal on
account of the essential human being (oqsiyd/ %mhqypor). Although
humankind is immortal and has all authority, it suffers mortality because it is
subject to fate. And although humankind is over the cosmic framework, it
is has become a slave to that framework.

Fortunately, the human predicament does not appear to be hopeless. In
1:18, after the Will of God sunders all things, creating male and female

77 CH 1.14, Copenhaver’s translation of B d³ v¼sir kaboOsa t¹m 1q¾lemom
peqiepk²jg fkg ja· 1l¸cgsam7 1q¾lemoi c±q Gsam.
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of every kind, God (simply b heºr) responds with a holy word ("c¸\
kºc\) that parallels the divine command to be fruitful and multiply in
Gen 1:28.78 But while he instructs everything that has been created or
crafted (p²mta t± jt¸slata ja· dgliouqc¶lata = fy± %koca) to
increase and multiply, his instruction for humankind is different. “And
let the one who is thoughtful recognize himself as being immortal ; let
him recognize that desire is the cause of death; and let him recognize
the things that truly are” (ja· !macmyqis²ty ‹b› 5mmour 2aut¹m emta
!h²matom, ja· t¹m aUtiom toO ham²tou 5qyta, ja· p²mta t± emta).

It is clear, given the negative view of v¼sir in CH 1, that the
commandment to increase and multiply would not be a positive
injunction for humankind. While this command is not a blessing but a
curse (in contrast to its Genesis parallel), it seems that the call to
recognition (!macmyq¸fy) made to those with intellect (5mmour implies
being capable of thought) serves as a blessing. It is such in that it points
out that humankind can, through the intellectual process, find a remedy
for their physical predicament. Indeed, as he finishes this part of his
narrative, Poimandres tells us this is what happens for some. “The one
who recognizes himself has attained the choicest good. But the one who
loves the body, which comes from the error of desire, this one remains
deceived and in darkness, experiencing sensibly the effects of death”
(1.19).79

5.1.3. Salvation in Poimandres : The Two Ways

5.1.3.1. Identifying the Ways

These two ways, the way of self recognition and the way of desire, are
the subject of the rest of the conversation between Hermes and
Poimandres. Neither of these paths is mysterious if we have followed
the cosmogony and anthropogony of our text. The way of desire rests
on the understanding that the body is a part of the sense perceptible

78 As I noted above, it is not clear which heºr (b p²mtym pat¶q or b dgliouqc¹r
moOr). On the resemblance to Gen 1:28 (or Gen 8:15–17) see Copenhaver,
Hermetica, 112.

79 My translation of CH 1:19: b !macmyq¸sar 2aut¹m 1k¶kuhem eQr t¹ peqio¼siom
!cahºm, b d³ !cap¶sar t¹ 1j pk²mgr 5qytor s_la, oxtor l´mei 1m t` sjºtei
pkam¾lemor, aQshgt_r p²swym t± toO ham²tou.
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world (b aQshgt¹r jºslor) and so is a product of the gloomy darkness.80

To be desirous is to embrace this darkness. It is insufficient to say that
the one who chooses this way is subject to death. Rather, what life that
one has becomes the torment of the damned as this path produces only
vice and leaves no desire satisfied.81

On the other hand, the way of self recognition is the sure path back
to God. Poimandres succinctly repeats the divine saying of CH 1.18 in
1.21: “The one who contemplates himself advances into him” (b mo¶sar
2aut¹m eQr aqt¹m wyqe ?). Hermes responds in the same section with yet
another paraphrase of the saying: “Let the thoughtful human recognize
himself” (b 5mmour %mhqypor !macmyqis²ty 2autºm).82

In Poimandres’ version the pronoun aqtºm is ambiguous: it could
refer to the one contemplating (so “advances into himself”) or to God
(so “advances into God”).83 The ambiguity is in fact appropriate since
recognizing one’s true self (qua -mhqypor) means knowing God. After
all, Hermes “speaks well” when he says “It is from light and life that the
Father of the Universe is composed, from whom b -mhqypor comes to
be” (1.21).84 In other words, in spite of mixing with v¼sir, humankind
has not lost its association with the divine nature that originally sired the
-mhqypor.

80 CH 1.20. The darkness is stucmºr, which according to LSJ could be “gloomy”
(so Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 456) or “hateful” (so Copenhaver, Hermetica, 5).

81 Cf. CH 1.23 (Layton’s translation, Gnostic Scriptures, 26): Poimandres says “I am
distant from those who are foolish, evil, wicked, envious, greedy, murderers,
and impious. I give them over to the avenging demon (b tilyq¹r da¸lym), who
with its point of fire attacks and perceptibly pricks them: it gets them all the
more ready to do their lawless deeds, so that they may receive even worse
retribution. And they never stop focusing their desire on boundless yearnings,
insatiably struggling in the dark; and that is what tortures them, and it increases
even more the fire directed against them.”

82 CH 1.21 is a very repetitive section. Poimandres makes a statement. Hermes
responds. Poimandres repeats Hermes response. Hermes repeats Poimandres’
original statement. Given this repetition, the content of this section must be
central to the message of the text. See the excursus on this passage below.

83 Again, contast Layton who translates CH 1.21 as “those who think about
themselves advance into themselves” (Gnostic Scriptures, 18) with Copenhaver’s
“he who has understood himself advances toward god” (Hermetica, 5; see his
note on p. 113).

84 The use of sum¸stgli with respect to the Deity is a bit perplexing (along the
lines of the use of 1q²y with respect to the same). Contrast Col 1:17 (ja· aqtºr
1stim pq¹ p²mtym ja· t± p²mta 1m aqt` sum´stgjem).
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The value of Hermes’ confession is that it has within it the essential
details for how human beings can solve the problem of their duplicitous
nature. Self-discovery is discovery of the divine that gave birth to one’s
essential humanity (recall b oqsiyd/ %mhqypor in 1.15, discussed above).
Poimandres makes it clear for his student: “If you learn that he (i.e., b
-mhqypor) is from life and light and that you happen to be from them [as
well], then you will advance again into life” (1.21).85 The only question
is: “How shall I advance into life?” (p_r eQr fyµm wyq¶sy 1c¾.)86

5.1.3.1.1. Excursus #7: Structure and Prepositional Phrases
in CH 1.21

Before we look at Poimandres’ answer to this question, which is of
central importance to our topic, we should first stop to note the use of
prepositions in CH 1.21. Above I gave the essence of the conversation;
the actual give and take of the conversation proceeds as follows.

A Poimandres asks Hermes a question about the meaning
of God’s statement in 1.18 (“let the thoughtful one
recognize he is immortal”).

B Hermes responds with an explanation.
B’ Poimandres repeats Hermes’ response and adds some

elucidation.
A’ Hermes asks how he can advance, and in the process of

doing so he provides another version of the 1.18 statement.

The use of chiastic inclusion (note the ABB’A’ pattern) emphasizes the
importance of this dialogue to the author. Another way the author
makes this emphasis is through prepositions. Using the above structure
we note the following use of prepositional prhases.

A eQr aqtºm
B 1j aqtoO
B’ 1j aqtoO
B’ 1j fy/r ja· vytºr
B’ 1j to¼tym

85 CH 1:21: 1±m owm l²h,r aqt¹m 1j fy/r ja· vyt¹r emta ja· fti 1j to¼tym
tucw²meir, eQr fyµm p²kim wyq¶seir. Again, aqtºr is ambiguous. See
Copenhaver, Hermetica, 113.

86 This question is Hermes’ at the close of CH 1.21.
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B’ eQr fy¶m
A’ eQr fy¶m

Again we find the use of inclusion. The senses of the phrases are
consistent: 1j marks origination in the Deity and eQr, used in conjunction
with wyq´y (advancement), marks a return to the Deity. This is, in nuce,
the argument of the document.

Of course, these phrases do not represent the sophisticated
prepositional metaphysics we find in Philo. It is even arguable whether
these phrases are as sophisticated as what we found in the NT.87 It is
important to observe them and their presence in what is arguably the
heart of the document. Furthermore, these prepositional phrases are tied
to an intermediary. Again, it is not as explicit as other texts we have
studied, but the central character in 1.21 is not the Father of All or
somatically-bound humankind. The central character is b -mhqypor,
the entity that brings the two together and thereby mediates their
relationship. CH 1.21 makes it clear, formally and in its content, that
humans are from the Father of All only on account of their being from b

-mhqypor. Their aspirations (those that have them) of returning to the
Father are possible, again, only through b -mhqypor.

5.1.3.2. The Presence of Mind and the Ascent of the Soul

Hermes asks how one makes this advancement toward life because he
has the mistaken conception that “All human beings have moOr.”
Poimandres is quick to divest him of this idea, which is not consistent
with the two ways set out above. He says: “I myself, the Mind, am
present to the holy and good and pure and merciful, those who are
pious, and my presence is a boon.” Yet for those who are “foolish, evil,
wicked, envious, greedy, murderers, and impious” Poimandres says:
to ?r pºqqyh´m eQli (“I am distant from these”). Not surprisingly the two
ways are defined by virtue and vice lists. More importantly, Poimandres
(returning to the use of the first person when speaking about the divine
mind; cf 1.6) asserts that the two ways are defined in terms of where

87 If not the texts we examined in John 1, 1 Cor 8, Col 1 and Heb 1, the most
similar to the use of prepositional phrases in CH1.21 is 1 Cor 11:9, 12 where
Paul uses such phrases to highlight the differences and similarities between men
and women (about which, see the discussion in § 4.1.2.1).
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human beings stand in relation to him. His presence assures blessing for
the eqseb¶r, his absence damnation for the !seb¶r.88

In terms of blessing, he highlights the following in 1.22 as the
benefits of his presence. Because of his presence the pious immediately
know all things (eqh¼r t± p²mta cmyq¸fousi). This results in genuine
worship and thanksgiving appropriate to the Father (pat¶q). Further-
more, his presence affords the pious a strong defense against their bodies.

Before handing over the body to its own death, they feel disgust toward
their senses for they know their activities ; rather, I myself, the Mind, will
not allow the attacks of these bodily activities to be accomplished. As a
gatekeeper I shut out these evil and shameful activities, cutting off any
consideration of them.89

It is interesting to note that Poimandres renders both these services,
enabling worship and warding off the attacks of the flesh, to the pious
while they are yet in the body. Furthermore, both these services would
be highly valued in ascetical, even monastic circles.

But what of life after the body is handed over? Hermes implores
Poimandres to speak to him concerning B %modor B cimol´mg (“the
process of rising”).90 To which Poimandres responds with a detailed
description of an ascent that reverses the descent of the -mhqypor
described in 1.12–14.91 The t¹ s_la t¹ rkijºm is discarded and then the
human moves up through the cosmic framework, discarding at every
level what it had picked up from the seven dioijgta¸.

Then, stripped from the effects of the cosmic framework, he comes upon
the eighth order (B acodoatijµ v¼sir), under (only) his own power, and
along with those who are he hymns the father. Those present rejoice at this
one’s presence, and becoming like them, he also hears certain powers above
the eighth order who hymn god with a sweet voice. And then in order they
rise up to the father, and they themselves hand themselves over to the
powers, and becoming powers they enter into god. This is the noble
fulfillment for those who posses knowledge, to become god.92

88 In what follows I focus only on the pious. For the fate of the impious, see note
81.

89 My translation of CH 1.22.
90 This is Layton’s translation of the phrase.
91 In describing the ascent in 1.24–25, Poimandres provides more detail about

what -mhqypor acquired in the descent and he catalogs the different items
removed.

92 My translation.
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What stands out here is the absence of Poimandres as a guide in the
afterlife. While in the body, he was present to the human to enable and
to protect. Once the human hands over his body, Poimandres does not
mention himself. Neither does he mention moOr in any fashion. It would
appear that once the human has stripped off the physical body it is the
essential -mhqypor which remains. As such, he would not need
assistance for he would within himself have the wherewithal for his own
ascent (hence, when he gets to the eighth level, he does so “under his
own power”).

5.1.4. Conclusion: Shades of MoOr

Corpus Hermeticum 1.26–27 marks the conclusion of Poimandres’
revelation to Hermes. First, Poimandres calls the seer to become a guide
(jahodgcºr) for humanity. Then Hermes describes how Poimandres,
having finished his revelation, mixes with the powers (the dum²leir,
ostensibly, those of the acdoatijµ v¼sir). Save for a note of gratitude
from Hermes in 1.31, this ends the discussion of intermediate agents in
the treatise – both in terms of cosmology and anthropology. In the next
and final section we will look briefly at the significance of Hermes’
calling. Presently, we should review what we have learned about these
agents and their roles.

5.1.4.1. Summary of Poimandres’ Presentation of Intermediaries

There are some hindrances to trying to systematize the presentation of
intermediary agents in CH 1. First, there appear to be multiple
intermediaries and their interrelationship is far from clear. Second,
Poimandres himself is enigmatic: in 1.6 he claims to be b MoOr b s¹r
heºr, which in the context seems to be the supreme God; yet, in 1.27 he
joins with the dum²leir (the powers are first mentioned in 1.7 as part of
the archetypal universe). Third, while our analysis really is not
concerned with whether the author of CH 1 meant any of this literally,
we do not know how much of it he meant figuratively. Does the author
seriously employ the Middle Platonic Dreiprinzipienlehre (or something
analogous to this) or are his intermediaries just mythic constructs to
highlight a simpler dualism (there is mind and matter and that is all)?
There are three moves in CH 1 by which the cosmos is explained and
each has it corresponding intermediary. The first is shown in Hermes’
vision and is the !qw´tupom eWdor that existed before creation (1.4–7,
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8a). The intermediary is the Kºcor .cior. The second move is the
cosmogony, the creation of the sense perceptible universe (1.9–11).
There are either two intermediaries here, or one with two aspects: the
transcendent b Dgliouqcºr MoOr and the immanent Kºcor. The third
move is the anthropogony, the creation of somatically-bound humanity
(1.12–19). The intermediary is b -mhqypor, though his agency occurs
more by how different cosmic entities react to him. The first principle,
the supreme Deity, is the same in all three: b MoOr, b heºr, b p²mtym
pat¶q. The third principle, v¼sir, is also the same for all three. Finally,
there appear to be a couple of rogue intermediaries, the boukµ heoO and
the pqºmoia – one cannot be sure whether they are positive agents or
negative, and whether they are truly distinct from each other, from the
other intermediaries, or from the supreme Deity.

Poimandres’ Three Moves of Creation With Corresponding Interme-
diaries & Corresponding Results

Pre-
Creation

Cosmology Anthropology

b MoOr, b heºr, b p²mtym pat¶q, ¥m fyµ ja· v_r

Kºcor .cior,
b vyteim¹r uR¹r heoO

b Dgliouqcºr MoOr (b heºr
toO puq¹r ja· pmeOla) s»m b

toO heoO Kºcor

b -mhqypor,
b tµm toO patq¹r

eQjºma (or loqvµm) 5wym,

V¼sir, ta jatyveq/ stoiwe ?a,
sjot¸a

The Distinct Result Produced by Each Intermediary

t¹ !qw´tupom eWdor,
dum²leir?

dgliouqc¶lata,
"qlom¸a (dioijgta¸),

fy± %koca

b dipkoOr %mhqypor,
hmgt¹r ja· !h²mator

These moves are not distinct from one another but represent a
development. The pre-creation and cosmogonic movements corre-
spond to each other, the latter being the “temporal” version of the
former archetype. We see this in the details common to the two, for
instance the use of the stoiwe ?a, especially fire, in both (cf. 1.4–5 with
1.9–10) as well as in the peculiar movements of the kºcor in both (cf.
1.5 with 1.10). The relationship between the cosmogony and anthro-
pogony is not one of correspondence but of progression. The
anthropogony builds upon the cosmogony as the -mhqypor encounters
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and/or mixes with the dgliouqc¶lata of his !dekvºr, b Dgliouqc¹r
MoOr.

For our study, the most pressing question that arises out of this is
how exactly the three principle intermediaries are related. It may be
there is only one intermediary which has three different manifestations.
This is what Jens Holzhausen contends, saying the Logos, the
Demiurgic Mind and the -mhqypor are the same entity viewed at
different phases (Vorkosmische Phase, Schçpfung and Anthropogonie).93

While this might be correct, Holzhausen does not adequately account
for the emphasis CH 1 places on the distinctiveness of the three.
Furthermore, in our studies of Middle Platonism and of Philo of
Alexandria we have seen that there are number of examples of multiple
intermediary principles.

For instance, as we have already noted, there appears to be some
similarity between the appearance at the Schçpfung of the Logos and
what Wolfson refers to as the transcendent and immanent Logos in
Philo.94 That the Logos “leaps up from the sunken elements” (1.10; cf.
1.5) suggests immanence. Furthermore, though the Logos and the
Demiurgic Mind unite and are in fact bloo¼sior, Poimandres still keeps
them separate (1.11).

That the Logos and Demiurgic Mind are both distinct and yet of the
same substance is not problematic. Recall the manner in which the
intermediary realm in Philo unfolds. In chapter 2, we compared it to a
Matryoshka (nested) doll, except instead of finding a smaller doll at each
level, we find a more and more immanent intermediate principle. There
may in fact be something like this going on in CH 1.

The problem is that CH 1 is not a philosophical treatise. Though it
certainly appears to be influenced by Middle Platonism and Hellenistic
Judaism, it is not a technical treatment of either. One has a difficult time
imagining any Middle Platonist (not to mention the majority of
Hellenistic and early Imperial era intellectuals in general) being
comfortable with a supreme MoOr that experiences desire (1q²y), even
of its own loqv¶. With respect to Judaism, Dodd is right to see a
contrast in how Philo and the writer of CH 1 view the Deity. Dodd
suggests that where Philo is careful not to identify v_r too closely with

93 Holzhausen, Der “Mythos vom Menschen”, 15–16.
94 Wolfson, Philo, 226–282, 325–331.
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God, CH 1 has no such compunction.95 As Pearson says, our author is
not a disciple of Moses but of Hermes.

5.1.4.2. di± soO ! The Calling of Hermes

Looking at the chart above we note that, structurally, the result of this
progression is to focus on -mhqypor qua b dipkoOr %mhqypor
(bifurcated human being). Clearly the essence of CH 1 is its explanation
of this human predicament. What is more, as our analysis of 1.21 above
makes clear, the explanation is itself the solution of the human
predicament. So Poimandres says “If you learn that he (i.e. , b

-mhqypor) is from life and light and that you happen to be from
them [as well] , then you will advance again into life” (1.21).

The treatise plays off of this in two ways. First, and obviously, it
makes available the explanation. “To know the stages of the creative
process is also to know the stages of one’s own return to the root of all
existence.”96 To any who read it they access the potential for salvation.
Secondly, especially given its position as first treatise of the Corpus
Hermeticum, it functions as validation of Hermes’ role as mystagogue.
Before Poimandres returns to the eighth level to join the powers
(though he must still be present as MoOr in some sense – see 1.22), he
calls Hermes not to advance along this way but to become a herald of it.
“What are you waiting for? Having learned all this, should you not
become a guide to the worthy so that through you the human race
might be saved by God?” (1.26)

Corpus Hermeticum 1.27–29, written in the first person, describes
Hermes carrying out this calling. To all people he makes clear the two
ways Poimandres revealed to him, asking: “Why have you surrendered
yourselves to death, earthborn men, since you have the right to share in
immortality? Repent, you who have journeyed with error, who have
partnered with ignorance: escape the shadowy light; leave corruption
behind and take a share in immorality.” While some reject his call,
others desire to be taught. About them he says: “I became a guide to my
race, teaching them the words – how to be saved and in what manner –
and I sowed the words of wisdom among them, and they were
nourished from the ambrosial water.”

95 See Dodd, The Greeks and the Bible, 107–108.
96 Gerhard Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism (New York: Schocken

Books, 1961), 20.
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The treatise ends with Hermes retiring at the end of the day,
following his own instructions to his followers (1.29) by offering praise
and thanksgiving to God (1.31) as well as praying for his ongoing
ministry.
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5.2. The Apocryphon of John

5.2.1. Introduction

The Poimandres treatise of the Corpus Hermeticum reads as an appropria-
tion of certain philosophically oriented Jewish exegetical traditions by a
disciple of the Greco-Egytpian Deity Hermes-Thoth. This Hermes
disciple (or disciples) seems to privilege the scripture (especially Genesis
1) underlying these traditions even while applying it in an apparently
non-Jewish setting.

Hence, in our study so far we have seen that certain passages in the
NT and the Poimandres function as tributaries stemming from the same
philosophical/religious river, namely a Greek-speaking Judaism influ-
enced by Middle Platonism. The Jewish aspect is evident through the
use of Sophialogical speculation and/or Genesis exegetical traditions,
traditions that have their clearest presentation in the writings of Philo of
Alexandria and in the Wisdom of Solomon. In turn, the language of
these traditions and of Philo and Wisdom reverberates with Middle
Platonic Dreiprinzipienlehre and its positing of an intermediate intellectual
principle existing and operating between a supreme first principle and
the material third principle. Both tributaries redefine these traditions by
their unique theological stances, the NT in terms of the Christ event,
Poimandres in terms of its Hermetic context.

The presence of the same religious and philosophical influences in
these two spheres is particularly noteworthy. Though we are not privy
to many of the details of the religious and social contexts of the Corpus
Hermeticum, it seems likely there is no Christian influence at play there.
In other words, the likely Sitz im Leben of Poimandres is an environment
distinct from early Christianity and yet it evinces similar traditions. In
fact, when it comes to cosmology and anthropology, Poimandres is closer
to those traditions (at least as they are found in Philo) than Christianity;
its use of the Genesis exegetical traditions is certainly more explicit and
elaborate than even the Gospel of John prologue (not to mention the
Colossian hymn and the Hebrew prologue).97 The presence of a non-
Jewish text that presents Platonist Jewish traditions independent of early
Christianity is important for us to keep in mind as we move into our
study of Sethianism.

97 Unlike with the NT texts, there does not appear to be any direct use of the
Sophia traditions in Poimandres.
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5.2.1.1. Sethianism

“Sethianism” or “Sethian Gnosticism” refers to a religious system that
finds expression in a number of Nag Hammadi texts, namely the
Apocryphon of John (NHC II,1;III,1;IV,1), Hypostasis of the Archons
(NHC II,4), Gospel of the Egyptians (The Holy Book of the Invisible Spirit,
NHC III,2; IV,2), Apocalypse of Adam (NHC V,5), Three Steles of Seth
(NHC VII,5), Allogenes (NHC XI,3), Zostrianos (NHC VIII,1),
Marsanes (NHC X,1), Melchizadek (NHC IX,1), Thought of Norea
(NHC IV,1), and Trimorphic Protenoia (NHC XIII,1). From these
primary texts and from descriptions preserved in the writings of their
Patristic opponents, we can deduce the basic contours of a Sethian
system.98 Characteristics of such a system are

a self-identification … with the spiritual ‘seed’ of Seth, their spiritual
ancestor, who intervened twice in the course of primordial history to save
his progeny from the clutches of an angry world creator and had appeared
for a third time in recent history bearing a revelation and saving baptism
which would secure their final salvation. Also characteristic of Sethian
doctrine is the teaching concerning a supreme divine trinity of Father,
Mother and [Son], the Four Luminaries established by the Son as heavenly
dwellings for the seed of Seth, and the sacred baptism of the Five Seals by
which the earthly seed of Seth is elevated into the light.99

Of course, these characteristics must be viewed with some sobriety. The
evidence for them is generally fragmentary (or in the case of that gleaned
from patristic opponents, negatively disposed). Furthermore, some
characteristics appear in some documents and not in others. It is in fact
unlikely that we can identify a “normative” Sethian tradition so much as
a series of Sethian developments (“innovations”) that happened at

98 The Patristic opponents of the Sethians (who were also called “Gnostics,”
“Barbeloites,” “Ophites,” “Archontics,” etc.) were Irenaeus of Lyon (Adversus
Haeresis 1.29–31), Epiphanius of Salamis (Panarion 39–40), Ps. Tertullian
(Adversus omnes haereses 2), and Theodoret of Cyrrhus (Haereticarum fabularum
compendium 1.13).

99 Turner, Sethian Gnosticism, 4–5. See also Hans-Martin Schenke, “The
Phenomenon and Significance of Sethian Gnosticism,” in The Rediscovery of
Gnosticism, Vol. 2: Sethian Gnosticism (ed. B. Layton; Studies in the History of
Religions 41; Leiden: Brill, 1981), 588–616. The list of Sethian treatises comes
from Turner, Sethian Gnosticism, 61. See also Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, viii.
Layton considers The Thunder, Perfect Mind possibly to be Sethian (see idem,
“The Riddle of the Thunder [NHC VI, 2],” in Nag Hammadi, Gnosticism and
Early Christianity [eds. C. W. Hedrick and R. Hodgson; Peabody, Mass. :
Hendrickson, 1986], 37–54).
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different points of time and different places. Still, as a working
hypothesis, they present a viable though very basic description of beliefs
associated with the Sethian movement.100

As their namesake might suggest, Sethian texts are familiar with
Jewish exegetical traditions. However, unlike Poimandres, “privilege”
does not quite get at their stance vis-à-vis the Jewish scriptures. As we
shall discuss below (see the introduction to the Apocryphon of John), the
Sethians practice something like a hermeneutics of suspicion (or even
“revolt”) with respect to the biblical narrative. This suspicion is rooted
in the Sethian rejection of the god responsible for physical creation and
manifests itself in an exegetical method somewhere between zealous
correction and outright repudiation of the biblical narrative.

The rejection of the creator god (and by extension, his craftsman-
ship, the physical world) differentiates Sethianism not only from Judaism
but from Christianity as well. Most of the Sethian texts do have
Christian elements; though again, with the skepticism directed at both
the Jewish scriptures and at physical reality, Christian traditions are
construed differently than in the NT. So, for example, Sethian
Christology is (not surprisingly) docetic and does not associate salvation
with the crucifixion. In fact, the place of Christ (as Christ) in the
Sethian writings (along with much of the Nag Hammadi library) is
varied and usually ancillary to the primary narrative and theological
concepts being communicated.101

While there can be no denying a relationship among Sethianism,
Judaism and Christianity, an explanation for that relationship is not so
apparent. Currently, there are two prevailing views. One view traces
Sethianism “to a Jewish matrix independent of Christianity.”102 In
which case, Christianity and Sethianism represent two relatively
contemporaneous trajectories arising out of Judaism. Another view
has it that Sethianism was a heretical development originally arising
from within Christianity.103 Either position relies on hypothetical

100 See Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism,” 90–93, who approaches the Sethian
hypothesis with restrained optimism.

101 See Pheme Perkins, “Gnostic Christologies and the New Testament,” CBQ 43
(1981): 590–606.

102 Birger Pearson, RelSRev 13.1 (1987): 6.
103 A recent articulation of the position that Sethian Gnosticism arises out of

Christiantiy is Alastair H. B. Logan, Gnostic Truth and Christian Heresy: A Study
in the History of Gnosticism (Peabody, MA; Hendrickson, 1996). See also Simone
Pétrement, Le Dieu s�par�: Les origins du gnosticisme (Paris : Cerf, 1984); Edwin
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reconstructions based upon literary evidence from primary and patristic
sources. One of the reasons we should be inclined toward the former
option (i.e. , Sethianism independently arising independently from
Judaism) is because Sethian exegetical efforts with respect to the Jewish
scriptures appear to be rooted in philosophical considerations more than
in any distinctively Christian perspective. In fact, they have more in
common with clearly non-Christian Jewish exegesis found in the
writings of Philo and Wisdom of Solomon as well as in the non-
Christian Hermetic Poimandres.104

The philosophical considerations that inform Sethian treatises are
primarily Middle Platonic in nature. In fact, the relationship between
Sethianism and Platonism was a rather dynamic and complex one and
addressing its nuances is beyond the scope of this study. John Turner has
divided the Sethian treatises into two groups, basically distinguishable by
how they approach soteriology. One group of texts focuses on the
descent of a saving figure; Turner views these as earlier and less directly
involved (intellectually speaking) with Platonism. Another group of

M. Yamauchi, Pre-Christian Gnosticism: A Survey of the Proposed Evidences (2nd

edition; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book House, 1983), and idem, “The Issue
of Pre-Christian Gnosticism Reviewed in the Light of the nag Hammadi
Texts” in The Nag Hammadi Library After Fifty Years: Proceedings of the 1995
Society of biblical Literature Commemoration (ed. J. Turner and A. McGuire; Brill,
Leiden, 1997), 72–88.

104 The relationship between Sethianism and Hellenistic philosophy, especially
Platonism, is manifest even if difficult to describe. For a general survey of the
issue, see Turner, Sethian Gnosticism and the Platonic Tradition, 9–54. The bulk of
Turner’s study is on the Platonizing Sethian treatises (The Three Steles of Seth,
Zostrianos, Allogenes, andMarsanes), texts that focus on psychic ascent in terms of
contemporary (3rd century CE) Platonic metaphysics. These texts are set off
from other Sethian writings “by the apparent absence of certain prominent
Sethian themes, such as the apocalyptic schematization of history according to
the periodic descent of a divine revealer or redeemer. They exhibit a greatly
attenuated (Zostrianos) or even absence of (Allogenes, Steles Seth, Marsanes) a
narrative of the cosmogony of this world including the downward inclination
of Sophia and the origin and activity of her demiurgical offspring. They also
lack any exegetical speculation on the Genesis story of the creation of mankind
[sic] and his [sic] primeval history; only the names of Adam (Adamas,
Pigeradams) and Seth (Setheus, Seth Emacha Seth) remain, but as exclusively
heavenly beings. Furthermore, these texts show no manifest evidence of
Christianization or of concern with issues raised by Christianity. In these texts,
Sethianism has become a form of mythological Platonism” (109). On Marsanes
as a Platonic text, see Pearson, “Gnosticism as Platonism” in idem, Gnosticism,
Judaism, and Egytpian Christianity, 148–164.
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texts focuses on the ascent of the soul and emphasize an internally
oriented soteriology; Turner sees these as later and more directly in
conversation with Platonism.105 Of the two groups, we are interested in
the literature that focuses on the descending saving figure. As we shall
see, this figure (variously understood and named, even within specific
treatises) receives its definition through Jewish exegetical and Sophia-
logical traditions (the “descent” texts relate cosmogonical and anthro-
pological myths shaped by these traditions; these myths are not
expressed in the “ascent” texts). Furthermore, while the “descent” texts
are to some degree less philosophically technical than the “ascent” texts,
they are still substantially indebted to Middle Platonism and not just as
mediated through inherited exegetical traditions. In fact, this debt to
Platonism is integral to understanding the descending figure, an
intermediary who functions cosmologically and soteriologically.

5.2.1.2. The Apocryphon of John

There is no easy entrance into the Sethian corpus. Nearly every word of
the previous introduction is subject to some debate, and there we were
speaking only in generalizations. Once we endeavor to focus on
specifics we find the reason: the Sethian texts, like much of the Nag
Hammadi corpus, are fragmentary, obtuse translations of poorly attested,
esoteric Greek writings, the authorship and editing of which is mired in
a religious-historical fog. In his discussion of the Middle Platonic
interpretations of religious texts (namely, as relayed in Plutarch and
Philo), Thomas Tobin at one point describes scholarship in that field as
(by necessity) a “poorly written detective story.”106 This is the case even
more so with respect to Sethian and other NHC writings.

Still, if we accept the general reconstruction of Sethianism as
presented above – literary phenomena arising from within and
responding to Platonized Judaism, Sethian texts may likely contribute

105 See J. Turner, “The Gnostic Threefold Path to Enlightenment: The Ascent of
Mind and the Descent of Wisdom,” NovT 22 (1980): 324–351; and idem,
Sethian Gnosticism, 93–125.

106 Tobin, Creation of Man, 76: “All of this may seem like a poorly written
detective story. Unfortunately, the history of Middle Platonic philosophy is so
fragmentary that it is very much like a detective story. The difference is that in a
detective story the clues, when properly understood, clearly establish that the
butler did it. But in the study of the various strands of Middle Platonism, no
such clarity emerges.”
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something to our thesis. Given the scope of this study, it would be ideal
to focus on a representative text. Among the Sethian texts listed above,
the Apocryphon of John comes as close to a systematic presentation of
Sethian thinking as the nature of the literature allows.107

5.2.2. The Content and Composition of Ap. John

The Ap. John has long been valued as “the clearest and therefore the
most important text representing mythological Gnosticism.”108 Origi-
nally written in Greek, the treatise is now only extent in four Coptic
manuscripts (a large number by comparison to other NHC docu-
ments).109 The final form of the treatise begins and ends with a narrative
frame: an encounter between John, the son of Zebedee, and the

107 John Turner refers to Ap. John as the “Sethian Revelation par excellence” (Sethian
Gnosticism, 69). Michael Williams considers it plausible that Ap. John may
represent an attempt “to establish a definitive myth for a defined sectarian
community” (Rethinking Gnosticism, 92; cf. his remarks on 13).

108 Frederik Wisse, “John, Apocryphon of,” ABD 3:899.
109 While there is yet no critical edition of Ap. John, there is a Coptic/English

synopsis of the four extent copies in The Apocryphon of John: Synopsis of Nag
Hammadi Codices II, 1; III, 1; and IV, 1 with BG 8502,2 (eds. M. Waldstein and
F. Wisse; Coptic Gnostic Library; Leiden: Brill, 1995). Other English
translations available are: F. Wisse, “The Apocryphon of John (II,1, III,1,
IV,1, and BG 2502, 2): Introduced and Translated by Frederik Wisse,” in The
Nag Hammadi Library in English (ed. James M. Robinson; revised ed.; New
York: HarperCollins, 1988), 104–123; and by B. Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures,
28–51. For citation, we will use the Waldstein and Wisse Synopsis and we use
their translation of NHC II,1 unless otherwise noted.
Three of the Coptic manuscripts of Ap. John are in the Nag Hammadi

codices (NHC II,1; III,1; IV, 1) and date to the first half of the fourth century
CE. A fourth manuscript, Papyrus Berolinensis gnosticus (BG) 8502, dates to the
fifth century CE. Two of these (NHC III, 1 and BG 8502, 2) are independent
translations of a short Greek recension of Ap. John. The other two (NHC II, 1
and IV, 1) represent the same translation of a longer recension. The long
recension of Ap. John includes two sizable interpolations (the fist is from “The
Book of Zoroaster” in II 15,27–19,10 par. IV 24,19–29,18); the second is from
the monologue of Pqºmoia in II 30,11–31,25 par. IV 48,13–49,6) (See
Waldstein and Wisse, Synopsis, 1–4, and Wisse, NHL, 104.)
On the issue of a critical edition of Ap. John, see F. Wisse, “After the

Synopsis : Prospects and Problems in Establishing a Critical Text of the
Apocryphon of John and Defining its Historical Location” in The Nag Hammadi
Library After Fifty Years, 138–153.
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resurrected Christ wherein the apostle receives from Christ a secret
revelation (Ap. John 1,1–5,2; 82,4–83,8). The content of the revelation
is provided between the frame and may be divided into two parts.

Part one (5,3–34,12) provides two cosmogonies, one spiritual (or
heavenly), the other earthly. The heavenly cosmogony describes several
emanations arising from a first principle, the “Monad.” The emanations,
or aQ_mer, are simultaneously spheres of existence and actors; hence,
each emanation is both a personality and contains within it a complex of
activity and even derivative personalities.110 The first principle (the
“Monad”) and the first two emanations (Barbēlō and the Self-Generated
[)utocem¶r]) form a “primal triad”: Father, Mother, and Son. Next
comes a spiritual cosmos, the All (¬²x®¶=t¹ p²m) or Fullness
(pk¶qyla) of Light.111 The All, a creation of the Self-Generated,
consists of numerous aeons. Chief among them are four luminaries
(Harmozēl, Oroiaēl, Daveithai, Ēlēlēth), each of which in turn produces
three additional aQ_mer. Upon its emanation, every spiritual entity, from
Barbēlō on, praises and glorifies the first principle (the rest praise
Barbēlō as well). Ap. John thus construes the spiritual realm as a heavenly
court where all beings are involved in praise of the Monad.112

The earthly cosmogony begins when the third aQ¾m of Ēlēlēth,
Sov¸a, acts in disjunction from the All and gives birth to an ill-begotten
offspring named Yaldabaoth. Yaldabaoth (who is the pqyt²qwym, Ap.
John 26, 7), having his mother’s divine power but denying the realm

110 See Layton, Gnostic Scripture, 14. This dual nature of aeons, as personalities and
spheres of being, may account in part for the confusing array of entities in the
Ap. John. Apart from the Monad, no one of the spiritual entities seems to be a
single being: Barbēlō consists of a pentad of beings (Ap. John 13, 14–15; see
ibid., 31 n. 6a); the Self-Generated is made up of Mind, Word and Will (Ap.
John 16,18–17,16); and so on. For a discussion of Aeons, see Michael M.
Waldstein, “The Primal Triad in the Apocryphon of John” in The Nag Hammadi
Library After Fifty Years, 158.

111 In translating Coptic terms this study relies mostly upon Richard Smith, A
Concise Coptic-English Lexicon (2d ed.; Atlanta: Society of biblical Literature,
1999), and the “Index of Coptic Words” in Wisse and Waldstein, The
Apocryphon of John, 213–232. Both are dependent upon W. E. Crum, A Coptic
Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon, 1939). For Coptic grammar, see Thomas O.
Lambdin, Introduction to Sahidic Coptic (Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press,
1983) and Bentley Layton, A Coptic Grammar, (Porta Lunguarum Orientalium:
Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000).

112 See Michael M. Waldstein, “The Mission of Jesus in John: Probes into the
‘Apocryphon of John’ and the Gospel of John” (Ph.D. diss. , Harvard
University, 1990), 134–35.
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from which she came, ignorantly and selfishly recreates that spiritual
realm in the material sphere, even producing his own demonic
derivatives (called “powers” and “angels,” 1nous¸ai and %ccekoi). In
other words, the physical cosmos, with its primary ruler surrounded by
ancillaries, is an unintended copy of the heavenly one.

Part two of Ap. John (34,12–82,3) provides an anthropogony that is
from the outset soteriological. Earth-bound Humanity comes into
existence not in a pre-fallen state but as part of a plan, a ruse really, by
Sophia and her heavenly superiors to regain the divine aspect from
Yaldabaoth. The contours of the narrative describing this ruse are set by
the text of Genesis. The Ap. John reinterprets Moses’ creation account as
a cosmic battle between the forces of the heavenly Father (the Monad)
and the earthly divine father, Yaldabaoth. Yaldabaoth is presented as an
incompetent and malevolent form of the Mosaic creator God (i.e.,
Yahweh). While Yaldabaoth and his associates create the first human,
the impetus for this comes when the holy mother-father (i.e., Barbēlō)
allowed the divine image to be seen by them (cf. Gen 1:27). Yaldabaoth
is then tricked into placing (“blowing”, cf. Gen 2:7) into the human his
power that he had received from his mother. What follows is a series of
episodes, mirroring those in Gen 2–6, where Yaldabaoth tries to get his
power back and where spiritual beings (especially Pqºmoia, a form of
Barbēlō) continue to protect that power initially in Adam and then in
Adam’s son, Seth, and his progeny, the immovable race. This race is that
part of humanity that persists through history having within them the
divine aspect that had originally been in Yaldabaoth.

The revelation portion of the Ap. John ends with an account of the
saving activity of Pqºmoia, i.e., Barbēlō (79,5–82,4; only present in
NHC II and IV). Rendered in the first person, the account reads like a
poem in three strophes, each describing a descent of Pqºmoia into the
material realm.113 The purpose of the descents (made clear in the third
and longest strophe) is to awaken one of the immovable race and to
guide that one back to his source. This poem appears to be a
recapitulation of the theme of the whole work.

[S]alvation for humans lies in the recollection effected by the hearing of this
mythic narrative itself. To know this whole story is to remember what
being human is all about, to understand, to awaken, to be streetwise, to

113 For a detailed discussion of the monologue see Michael M. Waldstein, “The
Providence Monologue in the Apocryphon and the Johannine Prologue,”
JECS 3 (1995): 369–402.
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have power to resist the devices of the evil creator, and to be restored to the
divine household of Perfection after leaving the body.114

There are some suggestive data, internal and external to the treatise,
which allow a likely reconstruction of the literary history of the
Apocryphon of John. The narrative frames, which are clearly Christian in
nature, bear little on the actual content of the revelation and so seem to
be a result of subsequent Christianization of that material. The poem of
Pqºmoia, which only occurs in NHC II and IV (copies of the same
translation), would appear to be an addition, though the poem may in
fact be as old or older than the rest of the myth.115 Irenaeus of Lyon
provides a synopsis of the teachings of multitudo Gnosticorum Barbēlō
(Haer 1.29), a synopsis that follows the dual cosmogony in the first part
of Ap. John (5,3–34,12) so well it seems likely that Irenaeus had before
him a version of that work. The second part, the midrashic anthro-
pology in 34,12–82,3, must have come later, though (more modest)
parallel elements in the next chapter of Haer. (1.30) suggest that some
form of this material was also available to Irenaeus. Allowing Irenaeus to
provide the terminus ad quem for portions of the Ap. John, Turner
conjectures its literary development took place primarily in the second
half of the 2nd century CE.116

5.2.2.1. Similar Themes, Dissimilar Results

To develop its myth, the Apocryphon of John employs a number of terms
and concepts with which we are already familiar from previous chapters
in this study. We find here Jewish exegetical and wisdom traditions,
Platonic terminology, and a concern for the relationship between
creation and salvation. Any sense of familiarity is short lived however, as
the Ap. John appears to appropriate these themes more for parody than
promotion. Philo and Wisdom of Solomon witness to a confidence in

114 Williamson, Rethinking “Gnosticism”, 12.
115 Turner, Sethian Gnosticism, 130. The Pqºmoia poem clearly does not fit with the

Christian frame since it focuses on a feminine savior as opposed to Christ.
Turner’s argument for the dating of the poem as earlier than the rest of Ap. John
is based upon affinities between the poem and the prologue to the Gospel of
John and the Nasasene Hymn (Hippolytus, Ref. V.10.2) (see Sethian Gnosticism,
129–30).

116 Ibid., 143. He claims the shorter recension (BG and NHC III) came into being
around 150 CE while the longer recension “may have been completed by the
last quarter of the second century.”
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both their religious tradition and a turn-of-the-era Platonic Zeitgeist ;
they (or their sources) saw both as coherent with each other. The NT
writings we surveyed suggest that early Christians preserved these
traditions for the innovation of intermediacy, seeing in it a means to
communicate the transcendent nature of the Son, i.e., Christ. However,
the early Christians augmented this earlier innovation with their own,
an emphasis on the historical Christ event. This augmentation may have
been for corrective purposes, but Christians saw these inherited
traditions (like the creation itself) as redeemable through Christ’s
earthly experience.

When it comes to the traditions it shares with both these Jewish and
Christian writers, Ap. John does not share Philo’s and Ps. Solomon’s
confidence nor does it make the same charitable efforts at rehabilitation
as the early Christians. The creator god of Genesis is both malevolent
and a fool, lacking transcendence in every possible way except
parentage, and even with respect to that he is ill begotten. His mother,
Sov¸a, clearly related to personified Wisdom of Jewish tradition, is
characterized by her lack of wisdom. (This is true for the figure who
goes by that name – see below about how the personification of Jewish
Wisdom looms large in the Apocryphon and is not constrained to just the
aQ¾m of Ēlēlēth.)117 Platonic traditions are not immune from these
treatments either; the creator god so pilloried by Ap. John is also a
parody of the demiurge in Plato’s Timaeus.118

What motivates this parody, this hermeneutics of suspicion from the
late classical period? The answer to this question lies in the fact that even
as Ap. John appears to undermine established (even authoritative)
traditions with one hand, it embraces those same traditions with the
other. This is clearly the case with respect to Platonism, since well
before Ap. John maligns the demiurge it employs Platonic theological
methodology to contemplate the Monad.119 Furthermore, Ap. John uses
paradigmatic constructs (eQj¾m, Qd´a, etc.) to discuss positively the
creation of humanity; it even construes the material creation as a copy

117 For the influence of Jewish Wisdom on “Gnostic” writings in general, see
George MacRae, “The Jewish Background of the Gnostic Sophia Myth,”
NovT 12 (1970): 86–101.

118 See Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 15–16.
119 See Michael M. Waldstein, “The Primal Triad in the Apocryphon of John,”

155–162; idem, “The Apocryphon of John: A Curious Eddy in the Stream of
Hellenistic Judaism” (Unpublished Manuscript from 1995, used here by
author’s permission, April 19, 2004), Part 2, chapter 2, 1–21. See below.
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of the heavenly cosmos in somewhat positive (though only accidental)
terms.120 However, Ap. John also does the same thing with Judaism. In
spite of the parodies of Yahweh and Sov¸a mentioned above, the
Sethian treatise positively appropriates the biblical tradition when (to
name only a few instances) it construes the Monad as having the finer
qualities of the Israelite God, his spiritual entourage as the equivalent of
the biblical heavenly court, Barbēlō as the biblical Sov¸a (with wisdom
retained), and Seth and his progeny as bearing the divine image/spark.
In other words, Ap. John is not involved in a wholesale repudiation of its
Jewish and/or Platonic antecedents.

If it is not to every aspect of Judaism and Platonism, to what then is
Ap. John negatively reacting?121 Scholars have tended to see Ap. John as
being anti-cosmic. However, as we have already discussed, its
presentation of the material creation is not completely negative:
Yaldabaoth unwittingly patterns it after the image of the heavenly
cosmos. What makes physical existence so negative is not its material
makeup but rather that it exists under the influence of the creator god
and his powers. Notice that the same idea in both Judaism and
Platonism is attacked, namely the quality of character of the creating god
(the God of Genesis/the Demiurge of the Timaeus). Yaldabaoth’s
maleficent character is communicated in his claim to be the only divine
being. The Apocryphon of John draws from Isaiah 45:5 (cf. 45:21, 46:9)
when he speaks to his attending powers.

For he [Yaldabaoth] said, “I am God and there is no other god beside me,”
for he is ignorant of his strength, the place from which he had come.
(30,6–8)

Ap. John views the foolishness to be self-evident when Yaldabaoth
claims to be a jealous god (cf. Exod 20:5, Deut 5:9). Again speaking to
his powers,

120 For the creation of man in the divine image, see Ap. John 37,12–39,1. For the
creation of the material cosmos, see 33,13–34,2: “And everything (¦Å~j ¦|¤ =
t± p²mta) he organized according to the model (r|¦r) of the first aeons which
had come into being so that he might create them in the pattern (°¤ª², BG
t¼por) of the indestructible ones. Not because he had seen the indestructible
ones, but the power in him which he had taken from his Mother produced in
him the likeness (r|¦r) of the cosmos.”

121 This does not assume that the raison d’etre for Ap. John is “protest exegesis” (see
Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism,” 54–79).
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he said to them, “I am a jealous God and there is no other God beside me.”
But by announcing this, he indicated to the angels who attended him that
there exists another God. For if there were no other one, of whom would
he be jealous? (34,5–12)

If, as we said above, the soteriological emphasis of Ap. John is the human
recollection of the divine aspect that exists within them, one could see
how these claims to singularity and (paradoxically) to jealousy would be
bothersome. What is more, this poser god claims sole divinity even
while he is enmeshed in managing the physical world (and doing so
intentionally to the detriment of humanity).

Michael Waldstein posits that the Ap. John operates from a different
experience of the divine.

Here lies the key to the manner in which Ap. John re-interprets the
traditions of Israel. The key lies in a new experience of the divine: the
divine is new both in its radical transcendence as the unknowable Monad
beyond being and divinity, and in its radical immanence as one in being,
one in essence with the entire heavenly world, including the power, spirit
or essence present in the seed of Seth.122

The experience Waldstein describes preserves both the transcendence of
the Deity and the divine origin of humankind, a sort of metaphysical
“having one’s cake and eating it too” – though at the expense of the
creator god.

Our interest is in how the two, the transcendent Monad and the
earthly seed of Seth, are related (ontologically and historically) in the
Ap. John. We shall see that, in keeping with other writers who exist in
the trajectory of Middle Platonically inspired Judaism, the Apocryphon
relies on an intermediate spiritual reality to facilitate both the origins and
final destiny of humankind. As we might expect given the usual clarity
of the Nag Hammadi literature, this reality is so polymorphous it is
nearly amorphous. Still, we shall see that lying beneath her numerous
manifestations, divine Wisdom is present and active, following her
conventional role despite rather unconventional garb.

122 Waldstein, “The Mission of Jesus in John,” 140.
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5.2.3. Intermediate Reality and the Cosmology of Ap. John

5.2.3.1. The Unknowable Monad Knows Himself

Irenaeus of Lyon begins his account of “the main tenets” of the
multitudo Gnosticorum Barbēlō by saying:

certain ones of them propose that there is a certain unaging aeon in a
virginal Spirit whom they call Barbēlō. They say that a certain unnameable
Father also exists there; and that this Thought came forth and attended him
… .123

This introduction is interesting because it starts differently than the
revelation in Ap. John. After the narrative frame, the revelation of Ap.
John begins (5,3) with a discussion of the first principle and Barbēlō is
not introduced until 10,18, anywhere from 2–5 pages later (depending
on the version).124 We cannot know whether Ireaneus did not have
material describing the monad (5,3–10,17) in the version before him or
just chose to reduce it to “a certain unnameable Father” (Patrem quendam
innominabilem). What appears to be the case is that Irenaeus (or his
source) focused on the character of Barbēlō, suggesting that in
comparison a transcendent first principle was either unremarkable or
an afterthought.125

Before we can assume this focus on Barbēlō ourselves it is
worthwhile to note how Ap. John 5,3–10,17 describes the Monad.

123 Irenaeus, Haer. 1.29. Translation is that of Wisse and Waldstein in Apocryphon of
John, 189–93. They provide there (pp. 188–192) the Latin text (with
modifications) from Irenaeus of Lyon, Contre les H�r�sies (eds. A. Rousseau
and L. Doutrelau, S. J.; 2 vols. ; SC 263–264; Paris : Cerf, 1979), 358–64.

124 Ap. John 5,3–10,18 is approximately 2 pages of NHC II, 3 of NHC IV, 4(?) of
NHC III and 5 of BG.

125 The section describing the monad may have been independent material added
later to the Ap. John. Parallels exist between 5,4–8,4 and the 3rd century
Allogenes (NHC XI, 3) 62, 27–63,25. For a synopsis of theses parallels, see
Wisse and Waldstein, Apocryphon of John, 184–187. For a discussion of
Allogenes, see Antoinette Clark Wire “Introduction: NHC IX,3: Allogenes,
45,–69,20” in The Coptic Gnostic Library: Nag Hammadi Codices XI, XII, XIII
(ed. Charles W. Hedrick; Leiden: Brill, 1990), 173–191, esp. 185–191 on the
philosophical context of Allogenes.
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The description involves a paradoxical combination of negative
theology and a kind of Allmachtformel.126 It begins:

[The Monad,] since it is a unity (lomaqw¸a) and nothing rules (%qweim) over
it, [is] the God and Father of the All (¬¦ª´[²r ¬r j´¼] ¬r|¼² ¤¬²x®¶
¬r), the holy One, the invisible One, who is above the All (º|̈¼¤Å ¬²x®¶),
who [exists as] his incorruption (!vhaqs¸a), [existing in] the pure light into
which no light of the eye can gaze. He is the Spirit (pmeOla). It is not right
to think of him as a god (¦À) or something similar, for he is more than a
god (¦À) (5,3–14: BG).127

This introduction is typical of what follows. There are numerous names
for the First Principle (Monad [supplied from NHC II], God, Father,
Holy One, Invisible One, Spirit).128 The names themselves hint at the
paradox of the first principle as both source (r|¼², “father”) and
beyond apprehension (“invisible” = !ºqator in NHC II; “exsiting in
pure light into which no … eye can gaze”). The First Principle is both
associated with the All and yet distinct from it (it is “father of the All”
yet “above the All”). Finally, the first principle can be called “God and
Father” and yet we must understand that it is “more than a god”
(¶ª´ª²lÅr¦À). This is followed by similar claims to the first principle’s
preeminence.

To explain the first principle, Ap. John employs well-developed
argumentation that is “sophisticated and disciplined” and belongs to
“mainstream Middle Platonic philosophy.”129 The argumentation first
takes place in the via negativa : the first principle is “illimitable,”
“unreachable,” “immeasurable,” “invisible,” “ineffable” and “unnam-
able” (Ap. John 6,8–19).130 As with the claim that the first principle is
not a god but more than a god, the argumentation continues in the via
eminentiae (7,7–14) with claims such as:

126 See the discussion of Allmachtformeln, omnipotence formulae, in chapter four
(regarding 1 Cor 8:6) as well as Eduard Norden, Agnostos Theos, 243.

127 ¦À, one of the nomina sacra, is an abbreviation for ¦ª´²r (Wisse and
Waldstein, Apocryphon of John, 218). Note also that when quoting from the
Wisse and Waldstein Synopsis, we preserve their manner of referring to Greek
terms in the singular nominative or (for verbs) infinitive.

128 Other names for the first principle occurring frequently are “the virginal Spirit”
and “the invisible Spirit.” See Waldstein, Curious Eddy, II.2 4.

129 Waldsetin, “Primal Triad,” 161. Waldstein provides numerous philosophical
parallels with Ap. John’s description of the first principle, most coming from
Middle Platonism (ibid., 156–161).

130 For more on the via negativa, its philosophical origins and Philo’s place as its first
witness among Hellenistic Jews, see Winston, “Was Philo a Mystic?”, 151–154.
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He is neither (oqd´) pefection nor (oqd´) blessedness nor divinity, but
(!kk²) he is something far superior to them. … He is not at all someone
who exists but (!kk²) he is something superior to them not as (oqw ¢r)
being superior, but (!kk²) as (¢r) being himself.

This last claim makes it clear that the first principle is superior not in
kind but in being something wholly different (“himself”); in other
words, it remains beyond comprehension.131 Even when Ap. John
wishes to speak positively about the first principle (in the via positiva), it
falls back on the via negativa. The first principle is “the eternal One, the
One who gives eternity; the light, the One who gives the light, the life,
the One who gives the life,” etc (Ap. John 8, 14–16: BG). There is a
whole cluster of such positive predicates (8,14–9,6), but in the middle of
that cluster (9,4) we read that the first principle is these things “not on
the basis that he possesses (them) but on the basis that he gives (them).”
His essential nature, being more than all of these attributes, remains
elusive.132

The result of this argumentation is the firm establishment of the
transcendence of the first principle. Such a strong statement of
transcendence sits awkwardly in the larger context of Ap. John. As the
story transitions into the discussion of the emanation of Barbēlō and the
Self-Generated and the subsequent creation of the All, we find all the
heavenly host interacting with the first principle, petitioning and
praising him.133 The first principle’s ineffable nature appears to be rather
accessible to them as he answers their petitions and fosters their
development: “All things (¦Å~j ¦|¤ = t± p²mta) were established
through the will of the holy Spirit (rlª¢ º|̈²ª²¶ ¤¬ª´¼´ ¤¬r¬Å¦Åj
r²ª´jjl)” (21,8–9: BG).

131 Waldstein, “Primal Triad,” 159: “That Father … lies beyond membership in a
larger whole. His superiority is not a relation inherent in him as a positive
attribute. He is superior simply by being himself. He is a principle which is
sumus exsuperantissimus, ‘superior,’ not in degree, but beyond and outside all that
might encompass it.”

132 Ibid., 161: “To say the Father is eternal, light, living, blessed, knowing, and
good does not mean that these attributes belong to the Father in the primary
sense. It means that the Father causes them in the beings of the cosmos. Only
the particular beings of the cosmos possess the attributes in the primary sense;
the Father does not. The point is not that the Father is defective, that he lacks
eternity, light, life, blessedness, knowledge and goodness, but that his plenitude
is more eminent than all particular instances of these attributes. The via positiva
is, therefore, a particular instance of the via negativa.”

133 Cf. Waldstein, “Primal Triad,”162.
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5.2.3.2. From Transcendent Monad to Father of the All

How might the Ap. John reconcile the transcendence of the first
principle with its involvement in the establishment of the All. An
answer suggests itself in the next line (21,10): all things were established
through the will of the holy Spirit “through the Self-Generated” (rlª¢
º|̈²ª²¶ ¤¬j´²ªnr¦x°). In other words, the first principle is involved
in the development of the All by means of an intermediary. This is
confirmed by the archetype of Adam (BG; NHC II: Piger-Adamas)
who is established in the aeon of the first of the four luminaries,
Harmozel. He praises the invisible Spirit, saying:

It is because of you that the All has come into being, and it is to you that
the All will return (r²lx²~ j¬²x®¶ ´¼¬r j´¼ r®r¬²x®¶ ¦j¦j´º¶
r®ª~). I shall praise and glorify you and the Self-Generated (aqtocem¶r)
and the triple aeon (¦j|¼¦ ¬|´ª¤¦²) – the Father, the Mother, the Son,
the perfect (t´keior) power (22,9–14).134

This statement by Piger-Adamas employs an All formula to denote the
relationship of the (spiritual) cosmos with the first principle, a formula
that appears to be similar to statements made in Romans 11:36 and 1
Cor 8:6a.135 The claim for origination (“because of you the All has
come into being”) is balanced by a claim for return: “and it is to you
that the All will return.”136 The balanced statement has a traditional ring.
We are not surprised to hear that the All comes into being as a result of
the first principle; this point was just made (see 21,8–9 above).
However, the notion of the All returning to the first principle lacks any
elaboration in the treatise. The statement was probably a liturgical piece

134 Translation modified. See Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 34. Wisse and Waldstein,
Apocryphon of John, reads in 22,13: “…and the three aeons (aQ¾m): the Father,
the Mother and the Son,….” Layton says that the “triple aeon” (not “three
aeons”) refers to Pqºmoia “the Barbēlō ; cf. [NHC II,]2:13f, 5:6f, and note 2b.
“the triple aeon” is found in MS NHC III, the other MSS here have lit. ‘the
aeons, the three’” (Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 34–35, n. 9b.).

135 Rom 11:36: 1n aqtoO ja· di’ aqtoO ja· eQr aqt¹m t± p²mta ; 1 Cor 8:6a: eXr he¹r
b patµq 1n ox t± p²mta ja· Ble ?r eQr aqtºm.

136 The fullest form of 22,10 is NHC II 9,8 (cited above): r®r¬²x®¶ ¦j¦j´º¶
r®ª~. BG 35,16 reads ¦~j ¦|¤ rºª´¦ r®ª~; NHC III 13,13 simply has
rºª´¦ r®ª~. The three are relatively the same in 22,9 (except that for “the
All” NHC II has ¬²x®¶ while BG and NHC III have ¦~j ¦|¤). If the shorter
recension with its more terse second line is earlier, we could deduce even more
clearly an All formula (usually pretty terse themselves) beneath it.
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incorporated into Ap. John in a manner similar to the NT passages cited
above.137

One notices that the All formula is part of a larger doxology, the
praise of which is extended not only to the first principle (“the invisible
Spirit”) but to the Self-Generated (aqtocem¶r) and “the triple aeon.”
These latter two are the third and second parts (respectively) of the
divine triad, the Son and the Mother,138 and they serve as the primary
agents in bringing about the All. While it does not employ the
prepositions similarly, this addition of intermediate agents in this
doxology strengthens the similarity between Ap. John 22,9–14 and 1
Cor 8:6: “for there is one God the Father from whom are all things and
unto him we are and one Lord Jesus Christ through whom all things and
through him we are.”

5.2.3.3. The Ontology of Barbēlō

Before we can describe the roles of Barbēlō and the Self-Generated in
the creation of the All, we must first ask from whence these entities that
bridge transcendence and the cosmic plenitude come. In short, they
come from the thinking of the Monad.

According to Ap. John 9,14, the first principle exists “at rest,
reposing in silence.” Yet the first principle (“the Father” in 10, 3:NHC
II) is not inactive for it thinks about itself. Again we find a paradox: the
thinking of the first principle about itself is an extroverted activity. The
Apocryphon provides a rather complex description of this paradoxical
activity.

It is he who contemplates (moe ?m)139 himself in his own light
which surrounds him,

namely, the spring of living water,
the light full of purity (eQkijqim¶r)140 ;

137 Compare the explicit liturgical elements (underlined) in Rom 11:36 (1n aqtoO
ja· di’ aqtoO ja· eQr aqt¹m t± p²mta7 aqt` B dºna eQr to»r aQ_mar, !l¶m) with
Ap. John 22,8–10 (BG: I glorify you and praise you invisible Spirit. For it is
because of you that the All has come into being and [it is] into you [that] the All
[returns]).

138 The Mother, i.e. , Barbēlō, is the “triple aeon.” See n. 134 above.
139 Greek terms in this passage are in all extent copies unless otherwise noted. moe ?m

in Ap. John 10,5 occurs in NHC III and BG; NHC II has ¾¼´² (look).
140 eQkijqim¶r in Ap. John 10,8 occurs only in NHC III; NHC IV has ²llx´

(purity).
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[and] the spring (pgc¶) of the Spirit,
which poured forth living water from itself.
And he provided all aeons (aQ¾m) and worlds (jºslor).
In every direction he perceived his own image (eQj¾m) by

seeing it in the pure (jahaqºm)141 light-water which
surrounds him (Ap. John 10,5–17).142

The Spirit’s thinking about itself is understood as literal reflection. An
inexplicable spring (pgc¶) of living (i.e. , running) water comes forth
from the Spirit and casts back its reflection in every direction it looks.
Three aspects stand out about this process. First, the self-contemplation
of the first principle has a substantive manifestation:: “the light full of
purity (eQkijqim¶r)” and “living water.” Ap. John 10,16 combines the two
into a compound, ¬¤ªª´ ¦ª´ªr|¦ ¦Å~jzj®ª¦, “pure luminous
water” (lit : “pure water-light”). Second, this spring of luminous water
provides the medium by which the reflection, i.e., the eQj¾m, of the first
principle is cast back at him. Third, the pouring forth of the luminous
water is also associated with the first principle’s provision of “all aeons
(aQ¾m) and worlds (jºslor).”

The self-contemplation of the Deity takes separate physical form
(noted for its purity), produces a reflection of the Deity, and is
associated with the provision of the All.143 All of this is quite comparable
to the description of Sov¸a in Wis 7:24b–26.

…and Sov¸a pervades and penetrates all things (t± p²mta) because of her
pureness (jahaqºtgr); for she is a breath (!tl¸r) of the power of God and a
pure emanation (!pºqqoia eQkijqim¶r) of the glory of the all mighty…; for
she is a reflection (!pa¼casla) of eternal light, a spotless mirror (5soptqom
!jgk¸dytom) of the working of God, and an image (eQj¾m) of his goodness.

As in the Apocryphon, Wisdom describes Sov¸a as substance originating
from the divine (!tl¸r, !pºqqoia), a substance, by the way, noted for its
purity (jahaqºtgr, eQkijqim¶r). Furthermore, Sov¸a is a reflective entity

141 Jahaqºr in Ap. John occurs in NHC III and BG; NHC II has ²llx´.
142 Translation of Ap. John 10,5–17 comes from Waldstein, “Primal Triad,”

162–63. The line “which poured forth living water from itself” (10,10) follows
NHC III 7,7 (II 4,20–21 has “poured forth from the living water of the light”).

143 Cf. Aristotle, Metaphysica 12.7, 1074b 33–34: “Therefore, Mind (i.e., God)
thinks of itself, since it is what is best, and its thinking is the thinking of thinking
(B mºgsir mogs´yr mºgsir)”; and Alcionous’ Middle Platonic handbook (Epit. 10.3
(164.29–31): “Therefore it must be everlastingly engaged in thinking of itself and
its own thoughts, and this activity of it is Form” (Trans: Dillon, Alcinous).
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(!pa¼casla) that serves as a medium (5soptqom) to cast the divine
image (eQj¾m).144

As we can see, Wisdom of Solomon has in a view a specific entity,
Sov¸a, who serves the role of cosmological agent, i.e., an intermediary
between t± p²mta and b Heºr. There is also a specific entity for Ap.
John.

And his thought (5mmoia) became actual and she came forth and attended
him in the brilliance of the light. She is the power before the All, who
came forth. She is the perfect Providence (pqºmoia) of the All, the light, the
likeness of the light, the image (eQj¾m) of the invisible One, the perfect
power, Barbēlō, the perfect aeon of glory,… (10,18–11,12: BG).

The passage describes an entity, female in gender, that is a product of
divine thought; she is in fact that thought (5mmoia) “made actual” (®Å
ª´º¼l). Sharing qualities of the first principle (light, perfection, etc.)
she attends it (¼ºr r®j²=, perhaps “stands before it”) and is its
eQj¾m.145 At the same time, she is described in juxtaposition to the All;
she is that which precedes the All, the first thought (or “providence”,
pqºmoia, a term suggesting subsequent thoughts to come). Finally, we
note that this entity is named, suggesting it has some kind of personality.
She is called lj®lx¢¼,146 though she is also referred to as pqºmoia,
eQj¾m,147 the light, the perfect power, the perfect aeon.148 While the
meaning of Barbēlō is obscure, all of these other appellations point
especially to her high ontological status.149

144 See the discussion of Wisdom 7:24–26 in § 3.1.2.1. Cf. Waldstein, “Curious
Eddy,” II.2 22.

145 See Waldstein, “Primal Triad,” 165.
146 The meaning of the name Barbēlō remains a mystery. See Layton, Gnostic

Scriptures, 15. For a review of the different hypotheses about the meaning of this
name, see Michael Goulder, “Colossians and Barbēlō,” NTS 41 (1995):
603–607 and Waldstein, “Curious Eddy,” II.2 24–26.

147 We discuss the significance of Barbēlō as eQj¾m below when dealing with her
soteriological role.

148 Though her numerous descriptors are to a degree discombobulating, we ought
not be surprised that Ap. John should introduce its intermediary thus. Recall
that Philo uses multiple appellations in passages describing Sov¸a (Leg. 1.43) and
the Kºcor (Conf. 146). See my discussion of these Philonic passages in chapter
three. In what follows we will, as often as possible, use the name Barbēlō to
designate the second member of the primal triad.

149 Waldstein, “Primal Triad,” 167: “The list of titles and attributes begins [in Ap.
John 11,2–12] with Barbēlō’s role as a mediator between the invisible Spirit and
the All. Although she is such a mediator, she is not, the text insists, less than the
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Clearly, Barbēlō shares characteristics with Jewish Sov¸a. The
question is whether we might say they are in some way related, perhaps
even equivalent. The issue is obfuscated by the fact that a lesser aeon by
the name of Sov¸a is guilty of wrongly birthing the malcontent
Yaldabaoth. We saw earlier that the Ap. John’s representation of the
Israelite God is bifurcated; the transcendent aspects of Israel’s God are
retained for the first principle while his immanent aspects (with respect
to his creation of the physical cosmos and his dealings with somatic
humanity) are assigned to Yaldabaoth. It has been proposed that this is
the case with Ap. John’s representation of Sov¸a as well, again with the
purpose of protecting the transcendent aspects of the divine attendant
while positing her immanent aspects on a lesser entity.150

5.2.3.4. The Barbēlō and (Celestial) Cosmogony

Bifurcation extends to cosmogony as well in the Apocryphon of John. As
with the first principle, Barbēlō’s transcendence (her being ontologically
related to the first principle, i.e., emanating from it and sharing its
appearance and attributes) does not impede her relationship with the
cosmos, at least in its celestial manifestation.151 In fact, according to Ap.
John 11,18–20, Barbēlō, the first thought (¬´ª®¬ ¤Å¤rr´r) of the
Monad, his eQj¾m, “became the womb (l¶tqa) of everything (¬²x®¶),
for it is she who is prior (¬´ª®¬) to them all, the Mother-Father
(lgtqop²tyq)” (NHC II). In what ways is Barbēlō the source of the
All?

invisible Spirit. She is not a first dimming of the invisible Spirit’s light. Such
dimming is affirmed only of the third member of the heavenly Triad, the Son
(see Ap. John 15.12). Although she comes forth from the invisible Spirit’s
thinking, she is his very thought of himself. Although she comes forth from the
invisible Spirit’s providence (pqºmoia), she does so as his very own providence
for the All. The immediacy of the invisible Spirit’s presence in her implies that
she is ‘the perfect power’ and ‘the perfect aeon of glory.’ For this reason she can
receive one of the invisible Spirit’s own distinctive attributes, ‘virginal Spirit’
[12,3: BG].”

150 MacRae, “Jewish Background of the Gnostic Sophia Myth,” 89. It is
interesting that with respect to the bifurcation of both Yahweh and Sophia that
the more explicit characteristics (names, actions) are connected with the lesser
manifestations.

151 Barbēlō’s transcendent nature is evident by virtue of her relationship to the first
principle. However, Waldstein rightly notes that Ap. John does not employ the
rigorous argumentation and negative theology for describing her nature that it
does for the first principle (“Curious Eddy,” II.2 24).
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Barbēlō’s status as “womb” of the All is associated with her being
the first thought (5mmoia in BG). That is, she is a noetic entity in which
resides (or from which derives) the entirety of the noetic cosmos. In
Sethianism in general, Barbēlō, often referred to as pqºmoia, 5mmoia and
the like, is the perfect aeon in which all other aeons exist, “the cosmic
entity which contains the entire heavenly world apart form the Invisible
Spirit.”152 Influencing this association is the Middle Platonic distinction
between the transcendent first principle and its mind (moOr). In Middle
Platonism, the moOr of the Monad often is a distinct place wherein are
located the “ideas of god”, the host of the cosmic Qd´ai.153

Recognizing this influence is helpful in contemplating the whole of
the heavenly cosmos apart from the first principle. We find ourselves
again dealing with intermediate reality, the complexity of which is
expressed in terms of layers of reality, one within another. There are
several examples of this metaphysical layering. The first follows
Barbēlō’s emanation; she requests from the invisible Spirit and it
consents in providing her foreknowledge (pqºcmysir), indestructibility
(!vhaqs¸a), eternal life, and truth. Barbēlō, as pqºmoia, along with these
four, form a pentad. “This is the pentad of aeons of the Father, which is
the first Man, the image (eQj¾m) of the invisible (!ºqatom) Spirit
(pmeOla)” (14,13–15). A few lines later we see that the pentad (made up
of androgynous aeons) is actually a decad.154 Still, whether there are five
or ten distinct abstractions, they all comprise basically one entity.155

The next example involves the emanation of the Self-Originate, the
third member of the primal triad. Through a process of gazing one at
the other, the invisible Spirit (i.e. , the first principle) and Barbēlō give
birth to a spark (spimh¶q) of light (15,5–10).156 This spark is the “unique

152 John H. Sieber, “The Barbēlō Aeon as Sophia in Zostrianos and Related
Tractates” in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism, 2:794.

153 See the discussion of Middle Platonism in § 2.2. See also the discussion of the
kºcor as tºpor in Philo’s De opificio mundi (§ 3.2.4.1).

154 Cf. Ap. John 15,2–3: “This is the androgynous pentad (pem²r) of aeons (aQ¾m)
which is the decad (dej²r) of aeons (aQ¾m).”

155 Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 31 n. 6a: “The quintet is made up of ‘forethought’
[pqºmoia] and its four emanations. The four emanations are here considered to
be mere aspects of their source, so that also the quintet as a whole can be spoken
of as ‘the image of the invisible spirit,’ i.e., as being forethought, the Barbēlō.”

156 NHC II/IV say the spark is begotten when the invisible Spirit gazes at Barbēlō
while BG and NHC III basically say the opposite, the spark is begotten when
Barbēlō looks at the invisible Spirit. See the discussion of Waldstein, “Primal
Triad,” 170–71, who argues for the NHC III reading.
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one” (lomocem¶r, 13), the “first born son” (16), who is also called the
“divine self-generated” (aqtoc´mgtor, 15).157 Unlike the aeons that
comprised Barbēlō, there is a qualitative difference between her and the
Self-Generated: “he is not equal in greatness” (15,12: NHC III). It is
only after the Spirit anoints the Self-Generated with Christhood (or
kindness) that “he became perfect, not lacking any Christhood (or
kindness)” (16,4–5).158 In this state of improvised perfection, the Self-
Generated follows Barbēlō’s example and requests from the invisible
Spirit “Mind” (moOr).

And when the invisible Spirit had consented, the Mind came forth, and he
stood in attendance together with Christ [=Self-Generated], glorifying
him and Barbēlō. And all these came to be in silence (17,1–5: NHC II).

MoOr here appears to be an aeon within the Self-Generated. This passage
provides a note of completion to the process; certainly the primal triad
has taken shape. What comes after, the All, appears to be a whole other
level of spiritual being. We will address this in the next section.

The last example of the metphysical layering comes by way of
noting the process of differentiation. When Barbēlō comes into
existence, she immediately attends the first principle and praises him
(11,14–16). Next, Barbēlō does not simply divide herself into the
pentad. She first petitions the invisible Spirit for each aeon. Once the
Spirit consents, the desired aeon comes into being. Upon arrival, each
aeon praises both the invisible Spirit and Barbēlō (12,16–14,12). After
the Self-Genearted is anointed (as if to emphasize his innate limitedness
compared to Barbēlō), he attends and glorifies the invisible Spirit and
Barbēlō (16,12–13). Again, when he desires MoOr, the Self-Generated
petitions the Spirit. The Spirit consents, MoOr comes into being and
immediately attends and glorifies Barbēlō and the Spirit (17,4–5). Thus,

157 On the title “Self-Generated” see Waldstein, “Primal Triad,” 172: This term is
used because “the coming forth of a divine hypostasis is the self-externalizing of
a power already inherent in the origin; no causality foreign to or outside of the
emerging figure is at work…. Ap. John may use the term aqtocem¶r to
underline that the Son does not passively receive himself from his origin, but
actively comes forth form the origin.”

158 In 16,3–18 and following, Å̧®Å° or Å̧°Å probably refers to the nomen sacrum
(wqistºr) but may refer to wqgstºr. Both were pronounced the same. See
Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 32 n. 6h and Waldstein, “Primal Triad,” 173–75. The
Self-Generated is called Wqistºr in Ap. John 17,2.
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as Waldstein says, “Barbēlō establishes a pattern of three elements:
emergence, ceremonial-liturgical attendance and glorification.”159

The basis of the praise in this pattern is generation; subsequent aeons
praise the entity(ies) responsible for their emanation. What is more, the
recipients of praise (“glorification”, dºna/don²fy) increase as the
spiritual universe expands. Barbēlō praises the first principle; her aeons
praise both the first principle and Barbēlō. The Self-Generated and his
aeons also praise Barbēlō alongside of the invisible Spirit.160 And so on
until we come to the archetypes inhabiting the four luminaries, the last
emanations to be described before Sov¸a’s fall. Here we recall Piger-
Adamas’ statement in 22,9–14 (discussed above) that includes praise for
all three members of the primal triad (the invisible Spirit, the Self-
Genreated, and the triple aeon).

This depiction of heavenly reality combines Middle Platonic and
Jewish conceptions of spiritual reality. Platonism contributes the notion
of intermediate reality as a locus in which reside noetic entities. Judaism
contributes the heavenly court imagery, associating the process of
emanation with the liturgical activities of prayer, attendance and praise.
By bringing these together it would appear that Ap. John has married
Platonism and Judaism (at least in terms of its otherworldly aspects). But
for all of its seeming variety, the picture of the spiritual realm is
relatively simple. The simplicity lies with Barbēlō : she unites all things
within her as noetic womb and she establishes the way of all things by
her heavenly pattern.

This simplicity is of course not easy to grasp in the esoteric minefield
of the Apocryphon. But to appreciate the function of intermediate reality
as a cosmogonic force, a simple focus on the uniting figure of Barbēlō is
imperative. When we focus on Barbēlō, instead of on lesser aeons,
recognizing that she is the essence of emanative reality, we are of course
led back to the first principle. Where we might easily see a distinction
between Sov¸a (the twelfth aeon) or Ēlēlēth (the fourth luminary) and
the Monad, we have seen that the distinction between the Monad and
Barbēlō is much less clear. The result of this is that we must recognize
that in the cosmology of the Ap. John, because of Barbēlō’s divine

159 Waldstein, “Primal Triad,” 169.
160 Ap. John 17,17–20: “Eternal Life <with> his Will, and the Mind with

Foreknowledge attended and glorified the invisible Spirit and Barbēlō, since
they had come into being because of her” (NHC II).
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nature, the ineffable One is not so removed from the lesser aeons.
Waldstein’s description of the intermediate reality is quite helpful.

The system of emanations in which the Monad or the Father unfolds must
thus not be conceived as a fixed system of distinct beings, each of which
maintains its own irreducible identity. Quite on the contrary, figures
emerge from the first depth with which they also are identical; remaining
themselves, they encompass others like receptacles or general categories ;
they come to dwell in others and thereby identify themselves with them.
The heavenly world is thus characterized by a highly varied iridescence,
like the elusive play of colors on a soap-bubble or in an opal.161

5.2.3.5. The Self Generated and the Origin of the All

Even if the Ap. John sums up all heavenly reality in the person of
Barbēlō, herself an ontologically related consort of the first principle, it
does appear some parts of the “soap-bubble” are thinner than others.
We have already seen that the Self-Generated is “not equal” to the
“greatness” of Barbēlō (Ap. John 15,12).162 This is particularly of interest
because the Self-Generated is responsible for the creation and
governance of the All. The following takes place after the Self-
Generated petitions for and receives Mind.

And the invisible Spirit163 wanted to make (r®Åª´º¼l) something.164 And
his will became actual, and came forth, and stood in attendance together
with the Mind and the Light, glorifying him. And the Word (kºcor)
followed the Will. For through the Word (rlª¢ º|²¤Å ¬¢ªnª°), Christ
(Wqistºr), the divine Self-Generated, created the All (j¶²j¤|ª ¦¦Å~j ¦|¤)
(17,7–16).

While there is some question whose desire it is to bring about the All,
there can be no question that the process is different than any before or
after in the heavenly cosmology of Ap. John. We have departed from
emanationist language and here are dealing in making (®Å-º¼l) and
creating (²j¤|ª).165 Also distinct here is the use of a prepositional phrase

161 Waldstein, “The Mission of Jesus,” 125–26.
162 Ap. John 15,12, discussed above, could be a claim that the Self-Generated is not

equal to the invisible Spirit, but that would be obvious and not need expression.
163 NHC III/BG. NHC II/IV have “Mind” instead of “Inivisible Spirit”.
164 NHC II/IV add “through the Word” (º|²¦Å ¬´j¼r).
165 In their “Index of Coptic Words”, Wisse and Waldstein list the occurrences of

®Å-º¼l and ²j¤|ª in the different copies of Ap. John (Synopsis, 222–23, 229).
®Å-º¼l, which describes the origination of both Barbēlō (Ap. John 10,18) and
Yaldabaoth (25,7), most often refers to the process of creation, brought about
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denoting instrumental agency (rlª¢ º|²¤Å ¬¢ªnª° = di± kºcou), a
construction that does not occur elsewhere in the Ap. John.166

To say the All was “created through the Word” is reminiscent of
language we found in the Gospel of John (1:3: p²mta di’ aqtoO [i.e. ,
toO kºcou] 1c´meto) and in Philo (e.g., Spec. 1.81: kºcor d( 1st·m eQj½m
heoO, di’ ox s¼lpar b jºslor 1dgliouqce ?to). However, there is a key
difference. In John and Philo, the Kºcor was equivalent to the
intermediate reality and had a strong association with b heºr. In the Ap.
John “there is a further division of hypostases” since “the act of creation
originates in the invisible Spirit, is assisted by the Triad of Mind, the
Will and the Word and finally carried out by the Self-Generated
through the Word.”167

The cumulative result of this passage appears to be the diminishment
of the creative process. There appears to be a bias at work here against
demiurgic activity, even when that activity takes place in the heavenly
realm. While not as severe as its treatment of Yahweh qua Yaldabaoth
and his cosmogonic enterprise, the contrast with the Philonic and
Johannine parallels mentioned above show that the Ap. John evinces a
degradation of Jewish cosmogonic traditions in the creation of the All.

Furthermore, a correspondence between Yaldabaoth and the Self-
Generated creates an interesting reading of the following passage (part of
the larger pericope in Ap. John on the Self-Generated).

[Wqistºr, the Self-Generated] came forth through Providence (pqºmoia).
And the invisible, virginal Spirit installed the divine true Self-Generated
over the All. And he subjected to him every authority (1nous¸a) and the

first by the Self-Generated who creates the All through his Word (17,7–8 and
14–16) and then (and most frequently) by Yaldabaoth and his powers (e.g., see
NHC II 19,4, 10, 31 and 28,33) who create the physical human being. ²j¤|ª
refers to the same two events, the creation brought about by the Self-Generated
via his agent (see above) and the creation, both of the lower cosmos and of
earthly humanity in particular, brought about by Yaldabaoth and his powers
(e.g., NHC II 10,24; 11,22, 24; 15,2ff. ; 22,34; 29,23, and parallels). Hence,
these two terms used in Ap.John 17,7–16 almost always refer to the creative (as
opposed to the emanationist) process of origination.

166 A similar construction occurs in Ap. John 37,17–18: the invisible Spirit “is the
Father of the All, through whom everything came into being (¬j|̈ r¦²j¬²x®¶
´¼¬r ¦Åºx²¶).” The preposition º¦Å can denote agency and so is similar to
rlª¢ º|²¤Å, but the use of ´¼¬r (“become, be, exist”; see Smith, A Concise
Coptic English Lexicon) does not suggest the same kind of demiurgic activity as
®Å-º¼l and ²j¤|ª.

167 Waldstein, “Curious Eddy,” 3.
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truth which is in him, that he may know the All, he who had been called
with a name exalted above every name (18,11–17).

This passage echoes traditions about Christ as pantocrator (cf. 1 Cor
15:27–28; Phil 2:9, 3:21). At the same time, the passage could be read
as a view of creation the way it should be in contrast to the way it ends
up under the influence of Yaldabaoth. The insertion of “true Self
Generated” and “the truth which is in him” make particular sense read
against Yaldabaoth’s folly.

To sum up the findings of this excursus on the relationship between
the Self-Generated and the All, the Ap. John has a mixed view on
creation. As we mentioned in the outline of the document, Ap. John
views the physical cosmos as having the positive attribute of being
modeled on the spiritual cosmos. Its problems lie with its creator,
Yaldabaoth, and the manner in which he creates (his selfish motiva-
tions). On the other hand, Ap. John views the spiritual cosmos (“the
All”) as a natural part of the heavenly realm and connected with the
Monad via Barbēlō. But once again, its creator (who is “not equal in
greatness”) and the manner of creation (increased division of labor) have
a vitiating effect on the quality of the All. All of this is communicated
through a negative reworking of established religious (and philosoph-
ical) traditions (e.g., Christianity, Hellenistic Judaism, and perhaps
Platonic Timaeus mythology).

5.2.4. Intermediate Reality and the Soteriology
of the Apocryphon of John

Recall from the synopsis provided earlier that there are two cosmologies
that comprise the first part of Ap. John, one spiritual and one physical.
We have discussed above the spiritual cosmos and the role of the
intermediate reality in its production. The creation of the physical
cosmos is patterned after the spiritual one, the key difference lying not
in the process of creation but in the causes. The intermediate characters
responsible for the physical creation (Sov¸a, Yaldabaoth and his powers)
are distinguishable only in their improper motivations and thinking. This
being the case we will not explore the physical cosmology in our study.
Of course, that decision alone points to a key difference between this
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and previous texts we have studied. Physical creation is not a work
(intentionally) of Barbēlō but a problem for her to solve.168

The problem physical creation presents is the reacquisition of the
divine power stolen by Yaldabaoth from his mother (see 26,6–15). A
detailed account of the heavenly effort to procure back this power is
beyond the scope of our study. Instead,we will focus on two specific
aspects of this effort, both facilitated by Barbēlō and both involving
humanity. First, we will consider how she employs her status as eQj¾m of
the first principle to reacquire the divine power. Second, we will
consider the pqºmoia monologue for what it has to say about Barbēlō’s
efforts to rescue humanity. The reason for focusing on Barbēlō should
be obvious; our study has shown her to be the primary agent of creation
in the (heavenly) cosmology of Ap. John. Hence, we will now consider
two ways she serves as its primary agent of salvation.

5.2.4.1. Recasting the Anthropology of Genesis

We pick up the story after Sov¸a repents and confesses to the holy spirit
and is placed on a path of penitence (36,3–37,5). Barbēlō then begins
her effort at reclaiming the stolen power.

And a voice came forth from the exalted aeon-heaven: “The Man exists
and the Son of Man.” And the Chief Ruler, Yaltabaoth, heard (it) and
thought that the voice had come from his Mother. And he did not know
from where it came. And he taught them (the powers), namely the holy
and perfect Mother-Father, the perfect Providence, the image (eQj¾m) of
the invisible One, who is the Father of the All, through whom everything
came into being,169 the first Man, for in a human (!mdq´or) form (t¼por) he
revealed his appearance. And the whole aeon of the Chief Ruler trembled,
and the foundations of the abyss shook.

And of the waters which are above matter (vkg), the underside was
illuminated by the appearance of this image which had been revealed. And
when all the authorities and the Chief Ruler looked, they saw the whole
region below illuminated. And through the light, they saw in the water the
form (t¼por) of the image (eQj¾m) (37,6–38,14).

Barbēlō’s strategy for reclaiming the stolen power centers on the
revelation of the divine eQj¾m. The nature of this revelation is
anticipated in the heavenly announcement: “The Man exists and the

168 We should understand Yaldabaoth to be qualitatively different from, if still
related to, Barbēlō.

169 See the discussion above concerning instrumentality and the Self Generated.
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Son of Man.”170 The eQj¾m that is shown down upon the waters, the
revelation that causes the physical creation to tremble and shake, is the
form (t¼por) of a man (!mdqe ?or). However, in this story the human
form belongs preeminently to the Monad, “the Father of the All,” who
is “the first Man.”

The ruse worked. Yaldabaoth and his powers were smitten by this
image and decided to “create (²j¤|ª) a man according to the image of
God and according to our likeness, that his image may become a light
for us” (38,16–19; cf. Gen 1:26). Their creation, a psychic (xuwijºr)
human body, remains inanimate until emissaries of Barbēlō again trick
Yaldabaoth. They persuade him to “Blow into [the inanimate human’s]
face something of your spirit (pmeOla) and body will arise” (52,6–7; cf.
Gen 2:7). When he does this, Yaldabaoth unwittingly passes along to
the human body the divine power he had stolen from his mother. The
human body quickens and becomes luminous with an intelligence
greater than Yaldabaoth or his powers (see 52,16–53,9), causing them to
cast him even further down “into the lowest region of all matter (vkg)”
in a fit of jealous rage (53,12).

Before the powers can accomplish this, however, Barbēlō again
intercedes.

But the blessed One, the Mother-Father, the beneficent and merciful One
… sent, through his beneficent Spirit and his great mercy, a helper (boghºr)
to Adam, a luminous reflection (1p¸moia), who comes out of him, who is
called ‘Life’ (fy¶) (Gen 3,21 LXX). And she assists the whole creature
(jt¸sir) by toiling with him, and by restoring him to his perfection
(pk¶qyla) and by teaching him about the descent of his seed [or defect]171

and by teaching him about the way of ascent, (which is) the way he came
down (53,11–54,14: NHC II).172

Positively interpreting the provision of Eve in Gen 2, Barbēlō, whose
graciousness is not understated, provides 1p¸moia as a helper to Adam. In
a nod to the general anagogic purpose of the Apocryphon, 1p¸moia assists
the first human by teaching him about his descent and the way of ascent.
What is more, even as Adam is “brought into the shadow of death” and
burdened down by earth, water, fire and the spirit that “originates from
matter, which is the ignorance of darkness and desire” and so becomes

170 This may be a response to the claim by Yaldabaoth that “there is no other god
beside me” in 34,7.

171 NHC III/BG have qst´qgla instead of sp´qla (in NHC II/IV).
172 Modified translation according to Layton, Gnostic Scriptures, 44.
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“a mortal man,” 1p¸moia remains hidden within him (55.15–56,10). She
is “the one to awaken his thinking.”

Though the story continues, the above provides us with enough
material to contemplate the saving ways of Barbēlō. We find that Ap.
John works out its anthropology using the standard texts from Genesis
(1:26; 2:7; 2:21). The method of interpretation is in nuce familiar. From
our study of Philo we are not surprised to see philosophically suggestive
terms in the text, such as eQj¾m, pmeOla, fy¶, co-opted for allegorical
interpretation. Unlike Philo, however, the philosophical interpretation
of Genesis in Ap. John is from the beginning focused on soteriology.

5.2.4.2. Soteriological Anthropogony

In Ap. John anthropology is soteriology. Anthropology is soteriology in
that the creation of earthly humanity is part of an effort to regain Sov¸a’s
lost power. If we are permitted to speak of a “fall” in the Ap. John it is
with this loss of power and it is an event that takes place before Genesis
1:1. The Apocryphon reinterprets the Genesis texts describing Adam’s
and Eve’s creation, their encounter with the forbidden fruit, and the
experiences of their progeny so that they are all about efforts on the part
of Barbēlō to regain that power. The intriguing result of this way of
reading Genesis is that it allows the advent of humanity to retain its
nobility even as the creator God succumbs to parody.

The nobility of humanity, in either way of reading Genesis, is in its
having the imago dei. Hence, anthropology is also theology. In Ap. John
the introduction of the eQj¾m into the physical universe is a reenactment
of the introduction of the eQj¾m into the spiritual universe (10,4–16). In
both cases, there is the reflection of the divine eQj¾m upon water. Where
Yaldabaoth and his powers see the eQj¾m reflected off “waters which are
above matter,” (38,4–5), the invisible Spirit looks upon his own image
reflected upon water that originally came from him (10,13–17).
However, the effect is the same. The invisible Spirit reacts similarly
to Yaldabaoth and his powers by acting upon his “desire” (ª´¼´) for
what he sees.

And in every direction he [perceives] his image (eQj¾m) by seeing it in the
spring of the [Spirit] . It is he who puts his desire in his [water]-light
[which] surrounds him. And [his thought became] actual and she came
forth, namely she who had appeared before him in the shine of his light
(10,13–11,1: NHC II/IV).
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The captivating nature of the divine eQj¾m is reminiscent of the
intermediary -mhqypor in the Corpus Hermeticum who beguiles both the
supreme God (1.12; he “loves” [1q²y] him) and the cosmic dioijgta¸
(1.13; again oR Aq²shgsam aqtoO). The key difference in Ap. John is
what comes from this desire. The invisible Spirit brings forth Barbēlō
while Yaldabaoth and his powers only produce an inanimate copy

The production of an inanimate body may seem anticlimactic.
However, the creation of humanity is a process in Ap. John and the
casting of the divine image and the creation of the body are but first
steps in this process. Furthermore, it is a process where Barbēlō is
involved from the beginning and what she provides is not simply
direction but her own self. She is herself the eQj¾m that shines down
upon the physical waters and becomes the paradigm for earthly
humanity.

Furthermore, her anthropogonical role is tied up with (not ancillary
to) her divine nature; she is the paradigm for humanity inasmuch as she
is the divine eQj¾m. Hence, in the account of Barbēlō’s emanation from
the invisible Spirit, she is described thus:

This is the first thought, his image, she became the womb of everything,
for it is she who is prior to them all, the Mother-Father, the first Man, the
holy Spirit, the thrice-male, the thrice-powerful, the thrice-named
androgynous One, and the eternal aeon among the invisible ones, and
the first to come forth (Ap. John 11,18–12,11; emphasis added)

Now, when the heavenly voice is heard by Yaldabaoth and his associates
we read:

And he taught them (the powers), namely the holy and perfect Mother-
Father, the perfect Providence, the image (eQj¾m) of the invisible One, who
is the Father of the All, through whom everything came into being, the first
Man, for in a human (!mdqe ?or) form (t¼por) he revealed his appearance
(37,13–38,1; emphasis added).

In both instances, Barbēlō’s emanation and her worldy manifestation,
we see that among her descriptors is the claim that she is “the first
Man,”173 or the image thereof. In other words, human nature is
associated with the divine nature. In her efforts to reclaim the divine
essence lost by Sov¸a, Barbēlō brings about an earthly counterpart to the
divine form to serve as a suitable receptacle for that essence. This results

173 “First Man” translates ¬rºª´r|² ¦Å®¼¤r in NHC III/BG and ¬´ª®¬ ¦Å®¼¤r
in NHC II/IV.
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in humanity that has both a transcendent and an immanent manifes-
tation, with Barbēlō serving as the connection between the two.174

But Barbēlō’s task is not completed with the production of the
human body. As we saw, its production only results in a suitable
receptacle for the divine power stolen by Yaldabaoth. Hence, it is when
Yaldabaoth blows his stolen power into the human body that the body
comes to life. It is then that image and substance meet and Adam
becomes a luminous, living being. Furthermore, we might recall that
Barbēlō is not just an image of the first principle. Like Pseudo-
Solomon’s Sov¸a who is the breath and emanation of God, Barbēlō is
the luminous water that comes from the Invisible Spirit and all of
heavenly reality that comes after her shares (somehow) in her essence.
Hence, the divine power that enters into the human body is part of
Barbēlō herself. She thereby comes to inhabit her own form.

5.2.4.3. Barbēlō as Anagogue

It must again be repeated that this is only the beginning of the process of
reclaiming the lost power of Sov¸a. Even though Adam becomes a
living, luminous being he remains at the mercy of Yaldabaoth and his
powers. We recall that, out of jealousy, they cast the human down into
the lower regions of the material universe (Ap. John 53,8–12). However,
Barbēlō provides him with 1p¸moia, “reflection” or “afterthought,” who
works “to awaken his thinking.”9p¸moia is the human’s boghºr, his
helper (cf. LXX Gen 2:18, 20); she toils alongside the human, seeking
to restore him to his pk¶qyla by teaching him about his descent and
the way of ascent (53,19–54,10).175 Since 1p¸moia comes out of the
Mother-Father, i.e., Barbēlō, we may understand her as an immanent
manifestation of Barbēlō, her purpose being to foster the return of that
which is truly human to the “First Man.”

174 Cf. Philo, Her. 231; and Poimandres (CH 1): 12–14. In Philo, CH 1, and Ap.
John we observe that the creation of sense-perceptible humanity is brought
about on the basis of a noetic precursor, the essential and quite divine human
being.

175 9p¸moia’s mission is similar to Sov¸a’s as described in Wis 9 and 10 and to
Poimandres in CH 1.24–26.
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This is supported by the pqºmoia monologue toward the end of the
longer recension of Ap. John (79,5–82,3; NHC II/IV).176 The
monologue, which most likely existed separate from the Apocryphon
and perhaps predates it, relates the experiences of a heavenly being who
“entered into the realm of darkness,” “the middle of the prison,” i.e.,
the physical cosmos.177 While in the setting in the longer Apocryphon the
identity of pqºmoia is Jesus Christ, this seems to be only a product of
later redaction. The actual identity of pqºmoia is obscured by the
alternation of gender in terms of the titles and grammar that occur in the
monologue, though the consistent reference to herself as pqºmoia (79,4,
24, and 80,35) suggests the speaker is ultimately female. This, combined
with pqºmoia’s description of her entry into and return from the
physical realm, “strongly resembles Jewish stories about the descent and
re-ascent of pre-existent Wisdom.”178 Of course, it also resembles the
efforts of Barbēlō (frequently identified as or associated with pqºmoia
elsewhere in Ap. John)179 to rescue the lost divine power.180 It is this
association between pqºmoia and Barbēlō that makes the monologue an
appropriate recapitulation to Barbēlō’s salvific efforts.

176 The most complete analysis of the Pronoia monologue in Ap. John is Waldstein,
“The Providence Monologue.”

177 On the date of the monologue and its relationship to the composition of the
Apocryphon of John see Waldstein, “The Providence Monologue,” 388–393. See
also Turner, Sethian Gnosticism, 130–136.

178 Waldstein, “The Providence Monologue,” 394. If, as Waldstein believes,
Sophialogical traditions underlie the pqºmoia monologue, we are not surprised
to find gender confusion with respect to the corresponding intermediary. As
with Philo and the NT passages, the longer Ap. John rescribes a female
intermediate entity as a male intermediary. On the other hand, the alternation
of gender that exists within the monologue resembles the alternation of gender
with respect to Barbēlō. On the descent of Wisdom, see Excursus #6 in §
4.4.3.4.

179 Waldstein points out that the longer version of Ap. John includes references to
pqºmoia at several places (NHC II 6,5; 7,22; 14,20; 23,24; 23,29; 24,13; and
28,2) that are not included the shorter recension. He explains: “In each of these
cases it is probable that the longer version inserted a reference to Providence
consistent with the Monologue,” all of which creates “a general pattern of
emphasis on Providence as the prime agent of revelation in the longer version”
(“The Providence Monologue,” 392).

180 The Monologue account of pqºmoia’s descending into the physical world
resembles but is not identical to the narrative of Barbēlō and/or her agents from
early in the Ap. John. In particular, the monologue makes no mention of
Yaldabaoth or his powers (see below).
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The monologue describes the revelatory nature of pqºmoia by
means of three strophes (79,5–17; 79,18–80,8; 80,9–82,3). These
strophes, which each appear to describe three separate descents by
pqºmoia, have the same basic structure: they each relate pqºmoia’s going
forth as a representation of heavenly reality and the results of her
journeys.181 At the same time, the strophes work together to form a
progression so that pqºmoia’s mission of revelation comes to fruition
(and receives its clearest articulation) in the third strophe.182

We will focus on this third strophe below, but before doing so it is
worthwhile to note two aspects all three strophes share. First, they focus
on pqºmoia as being simultaneously the embodiment of divine reality
and its immanent expression. She is “the richness of the light” (79,10)
and “the light which exists in the light” (80,10); she is the “perfect
pqºmoia” (79,5) while at the same time being “the remembrance of the
pk¶qyla” (79,11) and “the remembrance of the pqºmoia” (79,20). In
the second strophe, pqºmoia makes her re-ascent by means of “my root
of light” (80,7). However, in the third strophe, she exhorts her human
initiate: “follow your root, which is I, the merciful One” (81,11–12).

The second aspect all three strophes share is a negative view of the
physical creation. Recall that in the Ap. John proper, the physical
creation is not viewed negatively in itself but by virture of its
relationship to Yaldabaoth and his powers. (The physical creation is in
fact a copy, however imperfect, of the heavenly realm.) Where earlier in
the Apocryphon Yaldabaoth and his powers were the culprits, the
monologue instead more clearly focuses its ire on the physical cosmos
(pqºmoia refers to physical creation as “darkness,” “Hades” and a
“prison”). The antipathy is mutual and the natural forces (epitomized as
“the foundations of w²or”) react violently when pqºmoia makes her
descent.183 This recation causes her to abort (seemingly) her efforts, for a
second time, lest her “seed” suffer harm (cf. 80,5–6).184

181 Specifically, the three elements of the strophes are: 1) pqºmoia makes a general
reference to her goings forth (79,5–9//79,18–23//80,9) ; 2) she provides a
description of herself (79,10–11//79,20//80,10–11); and 3) she provides the
specifics of her journeys (79,12–17//80,1–8//80,12–82,3).

182 Multiple attempts at illumination is a motif of Jewish Wisdom and related
literature (cf. 1 Enoch 42, Wis 7–10 [esp. 7:27], and John 1:1–18 and see the
discussion of the latter two references in chapters three and four).

183 These forces may in fact be the Yaldabaoth’s powers but the monologue stresses
their affinity with nature more than the Apocryphon narrative. This identi-
fication seems justified given the warning that comes later in the monologue
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It would seem that the first two attempts at revelation contribute to
pqºmoia’s success on her third try, like waves which have greater effect
with each fall upon the shore.185 Her third descent is her revelatory coup
de gr�ce.

Still for a third time I went – I am the light which exists in the light, I am
the remembrance of Providence (pqºmoia) – that I might enter into the
midst of darkness and the inside of Hades. And I filled my face with the
light of the completion (sumt´keia) of their aeon (aQ¾m). And I entered into
the midst of their prison which is the prison <of> the body (s_la).

And I said, “He who hears, let him get up from the deep sleep.” And he
wept and shed tears. Bitter tears he wiped from himself and he said, “Who
is it that calls my name, and from where has this hope (1kp¸r) come to me,
while I am in the chains of the prison?”

And I said, “I am the Providence of the pure light; I am the thinking of the
virginal Spirit, who raises you up to the honored place. Arise and
remember that it is you who hearkened, and follow your root, which is I,
the merciful One, and guard (!svak¸feim) yourself against the angels

about the “angels (!ccekºr) of poverty and the demons (da¸lym) of chaos
(w²or)” (81,14–15), especially given that the latter parallels “foundations of
w²or.”
Some have argued that the monologue is referring to Yaldabaoth’s powers in

79,15–17 (“And the foundations of chaos shook. And I hid myself from them
because of their wickedness, and they did not recognize me”) and 80,4–6
(“And the foundations of the chaos shook, that they might fall down upon
those who are in chaos and might destroy them.”) See George MacRae, “Sleep
and Awakening in Gnostic Texts,” in Le origini dello gnosticismo: Colloquio di
Messina 13–18 Aprile 1966 (ed. Ugo Bianchi; SHR 12; Leiden: Brill, 1970),
500. Waldstein counters that Pqºmoia appears to be concerned about avoiding
“their” destruction and so must be thinking of her own seed, currently suffering
the effects (“wickedness,” lack of recognition) of their physical environment (
“The Providence Monologue,” 376). In other words, “the foundations” and
“they” (the ones who are wicked and unrecognizing and who “in chaos”) refer
to two different groups.

184 Pqºmoia aborts her first journey because of the “ill-prepared wickedness of her
potential followers” (Turner, Sethian Gnosticism, 133) and her second journey
because the natural forces were on the verge of imploding, taking those
potential followers (her “seed”) with them.

185 Turner, Sethian Gnosticism, 135: “Although the Pronoia monologue is
somewhat ambiguous on this point, it seems that each successive descent
takes Pronoia more deeply into the realm of darkness: at first unnoticed by the
powers of chaos, then noticeably shaking the foundations of chaos, thus alerting
the powers of the impending end of their aeon, and finally entering the body of
her seed who recognize her and raising them beyond the grip of death by means
of the Five Seals.” On the “Five Seals” see below.
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(!ccekor) of poverty and the demons (da¸lym) of chaos (w²or) and all those
who ensnare you, and beware of the deep sleep and the enclosure of the
inside of Hades.’ And I raised him up and sealed (svqacifeim) him in the
light of the water with five seals (svqac¸r), in order that death might not
have power over him from this time on. And behold, now I go up to the
perfect aeon (80,9–17, 81,5–82,3).

This portion is considerably longer than the previous two strophes,
having, in addition to an aretalogy (the same form as the previous
strophes), an exhortative “call to awakening.”186 The action of the
monologue centers on pqºmoia’s now successful approach to her seed
(represented by a singular initiate) in its prison, reassuring the jubilantly
tearful prisoner that she is available to him as an anagogue.187 Her
activity on his behalf involves revelation: she exhorts him to “arise” to
remember, to follow and to be on guard. She also performs a more
concrete action on his behalf, “sealing him in the light of the water with
five seals,” thereby protecting him from death. 188 Hence, pqºmoia is
both a guide and a redeemer to wayward humanity.

What stands out in this passage is how pqºmoia, tied so closely to
transcendent reality, employs those ties in her efforts on behalf of
humankind. The ties with transcendent reality are in fact very strong: “I
am the Providence of the pure light; I am the thinking of the virginal

186 Turner, Sethian Gnosticism, 133. Turner argues that the call to awakening was an
originally independent tradition. On the call to awakening see also MacRae,
“Sleep and Awakening in Gnostic Texts,” 497. Compare Ephesians 5:14
(“Wake up, sleeper, and arise from the dead, and Christ will shine upon you.”)
as well as the words of the newly commissioned Hermes in CH 1.27: “People,
earthbound men (%mdqer cgceme ?r), you who have surrendered yourselves to
drunkenness and sleep and ignorance of god, make yourselves sober and end
your drunken sickness, for you are bewitched in unreasoning sleep”
(Copenhaver, Hermetica, 6).

187 The coming of pqºmoia into the physical cosmos appears to parallel the
incarnation of Jesus, especially as presented in the prologue to the Gospel of
John. While there are affinities between the two, there is no clear literary
relationship. Waldstein is probably correct that what the two have in common
is a shared religious Vorleben, specifically the same Jewish Sophialogical and
exegetical traditions (“The Providence Monologue,” 398–402). On whether
the monologue has in mind an incarnation of pqºmoia see below.

188 The background to the sealing with the five seals in the light of the water (Ap.
John 81,20) is probably a Sethian baptismal liturgy. See Waldstein, “The
Providence Monologue,” 386–87; and John Turner, “Ritual in Gnosticism,” in
Eugene H. Lovering, ed., Society of Biblical Literature 1994 Seminar Papers
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1994), 139–47.
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Spirit” (81,6–7). These attributes remind one of Barbēlō who was the
Monad’s thought made actual (10,18) and who came to be in a flood of
light (10,16). Yet this “light which is in the light” enters into “the midst
of darkness and the inside of Hades” (80,12–13). Barbēlō, or a figure of
her stature, is here making a journey into what amounts to her
ontological antithesis. This journey is more controversial than the
anagogic activity of Sov¸a in Wisdom of Solomon or the Kºcor in
Philo’s writings. Physical creation may be severely limited or even a
hindrance for Philo and Pseudo-Solomon, but the corporeal cosmos
that the monologue describes is inhospitably hostile.

Yet is this the same kind of controversy we espied in the NT where
the kºcor becomes flesh ( John 1:14) or p÷m t¹ pk¶qyla dwelt willingly
in the Son (Col 1:19)? In other words, does the monologue envision an
incarnation of pqºmoia similar to (if not identical with) Jesus’? If so, the
monologue is woefully short on details about this. The third strophe
does make the claim that pqºmoia “entered into the midst of their prison
which is the prison <of> the body (s_la)” (80,16–17). Yet this does
not need to imply incarnation; pqºmoia had entered into the prison of
physical creation twice before in the monologue (79,14; 80,1–2)
without herself being imprisoned.189 This is more akin to what occurs in
Ap. John 54,7 when Barbēlō assigns fy¶ a place with the first human
even as he is cast down into the “lower regions of matter.”

There is further evidence that a myth similar to the Apocryphon (if
not that same one) underlies the monologue when it comes to pqºmoia’s
message to her initiate. Even though she makes a great and perilous

189 Waldstein, “The Providence Monologue,” 380. The introduction to the
monologue is suggestive: “I turned myself into my seed” (79,5). Waldstein,
who does not see this statement as belonging to the monologue originally
(“The Providence Monologue,” 389–91), does not see it as necessarily implying
incarnation. He appeals to the shorter version of Ap. John 79,7 (NHC III and
BG) which has ¼| ¤ª®¶x (“take form, be formed”) instead of ´|lr (“change”
or “transform” in Smith, Concise Coptic-English Lexicon, 42; “turn” in Wisse and
Waldstein’s translation). ¼| ¤ª®¶x “appears in a number of Gnostic writings,
both Valentinian and non-Valentininan, as a synonym of ‘being perfected,
restored, rectified’….” The first line (79,5) of the monologue can be read as
“affirming that Providence takes form in her seed. Providence’s opening
statement need nto be understood as, ‘I changed myself into my seed,’ in the
sense of ‘I underwent an incarnation.’ ‘I changed,’ j|̈´l², can be a translation of
the Greek 1loqv¾hgm, equivalent to j|̈¼| ¤ª®¶x : I, therefore, the perfect
Providence of the all, took form in my seed; I perfected and rectified it”
(Waldstein, “The Providence Monologue,” 381–82).
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journey from the light, the revelation pqºmoia provides the prisoner is
something not wholly alien to this human. In fact, her revelation is
really one of self-recognition: the initiate is told to “remember that it is
you who hearkened” (81,9–10) and to “follow your root” (81,10). In
other words, the monologue presupposes that this is a mission of
reclamation and not implantation. The initiate need only become aware
of his situation (to wake up) and then to engage in the way of ascent, a
way that involves “following his root,” that is, coming to an awareness
of what he truly is. What is presupposed here is spelled out in the earlier
narrative of Ap. John, namely how it is the root came to be locked up in
this prison.

Also spelled out in the Apocryphon narrative is the violent reaction of
Yaldabaoth and his powers. It is likely this reaction that spawns
pqºmoia’s warning that acompanies her call to wake up. The initiate
must “guard yourself against the angels of poverty and the demons of
chaos and all those who ensnare you” (81,13–16). As we know from
earlier in the monologue, there are physical forces hostile to pqºmoia
and especially to her seed (“And the foundations of chaos shook, that
they might fall down upon those who are in chaos and might destroy
them.” [80,4–6; cf. 79,15]). Yet, in spite of this warning, the
monologue also suggests that pqºmoia’s third and successful advent
signals the final defeat of these forces: “And I filled my face with the
light of the completion of their aeon” (80,14–15). Waldstein explains:

When she fills her face with “the light of the completion of their aeon,”
i.e. , when she openly reveals herself as the light of the divine world [Ap.
John 79,10; 79,23; 80,10], Providence brings about the end of the aeon in
which her potential followers are imprisoned. Her self-revelation not only
shakes the foundations of chaos…; it destroys the power of the material
cosmos altogether and thereby liberates those imprisoned in it.190

The destruction of the worldly aeon comes from undoing the efforts
of its forces to keep the divine power, here “the root,” to themselves.
The warning concerning “the deep sleep and the enclosure of the inside
of Hades” (81,17–18), which follows on warnings regarding the angels
of poverty and demons of chaos, may in fact refer to the work of those
forces to secure the luminous root. When pqºmoia arouses her
prospective follower with the words “He who hears, let him get up
from the deep sleep” (80,19) she is simultaneously ending the reign of
the forces of darkness and reclaiming what was once lost: “Arise and

190 Waldstein, “The Providence Monologue,” 380.
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remember that it is you who hearkened, and follow your root, which is
I.”

By raising the human up and sealing him with luminous water
(81,20; recalling her own origin), pqºmoia makes it so “that death might
not have power over him from this time on.” Then, with a sense of
completion she says: “And behold, now I shall go up to the perfect
aeon” (82,2–3). Having liberated humanity, pqºmoia departs. One
wonders whether this ascent is meant to leave the illuminated and sealed
human in the physical cosmos for a time (as Poimandres leaves Hermes
in CH 1.27). This is what happens in the narrative frame immediately
following the monologue: “I have completed everything in your
hearing. And I have said everything to you that you might write them
down and give them secretly to your fellow spirits, for this is the
mystery of the immovable race” (82,4–9; cf. 82,14–16; 83,4–6; ).

It may also be that pqºmoia’s ascent somehow marks the salvation of
her human followers; certainly, her goal was to raise them up “to the
honored place” (81,8). As they become aware of what she has taught
them, they are able to know themselves, that they are in fact part of
pqºmoia. Thus are they enabled to follow her up her “root of light”
(80,7) to that “honored place” which is the “perfect aeon” of the
“perfect pqºmoia.” The human being is thereby restored to its rightful
place alongside (inside?) the “virginal Spirit.” 191 Left behind are the
ruinous remains of worldly forces that were never meant to be.

191 Cf. Waldstein, “The Providence Monologue,” 397: Pqºmoia’s “revelation
brings the listener to a knowledge of the self, described as awakening, and this
knowledge coincides with knowledge of the divine. It is on the basis of this
understanding of salvation as awakened identity of the inner self with the
divine, that one can interpret Providence’s relation to the ‘virginal Spirit,’ the
highest divine principle. She functions as the bond of continuity which reaches
from the ‘virginal Spirit’ all the way into the self of the listener…. All her true
listeners become aware that their inner identity, concealed and imprisoned in
their bodies, is nothing but Providence herself. Their salvation consists in
coming to know their inner unity of being with her, ‘Follow your root, which
is I … .’”
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5.3. Summary of Chapter Five

This chapter began by referencing Michael Williams’s definition of
“biblical demiurgical myths” (né “Gnosticism”) as writings that “made a
distinction between the creator(s) and controllers of the material world
and the most transcendent divine being, and in so doing made use of …
scriptural traditions.” For Poimandres and The Apocryphon of John,
exemplars of such myths, the Genesis cosmogony and anthropogony
provide a narrative framework the authority of which they can neither
deny nor abide. Hence, their own narratives simultaneously deconstruct
and rebuild the biblical ur-myth, remodeling it to better reflect their
convictions about the nature of God and humanity. The conceptual
tools by which they perform this remodeling are familiar to us; they
stem from Middle Platonic intermediary doctrine mediated largely
through Platonized Jewish interpretive traditions. While the manner in
which they use them are is familiar, like the NT passages of ch. 3,
Poimandres and Ap. John distinguish themselves by the extremes to
which they employ these traditions. Furthermore, in contrast to the NT
passages that use the interpretive to emphasize the radical immanence of
the divine presence, the “Gnostic” writings use them to emphasize the
radical remoteness of the transcendent Deity. The result is a complex of
intermediary forces simultaneously responsible for the creation of an
inherently flawed physical universe and the salvation of the (divinely
derived) humans therein.
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Chapter Six

Conclusion

6.1. Thesis Statement

This is a study of how three sets of writings share a common
cosmological tradition but appropriate that tradition in three distinctive
ways. The method of this study was to explain the source tradition and
then describe its appropriation in the three sets of writings. The thesis
was two-fold: first, Middle Platonic intermediary doctrine persists as “a
surviving mythic form” in Hellenistic Jewish sapientialism, early
Christology, and Gnostic creation myths; and second, the presence of
this intermediary doctrine provides “cosmic dimension and transcen-
dent meaning” to their differing salvific schemes.1

6.2. First Move – The Source Tradition:
Middle Platonic Intermediary Doctrine

In a move ad fontes, the study began by considering how the Middle
Platonists rehabilitated the physics of their Athenian master. Although
they adhered to Plato’s postulation of a transcendent principle,
subsequent criticism (especially from the Peripatetics and Stoics)
constrained the Middle Platonists to explain how that transcendent
principle could have cosmic efficacy and not lose its transcendence.
Hence, Plato’s Hellenistic followers formulated a second, intermediary
principle between the Monad and physical creation. While they
construed it differently (ranging from the thoughts in God’s mind to a
separate, divine entity), the Middle Platonists were consistent in
affirming that the intermediary principle shared the Monad’s tran-
scendent, noetic character while mediating that character to the material
creation. They articulated the transcendent character and mediating

1 The quotations are based upon Cross, Caanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 87. See the
beginning of chapter one.



function of the intermediary in two noteworthy ways. One is the
common motif of the intermediate principle as a copy, a paradigm of
the Monad. In this capacity, the intermediate principle served as divine
eQj¾m or exemplar for the material world, which was thus a copy of a
copy of the Monad. Additionally, a number of Middle Platonists used
prepositional phrases as another way to denote the principle’s character
and function. This metaphysics of prepositions served as philosophical
shorthand to reinforce the distinctiveness of Middle Platonic doctrine
over against Peripateticism and Stoicism.

Finally, as concerned as they were about protecting the tran-
scendence of the Supreme Principle, Middle Platonists were also
concerned about humanity achieving its t´kor. While the evidence is
less than abundant, it appears once again the intermediate principle
played the indispensable role here. Whether as the object of
contemplation or as an active anagogue, the intermediary fostered the
liberation of the rational soul from the body and its return to its
transcendent source.

6.3. The Second Move – Hellenistic Jewish Sapientialism:
The Divine Intermediary and the Fulfillment

of Cosmology

The next move of the study was to show how, despite the numerous
qualitative differences between Wisdom of Solomon and Philo’s
writings, they both used Middle Platonic concepts and terms to present
an intermediary that is ontologically related to God, that is responsible
for creating and governing the cosmos by God’s power, and that fosters
humanity finding its ultimate fulfillment in God.

Wisdom of Solomon, drawing from the heady currents of
contemporary religious and philosophical trends and combining these
with an authoritative sapiential tradition, renders an engaging portrait of
Sophia, she who is both God’s throne companion and humanity’s boon.
Pseudo-Solomon presents Sophia’s role as throne companion as being
much more involved than earlier renditions of personified Wisdom. For
one thing, Sophia is not one of God’s creations but an entity closely
related to him; she is his breath, his emanation, and his image. For
another, she does not just witness creation but has a preeminent role in
the event; she fashioned all things and, while essentially distinct from
them, she continues to pervade and order all things. Furthermore, while
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Wisdom of Solomon may call Sophia “savior,” we saw that it was
precisely this cosmic artisanship and ubiquitous presence that makes her
companionship desirable for achieving fulfillment. And this fulfillment is
not just anthropological in scope; Wis says that Sophia serves not just to
guide the soul back to its divine source but to bring the cosmos to its
intended t´kor as well.

As with the Middle Platonic intermediary principle and Pseudo-
Solomon’s Sophia, the Philonic Logos is an entity between God and
matter, an intermediary which brings the divine image (eQj¾m) to bear
on matter and thereby produces and sustains the sense-perceptible
world. This Logos has both a transcendent and an immanent status; it is
both very close to the Supreme One, God, and very close to the sense-
perceptible world. The Logos is purely rational and asomatic as well as
filling all things and providing for their administration. What is more,
Philo sees the Logos as playing a pivotal role in human fulfillment; as he
says, it is by this same Logos that God formed the world that he raises
the perfect mind to himself. This is because the Logos brings the human
mind into existence, providing that mind with its own intellectual
nature and its role and status vis-à-vis the body, giving the mind its
proper orientation, and guiding it back unto himself. Anthropology and
Cosmology are of a piece in Philo of Alexandria and that piece is the all-
encompassing Logos.

6.4. Third Move – Early Christianity:
The Divine Intermediary and the Reparation

of Creation

Wisdom of Solomon and Philo give voice to traditions of appropriating
Middle Platonic intermediary doctrine for biblical speculation, traditions
that appear to have come to early Christians through Greek-speaking
Jewish liturgy. The 1 Corinthian confession, the Colossian hymn, the
Hebrews exordium and the Johannine prologue each attest to the fusion
of these Platonized Jewish traditions with Christian eschatological
conviction. The Jewish traditions contribute the uniform cosmological
perspective and terminology that permeates all four passages wherein we
see a divinely related intermediary (eQj¾m, !pa¼casla, waqajt¶q,
kºcor, heºr) responsible for creating (di’ aqtoO) and sustaining
(sum¸stgli, v´qy) the existence of all things (t± p²mta). As for the
eschatological conviction, it underlies four distinct views about the
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significance of Jesus Christ. In 1 Cor 8:6, Jesus is j¼qior whose shameful
death redefines human perfection; in Col 1:15, he is the uRºr in whom
the pk¶qyla dwells and who pacifies and reconciles rebellious creation
through the blood of his cross; in Hebrews 1:2–3 he is the exalted heir
who has made purification for sins; and in John 1:14, he is the kºcor
who became flesh and as such the revelation of divine glory. In all four
views, the conviction is that Christ altered reality in an historical
moment. When combined with the Platonized Jewish traditions, this
eschatological conviction underscores the fulfillment of creation
through a surprising and unimaginable expression of divine presence.

6.5. Fourth Move: Gnosticism – The Divine Intermediary
and the Undoing of Creation

Since the fourth movement in the study involves the maelstrom of
“Gnosticism,” we hold for the moment to Michael Williams’s
definition of such as “biblical demiurgical myths” that “made a
distinction between the creator(s) and controllers of the material world
and the most transcendent divine being, and in so doing made use of …
scriptural traditions.”2 Poimandres and The Apocryphon of John are
exemplars of such myths. For both treatises, the Genesis cosmogony and
anthropogony provided a narrative framework the authority of which
they could neither deny nor abide. Hence, their own narratives
simultaneously deconstruct and rebuild the biblical ur-myth, remodel-
ing it to reflect better their convictions about the transcendent nature of
the supreme Deity and of humanity. The result is a complex of
intermediary forces, such as the Logos, Demiurge and Anthropos in
Poimandres, and the Barbēlō and Yaldaboath camps in Ap. John, that are
simultaneously responsible for the creation of an inherently flawed
physical universe and the salvation of the (divinely derived) humans
therein. The conceptual tools by which they performed this remodeling
are familiar to us; they stem from Middle Platonic intermediary doctrine
mediated largely through Platonized Jewish interpretive traditions.

2 Williams, Rethinking “Gnosticism,” 265. See the introduction to chapter five
above.
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6.6. Synthesis

We synthesize the findings of this study by first noting that there is
remarkable coherence in the manner in which the Jewish, Christian and
Gnostic writings attest to a divine intermediary, at least as it finds
expression in their cosmological perspectives. They all appear to have
accepted the tri-partite view of reality put forward in Middle Platonic
Dreiprinzipienlehre, with its transcendent One, its cosmologically active
yet essentially noetic intermediary, and its material realm. In particular,
all of the writings focus on the intermediary figure in their efforts to
explain the relationship between the Deity and the physical cosmos.

However, at another level, it is clear that the Jewish, Christian and
Gnostic writings “take up” this Prinzipienlehre to different ends,
reflecting their distinctive views about creation and humanity’s place
therein. Coming the closest to the Middle Platonic perspective, the
Hellenistic Jewish writings of Philo of Alexandria and Wisdom of
Solomon view the physical world as ultimately good, even if it is a good
of the lowest order. With respect to humanity, both Wisdom and Philo
aver that human nature is essentially of a higher order, a soul that should
not be weighed down by the body and a moOr that should rise to stand
along side the divine MoOr. The world then is “a good place to have
come from,” though one’s emphasis should be on the psychic ascent
made possible di± toO kºcou/t/r sov¸ar.

Poimandres and Apocryphon of John have a somewhat similar, if more
radical perspective about humanity and creation. What is similar is the
high view of human nature and the need for putting distance between
humanity and the physical world. However, these writings hold more
extreme views about both this nature and this need than anything we
saw among Middle Platonists, Philo or Pseudo-Solomon. The stereo-
typical Gnostic perspective about humanity finding salvation through
self-knowledge is apropos for both writings and they both appear to
ground this on humanity’s divine identity. Indeed, revealing this identity
and the ability to know it is the purpose of these treatises. With respect
to the physical world, it becomes a casualty of this exaltation of human
nature, since something other than that nature is needed to explain
manifest deficiencies that humans experience. Whether it is because of
the smoking, howling, chaotic substance at the beginning of Poimandres
or the foolish malfeasance of Yaldabaoth in Ap. John, creation (even if
divinely patterned) is a lamentable thing that ought not to have
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happened. For these writings, the world is a bad dream from which
humanity, prompted by its divine source, must awake.

If the Gnostic writings may be characterized as intensifying the
distinction between transcendent and material reality, 1 Cor 8:6, Col
1:15–20, Heb 1:1–4 and the Johannine prologue should be charac-
terized as going in an opposite direction. While these passages too
suggest that something is wrong with creation, their solution is not to
remove any trace of divine presence and leave the world to its ruin. Also
not present is any sense of hagiographic anthropology as in the Gnostic
(and even the Jewish) writings we studied; if anything, the NT passages
emphasize the culpability of humankind for the world’s ills or at least
their own share in them. What the NT passages focus on instead is how
transcendent reality (j¼qior, eQj¾m, !pa¼casla ja· waqajt¶q, kºcor)
solves the problem of creation by becoming part of it in Jesus Christ.
The kerygmatic aspect of this becoming part of creation, though
obviously significant, is not surprising since the Christ event – Jesus’ life,
death and resurrection – is something the NT passages share with their
literary contexts and with rest of the NT. Rather, what is intriguing to
us is that these NT passages adopt a conceptual framework (i.e., Platonic
intermediary doctrine) the raison d’Þtre of which is to preserve the
transcendence of the Deity, and they use it to make claims about that
Deity’s radical immanence. For the NT writers, the world, because of a
particular moment in space and time, is where one meets God.
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